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Foreword 

Various thin-walled three-dimensional structures combining high 

strength, rigidity and a light weight with the possibility of effective 

use of the inner volume are finding broad applications in modern aero¬ 

nautical and rocket engineering, shipbuilding, and construction. The 

theoretical and experimental study of the operation of such structures 

xn accordance with the requirements imposed by technical progress con¬ 

stitutes one of the important and complex areas of modern mechanics. 

Thin-walled structures outlined by smooth surfaces are a tradi¬ 

tional subject of study in shell theory. The development of this 

theory, which has a long history, has followed two directions. The 

first is represented by the so-called mathematical -ahell theory based 

on a minimum number of hypotheses and devoted to the substantiation of 

f'ie fundamental equations, analysis of theiriaocuracy and applicability, 

jid qualitative study of comparatively simple problems. The second dir¬ 

ection, applied shell theory, aims at the development of approximate 

m&whods of calculation, necessary for the creation of new technology. 

Major contributions to the development of both mathematical and applied 

fhell theory have been made by Soviet scientists V.z. Vlasov, A.L. 

Gol'denveysr, A.X. Lur'ye, V.V. Novozhilov, Yu. N. Rabotnov, and others. 

To date, shells of classical types have been thoroughly investi¬ 

gated! smooth cylindrical and conical shells of revolution and spherical 

shells. Studies dealing with these shells number in the thousands and 

&mû being steadily supplemented. For example, Nash's extensive biblio- 

cj:.«phies contain about 6,000 titles, most of which deal with shells of 

U 2 indicated types. 

Shells consisting of more complex, generally piecewise-smooth sur¬ 

ucas are in a different category. The general problem of design of 

uoh shells has net thus far been properly reflected in the literature, 



despite the fact that such shells, reinforced with longitudinal and » 

tv msverse elements, despite the fact that such shells, reinforced 

with longitudinal and transverse elements, are widely employed in 

the construction of various types of wings, airplane fuselages, 

rocket bodies and ship hulls. When such "nonclassical" objects are 

considered, the direct integration of the differential equations 

describing the operation of shells involves practically insurmount¬ 

able difficulties. In this connection, a very important role is 

played by the so-called technical theories, based on certain addi¬ 

tional hypotheses concerning the comparative magnitude of the indi¬ 

vidual components of the stressed and strained state of the shell. 

Such assumptions, based on experimental dat,, permit the derivation 

of the equations of general shell theory and ultimately lead to 

results that can be used in practical applications. 

The fundamental results of studies dealing with shells having 

complex, generally unsmooth surfaces pertain to the design of three- 

dimensional systems of the type of thin-walled bars. For such shells, 

which may have both a constant and a variable cross section, the con¬ 

cepts of principal axes of inertia and axis of rigidity characteristic 

of beams usually remain valid, but in contrast to beams, after deform¬ 

ation the cross sections of thin-walled bars do not remain planar and 

may also change their configuration. Unquestionably the greatest 

contribution to the theory of design of thin-walled bars has been 

made by Soviet scientists, chiefly by V.N. Belyayev, V.Z. Vlasov, and 
A.A. Umanskiy. 

The thin-walled bar has proven a fruitful design model for three- 

dimensional systems of various applications. In aeronautical engineer¬ 

ing, this model has been used to develop effective applied methods of 

design of fuselage and straight-wing structures of both constant and 

variable cross sections. Much credit for the development of these 

methods is due to A.I. Makarevskiy, G.G. Rostovtsev, A.M. Cheremukhin, 

A. Yu. Romashevskiy, L.I. Balabukh, V.F. Kiselev, f.N. Kan, Yu. G. 
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Odinokov, G. S. Yelenevskiy, A.F. Feofanov, V.V. Novitskiy, and others. 

The development of hiqh-speed aviation has resulted in the advent 

of more complex structure diagrams and external configurations. Obli- 

Tue structures have appeared to which the traditional beam concept as 

well as individual concepts of thin walled bars are generally inappli¬ 

cable. This refers primarily to wing structures. A distinctive feature 

nf tne °Peration of a swept wing, for example, is the fact that because 

of its obliqueness, any transverse load causes both bending and torsion 

of the wing, so that the concept of a rigidity axis loses its usual 

meaning, and the stressed and strained state of such a wing is changed 

considerably in comparison with a straight wing. 

The operation of wings of low aspect ratio is even more complex in 

character, owing to oblique configurations in the plane, and to the fact 

that the longitudinal and transverse dimensions of the wing are of the 

same order The beam concept is of little use in this case, even as a 

first approximation. 

Oblique spatial systems also include certain structures of airplane 

fuselages, rocket bodies, and ship hulls, representing smooth and rein¬ 

forced structures of conical and circular type, and also more complex 

configurations. With a sufficient degree of conicity, the stressed and 

strained state of such shells is also very complex in character. 

The design of oblique spatial systems of the above-indicated type 

is one of the major problems of structural mechanics of thin-walled 

structures. The design of structures that meet present-day needs is 

unthinkable without the creation of adequately substantiated general 

methods of calculation combining the necessary accuracy with simplic¬ 

ity and permitting the study of a broad range of urgent problems from 

a unified point of view. However, despite the fact that individual 

problems have been dealt with in a number of studies, there is as yet 

no unified general approach to the design of oblique spatial systems. 
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Ir analyzing, for example, studies dealing with the design of 

swept and low-aspect wings, three basic trends can be distinguished. 

The first trend, represented by earlier studies, is based mainly 

on the classical beam concept. The effect of obliqueness is taken 

into consideration approximately, through engineering analysis of the 

characteristics of wing structure diagrams of a given design, and 

through the use of Castigliano's variational principle in revealing 

static indeterminacy. This trend was developed by V.F. Kiselev, I.A. 

Sverdlov, A.F. Feofanov, and others. Without detracting from the 

advantages of this approach, which lie in the simplicity of the math¬ 

ematical devices employed and in a clear representation of the physi¬ 

cal picture of the structural interaction of the individual structural 

elements, we should note that the scope of ^plication of such methods 

is limited mainly by certain typical static problems in the elastic 

formulation, whereas their application to calculations of complex ex¬ 

ternal factors of dynamic and thermal character and also to studies 

of the lift effectiveness of wings is practically impossible. Another 

drawback of such methods is the necessity of considering wings of 

different configurations independently of one another, which creates 

an abundance of computational schemes and complicates the practical 

mastering of the methods. 

The second trend includes studies based on the schematization of 

a thin-walled wing structure in the form of a structurally anisotropic 

oblique plate. Such a schematization is highly conventional, chiefly 

because the reception of an external load by a three-dimensional system 

and by a plate is fundamentally different. Whereas in a plate, an 

external transverse load is balanced by transverse forces, in a three- 

dimensional system this load is balanced off by flows of tangential 

forces acting along the contour of the cross sectior . Therefore, the 

possibilities of the use of a plate as a design model for a thin- 

walled-type wing are very limited. Such a model can be used only for 
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the design of wings reinforced by a regular assembly of spars, whose 

walls receive the transverse load, as in the case of plates. A 

sufficient degree of accuracy can apparently be obtained in this 

case only when the wing is designed in the elastic formulation for 

the action of smooth aerodynamic loads, and also in determining the 

lowest frequencies and modes of natural vibrations, when the tangen¬ 

tial stresses are comparatively small. The reliability of the re¬ 

sult' deoends considerably on a successful choice of numerical 

values of the reduced elastic constants of the anisotropic plate. 

However, the design of a wing as an anisotropic plate for the ac¬ 

tion of large twisting moments and concentrated forces, when the 

tangential stresses may even exceed the normal c ., and the study 

cf complex problems of thermoelasticity and life effectiveness on 

tne basis of such a model appear ;o be altogether impossible. 

’’he third trend includes methods based on a discrete computa¬ 

tional model of an elastic body. According to this model, the struc¬ 

ture is represented as a collection of a finite number of nodal points 

connected by a set of elementary rods with selected elastic properties. 

The stressed and strained state in the confines of a single rod is 

approximated in some manner, so that the study of a continuous system 

can be reduced to the determination of a finite number of unknown quan¬ 

tities m accordance with the adopted nodal partition of the structure. 

Mathematically, the problem reduces to systems of algebraic equations 

with a large number of unknowns, which can be obtained by the classi¬ 

cal methods of structural mechanics of bar systems, i.e., the method 

of forces and the method of displacements. The discrete methods, 

covered by the general term "method of finite elements", appeared as 

i result of the advent of computers. This trend is primarily due to 

the works of J.H. Argyris* and S. Levy. Despite the conventional 

svstems°decolT1pr^HSp0f Calcilati"n Complex Statically Indeterminate 
edited bv P?of A P pP?rS' tTcai]slazed from the English. Compiled and 
lilted by Prof. A.P. Filin. Sudpromgiz, Leningrad, 1961. 
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character oi schematization of the structure, discrete methods are of 

considerable interest. Their advantage lies in the possibility of 

calculating complex irregular structures on the basis of fairly uni¬ 

versal matrix algorithms. However, like other numerical methods, 

discrete methods exclude the possibility of qualitative studies of 

the operation of structures, so necessary in designing. It should 

be noted at this point that the contrasting of discrete methods with 

analytical ones, which is occasionally encountered, is not justified. 

Both types of methods have their advantages and disadvantages, and th 

therefore, since they complement one another, should be developed to 

same extent. Analytical methods, which describe the operation 

of a structure as a whole without excessive particulariza-ion, form 

the basis of qualitative studies. These methods should be employed 

in selecting the structure diagram and optimizing the main elements 

of the structure. At the stage of particularization of all the 

structural elements and checking of the calculations, when the struc¬ 

ture is treated as a complex statically indeterminate system, an im¬ 

portant role is played by discrete methods. 

In the present book, the general subject of the study is a rein¬ 

forced conical shell of arbitrary configuration, used as a universal 

computational model of an oblique thin-walled structure. Under ap¬ 

propriate assumptions regarding the configuration of the directrix 

of the conical surface and location of its apex, the book discusses, 

rom a unified point of view, different types of wings (straight, 

swept, low-aspect, delta, etc.) and different types of airframes. The 

Lagrange variational principle is used to develop a general method of 

ca cu.atlon of a reinforced conical shell of arbitrary configuration, 

amounting to the integration of a system of ordinary differential 

equations describing the operation of oblique thin-walled systems 

when the form of external actions is arbitrary. This method makes 

it possible to work out the solutions of the most diverse problems 

of structural mechanics of thin-walled structures. The solutions 
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are constructed in the form of expansions whose first terms correspond 

to the hypothesis of plane sections, which is widely employed in prac¬ 

tical enqineering calculations. In this connection, the resolvent 

equations constitute a generalization of the equations of strength of 

n.aierials. Keeping one to two additional terms of the expansion for 

such complex oblique three-dimensional systems as swept and delta 

wings, low-aspect wings, etc., one can derive solutions that are 

very effective as a whole and reduce them to compact general working 

formulas. When the number of expansion terms is large, the stressed 

and strained state of oblique systems càn be studied in detail by means 

of a computer. The book discusses numerous problems pertaining to the 

analysis of wings and airframes for different types of external action 

of static, dynamic and thermal character. The solutions obtained are 

illustrated by a large number of numerical results, some of which are 

' ompared with experimental results. The appendices present a general 

method for deriving the solution of equations whose coefficients con¬ 

tain characteristics of the type of the delta function and its deriva¬ 

tives. Equations of this type describe objects combining continuous 

elements with discrete ones - bars, plates, or shells with masses and 

moments of inertia concentrated at points, on lines and individual 

surfaces, with reinforcing structures, supporting layers of zero thick¬ 

ness, etc. The proposed method makes it possible to study both "smooth" 

and "discrete-continuous" objects on the same methodological basis. 

The book is based on the author's many years of research work. 

The results of experimental studies and certain theoretical conclusions 

of other authors mentioned in the book are accompanied by corresponding 

references. All the calculations were carried out in accordance with 

a single universal program written by Yu. S. Matyushev. 

The authors express their gratitute to Engineer V.I. Narinskiy for 

his assistance in the preparation of this book. 
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Main Symbols 

E, Gr V - 
AFk(Z)- 

h(Z, S)- 

: 
xs 
M, H - 
B_ n , 
n z 

Bn ' -ns' 
P"(Z)S- 

P - 
P, Ç - 

Q - 

T? S - 
t=ln(1-Z) - 
t=_t_ 

_/y sin S 
U(Z, S) - 
Vi(Z') # U. (Z) - 
X, y, z ¿ 

x0(s)» y0(s), 

z, s - 

a - 
ß - 
6(x - xQ) - 

et' t x 
12 9 

n(Z), 9(Z) - 

9(x - xQ) - 
x - 

T - 

Yoi’.nq 's modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson's ratio; 
cross-sectional area of k-th element of longitudinal 
structure; 
shell thickness; 
z-coordinate of cone apex; 
length of generatrix S=const; 
bending and twisting moments; 

unit vectors of main trihedron oriented along the lines 
of principal curvatures; 
unit vectors of auxiliary trihedron (mc*m = cos x); 
generalized force; ° z 

surface load intensity vector; 

circular coordinates in a shell of revolution with 
regular longitudinal structure: p - number of stringer, 
ç - relative coordinate in the span between stringers; 
transverse force; 

base radius of right circular conical shell; 
normal and tangential forces; 
independent variable in Euler-type equations; 
relative longitudinal coordinate; 

elastic displacement vector; 
generalized displacements being sought; 

coorc^xnates of point M of middle surface of 
shell in unstrained state: the plane xOz is perpen¬ 
dicular to the plane of the directrix, the origin 
lies in the plane of the directrix, and the Oz axis 
passes through the cone apex; 

Vs) = x0(s) ctgx0 ■ Cartesian coordinates of point 
Mq of directrix; 

curvilinear coordinates in the middle surface of shell; 
Z relative coordinate, measured along the generatrix 
from the base to the apex of the cone, in fractions of 
its total length; S - arc of directrix of conical sur¬ 
face, constituting the parameter of the family of 
generatrices; 

circular coordinate of right circular conical shell; 
apex angle of right circular conical shell; 
Dirac's delta function; 

xt.t_ " strains of relative elongation, shear, bending, 
i ¿ and torsion of middle surface; 

vectors of translational displacement and rotation of 
the contour Z = const? 
Heaviside unit function? 

AFn^° °f Skin area 2lTR0h0 to total area of stringers 

normal and tangential stresses, referred to the magnitude 
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of the corresponding external force factor [in the rase 
of moment, (1/cm ) ; in the case of force, (1/cm^); in 
the case of pressure, dimensionless]; 

isr' *lsr ' sPecia 1 coordinate functions; 

~ coordinate vector function; 
x0 “ angle between the coordinate plane zOy and the plane of 

the directrix; 
“ angle between the coordinate lines Z = 

'¿¿(S), (S) - generalized deformation coordinates. 
const, S = const; 



Part One 

Conical Shell of Arbitrary Configuration 

Chapter I. Fundamental Geometric, Static and Physical Relationships 

1.1. Three-Dimensional-Oblique System of Curvilinear Coordinates. 

First Quadratic Form 

A conical shape of general type is considered. The contour of the 

directrix is completely arbitrary and can be both open and single- or 

multiclosed. The shell may be equipped with a reinforcing structure. 

We will choose a system of Cartesian coordinates so that the Oy 

axis is in the plane of the directrix, and the Oz axis passes through 

the cone apex (Figure 1.1). Let the coordinates of the cone apex 

*-=0. y«0. J“/o. (1.1) 

and the equation of the directrix in parametric form becomes 

«"Jitf5); /-=Jto(S) cIrxo. (1.2) 

where S is some parameter measured along the contour of the directrix, 

and Xq(S), y0(S) are specified functions determining the outlines of 

the directrix. 

The locatici. of point M of the middle surface of the shell will be 

fixed in a thre¿-dimensional oblique coordinate grid consisting of the 

family of generatrices of the conical surface and family of lines of 

intersection of this surface by pl^es parallel to the plane of the 

directrix. 

FTD-HC-23-1297-74 1 



In the selected system of Cartesian coordinates, the equation of 

the generatrix passing through point KQ lying on the directrix and 

having the coordinates x = X()(S), y = y^S), 2 « x0(S) ctg x0 has the 
form 

I-U 
*'15) ir«(S) 'o(S) cij tt~ Iq 

(1.3) 

and the equation of an arbitrary plane parallel to the plane of the 
directrix is 

* = /,/+ TCl3*„ 

(1.4) 

where Z is the distance between these planes, measured along the 

eratnx in fractions of its total length 1 
s 

gen- 

Figure 1.1. Conical shell 
of general type. 

Solving Eqs. (1.3), (1.4) for x, y, z, we obtain the coordinates of 
point M: 

jc.iS) ( I — /). 

z = i^-fjc.(5)c(K/.,(1-2). (1.5) 

* 

Expressions (1.5) constitute parametric equations of a conical sur¬ 

face of arbitrary outline, and parameters s, the curvilinear coordinates 
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of point M. It is evident thst by setting S » const in (1.5), we will 

obtain the equations of the family of generatrices, and by setting F = 

conat, the equations of the family of lines of intersection of the mid 

die surface by planes parallel to the plane of the directrix. 

As the parameter S, 

directrix, measured from 

consideration, we have 

where 

v/e will take the magnitude of the arc of the 

a certain fixed point. Then, taking (1.2) into 

(1.6) 

liS ' 

¿»o 
US 

ds be an «fcitrarily oriented small linear element of the middle 

surface, connecting the points V’ith curvilinear coordinates Z, S and 

Z + dZ, S + dS. The square length of this element 

♦*>»-. (*)*+(</*)»+(d*)* 

It is evident that 
-*~S-*z+£*5. 
ä^äl^aS, 

Introducing (1.8) into (1.7) we find 

[dst=* At{d¿f+'2AB iosxdZdS + (1.9) 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

7TD-HC-23-1297-74 3 



where 

AHroiymm ^ *1. 4. .'lL lJ!L d* 
0?. os Ô7. as r ò2 os ■ 

(1.10) 

Figure 1.2. 
Tangential unit 
vectors of the 
main and auxi¬ 
liary trihedra. 

The first part of (1.9) is called the first cuadratic form of the 

surface, and the quantities A2, B2, AB cos x are the coefficients of 

the first quadratic form. The first quadratic form determines the 

metric of the surface. Knowing the coefficients of the first quad¬ 

ratic form, one can compute the lengths of linear elements of the sur¬ 

face, and also the angles between them. Setting in (1.9) dß = 0 and 

dZ = 0 successively, one can conclude that the coefficients A and B 

represent, respectively, the lengths of segments of coordinate lines 

S = const and Z = const corresponding to dZ = 1 and dS * 1. It is 

also clear from geometrical considerations that x is the angle between 

the positive directions of the coordinate lines. 

For an arbitrary conical surface, taking (1.5) into account, we 
find from (1.10) : 

/*=*/,; cos*«-/;, 
(1.11) 

where ls is the length of the generatrix S = const: 



HflWPOTil 

/{(Sl=jr,J,(S)-)-i/’(ò')-| [/,, .T,i5)ctK/r|*. 

•is 

(1.12) 

We i1.1reduce into consideration the tangential unit vectors m , m 
— z s 

nz' ns (Fi9ure 1.2) and the unit vector of the normal n : 
n 

n„ ~ m,X n,-=nf X in, 
(1.13) 

It is easy to see that the tangential unit vectors are related as 
follows: 

. • _ to* X 1,= -—m,-- m, 
»in X un i ‘ 

_I „ Co* X — w, 
•in i (in X (1.14) 

and the derivatives of the scalar vector functions of curvilinear coor- 

dinates Z, S with respect to these unit vectors will be 

o J J 
dm, /( d¿ 

n> . 
_L JL 
B dS 

d _ d él . d éü 

dn, dl é n, dS d n. (1.15) 

d _ d dl ■ d dS 

dn, dl dn, dS dn, ‘ 

where according to (1.14) 

ÍÍ=_i- i21i 
dn, * - 1 

dZ I I 

dn, A (in X ’ 

dS_I co* X dS I 

B (In X ’ dn, “ 0 «in x 

A (in x 

I 
dn (1.16) 

The direction cosines of unit vectors nn, nz, mz, ns, ms in the 

basic system of Cartesian coordinates are: 

- 5 - 
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mywjmrnmmm rum mmm 

n_ 
« *» 'm nm i i 

'i t *« 

éx 

dn, 
0» 

dn, 

dx 

d in, 

dx 

dn, 

JJL 
dm. 

'm mm i ", 

i "» 

dt 

dt 

iL 
dn. 

dx 

dm, 
<•» 
* »< 

dt 

dn, 

dt 

(1.17) 

find 
Expending (1.17) with the .id of (1.5), (l.H), ,i.15), (1.16, we 

1 
M » i 

•V • 

»0 ]± 

•i" 1. It 

/, On * 

■*« It 

On i /, 
■»,(*0 -- *oVt 

1, «in X 

* • + <P* X Ü 
Oi)H ‘"I.n /, 

• 
«0 ; -l«COt T +Xolt*'iï* 

1 On X 

. ÜÜJL*« 
P On X /, 

l> »in X 
¿„ cl* xo Mt X 

U «in x 

m, 

11_ 

_ÍL _ la 
it 

ii Ílüilí. 
1 /, /, 
— 

(1.18) 

unit vectors nz, mz and ns, mg in combination with the unit 

Ilonq'the u7 ^ ^ V "2. »z- oriented 
along the Une. of principal curvatures, will hereinafter bereferred 
to ^ R f" hl=> in A in t*awa.J  « .. 
to as the main trihedron, end the trihedron nn, n,, mg will be corres- 

pondingly referred to as the auxiliary trihedron. 

Expanding any vector K in axes of the main and auxiliary trihedra, 
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(1.18) 

Jt y I 

■» 
, CM l *l|_ 

9 «In i. ft »in X 

• Co» i ll-x'nc\llïnl,0>t 1 

¥a »in ï 

_«et_ 
/, Mn y. 

, 1, ï 

/, »ln / 

*0 «a cl* ï„ 

we have 

K =* /f -f Kn¡n, f- 

K = /C.fn,4- Af»,«,. 
(1.19) 

where the components of the vector are its scalar products by the corres¬ 

ponding unit vectors: 

A.'«,-K-nif,, K„f= K-i»,. 

K.,~K ». 

The tangential components of vector K are related by the obvious 

relations 

/ - *.,co*x. Af.i-/f-,cosz + Af.i»in x. 

Af., = co'/ rsin X. Af.^Af., sin/-Af,fcosx. (1.20) 

1.2 Deformation of Conical Shell 

1. Components of Tangential Deformation of the Middle Surface 

Let M(Z, S) be the radius vector of point L of the middle surface 

before deformation, M1(Z, S)the radius vector of point M after deforma¬ 

tion, and U(Z, S), the vector of the elastic displacement of this point. 

- 7 - 



It is evident that 

M -fl I hi I ¿k. 

M* = M +1', (1.21) 

IT T: VeCt0rs of the Cartesian coordinate system, and 

X ' Y ' 2 are the Cartesian coordinates of point M before 
and after deformation, respectively. 

It follows from (1.21) that 

k=z4-U k. 
(1.22) 

Expressions (1.22) represent parametric 

surface of the shell. The linear element ds1 

by the first quadratic form 

equations of the deformed 

this surface ií defined 

(äst),~A‘,(d2)1 + 2A‘i9> cos i}dZdS 4- &'(dST, 

where, as in (1.10), 

^^‘cos Í£! 1 Wldfl Í£l 
X af àS +dZ dS ^¿2 t)S ■ 

(1.23) 

(1.24) 

From (1.22), taking (1.15) and (1.17) into 
account, we have 



f 

*4-A tílf 

d2 (-+£)+ 
d»l ./ : dV\. dV 

dxi 
dS 1 

*íL, 
dS 

di* _ 
dS = 

(1.25) 

Introducing (1.25) into (1.24) and neglecting the squares of small 

quantities and their derivatives, we find 

«•-»(‘■'"sr*-)' 

A'B1 cos ï1-AB (cos x + 
(1.26) 

Let some curve given in parametric form 

Z-ZiO. S-S(t). (1.27) 

pass through point M of the middle surface. We will represent the unit 

vector t, directed along a tangent to this curve, in the form of a linear 

combination of unit vectors in and m : 
z s 

t-am. + ftni. (1.28) 

Multiplying (1.28) scalarly by n and n successively, we obtain s z 

D| t = a sin X, 
■f-t=*sin X, 

(1.29) 

so that linear combination (1.28) reduces to the form 

— M-n,)"!,-! (1-0,)01,). (1.30) 

- 9 - 
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Let dst be the differential of the arc of curve (1.27) 
we have 

From (1.9), 

where (rfj,F =.- (.4» (7>*.). 2^fl cos ¡¿¡W-f- B* (Sf j [at )«_ (1.31) 

7—^(0 y..<<5 «) 

- a3ms are differentials of The quantities AZdt = ds^and BSdt = dSll 

coordinate lines S = const, ? * const corresponding to the differential 
dst. According to (1.30) 

—•-= 1 . i 

rfi« tin ï -**"»■ ' ’ 1 **1 un X 
(1.32) 

1 The material se^"ent dst after deformation will have the length 
dst. According to (1.23) 

UjD^I.í'5 (2f ^ ‘M'ffi cos,« 2i-|. «is(í)«|(rf/F. 

(1.33) 

Let ue expand (1.33) with the aid of (1.26). Negleoting squares 

of small quantities and their derivatives and considering (1.31), (1.32), 
we find 

(1.34) 

Expression (1.34) represents the length of the material segment of 

the middle surface after deformation, oriented in the direction of the 

arbitrary tangential unit vector t. The strain of this segment 

- 10 - 
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on th# ha*iN of (J.34) will bo 

n 
»/ ",1*0o,l*+ \am, / 

(1.35) 

We will reduce expression (1.35) to a more concise form permitting 

a simpler geometrical interpretation. 

On the basis of (1.32) 

at tin 
(1.36) 

where 8/3t is the derivative in the direction of the arbitrarily oriented 

unit vector t. Considering (1.36) and (1.30), from (1.35) it is easy to 

obtain 

to au 
a* •I. 

(1.37) 

Expression (1.37) is very clear. Figure 1.3 shows the elementary segment 

ab=dst of the arc of the arbitrary curve on the middle surface of the shell 

and vectors U and U + 3U/3t(dst) of displacements of the ends of the seg¬ 

ment. In this case, to within higher-order infinitesimals, vector 

U + 3U/3t(dst) also lies in the plane of the figure. It is obvious that 

the relative elongation of segment ab will be 

a —at trf _ a u i 
at at at 

11 
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On the basis of (1.37), the strain 

(1.38) 

where ufc = U-t is the projection of the elastic displacement vector U on 

the direction specified by unit vector t. 

We will expand vector U in axes of the main trihedron. Denoting for 

the sake of brevity 

we have 

«.-i.. 

u\ 

(1.39) 

(1.40; 

Using the adopted notation 

(1.41) 

Considering that the unit vectors of the main trihedron according to 

(1.18) are independent of Z, on the basis of (1.15) we have 

±£=0, (4=1,.2.3), (1.42) 

. Ä'iaA< 

Figure 1.3. Con¬ 
cerning the de¬ 
termination of 
linear deforma¬ 
tion of the 
middle surface. 

- 12 - 
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Figure 1.4. In reference to 
the determination of the rad¬ 
ius of curvature of the coni¬ 
cal surface. 

Therefore, using (1.36), we obtain 

ik 
¿t. 

_i_ 
•ini àm, (/-1. 3). 

(1.43) 

We expand the derivatives 3t£/3mg in axes of the main trihedron: 

Amt 

9 

(1.44) 

Representing the unit vectors of the main trihedron in the form 

we find 
Alt dm, t Alt ^ i a't, , Am, dn, tr^. + (/l '• 2- 3)- (1.^5) 

Computing f calar products (1.45) with the aid of formulas (1.18) ctnd 

the abvious relation 

I üij-l All _n 

(1.46) 

13 



then introducing the result into (1.44), one can readily obtain 

d in, 

r> in, 

~'2i. 
dm, 

dm, 

At 

.1. J_• ... 
AB sjnïx 

__i_ jo_ ... 
AB »inï/ í'*»4«“ *o!<a) 

(1.47) 

For an arbitrary normal section of the surface, the following rela¬ 

tion is obvious (Figure 1.4): 

~dr=~it~t' (1.48) 

where t is the unit vector of the intersection line, and Rt is the normal 

radius of its curvature, related to the principal radii of curvature of 

the surface R1# r2 by Euler's formula 

Ri Ä| Ä, 

Here a is the angle between the arbitrary norma,, section and the 

section oriented along the line of principal curvature. 

For an arbitrary conical surface, the lines of principal curvature are: 

the family of generatrices and the family of lines of intersection of this 

surface by spheres with the center at the cone apex, oriented along unit 

vectors m2 and nz, respectively. Since for a conical as well as any 

linear surface, one of the radii of principal curvature it’ infinite, then 

(1-49) 

From (1.48) and (1.49), superposing the unit vector t on n and 

taking (1.36) and (1.42) into account, we obtain Z 

14 
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(i.50) 
im» -r **"* „ 
dm, P ” 

whence, u«inq (1.47), wo find 

^ I Iq í ' m * * t 

On the basis of expression (1.51) for the principal radius of curva 

Lure jf an arbitrary conical surface, we reduce relations (1.47) to the 

terra 

""t ^ _ »in X 
¿"i AB 

d»« __ »in i 
•»«i ' P "* (1.52) 

Expanding (1.41) with the aid of relations (1.43), (1.52), and in¬ 

troducing the result into (1.38), we finally obtain 

>L<. 
<H («•■.)*]- 

[íT(* • "»i-~ • «.Mi i. (t. „,)». (1.53) 

In contrast to (1.35), expression (1.53) contains derivatives of 

scalar functions only. This expression is general in character. Super¬ 

posing unit vector t on any given direction, one can readily obtain an 

expression for the corresponding linear strain. For the strain component 

in axes of the main and auxiliary trihedra, we find from (1.53) 

du 
.« =.-. "• 
"• dm, ' 

•* dm, Afliin* “*• 
,, »in> t 

r“*-' 

*• a», A& m‘ p “*»' 

i 

--o. 
^ 0«, 4fl»mf « St “»i' 

(1.54) 
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Expanding (1.54) with the aid of (1.15), (1.16) and considering 

(1.11), we obtain expressions for the strain components in axes of the 

main and auxiliary trihedra in final form: 

i o«* _ j_ 
■. I, ’ 

f(0' 
'■«” I -1 öS (I —2)lt tin ï M"* R “*«’ 

1 óum . dum . . 

•. /.c,g/if + u-2).¡ni às U-2)/.""* T*v 

(1.55) 

shell. 

*. /.»in * 32 l-2C,g/ 35 C'K-Ä “*-• 

Vie will now consider the angle strains of the middle surface of the 

face: 
Let the following two curves pass through point M of the middle sur- 

and ^2,,(/). 5---5,,(/). 
(1.56) 

whose unit vectors are tj and t^. The cosine of the angle between these 

unit vectors is equal to their scalar product 

cos(*i' •ii)*ILlL)l-t/«fif«,ll+«#t«fM, 

where the direction cosines are defined by the expressions 

(1.57) 

31 31 31 (1.58) 

The material lines coinciding with (1.56) will occupy a new position 

after deformation. Let tj, tIt be the unit vectors of these lines in the 

new position. Their direction cosines are given by the obvious expressions 

16 



/, = ' «i-»:' 
i + «, j t 

m, « -JL *!l 
• + «,«*»* 

n, I lit* 

T (' .>« * (1.59) 

where x , y1, z1 are the coordinates of point M after deformation, repre¬ 

sented by expressions (1.22). 

To within higher-order infinitesimals, the cosines of the angle 

between tj and tjj, taking (1.22) and (1.57)-(1.59) into account, will be 

(1.60) 

In view of the smallness of the angle strain 

we take 

‘..»-(il, I!,) 

cosdl. lí,) —cos (t,. I„) + Y*,,|(»ln(»|. t,,). 

Now, introducing (1.60) into (1.61), we find 

(1.61) 

(1.62) 

Expression (1.62) represents the change of the angle between the 

arbitfary vUrections on tht' »middle surface. For mutually perpendicular 

Alréctixitts, Vte 

. dU 

(1.63) 

17 



For ZT*'1'1 “Pres8i0n a-62) must be «Ouced to the coordinate for. 
this purpose, we consider a scalar product of the type 

a- on 
db db 

(U-a) 

(1.64) . 

Expanding vector u in axes of the main trihedron. 
we obtain 

<a-t,) —a- ÜL] 
Ok J 

(1.65) 

whence, on the bauis of (1.43), 
for any tangential vectors a and b 

(1.66) 

Now, using (1.64), (1.66) in a-tj 

not difficult with aid of correlations 
b=tII and on the other hand, 

(1.52) to reduce to 

its 

»d> i ou, t r ^ 

t„) W+TÍ“'"'^ + 

+(*i".'Hi| in,i)j -1-)1, 11,)(1,, .n.lj-ctRit,. i„) (‘®|+«;||)- 

(1.67) 

n contrast to (1.62), expression (1.67) contains derivatives of 

.calar functions only. This expression is general in character By 

superposing unit vectors tt and on any given directions, one can 

" -am expressions for the corresponding angle strain. For shearing 

-trains in axes of the main and auxiliary trihedra, we find from (1 66) 

d m. AB 

4* ctg/.^)+ (1.68) 

18 



Expanding (1.68) with the aid of (1.15), (1.17) and considering 

(1.11), we obtain expressions for shearing strain in axes of the main 

and auxiliary trihedra in final form: 

V» , _J_L. «< , 1-2 0 l \ \ 
"»■* /, ÔÎ 1-7 »MIX as ' I, J¿ \l—2/* 

. I d“mt I du„ <bm 

t'-r /, ..n* ~7¿ rr2ctR/lF+1:~f 
(1.69) 

'-7(0)’ 

+“MTT?r„7r ,Um> ' -^“v 

2. Components of Bending Deformation of Middle Surface 

Let M*(Z, S, y) be the radius vector of point M* of an equidistant 

surface separated from the middle surface of the sheil by distance y 

measured along the normal nn> Obviously, 

(1.70) 

where M(2, S) is the radius vector of point M of the middle surface. 

We specify some curve Z-Z(t), S=S(t) on the middle surface. Its 

radius vector 

Hence, 

r, = M (2(/1. S(/|). 

II«. ^ i. 
lit, o t 

(1.71) 

(1.72) 

where st and t are, respectively, the arc and unit vector of curve (1. 71) 

To curve (1.71) on the equidistant surface there corresponds the 

curve 

ry~ NP (2(/)5(/). v). 
# 
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On the basis of (1.70), (1.71), we have 

r; (1.73) 

Differentiating (1.73), we obtain 

m 

-L- iE ■ i y 
<ft ' ot ‘ (1.74) 

The vector directed along the tangent to curve (1.73) is represented ' 

by expression (1.74). This vector is collinear with t only when vector 

3nn/3t is collinear with t or equal to zero. From (1.36), taking (1.42> 

(1.52) into consideration, we have 

It follows that vector 3M*/3t is collinear with t only when unit vector 

t is oriented along the line of principal curvature. 

From (1.74), taking (1.75) into account, we have 

aw* 
am, 

(1.76) 

Let M*1 be the radius vector of point M* after deformation. We have 

(1.77) 

where U*(M*)=u*(Z, S, y) is the elastic displacement vector of point M*, 

which is a vector function of three variables: Z, S, y. 

The theory of thin shells is based on the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis, 

according to which a linear element of the shell, normal to the unstrained 

middle surface, is absolutely hard and in the course of deformation coin¬ 

cides with the normal to the strained middle surface. In accordance with 

- 20 



cais hypothesis. 

ilTMM, yHM'(M) I vnitl*;, (1.78) 

where M* and are the radius vector of point M and unit vector of the 

normal to the middle surface afte’: deformation. 

It is evident that the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis permits one to 

reduce a three-dimensional problem to a two-dimensional one, since ex¬ 

pression (1.78) contains the y coordinate only in explicit form. 

Equating the right-hand sides of (1.77) and (1.78) and taking (1.21) 

and (1.70) into account, we find 

U* tM*)-* U l«i(M)—■« (Mj). (1.79) 

Expression (1.79) relates the unknown vector function of three vari¬ 

ables U* with two unknown vector functions: U and n]; of two variables, 

and determines the two-dimensional computational model of a thin shell. 

We introduce the notation 

A (1.80) 

From (1.78), taking (1.21) and (1.80) into account, we have 

M**=MM-U+YAn„. (1.81) 

Expression (1.81) for a fixed value ot y represents the vector equa¬ 

tion of the equidistant surface y = const after déformation. The equation 

of this surface before deformation is represented by expression (1.70). 

We will refer to the spatial material lines coinciding with curves 

21 



(1.73) before deformation as t lines. After deformation, the t lines 

lie on surface (1.81) and are determined by the equation 

C 'JIM-} U(r(H vABjr,). (1.82) 

Differentiating (1.82), we obtain 

i»t dt dl 1 dt ' dt ’ (1.83) 

Expression (1.83) defines the vector directed along the tangent to 

the deformed t line. 

Let ds* be an elementary segment of arc of the t line before deform¬ 

ation. Considering (1.74), 

After deformation, the material segment ds* will have a new length 

(ds£) . Considering (1.83), 

On the basis of (1.84), (1.85), the strain of an element of the t 

line 

will be 

(1.86) 

Multiplying expression (1.83) scalarly by itself and neglecting the 

squares and derivatives of small quantities., we find 

22 
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(1.87) 

Introducing (i.87) into (1.86), we obtain 

dM‘ / 

it A 
à M* |5 

dt" I (1.88) 

Expression (1.88) is general in character. Superposing unit vector 

t on any direction in the middle surface, one can readily obtain expres¬ 

sions for the linear strain of the equidistant surface in the direction 

of vector (1.74). As was shown above, this vector is collinear with t 

if unit vector t is oriented along the line of principal curvature. In 

this case, from (1.88) and taking (1.76) into account, we find 

We will now consider the angle strains in the equidistant surface. 

Let the following two curves pass through point M of the middle surface: 

(1.90) 

The following curves correspond to there curves on the equidistant sur 

face y “ const: 

r;,=r,, + v n.to,). 

r;irr,„ + v 0/0,,). (1.91) 

Differentiating (1.90), we have 

(1.92) 

23 
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where ^tjj and are the arcs and unit vectors of curves 

(1.91), respectively. 

Differentiating (1.91) and taki.ig (1.70), (1.92) into account, we 

find 

Expression (1.93) represents the vectors directed along tangents 

to undeformed t lines. The corresponding unit vectors will be 

aw* 
dt, 

(1.94) d M* 
*1. 

After deformation, the t lines lie on surface (1.81). Differentiating 

(1.81), we have 

"S _ i 
dti dli it| it| 

(1.95) 
+ ÜL+VÜJ1S 

*i„ ** ¿tu ^111 ^11 a,,, 

Expressions (1.95) determine the vectors oriented along tangents to 

deformed t lines. The corresponding unit vectors 

(1.96) 
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The cosine of the angles between the t lines before and after deform¬ 

ation are defined by scalar products of the corresponding unit vectors: 

d M* tfM* 
dt. dt.> 

1*1 111 
dt, d»n 

IdM* ¡I ¡dM' 1 
Id., il 1 dtii 1 

1 dM*' dM*'! 

1 <>». 

(1.97) 

For small angle strains 

vu-o;. ‘îd 

we will take 

L'hen 

sinY;lMl=Y;((tl. 'osv;((|l~i. 

V* ^(C. »il) 

«il) 

(1.98) 

(1.99) 

Now, expanding (1.97) with the aid of (1.93) and (1.95), and intro¬ 

ducing the result into (1.99), we can readily find che expression for 

angle strain tlI. 

We superpose tj on mz, and tI]; on nz. We then have from (1.76) 

‘*=m' ,"==n'- (1.100) 

On the basis of (1.100), it follows from (1.99) that 

Y;,,f“Cos(Bj, mi), (1.101) 

where nz, mz are the unit vectors of the n and m lines after deformation, 

25 



Let us expend expression (1.101). From (1.95), taking (1.76) into 

consideration, we have 

i»M'' , <)ll , iMh. 
I I V 

It Mf if til, if III I 

d n. 
I v £i»«_ 

On, 01», (1.102) 

Multiplying expressions (1.102) scalarly by themselves and neg 

lectxng the squares and derivatives of small quantities, we obtain 

I—I d m, I 

0 n, I 

1 + 
d U 

d in. m, f-v 

dV-"« + V-7^ " n/ 0 it. 
n, (1.103) 

Now, expanding (1.97) with the aid of (1.102) and (1.103), on the 

basxs of (1.101) to within second-order small terms, we find 

i-- 

à in, 

Ik 11 m , ---n, 
IK», Km, 

dU XT 
dm, )J R di 

(1.104) 

Thus, formulas (1.89) and (1.104) represent linear and angle strains 

of the equidistant surface in axes of the main trihedron, when y = 0, 

these expressions coincide with the corresponding expressions for strain 

of the middle surface. 

For the shell? under consiaeration y/R << 1, and therefore, setting 

1 ± i. 
Ä (1.105) 

we will hereinafter proceed from the expressions 

= Io 4 ví.4"" 
> vd¿7 +v 

di> i 

dn. 

' d"a dm, * R dmg 0< )* 

(1.106) 

(1.107) 
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where 6jn2» e®z' ^fiz^iz are the strains of the middle surface, determined 

by expressions (1.55) and (1.69). 

In order to represent (1.1U6) and (1.107) in coordinate form, we 

first express the auxiliary vector Ann=n^-nn in terms of vector U of 

displacement of the middle surface. 

Unit vector n^ will be represented in terms of the vector product 

of tangential unit vectors 

m!_ ■ix«* 
(1.108) 

From (1.102) when y=0, we have 

au 
dm. 

*• + : 
au 

au 
D'+a.; 

au 
a ■, (1.109) 

For small strains 

Sintmj. «])“Sin (-2--V.,-,)«!. 
(1.110) 

Introducing (1.109) into (1.108) and considering (1.110), to within 

the products of smell quantities, it is easy to obtain 

. _au au 

(l.lll) 

Representing unit vectors n and m in the form 
Z z 

“f— X raf, 111,== n# x 

and then using the rule of calculation of the double vector product 

a x(bxc)=b(t-c)-c(i-b). 
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we find from (1.111) 

**'“ "‘(èm, '*•) n,(¿.U, '“*} (1.112) 

Now, using formula (1.112), we can easily write strains (1.106), 

(1.107) in coordinate form. 

We have: 
dàltg A 

ài »„ a * 

(1.113) 

Using (1.42), (1.52) and (1.112), and also (1.15), (1.16), we obtain 

from (1.113) 

(U-n,). 

4-(0-^+J-(u-ii)+± ji-IU.,.). 

<*’ />1 _ » iJ 

(1.114) 

(1.115) 

The mixed derivatives in the direction of unit vectors of the main 

trihedron depend on the order of differentiation. Using (1.15), (1.16), 

one can establish the following relationship: 

d» 1 o 
dm,dm, do,ám, AB in, 

(1.116) 

Transforming (1.115) with the aid of (1.52) and (1.116), we readily 

obtain 
dA p. 

4h"-.’-470..)+44^-..). 
-a[ï44;,u".>+,47(7u,,.)]+ 

di a. i di ■, 
7i"“*+d^r 

+ id-¿7íu"*>- 
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Introducing these formulas and formula (1.114) into (1.106), (1.107) 

and considering (1.42), we obtain the scalar expressions: 

"* ' dm! ' 

=.o -y \ _L ^ I 
* * [di^ ón,\R¡ AB dm, J’ 

y* ^vo _ov f diu-, , d /%\1 
[dm,dnj +d», 'y « )J- 

Inticducing the notation 

dJu, l 
d ni. 

-^-+- du"-^ 
do; dn, \ R I ABdm, 

) m, d n, 'dm, \ Ä / 

we rewrite (1.117) in the form: 

(1.117) 

(1.118) 

y;tm¡ =-^ +2y*..-. (1.119) 

The quantities xmz and xnz represent the components of bendinq 

strain of the middle surface; xnzmz determines the torsion of the middle 

surface. Expanding (1.118) with the aid of (1.15), (1.16) and consider¬ 

ing (1.11), we write the expressions for xmz, xnz, xnzmz in the final form 

^_1 <11*111 Í«., 1 d«„. I 
I, dl (I —2)*<nxdS |[ /, lî (i -2),inX dS J ^ 

i d —7F»iiu ds^ Ä, )' 

„ <«■.. 1 à / I d». V I d / y 

wiiere *'*' "ÏT TF /,.inx d2\i-2 ds ) /,ä0 d2(nr2)’ 

/ * • • • 
10 ¿oVo — toVo 

is the principal radius of curvature of the directrix of the middle sur 

face. 

I 
I 
/ 

i 
I 
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1.3. Elasticity Relations 

AS follows from (1.119), the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis, which 

forms the basis of the theory of thin shells, makes it possible to 

express the components of tangential strain of the equidistant sur¬ 

face y = const in terms of six components of strain of the middle 

surface: 

«1, «Î, y2 _ . . ■ 
"* "imt m* * "*** 

Accordingly, the distribution of stresses over the shell thick¬ 

ness is determined by linear forces and moments normalized to the 

middle surface. For normal sections oriented along the lines of prin¬ 

cipal curvature, we have: 

rs-K(i-¿-)<y r.- 

T A 
T 

5-.“ 5..- jwt. 
7 i 
A 

”T 

A a 

a 
T 

(1.122) 

(1.123) 

(1.124) 

where the components of the stresses are determined by the generalized 

Hooke's Law. For an isotropic three-dimensional medium, we have 
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momenta in the principal normal 
sections of the shell. 

'•.“y [\~ v(*«,+s-,)]* (1.125) 

(1.126) 

(1.127) 

(1.128) 

(1.129) 

(1.130) 

As we know, relations (1.127) and (1.129), (1.130) contradict the 

Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis. Indeed, according to this hypothesis, the 

elongation strains of a normal element and transverse shear strains are 

= 0. 
(1.131) 

On the other hand, it follows from the conditions of equilibrium of 

the shell element that the corresponding tangential stresses tn m tn n 

are different from zero, and the normal onn are very small, so that the 

relation 

\.-v(s..+\)~0. 

formally resulting from (1.127) turns out to be incorrect. Contradictions 

of this type are characteristic of approximate theories based on a priori 

hypotheses. In the theory of thin shells, the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis 

is such a hypothesis. However, this contradiction can be avoided by 

1 
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treating relations (1.131) not as a geometrical hypothesis, but as a 

consequence of the elastic properties of some fictitious transversally 

iaotropic material identical to the real material of the shell in elas¬ 

tic properties in tangential directions, but differing from it in elas¬ 

tic properties in the direction of the normal. For materials of this 

type, the generalized Hooke's law is represented by relations of the 

type 

(1.132) 

(1.133) 

(1.134) 

(1.135) 

(1.136) 

(1.137) 

Now, if the fictitious material is assumed to bfle incompressible in 

the direction of the normal and absolutely hard with respect to transverse 

shear strain, it is necessary in (1.132)-(1.137) to set 

£»« G]soo, 

£i-£, G,-G. v,«v, 
(1.138) 

where E, G, v are elastic constants of the real material. 

In this case, it follows from (1.134), (1.136), (1.137) that hypothet¬ 

ical equalities (1.131) are fulfilled exactly. Solving (1.132)-(1.137) for 

the components of stresses and taking (1.131), (1.136) into account, we 

have 

(j. ,139) 

(1.140) 
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(1.141) 

(1.142) 

(1.143) 

(1.144) 

Relations (1.141), (1.143), (1.144) now contain indeterminacies which 

are revealed on the basis of the equilibrium conditions. Thus, the compo¬ 

nents cnn, Tnnmz • Tn.1nz are determined uniquely and do not contradict the 

elasticity relations. 

Expanding relations (1.139), (1.140) and (1.142) with the aid of 

expressions (1.119), we obtain 

(1.145) 

Assuming as above that 1-v/R = 1 and considering the relation 

from (1.122), (1.124) with the aid of (1.145) we find 

where 

(1.146) 

(1.147) 

Expressions (1.146) represent the elasticity relations for the 

components of linear forces and moments in areas of normal sections of 
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the shell, oriented along the lines of principal curvatures of the middle 

surface. We will also be interested in the forces and moments in the areas 

of normal sections of the shell oriented perpendicular to the tangential 

unit vectors of the auxiliary trihedron. From the equilibrium conditions 

of elements of the middle surface (Figure 1.6) it is er.sy to obtain 

T',~Tm, /. + T-,cos*/ - l-s», ■' S,')sin I cos X. 
7., =T-., cos* X + T-,, sin* /+(5., + S,, ) sin / cos x. 

5., = 5.,= (7"., —7",,)sin /cos/+5.,sin*x-5.,cos*Z, 
Af,, = Af«,sin*/ + M„,cos*x-Wsin 2/, (1.148) 
Af.,=*M., cos'/ + Al,, sin*X + // sin 2/, 

//.,=//., = (*»., - 4/,,)sin X cos y -H cos 2/. 

and also 

Q., “ Q., cos/+9,, »in X. 
9,, = 9., Sin X-9., cosy. (1.149) 

1.4. Differential Equations of Equilibrium 

We will isolate an element of the shell by using the sections Z = 

const, S = const and Z + dZ = const, S + dS = const (Figure 1.7). Let 

* be the vector of the resultant and w, the vector of the moment with 

respect to point M of all the forces applied to the element. To within 

higher-order infinitesimals, vector ® may be represented in the form 

^1^..^..+ 9.,^ + 
+ i |fl(I., + S,,+ Q,j)| + Aflsinxp]^«/5. (1.150) 

where p is the vector oí surface load intensity referred to the area of 

the middle surface, and T, S, Q are vectors of the linear forces applied 

to the contour of the isolated element: 

9., =9,,0,. 

9., =9.,0,. 

4 

(1.151) 
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We introduce (1.151) into (1.150). Using (1.52) and considering 

that the unit vectors of the main and auxiliary trihedra according to 

(1.18) are independent of Z, we easily obtain 

ft - ([sin /7-., + A ( sin * + cos / l AS,,) + 

+ ¿fi s.n X pm^ m, -(- [A ( - sin /5., - /»(?,, - cos x 

-(-sin X ^ (05.,)+ / /,.,] n. + [^p AT.t f ± (AQ.t) + 

+ j¿ (HQ.,) -Mß sin / />,.J n.j dZ dS, 

(1.152) 

Figure 1.6. Concerning the deter¬ 
mination of the components of in¬ 
ternal forces and moments in axes 
of the auxiliary trihedron. 

where Pmz, pnz, pnn are the components of the vector of external sur- 

tace load intensity in axes of the main trihedron. 

To within higher-order infinitesimals, vector * may be represented 
in the form 
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Figure 1.7. Concerning the 
fsrential equations of equil¬ 

ibrium. 

+ J V.f IX S,, f Q„,)x ni,|j,/Ztf;, 
(1.153) 

where M and H are vectors of the linear bending and twisting moments ap¬ 

plied to the contour of the element: 

«..“Af,,*",. II =.-/y,, 
(1.154) 

We represent the unit vectors mz and ms in the form of vector pro¬ 

ducts of unit vectors of the main trihedron. Using (1.14), we obtain 

in, = il, X n„ 

m»~"» X (m, sin y. —u.cosz). (1.155) 

Now, using the rule of calculation of the double vector product, 

taking (1.151) into account, we find 

,T-. + S", + Q»,> * 10,-(-7-,, sin )()n,-f 

' Q»,(n«cosx~ m,sin y), 

(T«, + s,,-(-Q,,)X01,=^ cosy-5,,sin y)n,-f U,,n,. 
(1.156) 
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Introducing (1.156) into (1.153) and considering relations (1.52), 

we readily obtain 

(ytAf^+sinx«.,+cosX 

— sin x-iBH.J + AB sin *Q.<]-.+[*‘n*A,-.+ M(i'/,**)+ 

+sin » à( BM:)+cos x ^ co* *Q'» “ ( 1 • 15 7 ) 

--¾1 ABotxiT.-T',)- 

- ¿40sin /(5,,-5.,)] n.)rf?¿5. 

From the conditions of equilibrium of the separated element R“0-w“0 

it follows that: 
sin X ^(ßr.,)+cosZ^(fl5.,) + ^(>45.,)+.in xr.,+-4fl.in /^.=0. 

-cos/ ^(*r.,)+slnx¿(fl5.,)+-£ (/47-..)-»in /5.,--^ /40.,+ 

+ i4ßsinxA>,,=0. 

¿(50.,) + ^(/40w)4 ^ Ar.,+/4ßsin XP^-0. 

cos*4{BAI.,)-sinX 4(«W.,)-¿(/4/M.,)+»nX«.,+ 
+ AßsinxO.,“0, 

*l“X-g(fiA,.,)+c®*X ^(5w.,)+-^(/4//,,)+sl»X^- 

-^0(^/0,,+0.,)=0. 
AB |cosx(r.,-r.,)- sin /(5.,-5.,)) + ^ AW.,-©. 

(1.158) 

(1.159) 

(1.160) 

(1.161) 

(1.162) 

(1.163) 

Equations (1.158)-(1.163) contain the components of linear forces 

and moments in axes of both the main and the auxiliary trihedron. We 

eliminate the components in axes oi the auxiliary moving trihedron by 

using static relations (1.148), (1.149). We obtain 

»in X-^(r„,)—ros X Iß5,,) +-£s ( A5,,) + sin X T-,, + 

-f-Aß sin X/»*,—0, 

-cos/ ^(ßr.,)+-^(Ar.,H-sinx^(ßS.,)-sin /5.,- 

_ 211L Ail.' + -4ß sin jy».,=0, 
KO 

(1.164) 

(1.165) 
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(1.166) + Afl tin xp.^O, 

(1.167) 
+/iß sin xQ»,“0' 

(1.168) 

(1.169) 
— ¿Asín y.Qmt^=0, 

Thus, the equilibrium equations of thé shell element are reduced to 

a system of five differential equations in partial derivatives (1.164)- 

(1.168) and one finite relation (1.169). Since in discussing the de¬ 

formation of the shell and deriving the elasticity relations we used 

the approximate relation 

(1.170) 

it is easy to show that, with the same degree of accuracy, 

(1.171) 

and hence, the last term of Eq. (1.169) should be omitted. Indeed, 

S±T"“ $ trfY± T \xydy= H1*Í)¿y' 

whence, in view of estimate (1.170), there results estimate (1.171). 

In this case, Eq. (1.169) takes the form 
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and is fulfilled identically, since according to the adopted elasticity 

relations (1.146), the law of parity 

applies . 

Taking (1.15), (1.16) and (1.11) into consideration, one can readily 

obtain 

a-(^0)=0 

(1 .172) 
dn, 

then rewrite Eqs. (1.164)-(1.168) in the form 

I d ¿s,. i 
7 7^>+i£+;rar-.+'--0’ 

1 à . . . 1 
dn, 

7-77 ^-Q-“a 

7-77^+57+7^+^ (1.173) 

It is easy to see that expressions (1.173) coincide in form with 

the equilibrium differential equations of an element whose contour is 

outlined by the lines of principal curvatures. 

1.5. Strain Energy 

Let us consider, in addition to the true deformed surface of the 

shell 

M’(MWM + U(M) 
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some deformed surface adjacent to it 

M'iM) M1 (Mi I ÍM'iM). 

the „orK L d T COnStraintS - the sheU, end cetculate 
the work 6L done by external forces applied to the shell element (see 

'l9 ^71 aS the she11 Passes «tom equilibrium position « to positron 

bet t be an arbitrarily oriented tangential unit vector of the 

middle surface of the shell. The forces acting in the normal section 

rLuant * P7endiCUlar t0 t ^ represented by vectors of their 

of th J a m°ment ' re£erred t0 a Unlt len’tn of th® contour 
the middle surface section. By virtue of the Kirchhoff-Love hypo- 

thesrs the total work 6Lt done by these forces is equal to the sum of 

work of the resultant », and net moment . For a section of length 

ds, measured along the middle surface, we have 

(1.174) 

Here 

ôU^AM1 

is the variation in the elastic displacement vector, 

Sli -oJxK Hi.') u o'xi 
(1.175) 

is the variation in the vector of the angle of rotation of the normal 
nn to the middle surface, 

V is the unit vector of the outer normal to the section, so that 
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vt- ± I. 

For the shell element shown in Figure 1.7, uF..ng expression (1.174), 

to within higher-order infinitessimals, we find 

*£=(á !''llT-*+s<*f Q**’'*u+(M'*4 'V ''0> I+ 

-f/iflsin / p 
(1.176) 

Carrying out the differentiation operation in (1.176), then chang¬ 

ing the order of the variation and differentiation operations, we have 

»¿r ((^ M (T..+S., + Q.,)| + ^ lfl(T., + 8., -f Q,,)] + 

+ /1 « sin X p ¡ »U + {f [/MM,, (- H.,t| + 41W + “+ 
(1 177) 

* • (Milj * * * O nij 

+(M, +11, )-8—+(M, + II, 18—hrf/?rfS. 
‘ * ’* dm, rv ** r ** dm,I* 

whence, considering expressions (1.150) and (1.153), we obtain 

«¿-8« iU + jOT M/»||T,, i S,, + Q.,)Xm,+ 

+ (T,j+S„+Q„)Xm,|«/Zrf5}.8« + 

+ /ÍÂÍ(T,+S,+Q, )•« —-+iT.+8, l-Q, I «—f t y. «,-T X*,/ droj » 1*1 i i, i X», dmt T 

+(M.,+11,,)-8 ^S.+(M,, + 11 * *011», * *0 1»»,. 

(1.178) 

However, r and » are the resultant and the net moment of forces ex¬ 

ternal to the element under consideration and corresponding to the equil¬ 

ibrium state of the shell, and hence, in (1.178) 

«=. «-*0. 
(1.179) 
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Taking (1.179) into account and considering the admissibility of a 

cyclic permutation of the cofactors of the mixed product: 

(«Xb).c-(bxc).i( 

we reduce (1.178> to the form 

+(T,, + S,|+Q„i).»(m,xQh~) + 

+1M., 1 h,,)• * -JiL+(M,, + ir,,) ijs. 
(1.180) 

Expression (1.180) contains variations in the vectors of displace¬ 

ment of the middle surface and rotation of the normal to it. These 

variations obviously are not independent. 

I Usin9 formula (1.122) for the equilibrium surface of the shell 

M (M) and the adjacent surface M1(M), we have 

whence 

S a1 a 1 _ u j i<,,U - \ [dm, 'J 1 1 

(1.181) 

(1.182) 

introducing (1.181), (1.182) into (1.175), to within small terms of 
higher orders we find 
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or, changing the order of the variation and differentiation operations. 

(1.183) 

Now, using (1.183) and considering (1.14)-(1.16), we easily obtain 

■VX 0-. 

whence, expanding the derivatives of vector U in axes of the main trihedron 

we find 

'x0+iï— (1.184) 

Introducing (1.184) into (1.180), we obtain the final expression 

for work 

u " ’"¡'V: V' ¢-, ’ '"t ); + 

- ( T,, • S - Q. » » [ n., I -HL \ ,>t/ •». . 0j _ 

-r'M.,- i-tM.,-- II. -- 
‘urn, • • .»m, J 

(1.185) 

According to the origin of possible Lagrange displacements, when an 

elastic system passes from the equilibrium position to an arbitrary adja¬ 

cent position allowed by the geometric constraints 

*r -tt =-o. 



where 5T is the work done by external forces, 

ÔU is the change in potential energy. 

Using the origin of possible displacements toward the oblique- 

angled element shown in Figure 1.7, we have 

where 
l\V dl = 0, (1.186) 

£= ,4/fsin xiJZdS (1.187) 

is the area of the middle surface element, 

<5W is the change in potential energy referred to the area of the 

middle surface: 

According to the theorem of the mean 

(1.188) 

lL (1.189) 

where M* is some point of the middle surface within the confines of the 

element considered: M*=M(Z + ÇdZ, S + ndS), 0<£, n < 1. 

Confining the oblique-angled element to the point M=M(Z, S) and 

passing in (1.189) to the limit, taking (1.185), (1.187) into account, 

we find 

+ |T.,+S.,+Q.,I >[», (ii 
(1.190) 
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Expression (1.190) contains the components of linear forces and 

moments in axes of both the main and the auxiliary trihedron, but the 

components in axes of the latter can be eliminated oy using the static 

relations resulting from the equilibrium condition of the middle-surface 

elements shown in Figure 1.6: 

T,,+S,, r Q,, (Tmj -f S,t+<?„,) »in X -1-r S„f+cos x. 

+ H,,)sin x- HÄj)cosx, 
(3.191) 

where the vectors — 7'ntmi’ ^'ml — Qm,— Qmtnn 

(1.192) 

and the vectors T„2, snz, Qn¡¡, Tns, S,s, Qns and Mn2, Hnz, Mns, Sns are 

represented by expressions (1.151), (1.154), respectively. 

Introducing (1.191) into (1.190), with the aid of relation 

d 0 . d 
-— = sin x —— + C0SX- -, 
o m, dnt d m. (1.193) 

resulting from (1.14), one can readily obtain 

»IV==' 

1 

i-U ,(M ).8 ¿0. 
nu. • ‘ ù m, 

(1.194) 

It is easy to see that expression (1.194) coriesponds to the v-.K of 

forces external to the element outlined by the lines cf principal curva¬ 

ture^ . 

Using expression (1.183) and taking (1.15), (1.16), (1.42) and (1.52) 

into account, we find 
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(1.195) 

ja 
i) I) 

r'(ïir(^-)-à(4--)h- 

d O ,) 
-- m 
à iiij ‘ d m 

Introducing into (1.194) the expanded expressions for the variations 

5 3i2/3mz in accordance with (1.195) and considering representa¬ 

tions (1.151), (1.154), (1.192), one can readily obtain, taking into ac¬ 

count the parity of tangential forces and twisting moments (1.146), 

Ml 

1 —Al & û 1 Un, •) 1 AUU~( 
- //, , î U-—í-iü-.n U 1 ^ n 1 Un, "j ^ i)n, Win, "j AUd», 

-M.tU 

(1.196) 

Transforming (1.196) with the aid of (1.52) and (1.116), we repre¬ 

sent the variation 6W in the form 

MS's 

-r-.* 

2//,., î[- 
.. 

(1.197) 

f _îL_| Í2Ü' ' i-J_ J'ü. „ ] 
^ <’n, "! 1 All ù ni, "j 

Using (1.42), (1.50), (1.93), we also reduce (1.118) to the form 

0 m. u) in, / 

-.'i_(U-i.,)— 
,i m, mi, •' "‘t V w / 

(1.198) 

i» ! ii 1' > «»» K 
i, ii, \i> », 1 AB 4 (11. 
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Now, neglecting 1/R(H) in accordance with estimate (1.171) in com¬ 

parison with the tangential force S, and considering expressions (1.37) , 

(1.63) and (1.198), we finally obtain 

w - rmymt -i- s„{„yv,' T - *- 

* S' At m^Mni i *2H n ' "t" At,i/*/, 
(1.199) 

Expression (1.199) represents the variation in potential energy per 

unit area of the middle surface of the shell. On the whole, according to 

(1.188), the variation in the potential energy of the she! 1 

f f W.,«. f TV ii°.+ 
(1.200) 

+ ^+ /15sin idZciS. 
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Chapter II. Resolvents of Two-Dimensional Problem 

2.1. Static-Geometric Model. Fundamental Kinematic Unknowns 

In conformity with the geometric, physical and static relations discussed in 

Chapter 1, the general calculation of a shell amounts to the determination of three 

components u^, u^, u^ of elastic displacement vector U, five components Tmz, Tn2> 

S m and Qm , Qn of tangential and transverse forces, three components Mj, , Mnz 
zzzz 00 0 

and Hn m of linear bending and twisting moments, three components e¿ , en , Yn,m, 
z z z z z z 

of tangential strain of the middle surface of the shell, and three components Xmz, 

xn and xn m of its bending and twisting strain. Each of the 17 enumeraced quan- 
z z z 

titles is an unknown function of the variables Z, S. To determine these functions, 

we have 17 relations: five differential equations of equilibrium: 

+ $inx7'.J+i4fl*inxp«.,=0, 

-c°sX ¿I (^-.)+(+8in *ã?~ 

— sin x^«f«,~ XP*,“®' 

sin y ¿|-(flQ.,)-cos x-|.(flQllf) + ±(A0.f) + 
(2.1) 

AT,t +AB sin x/>»,=0. 

cos X jg (BAU') sin y & 

-r sin xH.^'+AB sin xQ«,=0. 

sin X ¿J (BMm,)-cos x¿ + 

•f sin xM»,— AB sin xQ«,*0* 

six geometric relations: 

(2.2) 
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du. du. I " 1 v * I • 
(I -2)fin X iS (T—2)1,Umi~ a*« 

I d’“*. 
« TT^' 

. » cl«» ¿í|l> 1 j ( ' . I d / \ 
** • d¿* I, un X dZ\\-¿ dSl l,Htd2 \l — 2/’ 

, a. _fíí!ÜL±AH SÜJL^«_!_ 
** I I, diz (I -?)»m *dS H I, àï (~ 2)i¡nx dS 

(2.2) 

. *i«A ± ( uU \_i ± /“M i_> 
T l,R0 OÍ \l -2 / Il — 2)1 *m % àS \R0 } ¢(1-2) d2 

anl six elasticity relations: 

Ek +v,¡¡ ), 
* l—v2 I "i 

Ek 
* * 2d+ v) "rt vü- • 

T. ('ï +VÎÏ. ). (2.3) 

Mm^D (*-f + v»^). 

U-‘v)ü..iV 

We will solve the problem in the displacements. For this purpose, it is 

necessary to reduce the system of 17 relations (2.1)-(2.3) to a system of three 

equilibrium equations relative to the components u^, u^, of the elastic 

displacement vector, having eliminated all the force factors from (2.1). 

The linear forces and moments Tmz, Tnz> S,^, M^, M^, Hnzmz are related 

to the components 1% , , un by elasticity relations (2.3) and geometric rela- 
2 z n 

cions (2.2). However, as already noted, the transverse forces Qmz» Qnz are purely 

static factors, in consequence of the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis. From the fourth 

and fifth of equilibrium equations (2.1), we have 

* AB [óZ * 0/ 11 tin X dS * * ‘f 

(2.A) 
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Eliminating from the first three of equilibrium equations (2.1) the transverse 

forces Qmz« Qnz with the aid of relations (2.4), then, using relr.tions (2.2) and 

(2.3), eliminating ail the remaining force factors, we arrive at a system of dif¬ 

ferential resolvents in components , i> un of the form 
z * z *n 

Lnl"i,)+Ln(u^)wMPm > 

(2.5) 

Integration of these equations constitutes a very complex problem, solvable 

only for conical shells of revolution in the simplest cases. Foi shells of arbi¬ 

trary configuration, however, the only known solution other than that of zero- 

moment theory is the partial solution, which is an extension of Saint-Venant’s 

solution to prismatic bars.* However, a general solution taking into considera¬ 

tion the detailed character of application of the external load and, more impor¬ 

tantly, the detailed fixing conditions of the shell apparently constitutes a 

practically insoluble problem. 

All of the above pertains to smooth shells. In the presence of a reinforcing 

structure, however, the problem of integrating Eqs. (2.5) becomes even more complex, 

since in this case the components pmz, p^, p^ of the load external to the shell 

not only are composed of the components of a given external load, but also include 

unknown forces of interaction of the reinforcing structure with the shell proper. 

Fur tnis reason, in the presence of a reinforcing structure, system (2.5) should 

be inCe8rated Jointly with the corresponding equations describing the work of the 

elements of the structure. Such a problem for shells of fairly complex configura¬ 

tion in the exact formulation is all the more insoluble as it maxes it necessary 

to seek approximate solution methods. Two approaches are possible along these 

lines. The first consists in an approximate integration of systems of type (2.5) 

by numerical methods. The second approach is based on certain hypotheses regarding 

*L.I. Balabukh. Bending and Torsion of Conical Shells 
No. 577. 

Trudy TsAGI, 1946, 
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the character of deformation of the shell, which make it possible to reduce the 

problem to comparatively simple equations permitting integration in general form. 

Such an approach yields an analytical solution permitting the analysis of the 

operation of the shell from a quantitative as well as a qualitative point of view. 

Any hypotheses regarding the character of deformation consiat of certain geo¬ 

metric constraints imposed on the displacements of the shell, and determine its 

simplified computational model, which has a smaller number cf degrees of freedom 

then the general model determined only by the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis. However, 

when sufficiently vslid hypotheses have been successfully chosen, the simplified 

computational model may permit not only a comparatively simple mathematical inter¬ 

pretation, but at the same time, a very satisfactory description of the properties 

of the real object. 

In constructing a simplified geometric model, we will proceed from the rep¬ 

resentation of the elastic displacement vector in the form 

U(Z. 5)-U*(Z. Si+i)‘(Z. S), (2.6) 

where vector function U° corresponds to an arlitrary spatial displacement of the 

contour Z » const as a solid, and vector funct..on U* corresponds to certain addi¬ 

tional displacements for which the configurât! .ms of the contour Z - const change. 

The first tenn o*1 the right-hand side of (2.6;, corresponding to a very rough but 

physically clear representation of the character of the operation of the reinfor¬ 

cing structure, determines the universal initial approximation, which in most 

'ases reliably describes the picture as a whole. For straight, prismatic and 

slightly conical shells, this approximation determines the distribution of normal 

stresses in the cross section in accordance with the law of the plane and corres¬ 

ponds to the elementary solutions discussed in the strength of materials. For 

conical shells of arbitrary configuration, the displacement of the contour Z * 

const as a solid does not, generally sp-aking, signify a distribution of stresses 

in this section according to the law of the plane, rfe will say in this connec¬ 

tion that uO defines the "generalized" law of plane sections, and the vector function 
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U1 - U - U°, which is a correction to the generalized law of plane sections, defines 

the warping of the contour Z » const. 

As we know, the displacement of a body in space is determined by the displace¬ 

ment of an arbitrary pole rigidly bound to the body, and by the rotation of the 

body in relation to this pole. In vectorial form 

U#(MU-n |-«x(r r,,). 

where U°(M) is the displacement vector of point M of the solid; n is the displace¬ 

ment vector of the pole; 6 is the rotation vector of the solid relative to the pole; 

r is the radius vector of point M; r0 is the radius vector of the pole. 

For the contour Z * const we have 

u'(2. ó') = ii(^) + 0(Z)x!r(Z. 5)-r,(Zi]. 

(2.7) 

where on the basis of (1.5) 

|/„Z + .r,í.Ç)clR ,,U-Z\\k. (ü. 81 
(2.8) 

Let us take as the pole of the contour Z - const the point of intersection of 

the plane of this contour with the Oz axis. Then 

r,-/„/ k. 

Introducing (2.8) and (2.9) into (2.7), we Lave 

(2.9) 

U*(Z, Sl"i| i/l h I Zl«|/ix |jc„(.V'i ¡-¡/„(Si j (2.10) 
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Expression (2.10) represents the vector function of the elastic displacement 

of the shell, corresponding to an arbitrary displacement of the contour Z - const 

as a solid. This function is completely defined by the vector functions n and 6, 

which are dependent only on the variable Z, while its dependence on the variable 

S is explicit in character. 

We will represent the vectors n(Z), 0(Z) in the form 

n i?)=n, (^) i +1),(/) j -f n, (/) k, 

°(2)=MZ)i-t «,(*)j-fo.fZjfc. (2.11) 

veere nx, ny, are translational displacements of the contour Z » const alon,: 

rxes Ox, Oy, Or; 0x, 0y, 0z, are the angles of rotatlon of thi8 contour relatlve 

L-o these axes. 

Then, introducing (2.11) into (2.10), we obtain 

U*(2, «S)=»i,(2)i+r)|((2,j^1,í(2)k+ 

+».(^K(S)j-y,(5)¡|,(l-Z). 

(2.12) 

i.e., the vector function U°(Z, S) may be represented in the form 

U*(Z. 5,=2 (2)f( (5). 
/•I 

(2.13) 

whore the scalar functions 

Wi(Z)=l,(Z). ^,(2)=1),(2). 
W, (2)-( 1 -1) MZ). ^,(2)=(1- 2) », (2). \/t(2)=(i-2,o.(2,. (2.14) 
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and the vector functiona are defined by the expressions 

?,(S)=J. 

f4(S)=- -x,(S)ctg)f,j-j-i/,(S)k, 

f ,(5)=x,(S)ctR X» * --»o (5) k. 

<r, (5)= -1/,(5)1 fx0 (5) j. 

Thus, the vector function U (Z, S), corresponding to an arbitrary displacement 

in space of the contour Z = const as a solid, is completely defined by six scalar 

functions of the variable Z, which are the components of the translational displace¬ 

ment and rotation vectors of this contour. 

Let t be an arbitrarily oriented unit vector. The displacement of point M in 

the direction of t, corresponding to the initial approximation U°, will be 

«»«UM (2.16) 

or, using (2.13) 

where 

«?(2.5)=21/,(2,.^(5,. 

tri¬ 

tt.17) 

(2.18) 

Taking (2.15) into account, we find 

V-,,-/,. 

?«==-^(5)c(gz,m<+v#f(S)<|( 

f’w— 

—1/,(5)/, -f .*,(5)/«,. 

(2.19) 

By successively superposing t on the unit vectors of the main and auxiliary 

trihedra, one can readily obtain expanded expressions for the coordinate functions 
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^tmz» ^in8» ♦inn* Slnc« in accordance with formulas (1.20), the co¬ 

ordinate functions ♦ing can be represented in the foui 

we will here give expanded expressions only for <t>ilng, ^ . Expanding (2.19) 

with the aid of (1.18), we obtain 

V, T‘-, 

1 v 
•*0 

1, 
*0 »in X /, »in X /, 

2 4» 
It 
1, 

»0 
•».. ¿9_ 

sin X /< 

3 4» 
In Xn 

T.-T,''"* 
Jr¿clgXo 

-»o ! 0“ 'oKo 

*n ti. 

4 

5 

6 

1 - 2)*t 
/n 

"»IT 

/„ 
-- , tlg XO + 

sin X 1, 

Vo —•»c!/« 
4- ttn - , , 

sin X 1, 

l I-Î)«» 
-x°t 

0 

*0!'. /0 
-— c.gxo — 

*m X lt 

■*1) üll •“ -»Olill 

sin’xo sin 

I 

0-2)» o Jtovi - -»oVo 

*0*1 4 l/Ot/r /0 ( 

»ln X /, 

•»ú Ho - *ov'u 

+ ^c,Etí> »in X /, 

Thus, in conformity with representations (2.6) and (2.13), the vector func¬ 

tion of elastic displacement of the shell U(Z, S) is defined by six scalar func¬ 

tions V^(Z) of one variable and one vector function u (Z, S) of two variables. 



(2.16) in th. .b.ence of ^di.W r.,uir«.,. for „1 

“'7t °° th‘ g‘""al ee°“trlC “del °l th' 8h'»’ I” formulating a slmp- 
Uf,.4 geometric „de,. w. vMj, Mk. c.r,.,„ m.mpcl„nll onl> ^ ^ 

VT VeCt0r fU"Ctl0n '' U’ S)' ,lnCe th,! StrUCtUre 01 the fonction 
(2. S) i, completely defined by expreaelon (2.13) .„d fomolaa (2.15) Ae the 

baeic geometric hypotheeie. ue „in t^e the eeeumptlon that in a conical ahell 

„.rping occur, only in the direction of the génératrice.. Then the vector func- 

tion U (Z, S) will be represented in the fonn 

L*(2, S.| = i!|/, 5)01,(5). 

where ÍÍ(Z, S) is some scalar function to be determined. 

(2.22) 

sis. 
The follotrlng conaid.ratlona may be offered in aupport of the adopted hypothe- 

We are con.id.rlng shells provided „ith a sy.tematlc etructure of transverse 

dlaphrsgmrlbs or fr«aes. buch a structure plays the role of additional constraints 

preventing a change in the configuration of the contour of the cross section in its 

P ene. Therefore, for example in analysing cylindrlcel shells with a lateral struc- 

ur. for a load whose „„„.1 and transverse components are fairly smooth in charac- 

er, t e hypothesis of nondefonsabillty of the cross section in its plane is very 

' VT'n thIS hyPOthMlS t0 ‘“f«1 -f arbitrary configuration, 
vete orientation of the diaphragms may, generally speaking, be different 

one would have to assume the warping vector U1 to be directed perpendicular to the 

pl»e of the diaphragms. A computational model of this kind will also be discussed 

below, but. as has been stated in several paper., and shown by studies made by the 

authors, the results of the analysis depend little on how the vector U1« s) 1. 

directed, whether parallel to the generatrices or perpendicular to the pile of 

the diaphragms. In particular, this lead, to the well-kncnn, conclusion that for 

Trudy‘si,írisri:.L¿.B*Ubukh’screaech °f 



aost cases of loading, the stressed and strained state of wing-type shells depends 

little on the orientation of the ribs. In this connection, of decisive importance 

is the fact that our fundamental adopted hypothesis leads to simpler equations. 

Here is one aore proof in favor of the adopted hypothesis. 

In solving the problem in the St.-Venant formulation*, it is shown that for 

a conical shell of arbitrary configuration, the displacements of the cross section, 

which is assumed to be the line of intersection of the middle surface with a sphere 

whose center is at the apex of the cone, consist of the displacements of the cross 

section as a solid and of its warpings in the direction of the generatrices. There- 

-ore, the geometric model which we formulated can be regarded as the result of a 

natural transposition of certain properties of the solution in the St.-Venant form¬ 

ulation to the case in which the character of the application of the external load 

and the detailed fixing conditions are cons^^ered. This me*-hod is widely applied 

when the structure of the solution of a comparatively simple problem is used to 

onstruct an approximate solution of a more complex problem. 

Thus, the analysis of a conical shell of arbitrary configuration on the basis 

of the formulated simplified geometric model amounts to the determination of two 

vector functions n(Z) and 9(Z) of one independent variable tnd one scalar function 

U(Z, S) of two variables. These functions in accordance with (2.6), (2.10), (2.22) 

completely define the deformed surface of the shell, and along with it, all the 

components of the stressed and strained state. We will there.ore call them the 

fundamental kinematic unknowns. Let us also note that in (2.7), the pole rQ can 

be chosen completely arbitrarily, and the vectors n and 6 can be represented in 

fhe form of linear combinations of arbitrary nonorthogonal basis vectors. This 

?»rmits one to raise the question of selection of the canonical unknowns deter- 

mning the simplest structure of the resolvents, in contrast to the equations cor¬ 

responding to the natural choice (2.9), (2.11) of the pole and basis vectors. 

Let turn to the formulation of static hypotheses. 

*See footnote on p. 
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The Interaction of the shell with the di.phragaa la reduced to unknown contact 

forcea applied to the shell In the planes of the diaphragma. We will proceed from 

the replacement of the discrete arrangement of the dlaphragrs by their continuous 

distribution. In this case, in the framework of the formulated geometric model, 

the contact forces, like the transverse forces Q^, Q^, constitute purely static 

factors. Introducing the contact forces together with the given external load 

into equilibrium differential equations (2.1), we obtain, as in (2.4), expressions 

establishing on the one hand, the relationship between the components of contact 

forces, and on the other hand, the components of internal forces in the shell proper 

as well as the components of the given external load. If we now eliminate the 

*3R forces and both components of contact forces from the equilibrium dif¬ 

ferential equations, we arrive at a single equilibrium equation in components of 

internal forces of the shell proper. Totthis equation must be added six equili¬ 

brium conditions of the finite portion of the shell cut off by the section paral¬ 

lel to the plane of the diaphragms. As we know, these equations are the first 

integrals of system (2.1), but hereinafter they will be obtained directly, this 

being easier to visualise. Further, using elasticity relations (2.3), geometric 

relations (2.2), and expressions (2.4), we obtain a complete system of equations 

in the fundamental kinematic unknowns nx, y y 6y, 6z and «. The first 

is a partial differential equation, and the others are integro-differential equa¬ 

tions. 

We will assume that the interaction of the sheU with the diaphragms reduces 

essentially to tangential contact forces q(Z, S) applied to the shell in the dir¬ 

ection of tangents to the contours of the diaphragms. Then, neglecting the other 

component of the contact forces, we represent the components p^fZ, S) and pn (Z, S) 

of the surface load acting on the shell in the form 

-. = + ^lOS i1' f’-. ft, “ q *''* 

where p^(Z, S), pJz(Z, S) are the components of the given surface load; 

(2.23) 
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line of intersection uf 0(Z, S) is the angle between the generatrix and the 

the Middle surface by the plane of the diaphragms. 

Introducing (2.23) into the second equation of system (2.1), we find 

(2.24) 

In the adopted geometric model, a decisive role is played by tangential force 

.actors, since comparative calculations show that the influence on the stressed 

ar.u strained state of force factors connected with bending of the middle surface 

is usually unimportant. In turn, among the tangential force factors, the main 

ones are usually the normal forces Tmz and tangential forces S^. Therefore, 

,n the flrst two estions of system (2.1), one can neglect ^transverse forces 

<nz and normal tangential forces T^. Then, (2.23) bei ,g taken into account, these 

equations become 

+ ¿0 sin *f cs p) = 0> 

-fysin ß)=0. (2.25) 

and the forces q, represented by expression (2.24), will be 

(2.26) 

Eliminating the forces q with the aid of (2.26) from the first equation of 

(2.25), we obtain 

(2.27) 
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Expression (2.27) represents the fundamental differential equation of equili¬ 

brium for our adopted static-geometric model of a reinforced conical shell of ar¬ 

bitrary configuration. This equation contains two unknown forces Tmz and Sn m * 

indicating that the adopted model is statically indeterminate. 

Equation (2.27) has variable coefficients dependent on ')Oth Z and S, and there- 

integration involves major difficulties. If the diaphragms are oriented 

parallel to the plane of the generatrix, then 

HZ, S)=*(S). (2.28) 

as a result of which Eq. (2.27) becomes somewhat simplified, ass.-ming the form 

(2.29) 

where 
/ cos* 

(2.30) 

As before, the integration of this equation constitutes a very complex problem. 

A simpler equation is 

(2.31) 

which formally results from the first equation of system (2.1) if in the latter one 

neglects the forces Tnz and component q cos ß of the reactive load exerted on the 

shell by the diaphragms in comparison with the forces Tm and Sn m . The following 

arguments can be adduced to substantiate Eq. (2.31). First, the lateral structure 

"'S usually very weak, so that the forces q are small. Secondly, practice shows that 

the stressed state of the shell proper changes comparatively little with changing 

orientation of the diaphragm, so that angle ß may be considered close to tt/2. In 

this case, Eq. (2.31) follows from (2.27). 
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Adding the equilibrium condition, of the end portion of the .hell n. . .„ud 

to Eq. (2.31) end changing to the fundamental kinematic unknown. In the .„.ten ob- 

talnad, after lnt.gn.tlng thl. nyatem wo will h.vo the complete .olutlon of the 

emblem, the dl.placements are determined according to (2.6), (2.13), (2.U) (2 22) 

the .train, according to (2.2), and the Internal force, and momenta, according to' 

(2-3). (2.4), (2.24). Moreover, the first of elasticity relation. (2.3) can be 

replaced by the simpler relation 

(: . 32) 

since, a. already mentioned, Tn,«^. Let u. not, that the tangential force. T 

and contact force, q, as well as, In particular, the tror.ver.e force. Q. , Q„ 

" ■»'■nt M"z’ ""r’ diSC‘,*!"!d ln the framework of the adopted computational model 

... secondary force factors, are obviously determined very roughly. However, having 

gotten an idea of their orders of magnitude, we are afforded an opportunity to 

evaluate the validity of the adopted hypotheses. 

Neglecting the force factor, related to bending of the middle surface, we thus 

»»sume that the stressed state of the shell, as In zero-moment theory, remain, un¬ 

changed along it. thickness. It should be noted that, nevertheless, the solution 

based on our adopted static-geometric model differs qualitatively from the solution 

according to zero-moment theory. As we know, according to this theory, the problem 

of determination of Internal forces I„2, s^, T„z 1. statically Indeterminate, 

since -e have three equations of equilibrium In these forces. Consequently, it Is 

easy to show that zero-moment theory does not yield damped solutions characteristic 

of the systems under consideration. Indeed, when Q„2-Q„2-0 and In the absence of 

an external load, It 1. easy to obtain the following from the first three equa- 

rions of system (2.1). 

V.<2. 5’- 
Tm.(Z, S) =*,_!_[/-„jo. Ò) (--- ctgyß*tmi(0, 5)- 

•¡nx (1--/) dSS'‘m‘{0, ^j1 

T-,(2, 5) = 0, 
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whence, considering relations (1.148), we conclude that in a conical shell of arbi¬ 

trary configuration, an undamaged system of internal forces corresponds to any 

system of boundary forces. This atanda in direct contradiction to the forces of 

the systems under consideration, in which, as we know, the stressed state due to 

a self-balanced boundary load has a rapidly damping character. 

The model allowing for the presence of lateral stiffeners does not have this 

disadvantage. In the framework of our computat ional model, the first three equili¬ 

brium equations, in addition to the components of tangential forces, contain the 

unknown forces of interaction of the lateral assembly with the shell. The problem 

proves to be statically indeterminate, so that damped solutions prove possible. 

2.2. General System of Equilibrium Integro-Differential Equations of a 

Conical Shell of Arbitrary Configuration 

As already noted, to equilibrium equation (2.34) it is necessary to add the 

equilibrium conditions of the end portion of the shell. Obviously, the simplest 

will be the equilibrium conditions of the end portion cut-off by the section Z-const. 

Moreover, if the transverse diaphragms are not parallel to the plane of the direc¬ 

trix, the equlllbriun equations of the cut-off portion of the shell will include, 

in addition to the forces in the shell proper, the forces in the diaphragms, which, 

however, are comparatively small and cannot be taken into consideration under the 

equilibrium conditions of the cut-off portion. 

Let a be the vector of the resultant of internal forces in the section Z - 

const, and », the vector of the moment of these forces with respect to the point 

of intersection of the plane Z - const with the Oz axis. Wc. have 

*~í,T«.+'V,r <}„,)«</$. 

» = f I - ÍT., 4- S.'.' +q,t)x(r-r.)+M,t + BdS, (2 33) 

where the vectors of the forces Tng, S^, and moments M^, are represented 

by expressions (1.151), (1.154), and radius vector r of a peint on the contour 
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Z - const, and radius vector r0 of the point of intersection of the plane of this 

contour with the Oz axis are represented by expressions (2.8) (2.9). The inte- 

gial in (2.33) is extended to the entire contour of the directrix. 

Expressions (2.33) pertain to a section, the outer normal to which makes ai: 

acute angle with the positive direction of the Oz axis. Therefore, the equili¬ 

brium conditions of the cut-off portion have the fern 

« f 81-=0, -îJi-fw^o, ( 3 

where . »• are vectors of the resultant and net moment of the external forces 

applied to the cut-off portion of the shell: 

r, 
«'“«í+l <j) 1/^(1. S)n,(S)+ ^(1,5)o,(S)|x 

X iiösin /dSci\, 
W = ««-8lîx|r.(^)-r,(Z)|- 

- j (*- 5)-,(5)+^(1. 5)0,(5)+^((, 5) o,(S)| X 

X|r(t. 5)-r,(Z)|y(flsinxd5d|. 

(2.35) 

Here »,'• are vectors of the resultant and neg moment of the external forces 

applied to the end Z - 

Expressions (2.33) contain the components of linear forces and moments in axes 

of the auxiliary moving trihedron. Switching to the components in axes of the main 

trihedron with the aid of (1.191), we have 

¡ S^ + Q^lsin / ; 9-,)cosz] ßdS, 

( -1(1-, + SW| + Q„f ) sin X- (T., + S.f + Q.) cos x|x(r-r,)+ 

+ |W-, Z- (M.^+ 11,^)cosX) ßUS. (2.36) 
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whence, coneidering (1.151), (1.154) and (1.192), wr obtain 

sin /-.5^(-031()111, i (.5^3111/-^103/)11,4- 

sin / — Q,t i os / )ii,| HdS, 

»=(|) < - |(r«f sin / - 5,f cos / ) in, H-S«, si'» Z ~ T,, cos /) n, -f 

+(Q-, »in z - Q„t cos /) h JX(r - r.) cos / - H„t sin /Jm, T 

sin i-H,tcos/)u,} BdS. 

(2.37) 

Considering (2.8), (2.9) and expressions (2.19), one can readily obtain the 

following relations for an arbitrary unit vector t: 

t—f,, i4 •?„,)4" oí i*- (2.38) 

t *(r— r,i = —(I - ' r ?uj 1 r«^)> 

IxlUl. 5l-r,.|Z)|*«l <|rr;. 5i -r„i8.)| ft «. Ir„t5' —r,(¿>|= (2.39) 

= -)1 — IH?«i \ ini t r«1'1 . -?«))• 

We will expand expressions (2.35), (2.37) with the aid of relations (2.38), 

(2.39). Superposing t on the unit vectors of the main trihedron, we obtain from 

(2.35) 

r=o,(2)i ry,r/)j, /V,(/)k. 

ye'^M,(Z)i j M,{7.)k. 

(2.40) 

Wxl?)*Wu+ (^,(5)(/=. 
there > 

r. 
13>,({)</i. 

TV, (/)-(//.(‘irf-;. (2.41) 
j? 

Af,(Z).Afu 4- Ç äl 

l (2.42) 

1^.(1)4-/.Q, (1)1 
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where 

Qu»*? j. ^u-*? k. 

A<u“«? «. A<u-W? J. Af,.»n? k. 

- ¿) f> + P?,?!«,] /,»in X dS 

V=l.2.6). 

*,= l (/=,,2. 3), 

\=*J- ? (/»4.5,6). 

(2.A3) 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

From (2.37) we also have 

R=(l — Z)|i f 

W»( 1 - Z) jl |( I - 2) +5>m< 4- Qf4.,)<i5+ (2.46) 

+^(^Ti-,+ Aif..fM5] + j|( 1-2) (£(7-^ + 5^ + 0^) dS+ 

+f(Hfu.,+Mru,)dSj + k[(l-2)$(rf«,t+SVu,+QH,JdS + 

where 

r=r,# sin y.—S,t cosx. 

S=*Sm¡ si- / — T.t cos /, 

Q^Q^sin X — Q*,cos X’ 

Al = Ai« sin i — H* cos X. 
* * (2 47) 

77 = Af^ cos X —/4*^ sin X- 

!ow, using (2.40) and (2.46), from the equilibrium conditions of the cut-off 

portion of the shell (2.34) we find 

(1-2) - Sf,,' rQrt'JdS.- Q,(2). 

( i - 2 ) v£ (r?3Wf+5?;,^ -+ 0^,,) <75=0» (2). 

(i —2) (£{rv,„t + Sf¡%+QfujdS^N,(2). 

(\ — Z) ^)(7-9,^4.59,,^4 0^4.,1^.5 + 

+ ( I - 2) j,(H<fXmi+Mnni)dS=*Mt (2), 

(1-2)5^ -+5^ -t 0-9.4.,1^5 + 

+ (1-2) (£(//9:,,,1 Ahj.^dS^^,(2), 

(1-2)^(7+^ f5-9,,,, 0-9,,,)4/54. 

+ (l -2) ^(//9^+ Aff:.,,)dSc^M,(2). 
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I 

Expressions (2.48), which contain all the components of internal forces, are 

exact. Considering the static hypotheses formulated above, we have approximately 

(2.49) 
('“I. 2.6). 

where P^QM). PX=QM). Pt = N,(7.), 

Pt=U,(2). P,~AtJ2), P,m,(71 
(2.50) 

Differential equation (2.39) and six integral equations (2.49) in the solution 

of the problem in displacements form a complete system of equations in the unknown 

functions ii, which in the framework of our adopted static-geometric model de¬ 

termine the deformed surface of the shell, ana along with it, all the components 

of internal forces. 

We first write Eqs. (2.31) and (2.49) in the operator form. 

In accordance with expressions (1.54), (1.68), (2.3), (2.32), the forces 

Tmz 811(1 snzm2 may be represented in the form 

Under the assumptions we made, Eq. (2.31) coincides with the first equation 

of system (1.173) if one sets Tnz «= 0. Using representation (2.51), we have 

Introducing (2.51) into Eqs. (2.49), we also obtain 

(2.53) 
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where the functions i|^(S) will be 

(2.54) 

or, taking (2.20) Into account 

(2.55) 

In accordance with expressions (2.6), (2.13) and (2.22), tht displacements In 

the direction of the arbitrarily oriented unit vector t may be represented In the 

form 

u,(Z. S) = jjV,(2)($)+8(2. 
(2.56) 

where the functions ¢^(8) are determined by expressions (2.19), and the functions 

V,(Z) are related to the desired components of displacement of the contour Z * const 

a. « solid by relations (2.14). 

Prom (2.56) we have 

lm\ 

6 
(2.57) 

(2.58) 

Introducing the displacements represented by expression (2.58) into Lqs. 
z 

(2.52), (2.53), we obtain 

2(1 

,-iiLi.ry 
Ch 

(2.59) 
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ÜLjJüLp 
mi 1 

(y- i. a.6). 
(2.60) 

Expressions (2.59), (2.60) constitute a complete system of integro-differential 

equations in the unknown function u^, dependent on two variables, and six functions 

vA of one variable. These functions are related to the basic kinematic unknowns by 

expressions (2.14) and (2.57). 

As was noted above, the main problem is to integrate system (2.59), (2.60). 

Having determined 7^(2) (i«l, 2, ..., 6) and ^(Z, S), and haring further determined 

£)(Z, S) from relation (2.57), one can find the displacements and stresses at any 

point of the shell by using general expressions (2.56) and (2.2), (2.3). 

2.3. Integro-Differential Resolvents 

It is apparent that integro-differential equations (2.60) form a system of 

linear algebraic equations in the derivatives (V^B) (i-1, 2, .... 6). Solving 

this system, we obtain from Cramer's formulas 

(2.61) 

Here 

D is the determinant of the matrix lla^JJ, where 

a ÿ hJS; 

(2.62) 
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Integro-dlfferentlal .quation (2.65) can be raducad to a alelar foe corraa- 

ponding to tha canonical for, of partial diffarantlal aquation,. For thl. purpoaa 

represent (2.65) in the fora 

where T is the integro-differential operator entering into Eq. (2.65). 

From (2.65), we have 

a'> ÍZd+vJ+cl*»*). 

a,,-. —L co«i 
AB tin 1 j * 

aM =r L__ 
Bitin*x 

In view of (2.67), the equation of characteristics takes the form 

(2.6b) 

(2.67) 

« = T co* * * 'sin * + V). 

whence, taking (1.11) into account, we find 

(2.68) 

Ml -2)/,± / 2(TTv) l -Î2LL ¿S— InC. 
J u 

(2.69) 

Expresa Iona (2.69) represent tha complex char.cterlatlcr of Eq. (2.66). Chang- 

ing to the real variables a » a(Z, S), ß = ß(z, S), we have 

-2)1,-, ? = 1^17+7) f *2!jL ,,s. 
(2.70) 

It is easy to see that the coordinate grid corresponding to variables (2.70) 

coincides with the lines of principal curvatures of an arbitrary conical surface. 

The family of lines a - const consists of the lines of intersection of the arbitrary 
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conical surface by spheres of radius R - (1 - Z)1 vth the center at the apex 
s 

of the cone. The lines 6 - const obviously determine the family of generatrices. 

The quantity Ü//2(l+v) ■ ^In x/l9(di>) represents tb*' angle between the current 

and the fixed generatrix, measured along the conical surface. 

In the new variables, Eq (?.65) takes the form 

where 
V) 

ôum 
__i hljit-Hp), 

(2.71) 

«-I /-1 
(2.72) 

Equation (2.71) is considerably simpler than Eq. (2.65); as before, it has co¬ 

efficients dependent on both variables, but by making th* substitution of variable 

a“?1, (2.73) 

we arrive at an equation with variable coefficients dependent only one one variable, 

3: 

_j__ 
^ ov 

<>. 

I .‘d f-»i *///)= ¿ip). 
(2.74) 

As already noted, Eq. (2.74) is integrated exactly when applied to right conical 

subtis of revolution. In this case, the derivative âu^/âç is absent from the integro- 

dlfferential operator, and at the same time, the shell edges coincide with the co- 

•nunate lines t ■ const. This makes it possible to apply the method of separation 

of variables to Eq. (2.74). The corresponding homogeneous problem has an infinite 

spectrum of orthogonal eigenfunctions. For conical shells of arbitrary configuration, 
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Che problem le complicated not only by the fact that the derivative du_ /3 Is 
t 

present in the Integro-dlfferential operator of Eq. (2.74), bdt also by the fact 

Chat the boundary condiciona muât be net at miges that do not coincide with the 

coordinate lines. The latter fact causes the greatest difficulties characterizing 

Che calculation of oblique systems. 

Equations (2.74) can also be extended to the case of cylindrical shelU hy 

means of a limiting transition. In this case, our adopted static-geometric model 

defines a shell with a cross-sectional contour nondeformable in its plane. For 

right cylindrical shells, the solution on the basis of Eq. (2.74) in the absence 

of a longitudinal structure essentially coincides with the solution obtained by 

R.A. Adadurov.** 

2.4. Canonical Kinematic Unknowns 

For the basic kinematic unknowns selected above, the structure of Eqs. (2.34) 

expressing the equilibrium conditions of the cut-off portion of the shell turns out 

to be very complex. In expanded form, these equations, written for a conical shell 

of arbitrary configuration, form a coupled system of six integro-differential equa¬ 

tions containing, in addition to the basic kinematic unknowns, also their first 

derivatives. The present section will discuss the question of the choice of the 

canonical kinematic unknowns which define the simplest possible structure of this 

system.* We will not neglect the tangential forces T,^, since in shells of 

marked conlcity these forces are appreciable in certain regions. 

On the basis of the adopted geometrical hypotheses, the elastic displacement 

vector may be represented in the form 

*G.C. Onanov, Canonical Kinematic Unknowns of the Generalized Law of Plane Sec¬ 
tions. In: Strength and Stability of Thin-Walled Aeronáutica1. Structures. Tvudy MAI 
No. 180. Moscow, Mashinostroyeniye, 1970. ’ 

**R.A. Adadurov. Stresses and Strains in a Cylindrical Shell with Rigid Cross 
Sections. DAN, 62, No. 2, 1948. 
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U(Z, .S)»n(¿) ♦-«(/) X |r(Z. 5)- r,(Z)|-(-U (Z, 5)m,i5). 
C’.75) 

fating (1.5A), (1.68), (2.3) Into consideration, we can represent the components 

of tangential forces in vector notation: 

s, . - I A ,, )+ fl _î(_ ( w_i.. )I, 
' * 2C 4 V) [d n. * dm. \ fl / J (2.76) 

For the derivatives entering into (2.76), using representation (2.75) and relations 
(1.52), we obtain 

7½ ji;X •+• y 
a_ 

*•, 
d 

in, 
d 

».+ d‘i. 
dm. 

(t mt| = 

IU»,) = 

rtl»« dm, dm, J * dm, 

** ri i . « do 1 JÎ1 
t> m L + X *4 « v --- ] n,. » dm, d m, J 

Xt t ov + IdB, dB, d„, j * 
(2.77) 

vnt-re 

et/ .V) r(/. 5) — r,(/) 

(2.78) 

I» tr,e radius vector of the point M(Z. S) r.l.tlvn to see pol. M <Z) rlgldiy bound 

to the section Z - const. 

Expressions (2.77), corresponding to an arbitrarily chosen pole iyz), are 

ieneral In character. These expressions, and hence, expressions (2.76) for the 

•Tponents of tangential forces contain both the functions n(Z), 0(Z) themselves, 

Wld tr:,elr derlvatlves. However, by selecting the pole Mo(Z)in a certain manner, 

tressions (2.76) can be simplified, as already stated in the formulation of a 

simplified geometric model of the shell. 
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In Section 2.1, the point of Interse :tlon of the plene of this contour with the 

Or axis was chosen as the pole of the contour Z - const, as is done In the analysis 

of beams. This fact ultimately lends to n complex structure of the equilibrium equa¬ 

tions of the cut-off portion of the shell, since, as before, the expressions for the 

forces contain both the kinematic unknowns and their derivatives. 

We will now place the pole, corresponding to displacements of the section 

Z » const as a solid, at some fixed point common to all the sections. In this case, 

the radius vector Tq is constant. Differentiating relative radius vector (2.78), we 

have 

.'»JL 
^ mJ OHt 

(2.79) 

In view of (2.79), expressions (2.77) take the form 

- — (U m,)— , - r - - XQi n'/ r ; 
dm, \ <1 m, a m, / <’ m, 

a 

»a 

ö 
d 

-|U m,)- ( Í ej m,-* n„- -i- (n I eyç o, 
i# \o i», c) n# / Aii a ug 

-(U 0,)-(^-+ tf®-Xv) », « 
, , dm. r) mi, I 

-(U-n,)- i? Ytf) .,, , tn (J m. f-L» \ 
if \ i*n: On, I \AH H 1 

(2.80) 

Introducing (2.75) and (2.80) into expressions (2.76), we find 

T 1 d I, .Ml 'i , '»0 „ \ t>U 1 

' I — \* 1 \ dm, dm, / 'll», dn, / dm, j 

c f/d^ IB \ ! dr, . 0<i \ 0U ] 

S’’m‘ " »Ïï VI |(dü, dm, ®) n* * d7,r 

r. ö \r"- rt" . ,W . v( "V . it. „ ,„f 
I - s-l'dn, dn, / ti in, i, i„, / ,,m,l 

(2.81) 

It is apparent that expressions (2.81) corresponding to an arbitrary position 

of the poles but conmon to all the sections, contain only the derivatives of vector 

functions n(Z), 0(Z), which ultimately, simplifies the resolvents considerably. 

On the basis of (1.15), (1.16), we have 
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^ t(r âj 
d "s * ^ 0 ui. 

ou 
àn, - ctß / 

0 0 
Uiu 

Introducing (2.82) into (2.81), we obtain 

(2.82) 

(2.83) 

We will now place the pole o* each of the sections Z « const at the cone apex 

In this case, the radius vector of a point belonging to the middle surface of the 

conical shell, with respect to the apex of the shell and (1.11), being taken into 

account, will be 

o(Z. S) m—ABm, 
(2.84) 

Introducing (2.84) into (2.83), we finally obtain 

f-v/lßctgy-- n,4 , 
* I—»Mil", dm, dm,] 

5-.-. -iFTTrld“,( -C,R *m*4 d-^"*+ïï\• 
(-c,PZn. + vni,)-f n, fv ^1. ' 1 — vJ [dm, dm, d m, J 

(2.85) 

Expressions (2.85), contain the derivatives of two unknown vector functions 

n(Z;» 9(Z) and one 8ca1« function ß(Z, S). In order to switch to expressions con 

taming only scalar unknowns, it is necessary to establish the correspondence 

between vector functions n(Z), 6(Z) and their affine coordinates. 

Let e^, e^, be some basis triple of noncoplanar vectors. An arbitrary 

vector a may be represented as a linear combination of basis vectors: 
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12 3 
where a , a , a are the affine coordinates of vector a. 

UßhiH the notation adopted (n tensor cali'uliM, we write expression (2.86) in 

the contracted form 

n (2.87) 

where the repeated index (superscript and subscript) denoted by a Greek letter 

signifies sunmation over this index from 1 to 3. 

Together with the basis ej, e2> e3, it is necessary to introduce the reciprocal 

basis defined by the relations 

where 

f. »«.v,,,. Xfi| 

I 
*|X r, i, 

(2.88) 

Obviously, the vectors of the main and reciprocal bases satisfy the relations 

Multiplying (2.87) scalarly by the vector of the rt ..procal basis eÖ and taking 

(2.89) into account, we obtain 

<ta e* I. ‘j, 3|. (2.90) 

Vector a can also be represented in the form of a linear combination of vectors 

of the reciprocal basis: 

•1 'i,t‘ ¡ i/,e1 wi.r, 

where the affine coordinates a^ in correspondence with (2.89) will be 

(2.91) 
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a c, in I. 3). 
(2.92) 

The affine coordinates a“ and a^ are said to he contravarlant and covariant 

coordinates of vector a, respectively. 

Introducing into consideration two different bases e, and e , we represent 

the vector functions n(Z) and 8(Z) in the form 

«(/) s«'(2)c,. 
(2.93) 

wlore h (Z), 9 (Z) are scalar unknowns. 

Introducing (2.93) into (2.75) and considering (2.84), we have 

Setting 

wt write 

wnere 

U(2. 5) e, ni,(S)-¡í¿(/,S)w,(S). 

v’1 /) i’’(/). (i i 

i 'i/. .s) r;U)U. r, 

f’ S. * -- .'ic, m,(6). 

(2.94) 

(2.95) 

(2.96) 

(2.97) 

Comparing expressions (2.96) and (2.13), we see that formulas (2.97) constitute 

an extension of formulas (2.15) to the case of arbitrary (in the general case, oblique 

angled) bases e^, e^, the only difference being that formulas (2.15) correspond to 

poles with coordinates x=0, y-0, z»i0(z"), and formulas (2.97), to poles fixed at 

the point x=0, y«0, z-l^. 

introducing (2.93) into (2.85), we also have 
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Tm~ Fk I "•* 
I V- [i*m f* ,m'“ vrUî<".) I vMÄctg / e n, I - 

i» m41 

* »Wj 1 

r*.=ÄLi,*•( -ct« '*"*+v"..)+/ifict(r/£ i. .,, + V ö'i 

(2.98) 

We now write the equilibrium equations of the cut-off portion of the shell. 

These equations assume the simplest form if the vector of the moment of forces ex¬ 

ternal to the cut-off portion is calculated with respect to the apex of the cone. 

Expanding expressions (2.37) for the resultant and the net moment of internal forces 

acting in the section Z - const, with the aid of expressions (2.98) and (2.84) and 

neglecting the transverse forces Q^, Qnz and moments we obtain 

*(2)—1^^-^^+^0-2)^+0-2)^(2). 

(2.99) 

where the fixed vectors 

■.f^d+wn'ï-vco^yli» -(l+v)cosxD,|- 

If »)co»xs»,--i-(i+cos'i(-v»in'x)»,l|x 

X --- dS. 
7(1 — »!) A 

",[( If-v)co»y (I+cos*z-vsin*x)n,]x 

X -dS. 
2(1 - V.) 

▼* j) [e. m,( I + V) cos X- e.• s, -1-( 1 + cos* z - v sin*X)]s,x 

X2ir^^ 

▼a u=ff e. n, , i + cos* * - v sin* z) n. yi dS. 

(2.100) 
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and the vector functions 

n#* ‘f L'», I ,il,( 1 1 ,ln’/ v1 I 'iro*Xn.|- 

- <, 0* - sin X u, I '-^-v J _£*— dS. 
t'm» »in nl2(l — vJ) 

+ '»cos X ( I - v) In, - dS. 
C l<*», dm, J * 2(! — V*) 

(2.101) 

have 

Introducing (2.101) Into equilibrium equations (2.34) of cut-off portion, we 

£ (1 — * ^ (,^ ( - Z) nB, 

1-2 -/) M» (2.102) 

Vector equations (2.102) contain six scalar unknowns 

(2.103) 

entering linearly into these equations. In this connection, the six scalar equations 

corresponding to Eqs. (2.102) will also be linear with respect to unknowns (2.103). 

Introducing the two (in the general case, different) bases el, e', we have 
P P 

'**’• '* #\er -11 /„f,. n« = ^B»e(, W'=R"fie( (2.104) 

(2.105) 

Introducing r.Utlons (2.104), (2.105) Into E„. (2.102) and equating the co¬ 

efficients of the basis vectors e¿ and f& l„ the left and right members of these 

equations, we obtain 

-¾" -2)* + Tz{'~¿?,rA. ,-½ ‘"o* 
(P- 1. 2. 3). 

(2.106) 
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Thus, by selecting as the kinematic unknowns the components of translational 

displacement of the contour Z - const together with the apex of the cone, and the 

rr>»ppn«ms of rotation of rhla rontmir about th# apex, we can always reduce the 

integro-differential equilibrium equations of the cut-off portion of the shell to 

a system of six linear algebraic equations in derivatives of these components. 

Solving Eqs. (2.106) for the derivative 0X]a/dZ, then integrating the 

relations obtained, we arrive at relations of the type 

’'■(Zj-h’lOH-i.ip.U), (2.107) 

which establish a definite relationship between the vector function n(Z), 0(Z), on 

the one hand, and the external load and warping Œ(Z, S), on the other. We will 

therefore apply the term "canonical kinematic unknowns" to the components of trans¬ 

lational displacement of the contour Z - const together with the apex of the shell 

and to the components of rotation of this contour about the apex. 

Equations (2.106) corresponding to arbitrarily chosen bases e , e . e . e 
a’ a a a 

are general in character. It is natural to ask, how should these bases be chosen 

so that Eqs. (2.106) assume the simplest structure possible? For cxiunple, we will 

require that each of the equations of system (2.106) contain not more than one of 

the components of translational displacement and rotation. (It is easy to show 

that the equilibrium equations of the cut-off portion of a right circular conical 

shell have such a structure). It is necessary for this purpose that the basis e1 

be reciprocal to both the basis formed by vectors a> and that formed by vectors 

’ anc^ the basis e be reciprocal to the bases formed by vectors f 
j w a ^ Rria’ 

M0a‘ IC is ea8y to see that the8e requirements are equivalent to the condi¬ 

tions of collinearity of vectors 4^^ and 4^ and correspondingly, 4^^, 

'‘W 

Indeed, let b^ be a basis reciprocal to certain bases c0 and da . Then, 
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where 
(2.108) 

and 

(2.109) 

Introducing (2.109) into (2.108), we obtain 

c,*=VJ(<lJXd*)X(«l*y a«). 

c,s=M¿(d‘ X d’j y (d* y d1), 

c’- ♦»♦¿(d* y d’j X (d1 A d1), 
(2.110) 

wnence it follows that the corresponding vectors of bases c* and d“ are collinear. 

Thus, in order for Eqs. (2.106) to have the desired structure, it is necessary 

thut the vectors of bases be collinear with the corresponding vectors of bases 

^Roa’ ^ the vector8 o{ bases with the corresponding vectors of bases Y „ . 

The collinearity condition of certain vectors a and b n>ay be formulated in 

two ways: 

• xb-0 

i+Ib-O, 

w‘lclfc k is some scalar different from zero. The second form of the notation is 

rauie convenient in this case. We have 

(2.111) 
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where are some scalars, as yet undetermined. 

Vectora 'V In accordance with expreaslona (2.100) depend on the choice of bases 

e0 and ea* which 9hould be chosen so that vectors Y meet the collinearity conditions 

(2.111). 

g 

Let the basis t define some Cartesian coordinate system 

t« = i. i»=j, (= = 1(. (2.112) 

We expand the basis vectors ea and ea in the basis t6. We have 

where 

r,»«e. t\ í.,=¿. t'. 

Introducing (2.113) into (2.100), we represent the vectors Y in the form 

(2.113) 

(2.11A) 

where 

= I»’ ¿ (1 + »in* X - v cos» z) m, -( 1 + v) cos X »,] - 

- [l H vicos / n»,_ _i_, 1 C0SIx_ , sin.X)D< j j X 

(2.115) 

e.h i Jt. 
A ----US, A 

«.[il-t v) cos / m, — —i_, j -,- cos' X — v »in* x) s, j X ~~ dS, 

“(bk ».Il -v)cosx-l» B, — (l+cos*x-VMn*x)]a,X ———<IS 
«Tl lin ?. J 2(1 - »*) 

= », -—J-KosV-vsmVK—^*— .us. 
2(1 —v:> 

Now, (1.115) being taken into account, collinearity conditions (1.111) take 

the form 

(2.11b) 

1 .(1. 

A (', V ,,,=(). 

(2.117) 
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To the two vector relations (1.117), there correspond six scalar ones. Expanding 

(2.117) in the base t , we have 

> ^îfM I 

tV 1. Ü. 3), 
(2.118) 

where, by (1.116), 

A'„ ‘-(l +sin*/- vcos’/it, 111,- 

-(1 -f-vicos/ t,. II,]-!>•«, || I -f v)ios/r|,m, - 

-— ( l-r »os*/ - y sin»/) t, », 11 —_L us. 
“n I .t ' 

Ai.i = (Í) ^ f11 T v)cos z ■ in,-cos* / - 
V l tin y 

(2.119) 

■ v sin*/ )| », Eh 
m - vi) 

dS. 

A5i„ = 1' I*’ «.t H- v> CO' y. - “» (1 + cos' y - V sin* z)Jt, n, >; 

> dS. 
2(1 - *!) 

A*» (’o.-- ( I -I- cos» X - v sin* / ) I, • n, —£*~ AUS. 
M ' J »in I. 2(1 — vl) 

Expressions (2.118) represent a homogeneous system of six linear algebraic 

equations in the unknowns e^, ê^. The latter are the components of the desired 

vectors ea, ea in the basis tS. As follows from expressions (2.119), system 

(2.xH) has a symmetric matrix that can be represented in the form 

,l*i <AU (AJ„) 

l n (av) U (A5i.,) / )• 
(2.120) 

whee matrices ., ß 
(ARTit) and (¿M6t) are sy^e^ic, and matrix (A^) is the transposed 
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To matrix A Is equivalent the matrix 

where 

( » UU (A*,,) \ 

l <AW (A5,„) )' (2.121) 

(2.122) 

Since we are Interested only In the nontrivial solutions of system (2.118), the 

determinant of matrix A, or, what amounts to the same thing, the determinant of matrix 

B should be equated to zero. The condition 

del B“0 (2.123) 

is a culxf. equation in the parameter X. If all the roots of this equation are real, 

the problem we have formulated has a solution. System (2.118) for each of the 

values of parameter X obtained has a nontrivial solution containing two arbitrary 

factors. To determine these factors, it i1 necessary each time to add to system 

(2.118) two additional conditions imposing limitations on the length of basis vec- 

tQrs e^, ig. Thus, for example, for unit vectors e^, the following conditions 

must be fulfilled: 

fir.jt* I I, 
(c.,)3 Mí-i)’“'- (2.12A) 

Thus, to each of the roots X - Xq of Eqs. (2.123), there corresponds a pail 

of basis vectors e^ and e^. If all three roots X^, are real, the bases being 

sought exist. Since one of the roots of Eq. (2.123) is always real, it is always 

pcHolble to obtain two equilibrium equations of the cut-off portion of the shell 

of the desired structure, i.e., equations containing only one of the components of 

translade nal displacement and rotation. 

2.5. Generalized Law of Plane Section. Self-Balanced State of a Shell. 
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The general system of equilibrium equations of the cut-off portion of a conical 

shell of arbitrary configuration is defined by expressions (2.106), constituting a 

llRMf wtnufi, wf MlgebHi.. ip uf mmmuI.mI umKimwuh: 

AX V ). 
(2.125) 

Hen 

A is a squa re matrix: 

m,) (^.) \ 
(2.126) 

k tíre (rRna>* <Ÿ,R0a>’ rf'ZnJ' ^,M0a) are blocks constituting third-order square 

rwrtrices ; 

'-Mf] 
- ’IS- 

(¿.127) 

vt.i re [511¾] are blocks constituting third-order column matrices; 

Y , Yß are the column matrices: 

1 / j’ 
(2.128) 

»’ ere are blocks constituting third-order column matrices. 

i.(.orbing to (2.104), (2.105), the block elements of matrices A, Y^, Y 

'J-nermined by the expressior s 
ft are 
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V/^Çj {•> r sin'/ — vcos‘/ic >m4 — 

—( I + vW'<n y e > n,J — e, 11,1( | : , nos / e'" m,- 

-tOS> ^ y »Ul» y ) e'? . „ Il-— .1 js, 
»•“ ï • * J12( I — V -) A 

U- (>«'.».[( I I v)c(wy *''V u(j , i ( cos,/--v»insj()c'*ol| X 

X ^— US, 
ï(l-v-| 

' «»•“■(j) e. ni,11 vicos/-», n,—1—(| cos*/- 
sm / 

~ V Ml,* y I ] e > n< _£i- JS 

i* I 
•to-rj «. n. -—Il ^cos’/ — Vsm'yIî’»■ n, ——AJS 

'"i * 2(1 — V*) 
ï«. ? i.a, 3>. 

R® ’ =e'R», 

/v“$(iSr[ih(I',‘*,n,£“vcos,x)e'-m*“ 

-(I + »)cosX*'*•■,] — —-(cos /e'*-m, — sln x*'*•■«)*——•! X 
J àm, un xl 

X. £* dS, 2(1 - *») 

[¿Sr( 1+v)cos £-v) ] 
£* 

'2(1-*») 
AdS. 

(2.129) 

(2.130) 

(2.131) 

The solution of system (2.106) may be written in the fort 

where 

x~x»+x,. 

X*= A-' Y°, X.--A-,Ye. 

On the basis of Cramer's formulas 

t|*(Z)=--V(U)+ i- -r»(U¿{+ 

î-(Z)-î-(0H 

O3 

Mt (5)rf; 
r » ^ 

^.(2)= -2. AU Mt 
I o 0 

I í î 

H (2)* - ~\ AU J j^jff.^vd^ AU j J-- M'Atm 
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(2.134) 

(2.135) 



Here 

T®, V 
correspond to the elements of column mairlx X°; 

*?, »• correspond to r.he elements of column matrix X^; 

« is the determinant of matrix A; 

¿¿M. Am are H'o adjoint's t.f elements of corresponding blocks of 

matrix A. 

According to roprooontotioo (2.132), the vector fonction U°(Z, S) corre.pondlng 

to the generalized lav of plan, aection. «a, b. r.preeented a. a ,0« of two component. 

i i/..v) u- (^ 5) j-rî(Z. 5). 
(2.136) 

0 flrSt C0np0nent 18 9tati-Hy determinate, since according to expressions 

-134), it is completely determined by a given external load. The second component 

according to (2.128), (2.131), (2.135) is related to warping and therefore statically 

indeterminate. In this connection, we will call U00(Z, S) the generalized beam solu- 

ti _, Ufl(Z’ S>’ ln acc°rdance with representation (2.6), will be referred to 

U (Z’ S)* th* CODbln*d vector function U° + U1 being called generalized warping. 

Obviously, the components of tangential forces T^, Sn T can also be 

a . resented in the form of a sum of two components, one of which corresponds to the 

generalized beam solution, and the other, to generalized warping: 

?»a”^ T-,*' 

vht-.e according to (7.98), (2.134), (2.135) 

=r~: 7, ! 71 'em /.,,. ) [ ‘ t. 

+ ¿- 3 ]1 ' C«c /,.. [j- A;,,r » + _L a-h,?.V« » ]|. 

$ 
r.h _L li 

2(1 -1 v» /< I 
1 

-( - C(l{ /,!„ , ,,. 

T0 _ * I ^ a I I 

o it 1 'm"'\w3 + 

r ¡¡ï A«»*’ /.««( u- 'W •’ i- ¿ - jj, 

r«4,^-r^_j-L[_L V,:(«/„,I .|'|r;,.u#*) + 

+-vct|i/,„tA^^ : (,. ,1 "!L 
I i) m. 

(2.137) 

(2.138) 
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(2.139) 

ç — £* M I I 

'•"•“'"iTiTTiõI“T1, ctK/'"'- * 

» AM y":, l «M W I \ Au-j. 
I t' I 

r***= -¡-'T’li I v/n„ -i- 

+et«V -^j, 

m„~e, in,. /i„—e, n,. n,, -è, »,. 

Using the expressions obtained, one can readily write down the integro-differen- 

tial resolvent in warping iî(Z, S). In Section 2.3, in deriving the integro-diffeven- 

tial resolvent, we proceeded from equilibrium differential equation (2.31), which coin¬ 

cided with the first equation of system (1.173) if the component of tangential force 

Tn is neglected in that equation. However, as was noted above, the forces In in 
z z 

certain regions of shells of marked conlclty may be appreciable. Therefore, here 

as in Section 2.4, we will consider the forces Tnz, proceeding in the derivation 

of the integro-differential equation from the first equation of system (1.173). 

Considering representation (2.137), we write the first equation of system (2.173) 

in the form 

where 
£„)_ Afr.. + /1,+ (^-,)++(^....)++ 

(2.140) 

(2.141) 

Now, using the elasticity relations, it is necessary t.o eliminate the forces 

TmzlJ , S^jn^, Tnzß from (2.140). We thus obtain an equation relating the warping 

ß(Z, S) with the canonical kinematic unknowns. 

Setting na-n^, in (2.98), we obtain 
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where 

J£-Y+ 
i«i, \ 4m, I ' ï-r AfíT¡ + *'• ls'A r- 4m, i du’ dm I, \ 4 m, I ' 

+ (S)f2.- + **.{S)A' (ä* ) 
\ àmKl + 

■]-ku(S)Afí ¿(p)^»0, 
0 Hlj th 

rae 

*i,(S) = mf. ^1+ -vctg» xj-/i„ !^cIrx, 

*j.(«S)— L—_v .-i- ± I/1 ( - ctK *m,. f n„)| - c tg ¿n,. + v/n„. 

/1« ctg y. 

MS)-ï«cl*x - '-=1 —I— ± (A'i„). 
2 <4 *m i dS 

(2.1A2) 

(2.Í43) 

Eliminating the canonical kinematic unknowns from (2.142) with the aid of re¬ 

lations (2.135), we can readily obtain 

-4 £ (*£) +v £ + T-’ ^ ST - + 

(Mï) + [-j *».(5)^,+*4.(S)^,] Hf+ 

+ (*>• - Ak"iS) ~ (^.’) + [T M5MV„+ 

+ ^.(5)^,,)^1 + ^4(^0. **? i ■■■» i 1 e* 

wt.cace, using (2.131), we finally obtain 

Here 

I d /„ dU\ V dU 1 
T dî(fi 15) + --- 

dQ 
¡77 fs)(-ctg^i+ 

I A_du 
sin i dS 

+/.IS. II /.,s. t. f ) ^ ii+~~ 

/,(5. t)=¥.»(5)>flt)+Ti»(S)*JU). 

/,(5. t)=y.j 5)^(E)+?.i»(5)«»(|), 

/,( 5. ()— fj,(5;ó*({) + 7,( (5)^(¢), 

/,(5. l)-vi»(5)+J(l)4 ?„(5)^(|), 
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(2.145) 

(2.146) 
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where 

;S)= i- *„($) A-^t -f »„(S) /< J,,, 

ŸO (5)--L *j,(51 /)■„,, + *,.(5) /l;Ml 

^ 7 [^( 1 + sin‘' - vcos‘/.)^-(1 + v)cosX/i,*], 

^ltl=¡77(cos r"‘* -sin ^/)- 

^(0=(1 4 v)ros jn*, 

^(5)- Md-vi/i/. 

(2.147) 

(2.148) 

Expression (2.145) represent, the solving integro-differential equation in warp- 

ings fi(Z, S). This equation h-s variable coefficients dependent on both Z and S. 

Substitution of venables 1 - Z - et reduces Eq. (2.145) to an equation with variable 

coefficients dependent only on the S coordinate: 

1 ¿aU_ V riu I — V 

*#* 7 (C,glr —+_£_ i?) 

-/,(S. V >>•■!} Ch 
OS I 2(1 - y ) 

(/; • I - \> 

/7* 
Ô4(pl = 0. 

(2.149) 

Like Eq. (2.65), discussed in Section 2.3, Eq. (2.149) is integrated exactly 

only in special cases, the most important of which is the case of right conical shells 

v>t rx?Vvlution* In the Reneral case, Eq. (2.149) can be integrated approximately. 

After determining the warping Í2(Z, S) in some manner, one can, using expressions 

(2.135) and (2.131), find the components n£(Z) and e“(Z) of translational dis¬ 

placement and rotation of the contour Z - const about the cone apex, components 

which along with íi(Z, S) determine the generalized warping of the shell. The cor¬ 

responding components of internal tangential forces determining the self-balanced 

state of the shell are represented by expressions (2.139). 
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2.6. Refinement of Tangential For'.es 

In accordance with Mm mlop <1 computational model, the contour of the section 

Z - const has an unlimited number of degrees of freedom with respect to the dis- 

p.acements u,,^ and only six degrees of freedom with respect to u,^ and un . In thi: 

connection, the strain emz is determined most exactly, while the shear strain vn 

and particularly the strain en^ are determined less exactly. Since the magnitude 

of tne strain enz is usually Insignificant, the errer in its determination is also 

and hence, for tangential fermes 

a refined solution obtained from the equilibrium conditions may be of inter¬ 

est. We will proceed from the first equation of system (1.173), again omitting in 

the latter, as above, the reactive flow q from the riba. Expanding this equation 

by considering (1.11), (1.15), (1.16), we obtain 

Expression (2.150) will be regarded as a first-order linear partial differential 

equation, ass-^ng the function F(Z, S) to be known. The following characteristic 

system correr ds to this equation: 

(2.152) 

We will take the S coordinate as the independent variable. Then the equations 

cf characteristics Z - Z(S), - 5^(5) will be 

(2.153) 

(2.154) 

Equation (2.153) is integrated by separating the variables. Considering (1.11), 

we find 
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(,li—Z)l.~ Ci, 
(2.155) 

whence 

7. (5)“ i — 

Introducing (2.156) into (2.154), we have 

whence 

dS. 

dS 

s}^s+c,. 

(2.156) 

(2.157) 

(2.158) 

Expressions (2.156) and ^2.158) represent families of characteristics containing 

arbiti ary constants and C2, We will write the equation of ..he characteristics 

passing through a fixed point S-Sq, Z-Zq, 5^-(8^)0. We have 

•» 
S 

si 1 '« J '* 

(2.159) 

Let the desired integral surface of Eq. (2.150) pass through the curve 

^ — >S<i. 5.,.,= tf,., (2). 

(2.160) 

Then, assuming the fixed point to lie on curve (2.160), we obtain 

(’.161) 

Taking (2.161) into account, we can write equation of characteristics (2.159) 

in the form 
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(2.162) 

(i /)/, (i /„)/„ 

V. /)/.) / 11 (' 
/4 

Expressions (2.162) deteraina the parametric representation of the desired in¬ 

tegral surface. Eliminating Z-, we find 

(1-2)/. 

s 

j (l-/).{)díllííLt 
ï. ‘ ' 'i 

(2.163) 

(3.164) 

Expanding (2.163) with the aid of (2.151), we finally obtain 

v.<¿ )- 

s. '« 

i. ' 

-(1-2)/.^,(1 -7(1-2). {) MIL dj. 

Expression (2.164) serves to determine the tangential forces Sn r in terms of 

the forces Tmz, T,^; the latter are determined from the elasticity relations. The 

function Sn2mz entering into (2.164) represents the distribution of tangential forces 

ünj,m^ tl*6 section S“Sq. This function for shells of open profile is determined 

fr.Hü the conditions of loading of longitudinal edges. For singly closed shells, 

this function is determined from the equilibrium condition of the cut-off portion. 

Finally, for multiclosed shells, the strain compatibility equations of the contours 

moat be added to the equilibrium condition of the cut-off portion. 

Expression (2.164) admits of a cleat geometric interpretation. It is easy to 

suu that the expression constitutes a curvilinear integral along the section of arc 

of the line of principal curvature connecting an arbitrary point with coordinates 

Z, S and a point lying on the generatrix S-Sg. Such an interpretation obviously 
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Figure 2.1. In reference 

to the refinement of tan¬ 
gential forces. 

results from the first equation of system (1.173), which is a contracted version 

of Eq. (2.150). In expression (2.163), the quantity (1-Z)1 (sin x(Ç)/lÇ)dÇ is 
8 

the differential of ♦■he arc of the line of principal curvature passing through 

point M with coordinate Z, S; the quantities i-l^/l^(l-Z) and Ç are the coordinates 

of the point of intersection of the generatrix 1^ with the line of principal curva¬ 

ture passing through point M; finally, the quantity l-ls/l8()(l-Z) is the coordinate 

of point M- (Figure 2.1). 

Expression (2.164) does not take into account the actual location of the 

transverse diaphragms. A n.ore accurate result can be obtained on the basis of 

Eq. (2.27), written fox an arbitrarily oriented transverse assembly. This equa¬ 

tion is integrated in the manner described above for Eq. (2.150). 
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Chapter 111 

Reduction of a Two-Dimensional to a One-DImenslonal Prob'em 

It was shown in the previous chapter that the problem oi Integration of complex 

systems of partial differential equations describing the stressed and strained state 

of a conical shell of arbitrary configuration can be reduced to the Integration of a 

slnnla integro-dIffe'*entla! resolvent. Sections 2.3, 2.5 derived an Inteyro-dlf-teren- 

tlal resolvent In displacement Um2(Z, S) In the direction of the generatrices and In 

warping iî(Z, S), pertaining to the self-balanced state of a shell. These equations 

are very complex and, as already noted, can generally be Integrated only approximately. 

rhe Integration can be carried out by direct application of numerical methods to these 

equations. In a more convenient approach, however, the approximate solution Is based 

on a variational treatment of the problem. Using the origin of possible Lagrange dis¬ 

placements, we arrive In this case at a resolvent system of ordinary differential 

equations, omitting the lntegro-dlfferentlal equations discussed above. Let us note 

tj4 while remaining within the framework of the hypotheses adopted earlier, we will 

ob^?ln a solution equivalent to the approximate solution of the lntegro-dlfferentlal 

equations of Chapter II. However, by partly abandoning the adopted assumptions, we 

can also obtain an approximate solution for more complex computational models that 

do not permit a sufficiently clear treatment In differential form. 

3.1. Resolvent System of Ordinary Differential Equations of a Conical Shell 

of Arbitrary Configuration* 

As before, we will represent the elastic displacement vector U(Z, S) In the form 

0(2. = .s')+U'(^, 5), C3.I) 

wnere corresponds to displacements of the contour Z = const as a solid, and U* 

*G.G. Onanov. Computation of Wing Type Shells by V.Z. Vlasov's method. Can- 
dioate's dissertation, MAI, 1963. 
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determines the displacements for which the relative positions of the points of this 
contour change. 

For the vector function U°(Z, S) we have 

W(Z. S)=i|(J)-H»(2)y[r(2(S)_r,(Z)|. ( 3.2 ) 

where n(Z) and 0(1) are vectors of translational displacement of the contour Z = 

const together with some pole MQ and rotation of this contour about M.; r. is the 
radius vector of the pole. 

According to representation (3.2), the vector function U°(?, S) may be written 
In the form 

U*(2.S)=2^(2)e,(S). 
/-i 

(3.3) 

Here Vj(Z) are unknown scalar functions proportional to fhe components of vectors 

n(Z), 0(1) in certain bases chosen In advance. The vector functions ♦,($) are known 

and are determined by the choice of these bases. 

If the chosen pole Mq of the contour Z = const Is the point of Intersection of 

the plane of this contour with the Oz axis, and vectors n(7), 0(7) are expanded In a 

basis coinciding with the Cartesian system of coordinate xyz, the corresponding func¬ 

tions «»¡(S) are represented by expressions (2.15). Here the functions V^?) are re¬ 

lated to the components of vectors n(Z), 0(7) by relations (2.14). If however, the 

pole of the contour 7= const coincides with the apex of the conical shell, and vec¬ 

tors n(Z), 0(Z) are expanded In arbitrary and different bases, the corresponding func¬ 

tions ^(S) are represented by general expressions (2.97), and functions V,(7) are 

related to the components of vectors n<7), 0(7) by relations (2.95). As the pole of 

the contour Z = const, let us choose, for example, the apex of the conical surface, 

and vectors n(Z), 0(Z) and expanded In single axes parallel to the axes of the Car¬ 

tesian coordinate systjm. In this case, on the basis of (2.97) one can readily obtain 
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(3.4) 

(3.5) 

»,-i. f,=j, ft==k 

U^lA-n,n, I 

Jsing relations (3.4), (3.5) and (1.18), we have for the components $¡m , ¢- , 

*,nn 

i 

Í 

i 
fimt j fimt »... 

i* 
i. 

*• 
»0 >0 'oVo-tiJfo 

•in i /, h »m j/, Cl*Xo 

2 i» _ü 
i. 

»0 
'0 /g 

sin i /, 

3 -»o«'*».« 
'g»» - 'oVo 

«in / /, 

4 0 ‘»»0+ (JoW — 
-*o + sm % 

5 V 0 ——- -<i|X 
sin i u * 

S 0 ***-*0% 
i, 

— *» r'i i»— sm i " 

--«»-■»Qftgmcni 

fhe components $jn and are determined In terms of U°(7, S) on the basis of 

relations (2.20). Z 

By analogy with (3.3), we represent the vector function U1'?, S) In the form of 

the expansion 

(3.7) 

where wk(Z) are unkrowo scalar functions and ¢^($) Is some specified system of co- 

ora inate vector functions. 

If according to (2.22) we assume that the vector U1 Is directed along the génér¬ 

ât ces, the coordinate functions 4^(5) may be represented In the form 

« 

t 
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(3.8) 

tftiaru ^(l>) |s a.«« ayataih ..f a. ,ilal fim> l|<.na. 

Introducing (3.8) Into (3.7), we have 

If Is a complete system of functions, expression (3.9) represents the ex¬ 

pansion of the(vector function u'tf, S) In an Infinite series. If however the system 

of functions <|>k Is Incomplete, expansion (3.9) defines the conical shell as a contin¬ 

uous system with a finite number of degrees of freedom with respect to the S coordinate. 

This means that a limited number of possible forms of spatial displacement, which In 

comb.nation approximate the actual displacement of the contour, 7 * const are Imposed 
on that contour. 

Introducing (3.3) and '3.7) Into (3.1 ), we finally represent the vector function 

of total displacement U(I, S) In the form 

i-l 

(3.10) 

Here, the first six terms pertain to the vector function U°(7, S); 

V u2' U3 are +he components of the translational displacement vector n; 

» U5» Ug are the components of the rotation vector 9; 

MZi • (/=»1.2.31; 
— 2 4 .5, 6). 

(3.11) 

The remaining terms of expansion (3.10) correspond to the vector function U1(Z, S); 
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r 

[»e+k^k^ ,s an af^l+farlly chosen function; 

^ I I ' •*,(/) |i.r. ■ » 1-1,1 / I 

( Í. 12 ) 

n Is the number of degrees of freedom of the contour Z = const with respect to 
warping U1 ('/, S). 

Ine functions U (7) In expansion (3.10) are the principal scalar unknowns. After 

V.;. V!:jsov, these functions will be referred to as generalized displacements. The 

sroducts of known functions Aj (7)^(5) corresponding to them will be referred to as 

generalized coordinates. 

Let t be an arbitrarily oriented unit vector. The displacement In the direct! 

ot t in accordance with (3.10) will be 
on 

where 

«+• 

ano for brevity, we set 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15 

Superposing t on the unit vectors of the main moving trihedron, we expand geo- 

"vtr'c (2.2) with the aid of (3.13). The tangential strains of the middle 
surface can be represented In the form 

K • * 

S"'" 5 f1'' i‘ IT? •'.♦.w.J. (3.16) 

- go _ 

.... 



where 

^ >"7^+N= 
»•«i 

"i*! - -- »’ 4. * * -- T,m -a ».n, T'-, • 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

where 

Ihe bending strains of the middle surface »III be represented In the fore, 

i*“^.+nir +■ z ^.+(77^-^,*!-»]• 

i^+rry^i8-.+(7=^-^-.1- 

Vc«** ïtf V #..H..“CtixT(v 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(^S fA7cti^-.+77^. 

V-0. Í-!_ - _ I 
' /« »*" i /,#0 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

Expanding elasticity relations (2.3) with the aid of expressions (3.16)-(3.19) 
we have * 

r-«“7r7> ^ [l/' 7T + '+'•«) ^ “í? ^8 +^-,)] • 

*+-« 

^■“îd + ») 77+-1-.+132 ]. 
(3.23) 

•4-a 

r'* “rfr* § h 77 <+*.++132 ^ <+-.+)]. 
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and *-"u § [l" ic-.+^.i+rri ^ i ('-.+v5%)+ 

+(T^2)* V‘ + ]• 

(I -?)• 1 '*'■«•.]' 

*.. = *> V¡¡1/; -¡r (ft-.l + v»1.|)+_i7 1/; _L (^ + ^)4. 

f iT^FF^' + 

(3.24) 

For the elements of the longitudinal structure, oriented along the generatrices, 

we have 

£nFt y V] -L * , 
/j ' 

I"»* 

<•1 # 

w*"2d -V, il1'* + rr ^ 77 + i • i 

(3.25) 

^ d -2^ 

wnere N^, M^, are the axial force and the bending and twisting moments In the re- 

In^n-lng element with number k; 

1^, ltk are the moments of Inertia. 

Expressions (3.13) and(3.16)-(3.24) completely define the stressed and strained 

c-fate of a conical sheU of arbitrary configuration to within the functions VjiZ"), 

relied to the unknown generalized displacements U|(Z) by relations (3.15). 

Since the relationship between the strains and functions Vj, which Is represented 

hy expressions (3.16)-(3.19), Is established on the basis of geometrical relations 

C1..?), the unknown generalized displacements Uj should be determined from the equl li¬ 

brium conditions of the shell, vnich are conveniently formulated on the basis of the 

or*Tin of possible Lagrangian displacements. 
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Let the shell be at equilibrium under the action of a surface load and of some 

system of forces applied to the ends 7*0 and 7 = According to the origin of 

PTOS/fclt ligranglin di&plarómente, when the strained t,nrfare nf the shell passes from 

the equilibrium position to any adjacent position allowed by the geometric constraints 

imposed on the shell. 

where 6T Is the work done by the external forces; 

5U Is the potential energy change. 

For the work of external forces we have the obvious formula 

F^q1 »UßrfS|,_7 . (3.27) 

Here 

and referred to a unit length of the contour. 

p(I, S) is the surface load vector referred to a unit area of the middle surface- 
-0 —I 
q (S), q (S) are vectors of the external load applied to the ends 7 * 0, 7 = 

In accordance with (3.10), we have 

$)r= V (3.28) 

Introducing (3.28) Into (3.27), we find 

(3.29) 
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ï 
.. 1 .ft *f 

where 

A sin ydS, 

iM.iOi= -'fq* 
(^.10) 

(3.31) 

The potential energy change Is given by 

iL/~¡ i^'Aßsm uSdl. 
Ò 

(3.32) 

We expend (3.32) with the aid of general expression (1.199). Keeping only the 
tangential forces, we have 

*u= 
1 'S’'"*iv%-, + r",*,!,MÄsm ydSdZ. 

(3.33) 

In accordance with expressions (3.I6) 

'■•fe 

-i.-V¡[^;i»..,+¡-L.v-.q. 

(3.34) 

«here 

introducing (3.34) Into (3.33) and taking (3.15) Into account, wa find 

«/ i V|/',ifüy_+V(Ui|j^ (3.35) 
II 1 « * 

Pl = *lR J ( + r.^jsin y llS, 

<?, = ), (^(/.^4^)A sin ydS 
(3.36) 

(3.37) 

Integrating the first tern under the summation sign by parts In (3.35), we finally 
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obtain 

7. •*' 

w/ f v¡ )■*, i y, I w',«// i V/'.w 
/-7. 

/-<> 
(3.38) 

Expanding variational Eq. (3.26) with the aid of expressions (3.29) and (3.38), 
we obtain 

f V. UP‘ +4 lilt) ^-E+ y(/> -/>()Myi 
imm Í 

.0. 
/-0 (3.39) 

In the Interval (0, Zj), the variations of generalized displacements ÓUj are ar¬ 

bitrary and Independent. Therefore, on the basis of the well-xnown Lagrange lemma, the 

following equations follow from (3.39): 

(ïf) */-^+*/-0 (/-1.2. 6 ¡-Ml 

and the natural boundary conditions are 

,/_,. 2,...64-*). 

We will write Eqs. (3.40) In expanded form. 

Using (3.23), we can readily obtain 

I - f •‘■O - 
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(3.41) 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 
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Here 

ÍW'*. -f V Üll.ï MS± 

• -V 7 •*'•. + v(*/«,+(.,+)+1 sin x 

*in yhdS, 

+ .t /» sin /W5. 

(3.44) 

Introducing expressions (3.42), (3.43) Into Eqs. (3.40), we have 

nt* 
y ( [( I - Z) V'i + bMV,] ■ - à, y; - -J- r„ ^-—¿r R, 

(y=i. *.6+«). 
(3.45) 

Expressions (3.45) represent a resolvent system of ordinary differential equatl 

In o+n unknowns V^Z), related to the desired general lied displacements as follows: 
ons 

M¿)-=MZ)(/,(2) .6-fff). 

From expressions (3.44) It Is easy to see that the matrices ||a || and ||c || 

ar* symmetric about the main diagonal, this being In complete accord with the Betti 
reclnrocity theory. 

As can^be readily ascertained by using (3.30), Eqs. (3.45) do not contain the 

factors Xj(Z) In explicit form. Hence, when (3.13) and (3.16) are taken Into account. 

It tol lows that when J>6, the factor ^(7) can be chosen arbitrarily. Therefore, here- 

¡nafter we will take 

),(2)=1 (/=7, 8.6+«). (3.46) 



Expanding the right-hand sides of (3.45) with the aid of (3.30), we obtain 

( /'•, (2, -S) 9/,,(5)] l,<m / i/S 

(/^ I. '2.6-(-/1). 

(3.47) 

The general soletlon of sysfem (3.45) contains 2(6tn> arbitrary constraints- 

this felly ccrrasponds to the number of degrees of freedom of the end sections oí 

the shell 7 - 0 and T - ^. These constraints are subject to determination from 
natural boundary conditions (3.41). 

Let the displacements be given at one of the shell ends. Then, the values of 

all the generalized displacements U, In this section are known. By setting 

¿A-Í/? (/*1.2.6 + /1), 
(3.48) 

for the corresponding value of the 7 coordinate, «here U? are Known values of gener- 

ellzed displacements, .. ..tlsfy the natural boundary conditions for this section, 

since in the latter all variations ÓU^O because of (3.41). 

Let the forces be given In one of the end sections. Then conditions (3.41) for 

this section for arbitrary and Independent variations ÓU, will be satisfied only when 
we set for the corresponding value of the Z coordinate 

(/-I. 2.6+,/). 

where the quantities Pj, pertaining to 1>e end sections of the shell, 
by expressions (3.3I). 

(3.49) 

are represented 

l+ Is easy to see that the products of P. and P, by the generalized displacement 

6UJ en+er,n9 into (3.41 ) have the dimension of work. Accordingly, P and W will be 

referred to as generalized forces. Thus, the static boundary conditions according to 
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(3.49) and (3.31), (3.36) are formulated In the form of equality of the unknown gen¬ 

eralized forces to the given forces. 

The case of mixed boundary conditions, when the displacements are given on some 

por-*-ions of the end section of the shell, and the forces are given on other portions 

is also possible. In this case, the variations ÓU, for the corresponding value of the 

I coordinate are not completely Independent, substantially complicating the determln- 

a+!on of arbitrary constants. This case will be examined separately. 

Coefficients (3.44) of differential resolvents (3.45) are written for a shell 

without a reinforcing structure. In the presence of the latter. In variational Eq. 

(3.26), it is also necessary to consider the potential energy change of the elenents 

this structure. As shown by comparative calculations and experlmen+al studies, 

within the scope of applicability of the adopted static-geometric model, only the 

consideration of the potential energy of longitudinal elements oriented In the dir¬ 

ection of the generatrices Is essential, while the potential energy of transverse 

diaphragms can be neglected. In this case, the potential energy variation of the 
en11 re system 

Here 

6U is the variation In the potential anergy of the shell proper, represented by 
•.? V1 ress I on (3.35); 

*UF Is the variation In the potential energy of the elements of the longitudinal 
st re : 

*. 

whore 
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î-pm. 

are variations In the potential energy of a unit length of the kth longitudinal element. 

Introducing (3.52) Into (3.51) and taking (3 34) and (3.18) Into account, we obtain 

ti » 

where 

j XV,' 
(3.53) 

(3.54) 

Frorr. (3.50) and considering (3.35) and (3.54), we now have 

tUf. 

where 

Here 

Py-P' + P,'. 

Substituting (3.55) Into variational Eq. (3.26), as beforo, we obtain 

(¾-) ki-Qi-r*i=*0 (/=1. 2.6+«). 

{J==li a,..., 6+a). 

w-^ere PFj corresponds to the work done by external forces RJ applied at 

Z = 0 and Z = Z( respectively to the elements of the longitudinal structure: 

/^10)--2^,(¾). 

TV^yz.jvN'.^s,). 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

(3.58) 

(3.59) 

sections 

(3.60) 
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Let us expand expression (3.57). Using (3.25), we obtain 

a -11L±V>V, , âf, 
an,-—f- -J 

(3.61) 

(S 62) 

ntrod'jclng expressions (3.42) and (3.61) into (3.56), we hav« 

whtne 
a ^,aZ| -^[(i -^) YV/d'i-f. V b.y] 

L w J 
(3.63) 

(3.64) 

t 
Now, us'ng Cy¿3), we obtain from (3.57) 

</«l. *.6 «). 
(3.65) 

Thus, the eso I vent systems of ordinary differential equations for a relnfo--ced 

and nonrelnfoi(id shell are structural I> Identical. Consideration of the reinforcing 

sft ucture aff? ts only the matrix of coefficients lla£j|ll = llaj|ll + llapj|N- 

Equatl^s (3.65) have variaole coefficients. Making the substitution of variables 

we obtaiJ 

i 
/ 

whc.-'j/ 

I-^ as 

8-f It . 

*• •K-Xj., V, _ - ji.«, 

(3.66) 

751 ) 

(/=1. ^.6 ffl). 
(3.67) 

( )• 

/ 
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ft 

Now, tu-ning to expressions 

the coefficients of system (3.67) 

the S coord Innto: 

(3.44), (3.62), (3.64), we can readily observe that 

are constant is the shell thickness depends only on 

and the cross-sect Iona I areas of the elements of the longitudinal structure depend 
linearly on the l coordinate: 

In this case, system (3.67) assumes the form 

«¿a 

(/“1. Ü.6+«). 
¢3.68) 

Switching to the varlohle t according to (3.66), from (3.23) and (3.42), (3.61) and 
considering (3.56), we obtain 

T- “• §1 - V, 

''• * I- Ä «-■ v¡ [ - v; -i (*,.,+V,,..)+ir, ft,..+j, 

Va,„W,+ V 

3.2 Normal Form of Differential Resolvents. First Integrals 

A resolvent system of ordinary differential equations Is conveniently represented 
In normal form If one Introduces the new unknowns 

(3.69) 

(3.70) 

0 - 



r ....^ 

L 

(/=”•» 2,..., Q-f«). 
(3.71) 

Expanding Eqs. (3.57) with the aid of (3.43), adding to the expressions obtained 

relations (3.63) with Jsl,2, ..., 6+n, and taking (3.71) Into consideration, we obtain 

'oP,< 
6 

V8t/(vf¡-(-/>;«Q 
/•I 

(3.72) 

(/=1. 2.6 + «). 

Expressions (3.72) represent In mixed form a system of 2(6+n) first-order differ¬ 

ential resolvents In 6+n unknown functions V,(7) and the same number of unknown func- 

Mons P*(7). It Is evident that with the aid of a linear transformation, system (3.7?) 

can be represented In the normal Cauchy form. 

System (3.72) has variable coefficients. However, If the shell thickness depends 

only on S, and the sections of the elements of the longitudinal structure change lin¬ 

early with the length, then, on passing In (3.72) to the new variable t In accordance 

with (3.66), we arrive at a system with constant coefficients: 

O I « 

4=0 (3.73) 
(/=1. a.6 ¡-/»). 

System (3.72) allows a reduction of the order form 2(6+n) +0 6+2n whh the aid 

ot tne first six Integrals, which can be found for a shell of arbitrary configuration. 

cet us turn to expressions (3.I6). Assuming that the shell undergoes translational 

displacement as a solid In an arbitrary direction, we have 

^(Z)=| const (» = 1, Ü, 3), 

0 ((>3). (3.74) 

- I I 
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Since there are no strains In the shell when It undergoes displacement, we have 
from (3.16), taking (3.74) Into consideration. 

ü1 ><», ’ i! ~ i v'i'K ~ "• I-1 
(3.75) 

whence because of the arbitrariness of V., we find 

h ti ^ 1, 2, 3). 
(3.76) 

Let the shell now arbitrarily rotate as a solid about the apex. We will first 

consider the case In which the point of Intersection of the plane of the contour 

Z = const with the Oz axis Is chosen as the pole of rotation of this contour, and 

the corresponding vectors n(Z), 0(Z) are expanded In the Cartesian system of co¬ 

ordinates xyz. In this case, taking (2.14) Into account, we have 

V» (2)=( I —2)9,,; 1/,(2) = (1-2)9.. 
(3.77) 

where 0^, 0^, 0^ are arbitrary constants. 

The functions V^Z), V^I), V3(Z) represent, according to (2.14), the components 

of the displacement vector of the point MQ(0, 0, IqZ). Setting In (2.7) r,=0, 0*0 I t 

0yJ+0zk and also r0=l0k and r=l0Zk, we find 

1/,(2)= -9^,(1-Z); 1/,(2)=9,/,(1-2): )/,(2)=0. (3.70) 

Since strains and warping of the section are absent when the shell moves as a 

solid, by htreducing (3.77) and (3.78) Into (3.16) and taking (3.76) Into account, 
we obtain relations of the type 

». K+K) 1-6,(7^.,- 77+1,,+^,,)+ 

+6.(-77+1,,^^,)^0 3). 

(3.79) 
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where for brevity of notbtlon, Y|* Y2» Y3 denote the Indices mz, nzmz* nz respectively 

From 0.70), tnklni) the I ndopondonco of 0,0,0 Into oixr. I deration, we heve the X y / 
fol lowing relations: 

t«!,— --0»hlt t I'M,), 

'h',“ ■j* ++»i,), 

(*=1,2,3). 
(3.80) 

According to formula (3.18), for any I 

Taking (3.81) Into consideration, we have from (3.80) 

~ ^«v tu,, - /«'>1«/. f,*,=0. (3.J?) 

Considering (3.76) and relations (3.80), (3.82) from expressions (3.36) (3.37), 

(3.54), (3.56) we can readily obtain 

<?,=Q,-Q,=0. 

9, = /.^+ Pi Qt= Pi; Q'^pl 

(3.83) 

(3.84) 

! et us turn to Eqs. (3.57). Considering (3.71) and rektlons (3.83), (3.84), we 

f i nd 

pt;sm-Ri (/=1,2.3), 

K i-2) p;r-//»;=-/?„ 

K1 - z) p;] 

1(i-z)p;i=-p,. 

(3.85) 

(3.86) 

I I 3 

(5.81) 

Relations (3.84) make it possible to find the first six Integrals of the resolvent 

system of ordinary differential equations (3.72). 
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The system of six Eqs. (3.85), (3.86) Is easily Integrated. From Eqs. (3.85), 

we have 

(3.87) (7=1.2.3). 
where 

ï 
(3.88) (2,)-f 

Eliminating P* and from Eqs. (3.86) with the aid of expressions (3.87), we also 

obtain 

p^p*, (7=4. 5. 6). (3.89) 

Here 

(3.90) 

Expressions (3.87), (3.89), which determine the six unknown functions P*(J=|,2,...6) 

to within the arbitrary constants P^Zj), represent the first six Integrals of the re- 

# • • • 

solvent system of ordinary differential Eqs. (3.72). This system contains 2(6+n) 

equations. The first six of them, equivalent to Eqs. (3.85), (3.86), can now be 

discarded and replaced by expressions (3.87), (3.86). The order of system (3.72) will 

thereby be reduced by six units. 

Tne first integrals of (3.87), (3.89) also make It possible to reduce the order 

of the resolvent system of differential equations (3.65) by six units. This system 

contains 6+n equations representing the expanded notation of Eqs. (3.57). For this 

reason, the first six equations of system (3.65) can be replaced by the first Inte¬ 

grals of (3.87), (3.89), P^| having been ellm’nutec from the latter. Using (3.63), and 

taking (3.71) Into account, we obtain 



S+n 

(I 2) , V Ö/X, : ±7 >] (> 1,1.. ,6) (3.91) 

or , »-epldctng the variable Z according to (3.66), 

~ » flt/iV , • b. V, 
n 1 ‘ 

Tf^î (/-=1.2.6). 

(3,92) 

terBntA'd!"9 ^-91 ’ t0 Eqs- <3-65) J>6- “« 0»t„„ a complete system of 0,,- 
terentlal resolvents of order 6+2n. 

*> have dIscusseo the case which the point o, Interact bn ot the plane o, the 

•on our - cons with the Oz axis Is taken as the pole of notation of this contour 

n tne correspond,n9 wto,s n<7). 8,7, are expanded In the Cartesian system of ^ 

~r;h. p i“'"' ... ^ - - - -e con, cal Surface 

n(7, 7 a n'r?" a" ^1005 0f ?= ="< the correspond,n9 vector 
n(Z), 0(Z) are expanded In arbitrary bases e and ê • 

o a' 

n(Z)=»i’(z)e„ *(z) =\'(7.)i„ 

.■here we apply the term of canonical kinematic u„k„o,„s 
to th3 components na, 9a 

In this case, for an arbitrar, displacement of the shell as a solid all the com 

-r,— ; ’"d e, - - 7 coordinate, the J^re 'tÜ ° 
na i at ions (2.95) Into consideration, we have ^ 

h(2) |i,-,=cons4 (/ = 4, 5. 6). 
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Since strains and warping of the section are absent for any displacement of the 

shell as a solid, from (3.16) and taking (3.93) Into account, we have 

and 

’iV«!,=n't«, ■, == n*ÿ„t =■ o (3.94) 

(3.95) 

whence In view of the arbitrariness of the displacement of the shell, the following 

Important relations result: 

ti., == (/=»=1, 2, 3), 

t/«,** — i», 

(<-4. 5. 6). 

(3.96) 

(3.97) 

Considering (3.96) and relations (3.97), we can readily obtain from (3.36), (3.37), 

(3.54), (3.56) 

9(-0 (/=1.2.3). 

9.-PÎ (/=4, 5. 6). 
(3.98) 

Now, using (3.98), we can readily find the first six Integrals of system (3.72). 

Let us turn to Eqs. (3.57). Considering (3.11), (3.71) and (3.98), we have 

wV?<oe 

where 

(y»;)«-#, (/=1.2.6). 

p'l~P'l (/=1.2.6), 

I 

(3.99) 

(3.100) 

(3.101) 

Expressions (3.100) represent the first six Integrals of system (3.72) for the 

case under consideration, which make It possible to reduce the order of both the system 

of 6+n resolvents (3.65) and the system of 2(6+n) resolvents (3.72) by six units. 



Let us elucidate the meaning of the first Integrals which we obtained for the 

system of differential resolvents of a conical shell of arbitrary configuration. 

We will expand In arbitrary bases ea and ea the vectors of the resultant and 

net moment of the Internal forces acting In the section Z = const. Omitting the 

forces Qmz, Qnz and momenl Mm2, Hnzrr,z, Mnz In expressions (2.37), we get 

«=£e.(7^ro, e* + 5,|Wfi-ctg/ m.+B,).**- 

- sin/dS, (3.102) 

Ir-,m, X-Cl*/ m, -f «,1s 

X (r-r,) e*- r^ctgx n, y {r-r.i-i’Jsin ¿dS. 

Expressions (3.102) pertain to the shell proper. For the resultant and net 

moment of the Internal forces acting In the elements of the longitudinal structure 

'n the section 7 = const, we also have 

m' e'- 
* 

®i,= - e. y tr-r,)-e'. 
ft 

(3.103) 

Let a point with radius vector rQ be chosen as the pole of rotation of the contour 

/ = const as a solid. Then, developing the vector n(7) of translational displacement 

n* tho contour Z = const together with the pole In the basis ea, and vector 0(7) of ro¬ 

tation of the contour 7= const relative to this pole In the basis ea, we represent 

the vector function U°(7, S) In the form 

U'U, S)=*l.(¿)e*+M2)«‘X(r-i’«)' 

or, Introducing the notation 

r\, = U¡, t'—îft |i -a = 1, 2, 3), 

In rhe form *.=L/„ (i-o+3=»4. 5.6), 

W(Z, 5)-= Vi/.(/)^(2. S). 

(3.104) 

(3.105) 
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where In accordance with the terminology adopted above, the unknown functions U( will 

be referred to as, generalized displacements, and the known functions as general Iz 

coordinates. 

For the displacement u^*U^*t In the direction of an arbitrarily oriented unit 

vector t, we have from (3.106) 

(3.107) 
where 

(3.108) 

Expression (3.106) Is general In character. If the pole of rotation of the contour 

Z = const as a solid coincides with the apex of a conical shell or with the point of 

Intersection of the plane of this contour with the Oz axis, then, as was shown above, 

the generalized coordinates Í(Z, S) may be represented In the form 

(3.109) 
(5) 

where 

I (<*1.2. 3). 

1-2 (<=4. ft, 6). 
(3.M0) 

In the remaining cases, the dependence of $ on the coordinate 7 Is more complex 

In character. 

oor.sioerlng (3.105) and (3.108), the vectors of the resultant and net moment of 

Internal forces In the section 7= const, represented by expressions (3.1^2) and (3.103), 

may be written In the form 



«=fl V e, (j; \T-\-S,tm¡ ( - Ctg y^rn, -(- f,.,)- 
(•I 

-T.,c\g x?(«,l sin ydS, 
« 

" 1 '> -• § I7 ".**. I ^ Xflm, I" f'.,) 

~ r,,c1g ñ„,\ sin yds, 

V A',f 
/-1 « 

1-4 » 

Comparing expressions (3.111 ) with (3.36) and (3.112) with (3.54), and taking (3.17), 

(3.108), (3.109), Into consideration, we see that the generalized forces P, and P (|=|, * 

CM are the components of the resultant, and generalized forces P(, P,-, ( 1=4,5,6)^ 

^he components of the net moment of the external forces applied to the^ut-off portion 

of the shell between the current section 7 = const and the end section 7=7. Let 

p(2, 5) = ^,(2. S)m,(S) (-^,(2. S)n, (5)-)-/^(2, 5)0.(5) 

y 
4-h^ vector of the external surface load referred to the area of the middle surface. 

■en expression (2.35) can be rewritten In the form 

«•(2) S)ABs\n,4Sd\, (3. | (3) 

r'“’ i’X|,a «-'.«»MlS)*,(3.114) 

(3.Ill) 

(3.112) 

wnsre |$ the radius vector of the point of application of vectors «?. < 

",,h are' ^spec+'vely. +he resultant and the net moment of the external forces applied 
fo ■‘■he end Z = Zj. 

Differentiating (3.114), we have 

■Mi Htmiiiiailia üttAIÉA 



if + $ P X |r(¿. 5)- r.(2)],,Äsil, x<<5_ 

rfrp 
>!Z 

1. 

X \cf)P({. Sj/.flsiMz^í/!, 

or, using (3.113), 

=IPX ^- + <j)p(2. 5) X |r(Z, S)-r,(2)] ,1 \ti sin ydS. 

Integrating (3.116), we obtain 

(3.115) 

(3.116) 

*»(2)»W?+ j «* y 'g- d\ 'r \ pu. 5lX|rU, S)-r.Ul) .-105111 ydSdl (3.117) 
í. ¿. 

We will now expand the vectors mo and w- In bases e and e . We have w a a 

r = (Hi e*)e. - e. \ J' p e’ AH sin / dSdl 
l'. 

«•«(«,’• e*) •. r«. t *' -■ "4 ■*' d\ + d¡L 
i, 

I 
-f«t ji p / tr - r,) e’/íft sin ydS d\. 

i,' 

(3.118) 

(3.119) 

•1 

Taking (3.105) Into account, we can finally represent the vectors gr and w In 
the form 

** (®1 •«■) e. — V e, f ^ p ?i AH sin ydSdX, 

•^=(«?•«*)«.-fi. y«')</{- 

* - J. 
-2e--' (^P-i.^^sm ydSdl 

(3.,20) 

(3.121) 
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Expression (3.121) Includes the derivative dr0/al of the radius vector of fhe pole 

of rotation of the contour Z = const as a solid. If this pole Is chosen common to all 

{jf 1 " Bofist, ihtin íihvj.iuâly 

^o. d£ (3.122) 

If however the point of intersection of the plane of contour 7= const with the Oz 

axis Is chosen as this pole, then 

whence 
r,(2)-l*Xk, 

^2- =/ k 
*2 " 

(3.123) 

Now, using expressions (3.120), (3.121) and considering (3.122), (3.123), we can 

readily ascertain that the right-hand sides of Eq. (3.87), (3.89) and (3.100)’constitute 

the components, referred to the factor Aj(7), of the vectors of the resultant and net 

mo,ont of the external forces applied to the cut-off portion cf the shell. As rol lows 

fr°” +he above> I" view of (3.59), (3.73), the left-hand sides of these equations consti¬ 

tute the^components of the resultant and of the net moment of all Internal forces In the 

1 action Z = const, also referred to the factor Aj(7). It follows that the first Inte- 

of (3.87), (3.89) and (3.100) of the system of differential resolvents of a conl- 

~a' shell of arbitrary configuration represent the conditions of equilibrium of the 

°ff port,on of +hQ shell, and hence, the first six equations of system (3.57) corres- 

fvnd'ng to them express the equilibrium conditions of an elementary strip defined by 

ons 7 = const and 7 + dZ = const. For example, Eqs. (3.85), (3.86), equivalent 

t' the first six equations of system (3.57), as follows from the above, can be written 
in -tie form 

Q\— -R,: Q,= N',=>-R„ 

(3.124) 

2 I 



where Q^P,, 9y=P2, N2=P3 are t,ie components of the resultant of Internal forces In 

the section Z = const, and Mx=P4, My=P5, Mz=P6 are the components of the vector moment 

uf the samo forces with respect to the axes passing through point M0(0, 0, l07) paral le 

to the aw.* of the Cartesian coordinate system. 

Expressions (3.124) represent an extension of the known Zhuravskiy formulas to 

the case of oblique beam. Therefore, we will hereinafter refer to the generalized 

forces P|f P2 as transverse forces, to the generalized force P3 as axial force, and 

to the geneallzed forces P^, P^, and Pg as bending and twisting moments, respectively. 

3.3. Canonical System of Resolvents 

If a single point coinciding with the apex of a conical shell Is chosen as the 

pole of rotation o' the contour Z = const as a solid, the corresponding system of solv¬ 

ing differential equations will be called canonical. 

We will represent the matrices ||aZjI||, Mb^H, ||CjI|| of the coefficients of 

the differential resolvent in the form of block matrices: 

B- \ 

B« L (3.125) 

B*« J 
(cn C,, C,,B 

C»! Cw Cti 

Cgi Cm 

where blocks of the form 

Mnn' Mne* Mee are square matrices of third order; 

M0fi ar0 X n] matrices; 

Mne are X 3] matrices; 

are square matrices of nth order. 

A- 

A„ A,, A,« 

A*, Am A«- I. 

At, : At, Am 

Bn j 

j 



The coefficients j, bj(, CjI are represented by expressions (3.44), (3.62), (3.64), 
Since according to (3.18) 

t il h I ;!. ti I n| 

(i.Í2fe) 

16,1 ' also considering (3.96) and "ela+lons (3.97), for matrix blocks (3.I25) ono can 

readily establish that 

=11,,-0. 
C,, = C,» = C„ C,# - - Cb, ~ 0, 

“ A,|; Bj, .-: A««; Uv, = As), 

6n= C, - B,,,. 

(3 127) 

(3.128) 

(3.129) 

(3.130) 

/ 
We ' I a,so need +he matrix of coefficient BfJ, which can evidently be 

by ir?/òforming matrix B: 
obtained 

B' 
(3.131) 

y C3’ denotes the transposition of the corresponding matrix. 

On the basis of (1.127), we conclude that 

^«1 — B¿, = 0. (3.132) 

Using expression (3.44), (3.62), (3.64), we can readily observe that matrices 

ll and llcjjll are symmetric. Hence 

Am = Ah. A,, = A*,,. Ac—Am, 

Cu — Ce*. 

(3.133) 
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Considering (3.129), (3.130) and (1.133), we also have 

B;,= A4„ (3.134) 

On the basis of (3.127)-(3.130) and (3.132)-(3.134), matrices B, B' and C can 

be represented In the form: 

0 0 i 0 

1 An A** 

8,,8 8.8 
t 1 

B*. 

0 0 0 
(3.135) 

0 A,. B** 

0 b;. Cgt 

We will represent the generalized forces determined by expressions (3.63) 

In the form of a block column matrix 

p= Y. I. 
(3.136) 

where P , Pn are column matrices, each composed of three elements; P0 Is a column 
H Ü 

matrix of n elements. 

In accordance with (3.42), we have 

_lA-»P = (t_Z)A-^ViBV. 
0 

(3.137) 

Here 

A Is a diagonal matrix. In block form 

124 



where AQ are unit matrices of third order; 

Is a unit matrix of nth order; 

V Is t) block column matrix: 

v= 

where V0 are column matrices of three elements each; 

Is a column matrix of n elements. 

According to (3.15) 

V=AU. 

Hrn? a is a block column matrix: 

(3.138) 

(3.139) 

(3.140) 

whe-9 n, 9 are common matrices of three elements each: 

(3.141) 

(3.142) 
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ß Is a column matrix of n elements. According to (3.12) and (3.46) 

Q = | “! 
(3.143) 

Introducing representation (3.140) Into expression (3.137) and carrying out the 

differentiation operation, we reduce (3.137) to the form 

i-A-‘P=(|-Z) AA-^-U+[(1-Z)A-¿La + Ba]u. (3.144) 

Considering (3.125), (3.135) and (3.138), and also the fact that ma+rlces A , 

Aq, Aß are unit matrices, we can readily obtain ^ 

a-^a.I 

^ - A.» fl 

0 -A« 0 

® : — A*| 0 

/0 A" ,'zyB's 
ßA=(i-2) 

« i A„ ÍTJ ^ 

0:a-^bm / 

(3.145) 

(3.1 46) 

whence we find 

(1 — Z)A ^-A-fBA. 

/ 0 0 : B,a 

0 ¡ 0 I B,g 

0 0 Bía J (3.147) 
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Considering (3.147), from (3.144) we have 

— A-'P=*(| —2) AA L' 4-FV. 

(3.148) 

Let us Introduce Into consideration the block column matrix 

(3.149) 

where Q0 are column matrices of three elements each; 

Qß Is a column matrix of n elements. 

Matrix elements Qg, are determined by expression (3.43). Considering 

(3.125), (3.131), (3.138), (3.139) and (3.149), from (3.43) we have 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

¿A-‘Q=b'£v+cv. 

Us In,' (3.140), we reduce expression (3.150) to the form 

iA-d-B-A ¿ u+[b’ ¡J-A + pTJ CA]«. 

Considering (3.135) and (3.138), we can readily obtain 

(3.151) 

B'¿A- 

1° 0 0 

0 
-Ah I 0 

\* -B,. 0 

(3.152) 
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whence 
(° O : 0 \ 

o o I b. j_G. 

(3.154) 

Considering (3.154), from (3.151) we have 

(3.155) 

Let us now turn to Eqs. (3.57). In matrix notation, these equations may be rep¬ 

resented In the form 

-jj- (A-* P)— A- * Q= — A-,R. 
(3.156) 

Here R Is a column matrix whose elements are determined by expression (3.47). In block 

form 

where R^, Rg are column matrices of ..nee elements each; 

Rq Is a column matrix of n elements. 
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Expanding Eqs. (3.156) with the aid of (3.148) and (3.155), we have 

¿<. — 2)AA£u+(f— 
(3.158) 

I 

Expression (3.158) represents a matrix dlfferen+ial resolvent In column matrix 

U of generalized displacements. 

We will write the matrix differential resolvents In mixed form. Conslderlnr (3.140), 

(3.155), (3.156) we have 

i-A-‘P»0-7)A.\-l-f rFU, (3.159) 

(3.160) 
Cl! : A-*n. 

To the system of block equations (3.159), (3.160), there corresponds a system of 

six matrix equations. Considering (3.125), (3.135), (3.138), (3.147), (3.154), and 

(3.136)/(3.141), (3.147), we have 

/ 

/ 
y 

/ 

0 P,~(l Z,[A,,-4 «-{-A,,uj + B^C. 

FrrFp,s=(,-z)[A.,-¿-»l+(i-7)A,A-¿-o-f- 

+ A»* 0 ] -{- B,gQ, 

i.P.-(|_2)[A„¿. ,+(1-2) Ag.^o^- 

+ Aw «J.+ BmQ. 

^ (r3¿ '’•J~ A” ^ ’I- (1 - ZJ A,( e- Aw Q _ 

(3.161) 

(3.162) 
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Integrating the first equation of system (3.162), we have 

where 

IV-P,. 

* 

(3.163) 

(3.164) 

Multiplying the second equation of system (3.162) by l-Z and subtracting the result 

from the second equation of system (3.161), we obtain 

whence 

where 

-¡T 
Pi= — R». 

P,=P,(2,)- 
/. 

(3.165) 

(3.166) 

(3.167) 

Expressions (3.163), (3.164) and (3.166), (3.167) represent the first six Integrals 

of the system of matrix equations (3.161), (3.162). These first Integrals express the 

equilibrium conditions of the cut-off portion of the shell. The corresponding results 

were obtained In scalar form In the preceding section. 

We will now represent the system of Eqs. (3.159), (3.160) in the normal Cauchy form. 

Multiplying Eq. (3.159) on the left by the product of matrices A^'a“1 reciprocal to 

A and A, we obtain 

(1-2) = A-'A-«A-'P-A-*A-*FU. 
oZ G 

(3.168) 

Introducing (3.168) Into (3.160), we also have 

J_ (1 _2) 4(A-‘P)- -V B'A-‘A-> P +(G - B'A-'FJU—U 1 -7) A-'R. 
O éZ <i '> 
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Expressions (3.168), (3.169) represent a mixed form of the differential resolvents 

In the normal Cauchy form. A system of six matrix equations corresponds to these equa¬ 
tions. 

Representing matrix A-1 In the form 

A-‘ = 

A* A ,8 

i Aja 

Aa» Aca 

(3.170) 

and considering (3.135), (3.138), (3.147), (3.154) we can readily obtain 

A F 

where 

'i Um H.a 

d; o; 

Âr'Bi.a-)-Ã.cBga, 

D#“ A^B^B'-j--f-ÃvjBaa, 

(3.171) 

(3.172) 

Da — Ab.B.s ÃihB i.v 4" AtvBaa- 

R*i=Ai ^A„-f- AmA'ij-1- AieAwi). 

H»i= A,, ÃT(i A,tA|, }- A|'.>Ãa'i> 
H*a—Air.A^a i AttÂtv4 A«aAva¬ 

le -- Bta— Ht-1 a - Mv, Ui,a - 11,11,8, 

La = Caa - D,B,a D,ÍUV- Uvll,,. 

(3.173) 

(3.174) 

Using (3.138), (3.170), 
'/e Save 

(3.171), and (3.136), (3.141), (3.157), from (3.168), (3.169) 
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^ <IZ ’r ft (*,,P’4' ¡"Ty P* + AVjPtj— D,Q. 

^ dz{>~ IT rrf(^*’.pi * ~j Ã„P, Ã„P,j_ _L_ 0,0, 

( I 2) -=- ÍÍ — (a8,P, (. Ã^p, L ÃMPBj _ Du9, 

o il~Z) ^(nr p*)=-¿'(H,’p’f nj H^+H»rej.¡. 

+ UQ-— R,, 0 

+1.0--1-(1-2) n. (3.176) 

Expressions .3.175), (3.176) form a complete system of six equations In six un¬ 

knowns: n, e, n and PQ, Pjj. 

As was shown above, the first two Integrals of this system are represented by re¬ 

lations (3.163), (3.166). By adding (3.163), (3.166) to system (3.175), (3.176), this 

permits one to exclude from consideration the first two equations of (3.176). In this 

connection, the mixed form of the resolvent system of ordinary differential equations In 

the normal Cauchy form can be finally written In the form 

P,=P,. 

P.-P., 

(1 — 2) p~'| À„P,+À,BPij— D,Q, 

(1-7) ¿r 
■ i 

■õ i~T f j—ly Ã*,P»-|-Â#lP»j —j—D|Q. 

(1 _2)o+d.o-1-ÃmP,*-!.(ÂMP,+-ijÃ„Pl). 

±(,-2)^ P.-.Uo-irD;p.-±(D;P, 

--i-(l-Z)R,. 

(3.177) 

(3.178) 

(3.179) 

Expressions (3.177), (3.179) constitute a canonical system of resolvents. This 

system was partially decomposed. Equations (3.179) constitute an Independent system 

with respect to warping ft and the corresponding generalized force P^. Integrating Eqs. 
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(3.179), then Introducing the result Into the right-hand members of Eqs. (3.178), we 

obtain two Independent equations In vectors q and 9. Integrating these equations, we 

have 

1,(2)= n(0)+-l J Ã^P,+Ã,.P.)0,0^ . 
® 0 

i t 

0(2) = 0.0) + -^-WÃ„P, + tJ—ÃmP,-|-Ã,bPb)-Ü--\ 
o i-e /(i-í,2 ) <i-e,» 

y 0 

(3.160) 

íhus, the canonical kinematic unknowns, which are the vector components of trans¬ 

lational displacement of the contour Z = const together with the cone apex, and of 

rotation of this contour about the apex, make It possible to decrease the total order 

of the system of resolvents by 12 units. Equations (3.179) In Í2 and In expanded 

torm are of order 2n. The remaining unknowns are represented explicitly: and Pq 

K', relations (3.177), and q and 0 by relations (3.180) for previously determined Œ 

and Pq. 

Equations (3.179) have variable coefficients. However, If the shell thickness 

Is constant, and the cross-sectional area of the elements of the longitudinal struc- 

ijre depend linearly on the Z coordinate, they will be Euler type equations. Chang- 

i'1. !n this case to variable t according to (3.66), we arrive at equations with con- 

si 3..f coefficients: 

_ Q+D«, fl --i-ÃM p.=-i-( ^,, PÇ4-f-'À,,, P,). 

(3.181) 

in accordance with (3.180), vectors q(Z), 0(Z) may be represented In the form 

i,=ij* + i>i, 6=V + 8g, 
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where 

* 

0 

i 

0 0 

(3.183) 

(3.184) 

Expressions (3.183) constitute the statically determinate part of the solution, 

which according to the terminology adopted In Section 2.5 corresponds to the generalized 

law of plane sections. The additional vectors nfl, 6ß represented by expressions (3.184) 

as well as warping ß and generalized force pertain to the statically Indeterminate 

part of the solution. In accordance with the terminology adopted In Section 2.5, rifi, 

0^, ß and defermlne the generalized warping and corresponding self-balanced state 

of the she 11. 

The s^tem of two matrix resolvents (3.179) can be easily reduced to a single 

second-order matrix equation In warping ß or In generalized force Pß. 

Multiplying the left-hand side of the first equation of (3.179) by matrix 

which the reciprocal of matrix we find 

-i- P,=( 1 - £) Ãríö+Ãíi D. Q - -i A*« (Ã,, ^ + ^ *»•*.) ■ 

(3.185) 

Introducing (3.185) Into the second equation of (3.179), we obtain 

(l-2)-!L[(l--^)Ãri-^-Q+Ãir9D.Q]-(l-2)D.Àri —Q- 
líZ I *2 J rf? 

- Id. Àïi D.+ u] 0=-1 ((i - 2) [Âïi (À.,P,+-Lj Ã« F,)]+ 

ÍD, - Di ÀïJ À»,) P, + _L_ (D, - D» Ãri Ã»») P| —(l — 2) n.1. (3.186) 
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Expression (3.186) represents an ordinary differential matrix equation In warping 

ft. This equation Is obviously equivalent to the partial lntegro-dIfferentlal resolvent 

(2.145). Thus, the problem of Integrating (2.145) reduces to the Integration of a sys- 

■tom of ordinary differential equations corresponding to matrix equation (3.186). It 

Is easy to see that this system reduces to a system with constant coefficients If the 

.hell thickness and longitudinal structure satisfy the above-Indicated conditions. 

Carrying out the substitution of variables according to (3.66), we have 

8 Ãs«1 — Àbií Db) Q — (Db Ãbb1 Db-|-Lb) Ö — 
dt 

(3.187) 

(D| — Da Ãbb Ãa,) P, — e' HgJ. 

In Eq. (3.187), matrix Is obviously symmetric, whereas matrix 

Is Inversely symmetric. Using expressions (3.172), (3.174), we can also readily as- 

ortain that matrix Is symmetric. These properties of the matrices result 

rrom the Betti reciprocity theorem. 

It follows from Eq. (3.187), In view of (3.172), that If the vector ft Is repre- 

ic-j by only ono component, I .e., Is a scalar function, the corresponding resolvent 

-'w.j/r, nas the form 

.4. Differential Resolvents of a Conical Shell Allowing for Bending Strain of 

the Middle Surface 

As above, we will proceed from a representai Ion of the elastic displacement vector 

< (¿, S) in the form 

U(Z. S) =U0(Z. 5)-f-U'(Z, 5), 
(3.189) 

'here vector U°, corresponding to the displacement of the contour Z = const as a solid. 



can be written In the form 

U*(Z. S)-2 

(3.190) 

and vector U , determining the displacements for which the relative arrangement of the 

points of the contour 7 = const changes, can be represented In the form of the expansion 

U«(2. 5)=2<s(2)»¿(5). 
(3.191) 

where {¢/} Is a given system of coordinate vector functions. 

Considering the bending strains of the middle surface of the shell, we will have 

to abandon the basic geometric hypothesis according to which vector Li* Is directed along 

the generatrices. In this case, expanding vector function U* In a certain basis 

u‘(2. S)=U"(2, S)t.{Z. S), (3.192) 

I 01 —- 
we have to represent the components U (Z, S) In the form of expansions 

¿/'«(Z. 0=sl-2-31 
T 

(3.193) 

where {¢^), a = I, 2, 3 are three given systems of scalar coordinate functions. 

Introducing (3.193) into (3.192), we have 

U‘(2. S)«2 W{2)f).lÄ-)+»/(2)^(5)+-‘(2)v)»lÄ)]. (3.194) 

where 
f/'=?" V/j-=^,. 

(3.194) 

(3.195) 
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Numbering the terms of expansion (3.194) successively, we will hereinafter use 

the representation of vector function U* In the form (3.191). For this purpose, we 

Introduce the notation 

(3.196) 

re 

A = 3(/--l) +a. 

Now, introducing (3.190) and (3.191) Into (3.189), we can finally represent vector 

function U(Z, S) In the form 

ft+A' 

i!(z. s)=2 vA?-)*'#)- 
1-1 

(3.197) 

/'''Here N Is the total number of degrees of freedom of the contour 7 = const with 

/Aspect to the displacements, accompanied by a change In the relative arrangement of 

*he points of this contour: 

N = Hi + /lj + <*3. 
•3.198) 

«nere n (a = I, 2, 3) Is the number of degrees of freedom In relation to the displace- 
01 01 

inents In the direction of e . If r^n^O, and the unit vectors e are superposea on 

tNe unit vectors of the main moving trihedron, then e*=mz, and we arrive at the fund- 

^•rental static-geometric model discussed above. If however n£ or n^ Is different from 

■-o, we have a more complete computational model permitting a refinement of the results 

jo'cilned on the basis of the fundamental geometric hypothesis. 

Expanding geometric relations (2.2) with the aid of expansions (3.197), we can 

•BanMy obtain the corresponding expansions for components of tangential and flexural 

-+raln. These expansions formally coincide with expressions (3.16), (3.19) If In these 

i rossions the upper limit 6+n of the sum Is replaced according to (3.198) by the limit 

jfN-b+n|+n2+nj. Similarly, the expansions for tangential forces and moments coincide 

w'th expansions (3.23)-(3.25), If In the latter n Is replaced by Index N. 
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As above, the differential resolvents In unknown functions V| can be easily 

obtained by usi.'.g the Lagrange variational principle. 

The work done by external forces can be written In the case at hand In the form 

/• 

+ 0(^811+^10)5451^. >3.199 

Here p(Z, S) Is the vector of the surface load referred to a unit <*r*a of the middle 

surface; 

q (S), q (S) are vectors of the resultants of the external load applied to the 

0nC*S an<* re*erre<^ a un^ Isngth of the contour; 

m (S), m (S) are vectors of net moments of the external load applied to the ends 

an^ referred to a unit length of the contour; 

fl Is the vector of the angle of rotation of the normal to the middle surface of 

the she 11. 

Considering (3.15), we represent expansion (3.197) In the form 
«♦* 

U(2. 5)-j</,<Z)M*)t,(»). 
i-T 

where 

I (f/4.5.6). 
1-7 (/-4.5,6). 

(3.200) 

(3.201) 

In accordance with (3.200) 

6 + /V 

81)(2. 5)-2 8(/,(2)X,(7)f,(5). 
/-1 

(3.202) 

The variation dfi Is represented by expression (1.183). Using (3.202) and formulas 

(l.ll), (1.14), (1.15), (1.16), we can easily obtain 
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»0(2. S)- -i- 
*in t y(-K(2)M¿)j-¿-(tr-.)-.+ 

(3.203) 

Irvtroducîng (3.202) and (3.203) into (3.199), we find 
il * *• N t* N r. » m "IS *,*41+ \J [(P/+ 

where 
*,=>,* I p-f/ A sin / JS, 

^io)--f tr-n.ds, 

/^(2,)=^(2,)(1-7,)^. Ti</S. 

à*,(0)= -+ m» mt(f, 
«in * 

A^/(2,)—X,(2,) (ß Bi‘-*#(çJ.Bt)_i£_ 
_ . »in X * 
^/(0)=0) _i£_ 

/» *inx ’ 
M, (2,)= - */ (2,) ( I -?,) (fi ü..mj (f<. n<) j. _« 

/» »in ; 

(3.204) 

(3.205) 

(3.206) 

(3.207) 

(3.208) 

Ihe potential e ergv variation allowing for bending strtln Is given by expression 

i.200) 

í¿/= 
i. 
f $ (T*tK +s',~:<r+T'tf< + + 

+2//«,-/*V| + 4«^»«.J AB sin /. dZdS. " (3.209) 

íne variations fie^, 6Y°zn,z, 6e°z of the components of tangential strain of the 

.nli,. le surface are represented by expressions (3.34). The variations óx^, 6xn m , 

ü¥p7 accordance with (3.19) will be determined by expressions of the form 

• «/V 

■s 

i 
^+/^ *T*/ + py («í//^,)' 7- •/ + 

r> '• (I-2f 

I » i (3.210) 
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Expanding (3.209) wl+h the aid of (3.210), we obtain 

i+A' 

W-. 

where 

M,=\B $ (A\m 4-2//., „ +/M. »„ ) Üî^rfS, 

(7-,+,. + S. .+,, ^ + 7-.t+,v)sin Z</S + 

-(-1 + aW%. #,.A + /M. 1,,^) sin /.dS], 

^ = >•(1(6 (7-. +,. +5. . +„ . +7-. +„ ) A sin /dS + 

+T $ A iin idS] • 

(3.211) 

(3.212) 

(3.213) 

(3.214) 

Integrating by parts, we finally reduce the variation 5U represented by expression 
(3.211 ) to the form 

/| «+.V 

5 
«♦AT 

+5(1+-(+)-)^++^¾ î- 
(3.215) 

Expanding variational Eq. (3.26) with the aid of (3.204) and (3.215)., we have 

J. »*.%• 

*4 If 

+5|[)>,++», (Ä )-j «/,+i ,if, _ £.r 
(3.216) 

Variations of generalized displacements ÔUj over the Interval (0, Z,) are arbitrary 

and Independent. Consequently, from variational Eq. (3.126) there follows the system 

of equations 

(/=1.2.6+/V) (3.217) 
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and the natural boundary conditions 

iy= 1,2,.... .6-f Af). 

We will write Eqs. (3.127) In expanded form. Using (3.23), (3.24), 
obtain 

» Í **N *+N 
4f,(2)=/»,|(l-2) ^ d„V\ +2 V /„V, , 

. «+AM *+/v 

/»,(2)—X; +VJ [c (l—2)ay( i/ij ^1 + 

•+w 

+2h'+^v*-']4 {•♦w *./v 

riï § [c,''+õfí?*,']‘';+ 

Here the coefficients aj,, bjf, Cjj are represented by expressions 

t .9 symoollc notation 

<W - +V (X +X,. r lm )+X + 

+ 2(l-v)X<VjK,V|. 

we can represent the remaining coefficients In the form 

«/// = ((> (V,I ^~-dS. 

«?/(=“(£ (*/'M “T~ 
J I, 

//,=({) (»ÄI-^WS. 

= »,) sin X45. 

(* 5(|/,sin/i/S. 

(3.218) 

one can easily 

(3.219) 

(3.220) 

(3.221) 

(3.44). Using 

(3.222) 

(3.223) 
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Introducing expressions (3.219)-(3.221) Into Eqs. (3.217), we have 

Y(-[v(i-Ak,^+v^v;: vr^/,y,]'+i»„V;+ 

+[<■- 2,a/'+Vfr7*»]V; +« 77½ hAv‘ Í - 
%+N 

~^¡l’'77rF/"v'' + h+'’ 77TîF*‘/jy< + 

.6+W|' 

where 
d 

v-=-. 

(3.224) 

(3.225) 

Expressions (3.224) constitute a general resolvent system of ordinary differential• 

equations of a conical shell of arbitrary configuration. Comparing sysrems (3.224) and 

(3.45), we can conclude that consideration of bending strain of the middle surface raises 

the order of each of the equations of the resolvent system by two unit s. It Is also 

easy to see that Eqs. (3.224) do not reduce to Euler type equations, as Is the case of 

Eqs. (3.45). Therefore, numerical Integration methods are basic for system (3.224). 

However, this does not preclude the possibility of analytical solutions based on 

asymptotic methods. Then the solution of system (3.224) Is usefully represented In the 

form 

v-v»+av. 
(3.226) 

where vector V is the solution of system (3.45). Introducing representation (3.226) Into 

Eqs. (3.224) enables us to estimate the error of the solution V=V®. 

For system (3.224), It Is easy to find the first six Integrals, as was done In 

Section 3.2. These Integrals, which constitute the equilibrium conditions of the 

cut-off portion of the shell, make It possible to lower the order of system (3.224) 

by six units, but this Is unimportant In a numerical solution of this system. 

Coefficients (3.223) of system of differential resolvents (3.224) correspond to 

a smooth shell without a reinforcing structure. If the shell Is provided with a 
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longitudinal reinforcing structure, the corresponding coefficients of system (3.224) 

are easily obtained by using (3.25), as was done In Section 3.4. 

3.5. Differential Resolvents of a Conical Shell with a Nondeformable Cross- 

Sectional Contour 

The adop+ed fundamen+al static-geometric mode! according to which the contour 

: = const Is sought In the direction of the generatrices has a very universal char¬ 

acter and yields satisfactorv results for shells of the most diverse configurations 

(or any arrangement of the reinforcing transverse diaphragms. However, If the shell 

Is reinforced with a regular structure of frequent and sufficiently rigid diaphragms 

It may be useful to adopt the hypothesis of nondeformab11Ity of the diaphragms In thllr 

»lane. This leads to a computational model In which the warplngs take place In a 

' I rection perpendlculor to the plane of the diaphragms. 

»e »III now consider shells provided »Ith a regelar set of diaphragms oriented 

parallel to the plane ?= const. We »III neglect the strain energy of the bending 

of the middle surface of the shell. 

Representing the elastic displacement vector U(Z, S) In the form 

U(2, 5) = u* (2, S) -I- U» (2, S), 
( 3 *, 

rre U° corresponds to the displacement of the contour 7 = const as a solid, and 

S) defines the warping of this contour, we obtain 

U*(*S>=ÍV,(2)V,(S). 
/-1 

u«(Z.S)=m2»»(2)tí(5), 

(3.228) 

(3.229) 

i0ne ,s a g,ven system of coordinate functions; 

U Is a unit vector normal to the plane of the diaphragm. 
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For a set of diaphragms oriented parallel to the plane 7 - const. 

M*=*-cos)r#|.f sinx.k. (3.230) 

Introducing expansions (3.228), (3.229) Into expression (3.227) for vector U, 

we will represent (3.227) In the form 

U(Z. S)-2(/,(2)M*>f((S). 
Im\ 

Here as before, 

Uj(l = I, 2, ..., 6) are the components of vectors of translational displacement of 

the contour Z = const together with a certain pole and of the rotation of this contour 

about the pole In arbitrary bases e and ê : 
a a 

A = i I. <=1.2.3; 
' ll-Z.i-4.5.6; 

¢,(5)(1 = 

bases e_, 
a 

6) are vector functions dependent on the choice of the pole and 

fi —Hfl(S); 

where X, are arbitrarily chosen functions; 

í/AIi-h» =% (*—l,2.«), 
(3.232) 

n Is the number of degrees of freedom of the contour Z = const In relation to warping. 

Setting as before U^sV,, we can further write 
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( .253) 

1 
1)(/, S)- ^1/,(/:..,(.51 

7-\ 

«I 

u t u, ,(2)ï.i. 

(3.234) 

where u^. is the displacement along the direction of the arbitrarily 

vector t; 

?■« I. 

All of the subsequent treatment will be given for an arbitrary 

bases ea and Of greatest interest here are two cases, when the 

the cone apex and when the point of intersection of the plane of the contour Z const 

with the Oz axis Is chosen as the pole. In the first of these cases, vector functions 

3¡(S) for arbitrary bases ea and <^(5) are determined by expressions (2.97). 

Let us consider the second case, for displacement of the contour Z r const as a 

solid, taking (2.8) Into account, we have from (2.10) 

oriented unit 

(3.235) 

pole and ar bitrary 

pole coincides wifn 

boro 

L'VZ, 5) =n(/) 4 (l -/)«(/)>: rO, S), (3.236) 

r(0. ;/,(S)j x„|.5li tK/(1k 
(3.237) 

1 the radius vector of the point M(0, S) belonging to the directrix of the conical 

j J j ' f « 

Expanding vectors n and 0 in bases ea and ea respectively, we obtain 

U*(2, S)=>r(?)e.-Hl-/iÕ,e, x nO.S). (3.258) 

Comparing (3.238) and (3.228), we have 

-,45- 

___V " - '''/ ‘ I 
--- • .. .....-. 



(5.239) 
1(1- /H* it " 3 1.5,(,,. 

( ^-.240) 

I ike expressions (2.97), expressions (2.40) are general in character and permit 

the determination of the coordinate vector functions corresponding to the di - 

placement of the contour 7= const as a solid for arbitrarily chosen bases e and e 

If these bases coincide with the bases of the fundamental system of Cartesian coor-” 

di nates, the coordinate functions ¢.(1 = 1, 2, ..., 6) and their components are deter 

mined by expressions (2.15), (2.21) for a pole superimposed on the point of inter¬ 

section of the plane of the contour 7= const with the Oz axis, and by expressions 

(3.4)-(3.6) for a pole coinciding with the apex of the conical surface. 

We will introduce into consideration an auxiliary unit basis so that one of Its 

vectors is directed along the Oy axis, and the other, perpendicular to the plane of the 

directrix, l.e., in the case at hand, perpendicular to the plane of the diaphragms. 

Superposing vectors ea and e^, on the basis thus chosen, we have 

e, = e, =sin y,i «»/„k, 

«. =ê, = j, 

-cosy,¡-¡-sin z,k. 
(3.241) 

Developing relations (3.240) with the aid of (3.237) and (3.241), we obtain 

If,-= sin /,1-feos/,k 

T. =j. 
«r,=» —cosx.i -1 sin /«k. 

(sin/,k - cos/, i I ÿ„, 

<l,=-l — k-f ctfJx.iU,. 
(3.242) 

S • * —i- icos /, k ; Sill /, i I y,,. 

Relations (3.242) represent the coordinate vector functions. Considering (3.742), 

the scalar coordinate functions corresponding to displacements In the direction of the 
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arbitrarily oriented unit vector t wlII be 

?u= *i" &//+cos rtn,. 

^,= -005^/, + 510 y.,*,. 

9„=(sin X»/i,— cosy,/,) yt, 

91( = (-^, + 018/,/,)^,, 

',»(-(cosx.*(+si" /,t,)yr 

(3.243) 

Using relations (3.243) for the components <l>,ns(S), ¢10,5(8), <l>|nn(S) of coo-dlnate 

vector functions <f>| ($)(1 = 1, 2, ..., 6) and considering (1.18), we can easily obtain 

i V, fia g fimt T'», 

1 íoco» ÍO —Vi«°« í - *0 •*0 »in /.« . /q 

1, sm X »in X» »in xo »in /. y° 1, 

2 -fic.gx--*1— 
1, »in X y'o 

'0 /0 

»in X /, 

3 * to Jo_ 
»in X /, 

0 

co» io • /0 , 

»in X “ /, 

■»ó»« —-»»»i ' 

/, »in X »in Xo 

4 (1-2)*, 
»in xo li) 

»in X /, 
0 

co» /o . /0 

»inx^ /;+ 

*» Uo - -»oíó 
+ üo . . /, sinx»mxÆ 

5 (I-2)*, 
*0 /0 

»in i /, 
0 

*oy'o /0 
Cgr-. . , + 

»in X /,. 

Wo - -W 
•+■ Jfo —————— 

/, Hn x*inJ xo 

6 (1-2)1, 
S ('¿‘'o--^)- 

co» Xo /0 

»in ï y" /, 

•»»Vo \Vo 

»in io 

»in xo 
—— X 
»in X 

/ *ii*n . \ /0 

X 1.^/., + ^/ /, 

Relations (3.244) correspond to the case where the pole coincides with the point 

i .utersectlon of the plane of the contour ï = const with the Oz axis. 



Let us now consider the case In which the apex of the conical surface Is chosen 

as the pole. Expanding exoresslons (2.97) with the aid of (3.241), we can readily 

obtain 

f, = 5¡n x,i-f cos/.k, 

T*=*-cosjr,|-f 5in /, k. 

î«“M-n,t»iny.,/,<4.co8Z,*j + B,(sinz,/,i -fcc»/,«.J, (3,245- (3.245) 
f»*/. ( — 

I«’" I", (fos z, - »¡a /, /i^) -J o, ( - coi /, /, f sin /, n,t )|. 

whence 

1 

1 

V, Vl4| fim. 
i 

* 
/oco*ïo-CO, J -JT *0 »'" ' . /, 

»in / 1, It «In t »in ï. tin i. 

2 —„¿cm- —ö— 
1, (in i VÓ *0 /, 

•in X 1, 

S % 
»in ia U 

»in/ 1, 
0 

»in X 

. ^oHt-^ori 

/, »in X »in xo 

4 (1-2)4, — *•! X »In Xo Itfi »in io'o«¿ 

_£2*jy Jl. 
'«X /, 

1 
•in x«in xo + 

, _ -»»“»X . 
/, sin X sin xo 

» 1-2)4, «« — «»-Wo) 

« 1-2)4, 

xo Ht - •»o»# ,oHt~*oHo *oVo-*t!ri 
if l »m lo 

+ /0 CO* /J /, Cl| J 

»in xo 

-'ijcotloHo 

•in X sin xo 

— /, coo X, --° 
sm X 

Expressions (3.244), (3.246) represent scalar coordlna+e functions corresponding 

to displacements In the direction of the axes of the auxiliar/ moving trihedron during 

displacement of the contour Z = const as a solid. The coordinate vector functions 

corresponding to warplngs of this contour are represented by expressions (3.232). For 

the corresponding scalar coordinate functions, taking (3.230) Into account, we have 
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?.« U* *» = ( -ct" x#/»+sin w, ) (5), 
(3.247) 

where t is an arbitrarily oriented unit vector. 

Superposing t on the unit vectors of the auxiliary moving trihedron and taking 

1.18) into consideration, we obtain 

"■■'«-ííf ><*>• 

±u.(si, 
V •In X ' I, /, «mx sin to / T*V ' 

/ = 6 + *. 

(3.248) 

Using expansion (3.233), we can readily obtain the corresponding expansions for 

he components of the stressed and strained state. We will switch In the case at hand 

*o components In axes of the auxiliary moving trihedron ns, ms, nn, since for shells 

h a known deformable contour T = const 

=0. 
(3.249) 

*nich simplifies the elasticity relations. 

he geometric relations In axes of the auxiliary moving trihedron are represented 

i expressions (1.55), (1.69). Considering (3.249), we have 

. ‘-tW 
1-2 is 0-2)/, •in X 

„ iin*x n -=0. 
/? "« (3.250) 

Transforming the expression for shear strain yj^ with the aid of (3.250), we 

ii read 11 y obtain 

i 
v! 1 dUmt , I du*, , 1 2 (^) 

*"* '»""x <>? i--? « ^(T-2)/,.^7^+ 
•in y cm i 
-ñ—-U, R ' 

(3.251) 
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Now, using expansion (3.234), we obtain 

(3.252) 

where 

(3.253) 

(3.254) 

In the case at hand, the elasticity relations, allowing for (3.249), will be 

20+v) ■'"* (3. 

Expanding (3.255) with the aid of (3.252), we have 

(3.256) 

We will obtain the differential resolvents In the unknown functions V. as above 

by using the Lagrange principle. 

The work done by external forces ÔT Is represented by expression (3.27). The 

variation ÓW of potential strain energy referred to the area of the middle surface, 

In components along the axis oi the auxiliary moving trihedron without consideration 

of bending strain, can be easily shown to be 

(3.257) 
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For shells with a nondeformable contour Z = const. In view of conditions (3.249) 

ii® = 0. ( 3.258 ) m9 

In view of (3.258), the variation of potential strain energy of the shell will be 

\ í{T^,0n+S’,-.K,.t) 4Ssin xdSd2. (3.259) 

For elements of the reinforcing structure, oriented In the direction of the 
generatrices, we have 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ (3.260) 

/Expanding (3.259) and (3.260) with the aid of expansions (3.252) and (3.34) and 
/jnsldering (3.15), we obtain 

iU-rUJr -- ( V1 \d. (Wi)L 

0 /.1 

+QluyljdI, 

Pa —1 f i» 

P, => ^ + sin X dS, 

* 

<?, = *,<£ (r, Ï(<J + S,tm^tm,) A sin / dS. 

(3.61) 

(3.262) 
(3.263) 

(3.264) 

(3.265) 

Now, using (3.27) and (3.261), from Lagrange's variational equation (3.26) we can 
'1 y obta Î n 

2, *i , «i* 
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whence, because of the arbitrariness and Independence of variations 6U| over the 

Interval (0, 1.) there follow the equations 

(3.267) 

and natural boundary conditions 

(Pr 

0=1.2.6 •?-*). (3.268) 

We will write Eqs. (3.267) In expanded form. Using (3.61) and (3.256), we get 

jPiW-', |(l -¿) gV',]. 

where 

®t/i^(f1 (,_¥‘‘i’/«,'!'/«, i + 

2d ilV . , XF, 

+/«>•.+*•" 'lidS- 

= $ ( W'-,++/,,-,+.,^.,) /. i*n /* 

(3.269) 

(3.270) 

(3.271) 

Introducing expressions (3.269), (3.270) Into Eqs. (3.267), we obtain a resolvent 

system of ordinary differential equations of the same form as (3.45): 

g(Ki-w-tt'''1''!-“¿t*' ^2721 
’(/-1.2.«+*>• 

(3.272) 

In the general case, Eqs. (3.272) have variable coefficients, but substitution of 

variables according to (3.66) reduces these equations to equations with constant coeffi¬ 

cients under the same conditions as Eqs. (3.65). 
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Let us write the system of resolvents In mixed form. Introducing the additional 

unknowns 

(3.273) 
««j ootaln 

(3.274) 

(/=1.2.6+*). 

In the most general c.se, system (3.274) allows a reduction of the order by six 

jnits with the aid of the first six Integrals, which, as In Section 3.2, express the 

equilibrium condition* of the cut-off portion of the shell. 

Let us turn to geometric relations (1.55/, (1.69). It Is easy to see that any 

* rh,: components of tangential strain in axes of both the main and the auxiliar/ tri- 

ne.Jron may be represented In the form of an expression of the type 

(3.275) 

■r‘ Yk Is the Index of the component In question. 

'uch expansions correspond to both linear and angular strains. For example, for 

Por Strain e£ In (3.275). In«;tflarl nf * 

z 0 
shear strain Ynsms, 

X should write ^1^, and 

Assuming that the shell undergoes arbitrary displacement In space as a solid, 

taking (3.275) Into account, we have 

(3.276) 
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where the six functions Vjd) can obviously always be found to within six constants. 

Vector U(M) of displacement of an arbitrary point M of the solid may be repre¬ 

sented In the form 

(3.277) 

where rQ Is the radius vector of some fixed polrt M0; n° Is the displacement vector 

of po'nt MqJ e Is the vector of rotation of the solid about Mq. 

that 
+ -ns I at lona I displacement of the solid, 90=0, and from (3.277) It follows 

W(Af) 

(3.278) 

For notation of the solid about point MQ, vector n°»0, and It follows from 
(3.277) that 

UlAf)«e*x [r(>M)-r,l. 
(3.279) 

We now superpose point M with the pole of contour 7=const of the shell, coin¬ 

ciding with the point of Intersection of the plane of this contour with the Oz axis. 
In this case 

and 
r{M)-ZlJk (3.280) 

(3.281) 

For convenience, superposing point M. on the cone apex, we have 

r« — (3.282) 
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Then, considering (3.280), (3.281) we find from (3.279) 

(3.283) 

We will now assume that the shell executes translational motion as a solid. In 

♦•his case 

^,(7)=/(<=l 
I 0 (/^4.5.6(. 

(3.284) 

and from (3.276), In view of the arbitrariness of Vj, V2, V3, wo find 

¢,./=+,.,-/=0 3i. (3.285) 

Now, let the shell rotate as a solid about the cone apex. In this case. In 

view of (3.283), we have 

»1 (/)-/,( I-7) k y 0*. (3.286) 
0 (/.)- (f -con«t. 

Expanding vectors (3.286) In bases ea and ê^, respectively, we have 

(3.287) 

(3.288) 

Expression (3.287) makes It possible to establish the following relations which 

constitute an extension of relations (3.78) to the case of arbitrary bases ea and ea: 

(//=/,0-1.2. il 289) 

whence 
n'e.=/,(l - ¿Jk’kxi). 

^=/,(1-7)05 cjXe* k (0 = 1. 2.3). 
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Introducing (3.289) Into relations C5.216) and considering that In view of 

(3.239) 

1-2 
-y; (4-3 

O'" (('= I. ». 3). 
(3.290) 

taking (3.285) Into account, we can readily obtain relations of the type 

•'"I' 
>o. 

whence In view of the arbitrariness of vector 6°, we have 

k j- 

(3.291) 

(3.292) 

From relations (3.292), taking (3.81) Into account, we have 

t~-f. k (/ = 1. 2,3). (3.293) 
/-i 

Now, using (3.285) and relations (3.292), (3.293), from expressions (3.263)- 

(3.265) we can readily obtain 

Qi~0 («=“ I. 2. 3), 

^-r/.t^X«'k (/ = 4, 5,6). 
/5 

(3.294) 

(3.295) 

Relations (3.294), (3.295) make It possible to find the first six Integrals of 

system (3.274). Let us turn to Eqs. (3.267). Considering (3.273) and relations (3.294) 

(3.295), we find 

(/-i.2,3), 

HI - 2) Pjr - /. ^PJt,y*/-k= - ^,(/ = 4.5.6). 
(3.296) 

(3.297) 
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Relations (3.296), (3.297) form a system of six differential equations In unknowns 

pj\ constituting a generalization of system (3.85), (3.86). From, Eqs. (3.296) we find 

w nt* re 
P, = P', 

i 

t, 
p'iIz)** 

(3.298) 

(3.299) 

Eliminating the unknowns Pj*(J=l, 2, 3) from Eqs. (3.297), with the aid of (3.298) 
wo also obtain 

(7=4.5.6). 

Here 
(3.300) 

p; (Z )=,-2. j(, ^ ^ (E 

z. 
’ 2 I 

+ /»2*,Xe' k \ . 
(3.301 ) 

Expressions (3.298), (3.300) represent ihe first six Integrals of system (3.274), 

wMch permit one to reduce the order of this system by six unl^s, so that the first 

six equations of system (3.274) should be discarded. The first Integrals of (3.298), 

300) also permit one to reduce by six units the order of resolvent system (3.272). 

Eliminating Pj* from (3.186). (3.189) with the aid of relations (3.269), we obtain 

*4-/l f.»« 

0-Z) Va,,./; f-V p; (7=1.2.6). 
(3.302) 

Adding Eqs. (3.302) to equations (3.272) for J=7, 8.n we obtain a complete 

ystem of differential resolvents of order 6+2n. 

Let us now consider the case in which the cone apex Is chosen as the only pole for 

ail the sections Z= const, and the corresponding vectors n(Z), 9(7) are expended In 

arbitrary bases ea, ea. In this case, from the condition of absence of strains during 

artItrary displacement of the shell as a solid, we can readily obtain 
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(3.303) 

(3.304) 

$,,^0 (/^ 1,2,3). 

H I' 4.5,6). 

In expressions (3.303), (3.304), as 

strain components. Considering (3.303), 
in (3.275), Yk denotes the index of eny of the 

(3.304), we find from (3.263)-(3.265) 

1/ 1,2.3). 

^ = (' 4.5.(1). 
(3.305) 

Taking (3.305) into account, from Eqs. (3.267) we obtain 

whence 

(y'y) . 

>:i f'i y i I.Ü.(>,. 

where A' it)</; 

(3.306) 

(3.307) 

(3.308) 

Expressions (3.307) represent the first six integrals of system (3.274) for the 

case under consideration, which permit one to reduce by six units the order of the 

system of differential resolvents represented In any form. 

Like the first Integrals obtained in Section 3.2, the first Integrals of (3.298), 

(3.300) and ^3.307) constitute the equilibrium conditions written for the cut-off por¬ 

tion of the shell. The generalized forces PJ (J»|, 2, 3) are the components of the re 

sultant;the generalized forces Pj (J=4, 5, 6) are the components of the net moment of 

the internal forces In the section Z=const with respect to the chosen pole. As was 

done In Section 3.2, this can be readily ascertained by using expressions (2.33). 

Accordingly, P. (j=|, 2, ..., 6) constitute the components of the resultant and net 

moment of dl the oxternal forces applied to the cut-off portion of the shell. 

It Is easy to see that if the ccm6 apex Is chosen as the pole of the contour 
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Z-const, the overall resolvent system of ordinary differential equations of a co.ilcal 

soell of arbitrary configuration with a deformable contour (3.272) can be reduced to 

canonical form, as was done In Section 3.3. To this end. It Is sufficient to make 

sure that the matrices of the coefficients of system (3.272) satisfy relations (3.127)- 

0.130); this can be easily checked by using expressions (3.271) as well as (3.126), 

3.303), (3.304). 

3.6. Oocrdirate Functions 

Thus far, we have ignored the question of selection of coordinate functions 4>](S), 
K 

which In combination approximate the functions 

UMZ. S)~V, 
* 

Or which the relative arrangement of the points of the contour Z=const changes. 

If the problem is solved on the basis of the fundamental static-geometric model 

or on the basis of the hypothesis of deformablIity of the contour Z=const, the direc¬ 

tion of vector function U1 turns out to be defined, and In accordance with (3.8) or 

(3.232), +he system of scalar func+lons 4^(S) Is subject to selection. If however 

the problem is solved In the general formulation without additional geometric con¬ 

straints imposed on the displacements Ll'd, S), then the three systems of scalar 

''motions <}>lj(S), ¢)^(5), ¢^(5) are subject to selection In accordance with (3.194). 

It is evident that the following general requirements mus/ be placed on vector 

functions y^S); 

a) continuity; 

b) singIe-vaIuedness on the single- or multiclosed contour Z=const; 

c) linear Independence with respect to both each other and the functions ¢^5) 

(i=i, 2, ..., 6), corresponding to displacement of the contour Z = const as a solid. 
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In selecting the system of scalar functions (»¿CS) which satisfy the above general 

requirements, one can proceed from two concepts. The first Is basad on the Idea of 

approximation and Is applicable In cases where, for shells of a given type, the nature 

of warping of the contour 7 = const can be established In advance on the basis of an 

analysiS|Of experimental data or on the basis of heuristic considerations. In this 

case, {*k} consists of several functions approximating the principal forms of warping. 

As will be shown below, such an approach is very effective In many cases. Moreover, 

since the number of unknowns Is small, the solution of the resolvent system of differ 

entlal equations can be found in analytical form. This is conveniently done by using 

canonical form of the resolvents. In this case, when approximating the warping 

with one function, we arrive at one second-order differential equation, and when 

approximating the warping with n functions, at a system of n second-order equations 
each. 

The chief advantage of the approximation concept is that the analytical solutions 

obtained on its basis permit both a -uantitative and a qualitative analysis of the 

problems under consideration. Among the disadvantages Inherent in tris concept one 

nust Include flrs'i of all the necessity of preliminary Information on the operation 

or the structure being studied, and also the fact that the quality of the solut:on 

completely depends on how successfully the approximating functions are chosen. The 

second concept,^ based on a series expansion of warping, Is free of these disadvantages. 

Moreover, if is a complete system of functions on the contour 7 = const, we obtain 

a solution that is exact in the range of the adopted computational scheme. 

For an arbitrarily outlined single- or multlclosed contour 7= const, one can 

indicate various methods of constructing complete systems of functions. For example, 

as {<}>k} one can adopt a system of eigenfunctions of a problem with eigenvalues, i.e., 

functions which on the contour 7 = const satisfy a homogeneous differential or'integro- 
dlfferential equation of the form 
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I 
the conditions of slngle-valuedness on the contour, and certain additional conditions 

Imposed on the derivatives. Such a method is employed later In Part Three In the con¬ 

struction of special coordinate functions for circular conical shells reinforced with 

a regular stringer structure. On the cross-sectional contour of a stringer shell, 

t.-iese functions possess the same properties as the trigonometric functions six kct, 

cos ka on the contour of a smooth circular shell, ana constitute their generallza+ion. 

^uch a .nethod of selection of coordinate functions is characterized by the *act 

tl.dT for shells with different outlines of the contour Z = const and even for shells 

wihh the same outline but with different reinforcements, different systems of coor- 

,?nate functions will be obtained. These systems are very convenient, since, by 

analyzing the corresponding generating equations, one can establish certain comme;,, 

properties of the eigenfunctions that permit a simplification cf the resolvent oys¬ 

ters of ordinary differential equations. However, for an arbitrarily outlined con- 

;Tyr* finding tne eigenfunctions constitutes a very cumbersome problem solvable only 

by numerical methods. For this reason, such an approach Is not always Justified. 

The indicated dlfflcuHies can be avoided by using a certain system of functions 

known in advance, known to be complete for both a single- and a multlclosed contour 

of any outline. For example, proceeding from the possibility of representing the 

functions of two variables Z(x, y) In the form of the power series 

Zlx. iji~- ^ {¡i iX'yi, 

■i-1' (3.309) 

• ‘ 'a Xq(S), y0(S) are the coordinates of point Mq belonging to the directrix of the 
cone. 

If Is easy to see that coordinate functions (3.309) are linearly Independent of 

one enotner, continuous, and single-valued on a completely arbitrary single- or multl- 

cl >sed contour Z=const. At the same timo, as we know, the functions x*yJ(|, J=0, I, 

-, ... 0°) in any bounded region of the xOy plane form a complete system. Hence there 
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clearly follows the completeness of the coordinate functions (3.309) on an arbitrary 

slnqle- or multiclosed plane contour. Therefore, as the system of coordinate functions 

Vs) * we Cdn +ake sYs+e"> (3.309), first eliminating from It those functions that 

are linearly dependent with the coordinate functions corresponding to the displacement 

of the contour Z=const as a solid. Among such functions can obviously be Included 

only three functions of system (3.309): I, x0(S), yo(S), depending on the outlines 

of the shell. The system of coordinate functions thus obtained Is Infinite, but In 

practical calculations, if the system of differential resolvents does not decompose 

completely, one can confine oneself to a finite number of coordinate functions which 

corresponds to the limited number of degrees of freedom of the contour Z-const of the 

shell. The accuracy of the results naturally Increases with increasing number of re¬ 

tained coordinate functions. However, raising the accuracy above a certain limit in 

this manner usually causes certain difficulties, since the numerical realization of 

boundary value problems reducing to differential equations of high orders usually re¬ 

quires a high accuracy of the computations that goes beyond the scope of the limited 

accuracy of the computer. A system of local coordinate functions Is more suitable In 
this respect. 

As the desired generalized displacements w^Z) we will chocse warping displacements 

of n points^(nodes) of the contour Z=const. Then the corresponding scalar coordinate 

functions 4>k n (S) should obviously satisfy the conditions 

u io, S=S,. //*. (3.310) 

'1* ^.k» •••* n are the coordinates of the chosen nodes. 

Assuming +hat In the spaces between any neighboring points the functions 4>i^n)(S) 

change linearly. In view^of conditions (3.310) we will completely detenrune ^functions 

4> ^ (S) on tne contour Z= const. 

The cooralnate functions selected In this manner will obviously be linearly In¬ 

dependent from one another, continuous, and single-valued on the contour 7=const. In 
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view of the fact that these functions are different from zero only on portions jijacent 
to the point S=Sj^, we will c^ll them local coordinate functions. It Is also evlfljrt 
that In the class of piecewise-lInear continuous func*'ons corresponding to the Isola

tion of r, nodes on the contour, the system {iji rS)} (k=l, 2, n) Is complete.

Thus, the number of nodes n Is generally the sam? as the number of degrees of 
freedom of the contour Z=oonst witn respect to watrinr^ displacements. However, cne 

r.jst ."Vi-ve s : e at the same time that the local coordinate functions be linearly inde- 
pende"*^ with respec"*- to the coordinate functions corresponding to the dIspIacemer : of 
the contour Z=const us a solid. If such a linear dependence does take pla' ?i 's 
necessar-y to omit j suitable number of any local coordinate functions, but this number 
will obviously be no higher than three.

Computational practice shows that numerical Inteo-atlon on a computer of systems 
of dlfferertlai resolvents corresponding to local coordinate functions is possible for 
a -.eaier numper n of degrees of freedom than In the case of polynomial coordinate func- 

• o-’S (3.509). This is due to the fact that the blocks A~.,, of matr iCu

B, C »3.125) cf the coefficients of differential resolvents constitute Jacobi mat’-lces.

Everything that has been said thus far about the selection of local coordIna"^e 

furctlons pertained to the case where the direction of the warping vector U proves 
to be defined, so that only one system of coordinate functions Is subject to
election. In solving the problem in the general formulation, as already noted. It Is 
•tcessary to choose three systems of coordinate functions. In that case, when bending 
strolhs of the middle surface are taken Into account, piecewise-1 inear local coordinate 
♦u nticns are Inapplicable. However, each of the three systems of coordinare functions

can be given In the form of polynomial system (3.309).
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CHAPTER IV. 
I 

NATURAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The general solutions of differential resolvents obtained in the preceding 

c apter on the basis of the Lagrange variational principle contain arbitrary 

constants that must be determined by satisfying the natural boundary conditions. 

wh,ch also result from the variational principle. For 6 + N degrees of freedom 

t e contour l- const, the natural boundary conditions reduce to 6 + N équa¬ 

tions at each of the ends of the shell. The relationship between natural bounda¬ 

ry conditions, and “physical" ones is discussed below. We will consider ■ the 

static boundary conditions, when a system of external forces at the end of the 

shell is given; kinematic boundary conditions, when the displacements at the end 

are given, and finally mixed discrete-type conditions, when the end of the shell 

loaded by a given external load, is fixed at a finite numoer of points. Boundary 

conditions of the latter type will be called "special”. 

For brevity, we will confine our discussion to natural boundary conditions 

Obtained without considering the bending strain of the middle surface of the shell. 

4-1• STATIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

z-7., a\‘ SySta" 0f eXter"al f0rCe5 be 9,ve" on any of the e"ds »f ‘he shell 
Then the variations of the generalized displacements 

*W,io-i.a.. e-*..,- are arbitrary and independent. In this case, it follows 

from natural boundary conditions {3.58) and (3.258 that 

= 1/=1,2.6 + /1). (4.1) 

Relations (4.1), which express the equality of the generalized forces at 

tne end 7 • 7t to the given forces represent a system of 6 + N equations in 

the integration constants. Expanding (4.1) with the aid of (3.63) or (3 269) 
we obtain ' * 

Cjl, 
--1 ,., 

(/=1,2.6-1-/1). (4.2) 

♦Translator's note : subscript T refers to "end". 
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Let us eludidate the »eanfeg of relations (..1). He tum to relations 

( .19 ) expressing the equilibrium conditiohs of an element of the middle surface 

We multiply scalarly the right and left-hand sides of the first of these relations 

by h vector function (s). Omitting the transverse forces and taking (,.,51) 
(1.192) Into account we find 

1 Si*, sin / ¡- S,¡m¡ sin , - i/<tj cos /)- cos / = 

t + (/«1.2.6-I-/I). (4.3) 

Using expressions (4.3). we can readily ascertain that the generalized for- 

ces Pij for both the fundamenta, static-geometric model and shells with an „„defor¬ 
mable contour 1 = const, may be represented in the form 

(4.4) 

f , As f°"0“S frm (3-3,3)- (^-4) applies if one neglects the force 
-actcrs related to the bending of the middle surface, and in the general case, 
wrvn no limitations are imposed on the warping U1. 

_ ,. In a“ordan“ «Pressions (4.4). the generalized force PI. is the sum 
e work done by the internal forces in the section Z . const oAhe shell on 

geometrically possible displacements detennined by the conditions. 

10(///). (4.5) 

Of the r tlre 9eneraHzed f<,rces P!:j (j = '.2.3) are the components 
f he resultant, and P 5 (j . 4.5.6) are the exponents of the net m™ent in the 

-ection Z . const of the shell with respect to the po-e of rotation of this sec- 
tion. 

Let q be the vector of internal forces in the section Z = const of the 

sStmcturePeriw!Cethe VeCt°r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ °f the ^'^orcing 

- /"«,"1 N, s 'V,inr. (4.6) 
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In view of (4.6), the generalized forces PI (4.4) may be represented in the 
form r, - i J 

ft/-*/[0-2) 'I q f/iS Nt f/j. (4 7J 

Now,taking (3.31), (3.60) and (4.6) Into account, we can finally represent 

boundary conditions (4.1) in the form 

d-Z,) /(q-V) VS + 2 (N.-NI) ^=0 

(/— I. V.6 rn). 

Thus, as follows from (4.8), boundary conditions (4.1) express the orthogona- 

lity conditions on the contour 7 « ?t of the difference between the external and 

internal forces on this contour with respect to the system of coordinate functions 

(4,8) 

4-2 KINEMATIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Let the displacements I = 7t (70j 7,) be gl.en on any of the ends of the 

shell Ut (S). The following conditions should then be fulfilled on this end. 

u (7t. s) - ut (s) - o, ( 4 9) 

or in expanded form 

y U,(7,) 1,(2,)* (S)-U'(Sh o. 
Iml 

(4.10) 

Exoression ;4.10) is an equation of constraint in values of the desired 

generalized dispZacements Uj (7) (j - 1, 2.6 + N) when 7 - 7.. In this 

expression, sunmatlon in accordance with (3.198) is carried out up to 1 

i.\6 + n 1 + n2 + n3 • This means that for arbitrary displacements IL (S), no 

limitations must be imposed cn the w.rping of the contour 7= const. However if 

the displacements Ut (S) satisfy the geometric onstraints corresponding to’the 

fundamental static-geometric model or model with a nondtformable contour 7 * const, 

then in (4.10) the sunriation is carried out up to 1 * 6 n. 

On the basis of the concept of expansion as a series in coordinate functions, 

the equation of constraint can be satisfice by orthogonalizing difference (4.9), 

by analogy wth the preceding section, to each of the coordinate functions ¢1 on the 

contour 7= Zt> including the elements of the longitudinal structure as well : 
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^ [l (/ . 5) - ¿ 5 j n t 5//(1- /.,1 às 

— V [f (2r, 5t) - I .(5,)]-m, iq m{ i1 
* I-..""« 

0=-1. -.6 + A'l. 

or in expanded fonn considering (4.10) 

V(/(Zf),,,2Ilí(¡. ?,),£,,SJS- V. ! J£k. 
TT I *gd s-i/in>* 

-0-2,)( Uq^t/5- V 0, 0.,9^ 

( 4.11) 

r *• 

—«0 (4. 12) 
5-3 *a^ 

(4.12) 

0-1. 2...., 6-j-A’). 

.. . C,5n,1'ti<>ns <4-'2) «Ho be obtained on the basis of the variational prln- 
vip e by using the method of Lagrangian multipliers. 

Lot os first assome that the longitodlnal reinforcing stroctore Is absent 

n order to satisfy eqoation of constraint (4.9), „e will proceed not from varia- 
tional eg. (3.26), but from the equation. 

ir-84/-a|at,5, [11(2,, 5)-í?(S,]0-Zf)Ad5-o; 
( 4.13) 

Where At (S) is an as yet undetermined vector function. 

fons1der1ng^(4.10) we have from Eq. (4.13) 

IT-W - ViL(Z,) *( (/,)(1-2,) 1 .\T(S)f,(s)Ai/.S-r 
/—I J 

+ ^...,(.1(1(2..5)-1,,^)(,-2,),^0 ( 4 )4) 

!" E<) (4.14) the variations of generalized displacements « U. are amitrarv 

and independent both within the Interval (0. 1,) and on the end of thes shell I 
We will ceolf A /Cl r_rn 

- - • --- '•"'O WMC3 arieii L = 

o »111 seek A t (S) in the fom of an expansion In coordinate vector functi 
ons 

A,(S)= VA’, ^(5), 
iml 

«ínere X. are unknown coefficients. 

(4.15) 

It follows form (4.15) that 

V\, .V, (4.16) 
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Expanding variational Eq. (4.14) with the aid of general expression? 

(3.204), (3.215) and considering (4.16), we can readily obtain 

Va « A 

Í [() '■ y' V¡„» /‘)wt 
0 tm >.Q 

■ « I /,) I Ar|Sl-H,(ó'tAí/5 + 

+w<c- ¿.) I |i:(/,. s) C,(s>lSAS)t,tiS'^Q. 
( 4.17) 

In Eq. (4.17), all the variations <5U. and ôX^ are arbitrary and independent. 

By virtue of the arbitrariness of 6 Ui on (0, ^), we have from (4.17). 

(/'- I. *'.6 • jV). ( 4.18) 

When the coordinate functions <J>. are appropriately chose, Eqs. (4.18) coin¬ 

cide with any of the variants of the resolvents discussed above. 

On the end 7 = 7t, the variations 6 Ui (7t) must also be considered arbitra¬ 

ry and Independent. Since the displacements are given on this end, all the genera¬ 

lized forces F. (7 ), corresponding to a given external load must be taken equal 

to zero : 

'',</,) » i/ i -i •i ■ ;V I 
( 4.19) 

Considering (4.19), we have from Eq. (4.17) 

*y(/,MI /,) I V Si i( ¡iS) hd.S /',(2,) 

j J. .6 ¿ n). 

On the other shell end, as before, we obtain 

l/'> 'V*' / " i/ I. j.. . <> V,. 

( 4.20) 

(4.21) 

In ddition to relations (4,20), (4.21) in view of the arbitrariness of the 

variation Ó we obtain from Eq. (4.17) 

(i 7,)(ii i/„ M y,[S)' Hl<Sb,is o 

1/ * I, , ..,6(- ,V). 
(4.22) 
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Relations (4.20), (4.22) represent the set of natural boundary conditions 

on the end I = 7t . It is easy to see that relations (4.22) coincide with ortho¬ 

gonality conditions (4.11) if in the latter one omits the terms corresponding to 

the elements of the longitudinal structure. Relations (4.20) establish the rela¬ 

tionship between the vector function Ar(S) (Lagrangian multiplier) and generalized 

forces Pj in the section 1= Introducing into (4.20) the generalized forces 

represented by vectorial expression (4.7), and omitting in this expression the terms 

pertaining to the elements of the longitudinal structure, we readily obtain 

.6 + iV). (4.23) 

Whence it follows that in the sense of the expansion as a series in coordinate 

functions 

a,iS) ï q(7,,5), (4.24) 

i.e., the Lagrangian multiplier At(S) is the vector function of reactive stresses 

on the end Z = This makes it possible to interpret the last term of varia¬ 

tional Eq. (4.13) : ... 

»/ ',(5l {f (7,. [5) — 0,(5)] (I-2,)hdS 

(4.25) 

as the work of reactive forces to the fixing of geometnc constraints (4.9) 

In presenting the variational treatment of rothogonality conditions (4.12) 

for simplicity we omitted the terms corresponding to the longitudinal reinforcing 

structure. For a shell with a structure, the third term of the variational equa¬ 

tion must obviously be written in the form 

» ¡J A,(Sl [I' (Z„ 5) - f,(5)| ( I ~ Z,) hdS-f 

+ V(A, .n,im, .[U(Z„ 5.)- 0,(5,)] -*-l 
--. *•" x*1 y- 

^(4.26) 

where the sum over the elemencs of the longitudinal structure represents the work 

done oy t:.e concentrated forces applied to them in maintaining geometric constraints 

(4.9) in the direction of the generatrices. Using (4.26) and reasoning as above, 

we can readily arrive at orthogonality conditions (4.11). 
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4.3 SPECIAL BOUNDARY CONWtTQNS 

Let either of the ends of the shell 7 = 7t (7^. 7^ fastened at p points 

against displacements 

u, -V r. 
(4.27) 

where t • t (S) - is a unit vector specifying a certain given direction at each 

of the points. A given external load is applied at the remaining points of this 

end. In this case, the boundary conditions at the end Z = ?t should be classi¬ 

fied as mixed-type boundary conditions. 

The conditions 
U•$„)•!($,)..0 (m—I, 2. 

P) (4.28) 

represent p equations of constraint in 6 + N values of the desired generalized 

displacements U. (7) (j = 1,2.6 + N) when 7 = 7^ In this connection, the 

Lagrange variational equation should be written in the form 

hi -vj .»Va,. l(¿„ äJ-o, 

where p vectors Atm represent the Lagrangian multipliers. 

(4.29) 

In accordance with the above, the vector A tm represents the reaction of the 

mth constraint. Therefore 
•V- ".i. 

(4.30) 

where Rm is the magnitude of the reaction at the mth point. Consequently, in varia¬ 

tional equation (4.29), the third term 

»Va,. u(,;,. 5.) 
mm I 

represents the work of the reactions of the supports, expended in maintaining 

geometric constraints (4.28). 

Let u* consider the ase which is most important in practice, 1. e. , when the 

end 7 = 7t is discretely fastened in the direction of the generatrices. In this 
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case, t ■ m2 . Let us note that if the direction of t does not coincide with 

V a11 the arguments remain in force. We can also examine the case in which the 

section 7= 7t is completely fastened at p points. In this case, the Lagrangian 

multipliers (reactions of supports) in contrast to (4.30) are unknown in both 

magnitude and direction, but the nature of the reasoning remains unchanged. 

Expanding variati-nal equation (4.29) with the aid of general expressions 

(3.204), (3.215; anu considering (4.30), we obtain 

V 

. ÜK^) h Oi-fA’,]*<//?< V¡(/> P,)U!, • ,., . üfl 

) m.l jr, * 

(4.31) 

In Eq. (4.31), all the variations 6 and óRm are arbitrary and ^dependent 

In view of the arbitrariness of 61^ on (0. 7,) from (4.31) there follows equation * 

(4.18), which, as was noted above, coincides with any of the variants of the resol¬ 

vents when the coordinate functions are appropriately selected. 

On the discretely fastened end 7=7^ the variations 6U^ (7 ) (i = 1, 2, .. 6 

should also be considered arbitrary and independent. Hence, when 7 = 7t we have 

where 

(y =i. 2.6-f <V), 

( 4.32) 

(4.33) 
For the other end of the shell as in all the preceding cases, we obtain 

(Pi — P,) V/, — O (y. I, 2.(5 . ^ 

(4.34) 

In addition to relations (4.32). (4.34) as a result of the arbitrariness and 

independence of p variations ÔR^ we find from Eq. (4.31) 

( 
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<' .//). 
(4.35) 

Relations (4.32), (4.35) represent a set of natural boundary conditions fonnulated 

or a Iscretely fastened end I~ . Relations (4.32) correspond to the static 

oun ary conditions on this end. Here the quantities P, (Z ) correspond to a given 

U !,7 , ’J ^ e"a 1 = Tt •an'i the H Rj(?t) defined by expression 
(4.3 ) clearly constitute additional generalized forces due to the desired reactions 

o e supports. Relations (4.35) obviously constitute the conditions of discrete 
fastening of the shell. 

Thus, the boundary conditions corresponding to discrete fastening of a shell 

end are realized as follows. After discarding, the discrete supports and repla- 

c1..g their action by unknown reactions, It is necessary to satisfy the static 

boundary conditions (4.28) on this end. Then, al, the 2 (6 + N) Integration constant! 

«pressed in terns of p desired reactions of the supports. These reactions 

must then be found from the end conditions at p points of (4.35). 
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Chapter V. Conical Shell Acted on by a Temperature Field 

5,5. Elasticity Relations vt:. ' 

Let t=t(M) he the temperature change at point M of a shell, measured 

ft M some initial state characterized by a uniform distribution of temper 

aware, which j< the same tor the shell itself and for the ambient medium. 

•n lhe pretal c the temperature change will depend on three coordin¬ 

ates : 

visualize an elementary parallelepiped cut out of the shell, b 

by two surfaces equidistant from the middle surface and by normal sect 

C nte.>--alohg the lines of principal curvatures of the middle surface 

.o,- ■ding to the Duhamel-Neumann hypothesis, the strain of the isolate 

^'"i. nt consists of the elastic strain caused by the action of stresse 

. ’ate components applied to the surface of the element, and of thermal 

pansion. 

for an. isotropic material, in view of (1.125)-(1.130) we have 

the linear expansion coefficient 

Applying the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis to 



« before, we will use the representation of a fictitious transversally 

isotropic material identical to the real material in physical properties 

in the tangential directions, but differing from it in the properties in 

e irection of the normal. Then, considering (1.132)-(1.137), we have 

/;i ~ w 

v:, 
(5.4) 

ó, K 3 

Now, assuming the fictitious material of the shell to be absolutely 

rigid with respect to transverse shear strain and nondeformable in the 

direction of the normal, it is necessary to set in relations (5.4): 

/^=-6,=00, 

a, r=0, 

G, = G, v, = v, 

0.=-0, 

(5.5) 

where E, G, v, a are physical constants of the real material. 

In this case, from the first, second and fourth of relations (5 4) 
we can readily obtain ’ ' 

E 

t, _ as GV* (5.6) 

The remaining elasticity relations will, as before, contain indeter- 

minacies which can be revealed by the equilibrium conditions. 

Thus, the physical relations for a shell allowing for a temperature 

field differ from analogous relations without consideration of the temp¬ 

erature field in the additional terms -E/l-v in the expressions for normal 

s resses. Accordingly, in problems involving a temperature field, we will 

a the symbol t to the components of stress. 0^, o^, . „e will 

a so keep responding to physical relations without consideration of 
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temperature. In this connection, expanding relations (5.6) with the aid 

of expressions (1.119), we write 

o' =a —a "/ *• T' t=V 
"¡ms «i»",» 

where 

1 -V 
ah 

and orr,z, ons, ^-Mznz are determined by expressions (1.145) 

Adopting approximate relations (1.105), from (1.122), (1.124) with 

the aid of (5.7) we find 

K^Tn-T,, T'^T'-T,. 

hl =«; =Hñ M. a # *ama' 

(5.9) 

>re 

7',= \ —— u/4y; Ai,= \ —--—Ut\dy, 
J I — V J 1 — V 

(5.10) 

the terms Tmz, Tnz, Snzmz, Mm¡z, Mn¡2, Hnz¡mz, formally corresponding to 

puysical relations without temperature, are determined by expressions 

(1.146). 

In expressions (5.10) it is assumed that the elastic modulus E and 

coefficient of linear expansion a may in the general case depend on temp- 

-rature and hence, in an arbitrary temperature field, on the coordinate 

If the shell is heated uniformly along the thickness, then t=t(Z', S) 

and from (5.10) we obtain 

7 / — t—_ «h Aî,=o. 
I — V (5.11) 

For longitudinal structure elements oriented in the direction of the 

generatrices, we have 
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where 

iV* -,V* - 'V»<; M'- =■■ Mu - Mkl- Hi = H„ 

A*, = J. /;u/rf/r; Al,(= J t:an,dF, 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

and Nk, Mk, Hk are determined by relations (3.25). 

In (5.13), the quadratures extend to the area AFk of the cross 

section of the kth reinforcing element; y is the coordinate of the moving 

point of the cross section of the reinforcing element relative to the 

middle surface of the shell. 

5.2. Resolvents of the Problem* 

On the basis of the concept of expansion as a series in coordinate 

vector functions ^(s), we will represent the elastic displacement vector 
U(Z, S) in the form 

A « .V ^)=2^),,(7),,.,(5, 
(5.14) 

In expansion (5.14), as has always been the case thus far, the first 

six terms correspond to the specimens of the contour Z = const as a solid. 

The remaining terms of expansion (5.14) determine the warping of the con-* 

tour Z = const. As already noted, for a suitable selection of the coordinate 

runctions <pj,(S), expansion (5.14) may correspond to the fundamental static- 

geometric model, to the model with the contour Z = const nondeformable in 

its plane, and also to the general case, in which no limitations are 

. !For anal?g°Vs equations for straight prismatic caissons spp t p 
Obraztsov, Variational Methods of Calculation of Thin-Walled Aeronauti¬ 
cal Structures. Moscow, Mashinostroyeniye, 1966. 
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imposed on the warning of the contour Z = const. 

Since geometric relations (1.55), (1.69), (1.120) are not related 

to the character of the external action on the shell, and the elastic 

displacement vector is represented by expansion (5.14), whose form is 

the same as that of the analogous expansions in the preceding cases 

general expansions (3.16)-(3.22) and (3.252)-(3.254), which determine 

the tangential and flexural strains of the middle surface of the shell,, 

retain their form. Consequently, it is easy to see that the resolvents 

resulting from the principle of possible Lagrange displacements can. as 

in the preceding cases, be represented by expressions of the form 

/ Pi: V Q' p ■ 

U'=U2.6^'i l / i 
(5.15) 

the general expressions tor pJ., Qt R also retaining ,htdr ^ with 

replacement of the components of internal forces without the index t by 

the corresponding components with this index. 

For the sake of specificity, let us turn to expressions (3.30), <3.36), 

(3.37), (3.54), pertaining to the fundamental static-geometric model.' Let ' 

the external load on the shell be absent. Then, in view of (5.9) 

P'^= ¿V- p-i>' Q'j^Qj-Qj,; R)—Q. (5.16) 

Here and are determined by expressions (3.36), (3.37), (3,54), 
where T, m 2' sn2mz t Tnz, Nk are determined by the expre ssions 

(3.56) 

Pzu sj(1 z) ÍT. s'ny.dS-^N^j {sk) 
*• ft 

f ('V. -•>/«,) r/sSin yds. 
(5.17) 

m View of (5-16)' resolvents (5.15) can be represented in uhe form 
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!to i«»,» '-ip’l' 

where 

(t1) -.^- + ^ = 0 U= 1,2.6 + A^), 

Rjt—Qjt — )• .('fí' 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

Now, considering that expressions (3.43), (3.63) relating and 

Qj to the generalized displacements Uj are valid for problems with and 

without consideration of a temperature field, we can readily conclude 

that the differential resolvents for the case of a temperature field 

differ from the resolvents without consideration of a temperature field 

in the right-hand sides only. Calculation for the action of the temper¬ 

ature field yields 

lïl 
^ j[(l-Z) aijjV'i - Rj, 

i -i 

(y = l. 2.6 +AT). 
(5.20) 

where Rjt are represented by (5.19) 

As can be readily seen, the natural boundary conditions in the case 

under consideration have a form similar to (3.58): 

(/V-//,) if/' 
j/.-u 

(■/--I. -./ -A'). 
(5.21) 

where (0) , P^^. (Z1) are determined by expressions (3.31), (3.59) and 

(3.60). 

If the external load on the shell is absent, P„ . (0)=Pr. (Z.)=0, and 

in view of (5.16), natural boundary conditions (5.21) assume the follow¬ 

ing form: 
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(tJzi~ l’iii )f’lJ j 
r.- t, 

^0 (;=1, '1.()-(-A')- 

(5.22) 

For the free end of the shell Z=Z<r it follows from (5.22) that 

/>w(¿t) (/-=1. .6-î -Vi. (5.23) 

If the displacements on the end of the shell are specified, the 

boundary conditions are formulated in the same way as in the problem 

without the temperature field. 

The matrices of the coefficients of system (5.20) obviously possess 

the same general properties as the corresponding matrices for the problem 

oxthout che temperature field. Consequently, the resolvent system of 

ordinary differential equations of the temperature problem can be reduced 

to the canonical form by switching to canonical kinematic unknowns, as 

vas shown in Section 3.3 . The order of the resolvent system is thus re¬ 

duced by 12 units. 

System (5.20) also permits a decrease of the order by six units when 

t. e ^ii_st six equations of the system are replaced by the equilibrium con¬ 

ditions of the cut-off portion of the shell: 

/t,(Z)--,/pi/) (/■---1. 2-6). (5.24) 

If there is no external load on the shell, in view of (5.16), we 

have from (5.24) 

hr, (/) h:,, (/) (/=1, 2.6J 

or in expanded form in view of (3.42), 

(5.25) 

/; VfliydVI \Vl>-T7( /j 
~l 

(5.26) 

!/ - 1. 2_ fi). 
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It is also obvious that if the thickness h of the sh^ll proper 

depends only on the S coordinate, and the areas AFk of elements of 

the longitudinal structure change in accordance with the law AF, (if)* 
0 — K 

AFj^d-Z), the resolvents of the temperature problem reduce to equa¬ 

tions with constant coefficients, as do the resolvents which do not 

consider the temperature field. 

We will now turn to the model based on the hypothesis of nonde- 

formabdlity of the contour Z * const. For brevity, we will assume that 

the shell heats up uniformly along the thickness. Obviously, in the 

presence of a temperature field, the hypothesis of nondeformability of 

the contour must be modified, by taking 

which means that the elastic strains are equal to zero, whereas the total 

strain should be sufficient from zero and equal to the temperature expan¬ 

sion: 

Therefore, strictly speaking, a term corresponding to the thermal 

expansion of the contour Z = const in its plane should be introduced into 

expansion (2.231). However, strain (5.28) is more conveniently introduced 

directly into Hooke's law without affecting expansion (2.231), i.e., con¬ 

sidering that in the presence of a temperature field, the warping displace 

ments are, as before, perpendicular to the plane of the contour Z = const. 

The error thus introduced is practically imperceptabie, while most of the 

fundamental formulas preserve their form, this being highly important. 

Following this approach, one can readily obtain 

r: jEA_/,0 -o/j; 
i _ vj ' ' "*•* aTiT^ Sv 

# 

(5.29) 
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whence, transforming the shear strain as was done in Section 3.5, we find 

where 

T,s^2-(frv)0/- 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 

and the terms Tns, Snsms, which formally correspond to the physical relations 

without temperature, are determined by expressions (3.256). 

It is easy to see that, since the temperature t is specified, the 

.«train variations Se°s, 6ySsms "HI be determined by the same expressions 

ä« before without consideration of the temperature field, and the strain 

variation e£g will as before be equal to zero. As a result, the resolvents 

resulting from the Lagrange principle can, as in all previous cases, be 

represented by expressions of the form (5.15) . At the same time, the 

general expressions for p\y Qj, R.j also retain their form when the ¿orces 

c m Without index t are replaced by the corresponding forces with 
Ks' r*sms 
this index. 

In the absence of an external load on the shell, the following rela¬ 

tions result from expressions (3.30), (3.262)-(3.265) in view of (5.12) 

and (5.30), (5.31): 

Pti ■* ^1/~ Pin'. Qj #/~0, (5.32) 

where P«-. and Q. are determined, as before, by expressions (3.262), (3.265) 

■Jithout index t on the components of the internal forces, and 

/>,. -.i./11 /1 1m,)^» *in/,/S r2- V 

q„ - >, j (¡~ 7tlS- 
(5.33) 
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It follows from (5.32) that in the case under consideration, the re¬ 

solvents can also be represented in the form (5.18), (5.19). It follows 

that the system of differential resolvents of the temperature problem for 

the model with a nondeformable contour Z » const differs from the corres¬ 

ponding system without consideration of the temperature field in the 

right-hand sides only, which are determined by expressions (5.19), where 

PEjt, Qjt should be calculated from formulas (5.33). The boundary condi¬ 

tions in the case at hand are formulated in the saune way as in the pre¬ 

ceding case. 

As was done above, it is easy to obtain the differential resolvents 

of the temperature problem by considering the bending strains of the mid¬ 

dle surface of the shell. These equations will obviously differ from the 

corresponding equations without consideration of temperature in the right- 

hand sides only, which as above are determined by the expression 

-TTT*/» (/-1-2.6+Ar)‘ 
/ 

In the case under consideration 

where 

p,i=*/ [( ' ?){(*/•,+W T> *"* 'dS+ 

<?„=■*/ I j (ifm, + «/.,) Till + 

The natural boundary conditions allowing for bending strain of the 

middle surface of the shell are represented by expressions (3.218). In 

the case at hand, in the absence of an external load on the shell, we 

have 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 





Chapter VI. Oblique Cylindrical Shells 

The present chapter presents resolvent systems of ordinary differ¬ 

ential equations for cylindrical shell; of different types.* Emphasis 

is placed on cuiLque cylindrical shells. Shells with a set of transverse 

diaphragms oriented perpendicular to the generatrices or parallel to the 

oblique end are discussed. In addition, a straight cylindrical shell with 

an arbitrarily outlined cross-sectional contour is also discussed. The 

systems of differential resolvents for shells of these types constitute 

special cases of resolvento of a conical shell of arbitrary configuration, 

obtained in Chapter III. The treatment is therefore in the nature of a 

survey. Only the principal results are given, along with references to 

the more general relations corresponding to conical shells of arbitrary 

configuration; most intermediate operations are omitted. 

6.1. Summary of Fundamental Relations 

In discussing straight and oblique cylindrical shells as special 

modifications of conical shells of arbitrary configuration, it is neces¬ 

sary in the general relations for conical shells to carry out the limit¬ 

ing transition when Iq-*® without changing the configuration of the direc¬ 

trix or the origin of the Cartesian coordinates. Thus, we arrive at an 

oblique cylindrical shell with generatrices parallel to the Oz axis, 

which makes an angle x0 with the plane of the directrix (Figure 6.1) . 

Since when Ig-*08 the length lg of all the generatrices of the conical 

shell also tends to infinity, in order to achieve the indicated passage 

to the limit, it is necessary to change, from the relative oblique- 

angled coordinate Z«Z(M) constituting the relative distance from the 

point M of the middle surface of the shell to the plane of the directrix, 

measured along the generatrix in fractions of its total length, to an 

•See footnote on page 
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absolute coordinate. For this purpose, we introduce a new variable 

(6.1) 

which is the Cartesian coordinate of the point of intersection of the plane 

of the contour Z=const with the Oz axis. It is obvious that as a result 

of the limiting transition to a cylinder, the new oblique-angled coordinate 

Z=Z(M) Will be the absolute distance from the point of the middle surface 

of the cylindrical shell to the plane of the directrix, measured along tho 

generatrix passing through point M. 

We will summarize the fundamental relations in coordinates Z, S for 

an oblique cylindrical shell. 

lique cylindrical 
shell. 

The parametric equations of an oblique cylindrical surface arising 

from (1.5) as a result of the passage to the limit have the form 

je--jtiS); a i/iSi; 
* ^Z+jriSictK/,. (6.2) 

The coefficients of the first quadratic form of an oblique cylindri¬ 

cal surface of arbitrary configuration referred to curvilinear coordinates 

Z, S, (6.2) will be, in view of (1.6), 
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"-(s/'cr+izî ■■ 

“•(¿NZ-Ï+Œ-)’--'' 

CO' /^= J- /?■* ö± , I>u i)j, àr dr \ 

OS 0/ OS 1 dZ ds) X C**Z»- 

(6.3) 

The direction cosines of unit vectors nn, nz, ne# mz, m in the 

fundamental system of Cartesian coordinates are determined by the ex- 

pxessions arising from (1.13) as a result of the passage to the limit: 

.r ¥ l 

». 
1 

»in / ^ 
1 

X 
sm / 0 

»Í 
_ 1_ , 

Sill J, 
i 

“— »■ 
»in / 0 

»>« 0 0 1 

n, -t'g»*' -C'BX»' tin x 

m, x' ¥' CM X 

(6.4) 

The components of tangential strain of the middle surface of the ob¬ 

lique cylindrical shell in axes of the main and auxiliary trihedra are 

determined by expressions arising from (1.55), (1.65) as a result of the 

passage to the limit: 

A dV+g 
X ' 2 * * 

•Î = - ctßz ——L- 
"• dZ T tm i dS ’ g -V 

*'** dZ + tin % iS ‘ àZ ’ 
àu. »'"»t 
dS K 

I 
• »In i OZ 

1_ duma 

<,B«, _ CO« 3 X . 
dS 

du. 
CtgX + 

•In x dZ dS ' dS T K 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 
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where in accordance with (1.121) 

K sir ' - * 3 ' (6.7) 

If the point of intersection of the plane of the contour Z=const 

rfith the Oz axis is chosen as tne pole, and tne vectors of translational 

displacement and rotation of this contour are expanded in axes of the main 

Cartesian system, then on the basis of (2.21), the components of the co¬ 

ordinate vector functions ¢^(3) corresponding to displacements of the 

contour Z * const of an oblique cylindrical shell of arbitrary configur¬ 

ation as a solid will have the form 

1 th flmt flm. 

1 0 M* - ‘ »' 
•llil 

2 V 0 »' 
1 

—-Jt 
•in l 

3 % 1 *' *i«ï» 0 

4 •m t ï» •1" X 

5 1» — M 0 
«•«I 

• 0 MI’-JC'I 

(6.8) 

If however the vectors of translational displacement and rotation 

of the contour Z = const are expanded in the auxiliary basis (3.241), 

when jn view of (3.244), we can readily obtain 
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¡ 0, 

1 4l 
COï’ïo —CO»> I X' »•n Xo , 

•in X coi Xo •in xo •in X * 

2 U -f'í iv' y' 
1 

—— ji' 
»in X 

S V 
•in xo 

»in X 
0 “* Xo 

•in X 

4 ». 
ÜJLïa y 
»in X 0 

«oi Xo , 

S (i 
_l_ 

•in X 0 . E5LX0 _f_. 
•in X »in Xo " 

6 *» 
x'y — .ry' coi Tn 1 »in xo /XX' ,\ 
»in Xo 'R X »in X * 

{xy ~ X y) 
un xo •in X (lin’xo + ^ j 

(6.9) 

Por coordinate functions corresponding to warpings of the "ontour 

Z * const, in view of (3.248), in the case of a contour nondeformable 

in its plane, we have 

.o*« “O' 

(6.10) 

For the fundamental model <M6+k)m-*<j¿, <M6+k)n =(J)(6+k)n =0. 
* & z n 

Passing to the limit when 1^0% we have 

1 (<= i, ‘2. (6.11) 

so that the expansion for the elastic displacement vector will have the 

form 

U(Z, 5)=Vi/,(Z)T)(5). 
<•1 

(6.12) 
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On the basis of (3.16), (3.252), the components of tangential strain 

of the middle surface of an oblique cylindrical shell of arbitrary con¬ 

figuration in variables Z, S will be written in the form 

ond 

«i, ~ ^ U' l'fim, + t'/t»,«,). 

VV«, ~ i 

«i;, 
i«i 

f.i 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

where in view of (3.17), (3.18) and (3.254) 

'’c^¿ 4^1..,+?(.,• 'hu, — — CÍ?Zf/.,' 

“0- “■ ,in x *1",. +..^ (i„y +., ~~~/i Vi"' 

’)i .j ' - 
(in / * »in X 

+«,= — C,K/i'.,- C~^~+..- +.,., = ?'«,+ ti.,- 

■ Ti., 

X C( 
R 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

The expansions for components of tangential forces (3.23), (3.256) 

.or an oblique cylindrical shell take the form 

r-.=(+-.+'+..)+ 

^4* 

^2(1 4 V) I^'+.^I. + ^(+.^»,1 • (6.19) 
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For elements of longitudinal structure we also obtain 

If« 

1-1 
(6.21) 

6.2. Differential Resolvents 

The differential resolvents of a conical shell o! arbitrary config¬ 

uration for both the fundamental static-geometric model and the model with 

contour Z = const nondeformable in its plane have the 'orm (3.45). Chang¬ 

ing in Eqs. (3.45) to the variable Z according to (6.1), we represent them 

in the form 

«tu 
^j[(l - àtfiV'i 4- ^ Vl ’TJThi 

(/=1, 2,..., 6-r/i), 
(6.22) 

where the derivatives 

dZ 

and the coefficients ãZji, b^, bi;., c^ and load terms Rj will be 

— b)i —bj,'- b>i~bii f/i — (6.23) 

(6.24) 
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We can now easily pass to the limit when Iq-*-», 

take the form 
Equations (6.2^) 

V -: hW - ~ctV> ' - Ja 
(/= 1. •’.6 + «)- (6.25) 

For the fundamental static-geometric model, in view of (3.44), (3 ' , 

(3.65), coefficients (6.23) take the form 

2 * 

It v(^.^,^, I ^//,.,) t V.I'm,] sin /häSi- 

+ j siu /hdS 4 2(1-)- 

^/i ÄI _ v (j* ["t ' (^,,^.,4 ^/.,^1,,) + +),,1,.,] sin /.AdS-|- 

4^+/,,.,+ ,,.,5(11/^/5. 

r/<“ [+/.,+(., (-v (+/,,+1., 4+/.,+,,,) r+/,,?.»,] sin zA«5-| 

4 (|i+/,,.,+(,,., sin xhdS. 

(6.26) 

For shells with contour Z - const nondeformable in its plane, in 

view of (3.271), we have 

1^^+/.,+,,,4+/,,.,+.,,.,j sin y.Ai/542tl+v) ^ +/.,+,.,Af*. 

h [7^7+/-,+.-,4+/,,.,+,,,.,1^0/^5. « 

0,- p [737+/-,+-,+V>v,]-in ''hUS- 

(6.27) 

The right-hand sides of Eqs. (6.25), in view of (3.47), are deter- 

naned by the expressions 

5)»/-.<5)-(-5)+/,,(5)+ 

4/^,(2. 5)+/,,(5)]sin /</5 

(/=1,2,.. .,6+ /1). 
(6.28) 
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In view of (3.31), the generalized forces corresponding to the 

external load given on the shell ends will be 

(6.29) 

If the shell is acted on by a given temperature field t-t(Z, S, y), 

and the external surface load is absent, we can readily obtain for the 

fundamental static-geometric model, in view of (5.17), (5.19), 

(t/.t+t/.f)r,sin y dS. 
(6.30) 

where Tt is determined by expression (5.10) 

For shells with contour z=const nondeformable in its plane, in view 

of (5.19), (5.33), we have 

(6.31) 

where Sfc is determined according to (5.31). 

The order of the system of differential resolvents (6.25) can be 

lowered by six units by using the first integrals of this system, written 

in mixed form. Considering (3.71), (3.72) and (6.23), we have 

• 4./V 

V (ii/it/,+5///,)- P/=«o 
ITT 

(6.32) 

(/=1. 2.6+«). 
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The first integrals of system (6.32), which express the equil■orium 

conditions of the cut-off portion of the oblique cylindrical shell, will 

be 

Pl~Pi (/-1.2_6). (6.33) 

where , the components of resultant «• and net moment of the exter¬ 

nal load, applied to the cut-off portion of the shell, are determined ^ 

general expressions (3.120), (3.121). 

Let the chosen pole of rotation of the contour z=const as a solid 

be the point of intersection of the plane of this contour witn the Oz 

axis. Then, for a cylindrical shell, taking (3.123) and (3.30), (3.10D, 

(6.24) into consideration, we can readily obtain from (3.120), (3.121) 

1 I 
|P = (!K;f)e,-V ¢, \ 

«•i £, 

/ ä f. ^ i 

I» 

(6.14) 

/ 
/ 

Superposing the bases ea and êa on the basis of the main Cartesian 

coordinate system, we obtain from (6.34) 

/ 

f i-iiOrfi (/-1.2. 3). 
/. 

/, 
/ 

P,(T)-A».(/.)-i [^(t) + P,(l)] dl 
ïl 

i 

(6.35) 

If however we superpose the bases ea and êa on the auxiliary bases 

(3.241), we find from (6.34) 
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\ 

\ Äf/U)rft (/=«.Ü.3). 
z* 

P4 (Z) \ 

(6.36) 

P,(¿i>- .Í l&*<*> + »in Z.¿Mí)- ro* Xt^i («] 

/».(Z)« P.iZ,) - f [//,(El + cos /,7>,(t)] rft. 

Adding first integrals (6.33) to system (6.32), we must eliminate 

the first six equations from (6.32). 

In expanded form, in view of (6.63), first integrals (6.33) have 

the form 

V {aifiUi -+-bjtUf) =» 
(6.37) 

Adding relations (6.37) to system (6.25), we should also eliminate 

the first six equations from (6.25). 

6.3. Canonical System of Resolvents 

As was shown in Section 3.3, the general system of differential re¬ 

solvents of a conical shell of arbitrary configuration makes it possible 

to lower the order by 12 units if one adopts as the desired generalized 

displacements U^(Z) (i*l, 2, ..., 6) the canonical kinematic unknowns 

which are the components of the translational displacement vector of the 

contour Z^const together with the cone apex and the components of the 

vector of rotation of this contour as"'a solid"about the apex. In this 

case, the system of resolvents reduces to an independent system of 

order 2n with respect to warpings and six relations solved for the de¬ 

rivatives of generalized displacements Ui (i»l, 2, ..., 6). On passing 
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to a cylindrical shell, the cone apex goes to infinity, and the indicated 

cinematic unknowns lose meaning. However, as can be reádily proven, the 

system of differential resolvents of an obliqje cylindrical shell of ar¬ 

bitrary configuration also reduces to the canonical form if some point 

common to all the section Z * const is chosen as the pole. In this con¬ 

nection, the canonical kinematic unknowns for cylindrical shells are the 

components of the vectors of translational displacement and rotation of 

the contour Z*const with respect to any fixed point common to all the 

sections. 

Let r0 be the radius vector of the commor. pole. We represent the 

vector function U (Z, S), corresponding to the displacements of the con 

tour Z^const as a solid, in the form 

{ (t|Z)y, |r(Z, 5)- r,j, 
(6.38) 

where r(Z, S) is the radius vector of the moving point of the middle 

face of an oblique cylindrical shell of arbitrary configuration: 
snr- 

rtZ, 5) =jc(5)i f y(S)j-f |Z M(5)c«gju]k. 
(6.39) 

Expanding vectors 0 and 9 in arbitrary bases erfand e*c, respectively, 
we have 

l/(Z, 5)=»P(Z)«.+í*'Z)ê,x lr(Z, 5)-rj. 
VO • 4U; 

As the generalized displacements U.(Z) (i«l, 2, ..., 6) we take the 

•^opponents of vectors and 9 

U,{Z)JVZ) (^«*>2.3). 
I 1-(/1 (/--=0 + 3 = 4.5,6). 

(6.41) 

On the basis of (6.39)-(6.41), the displacement vector U°(Z, S) will 

be represented as the expansion 
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where 

(6.42) 
l)*|Z.S)=-Ví/i(Z)[f( v( ZJ. 

!• (* = «=1.2.3). 
I «.X|r(0,5)-rJ ((=« + 3=4.6.«). (6.43) 

v(=.| . 0 ('”1. 2. 3). 
le.xk (/=0+3=4.5.6). , * AA* 

It follows from (6.42)-(6.44) that for a single pole for all the 

sections Z«const, the elastic displacement vector of the cylindrical 

shell cannot be represented in the form (6.12). For this reason, we 

will proceed in the present section from the representation 

UlZ. 5) -V t/.lZlIf.lSj + v, Z|. 
(6.45) 

Here the vector functions (S) for i*l, 2, ..., 6 are determined by 

expression (6.43), and for i>6, are subjected to preliminary selection; 

v^ are constant vectors. In accordance with (6.44), we take 

I (/-4.5,(.). 
\0 1//4.5.6). (6.46) 

For displacements in the direction of an arbitrarily oriented unit 

vector t, we have 

where 

u,^- H i— 2 ^iWí» + v(í^I' 

7.,--4. ». = 

(6.47) 

(6.48) 

The components of tangential strain of the middle surface, which are 

determined by expressions (6.5), (6.6), will be, in view of (6.47): 
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and 

lüt — i, ^''K* +Uí'iim ). 
* n • 

v:.*v ii'Á.r+uL i 
* • “ * * « < 

•ï = i (^¡h.+¿4, ) 
* ( I * * 

‘í^ -vV/K +¿4. ). * ma^ i % ' 

*1 n * • * * 

Here the functions and t, are determined by 

(6.49) 

(6.50) 

•V.lZ.S) -i,(5) + -.,,51/. 
^,(/, 5) ^ {.,(5)+(., (SH |.,(5)Z, 

(6.51) 

vhere the function tj(S,. ï,,s are represented by (6.15)-(6.18), and the 
functions wiu 

. c4{Zv(,: 
• t 

p; -= 0; H' , _±v * i , 
" " âin J '"t ' 

,, _ 1 i 
j «ir» V ' • ‘ vim t 5,n X ^ sm X # 

“ _ cos 
•'*,-7T 

^ jin „o., 

(6.52) 

(6.53) 

(6.54) 

(6.55) 

The expansions for the components of tangential forces (6.19), (6.20) 

•n vièw of (6.49), (6.50), take the form 

Eh ^ ' 
m* i—v2 ^ \u> . )++ 

*2Õ+“ír 

Eh w*~l 

"* 1 ~v: ^ +(’Lf+4¿* j] 

(6.56) 
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and 

r-,-rr7, WÂ..+WÂ.J. 
t+a ^ 

S*imt~ 2 (1 + y) (6.57) 

For elements of the longitudinal structure, in view of (6.53), we 

also have 

*+« , „ - V 

1-1 
(6.58) 

We now turn to variational Eq. (3.26). Considering (6.45), the work 

done by external forces and represented by general expression (3.27) is 

Here 

where 

/,«+* - «+« - I*-*» 
w-j 2 R,ttvz+2j P.IU, ^ . 

f 

Pf (0)»= P, (0)+^(0); P¡ (Zi)—Pi (¿>i)(^i)» 

ft*=Zv, ^ p sin xd<5« 

/55(0)- —Zv, ^ q^dS; ^(Z^-Zv, ^ ?dS, 

(6.59) 

(6.60) 

(6.61) 

(6.62) 

(6.63) 

and R£, Pj^tO), Pj^^) are determined by expressions (6.28), (6.29) 

In view of (6.49), the potential energy variation represented by 

general expression (3.33) 

Z, t-M 

«/-f 2 [¿i<tt/i+0|W/,]<*Z. 
o i-» (6.64) 
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where 

P„-§ (7-.,+, .,++T:0 ï ^ ^ NÂ^S,). 

5,«# sin iV‘WSi)* 

(6.65) 

(6.66) 

Expanding variational Eq. (3.26) with the aid of expression (6.59) 

and (6.64), we obtain the equations 

P’r/-Q/+^=0 0-1.2.6-!-«) (6.67) 

and natural boundary conditions 

(^-P:,(/-1,2.6+a). 
(6.68) 

We write Eqs. (6.67) in expanded form. Using (6.56), we can obtain 

«+■ 
—Pi/—[uiiiUi-{-iiiiu,y 

0 isé ' 
14-11 

(6.69) 

(6.70) 

iSf 

where the coefficients ll)u l%)lt l¡Jt ¿t/l are determined by the expressions 

X/,I [ W-.+v (W-.+Wi-J+sln xA<i-s+ 
+ f 'ïwMm.s'n xA^+2(l+v) V 

J; i-v+W'"*lSln 7*ArfS+ (6 71) 

+ ^ /.*¿5 + 2(1+v) 2 1 

= ,|) [5;,^«, + V (+/.,/.-., + WlJ -t* Sm XA¿5 + 

+# •WX-.,sinx/ldS+2íl+v) ? 



Introducing (6.69) and (6.70) into (6.67), we obtain a syrtem of 

ordinary differential equations of the form 

ti-* 

(y=* 1,2....,6-fa). 
(6.72) 

We will 

form, as was 

now show that Eqs. (6.72) 

done in Section 3.3. 

can be reduced to the canonical 

We turn 

trarily as a 

to expression (6.42). Assuming that the shell moves arbi- 

solid, in view of (6.41) we have 

U,(Z)= 
Ÿ —const (/=1,2,3), 

S'-i=const (/*4,5.6), 
0 t/>6). 

(6.73) 

Considering 

H and 9*, we 

(6.73), in view of the arbitrariness of the components 

obtain the following important relations from expressions 

(6.49): 

lim, = Il V.* * 0 1 •2* • * ' '8)' 
(6.74) 

Relations (6.74) express an identical equality to zero of the func¬ 

tions of two variables. In accordance with (6.51), have from (6.74) 

and 

1,2.6) 

+1.,+^1.,=0, +„,«, +1*(,,,,=0, +,,, + ^.,=0 

(/=1.2.6). 

(6.75) 

(6.76) 

In view of (6.74), it follows from (6.66) that 

¢,=0 (/=1,2.6). 
(6.77) 
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On the basis of (6.77), we have from (6.C7) 

whence 

where 

.«)• 

£/=*>*) 0==1,2. -.6). 

/ . 

(6.78) 

(6.79) 

(6.80) 

Relations (6.79) represent the equilibrium conditions of the cut¬ 

off portion of the shell. Here are the components in bases e and ê 

of vectors of the resultant and net moment with respect to the common a 

pole of internal forces in the section z = const. 

We represent the matrices of coefficients a_... fcL.., b c 

in the form of block matrices, as in (3.125), (3.131). As can be seen 

from (6.71), in view of (6.74), these matrices take tne form 

A,i A,« 

: Ã«a )• & — 

, Ã«a 

0 0 Ô^a \ 
.I.. 

o o î.. . 
: ; 

°¡0 

(6.81) 

We conclude from (6.81) that expressions (6.69), (6.70), which deter¬ 

mine Pj and Qj and hence, all Eqs. (6.72), do not contain the generalized 

displacements (6.41) corresponding to displacements of the contour Z-const 

as a solid. Consequently, first integral (6.79) can be regarded as a 

system of six algebraic equations in the derivatives of six generalized 
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displacements U^(i=l, 2, ..., 6). Therefore, solving the first integrals 

for U^(i»l, 2, ..., 6), then eliminating these derivatives with the aid 

of the expressions obtained from Eqs. (6.72) for j=7, 8, ..., 6+n, we 

arrive at a canonical representation of the resolvents that is analogous 

to (3.180), (3.186). This pertains not only to oblique cylindrical shells, 

whose equations are obtained on the basis of the fundamental static-geo- 

metric model, but equally to oblique cylindrical shells with the contour 

Z=const nondeformable in its plane. The latter statement is based on 

the fact that the resolvents of both models clearly turn out, to be com¬ 

pletely identical if the components in the axes of the main moving tri¬ 

hedron are adopted as the components of the stressed and strained state 

of a shell with a nondeformable contour (as in the case of the fundamen¬ 

tal static-geometric model). in this case, generally speaking, only the 

coordinate vectors ¢.(8)(1 > 6) are distinguished, directed in one case 

along the generatrices, and in the other, perpendicular to the plane of 

the diaphragms. The remaining coordinate vectors and hence the corres¬ 

ponding coefficients of the resolvents pertaining to displacements of 

the contour Z=const as a solid obviously have the same common properties, 

which in both cases provide for the transition to the canonical form. 

As the single pole for all the sections Z=const, we will select 

the origin of the fundamental system of Cartesian coordinates. Then, 

in (6.38) we must set r0=0. In this case, as can be readily seen by 

comparing (6.43) with (3.240), the coordinate functions ^(S) contained 

in expansion (6.42) turn out to be the same as in the case of a moving 

pole coinciding with the point of intersection of the plane of the con¬ 

tour Z*const with the Oz axis. Expanding the vector n of translational 

displacement and vector 6 of rotation of the contour Z=const as a solid 

about the origin of the fundamental system of Cartesian coordinates in 

the basis of this system, from (6.45) we have 

•' n 

Ui¿.S)= Ví/.í/iKíSj+v,*!. (6.82) 
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wh?.*re in view of (6.39), (6.43), (6.44), (6.46) 

V, j. N:r*k. , 

n,=-- — Jtk JCCt'i/. i. 

v,‘ o (/= 1,.,31, 

v* = - j; V, = j; v, = 0. 

For the coordinate functions corresponding to the generalized dis 

placement U^(i>6), we have 

(6.83) 

(6.84) 

VjsO (/«=7,8.6+<i)i 
(6.85) 

is the fundamental model, 

x0^“cos x0i) is the model with the nondeformable contour 

(/=6+A; *-l, 2.ii). (b.86) 

Using expressions (6.52), (6.84), (6.85) and (6.4), we have 

(/*■-* 1,2,...,6+*)• 

(//4.5). 

^utmt * (in j 

^..=0(//4.5). 

i 

I . 1 ,, 
■y; i*»»«««“ ,ml • 

(6.87) 

*• »¡n>ïV •** »In** 

Expanding (6.51) with the aid of (6.15), (6.16), (6.83), (6.86), 

(6.87) and considering (6.74), we obtain 

< $lm9 ¡ Íl*tma ^tng 

1 V 0 
•1"» * 

^ SILL x. 
•In'X 

2 1» 0 
•ini ^ 

_i2il .< 
•in»! * 

S % 1 -«'IX 0 

4 » 
_j,clgx- 

- (^^1810 +^) - sin t 
(xcigio+Z)^,' 

(6.88) 
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6 i* — JT 

• 

+ (•*''£ X« + Z)~— 
•"* X 

. - to* X 
-(Jft'glo *' •m»x 

e ». 0 —— (xy' — jr'y) 
•in X 9 

co* X 

■» — c,í X »1«, + »(,, — cif X 

In expression (6.88), the last row of the table corresponds to the 

generalized displacements which determine the displacements for which 

the mutual arrangement of the points of the contour Z=const changes. 

For the fundamental static-geometric model and the model with a nonde- 

formable contour, the expanded expressions ÿ.(i>6) are easily obtained 

for any chosen system of functions by using expressions (6.86). How¬ 

ever, if no assumptions are made regarding the coordinate functions 

♦imj* ^in2 d > 6)» expression (6.88) will correspond to the general 

case where the deformation of the cross section in its plane is not 

considered. Then the general expressions for the coefficients of the 

differential resolvents for i, j>6 change. However, it can be seen 

that this change does not affect the results presented below. In this 

connection, all further conclusions pertain equally to the model with 

both the deformable and the nondeformable contour. 

Taking (6.88) and (6.16), (6.74) into consideration, strain compo¬ 

nents (6.49) take the form 

1-1 

•ï =-+. 

-e,(xc»g,c+Z)i^x'+o,f£Li.(^— 

+ 5 [ - :r‘ctK u' (-¿r T f'-.) ] • 

(6.89) 
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We will write the system of differential resolvents in canonical 

kinematic unknowns. Replacing the first six equations by the first in¬ 

tegrals (6.79), in system (6.72), in view of (6.69) and (6.81), we obtain 

‘ 5 
^ 0,,,(/,+V ¡ ¢,,,(/,)-=-1^ (j._ 1,2.6), 

(/==7,8.6-f/i). 

(6.90) 

(6.91) 

Now, solving Eqs. (6.90) for the derivatives U¿ (i=l, 2, ..., 6), 

then eliminating these derivatives from Eqs. (6.91)^ we arrive at an 

independent system of n differential equations in generalized displace¬ 

ments Ui(i*=7, 8, ..., 6+n) , corresponding to the change in the spatial 

configuration of the contour Z=const. We will show that these equations 

for shells, the thickness and sections of whose reinforcing elements are 

independent of the Z coordinate, will have constant coefficients despite 

the fact that Eqs. (6.90), (6.91) have variable coefficients, in accor¬ 

dance with (6.71), (6.88). 

Let us represent Eqs. (6.90) and (6.91) in matrix form. Consider¬ 

ing (6.81), we have 

K. ¿ n+ A,, ~-e+Â„ ¿ q+6„bq=2-P,. 

n+Â* Ã,. ± 0+1,,0 *-L plt 

+ Ãm £■ U -(- ( Öv, - lîv.) -i- U - ê«Q= — Ua. 

On the basis of (6.44), (6.46), (6.51)-(6.53), (6.71), it can be 

readily established that the elements of matrices Ã„, Â,,., A.„ Aw, S,9l ßlB, 

C« are numbers, whereas the elements of the remaining matrices 

generally depend on the z coordinate. 

(6.92) 

(6.93) 

(6.94) 



\ 

We will carry out two successive elementary transformations on Eqs 

(6.92) by multiplying it on the left by the product ZE-E., where 

(6.95) 

Combining the result with Eq. (6.93), we obtain 

(ZE.Ä,, + Ä,,) n + (z E, A.,, -t Am) e + (Z E, Ã,. + Àw)0 + 

+ (ZE,4 (zE,B,+ P,). (6.96) 
where 

(6.97) 

It is easy to establish the static meaning of the transformations 

performed. Matrix Ex corresponds to the mutual transposition of the first 

two equations of system (6.90). Equations (6.92) and (6.93), respec¬ 

tively, represent the equilibrium conditions in the form of equality to 

zero of the resultant and net moment relative to the origin of all the 

forces external to the cut-off portion of the shell, m this connection, 

it is evident that Eq. (6.96) expresses the conditiosn of equality 

to zero of the net moment of all the external forces applied to the cut¬ 

off portion of the shell with respect to the point of intersection of 

the plane of the contour Z=const with the Oz axis. 

We introduce into consideration the column matrix 

(6.98) 
where 

(6.99) 

In view of (6.97), we have 

Using (6.100), we eliminate vector n from Eqs. (6.92), (6.96), and 

(6.94). We obtain 
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y 

Ã„* i (À,| ZÃV,E,)-- *4Ã,«-“ U llTiP , ((i ¡gjj 

(ZE,Â„ + Â|,)S+!ÀM f Z(E,'À..*-^.,E,)-/«EJV,Ej-^-w+ 

+ (^E,Ã,«T-Ãta)"H ! (ZE,ft,,« j h*»)li -^(ZEjP, -í*,). (6. ¡p-.') 

^--8-6,.2 ■ /ÍA^E,) ~ ttj (u;#- ZH,,E,)~ 0 + 

+ Aaa li f < Ôvb fifí) -4 lí - tis W =4- 11«. 

(o.101) 

(6.102) 

(6.103) 

Analyzing the matrices in Eqs. (6.101)-(6.103) we can easily asee * 

tain with the aid of relations (6.46), (6.51)-(6.S3), (6.71), (6.86; that 

the coefficients of Eqs. (6.101)-(6.103) are independent of the Z coor¬ 

dinate. On this basis, we have 

/ 

and 

AÎ.4 ( / ) Ã, ,# FjA,t% (0|:- Ar(t, 

Fj Â»ji| *j* A*it t =- A i, r (o i À(íj, 

X„(Z;-T Z(E,A^(/)-ÀH¡X, F, Ã„(0)-Ã„, 

ZFjA.« Ã< V ! / ) — À',v *)) 

/ E, U^p í B««(Z)—lij= ■ 

Áíí(Z)—/ A«,E,— A*»(01 Ã#,, 

Ki,«( Z) Z Íl,* F, — Bt8 (U) — Ui,*, 

Am-' A,,n, A^8 - A.*, Ab^ --A».,, Asb^Asb' 

8.,8-¾.«, Ü^B—ll.v, ■ »VB. Ha* — Bbs, 

Cv« -CkB. 

(6.104) 

(6.105) 

where the elements of matrices A, B, C are determined by expression (6.26) 

corresponding to the case where the point of intersection of the plane of 

the contour Z«const with the Oz axis is chosen as the pole. 

In view of (6.104), (6.105), Eqs. (6.101)-(6.103) take the form 

Ã„3+Ã,,-~0 + Ã,.0+ñ,,0=«l.¡ 

Ã#,S f Âh~-0+À„1-0+11,,0= '-ï», 

Ã,, 1.a-S,.a+à^^ o -ñ,.!. «+Ãw 1.0+ 

+ (8,,-08,)1-0-0.90=1¾. 

(6.106) 

(6.107) 

(6.108) 
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where the right-hand members l/G(Pn), 1/G(P0), l/G(Rfi) also correspond 

to the case where the point of intersection of the plane of the contour 

Z»const with the Oz axis is chosen as the pole, and are correspondingly 

determined by expressions (6.35), (6.28). 

System (6.106)-(6.108) can be easily reduced to the canonical form. 

We represent Eqs. (6.106), (6.107) in the form 

(6.109) 

where 

(6.110) 

Introducing the matrix 

(6.111) 

the reciprocal of Aq, we have from Eq. (6.109) 

(6.112) 

(6.113) 

where 

(6.114) 

h* À|., Pu -(- Àtt P,. 

Eliminating the unknowns E and d/dZ(6) from Eq. (6.108) with the aid 

of (6.112), (6.113), we obtain 
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(6.115) 

(À». À., Hi - A*, HJ ) i)f( Ùv* - í»« Â..HÎ + 

+ s;* Hi - À», HJ f H„ Hj ) -rf- II ( Cïï - H.,a H : - B,a H¡¡) $1 = 
itZ 

=i -^r (fta - Ãa,, H? Aa, ~ H," f Bl* HÏ + ftia 11,') . 
O \ If/- |// / 

Expression (6.115) is an independent matrix differential equation 

in warping with constant coefficients. Considering (6.114), one car. 

readily ascertain that the matrix coefficients on d2/dZ2(«) and fi are 

symmetric, whereas the matrix coefficient on d/dZ(ft) is inversely sym¬ 

metric. These properties of the matrices result from the Betti recip¬ 

rocity theorem. In vi' / of these properties, it follows that if vector 

U is represented by only one component, i.e., is a scalar function, the 

corresponding resolvent always has the form 

J'm 

V¿3 
■ ÿtnss F \ I. 

(6.116) 

Having determined ft, we can also easily find the components of the 

law of plane sections by integrating relations (6.112), (6.113) and 

taking (6.100) into account. We have 

+11,, o=--o"rihi. 

(6.117) 

where 
n*=mO)+-¿- f (HS(5)-U:,H{M)]rf|. 

/ 

«“=. UlO)+-i- \ WWdl. 
O J u 

0 
/ 

ti. = - 5 [(h¿-5E,h;) J-» f (Iij-îe.h;)«!^. 
0 

z 
fi.=-((H¡-^-íi+H;u) <n, 

0 

6.4. Right Cylindrical Shells of Arbitrary Configuration 

(6.118) 

(6.119) 

Treating right cylindrical shells as a special modification of ob¬ 

lique cylindrical shells, it is necessary to set 
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(6.120) 

in the general relations obtained in the present chapter. 

In view of (6.120), parametric Eqs. (6.2) assume the form 

JtŒjc(S); y=y(S); Z = Z, (6.121) 

and the coefficients of the first quadratic form (6.3) 

. -, co,,»o. (6.122] 

whence it follows that the coordinate Srid in this case will be ortho- 

gonal so that the contour z-const coincides with the cross section of 
the shell. 

The main and auxiliary trihedra merge, as do the basis of the fund- 

^TdÎre«ite" 0f.CarteSiin C°°rdinatCa “d ‘he auxiliary basis (3.241), 
direction cosines of the unit vectors oriented in the direction of 

the normal to the cylindrical surface and along the tangents to the 

orthogonal coordinate lines will be, in view of (6.4), (6.122)- 

X » * 

■a X* 0 

■f x' 1' 0 

». 0 

‘ 1 
i 

(6.123) 

Strain components (6.5) take the form 

* àl », dS R “»•• 

>1. + 
4*» dS T dZ ’ 

(6.124) 
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where in accordance (6.7) 

k***'"'-*"*' (6.125) 

If the point of intersection of the plane of the cross section with 

the Oz axis is chosen as the pole, and the vectors of translational dis¬ 

placement and rotation of the cross section are expanded in axes of che 

fundamental Cartesian coordinate system, the components <l>inu(s)' 4* 

<í>inn(s) of coordinate vector functions 4^(8), corresponding to disrlace¬ 

ments of the cross section as a solid, will be, on the basis of (6 8): 

J i 1 I’l 1 1 ’■"I ? u 

! 1 ! V 1 11 1 '■ i 
2 1 0 1 '* 

3 4, 1 1 0 1 0 

4 
9' 

V 0 0 

5 », — X 0 0 

0 », 
1 

0 xy'-x'y 1 .«<'+111/' 
1 

(6.126) 

Comparison of formulas (6.8) and (6.126) shows that in a cylindrical 

shell, the longitudinal and transverse displacements separate, whereas in 

an oblique cylindrical shell and particularly in a conical one, arbitrary 

displacements of the contour Z=const as a solid are associated with long¬ 

itudinal as well as transverse displacements simultaneously. 

For coordinate functions corresponding to warpings of the cross sec¬ 

tion, on the basis of (6.10), we have 

((=7.8.64 ,,). (6.127) 

Expansion in coordinate vector functions for the elastic displace¬ 

ment vector, as before, has the form 

U(Z.S)«V IMZMMS). 
(6.128) 
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In the case at hand, in view of (6.15), (6.16), components (6.13) 

of tangential strain of the middle surface 

6 + * 

*S4=0; 

«•i i 

(6.129) 

so that the expansions for components of tangential forces (6.19), (6.20) 

assume the form 

N] 
i!r 

•♦a 

S,,m‘ 2(1 + V) ^ (Uifi*,- UfiimJ- 

For elements of the longitudinal structure, we also have 

(6.130) 

(6.131) 

As in the preceding case, the resolvent system of ordinary differ¬ 

ential equations- for the case of right cylindrical shells has the form 

Y [(««/<+1,^,) - - Ò.Í/,] =, i- (/-1,2.6+/1). 
(6.132) 

The coefficients 6^, and load terms are determined by 

(rr7 w<-.+v>,)*^+2(i+*) Y 
b =$ l/'.fimMS. 

MS- 

16.133) 

It can oe shown that, to within the notation, Eqs. (6.132) coincide 

with the known equations of Vlasov*, if the contour of the cross section 

Go88troyiidIt?S1958Thin"Walled Three“Dimeusional Systems, Ch. III. Moscow, 
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of the prismatic system is considered to be nondeformable in its plane. 

The system of j.esolvents allowing for deformation of the cross sec 

tion in its plane is identical to system (6.132), except for the fact 

hat tne coefficients for j, i>6 will generally have the form 

where Minz are the linear bending moments Mnz corresponding to the 

states 

• l*~/) 

0<*//T 
(6.135) 

Let us note that since the longitudinal and transverse displacements 

separate in a right cylindrical shell, in any of coefficients (6.134), one 

of the integrals will always be zero. 

The system of differential resolvents of a right cylindrical shell 

of arbitrary configuration allowing for deformation of the cross section 

in its plane can obviously be easily obtained as a special case from 

system (3.224) of resolvents of a conical shell of arbitrary configura¬ 

tion allowing for bending strain of the middle surface if the terms 

corresponding to bending moments and twisting moments Hn m are 

neglected n coefficients (3.223). Z 2 

if the shell is provided with reinforcing diaphragms, and the de¬ 

formation of the contour Z=const is taken into consideration, it is 

necessary in that case to take into consideration the work of the dia¬ 

phragms as well. Then the system of resolvents for shells of any con¬ 

figurations will have the same form as before. The expressions for 

the coefficients of the nasolvents also remain unchanged, with the ex¬ 

ception of the coefficients Cji. These coefficients acquire additional 
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terms wh:.ch can be different from zero only when i, j>6. The corres¬ 

ponding expressions will be obtained in Part Two. 

Obviously, Eqs. (6.132) are easily reduced to the canonical form 

by using the results of the preceding section. All the final expres¬ 

sions are simplified if the major axes of inertia of the cross section 

of the shell are taken as the Ox, Oy axes. 

Let us turn to Eqs. (6.106)-(6.108). The matrix elements of the 

coefficients of these equations are determined by expressions (6.133), 

where the coordinate functions <|>inz (i-1, 2, ..., 6) are repre¬ 

sented by expressions (6.126). For the major axes of inertia of a 

cross section of the shell we have 

^*^4-V -ww7. - 
(6.136) 

In view of (6.13C), matrices Ann, Ã^, Ã6n, Ãe0 will have the form 

Here 

(6.137) 

F (f kdS -(-( l ^ 
J » 

ifhdS-ril — (6.138) 

+( I — '*) 2Ü A'*a ‘C»' 



^ «• J x"hilS, 

F',, =« F’„ = ÿ x'y'hdS, 

F„ — y'hdS, 

x\xy' — x’y’jhdS, 

Sl**j¡y'lxy'-j?y)hdS, 

t]=-ÿ(xy —x'yfkdS. 

(6.139) 

(6.140) 

(6.141) 

Let us write Eqs. (6.106)-(6.108) in expanded form. Using (6.137), 

we obtain • 4 ff 

F„St -f FMfit+Sl9, + V(á|(t/¡ ï,,(/,) = -i- Qg, 
ImT 

/ 
64* 

r' 
+ fi» "f + VJ (à,,(/1 -f- Íyí/,) « -i. 

(6.142) 

737 ^ +KUi) — Jv,. 

*+* 

7T7/'®' ■= 4- aí,. (6.143) 

•4-S 
/A * + tKU,) =• /M,, 

• 4-« 
5¾ -f ijijr-f/,», 4- ^(ã^í/i +*«(//) == — M„ 

6+1 

(6.144) 

(6.145) 

„E, -f Ô/J11'*— Ï|/S, — — + “/»®» + ®/A +'“>«•* — — ^»A ^4A + + (*yi — i,/) (/j — fy,(/,] 

(/=7. 8,..., 6 + «). 
Hereinafter, instead of the two symbols a^ and a^, we will mostly use 

the single symbol a^, keeping in mind that the longitudinal structure 

is taken into account. 

Solving Eqs. (6.142), (6.144) for I, E , 0' we find 
•» y z 

+ (6.146) 

^-f n r M % 
+ *x, 
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Here 

where 

s»=7 
Q.-^f - if *.) ]_ 

+(*.. % -‘■■T') 51(^-¾5^+íiu" § M ü'l+ 

+^ M ‘'•ï+ 
6-*-e 

5rS. . e- JV 
ór . u ——l—- ; kn—rn— 
-JT-; "7^ ’ *» « /, 

(6.147) 

(6.148) 

(6.149) 

(6.150) 

From Eqs. (6.143) we also find 

s.-í¿(¿^;+í^)]. 

r ^+11 i 

[6 ♦ e I 

(6.151) 

Now, with the aid of expressions (6.146)-(6.148), and (6.151), we 

can readily eliminate from Eq. (6.145) the displacements corresponding 

to the law of plane sections, thus obtaining an independent system of 

differential equations in warpings (i*7, 8, ..., 6+n) with constant 

coefficients. 

21H 
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Integrating this system, and introducing the result into the right 

hand sides of relations (6.146)-(6.148) and (6.151), in view of (6.99), 

we can readily find all the components of the law of plane sections: 

V V 'z' V y ez 

Like Eqs. (6.145), relations (6.146)-(6.148), (6.151) are most 

general in character, and, as already noted, apply not only to shells 

with a cross-sectional contour nondeformable in its plane, but also 

when the deformation of the contour is taken into account, in ^he 

presence of transverse elastic diaphragms, etc., since â^, ^ij' 

c^ can be any coefficients. These relations can be substantially 

simplified via a linear transformation of the unknowns n 

taking 
x' V 

e. by 

Here 

=87. (6.152) 

(6 .153) 

are the displacements corresponding to a pole placed at point 0* 

with coordinates (o,o,Z); 

n**# n**, 0J* are the displacements and twisting angle corres¬ 
ponding to a pole placed at point 0** with coordinates (a, b, Z). 

In accordance with formulas (6.126), the coordinate functions 

—aj'sx'; 6)' = ÿ\ 
’x '» 

*(x - a) (y - *)’ -(* - an» - *)=(* - a) / ( y - *). 
(6.154) 

We will select point 0** so that the following orthogonality con¬ 

ditions are fulfilled: 

(6.155) 
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In this case, using (6.154), we can readily obtain 

(6.156) 

Taking (6.99), (6.152), (6.153) into account, we can easily estab¬ 

lish the following relations: 

(6.157) 

where E**, L** are determined by expressions (6.99) provided that for 

displacements in the direction of axes Ox, Oy, the pole is placed at 

the points with coordinates (a, b, 0) . 

Now, carrying out the substitution of variables in Eqs. (6.142), 

(6.144), in view of (6.156), we can readily obtain 

(6.158) 

where 

(6.159) 

It now becomes obvious that point O** (a, b, Z) is the flexural 

center of the cross section. The first two equations of system (6.158) 

represent the equilibrium conditions of the cut-off portion of the shell 

with respect to the displacements in the direction of the Ox, Oy axes. 

The third equation represents the equilibrium condition with respect to 

rotation about the Oz axis. Having eliminated the unknowns E**, E** 

from the third equation of system (6.158) with the aid of the first two 

equations, we arrive at the equilibrium condition of the cut-off portion 

of the shell with respect to rotation relative to the line of flexural 

centers. 
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CHAPTER VII 

SLIGHTLY OBLIQUE AND SLIGHTLY CONICAL SHELLS 

The present chapter deals with certain typical modifications of conical 

shells, for which the general resolvents can be substantially simplified on the 

basis of characteristic approximate relations. 

We will Introduce into consideration the parameter H,1.e., the height of 

a conical shell, representing the distance between the apex of the conical sur¬ 

face and the plane of the directrix : 

HaV1nx i7-1) o 

Choslng the origin of the fundamental system of Cartesian coordinates so 

that the Oz axis Is perpendicular to the plane of the directrix, we have from 
(1.12) 

• (ft’-'+tiW*)' 
(7.2) 

Using (7.2), from 1.11) we also find 

whence 

t * i y 
cos t — ~ * y' -,-. 

it Ig 

max I cos * |< JiL±M. 
(7.4) 

We will consider shells, the length of whose generatrices changes so little 

that 1n calculating the coefficients of the resolvents It can be assumed that 

ls - const. (7.5) 

Among such shells, It is useful to distinguish two main types. The first In¬ 

cludes shells characterized by the approximate relation 

(7.6) 



(7.7) 

In this ose, on the basis of (7.2) 

So that the following approximate relation results from (7.4) : 

VRsi 

2‘ (7.8) 

Shells satisfying relations (7.6) will be refferred to as slightly oblique 
shells. 

The second type of shells Is characterized by the approximate relation. 

7 1. 
" _ .. (7.9) 

Two cases are possible here. The first Is characterized by the fact that angle 

X Is close to tt/2. Included here are shells of marked conlclty, close to right 

circular ones. The second case Is characterized by the fact that the coordinate 

angle X can take values substantially different from tt/2. Included here are 

shells close to oblique cylindrical ones. Such shells will be referred to as obli¬ 

que slightly conical ones. 

SLIGHTLY CONICAL OBLIQUE SHELLS 

For slightly conical oblique shells, on the basis of (7.9), we assume that 

Is 

H “ k (7.10) 

where k Is some constant different form unity. 

In view of (7.10), the general expressions for the coordinate funct ons, cor¬ 

responding to the displacement of the contour Z » const as a solid, are somewhat 

simplified. We will confine ourselves here to the case In which the point of Inter- 



section of the Oz axis with the plane Z = const Is chosen as the pole, tr<i 

vectors nand 0 are expanded in an orthogonal basis coinciding with the basis of 

the fundamental system of Cartesian coordinates In the case of the fundamental 

static-geometric model, and with the basis defined by relations (3.241) in the 

case of a model with the contour Z * const nondeformable In Its plane. 

For the fundamental static geometric model, in view of (7.10) , we have 

from (2.21) : 

lim t Vi*, 

_ 
* 

1 »0 

l-f)1- 

-L ïâ. 
* H 

*$irr/(, sin /. 

1 
-r«K Xo ., * // un X 

Vo 
I 

k sin it sin X 

! 

k tm xt ( l —cos/«7*) 

I 
k tin Xi¡ Vo 

■*ocl8 lo 
1 -»oVo — -CoVii 
k // sin X 

(•»o/o 
I -»0*0 

ctg Xo—— + 
* Sin Xs »'» 

Vo xoVo— *6Vq 

! + // * sin X 

/ r, fimg ?!•», 

5 hih 
_i 
k sin x* Xci 

0 

1 

: l-f)-- 0 *oVt — Jfo»i 

1 

jipi: 

T... 

1 Jr.,v0 
-eg Xo- t,n X k sin xo 

JtQ *oUn xoVfi 

H *sin>Xo*inx 

1 -co*« + VoVt 
k sin Xo »in x 

( JÜJ, XnVo ~ J‘oVo 

(7.11) 
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For the model with the nondeformable contour, 1n view of (7.10), we have 

from (3.244) : 

1 Vi f ÍW| flm, Ti«, 

1 ’ll 

1 
ycigio--»,10** 1 

•in ï sin xo 

-«0 
Hi tin Xo tin x 

•in xo * sin x 

2 ÿoc,gï ttini g 
Vo 

1 

A tin Xu sin x 

3 « 
1 

tiinx 
0 

• c,g Xo ••iiVo — xtVo 

» »in x *° //*»inxo»lnx 

4 K)" * »1" I ^ 
0 

1 tlgtii 
T 

Ijq — ^Oíío 

H i tin xoa'n X 

9 (-v)- 
1 

* tin xotln x*0 
0 

cos Xo 

k »in J x* tin x + 

Xo 

+ H k »In1 Xo *ln X 

• (-v)- 
*1*0--«ÓVO 

•1" Id 

1 / *0*1) . \ 

* oin x \»¡n,x» + 1)911,11 

(7.12) 

In the resolvent system of ordinary differential equations of conical shells 

of arbitrary configuration (3.65), the relative 7 coordinate was chosen as the 

dependent variable. However, for slightly conical oblique shells, the absolute 

coordinate Z * 1 2. Is more convenient to use. In this case, we have 
o 

(/=!■*.6)- (7-l3> 

~ + i I —Îi/V'i--j-êiiV, 
*+« 

V 

( j = 7,8,.6 +n), (7.14) 
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where for the fundamental static-geometric model, the coefficients 

are determined by the expressions 

at,,mz ~*~br ÿ1 ri i'"-/!''-. ^v r 

+ +/.,+1.,) ri»/,, ,,+(.,-,1 sin /htiS -f 

g(l » V)_[ 

* »in ÏO / V i». 

‘!,lv ¡^•('',i*, + v('W*,+—tT+/*,+(«,)-! +/«,+(.,] 

+ +/.,-,+ »,m,| sin /ArfS, 

1+,.,+,., , v (+/,^+,^ + 

+ +/.,+/«,] I +;«,-,+i-,-,! sin/A rfS, 

(7.15) 

and for the model with the contour Z= const nondeformable in Its plane, by the 
expressions : 

a- /, =-- 
I 

* >m * sinz*4/5 ^ 

+ V|! Y V +/-,+.-,aFA 
1-+- . 1 

ã/( — (j'/ ^-—- +/-,+(-, + +/-,*,+i-,-,] sin/A </S, 

f/, = A sin +/-,+(-, i +/-,-,+1.,-, i'in/4(/5. 

( 

(7.16) 

The right-hand sides of Eqs. (7.13) are determined by expressions (3.88), 

(3.90) for the fundamental static-geometric model and by expressions (3.299), 

(3.301) for the model with the nondeformable contour. 

The right-hand sides of Eqs.(7.1|4) are determined by the expression 
I 
( 

2?1 



(j * 7, 8.6 + n ) (7.17) 

Resolvent Eqs. (7.13), (7.14), and expressions (7.15), (7.16) and (7.17) 

for their coefficients and right-hand sides also remain valid when the first six 

desired generalized displacements chosen are the canonical kinematic unknowns, 

which are the components of the displacement Z ■ const as a solid about a single 

pole coinciding with the apex of the conical surface. In this case, matrices 

of the coefficients of the resolvents, In view of (3.125), 

(3.135), (6.23) take the form 

(7.18) 

The coordinate functions corresponding to the canonical kinematic unknowns 

are represented In the general case by expressions (3.6). These expressions can 

be simplified somewhat by using (7.10). 

As a result of the change to canonical kinematic unknowns. In view of (7.18) 

resolvents (7.13), (7.14) assume the form 
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0--=7.8.6 1 «V Í7.20) 

Solving (7.19), as a system of algebraic equations for the unknowns 

(t_>) (1 = 1, 2, 3, ) and (1 = 4, 5, 6) then eliminating 

them from Eqs. (7.20), we arrive at a system of differential equations In the 

generalized displacements (1 ■ 7,8 . . . ., 6 + n), corresoondlng to the 

warplngs. These equations reduce to equations with constant coefficients w!‘3ri 

the thickness h of the shell Is Independent of the Z coordinate, and tne 

cross-sectional area of the elements of the longitudinal structure changes In 

accordance with the linear law 

A Fk (Z) « AFk (0) j 1 - Z j 

To 

Let us recall that In Eqs. (7.19), FJ (j * 1, 2, 3) constitute the components 

of an equivalent external load applied to the cut-off portion of the shell, and 

Pj (j *4,5,6) are the components of the moment of external forces with respect to 

the apex of the conical surface. 

7.2. SLIGHTLY OBLIQUE SHELLS 

For slightly oblique shells, in the relations represented in the preceding 

section. It 1s necessary to assume that 

]s = k = 1; X - -2— 
H ¿ 

( 7.21) 

Morewer, taking (7.7) Into consideration, we will neglect the quantities 

, yo in comparison with unity In the expressions for the coordinate functions, 
H H 
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This assumption has practically no effect on the magnitude of the coefficients 

of the resolvents if the origin of the fundamental system of Cartesian coordinates 

lies within the contour of the directrix. It is usually desirable to select the 

origin at the center of gravity of the contour of the directrix. Then the Oz 

axis coincides with the line of the centers of gravity of the section Z»const. 

If this line is perpendicular to the plane of the section Z»const, we are dealing 

with a slightly conical shell in the sense in which this is usually understood in the 

literature. The concept of major axes of Inertia is preserved in such shells, 

and the equations corresponding to bending are separated form the equations corres¬ 

ponding to torsion. In the general case, however, in slightly oblique shells, the 

line of centroids is inclined on the plane of the section Z "const, and bending 

is not separated from torsion. 

For slightly oblique shells, the difference between the fundamental static- 

geometric model and the model with a nondeformable contour Z*const practically 

vanishes. We therefore give preference to the former model as the simpler one. 

For coordinate functions corresponding to displacement of the contour Z»const 

as a solid, on the basis of (7.11) we obtain 

i »1 j »»> f 

1 »j 
*0 

~ 7/ 
-«■(* 

1 
1 

sin //, 

2 % 
Jfo 
H Vo 

i 

Zu 

r.* 
i 

mu /,» 
V'K t*> -n (*,'/" *u\) 

4 Kh 
i 

—— VO 
*»> To 

(•»¿Vo-JToviJf'RTo 
To 

.¡n’T,***0 

5 ('--?)•• 1 

sin Ko 
0 

cos y.o 

6 K)- 0 ■»oVo-JW s.ni()(^0i-VoVo) 

(7.22) 
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The differential resolvents in the case under consideration coincide in form 

with Eqs. (7.13), (7.14). Coefficients (7.15) of the resolvents take the form 

tin -„J'j'i I I V/i, ^ // ‘IS - 

I 2Ji j ± V •• - V/.- I 

/(• 4 

j 'l\. I rii{ j h t¡S, 

(7.23) 

The right-hand sides of Eqs. (7.13) are determined by expressions (3.80), (3.90). 

1he nght-hand sides of Eqs. (7.14) are determined by the expression 

(7.24) 
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Part Two. Analysis of Wing-Type Shells 

Chapter VIII. Analysis of a Wing Neglecting the Elasticity of Ribs 

This chapter deals with the analysis of wing-type shells of various configura¬ 

tions. Shells of straight and swept wing types as well as shells of low-aspect wing 

type are discussed. The calculations are based on resolvents obtained in Part One 

for the fundamental static-geometric model. In addition, equations obtained on the 

basis of a model with the contour Zaconst nondeformable In Its plane are discussed. 

This model corresponds to the case where the ribs are oriented parallel to the flow, 

while the fundamental static-geometric model, which assumes that the warping takes 

place along the generatrices, effectively corresponds to the case In which the Hbs 

are perpendicular to the generatrices. Comparative calculations show that the In¬ 

fluence of the rib orientation on the stressed state of the wing Is usually Insig¬ 

nificant. 

Given below are computational results Illustrating the range of wing configura¬ 

tions fitting the fundamental static-geometric model. The calculations, performed on 

a computer, starting with straight wings and ending with low-aspect wings, were per¬ 

formed In accordance wich a single universal program written for a conical shell of 

arbitrary configuration on the assumption that the thickness h of the shell and cross- 

sectional area of the elements of the longitudinal structure are variable, and It 

Is assumed 1n the general case that the shell thickness changes along two coordinates: 

h*h(Z, S). Coordinate functions 4>j[(S) of two types were analyzed: power functions 

(3.309) and plecewise-1Inear local functions (3.310). 

In addition, for shells of all the types considered, simplified analytical 

solutions are given, obtained by approximating the warping wich only one function. 

It was assumed that the shell thickness h was Independent of the Z coordinate, which 

made It possible to change from equations with variable coefficients to equations 

with constant ones. On the btsls of an analysis of experimental data on shells of 

swept and low-aspect wing types, a single approximating function Is proposed which 

gives satisfactory results for shells of these types in the majority of cases. 
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8.1. Straight-Wing Type Shells 

1. Shells of Constant Cross Section 

The resolvents and other relations necessary for the analysis of a right cylln- 

drlcal shell of constant cross section (Figure 8.1) were obtained In Section 6.4 from 

genera, expressions for a conical shell of arbitrary configuration.* 

We will use numerical examples to analyze the character of the convergence of 

expansions corresponding to warping of the cross section. We will consider expansions 

m powerful functions as well as plecewlse-1Inear local coordinate functions. 

We superpose the Oz axis on the neutral axis of the cross section. Since for 

the moments of inertia with respect to the principal central axes of the cross section 

of any wing, the following relation is typical: 

then, as the neutral axis for any loads typical of wings, we can take with a high 

degree of accuracy the principal central axis with respect to which the moment of 
inertia 1-1.. 

The preliminary position of the neutral axis, having thus been established, it 

is permissible to assume that the displacements corresponding to the warping change 

linearly with the height, since the height of the cross section is considerably 

'--"ler than the chord. In this connection, instead of (3.309), one should select 

as the coordinate power functions 

(*-=1.2.a), 
(8.2) 

thus reducing the total number of generalized displacements retained. The assumption 

Structures*,SHoscow,00bSrongl2,*?960?S °f St™gth *"*'*'* °f Ca,ss°" 



Of linearity of warping along the height of the cross section permits one to reduce 

the number of terms retained in the case of piecewise-11near local coordinate func 

tions as well. Choosing paired points with the same abscissa xk as the nodes on the 

upper and lower portions of the cross-sectional contour of the wing, by using the 
relation 

where y¡¿, yj are the ordinates of the upper and lower kth node, we can cut the number 

of generalized displacements corresponding to warping by exactly one-half. 

The number of generalized displacements determining the displacements of the 

cross section as a solid is equal to six, which corresponds to six equilibrium condi¬ 

tions of the cut-off portion of the shell. However, In some cases, the number of 

generalized displacements Ui retained can be reduced. For example, for sections 

symmetric about the Ox axis, in bending and torsion of the wing, of the six gener¬ 

alized displacements 2.6), only three, n. ex, e2, can be retained. 

Moreover, the equilibrium equations corresponding to the generalized displacements 

V V ey will be fulfilled Identically. 

Given below are results of comparative bending and torsion calculations for 

right caissons of rectangular cross section for the two variants of geometric di¬ 

mensions shown in Figure 8.2. 

Figure 8.3 shows diagrams of the coordinate functions *1n corresponding 

to the displacement of the section as a solid In bending and torsion. 

The diagrams of the coordinate power functions <J>,[, corresponding to warping of 

the cross section, are shown In Figure 8.4. Power functions whose diagrams are sym¬ 

metric about the Oy axis pertain to bending; functions with diagrams Inversely sym¬ 

metric about the Oy axis correspond to torsion. 
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Figure 8.1. Straight 
cylindrical shell. 

Figure 8.2. Straight calssosi of constant 
rectangular cross section. 

Diagrams of piecewise-1inear local coordinate functions are given in 

Figure 8.5. These functions pertain equally to torsion and bending. In the latter 

case, in view of the obvious linear relation 

(8.4) 

any one of n local coordinate functions corresponding to the decomposition of the 

contour along its width into n pairs of nodes should be discarded. 

Figures 8.6-8.8 show the results of analysis of caissons I and II for different 

numbers n of retained coordinate functions (»¿(S). The following notation is used: 

n* - index of the last of the power coordinate functions ({»J; in torsion, 

n* is odd: xy, x3y, .... xn*y); 

! 
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Figure 8.3. Coordinate functions cor¬ 
responding to the law of plane sections. 

Figure 8.4. Power coordinate 
functions. 

Figure 8.5. Local coor¬ 
dinate functions. 
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Figure 8.6. Distribution of normal 
stresses in bending of caissons I 
and II. 

n** - is the number of retained local coordinate functions <j>J when the cross 

section is divided along its width into n**+l pairs of nodes in bending, 
and n** pairs of nodes in torsion. 

As an illustration, Figures 8.10 and 8.11 show the results of calculations of 

a snel1 of straight wing type I (Figure 8.9) acted on by an air load. 
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Figure 8.7. Distribution of normal and 
tangential stresses In torsion of caisson 
I • 

2. Shells of Variable Cross Section 

In the general case, when the line of centroids of the cross sections Is not 
perpendicular to the edge, we are dealing with slightly oblique shells. The resol¬ 
vents and other relations necessary for analyzing such shells were obtained from 
general expressions for a conical shell of arbitrary configuration In Section 7.2. 
If the line of.centroids Is perpendicular to the edge, then, as already noted, we 
are dealing with a slightly conical shell In the generally accepted sense of this 
term. 



Figure 8.8. Distribution of normal and 
tangential stresses in torsion of caisson 
II. 

We will use numerical examples to analyze the convergence of the expansions 

corresponding to warping of the cross section. Let us agoin consider expansions 

in power as well as local piecewise-linear coordinate functions as in Subsection 1. 

Given below are results of comparative bending and torsion analyses of caissons 

of variable rectangular cross section for the two variants of geometric dimensions 

shown in Figure 8.12. These caissons should obviously be regarded as slightly conical 

straight ones. For such boxes, superposing the oz axis on the lines of centroids of 

the cross sections, we have 
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Figure 8.9. Wings with symmetric 
curve contour. Key: 1) View A. 2) 
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Figure 8.10. Normal stresses In 
a straight wing with a curved 
contour. Key: 1) law of plane 
sections. 
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Figure 8.11. Tangential stresses 
ln the skin and walls of a straight 
wing with a curved contour. Key: 
1) law of plane sections. 
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Figure 8.12. Slightly conical straight 
caisson of rectangular cross section. 
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) 

/•=f* (8.5) 

as a consequence of which coordinate functions (7.22), corresponding to the dis¬ 

placement of the cross section as a solid, are considerably simplified. Superposing 

V»,«, ” 'Plx'l, 

, f'ly'«» 

y 

Figure 8.13. Coordinate func¬ 
tions corresponding to the law 
of plane sections. 

Figure 8.14. Distribution of normal and 
tangential stresses in bending of caisson 
I. 
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Figure 8.15. Distribution of normal and 
tangential stresses In bending of caisson 

the Ox axis on the neutral side of the cross section, in the case at hand, as 1n 

the preceding case, we should retain the two generalized displacements n , e in 

bending and one ez in torsion. The diagrams of the corresponding coordinate^unc- 

tions are shown in Figure 8.13. The diagrams of the coordinate functions <J(S) 

corresponding to warpings of the contour of the cross section coincide with the 

analogous diagrams for a shell of constant cress section pictured In Figures 8 4 
nad 8.5. 

Figures 8.14-8.17 show the results of calculations for bending and torsion 

of caissons I and II for different numbers n of retained coordinate functions 4,’(S). 

Figures 8.18-8.21 illustrate the results of analysis for the action of an air 

load on slightly conical and slightly oblique shells of straight wing types II and 
III (see Figure 8.9). 

For the shells discussed in Subsections 1 and 2, we will give simplified analy¬ 

tical solutions by approximating the warping of the cross section by a single func¬ 

tion in the case of bending as well as in the case of torsion. 



Figure 8.16. Distribution of normal and 
tangential stresses in torsion of caisson 
I. 

3. Simplified Analysis of Shells of Constant Cross Section 

We superimpose the Ox, Oy axes on the principal central axes of the cross sec¬ 

tion. Assuming that the external load on the wing is represented by normal pressure 

distributed in accordance with an arbitrary law, we will retain the generalized dis¬ 

placements nw. 6 , 6 corresponding to bending in the yOz plane and to torsion, and 

also the two generalized displacements w,, w«, which determine the corresponding 

warpings. As the coordinate functions <|>](S), ^(S), equally suited for shells with 
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.... 

Figure 8.17. Distribution of nonnal 
and tangential stresses in torsion of 
caisson II. 

different outlines of the cross-sectional profile, it is natural to take the first 
even function and odd function with respect to the x coordinate of the system of 
power coordinate functions (8.2): 

( 

r! ,,V) .,- V ,9 

V115|- a - Si ,v ¡.Ç; 

Reproduced from 
best available copy. 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 
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Figure 8.18. Normal stresses In a 
slightly conical straight wing with 
a curved contour. Key: 1) law of 
plane sections. 

These functions together with the coordinate function <frexmz(S)«y(S) determine the 

longitudinal displacements of the cross section. However, it is more convenient 

to choose the coordinate functions <j)j and ^ so that they are orthogonal to one 

another and to all the coordinate functions corresponding to displacements 

of the cross section as a solid. For this purpose, considering (6.126), we take 

t V* 1-*,„*+*,. 
f¡=^y rV-v ! 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 
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Figure 3.19. Tangential stresses 
In the skin and webs of a slightly 
conical straight wing with a 
curved contour. 

where, from orthogonality conditions 

j x?\hdS - j y?'tlnlS ^ j ‘ h dS — () {k 1.2), 

= 0. 

the orthogonalIzation coefficients are Jetenmined by the formulas 
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Figure 8.20. Normal stresses In a 
slightly oblique wing with a curved 
contour. Key: 1) law of plane sec¬ 
tions. 
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(8.11) 

Formulas (8.11) are applicable to a single- and multlclosed cross section of * 

arbitrary configuration. If the shell Is reinforced with a longitudinal structure, 

the quadratures In (8.11) should be understood In the sense of Stieltjes Integrals, 

assuming In accordance with (6.133) that the finite measures (l-v2)AFk are concen- * 

trated at the points of the cross sectional contour. 
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Figure 8.21. Tangential stresses 
In the skin and walls of a slightly 
oblique wing with a curved contour. 

Resolvents In the desired generalized displacements ny, 6X, 0Z, w^, w2 are 

readily obtained from general canonical relations (6.145)-(6.151). For wing type 

shells, these relations are substantially simplified 1f It Is assumed In accordance 

with (8.1) that for any external load typica) for a wing 

\ 

(8.12) 

On the basis of (8.12), it follows from impression (6.146) that 

k^Sr.O, S' sz 0; ¿ i»0. r (8.13) 



(8.14) 

In view of (8.13), we have from (6.149), (6.150) 

Taking (8.14) into account, we also find from (6.146), (6.147) 

(8.15) 

It is easy to see that relations (8.13)-(8.15) become exact for wings with a 

profile symmetric about the Ox axis. 

Considering relations (8.13), (8.14), we have from (6.147), (6.148) 

*»»LC I, <• \ 
1 
ï (8.16) 

(8.17) 

From (6.151), in view of orthogonality conditions (8.10), we also find 

1 —V 

1 701, M,. (8.18) 

Expressions (8.16)-(8.18) represent the equilibrium conditions of the cut-off 

portion of the shell as a solid. On the basis of orthogonality conditions (8.10) 

and relation (8.12), equilibrium conditions (6.145) corresponding to warping of 

the section of the shell take the form 

* 
- '*>,1S,-*•/•',+V*/-e- 2 . «. 

Iml <1 

(8.19) 

Eliminating from Eqs. (8.19) the components of the law of plane sections 

and 0Z with the aid of (8.16), (8.17), we can readily obtain 
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-*•'■%;+(l--£**)■$- u-7.» (8.20) 

Expressions (8.20) represent a system of two simultaneous equations In flexural 

warping Wl and torsional warping w2. This system decomposes only when the cross 

section is synmetric about both the Ox axis and the Oy axis. We write Eqs. (8.20) 
in the form 

« 

2Sc/V“'-‘ = *)-i (/= 7. 8). 
1-7 

where 

c" ' «// if/' + ^( /• *«-*«<) 

(8.21) 

(8.22) 

The characteristic equation of system (8.21) has the form 

where 

5.7,. - ± |/^r [c'„+c . I ' (r;7 - c;)=+4*1,4 

(8.23) 

(8.24) 

•?(Z)=-Clt>*'- -f-Cjp"**7 i c e~>,¿ 

where +C,.-«,++0,,-..1, (8.25) 

■ riK- y(^-d; 14c;,r;,]. 

« j -1 [d-C 

(8.26) 

I 
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The general solution of the homogeneous system corresponding to (8.21) is readily 
seen to have the form J 
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A particular solution of system (8.21), the method of variation of arbitrary 

constants being used, will be represented in the form 

/ 

r. 

+ -( -n</: (8.27) 

+ f - \ ptfw] sh*,(Z- Vdt\. where 
‘ i. 

(2.28) 

Introducing the general solution of system (8.21) in the form 

into the right-hand sides of (8.16) and (8.17), and also using expressions (8.18) 

and (6.99), one can easily find all the components of the law of plane sections. 

At the same time, it should be remembered that in the expression 

the function r)y(Z) constitutes the displacement, in the direction of the axis, of 

a point rigidly bound to the cross section Z»const and coinciding up to the deform¬ 

ation with the origin of the fundamental system of Cartesian coordinates. 

Let nJ(Z) be the vertical displacement of the point of intersection of the 

cross sectional plane with the Oz axis. It is easy to see that 

(8.30) 

« 
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In view of (8.30), we obtain from (8.29) 

h n;' i i,. 
(8.31) 

Using (8.31), instead of the function n (Z) we find the function n*(Z), which con¬ 

stitutes the ordinary deflection of the wing axis. V 

We have considered a simplified solution for a cross section of general tvpe 

It should be noted that this solution will be more rigorous for shells with a -icsv 

section symmetric about ‘he Ox axis. In this case, the equilibrium conditions'of 
the cut-off portion 

(8.32) 

are -u filled identically if the external load is such that 

V. W „ =-0. 
(8.33) 

jtnctly speaking, however, in the general case, equilibrium conditions (8.32) are 

not fulfilled. However, for the cross sections of wings and at -typical loads for 

the latter, this imbalance is slight and has practically no effect on the results. 

Let us now consider the case in which the cross section is synmetrtc about both 

the Ox axis and the Oy axis. It is easy to see that as a result of symmetry we have 

5* = 0, 
¥ ' 

V.-1 -<». 

V/-1 o. 
^Tn " 0. 

(8.34) 

In the case under consideration, the approximating functions represented by general 
expressions (8.8), (8.9), (8.11) are a 
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t|l5) ^x(S)y(S). 

In view of (8.34), system (8.20) takes the form 

Kence 

where 

a**. 

= ( Q,(s)sh*,lZ- -IW, 

i. 

-, (Z)=c,r».' -f T ~-^r ■ [ y»f, (() sh *, (z - 

'•'1 /¿('“::7F^) 

find 

In view of (8.34), relations (8.16), (8.17) become 

(ï- 
Integrating relations (8.18), (8.39) and taking (8.31) Into 

/ 
i.iZi-VOl f 4~vi- f4/,U)</!. 

ò 
/ 

n;(Z)*»i;(0i-»r(0)Z4Í.\[-rl-Q,(t)- 
0 1 *" 

f / 

/ / 
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(8.35) 

(8.36) 

(8.37) 

(8.38) 

(8.39) 

consideration, we 

(8.40) 



It follows from expressions (8.37) and (8.40; that for shells with a cro s 

section symmetric about the Ox and Oy axes, bending becomes separate from torsion. 

Let us consider a shell with a rectangular cross section (see Figure 8.2). 

Computing the quadratures, in view of (8.35), we can readily obtain 

;• <•AV; 

Introducing the values of coefficients (8.41) into general expressions (8.37), 

^.40), we can further obtain all the necessary formulas describing the stressed 

and strained state of the shell. Some results corresponding tc these formulas are 

hewn in Figures 8.6-8.8 in the form of curves for n*=2 for bending and n*sl for 

tension. The calculations show that for straight wings, as a first approxima¬ 

tion, only the torsional warping can oe considered. In this connection, it appears 

.iseful to write the solution for a stmnnt-wing type shell with an arbitrary pro¬ 

file, retaining only one approximating puwer function (8.8) corresponding to torsion 

-)),0 I 

_L 

—
 



We obtain for this case 

*w*» - O; -f auu" - cMw=0. 

(8.42) 

(8.43) 

Excluding ry and from Eq. (8.43), we obtain 

(8.44) 

(8.45) 

From (8.44) we get 

For the warping obtained w(Z), the components of the 

0x<Z>’ r'y(^)» e2(Z) are determined by expressions (8.40). 

(8.46) 

law of plane sections 

The general solutions obtained for the differential resolvents contain ari.1- 
trary constants subject to determination from the boundary conditions on the ends. 

If the displacements or the external load on the ends are given, the boundary 
conditions are correspondingly formulated In the form of equality, on the ends of 

t e shell, of the generalized displacements or generalized forces (corresponding 
to the arplngs) and the specified ones. 

If an end of the shell is elastically fastened to the end of another shell 
he boundary conditions are formulated In the form of equality on this end of the 

generalized displacements and the generalized forces for both shells. 
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4. Simplified Analysis o* Shells of Variable Cross Section 

Let us consider a shell with a cross section symmetrical about both the Ox 

axis and the Oy axis (Figure 8.22). In this case, the line of centroids is per¬ 

pendicular to the olanes of the ends, so that such a shell according to the term¬ 

inology adopted above is a slightly conical straight shell. Shells with a cross- 

sectional profile asymmetric about the Oy avis generally belong to the class of 

slightly oblique shells and will be discussed in the next section. 

Figure 8.22. Slightly 
conical caisson with 
two axes of symmetry. 

Ml the relations necessary for the analysis of a slightly conical straight 

shell can be readily obtained from more general relations for slightly oblique 

shells, given In Section 7.2, by setting xO-rr/2. 

The coordinate functions corresponding to the law of plane sections, in the 

case of bending in the vertical plane and torsion, will be 

/ V, 

' 

Ÿi«»* J 

2 I» 
fs. j - 77 j »0 

i 

4 h-i-k 
\ /J ■ 

' 

»0 1 o 
i 

0 

b 

!_ 

7 \ i 1.. 
(1 - TTr' 1 ° ¡ '00,- 1 1 

'0*0 + Mo 

(8.47) 
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The approximating functions corresponding to bending and torsion, as In the 

case of a shell of constant cross section, will be specified as In (8.35): 

?¡(S) kuy,(S). 

« i dS 

(8.48) 

(8.49) 

Moreover, for the coefficients of differential resolvents, from (7.23) and taking 

the symmetry of the cross section Into account, we will have 

2 /, 
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2;, -• 

_?_ í¿_ 
l-v « 

«M — 0 2„-o 2,-o 

2.- 7 '• *** rr; Tr --ré;'. 2W - o 2|7 ” o 2,,-0 
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2,, »o 2„-o 2„ o 
2,, *- 

2m - 0 

2,;-0 2,,-0 2,,-0 2„-o 
2» = 

”¡4;'] (*l)’"s 

(OSj 

*„-o 2» - f'„ »V o *77- V »«(»!)'*« 2»-o 

*4, == 0 »44-0 »'„ - 0 »14 U 

2», — o 6r4 ^ 0 
. /: 
*""77 »,;, - 0 *,j - f (*o#o-¿aHrilX 

x(tJ)a-« 
2„-o »74 ■= 0 1 »7,-0 2,, — o *„-o 

*M ^ 0 1 ï* - 0 »„-o j 4-0 

(T5T) 
0 «7« « j (»!) #0*" 7,(-0 7,7 = ^ (t¡) **rfs 7,,-0 

«„-o 4-0 x 

X(4rn»¿-4r¿v«)*« 
7,,-0 7»*= ^(tj) 

(8.50) 

(8.51) 

(8.52) 
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On the basis of (8.51) and (8.52), we have 

(8.65) 

Using relations (8.65), we can reduce Eqs. (8.60)-(8.64) to the form 

(8.66) 

/! 

where 

(8.67) 

(8.68) 

The systems of Eqs. (8.66), (8.67) are easily Integrated. Eliminating the un¬ 

known from the first and third equations of system (8.66), and the difference 

vèz - Ve2 from system (8.67), we have 

It is of Interest to compare Eqs. (8.69) and (8.70) with analogous Eqs. (8.36) 

f°r a stra19*>t shell. These equations are 1n tact Identical when the transverse 

force Qy Is replaced by the quantity QJ-Qy + Mx/H. It Is easy to see that Q*H Is 

the moment of the external forces, applied to the cut-off portion of the shell, 

about the cone apex. 

From (8.69) and (8.70), we have 
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twe, 
í. 
/ 

' z. 

where 

*,==// 

■" |/íR^t^-V 
/:h (-^V 

It is now easy to determine the components of the law of plane sections, 

twu equations of system (8.66), in view of (8.68), we have 

<?» + ¿ M, 

(8.73) 

whence, eliminating Iy, we obtain 

V — V _ *»» H M‘ 
v', =7+--.-—ï-( i — v)// - 

»* 20/, 

/M, 

(8.74) 

Integrating (8.74), we find 

t 

(OJe'i-W 
,/ *• rV* 

(0- 
o'-* *V 

•n v,// 
(8.75) 

From the first equation of system (8.73), in view of (8.68), we have 

(8.76) 

whence, in view of (8.75), 

I 
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^»(0+ " 

(8.77) 

From the first equation of system (8.67), we find 

I 

(8.78) 

We have thus obtained the general solution (8.71), (8.75), (8.77), (8.78) of 
the system of differential resolvents (8.53)-(8.57). Now, satisfying the boundary 
conditions, we can obtain the working formulas for the various cases of fixing and 
loading. 

If the shell has a rectangular cross section, all the coefficients of the re¬ 
solvents are determined by expressions (8.41), where d1, d2 are the dimensions of 
the end cross «action Z*0. Some results for this case are given In Figures 8.14- 
8.17 In the form of curves for n*«2 for bending and n**l for torsion. 

8.2. Swept-WIng Type Shells 

1. Shells of Constant Cross Section 

The resolvents and other relations necessary for the analysis of an oblique cy¬ 
lindrical shell of constant cross section (Figure 6.1) were obtained In Chapter VI 
from general expressions for a conical shell of arbitrary configuration.* 

■ •••■i—mu icu «irtrart airuciures. noscow, uooronglz, 1957. 
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We will use numerical examples to analyze the character of convegence of the 

expansions corresponding to warping of the contour Z=const. As in the preceding 

section, we will consider expansions in power functions as well as plecewise- 

11 near local coordinate functions. 

We superpose the Ox axis on the neutral axis of the cross section. As we know, 

the stressed state of the cantilever portion of a swept wing type shell with the ex¬ 

ception of a region adjacent to the root triangle Is identical to the stressed stáv 

of a straight wing. Therefore, on the basis of relation (8.1), characteristic o* 

wings, the major axis of inertia of the cross section, about which the amount jf 

inertia Ix will be minimum, can be taken with a high degree of accuracy as the 

neutral axis for any loads typical of wings. 

A specific feature of oblique shells of swept-wing type consists in the ^act 

that tor my load characteristic o* wings, both a bending moment and a twisting 

moment are set up in the section Z»const. Therefore, in such shells, bending is 

always associated with torsion, so that strictly speaking, the concept of the 

rigidity axis of the wing has no meaning. In this connection, in analyzing a swept 

wing on the basis of the six generalized displacements corresponding to the dis¬ 

placement of the contour Z3const as a solid body, it is necessary to retain n , 9 , 

02, by ad iny to them the three remaining ones nz, nx, 0y in the case of an asym¬ 

metric profile, and also when the external load does not meet conditions (8.33). 

As the coordinate functions corresponding to warpings of the contour Z^const, 

one can obviously select power function (3.309) as well as piecewise-1Inear local 

'unctions (3.310). Moreover, in selecting the Ox axis in the above-indicated manner, 

we will specify the power coordinate functions in the form (8.2), and the piecewise- 

Hnear functions, so that they satisfy condition (8.3). 

Given below are the results of comparative analyses of swept caissons of rec¬ 

tangular cross section (Figure 8.23) with different sweep angles for the action of 

a force Qy and moment Mz, applied to the end Z^. The calculations were carried 

out according to a universal program written for a conical shell of arbitrary con¬ 

figuration on the basis of the fundamental static-geometric model. 



Figure 8.24 shows curves of coordinate functions <Hmz. <Hnz corresponding to 

the displacement of the section Z=const as a solid body In bending and torsion. 

The diagrams of the power and plecewlse-1inear local coordinate functions ¢[($) 

for the case at hand coincide with the diagrams of the coordinate functions ¢([(5) 

for a straight caisson, as shown In Figures 8.4 and 8.5. 

Figure 8.23. Swept caisson of 
constant rectangular cross 
section. 

Figure 8.25 shows diagrams of generalized coordinates of the stressed state ¢, 

¢1 corresponding to displacements of the contour Z«const as a solid body and to Its 

warplngs. 

Figures 8.26-8.29 show the results of calculations of swept caissons. Illus¬ 

trated in Figure 8.23, for different numbers n of retained coordinate functions ¢1(5). 
1 * 

Here, as before, n* Is the number of retained power functions ¢^ n** is the number 

of retained local functions ¢1. 

As an illustration, Figure 8.30 shows the results of analysis of a shell of 

swept-wlng type IV (see Figure 8.9) for the action of an air load. 

Figures 8.31 and 8.32 compare the results of the analysis with experimental data 

known from the literature. 
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2. Shells of Variable Cross Section 

The resolvents and other relations necessary for the analysis of a slightly 

conical oblique shell of variable cross section are given in Section 7.1. We will 

analyze the character of convergence of the expansions corresponding to warping of 

the contour Z*const by using numerical examples. Again, we will consider expansions 

in power functions as well as local coordinate functions, as in Subsection 1. 

Given below are results of comparative analyses of slightly conical swept caissons 

of rectangular cross section (Figure 8.33) with different sweep angles for the 

action of force 0y and moment Mz, applied at the end section 2=7^. As in ail ^e 

preceding subsections, the calculations were carried out according to the univer¬ 

sal program for a conical shell of arbitrary configuration. 

Figure 8.24. Coordinate functions 
corresponding to the law of plane 
sections. 

Superposing the Ox axis on the neutral axis of the cross section, we must, now, 

as in the preceding case, retain the three generalized displacements n . 9 , 9Z 

curr.sponi'ing to displacement of the contour Z=const as a solid body. Diagrams of 

tne corresponding coordinate functions, plotted by considering the assumptions re- 

Icitd to the slight, coni city, are shown in Figure 8.34. Diagrams of the power and 

.ccal coordinate functions ¢^, as before, coincide with the analogous diagrams for 

a straight caissor, snown in Figures 8 4 and 8.5. Diagrams of generalized coordin- 

ites of the stressed state v, , plotted by considering the assumptions related to 

slignt comcity, are shown in Figure 8.35. 
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Figure 8.25. Generalized coordin¬ 
ates of stressed state, corresponding 
to the law of plane sections. 
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Figure 8.26. Distribution of 
normal stresses in a swept cals 
son. (x0=30°) 
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Figure 8.27. Distribution of tangential 
stresses In a swept caisson. (x0»30°) 

Figures 8.36-3.39 give the results of analyses of slightly conical swept 

caissons shown in Figure 8.33 for different numbers of retained coordinate func¬ 
tions 

Figure 8.40 Illustrates the results of analyses of a shell of swept wing typ 

V (see Figure 8.9) for the action of an air load. 

i. Simplified Analysis of Shells of Constant Cross Section with Ribs Per¬ 

pendicular to the Generatrices 

Let a load applied to the surface of the shell be represented by a normal pres- 

swe distributed in accordance with an arbitrary law. In addition, sane system of 

external forces can be applied to the end 2=2,. As was noted above, in a swept wing, 

it any load, bending is associated with torsion. In this connection, in approxim¬ 

ating the warping of the section 2.const by only one function, we must give prefer¬ 

ence to function j2{S), determined by expression (8.8), which corresponds to torsion, 

'ince. as we have ascertained on the example of straight shells, torsional warping 

.-0. not-too-short Shells prevails over flexural warping. Thus, by superposing the 

X and Oy axes on the principal central axes of the cross section, we will retain 

our generalized displacements: ny. ex, ty w. He will examine shells with 
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Figure 8.28. Distribution of 
normal stresses in sections of 
swept caissons at different 
sweep angles (n***7). 

synmetric profiles, and also shells similar enough so that the quadratures in the 

coefficients of differential resolvents, which become exactly zero for a symmetric 

profile, can be assumed equal to zero without any significant errors in the final 

result. 

The resolvent equations in the desired generalized displacements can be readily 

obtained from general canonical relations (6.106)-(6.108). 
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Figure 8.29. Distribution of normal 
stresses in a swept caisson (x0*30o) 
acted on by a twisting moment. 

figure 8.30. Distribution of mrmal and tan¬ 
gential stresses in a wept wing with curved 
contour (n**=7). 
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Figure 8.31. Comparison of results of cal¬ 
culation with A.F. Feofanov's experiment. 
Key: 1) kgs/cm2, 2) calculated, 3) experi¬ 
mental, 4) kgs, 5) cm. 

Figure 8.32. Comparison of calculated 
and experimental results. Key: 1) kgs, 
2) kgs/cm2, 3) upper panel, 4) lower 
panel, 5) calculated, 6) experimental. 
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Figure 8.33. Slightly conical oblique 
caisson of rectangular cross section. 
Key: 1 ) view A, ?.) cm. 
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Figure 8.34. Coordinate functions 
corresponding to the law of plane 
sections. 

Expanding expressions (6.15) and (6.16), we obtain with the aid of formulas 
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(8.79) 

(8.80) 

Taking (8.79), (8.80) into account, and assuming that the contour Zsconst is 

synmetric about the Ox axis, we find from (6.26) 

B., 

Cm 

Bm I 0 Buu 

(8.81) 

(8.82) 

(8.83) 
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of stressed state, corresponding to 
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Æ. 

u 1s now easy to expand matrix equations (6.136)-(6.108). We obtain a system 

of foui differential equations in the canonical unknowns E . 6 . 0 w 
y X z * 

y - ‘ ; ‘ , 1 . 

‘ ‘ U • ^47°1 

ll 

Í/ 
AÎ, J“*l 1 It:"' ■ 7 . il 

/; I /» .* j:4o I y- or /»4Î», . .r r.r.*- o. 

(8.85) 

(8.86) 

~) C. •y 
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section Z*const, in axes passing through point (0,0,Z) parallel to the axes of the 
fundamental system of Cartesian coordinates. 

In view of relation (8.1), the remaining equations for a load typical of wings 

are in fact satisfied identically. Let us recall that in Eqs. (8.85) and (8.86), the 
quantity is determined by the expression 

■ n - /6'.. 
(8.87) 
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Figure 8.37. Distribution of 
tangential stresses in a slightly 
conical swept caisson (x0=30°) 
loaded by force Qy. 

Figure 8.38. Normal stresses in sections of 
slightly conical swept caissons loaded by 
force 0 at different sweep angles (n**=7). 

ny(Z) is the displacement i' the direction of the Oy axis of the pole rigidly 

bound to the contour Z=const and coincidino up to tne deformation with the origin 

of the fundamental system of Cartesian coordinates; 0x(Z) is the angle of rotation 

of .ne section Z=const as a solid about the fixed axis Ox of the fundamental system 

of Cartesian coordinates. 
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Figure 8.39. Distribution of normal 
stresses In a slightly conical swept 
caisson (x0*30°) loaded by -ornent Mz. 

Figure 8.40. Distribution of normal and tangen¬ 
tial stresses in slightly conical swept wing 
with curved contour. Key: 1) view A. 

Canonical system (8.85) is algebraic with respect to the unknowns Z , e', 9'. 

Solving this system, then eliminating Ey, E', 0¿, ©J, ©', Q» from Eqs. (8.86) with 

the aid of the expressions obtained, we arrive, as was shown In Section 6.4, at a 

resolvent of the form 



•'—km—F (Z). 
(8.88) 

Having determined W-j, we can also readily find all the components of the law of plane 

sections. 

To simplify the operations, let us consider a section symmetric about both the 

Ox and the Oy axes. In this case. In accordance with formulas (8.11) 

“ *iî m » At, * O, 
(8.89) 

so that we have from (8.8) 

?»(S)-x(S)y(S). 
(8.90) 

In view of (8.90), taking (8.79) and (8.80) Into consideration, we have from 

(6.26) 

(8.91) 

so that the canonical sjstem of resolvents (8.85), (8.86) assumes the form 

-V; 
From (8.92) we have 

where 

s — 0»— 
ilfi 

ik — ît. 4- ti. a 
'tO â O â 

ikxÜL .ííl-f ii., 
* A O ' â O ~ k 

^ = ãj,, Ajt^Am^íí —«44^*- 

(8.92) 

(8.93) 

(8.94) 

(8.95) 
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Eliminating the unknowns £'. e', e' from (8.93), we obuin with the aid of 
(8.94) 

where 
*T7à 

•i*«n 

(8.96) 

(8.97) 

(8.98) 

Integrating Eq. (8.96), we find 

-(Z)-C,í«+C^-«-Al ?ti2LrtikZ+ 

(8.99) 

Considering (8.99) and (8.31), we represent the components of the law of plane 
sections, determined by Eqs. (8.94), In the form 

o 4 jf 

'.(«-'.('I +1(-41 ^+ 4-(-(1)01. 

n;(Z)“n;(0) -1,(0)7- f M _ 

*« ^4(0 
A 

^]rf(-^f«(Orf.)Ä.;tth(z,_.(0)). 

(8.100) 

Expressions (8.99) and (8.100) represent the general solution of the system of 

differential resolvents for a section symnetrlc about the Ox and Oy axes. As an 

example, let us consider a swept caisson of rectangular cross section (see Figure 

8.23). The coefficients of the differential resolvents entering Into general ex- 
pressions (8.99) and (8.100) 
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Computing the quadratures (8.101)-(8.103) on the contour of the 
ion, we find 
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(8.104) 
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Let the normal pressure on the surface of the caisson be absent, and the load 

on the end Z-Z^l be reduced to the vertical force Py and moments M and H about the 

Ox and Oz axes respectively. In this case 

(8.106) 

In view of (8.104), (8.106), general expressions (8.99), (8.100) take the form 

•,(¿)=».(0)+-¡- ic.«"- »)—c,(<r-“-i)l+ (8.107) 

It follows from expressions (8.107) that in an oblique cylindrical shell, bending 

is Inseparably connected with torsion. This always takes place regardless )f the 

boundary conditions, since the expressions for angles Qx and 0Z explicityly contain 

both the bending and twisting moments. 

Expressions (8.107) are simplified substantially if in calculating the coefficients 

(8.101)-(8.103) of the differential resolvents, the mutual influence of strains emz 

and enz is neglected in the expression for the potential energy. In this case, only 

the coefficient a46, which takes the value 

-½=/c*tr rn- ÍS.108) 



undergoes a change. 

form 
In view of (8.1O8), after some transformations, expressions (8.107) take the 

Her® 

«.(Z) = C,^ + CV-K +clK/. r ctg« -ÍÍ- 0/., 
1 - vJ t. 

(O)-f Actg/„~- J)]4- 
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(8.109) 

(8.i’ j 

(8.111) 

(8.112) 

(8.113) 

(8.114) 

(8.115) 

Let the end Z*0 be completely fixed. In this case, in expressions (8.110)-(8.113 

t is necessary to set 

1^(0)^8,(0)=8,(0)-- 0. 

(8.115) 

Fron expression (8.109), setting w(0)=0, we find 

C, LCt - Ctg /, .. M-rs r,K, — 
F. 

I - V 
/, 

01., (8.117) 

Relations (8.116) and (8.117) represent the kinematic boundary conditions on the 

und Z*0. On the end Z*l, static boundary conditions take place, and with respect to 

tnf- resolvent and the net moment of the external forces applied at this end, these 
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conditions are already satisfied when the resolvents are derived. It Is therefore 

necessary to satisfy only the boundary conditions with respect to the generalized 

force Pw by setting 

^.(0==o. 
(8.118) 

Expanding conditions (8.118), In view of (6.32), (8.91), (8.104) and also (6.8), 

(8.16) and (8.79), we obtain 

(8.119) 

whence on the basis of (8.109) we find 

rb'' 
(8.120) 

Solving Eqs. (8.117), (8.120) for arbitrary constants C.| and C2, we obtain 

(8.121) 

where M^M-P^l Is the moment of the external load about the Ox axis of the fundamental 

Cartesian coordinate system. 

Expressions (8.121) pertain to the case where the end plane of the swept caisson 

Is parallel to the plane Z=const. If however the end plane Is perpendicular to the 

Oz axis, the static boundary conditions can be formulated in the same way as for a 

straight caisson by orthogonalizlng the normal forces Tn,2 on this end with respect 

to the generalized coordinate of warpings. For a caisson with a cross section sym¬ 

metric about the Ox and Oy axes, we have 

xctg/t. S)x{S)y(S)dS 0. (8.122) 
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where the Integration should be carried out over th? contour of the end cros'< section 

by Including the elements of the longitudinal structure. 

For •'ormal forces Tmz (6.19) in the case of a rectangular cross section, using 

(6.8), (6.15), (6.16), we can readily obtain 

r-.^'5,==rfr: (8.123) 

or, considering the first equation of system (8.92) and relations (8.31) 

T-. ~ I - (^) ' (5)4- Zl V(5). 
(8 124) 

Expanding (8.123) with the aid of (8.109)-(8.111), we obtain 

y / S) = -f j—J (C,«-*' (XM -)- YX„ Ctf ( 4- XJ*-»' «I U -f 

+ C*~'‘ (•*« T '•*» ClR / - X)^“ "* »-| y. 

y Here 

/ / 

(8.125) 

2 is the Cartesian coordinate related to the oblique-angled coordinate Z as 
follows; 

i=Zfjcctg/„; 

(8.126) 

M^z) is the bending moment in the cross section: 

(8.127) 

(8.128) ^,=*ctK/. * 7,7 

Introducing (8.125' into (8.122), we readily obtain 

(V-ív-^o. (8.129) 
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Now, solving (8.129) together with Eq. (8.117), we obtain 

c,= 

AiK/t. i!i'_ , (lK, h\ 

I rh1’ "" I 
■ Tv^l 

i 
(8.130) 

Thus, expressions (8.121) determine arbitrary constants for the case where the 

end p^We mal,« an ,n9le x0 with the Os axis, whereas expressions (8.130) correspond 

ote case where this plane 1s perpendicular to the 02 axis. In shells with geo- 
metrical dimensions corresponding to real wings 

(8.131) 

form 
In view of (8.131), expressions (8.121) and (8.130). respectively, assume the 

and 

V " / 

^-V 

V / 

(8.132) 

C.-x-r-"' 

c,-- 

(8.133) 

In practical calculations. It Is completely permissible to adopt a rougher 
estimate, setting 9 

I + ¾ i, 

In this case, arbitrary constants (8.132), (8.133), respectively, 

(8.134) 

assume the form 
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c,“—clgy. 
rb'. 

C,= — ctg y,——Ü-ctg i 

and 
rb'- 

C.^O. 
C.-'-cigy, -c»ri 

0/»p 
I — V' 

(8.135) 

(8.136) 

It is easy to see that the difference in calculated results, due to the difference 

in constants (8.135) and (8.136), will be perceptible only In the end portion of the 

caisson. For this reason, w« wni give preference to simpler expressions (8.136), 

since anomalies of the stressed and strained state due to oblique fixing are of chief 
interest. 

Considering (8.136), we have from (8.125) 

», i \ **-'*/»CtRx)^ 

V (8.137) 

Expression (8.137) Is very clear. The first term of this expression coincides 

with the elementary solution based on the hypothesis of plane cross sections. The 

r.ond term represents the self-balanced portion of the solution, reflecting the 
fixing conditions and determining the edge effect. 

The stresses determined by expression (8.137) will not be continuous on the 

' "oss sectional contour, as a result of the presence of the term vxHctgx. As can be 

easily ascertained, this term Is related to the consideration of the stresses an 

n the energy balance, and of the strains enz corresponding to them. When these2 

♦actors are not considered, the stresses will be determined by the expression 

= .. J (A* — f'Jt -« M +Hx,. . 
"• i, /+-7-—*-*'(* -**)j*»' (8.138) 

-iiere al] the coefficients are detemined by the same expressions as before, with the 

exception of the coefficient a~66 In expression (8.113). In the case under considera- 
-<on, it is necessary to take 



aM-/. 

(8.139) 

Introducing the values of arbitrary constants obtained Into expressions (8.109)- 

(8.112), one can readily obtain the expanded expressions for displacements and the 

remaining components of Internal forces. We will give the expanded expressions only 

for the tangential forces SnzlI,2. This expression can be obtained by using Hooke's 

law, but a more accurate expression 1s obtained by Integrating the differential equil¬ 
ibrium equation • 

dK 

ài dS* 
= 0. 

(8.140) 

where S* Is the crosf-sectional arc. 

From (8.140) 

(8.141) 

where Sf corresponds to some generatrix taken as the initial on 

In expression (8.141), the tangential forces Snzmz(z, Sf) are determined from 
the equilibrium condition 

$ s»,*, ( (5* »«/5* - »o. ( 8.142 ) 

where h*. the length of the perpendicular dropped on the tangent to the cross-sectional 

contour from the point of intersection of the plane of this contour with the Oz axis, 
is determined by the expression 
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or, passing in (8.143) to derivatives with respect to the S coordinate, by the ex¬ 

pression 

h'--—(jci/' .t'i,). 
sin * 

(8.144) 

Expanding equilibrium conditions (8.142) with the aid of (8.141), we obtain 

S‘,~, (*• 
(8.145) 

We will choose a point with coordinates x=0, y=d^/Z as the origin of Sf on the 

cross-sectional contour. For simplicity, we will assume that thr walls of the cais¬ 

son are not subjected to normal stresses. In this case, using (8.138), we can readib 
obtain 

i -gV' » rtt - / -- fl- JL I jjjj -- 4- Hxn rf, 

1 ^ 2 + Tci77 

•'[('-"-TW)". 
(8.146) 

Further, using (8.146), we also find 

Í \ di H'lS')dS’ * ,. . 
’ L»; «'«n. ’ (8.147) 

/here 

(8.148) 
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I 

N», Introducing (8.145) and (8.147) Into (8.141), n finally obtain 

5 A 
mamt t ~fx+iZrr 

8 ‘ 9 fin sa íf'Kí* 

(8.149) 

Expression (8.149) Is very clear. The first two terms coincide with the ele¬ 

mentary solution on the basis of the hypothesis of plane cross sections and determine, 

respectively, the flux of tangential stresses In bending and the "Bredt" flux In tor¬ 

sion. The third term represents the self-balanced flux, which determines the edge 

effect, related to the fixing conditions. 

The results of the calculation made by using the simplified formulas obtained 

above are compared with the experimental results* In Figure 8.44. 

4. Simplified Analysis of Shells of Constant Cross Sections with Ribs Oriented 

Parallel to the Flow 

As In the preceding subsection, we will approximate the warping by only one 

function, assuming as a result of the symmetry of the cross section (Figure 8.41) that 

(8.150) 

which corresponds to torsional warping of the section Z-const. We will confine our¬ 

selves to the case In which the external load reduces to the force P , and also to 

moments M and H applied to the end Z»l. y 

We will consider an oblique cylindrical shell reinforced with a set of dlaphracps 

oriented parallel to the plane Z«const. The differential resolvents for such shells 

are given In Section 6.2. These equations are easily reduced to the canonical fo.m 

*A.L. Lang and R.L. Bisplinghoff. 
Studies. JAS, 1951. vol. 18, No. 11. 

Some Results of Sweptback Wing Structural 
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Figure 3.41. Oblique cylindri¬ 
cal shell of swept wing type 
with ribs oriented parallel to 
the flow. 

by taking the origin of the fundamental system of Cartesian coordinates as the pole. 

However, we will demonstrate the solution for the case in which the point of inter¬ 

section of the plane of this contour with the Oz axis is chosen as the pole of the 

contour Z^ccnst. 

As in the preceding case, we will keep four generalized displacements: riv, 0^*, 

w, denoting by n^(Z) the vertical displacement of the point with coordinates 

,0.7), ngidly bound to the contour Z=const during displacements of the latter as 

j rol id, and by ôx*. 02*, the angles of rotation of this contour as a solid about 

thp Ox*, Oz* axes, respectively (see Figure 8.41). The generalized strain coordin¬ 

ales for a contour of arbitrary configuration are represented by expressions (6.9). 

Figure 8.42 shows diagrams of coordinate functions <J> for the rectangular section 

„vier consideration. Figure 8.43 shows diagrams of generalized coordinates of the 

.,t es sed state ÿ, îjJ. Multiplying the corresponding diagrams according to formulas 

'*.27), we can easily obtain 

hi ** ^ j ¿34 — c »in xo = — C cot /0 h:-0 

in fc 0 ¿44 «s 0 Nc — *’ 
r 2 

hi “ 0 *W *0 bfâ sas 0 1 II 

i+T 

r;1-o f;4cr 0 c- 0 ♦i, « 0 

ÍJI-O *1» *” 0 ¢,-4 - 0 
¢-7=--/ »111 Xo — 

2 coj5xo' * 
1 — V (in xo 
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Figure 3.42. Coordínate functions 
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sections. 
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Figure 8.43. Generalized coordinates 
of stressed state, corresponding to 
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where I , I , f, 7, a, b, c are determined from tne formulas 

/x - a-f-ftsin’/,, /. —a-f ¿mu*);,, 

/- a ft'sinz,, /"= <1 -»•sir*,, 

« A, 
2 ’ a— - ' -- /r... 

24 * (8.152) 
"í . , < V 

*.+(1 *-= %' a. d- v) ^-y^-V; ^ V 

■irf, 
c-iw,/;,. 

Expressions (8.151) being taken into account, the differential resolvents in 

the desired generalized displacements n , 9X*. ö2*, w assume the form 

2/. 

c\r c sin /,,9,. - c cos/,,0,. =_ J_ 

(I—V) !l[l/0 Jr* 
2 

~ b -.in /„cos/,9.. - - - actgz,«,--z= 1 Mt., 

- — b sin x,cosz,9;. + ( ft cos*/„4 - ’ - ) 6,.- /» ~±M, 

— v)*cnio " 

(8.153) 

~ k. .. (/ 
rhe first three equations of system (8.153) represent the equilibrium conditions 

of tne cut-off portion of the shell as a solid. The fourth equation represents the 

equilibrium condition with respect to warping. 

The right-hand sides of system (8.153) are represented in the general case by 

-»pressions (6.28) and (6.36). In the absence of a surface load, one can readily 
y outa in 

(J. - i\ t\. 

w,. . i\ M Z)tin/,. 

-/>,(/-Z)cos 

-0. 
(8.154) 

Integrating system (8.153), we find 
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where 

<.(Z) = ylZ4 A +C+»y* + Cgr-**. 

\(Z)- L„' (Cte“ + Cgf*') + (¿ -|I + fl -|L + c -£ ) + /V% -fi + 

•flCjCOsz,—C4sin x«)Z fi4Z + C». 

•x.(Z)- L,t(C,e»' -C/-*4)+Aftx (a _?1 + ÖZ+cz)-f Z + C4. 

•..(Z)=£,,(C,**4-Cf-»)+Af4f (A -Ç- 4-flZ+CZj+/V, Z4 C,- 

Ml 
^ — »in Xo 

Mí 
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/!*•{■ ~_v cos* X, sin X*. 

*• j, • ^ffl 
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k_ / 2«sm1 /1,(1 ■ *•) 
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f*i= 
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Expressions (8.155) represent the general solution of system (8.153), containing 

four arbitrary constants. These constants are to bn determined from the conditions 

of fixing of the end Z*0 and from the static boundary condition 

(8.158) 
¿V - 0 

on the end Z«l. 

Let the end Z=0 of the caisson be completely fixed. In this case, one should 

assume that 

hdiO) — ¢,.(0)=-0,.(0) •*»» ( 8.1' 

In view of (6.32) and (8.151), conditions (8.1fi8) take the form 

*'(/) =o. (8.160) 

Expanding conditions (8.159) and (8.160) with the aid of (8.155), we obtain 

whence 

L (C, f-C,) C, 0. > 
<rt-ct) - C4—o, 

* 

Ls (01-0¾) rO, 0, 
§ 

C| •{ C| -f *f- C — ^ 

-) - A 0. 

(8.161) 

I 

- 
(0 + Lit '" + J * 

7' 
; G.* - 

<fl i-C)#*'- —X 

C, = i, (C. -C,); €,-¿,(0,-0',*. C,= ¿. (Ä + C). 
« t » 

(8.162) 

for the values of the arbitrary constants obtained, by using general solution 

fPj 155), one can obtain expanded expressions for the displacements and stresses at 

ary point of the caisson. We will cite here only the expressions for normal stresses 

am, • 
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Using formulas (6.9), (6.10) and relations (1.20), we have 

< r, Í *•,, T„. 

A i# 0 _y[_ 
•in / 

i •e. » »in Xh — If *>n lgct| i 

6 •a* - » CO* ï» *y‘ —x'v 
•inigtlny" "• '*'c,**co**<> 

'1 « 
-Jrytlgy 

(8.163) 

In view of (8.163), the generalized coordinates of the stressed state i|> 

^1 nz» ^1nz assume the following form on the rectangular contour: 

4 

ï I» 0 0 0 

4 »4. y »in x« y 1 co» X |rtg X, 0 

6 — yc®» xo y 1eo» X1 0 

7 *0 *» xy ct|» y -ylciixl 

(8.164) 

Introducing (8.164) into (6.19), we have 

£ 

V" TT*- Z.+vctgz,| cosZ I) +»;( _ co*z,+y I cosy. |) + 

+-'(i4vctK*x)4t-^|ct?x||v. (8.165) 

Taking the first equation of system (8.153) into account, we can reduce formula 
(8.165) to the form 

Trrr ¡ - n;+«'X 4- V [l COS y I (0,. cIkz. 4^-- ¿-) 4 

4 «'.tclg’/jj y. 

(8.166) 

Introducing expanded expressions (8.1S5) for the generalized displacements Into 

(8.166), one can calculate the stresses omz at any point of the caisson. For a cais¬ 

son with a set of ribs oriented parallel to the flow. Figure 8.44 shows the results 

of calculation with formulas (8.137) and (8.166). This figure also shows the experl- 
mental results. 
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5. Simplified Analysis of Shells of Variable Section 

Given below are the fundamental equations and formulas for analyzing rlightly 

conical oblique shells of swept wing type, constituting a generalization of the 
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Figure 8.44. Comparison of results of 
simplified calculation with experiment: 
a - ribs considered to be perpendicular 
to generatrices; b - ribs considered to 
be oriented parallel to the flow. Key: 
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Figure 8.45. Slightly conical 
oblique shell of swept wing type. 

corresponding expressions for shells of constant cross section obtained in Subsection 

3. For this reason, our discussion will be in the nature of a survey and will not 

substantiate again the choice of the retained generalized displacements, coordinate 

function $ (S), axes, etc., assuming them to be the same as in Subsection 3. We 

will use here the resolvents constructed only on the basis of the fundamental static- 

geometric model, since, as comparative calculations have shown, consideration of rib 

orientation does not ntroduce any appreciable difference into the results. 

Figure b.45 shows a slightly conical oblique shell of swept-wing type. The wing 

profile is assumed to be close to symmetric. We superpose the Oz axis on the line of 

centroids of the cross sections of the shell, the cross sections being understood to 

mean the lines of Intersection of the middle surface by spheres with their center at 

the cone apex. It is obvious that because of the slight conicity of the surface, 

these sections may be considered planar and perpendicular to the Oz axis. Superposing 

the Ox, Oy axes on the major axes of inertia of the cross sections so that the moment 

of inertia Ix is minimal, we will keep the four generalized displacements n , 9 , 6z, 

w a> the coordinate function ^(S), just as in the case of sweptback shells^of constant 

cross sections, we will choose the function ¢1(5), determined by expressions (8.8) 
and (8.10). 

The resolvents in the desired generalized displacements can be readily obtained 

from general canonical relations for a conical shell of arbitrary configuration. In 

this case, the generalized displacement ny(Z) constitutes the displacement in the 
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direction of the Oy axis of the pole, rigidly bound to the section Z-conrt and coin¬ 

ciding before deformation with the apex of the conical surface; the generalized dis¬ 

placement 0x(Z) is the angle of rotation of the section Z*const as a solid about the 

axis passing through the apex of the conical surface parallel to the Ox axis. 

The coordinate functions corresponding to the canonical kinematic unknowns are 

rep-esented by expressions (3.6). Since the fundamental system of Cartesian coor¬ 

dinates is chosen so that the Oz axis is always located Inside the conical surface, 
by taking into consideration the slight conicity, we have 

(8.167) 

Anp x bet"ee" the coordinate lines Is determined In the general case by form- 
•jia (l/il). Taking (8.167) into account, from (1.12) we have 

f 

- '• -*> 

/ 
• V « I. (8.168) 

'' and consequently, we find from (1.12) 

(8.169) 

whence it follows that the values of the coordinate angles x In slightly conical 

cblique shells can be assumed to be equal to the coonilnates of the angles In oblique 
cylindrical shells (6.3). 

Considering (8.167) and (8.168), we obtain from (3.6) 

' 1 V{ flmt I'm, fíñH 

‘Iv 
— -iîL 

A> 

1 
■*0 

1 
_¡¡SL 

•in ï 

2 1» </(. 
sin x 

.1 t 
1 
'--pr'Kin 

«fî •»¿r'K In 
■*n"o ~ *ollO ' 

In un i 
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(8.170) 

Expanding expressions (3.17) with the aid of (8.170), we also find 

i t/, +1% i '»i«,», 1 +/., 

1 1, 

I 
•«. , ,*(t 1 . 

“V 

/ > , \ 
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7 M »1 -fjCigl 0 
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(8.171) 

(8.172) 

We will again consider shells of symmetric profile and similar ones In the sense 

in which this was discussed in Subsection 3 for shells of constant cross section. In 

this case, taking (8.171) and (8.172) into account, we can conclude from (7.15) that 

the matrices of the coefficients of the differential resolvents formally coincide with 

matrices (8.81)-(8.84). Therefore, the canonical resolvents 1n the desired generalized 

displacements n , 0 » 07, w resulting from general system (7.19) and (7.20) assume the y X 4 

form 
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+ ^-T- 

+ 4,^., 
I 

JL_ 
7. 0 ' 

^- (1 -1) ^+M1 - f )t,;+¿- (! -1 ),#'+^(1 -1 ) - + 
+v»= J_ 

/ c 

i"j('-y)']'+;"[('-tN+i”[('-f)’‘- 

- b„% - *« (» - f ) •* - *.t t > -1-)®*+¿t, [( I - -^-) » 
<7? .. = 0. 

I - • 

(8.173) 

(8.174) 

In Ens. (8.173), Q^, Mxg, Mzq are the component; of the resultant and net moment 

'f l p ^x'ernal load applied to the cut-off portion of the shell, in axes passing 

throtah tne apex of the conical surface parallel to the axes of the fundamental system 

of Car.esian coordinates. It is evident that 

<?».*=<?». (8.175) 

Canonical system (8.173) is algebraic with respect to the unknowns (1_ ^)n»' (1 

( ’ ig) '' • Solving this system and eliminating the components of the law of plane 

sections from Eq. (8.174) with the aid of the expressions obtained, we can arrive at 

ts.-'Ivtnt in the generalized warping w. It is easy to see that as a result of the 

..«jstitution of variable 

(8.176) 

s equation will have constant coefficients. Indeed, in this case, system (8.173) 

! '3.174) assumes the form 



(8.177) 

~ ‘'lA - ~ ¡‘„so', - à-t -iî-- , 

- ¿«A - ‘»V®! - ao<''0, - T»,,.»' + //47« „ t 

- ¿«i, - ¿„¿'o; - ¿,yu' ^ 

t-/Ãt1»,+IÂSÏ, + /Ã^'6, + 
(8.178) 

Solving (8.177) for the quantities nÿ, et0^, et6¿ and eliminating these quan¬ 

tities and derivatives from (8.178), we obtain, as was shown 1n Subsection 3.3, an 
equation of the type 

(8.179) 

Having determined w, from Eqs. (8.177) solved for nÿ» e^, e^ we can then 

also find all the components of the law of plane sections. 

Equations (8.177), (8.178) are general In character. If we solve them in general 

form, we will arrive at fairly cumbersome expressions. It Is therefore more desirable 

to follow the procedure presented above, by first calculating the coefficients of 

system (8.177), (8.178) for each specific case. In particular, for a rectangular 

contour (see Figure 8.33), calculating the quadratures 1n accordance with (7.15), 
we obtain ,, , 

Q —. ^ 1 1 
I — V *in< jn a -ff. 

cm; /o I 
1 - » »in« /„ /„ « ! V. 

¿„=—L_ -ÜLÏS- J_a 
I — V «inf x„ l0 ' 

««*=“ 7~ “ etc« /, f/»r f/etc* /.. 
(8.180) 

~ ~ 7Z7 a C,R’*•-/cfK/,. 

a»tÄ0; <i47—0; a„—0, 

a71— -/., 
I — » 

*v-*tgX,-~a; *„=7c»gy,: i„-=-J, 7„=/. 
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Here, in calculating a22 a minor term was discarded on the basis of the estimate 

I + JL«. JLl ar i 
1 d} hj (8.181) 

resulting from a comparison of the moments of inertia of the vertical and horizontal 

panels, and the following notation is used: 

7~a~ e. 

a = /,> d'.d 
h.. e- 

/ i - » . \ AA 
'—(l+VClSi")“M-*•+-»•*. 

c — 2dlhv 

(8.182) 

Solving system (8.177) for e^', et0', after some transformations taking 
y a z 

(8.180) into account, we obtain 

e\ = PtLu - /,/■„ -¾1 + ~rr e~'+ 

e'*-- -4 
(8.183; 

where in view of the estimate 

tu = ¿i,= ¿,i = ¿M—sin*y„ 1^1 sin'x,) . 

¿M=si„,z.(ü2^ + iXlCOÍ,y4)i 

£„=£„-¿M=r£M=»¡n»x,cos),,(-1-içiïj, 

— sin*X,cosX,Ç-í-———i—_ + yj , 

£M=«s¡n*y, ( vctg'x,—Z.| . 

Eliminating the components of the law of plane 'ections from Eq. (8.178) by means 

•if expressions (8.183), we arrive at the equation 

(8.184) 

(8.185) 

+ r,L„ (8.186) 
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where, In view of (8.180), (8.184), (8.185), 

*•—(1 — \ ) sin*/., 11 tv cos'/,sin*. 

(8.187) 
[*' - v( ! -V)ii- sin* *.] . 

.'i 
(8.188) 

From (8.186), taking (8.188) into account, we find 

«(/HC,*»'-' f-C.e-w.'H -^jctg/^l-víl-v)-!. Í£-»in»y,]x 

X ^ >W,t(t)f_,1sh |WC(< - 5)| rfE f I 1 — 11 — v) — sin* /,1 x 
0 L ^ J 

x\ (5) i-tsh [*/,(/. 
t (8.189) 

Introducing (8.189) into (8.183), we can find the components of the law of plane 

sections ny, 9X, 9Z then determine the stresses and displacements at any point of the 
shell. 

Let the normal pressure on the surface of the caisson be absent, and to the end 

Z-Z^l be applied a vertical force Py and moments M and H about axes Ox and Oz, re¬ 

spectively. In this case 

Q..(0 = /V Air.«)- .U ) />,(/„-/). .>»,.«) = //. 
(8.190) 

Considering (8.190) and estimates (8.168), we have from (8.189) 

(8.191) 

Introducing (8.191) into (8.183), we also find 
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«,(')= »,(<)) \ rt-¾^) , l-O-r 

+'-[tt(- ‘«H -Í'-) t -^)] -7^+ 

'(CV"*'- c:-c,), 

1,(/)-1,(0)- /¿ -?fr f¿41 — ^½..) ( I f 

+4% H)^ 
■* --• c, r,|. 

(8.192) 

[L,,- ] ( i —<■"'> + ÿ//,.,le-,1)-C,(«-»'•' - 

Let us recall that ny(T) is the vertical displacement of the pole, rigidly bound 

to the section Z=const and coinciding before deformation with the apex of the conical 

'v 
shell. The vertical displacement nj(t) of the section Z=const itself, related to nu(T) 
bv 

/ 

/ 

n;(/)-=V/)-M,(/)V. 
wifi, in view of (8.192), be 
y »i;«)=n; (0) f/.(W -1)1,(0)4 /? (/.,1 —~hi-)(e>-1 -/)4- 

4-/j[^(-£M+-4^-)+^-(/.n---^-)J(ch/-l)4- 

D4C.(*-*''•- D). (8.193) 

Expressions (8.191)-(8.193) for caissons satisfying relation (8.181) constitute 

a generalization of expressions (8.107) for the case of the cross section. These ex¬ 

pressions are considerably simplified if in calculating the coefficients of the re¬ 

solvents, the forces Tnz are neglected in the expression for the potential energy. In 
this (ase, the coefficients of the resolvents 

«»1«= -Wx.—4-/«c. 

i=-2cU:/„ — , a„= —/ctgxt> 
•0 

®««=/rlK’A-f/<V; ¿m^/. 
(8.194) 

a - /. 
I r- V 

/'», -/ctg x#; ¢,,= -/, 

r jt~/. 
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In view of (8.194), expressions (8.183) assume the form 

i _• 

-lI AI, 

where 

we;«/, i-ctg /, i -..8j±2 4.-il'.-._ 
■» '00/ 

-/,---at-f-«—L-.lL, 
A o I - V A 

4=,a(T-L_/4 4i>ac»g‘/«) • 

Equation (8.186) in the generalized warping assumes the form 

Integrating Eq. (8.197), then relations (8.195), we find 

where 

„(<): 
Al, t~' -Q Jo , M,,»-' 

= C,i*'«i 4 Ctg/,-• --tct** “ÖTT" • 

1-vJ 

í,(0=»x(0)+/. 
I -V* 

- *ctR x.^ (^'(c.^-.-c^'-'i+c.-r.i, 
» r 

_ _i_ *clg«— |f-'(C.r*'-' - CV-*'-') ! C,-C,|. 
I -- V /.p 

-0, w + '1 (I -t ') 
n,(/)»nf(0)+/>—“ ,. -+ 

i-»i 

■ftó.ctgx, ^ lC,(r*'.' - 1)-C.(<-*" —1)1. 
•X 

*= 

CtjU^r— , 

/,,=/0-08^). 
I 

/(îêvi^)'- 

(8.195) 

(8.196) 

(8.197) 

(8.198) 

(8.199) 

(8.200) 

(8.201) 
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Let the end Z*0 of the shell be completely fixed. In this case 

» 

^.(0)=0,(0) ¢,(0)---0, 
-(0) — 0. 

From condition (8.203), using (8.198) and (8.190), we obtain 

C» ' Ct- —ctgctg« -~- 

(8.202) 

(8.203) 

(8.20 ;) 

From static boundary ccnditions on the end Z*l, we have 

P. (/)-0. (8.PC-' 

Expanding condition (8.205) and taking (3.71), (3.72), (8.194) as well as (3.18), 

(3.Í70), (8.171) Into account, we obtain 

1 (/)=0. 
(8.206) 

./hence, in view of (8.190), (8.198) 

«.(C,«*'*1*- C/r"'1') - ^tK X, M + PfOo 0- + ctg 

I- V» I, 
»-¿f—W—o, 

G/.p I 
(8.20/) 

where t^ is determined from the relation 

(8.208) 

I « 

Solving Eqs. (8.204), (8.207) for constants C-j and C2. we obtain 

c_!_•_lío«— f _ A) (*«.-.1.». --1-) +P#(*/e-«.'- + 1)1- 
1 acM/rfi \ fi l k l V ‘o-1' J 

—Î1S1- H (**-*'•'• — 7—-, )1 > 

C «_1_( JJILO— I _ A1 (*?»».'• + p-1-) +P, (*/«»'.'•- 1)1- 
* 2th*V, \ B . \ \ I«"1 1 

I - v3 /,* 

i -1-)1. 

(8.209) 
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Expressions (8.209) pertain to the case in which the end plane is parallel to 

the plane Z«const. If however the end plane is perpendicular to the Oz axis, the 

static boundary conditions for the case at hand can be formulated as for a swept 

caisson of constant cross section, by orthogonal 1 zing on this end the normal forces 

Tmz wlth respect to the generalized coordinate of warping. For a slightly conical 
caisson 

fTmi(l~xtc{g z„ S).x, (S) ij„(S)ds~0. 
(8.210) 

where the integration is carried out over the contour of the end cross section. 

For normal forces (3.23) in the case at hand, taking (3.96), (3.97), (8.171), 
(8.172) into consideration, we can easily obtain 

7", (/.$)- i-»> V 
(8.211) 

For practical purposes, it is sufficient to use a simpler expression, taking 

r. - Eh t 

(8.212) 

whence in view of (8.171) 

(8.213) 

obtain 
Expanding (8.213) with the aid of expressions (8.198) and considering (8.168), we 

(^.5)-^(/> yi> — ^ xh xoyo i 

(- a ‘■“•(-ij 
+ ~ ^ "+cf‘ (**>+ 

1—i 

HE 

(8.214) 
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Here 

z is a Cartesian coordinate related to the oblique coordinate Z=1()Z by relation 

(1.5); in view of (8.167), (8.168) 

is the bending moment in the cross section Z=const; 

the constant quantities 

ff I ~ - V /Kp 

Introducino (8.214) into (8.210), we can readily obtain 

c,r-*' cy*1R. 
1 O/.p h-< 

wh're 

(11% 
di If * / M *1 o 

w¡|. • ^ 

' I« 

Now, solving Eq. (8.204) together with Eqs. (8.218), we find 

c,. 

4-ctg, C,- I 

E 

AI - P J 

|-,l 

Kr- not-too-short caissons, formulas (8.209), (8.220) in view of (8.131) 

:ive;y take the form 
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(8.216) 

(8.217) 

(8.213) 

(8 219) 

(8.220) 
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III! . .pq pu 11 h iimwi.i« ...in n m'i' 

and 

C,-«»».'. (-^'— [- Af ij) + P,+ 1)]- 

-IÍ1L « -i-)l, 
Í-V \ h-i}i 

(*<*«.'. + -j—) + l)j_ 

îT7i,J* 

1 - V« ,x 

c,--^-^^+^.^(1+,.^)] . 

(8.221) 

(8.222) 

I — v> 

For practical calculations, taking the rougher estimate (3.134), from formulas 
(8.222) we obtain 

c, == 

c,= 

M--PJ « - /. ——=- -« 77- 
_1_,, c/.» 

ctg« 

I -vJ 

H />«-“ 
0/,, / 

(8.223) 

As already noted above, the difference in the results of the calculations, due 

to the difference in constants (8.221), (8.222) and (8.223), Is manifested only In 

the end portion of the caisson. We will therefore give preference to simpler expres¬ 
sions (8.223). 

From (8.214), in view of (8.223), we have 

„( "aíüL. + _L. _£_ ^-;- 
V >M l-v /., /, / ^|_JLy 

Hxh h .*(»-/> 
TT I7Z7-7* (■*#+**) *'*»•+ 

(8.224) 
1-^- 

+ w-p,iyM + Hx„ 

1 - - 
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It Is of Interest to compare expression (8.224) with its analogous expression 

(8.137) for a swept caisson of constant cross section. The first terms of these 

expressions coincide with the elementary solutions on the basis of the hypothesis 

of plane cross sections for a slightly conical and a prismatic caisson. The remain¬ 

ing terms represent the self-balanced part of the solution, reflecting the fixing 

conditions and determining the edge effect. Moreover, whereas in ? prismatic cais¬ 

son uie edge effect arises only in the region of the fixed end, in a slightly coni¬ 

cal caisson, as can be seen by analyzing (8.224), there is an additional edge eff... 

near the free end. 

Introducing the values obtained for the arbitrary constants into expressions 

(8.19^), one can further wHte the expanded formulas for the displacements and re- 

m^vrting components of internal forces. We will cite here only the expression for 

the tangential forces Sn2n,z, and, just as for a prismatic swept caisson, we will 

obtsir it not from Hooke's law, but by integrating a differential equilibrium equa¬ 

tion 

For a conical shell of arbitrary configuration, the differential equilibrium 

equation constituting a generalization of Eq. (8.140) can be represented, as was 

shown in Section 1.4, in the form 

(8.225) 

*h;re S* is the arc of the cross section, in view of (8.168) we have 

(8.227) 
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where Sg is the arc of the cross section zs0. 

Integrating (8.227), we arrive at the expression 

¿-[(i -f)r..]Ä 
(8.228) 

where the tangential forces Sn2¡mz(z, Sgj) are determined from the equilibrium condi¬ 
tions 

£S*)dS'-H = 0. 
(8.229) 

Changing in expression (8.229) to the coordinate SJ, measured In the cross sec¬ 

tion z*0, in view of (8.143) we have 

where 
¢$.,..(*• ^)^(°. 

// 

(-r) 

'0. 

/>•{0. SI). 

(8.230) 

(8.231) 

Expanding equilibrium conditions (8.230) with the aid of (8.228), we obtain 

. <s¡i) ~ 

w I* îo 1 
Ji- ff + ¿p .( ¿7[l1 “Í)r”'«] "‘I**(°. s'o)< (8.232) 

**•(0. s;),is; 
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As the origin of on the contour of the cross section, we choose the gener¬ 

atrix Xq=0, y«d1/2. As In the case of a prismatic swept caisson, we will assume 

for simplicity that the walls do not receive normal stresses. In this case, using 

(8.224), we can obtain 

X 4. J-Al-i-!—+ 
2 /„ 2 J lo ^1--y ar'*1 

V '0 ! 

, W — 4- HX" d, ^0, ^ 
T j- 2c(|Xj 

Further, using (8.223), we also find 

'S i’.7[('-í)r-.''•«]«' 
J l*,. 

H “W . « 

*•(«•5;) ¿s;- 

7T+ 

+-1 

=_rto , JL. ILL JL _L 1 

'-»*7 

(M — PiJ) +■ Hx H Wjr a 1 rf? íí1 
M JL. -~t< " <»(«-/) I _L_i 

L 1,-1 1 A«, i 

where 

ink)] 
- Ÿ ** ch c* /.) + ^+-¡7r«t. 

(8.233) 

(8.234) 

(8.235) 

Now. introducing (8.232)-(8.234) into (8.228), we finally obtain 

5, _ -f«±jpS ±1 f JL.)_!_ 
' ' l h a;« * 

n mm m • . / .'1 V 
Clg,^. Í1Ü1 

I-* * 4 , 
•0 

““T0" r^T T^~ [f-lco + *tiMH-^-' 4».C««X._ ». /,-1 2rl|ï, *ctg)t0 ¡ 

~xm-!— + a]- 
* C,R lo ] 2cif>/., 

jrÄH -!-a]. 
IV *e'gxi> / *cl(¡ i, J 

(8.236) 
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ÍB Jí Is St t0 Ctmp',re e,<pr¥ss(on (8-236) tts analogous expression 
(8.149) for a swept caisson of constant cross section. The first terms of these 

expressions coincide with elementary solutions based on the hypothesis of plane 

cross sections for a slightly conical and a prismatic caisson, and detemine, re- 

spectively, the fluxes of tangential stresses in bending and the "Bredt” fluxes 

in torsion. The remaining tenus represent self-balanced fluxes determining the 

edge effects. Moreover, as can be seen from expiession (8.236), the edge effects 

m the zones of both ends take place In the slightly conical swept caisson. 

8.3. Low-Aspect Wing Type Shells 

Wing of Arbitrary Outline 

Tne resolvents and other relations necessary for calculating low-aspect wing 

•ype conical shells (Figure 8.46) are given In Ch. III. we will use numerical ex- 

ampies »o analyze the character of convergence of the expansions corresponding to 

warping of the contour 2-const. Just as for a straight and a swept wing, we will 

consider expansions In power functions and plecewlse-llnear local coordinate func- 
tions. 

By virtue of relation (8.1), characteristic of any low-aspect wings as well 

as wings of all other types under any typical loads, we will assume as a first ao 

proxlmation that the neutral axis of the section T=const coincides with the major 

xis o inertia of this section, about which the moment of inertia I of the sectil 

IS minimal. In this connection, choosing the plane xOz so that 1t Intersects the 

n me of the directrix along a line parallel to Its neutral axis, we will specify 

.V power coordinate functions ojfs) m the foim (8.2), and the piecewise linear 
r**‘ . su chat they satisfy relation (8.3). 

Since m low-aspect wings, bending and torsion are Inseparable from each 

•ther as 1n swept ngs, of the six generalized displacements corresponding to 

ie displacement of the contour T=const as a solid, we will keep for a symmetric 

’r0 "e V V add,n9 t0 them the nemainlng three nx. nz, 8y In the case of 
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Figure 8.46. Low-aspect 
wings. 

asymmetric profile, and also when the external load does not satisfy condition 
^ .s. 33 ) ^ 

Given below are the results of comparative analyses of conical caissons of 

ectangular eras section (Figure 8.47) of different shapes In the plane. 

’ne calculations were carried out according to a universal program written for a 

cu. Ka, shell of arbitrary configuration on the basis of the fundamental statlc- 
■ «metric model. 

*For certain special low-aspect wing types, the problem 1n the slmollfled fnm. 
Ration was d scussed by Yu. S. Matyushev. Strength Analysis of a Lw-Asoect wiS? 
Type Shell. Izv. VUZov "Aviatsionnaya tekhnika," 1961, NÏ> 3. Low-AsPect W1n9 
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«n» 

f ¿..X f-- tâ» f^>-; ^1"' ,.-4.=.,1. 
I fctÎXc 

î1 ^ ^ 
i, i. 

® 

«fijir, 
~7F~ 

4 

f*!1"«“ f»;«!"0 

Figure 8.48. Coordinate functions 
corresponding to the law of plane 
sections. 

For shells of low-aspect wing type. It Is characteristic that the coordinate 
functions and hence the generalized coordinates ip and ^corresponding to dis¬ 
placement of the contour 7*const as a solid depend on the shape of the wing In the 
plane. Figure 8.48 shows a typical form of diagrams of the coordinate functions 
4>iinz and for a rectangular conical caisson. 

Figures 8.49-8.53 show the results of calculation of the action of a uniformly 
distributed external pressure on conical caissons, represented in Figure 8.47, for 
different numbers n of retained coordinate functions ¢^(5). As before, n* is the 

y ' H 

.- - 
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Figure 8.49. Stresses 0nz ln caisson 
11 J • 

• limber of retained local functions. 

Figurer. 8.55-8.58 Illustrate the results of an analysis of caissons (Figure 

>; -1) of low-aspect wing type with a rhomboidal profile for the action of uniformly 
-Uïtiiteu pressure. 

In Figures 8.59, 8.60, the resuUs of the calculation are compared with experimental 
¡ita known from literature. 

2. Simplified Calculation of a Wing of Arbitrary Outline 
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I 

Figure 8.52. Distribution of m • tal 
stresses in sections of conical \]s- 

Figure 8.53. Results of compara¬ 
tive calculations of single- and 
multiclosed conical caissons. 
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I 

Figure 8.54. Low-aspect wing with 
rhomboidal profile. Key: 1) view A. 

-« ;-n«t5 

Figure 8.55. Distribution of normal and 
tangential stresses in the panels and wall 
of wing I. 

number of retained local functions. 
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Figures 8.55-8.58 Illustrate the results of an analysis caissons (Finite 

8.54) of low-aspect wing type with a rhomboidal profile for the action of a uni¬ 

formly distributed pressure. 

In Figures 8.59, 8.60, the results of the calculation are compared with ex¬ 

perimental data known from literature. 

2. Simplified Calculation of a Wing of Arbitrary Outline 

In approximating the warping of fce section Z=const with only one function, 

we must obviously, as above, give preference to torsional warping. In straight 

and oblique cylindrical shells, we approximated the torsional warping by the 

function 

<t\{S)=:X(S)[, [S). 

Th’s same function can be used for the analysis of conical shells. However, as is 

shown by the analysis of experimental data, more effective in the latter case is 

the function 

(8.237) 

which corresponds to a choice of the fundamental system of Cartesian coordinates in 

which on the contour Z=const, including the elements of the longitudinal structure, 

the following orthogonality conditions are fulfilled: 

(8.238) 

with respect to the generalized coordinates corresponding to displacement of this 

contour as a solid (1=1, 2, ..., 6). This form of warping constitutes a definite 

generalization of torsional warping of cylindrical shells, and is suggested by 
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Figure 8.56. Distribution of normal and 
tangential stresses in wing II. 

the analogy to it, as follows from the table below: 

-f 

- ^ 

»J 

np«u„ uMjihiKpHtriKaii 
oficito,,, 1 

OÍS) — M (S) 

CuouifHiM* JiH^iiHApnac- 
c, 060.10,,, c 0(S) 

KoHICKC,,, 06060,,, 
3 

— x0 (S) 
I* 

Key: 1) right cylindrical shell, 2) oblique cylin¬ 
drical shell, 3) conical shell. 
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Figure 8.57. Distribution of normal and 
tangential stresses in wing III. 

He will consider shells of symmetric profile end similar shells In the sense 
discussed for shells of straight and swept wing types. 

,. Let xyz be the 1nit1al system of Cartesian coordinates, chosen so that the 
_r ;s perpendicular to the plane of the directrix, and xyz is the fundamental 

y.tem of Cartesian coordinates corresponding to conditions (8.238). 

As can be readily seen (Figure 8.61) 

Bit, 
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Figure 8.58. Distribution of normal and 
tangential stresses in wing IV. Key: 1) 
pla-'“ sections. 

Satisfying orthogonality conditions (8.238), we find 

ÜI tin \aF 

(8.239) 

(3.240) 



Figure 8.59. Comparison of calcu¬ 
lated and experimental results. 
Key: 1) view A, 2) calculation, 
3) experiment. 

Figure 8.60. Comparison of calculated results 
with Yu. S. Hatyushev's experiment. Key: 1) 
experiment. 

where the differential dF, equal to hdS for s for a smooth shell, signifies that the 

corresponding quadratures also extend to the elements of the longitudinal structure 
(Stiltjes integrals). 

/ 
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The use of approximating function (8.237) usually leads to satisfactory results. 

However, since the validity of such an approximation can only be confirmed experimen¬ 

tally, a more reliable representation of warping is that in the fom of an expansion 

consisting of two terms corresponding to bending and torsion. In this case, super¬ 

posing the Oz axis on the line of centroids of the contours Z-const, it is desirable 

to use as the universal coordinate functions ¢), ^ the first even and first odd 

function, with respect to the x coordinate, of the system of power coordinate func¬ 
tions (8.2) 

(8.241) 

(8.242) 

We will write the system of differential resolvents in the desired generalized 

displacements ny, 6X, 0Z, w. Considering a conical shell of arbitrary configuration. 

Figure 8.61. In 
reference to the 
selection of the 
approximating 
function. 

"Lab'e t0 0bU1" an a"a,yt,ca' so'uti<m b* us("9 only the canonice! „riant 
of the differential solution by using only the canonical variant of the differential 

resolvents, since otherwise the analytical solution Is unacceptably cumbersome. 

. The coordinate functions corresponding to the canonical kinematic unknowns 

iMAÉÉAÜMktflÉÉttiH 
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are represented by expressions (3.6). These expressions contain the parameter ls, 

which represents the total length of the generatrix of the conical surface. In 

contrast to the preceding cases, ls for low-aspect wings is an essentially variable 

quantity, which complicates the computation of the coefficients of the differential 

resolvents. Nevertheless, one can simplify the operation somewhat by using the 

obvious estimate 

(8.243) 

The length 1$ of the generatrix and angle x between the coordinate lines are 

determined in the general case by formulas (1.11), (1.12), whence, in view of (8.243), 
it follows that 

: 

I --f.Ctff /.)*, 

I ln , X, 
cos;,«jro-f C«<f /,- 

'I 

Jto 
»ir.:*, I, 

(8.244; 

(8.245) 

./ 

,■ The geometric meaning of the approximate expressions (8.244), (8.245) lies in 

/the fact that the true values of ls and x on the middle surface of the shell are re¬ 

placed by the values of the corresponding quantities from the projection of the 

three-dimensional coordinate grid on the xOz plane. Moreover, angle x on the ver¬ 

tical webs turns out to be equal to tt/2. 

Expanding expressions (3.17) with the aid of (3.6), we have 

11 Vi Íflmt 'ittgmg 

1 
*0 

1. 

f 
« •'o 
aC'11 ?! + .in » -í'íll 

ft tin X' 

2 V 
is. 

1, 
2r,lX'7* /, tin x 

-c<fx(cl«X^4¡^) 

i If y* cilio 
•i h 

» 

•^0 cilio 
1 111 . 1 

•in x 

-«•«X [ctgx(--^- + 

\ *i««l X. 1 
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*. 

t. 

+ (^iïü - -»Cïô) t'8 Xo] 

-SW- 
+ (x't y« - Xe»',) cigXi] 

«in X 

■«Wo — ^o»a 
»in X 

-T't'g I 

cw I 
•in* X l»*t 

■S(w-w) 

+-», = 0; J—(<p*)'; ^ = 0. 

(8.246) 

(8.247) 

Assuming the wing profile to be symmetric, in view of (8.2*6) and (8.247), we 

can easily observe that the matrices of coefficients (3.44) of the differential re¬ 

solvents formally coincide with matrices (8.81)-(8.84), so that the canonical system 

of resolvents which follows from (3.70), (3.92) will have the form 

«Vi;-a«*'«;- vo;+-¾. 

— a«,Tl,— «*44^* t*,—«lí^í i=a4/»‘—i,,« , 

flJlT^»+a1«(¢,®*) +«*(*'*•) + + àt1e't', -f- 

(8.248) 

(8.249) 

Solving (8.248) for the quantities n¿, 6¾. e^ and eliminating the latter am 

their derivatives from (8.249), we obtain, as was shown in Section 3.3, an equation 
of the form 

¿4» 
Ttï 

(8.250) 

Having determined w, we can subsequently find all the components of the law of 

plane sections from Eqs. (8.248), solved for n1, eV, eV. 
y X z 

Equations (8.248) and (8.249) are general in character, but If we solve them 

in general form, we arrive at fairly cumbersome expressions. Therefore, It 1s more 

desirable to follow the procedure described above, having first computed the co¬ 

efficients of system (8.248) and (8.249) for each specific case. In particular, for 

a rectangular contour, having computed the quadratures corresponding to the law of 

plane sections, according to (3.44), we can obtain 



^
-
-

 

T 

/1 (c+7T-v J »'n4 *# y 

„-c+^_ ' £JJÜÏI^LPfl I , 
i—»7T *¡»1%. a ■o «ÎH’ï* 

aM=-H_ J_fifjlf» _ , i 
•-* ‘i »‘ñ*íra^77*■ 

a-==^l/+^^;ac,«’^)• 

(8.251) 

Here, in calculating a22, a minor term was discarded on the basis of estimate 

(8.181), resulting from a comparison of the moments of inertia of the vertical and 

horizontal panels, and the following notation was introduced: 

/»(n-!— —)a-, e, 
7 V 1 6(1-V) H» I 

»in X« . 
Q-aC'""1 .— rl|, 

/ 
^*1 (^)/- 

• l' 

where jj denotes summation over all vertical webs; 

(8.252) 

X,,, is the angle x of the generatrix passing through the centroid of the directri* 

Using (8.251), for the determinant corresponding to system (8.248), we can obtain 

ait <*«, UM 

«h a„ a„ 

*n «M aw 

» _L 1 
'-*«» «in u arf' (8.253) 
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Solving system (8.248) for the components of the law of plane sections, we obtain 

„• =, _ ¿^ f Lu -¾ c- ' - £„ + ¿5o • + ¿ÍO '* o ' u a . «» 

e»9t-¿4I ~ f-' + ¿4. e-‘ -f “ + «•'. 

«••i- - + + “ + ¿»o 

I» 

Here 

(8.254) 

.4/1 

l + J •ff 

L\v=* y i-ir*/.-f. 
/árt» (8.255) 

/+/ « -r/ 
i«»—y <- 

/fri. â 
(/=2. 4, 6) 

where 7jt is the minor of element a^. of determinant (8.253), 

Using expressions (8.254), for the coefficient k and right-hand side of 
(8.250) we find 

Eq. 

/-:4.« 
"«n'+ V a„¿J0 ’ 

<-24.6 

F(t)' 

f-2.4.6 

where 
P* ?*!_ Û*' /Î ■ * « ^ 

(8.256) 

(8.257) 

(8.258) 

We will now write a canonical systen of resolvents for the case in which the 

warping is represented by two expansion terms. From (3.70) and (3.92), we have 

fff 

- a,X-a^c'C- ii4^'9’.= “ e-1 -Vy *)“i- 6h*+»)«*]> (8.259) 
km I 

Î 
a».«'#.. — aMe'8,—c-* -) [í/,(s .»i1“*— 

Cf 

a(«+»u,l»4-a(«+»>+(‘,,9i) +a(«+»(»(^#.) +^116+1.1^ + 64(6+11)0^4- 

(8.260) 

4-^(6+6)^8. + ^ [ll(6+*, (6+»)«>* — r(f,+6)(,,+6)11),] =*0 

(6=1.2). 
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Solving (8.259) for n^, ete^, and eliminating these quantities and their 

derivatives from (8.260), we arrive, as follows from (3.187), at equations or the 
form 

where 

Af|»¡ j j4;>j -)- 1(/). 
.Ajiuii + iAïj»: - — Cji«,— Cjj»)j= / ,(/), 

/li}=4}i, Cij»Cj|. 

(8.261) 

The coefficients and right-hand sides of system (8.261) are calculated in the 

same way as for Eq. (8.250). 

The Integration of system (8.261) is elementary in character. Representing 

the partial solution of the homogeneous system 1n the form 

*i(05=,C«e <. 

we arrive at the characteristic equation 

dû** - CTi ^í¡a» -f ä'a _ c;; 

AW- n-k- er, AW-C» “0' 

whence 
»«- uics -f Mivr. - ¿A?iC» - n'1) /'-f-cTica - er,1=o. 

For the determined values of the roots of the characteristic equation 



the general solution of the homogeneous system has the form 

I (8.263) 

The partial solution of system (8.261) can also be readily found by using the 

method of variation of arbitrary constants. 

In conclusion, we will present the values of the coefficients of the differ¬ 

ential resolvents corresponding to warping proper and to the mutual influence of 

warping and components of displacement of the contour 7=const as a solid for a 

caisson of rectangular cross section, shown in Figure 8.47. 

In approximating the warping by function (8.237), by computing the quadratures 

In accordance with (3.44), we can obtain 

I A*! 

+ -- ctg X* (x- ~ !>in 4x) jl^"", 

-».fy—3cte Y.sin* Y-1—sin aYll1"", 

(8.264) 
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c"~ (tí xLAh + ll [ 
i/¡*j 

16 (iictß* /# r5))t- 

—j- sin 2x-3^ctg /, f-^-jsin*/. f3cte/„sin*/- 

—Jlctg*/.- 1)(-U,n 4/- -f »in» 2/)11 I1.'«« 
i.»p (8.264) 

In approximating the warping by functions (8.241) and (8.242), we also find 

i i a„ = — --X ~r y 
I —V xjiu- 

X' 

2 

! 

-¡-i-A.Sill ll.(-Y+tli X.1^ 

••—rh-j T “¡v.-'n’i'-.x 

xh-^-TS+^^-T)1"^! 

“ ;T *.S-¡+T St+ 

XitlM 

+ - 

1 + V ¿i*: .1 . 

1 
3 «in* i 

-~i+:%.*'"S-'*‘.ïh+TSi+ . 

»»—7+’ -¿’ 'S5l"‘'-l(l "8'/'l+r 

4-Í^Í /#sin* /,(1^ (ctg» X,- l)x- -j-ctg* /- 

~(rz;+ctg,/")cte3(_ j-r;ctex»lnsin x]!1“ 

4»3rr; t 1'isin*y»x 

'3a m 

iw 

(8.265) 
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64f ■ 

XIl£Jct« /,ictc»/,- 3' / - ct« /„ cti! / |-£^+ clg*/,) + 

+ .1 ( Li-? -f 3 c Ik* /,) ctK* / -c tK Z. t !i* Z + 

+ -^^/.+ ^0-3^/) I"sin y.j|¡““. 

m I — V 6 <o jipi V h it 

/J sin* /, |( I - 6 clg* /, + ctg« /,) /+ 

+^j-^(l—fictg*/,)—ctg4 x,]cti z+ 

+2ctg/,(^+ ctg*/,) cíg»/ --i- (^+ 6c(g*/.)ctg*X + 

+ ctg /, Ctg« z - Ÿ ctg* / + 

+4^Ctgz,(l-ctg*/,)ln.in/)^-, 

=d\ diA, sin /0 • 
1>'«f 

-rf, V JC«AU+ 2i/i *,/, sin* /,X 
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! cot X 
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*«»' 

*»« 

C|fs 

x(t TTL-rf^.~+Tlnt«T)£ V 2 »in2 X »in X 2 l /1*» 

Vi2jt«*A*»-ctg 

+T3 '«sin,),«cos/*(“S+ ln,g iilT1 

- Ctg /,d, +^-2/Î sin*/, cos /, X 

x(-ctg/^ + |^+ctK/..lntif)| 
l^iAH 
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^•tp 

V-yu+'-r'»liC’ 

.rf* 

■V. y (t).^“-T '¡•'»•«(«í 4w • 

^ ^ )4A'fV'i* 2 X 

X ( -- —V— Ctg /.ctg /.-4- Ctg /.,ctg> /.)|1'*1'. 
\4 »In«/ 3 ;|iw, 

V/, y (4) Ai. A,» fw;Arsin' /,/icfg /,-4- 
\ to It ’ t »In« X 

-4Ctg1/ -- 3¿~ctg»z Ctg«/„Ctg/)1 . 

» 

(8.265) 
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3. Low-Aspect Wing with an Arbitrarily Oriented Reinforcing icructure 

In Subsections 1 and 2, we proceeded from the funeral resolvents of a „jnical 

shell of arbitrary configuration, thereby assuming that the spars of the wings were 

oriented in the direction of the generatrices of the conical surface. Me will now 

consider a more general case, in which the spars are oriented arbitrarily (Figure 

8.62). Various nays of solving such problems are possible. Given below Is a 

Figure 8.62. 
Low-aspect 
wing with 
arbitrarily 
oriented 
spar 
structure. 

general system of resolvents for a conical shell of arbitrary configuration relnforceo 

with an arbitrarily oriented spar structure; a combined method of calculation using 

the method of forces Is presented, and simplified ways of solving the problems are 

A. Differential Resolvents of a Wing-Type Conical Shell with an Arbitrarily 
Oriented Structure 

cet îWFk be the potential energy variation of a unit length of the kth element 

r; the reinforcing structure. In the general case, we will assume that this element 

'as flanges as well as a web. This makes It possible to consider beam-type elements 

as well as, assuming a web thickness equal to zero, stringer-type elements. Assun- 
mg that the web does not receive normal stresses, we have 
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CO» S,, * * * " 
(8.266) * CO» * * 

Here Njj. are the forces in the upper and lower flanges of the kth element; 

e?|j. eVj are the strains of the upper and lower flanges of the kth element; 

Stjçy» ytky Is the flux of tangential forces and shear strain in the web of 

the kth element; 

dj^ is the web height of the kth element; 

V tk* tk are unit vectors oriented in the direction of the flanges and axis 
of the kth element; 

8U, 8U are the angles made by the flanges of the kth element with the xOz plane. 

The relationship between the strain e^ and the components of the displacement 

vector can obviously be obtained from general formula (1.53), which determines the 

linear strain of che middle surface of the shell in an arbitrary tangential direc¬ 

tion. The relationship between the shear strain yt^y and the components of the 

displacement vector can obviously be represented in the form 

Yipr ‘ öy dt. (8.267) 

Assuming that the displacement utk changes linearly along the web height and 

considering the web to be Incompressible in the direction of the Oy axis, we arrive 

at a model in which the shear strain yt^y is constant along the web height, and 

hence, can be determined from the corresponding displacements in the middle sur¬ 

face of the shell. Consequently, expressions of the following type are obtained 

for the strains and forces in the reinforcing elements, (3.16) being taken into 

account: 

64-4 

Vv ^+tt? 
(8.268) 

(8.269) 
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where 'í'itky* ^It^y are some functions of the S coordinate; 

Ek, Gjç are the elastic moduli of the kth element; 

AFk, Hk are the areas of the flanges and web thickness of the kth element. 

Let Çk be the longitudinal coordinate, measured along the projection of the 
kth element f'n the xOz plane. 

The line of intersection of the kth element with the middle surface of the 

shell can obviously be represented by parametric equations 

(8.270' 

Eliminating the parameter £k, we can always find the two-valued dependence 

S1.3V^’ which detenn^nes the values of the S coordinate on the upper and lower 
flanges of the kth element. 

One can also readily find the derivative (Figure 8.63). 

dZ »in Xi (8 

The potential energy variation of the entire structure can obviously be 
represented in the form 

(8.272) 

assuming that 

(8.273) 
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where 

Figure 8.63. 

where Zo|(, Zlk are the coordinates of the origin and end of the kth element. 

Introducing (8.266) into (8.272) and considering (8.268), we obtain 

t «♦« 

+Qr, 

(8. 274) 

(2) = X, £ (J, T,)dt.h (,,) + ' 

, f , NUi. ,), , . .. , 

‘w*í¡({, ,> ce»?;<{,,) / ifji-ï' 

Q,'{2)=J±- V |.V(t.n)rf,*,«„(»i)+ 

Considering that for a wing-type shell 

cos pi ä co< a 1, 

and taking (8.271), into account, we obtain from (8.275) and (8.276) 

1*’»u- v"»11 T')W,1)+ V 
ámá k 

+ -j2- 11 j , •* * 1 S »<" I* (Itl W,(2, 

Hr,(2)-^ [yv,* (i. nii(,(n)+ A'?,«. n)tr^n)+ 

(8.274) 

(8.275) 

(8.276) 

(8.277) 

(8.278) 
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The potential energy variation of the system under consideration as a whole 

will be 

(8.279) 

where 5U is the potential energy variation of the shell proper, represented by 

expression (3.35). 

Expanding (8.279), in view of (3.35) and (8.274), we have 

where 

Here 

y[p1(ü^£L+Qt(W/ lrfZi 
• »-i1 ' J 

Pu™p,+P„\ Q./.Q,+ 0.,. 

Introducing (8.280) into variational Eq. (3.26), we obtain 

^-0,, + ^=0 (y = l. 2.6+«). 

(Pt,-Pi;)«y^‘=“0 (7=1.2.6 + «). 

(8.280) 

(8.281) 

(8.2*2) 

(8.283) 

(8.284) 

where Ppj is the generalized force corresponding to the work done by external forces 

applied at the shell ends to the elements of the reinforcing structure. 

Let us expand Eq. (8.282). Using (8.268) and (8.269), we obtain 

(8.285) 

(8.286) 
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Here 

have 

b,AZ)~^j (2(i+v)[^,(n)^,n)AF;+ 

+v.(i)(,,.(i)if:l+(,,(1) WDM. 17^ 

^,(2) = -^- VJ ¡2(1 +v)|t/(É(il)t(U(»))Afï-f 

A +^^(«0 ï,.„(DM.) /. 

Introducing expression (3.42), (3.43) and (8.285), (2.286) into (8.281), 

P, (2) =i >/1( 1 -2) V ai,tV\ + \J bi,. V\j. 

(8.287) 

we 

Cl), V, 

where 
¢1),=(1),-1-am, A«/,==Ay,-t A^>,, ¢1/, = ^/,+^/,. 

(8.288) 

(8.289) 

(8.290) 

(8.291) 

Now, using (8.288) and (8.289), we obtain from (8.282) 

«4 n 

—^)aii,V i+hnV X-bt„V\-_L-/y 
“ I — ¿ * '1 -i/G 1 

t; ¡.2,..., 6 (-/,). 

Thus, the resolvent systems of ordinary differential equations for shells rein¬ 

forced in the direction of the generatrices and shells reinforced by an arbitrarily 

oriented structure are structurally identical. The matrices of their coefficients 

possess the same synnetry properties. For Eqs. (8.291), represented in mixed form, 

one can readily find the first six integrals expressing the equilibrium conditions 

of the cut-off portion of the shell: 

(1-2) V a^y; -f V b')V, * -L- p, 
mm mrnd M' 
,-( ,•i 

(/ 1.2.6 ; 
(8.292) 



Equations (8.291), (8.292) pertain equally to the fundamental static-qeometric 
model and to the model with a contour Z=const nondeformable 1n Its plane. In the 
first case, the coefficients bj., cji are determined by expressions (3.44), 
and in the second case, by expressions (3.271). The coefficients aFji, bp^, Cp^. 
are determined by expressions (8.287) in both cases. These coefficients are 
fairly complex in character and are determined by the orientation of the reinfor- 
cir.g structure. To compute the coefficients, using (1.53), (8.267) and (1.32), we 
can readily obtain 

(8.293) 

Figure 8.64. Equivalent system. Key: 
1) spars, and f.) shell. 

B. Combined Method of Calculation 

In the combined method of calculation presented below, the arbitrarily oriented 
reinforcing structure is taken into consideration by means of the method of forces. 

We will take as the fundamental system the shell proper, reinforced with a 
rib structure, as well as a structure of stringers anJ spars oriented along the 
generatrices; for brevity, this system will hereinafter be simply referred to as 
a "shell", and the system of isolated spars oriented arbitrarily, as "spars" 
(Figure 8.64). 
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Let qk be the unknown contact tangential forces of interaction of the kth 

spar with the shell, directed along the spar contour. Together with the dimen¬ 

sional coordinate measured along the kth spar, we introduce the dimensionless 
coordinate 

/» * (8.294) 

where 1^ is the total length of the kth spar, and we represent these forces in the 

form of the expansions 

(8.295) 
¢. (*) -= 21 (C) (*=1.2....), 

where er(;) (r-1, 2, ...) is some system of coordinate functions subject to pre¬ 

selection and qkr (r*l, 2, ...) are the desired coefficients. As the coordinate 

functions {er) one can adopt any complete system of functions. These can be trig¬ 

onometric or power functions, polynomials, etc. 

Let us note that in the general case qk f qk, but usually one can nevertheles: 

approximately assume that Pk = qj. which reduces the number of coefficients qkr in 

expansions (8.295) by exactly one*half. 

The unknown coefficients qkr, in accordance with the method of forces, will 

be sought from the strin compatibility conditions of the shell and spars. These 

conditions are conveniently formulated on the basis of the Castigliano principle 

by minimizing the potential energy of the Internal forces of the system with re¬ 

spect to the parameters qkr: 

(8.296) 
Here 

(8.297) 
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where 

Uq 1s the potential energy of the shell; 

is the potential energy of the kth spar; 

m is the number of spars; 

t is the number of retained terms of expansion (8.295). 

In the general case, the energy 

(8.298) 

where the first term also extends (in the sense of the Stieltjes Integral) to the re 

inforcing elements oriented in the direction of the generatrices. 

On condition that - q^, the energy 

(8.299) 

where Mk(ç) is the bending moment in the cross section of the kth spar. 

In view of the lienarity of the problem, the components of the stressed state 

of the shell and the bending moments in the spars can be represented in the form 

(8.301) 

(8.300) 

t 

Af»(0=AÍ¡¡(t)-}-2 
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where 

0 0 0 
°m2* °nz> Tnzmz are the stresses In the shell due to a given external load 
applied directly to the shell; 

Mk is the bending moment in the kth spar due to a given external load ap¬ 

plied directly to the spar; 

öm5» °nz» Tnzmz» are the stresses in the shell and the bending moment in 

the kth spar due to contact load (8.295), satisfying the conditions 

I i (rc=/>). 
U (r/,,). 

(8.302) 

Introducing representations (8.300) and (8.301) into Eqs. (8.296), taking 

(8.298), (8.299) into consideration, we arrive at a system of algebraic equations 
in the unknowns q. : „ , 

k 22^'+ß"=° 
»•I r-l 

(/=1.2.m), 
(/>=1.2./). 

(S.303) 

Here 

where 

¢) TI’-,*lf- + 'L't'J f 211 +v)*:;w> »/.J X 

X Aß sin rkdSdI-\-\tllt —--‘-dl 
If elr id) 

r, 

§ tK.9,-.~v (*-/'*!+ '-/y++2(‘ + v)x 

X AB sin xhdSdil 

is Kronecker's symbol. 

1. *=/, 
o. *//. 

(8.304) 

(8.305) 

(8.306) 

Having solved system (8.303) for the unknown coefficients qk , one can then, 

using expressions (8.300) and (8.301), find the stresses in the shell and the bend¬ 
ing moments in the spars. 



The largest volume of computational work in the procedure described corresponds 

to the determination of ojflz, o^, and c^, oj^', T^m*. These stressed states 

are determined by integrating the differential resolvents of the conical shell under 

the corresponding external load. Use may be made of any of the resolvent variants, 

obtained above, depending on the specific wing structure. Having represented the 

general solution of the system of differential resolvents in the form of a general 

solution of the homogeneous system and partial solution of the inhomogeneous sys¬ 

tem, we should find a total of m*t+l partial solutions. 

C. Simplified Analysis of a Low-Aspect Wing with Arbitrarily Oriented Webs 

Certain structures of low-aspect wings can be treated as isotropic conical 

shells reinforced with an arbitrarily oriented structure of webs (Figure 8.65a), 

which, being supported by the uooer and lower panels of the wing and by the edge 

rib ana edging, are in shear, transFo"m1ng the normal pressure on the wing into 

fluxes of tangential contact forces qkssqk(ç) 

With the exception of the edge rib, ribs of such type are absent in wings, and 

we will therefore assume that the entire air load applied directly to the skin is 

transmitted further to the webs. 

The true distribution of the air load among the webs is unknown, and in this 

sense the problem is statically Indeterminate, but in practical calculations, it 

is permissible to specify this distribution approximately, on the basis of heuris¬ 

tic representations of the operation of a structure. For example, a satisfactory 

result can be obtained by dividing the wing into zones adjacent to the webs (see 

Figure 8.55b). Having first specified the distribution of the air load among the 

webs, we will separate the kth web from the wing and apply to it the flux of tan¬ 

gential contact forces qk in addition to the air load (Figure 8.66a). We will 

neglect tne normal stresses in the web cross sections, assuming that the tangen¬ 

tial stresses are constant along the web height. From the equilibrium condition 

of the web element (Figure 8.66 b), we have 

*(k=l, 2, .... m; r=l, 2, .... t). 
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Figure 8.65. Low- 
aspect wing with 
arbitrarily oriented 
webs. 

Figure 8.66. Deter¬ 
mination of flows 
qk in webs. Key: 1) 
atr. 

(8.307) 

Expression (8.307) is a differential equation in the unknown flux of tangential 

forces qk. Integrating Eq. (8.307), we can readily obtain 

*»(0! 
«!(t' 

C--I, I c’*»'. <*»<«** (8.308) 

where C is an arbitrary constant. 

Neglecting the rigidity of the wing edging, we take 

(1)-0. 
(8.309) 

In view of (8.309), expression (8.308) finally assumes the form 

? 

(8.310) 
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™US; f0T ' spec1fied «tstrfbutlon of the airload amoeg the webs, the rr bles, 

of ^™not on Of the contact for.es qk turns out to be statically dote™,nute. 

By combining the determined contact tangential loau acting in the direction of the 

web contours with the air load acting on the wing, we reduce the analysis of the 

wing to the analysis of a conical shell for a given load. The method described 

due to V.I. Figurovskiy.. With a successful distribution of the airload, apply. 

ing .he above-described methods to the analysis of a conical shell, we arrive at 
completely satisfactory results. 

D. Simplified Analysis of a Low-Aspect Wing with a Regular Structure of 

Spars Perpendicular to the Edge 

The method discussed in Par. C can also be applied to the analysis of low- 

aspect Wings reinforced with spars. this case, by cutting out the spar webs 

and replacing tneir action on the wing by tangential fluxes of contact forces de- 

ten,nned by expression (8.310). wo can. as was done above, reduce the analysis cf 

the wing to that of a conical shell for a given load. The difference from the 

case iscussed in Par. C lies in the fact that we must now deal with a conical 

shell reinforced with bands of spars. If the spars fom a regular structure, by 

smearing out" the spars, we can reduce the problem to the analysis of an ortho- 

tropic she 1. For example, if we deal with a regular structure of spars on a model 

with a contour Z-const nondeformable in its plane, it is necessary to assume 

('+£)• (8.311) 

rfhere 

Ens. E is the reduced modulus and elasticity modulus of the material- 
ÍÇ tho _i._j ’ AF is the area of the spar band; 

Us ConWu/^nní^ l^^Szof-^SsIonêlya teïnMlia^mï! V 2°^ °f 
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b is the distance between the spars; 

h is the skin thickness. 

* 
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Chapter IX. ANALYSIS OF A WING ALLOWING FOR ELASTICITY OF THE RIBS 

The differential resoivents obtained in Part One, and along with 

them all the problems discussed in Ch. VIII, are based on computational 

models in which the role of ribs, neglecting their actual rigidity, 

reduces to certain additional constraints impos'd on the deformation of 

the shell proper. Such an approach is approximate, since it does not 

consider the elastic energy accumulated by the ribs in the course of 

deformation. The fraction of this energy in the total energy balance 

of the structure can be appreciable not only when we are dealing with 

reit forced ribs receiving concentrated loads, but also in the case of 

normal ribs supporting the wing profile, since normal ribs are subjected 

to an additional load due to warping of the cross section, as can be 

readily ascertained by using the example of cylindrical shells. 

Let a straight cylindrical shell be completely fixed in sección 

2*0 and loaded on the opposite end Z = by an arbitrary system of 

normal ann tangential forces. 

From the fixing conditions 

»(O.S)-O (9.1) 

Considering that the cross section of the shell is nondeiormable in 

its plane, for tangential forces (6.130) ou the end Z * 0, in view of 

(9.1), we have 

m (0. 5)=0/( |'i;«h.it'(S) f 0,,(9)x'lS; (/($)]]. 
(9.2) 
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To within the three const<. .ts ^,(0),^(0).0,(0), expression (9.2) deter¬ 

mines the law of distribution of tangential forces in the built-in end. 

Outside a certain region adjacent to it, the tangential forces are known 

to be distributed in accordance with the law of plane sections, i.e., in 

a different manner than (9.2). For example, in the case of pure torsion 

on the end Z - 0, we have from (9.2) 

5,f. (0) = 0/,r(01 [x(Si(/’iS)_.v'(5)ÿ(5)]. 

and at a certain distance from it, the Bredt distribution 

•Ç, „ (Z. 5)=const. 
t I 

(9.3) 

(9.4) 

The irregularity of the distribution of tangential forces over the 

length of the shell is directly related to the warping of the cross section. 

Fig. 9.1. In reitfence to the analysis of loading 
of rlos. 

Let us now consider a straight prismatic caisson of rectangular 

cross section, as shown in Fig. 9.1a. Let the system of external forces 

on the end Z ■ reduce to the twisting moment Mz. We will take the 

end portion of the caisson, cutoff by a certain crojs section Z * const 

(Fig. 9.1b). With respect to the displacements in the xOy plane, the 

external twisting moment is obviously balanced by the reactive fluxes of 
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tangential forces V.S;,, of the cross section Z - const. If the entire 
"i t t I 

separated portion of the caisson lies in the Bredt zone, then 

“-SJ, — S —romt, 
• t it 

so that the transverse forces in the webs 

Q' «■ ±SH. ^9,5^ 

Let us now consioer the end portion of the caisson, cut off by an 

oblique section (Fig. 9.1c). Let us assume that the internal forces Qr 

in the ribs are absent. In view of the fact that in the built-in end, in 

accordance with expression (9.3), the forces SnzUlz are constant in each 

veb taken separately, we arrive at a contradiction; this is because in 

this case, equilibrium in the direction of the Oy axis is impossible, 

since, as was shown above, JV„ hence, Ws= ^ / y‘- Equilibrium 

is obviously possible only in the presence of forces in the ribs that 

balance the difference AQ = Q>- Q1 

Thus, even in the simplest case of torsion of a straight rectangular 

caisson, forces are set up in the ribs that are related to warping of the 

cross section and deform the latter in its plane. A similar effect 

naturally also takes place in conical shells of arbitrary configuration, 

but in this case the situation becomes much more complex. 

Consideration of the above-described phenomenon may be of interest 

in the case of shells reinforced with a weak structure of normal ribs. 

For shells reinforced with strengthened ribs receiving large concentrated 

forces, consideration of the elasticity of the ribs is necessary. 



Given below are the differ.ntial resolvents of an arbitrary conical 

wing-type shell reinforced with elastic ribs mounted parallel to the edge 

section.* Consideration is given to web ribs as well as beam-type ribs 

which in addition to webs have top and bottom flanges and bracing struts. 

The case in which the shell is reinforced with frame-type ribs can 

be analyzed on the basis of differential resolvents (3.224), allowing for 

bending of the middle surface of the shell. Here we arrive at a struc¬ 

turally orthtropic model whose local rigidities in the planes parallel to 

the edge must be calculated by taking into account rigidities of the 

reinforcing rib frames. 

The rib structure is taken into consideration both on the basis of a 

simplified computational model assuming r. continuous distribution of the 

ribs, and by proceeding strictly from their actual discrete arrangement, 

in the latter case, the problem reduces to equations with singular 

coefficients (see Appendices I-1V). 

9.1 Geometric Model 

Considering the elasticity of the ribs, in contrast to (2.6), we 

will proceed from the representation of the elastic displacement vector 

in the form 

*For prismatic caissons, see I. F. 

Analysis of Wing-Type Caisson Structures 
Obraztsov. Methods of Strength 
. Moscow, Oborongiz, 1960. 
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Here U is the vector function corresponding to the displacement of the 

contour Z « const us a solid; 

Ü‘(Mí-a(2. Me, 

is the vector function corresponding to warping of the contour Z » const 

in the direction of the normai to Its plane; 

L’lMt-.V.U, Me, ; K.,(y, Me, 
(9.8) 

is the vector function corresponding to the deformation of the contour 

Z * const *n its piene; 

Cp Ö2, i _ arc unit vectors (3.241) 

We represent the functions 0. A,. A. in the fora of the expansions 

kml 

*,(/. M-V*¿(Z)?‘'i.V), (9.11) 
ffi 

A,(/, .V)a,(9.11) 

where (fj1; are some preselected systems of coordinate functions; 

“'«• "j- are the desired generalized displacements. 

The functions U. Ki. Ki, represented by expansions (9.9) - (9.11), are 

determined only on the middle surface of the shell. When the elasticity 

of tiie ribs is taken into account, it is necessary to extend these functions 

by dete-mining them also in the region of space occupied by the ribs. For 

brevity of the treatment, we will consider the ribs to be absolutely 

flexible out of their plane. In this connection, it is sufficient to extend 

each of the functions by additionally determining them in the 

region enclosed by the contour of the directrix, in this case, as the 



curvilinear coordinates of the point M(x,y,z) inside the shell, we can 

take the coordinates Xq(M), y^(M) of point of intersection of the ray 

passing through apex 0' of the conical surface and through point M with 

the plane of the directrix, and the curvilinear coordinates Z(M), deter¬ 

mining the plane passing through point M and parallel to the plane of the 

directrix. It is obvious that Z(M) is the distance from point M to the 

plane of the directrix, measured along the ray passing through the apex 

and point M, in fractions of its total length O'Mq (Fig. 9.2). 

Fig. 9.2. System of curvilinear coordinates 

The Cartesian coordinates x, y, z of point M and its curvilinear 

coordinates x0, ¿ are related by the obvious relations 

(9.12) x*=x,(l-2); 1/-1/,0 -/); z l„z .r„(!-JOrtg/*. 

For the length ds of an arbitrarily oriented element in coordinates 

**•*•*• in vlew of <9-l2), we can readily obtain 

(1 -7)\<lxJH\-2)'(dytr F 

Í fM.{d2f~(i-2)di*,d/, 
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where Im. is the length O'Mq of the ray passing through point M: 

(9.14) 

(9.15) 

lm. xXl+y. f - •*.€«({ /_,fi 

is the total differential. 

For the length ds* of an arbitrarily oriented segment lying in the 

plane Z - const, we have from (9.13) 

rf»*-(l-Z)df¡. ^9,1 

where ds*0 is the length of the corresponding segment in the plane of the 

directrix: 

(9.17) 

Extending each of the functions (9ÍlÍ.S)), {«¡-(S)} t0 the region inciU(je(j 

within the contour of the directrix, we will proceed from the representation 

(9.18) ^ = ŸÎ1 (•*■«. y,), (■*.. y,)- 

in view of the continuity of displacements of the shell proper and ribs, 

coordinate functions (9.18) must be continuous on the contour of the 

directrix and inside it, and in addition, must satisfy the conditions 

(9.19) 

the directrix. 

All the indicated requirements placed on coordinate functions (9.18) 

will be fulfilled if power coordinate functions (3.309) are chosen as these 

functions. 



i 

For Che chosen coordinate unctions (9.18), expressions (9.6)-(9.11) 

determine the displacements of both the shell proper and the ribs. The 

strains of the shell proper are represented by expressions (1.55), (1.69). 

We will write the expressions for the strains of the flanges and webs of 

the ribs. In so doing, it is necessary to keep in mind that in displace¬ 

ments U° the ribs are not deformed at all, and in displacements U1, they 

are deformed only out of their plane. In this connection, for the strain 

of the rib flanges, in view of (1.55), we have 

(9.20) dirm 
, __!_^ 
"* i —2 ¿s (1-2)/,415¾ * R • 

where 

< u\ =1/*.^, ul =*L*• n«. 
(9.21) 

The shear strains of the rib webs are determined by the expression 

iüfi- ■ (9.22) V»,«, = 

where 
óti 

-U*-«!. < «i (9.23) 

For arbitrary scalar functions along the direction of unit vectors 

*!• ®2» in view of (9.16), (9.17), we have 

d _ »in ip _t|_ , i) _ 1 d 

a*i 1-2 àMu ' ae: " j if ^ 

Considering (9.24), we obtain from (9.22) 

(9.24) 

V*«#, = —?— f-ÍÜL_ a. ¡^n y dul, ] 
i-2l à,0 ■ (9.25) 

We will assume that the rib webs are subjected only to shear. It 

then becomes obvious that the fluxes of tangential forces, and along with 

them, the shear strains within each section of the rib located between 

o 



neighboring struts must be considered constant. Thus the shear strain 

-1 of the rib webs of the shell can be represented as 

p (9.26) 

'»i*. '*•#«(■*». Z) —Y*(Z)p,(jc4), 

where yk is the shear strain of the kth section of the rib located between 

struts with coordinates ^ - 1 and and the functions 

(9.27) 
1 Xm *-i ^ 

I1» == Q ■X® ^ X.’®,*—ll 

X® ^ Xojt* 

Further, Introducing the Heaviside unit funtion 9, we will use the repre¬ 

sentation 

(Xj)-Ö (X®-X®J»_l) ®(Xg Xq^). (9.28) 

Superposing the xOz plane of the fundamental Cartesian coordinate 

system on the tentative position of the neutral plane (wt took as the 

latter the plane passing through the principal central axes of the cross 

sections Z ■ const, about which the moments of inertia 1 * I . ), we 
mm 

will assume that the displacements depend linearly on the yQ coordinate: 

(9.29) 

djr® 

Taking (9.26) and (9.29) into account, we have from expression (9.25) 

(*0, ¿)=«U0, 2)-f- 
(9.30) 

It is easy to see that in accordance with (9.30), the total displacements 

a#,—«Î, -r«;, are Independent of the yQ coordinate. This is in account with 

the generally accepted concepts of operation of a wing. 
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Omitting the function |g, jrj in (9.30) and using representation 

(9.28), we find to within the displacements of the contour Z * const as a 

solid 

m* 2)™*“:-|(l—2) V»(Z)k*.—xoji-i)-, — (■*#•” 
•inx* 

(9.31) 

where functions of the type 
(*0—*».<) + =* (X«—Xo.iJOiXq—x0,t): 

K-^K-I 0 
1^—JEoj, x9>Xq.i, 

(9.32) 

and constants can be chosen arbitrarily. 

Thus, for example, using the condition 

«‘»(0.7)-0 

we can obtain 

C4=(—jcjji)+ — ( — JCo3-i)+. 

(9.33) 

(9.3A) 

Let us turn to relations (9.23). Taking (9.8) into account, we have 

U<t\>**Kr (9-35 

Thus, expression (9.31) establishes the relationship between the 

components Ki = /(j(Xo, yo. 2), /^“Â^x*, 2) of vector and the values of 

shear strain yk(2) in the rib sections. 

Considering (9.29), we will choose the coordinate functions ifc) 

in the form 

9jl=jc*yr 

On the basis of (9.10) 

Kit*» y* 7)=y#2**(7)xS, 
STi 

(9.36) 

(9.37) 



' 
ÊÊÊÊtÊtmm 

where xk(Z) are the desired functions. 

Introducing representation (9.37) into (9.31), in view of (9.35), 

we also 

,(*„ 2)»-—Y*(Z)[(Jf0— Xo.*«,), —(x# — jcjji)+ -f-CJ — 

«T * + 1l 

(9.38) 

Now, introducing expansions (9.37) and (9.38) into expression (9.8), 

we represent it in the form 

where 

U*(M)=(1~Z) 2 Y,(Z)<r¡(Vi,)-r 2 v'ZhilMJ. 
Í-1 

Tj ( M0) = -r2— Í •«„ - Jf J.» -i U — (jc0 — x3.»)+ -f Cj,). 
em x.: 

tK«.) 

(9.39) 

(9.40) 

(9.41) 

WtttKmmumatmm 



Expression (9.39) represents the expansion of vector U2, which deter¬ 

mines the deformation of the ribs in their plane. The functions 

Yk,Kk of variable z «re the desired generalized displacements; the vector 
• •—»•.»»SJ 

functions ’*■ 1>- , determined on the contour of the directrix and inside it, 

constitute the given coordinate functions. It is evident from the above 

that the coordinate vector functions <rl determine the bending forms of 

deformation of the ribs in their plane, which are not associited with 

shear of the rib webs. However, the coordinate vector functions <pi 

correspond to shear strains of the webs. As an example, Fig. 9.3 shows 

the forms of deformation of a rib in its plane, corresponding to the 

coordinate functions «i. «Û , for a rib of rectangular configuration 

reinforced with four struts. 

We will represent the vector U1 in the form of an expansion analogous 

to (9.39). Considering (9.7) and (9.9), 

UMAU-V (9.42) 
Cl 

where „^(2; are the desired generalized displacements; 

are coordinate vector functions determined on che contour of the 

directrix, which are subject to preselection. 

Now, introducing expansions (9.39) and (9.42) into ei.pression (9.6), 

and considering expansion (3.3), we represent the elastic Ifaplacement 

vector U in the form 

UlM)~ i) 
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Here the first six terms pertain to the vector function U°: 

IMZj.tMZ). (/,(*) are the components of the translation displacement 

vector n(Z); 

ÍMZ). 1/,(7), 
are the components of the rotation vector 0(Z); 

*•(*>•> are the coordínete vector function», determined, strictly 

speaking, both on the contour of the directrix and inside 

it; they are represented by expressions (2.97) and 3.240). 

The next n terms of expansion (9.43) 
correspond to the vector function 

li— 

X 

*»> i are the coordinate 

~ are the generalized warpings; 

VÍ 1,-,1.= I; 
(9.45) 

vector functions, determined on the contour 

of the directrix. 

Th. next „ terns of expansion (9.43) correspond to the vector function D2: 

*te the aheai strains In the kth sectlone of the rib «ehe: 

(9.46) 

»■(*.,I....... are the coordinate vector function., detemlned both on the 

contour of the directrix and Inside It; they are represent«! by 

expressions (9.40). 

The last nx terms of expansion (9.43) also correspond to the vector 

function U^: 

......-.,(2, are the generaHred displacen«.te, correspondió* to 

ending of the ribs in their plane; 
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(9.47) 

are the coordinate vector functions, determined both on the 

contour of the directrix and inside it; they are represented 

by expressions (9.41). 

Let t be an arbitrarily oriented unit vector. In accordance with 

(9.43), the displacements in the direction of t 

N 
«, (¿. M»)3* ^ ^,(/)^,(^11,), 

/•1 

where 

VA2)~uA2)i,a). 

A'= 

Superposing t on the unit vectors of the main moving trihedron, we 

will expand geometric relations (2.2). 

Fnr the components of the strain of the shell proper, we obtain 

(9.48) 

(9.49) 

(9.50) 

(9.51) 

A' 

where *, ip are determined by expressions (3.17) and (0.18). 

(9.52) 

For the strain ems of the rib flanges, we obtai.i an expression of 

the form 
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Let 6Ur be the potential en* gy variation of the r'b structure per 

unit length of the wing. Considering that in view of the adopted 

hypotheses, the rib webs are subjected only to shear, and taking (9.16) 

into account, we have 

tí?,=(i — z)if) uF?imdS, { (i — .r . . 
(9.59) 

Here 

ÿ...dS, pertains to the contour formed by the axial line of the rib 

flanges in the section Z * 0; 

I... dx¿iyf extends to the area of the rib web in the section Z = 0. 

Expanding (9.59) and considering expansions (9.53) a¡ j (9.55), we 

obtain for the rib structure of the entire wing 

/. 

Here 

Q»i ^ 1 ¿iS, -*• ( I - é ) \ Jt j 
l r§' J 

where in v >w of (9.58) 

(9.60) 

(9.61) 

0/. 

h, ri*. 
oZ 

We will assume that witHn a section, the rib weh thickness is 

constant. Since each of the sections is in the state of pure shear, 

expression (9.61) in view of (9.56) can be reduced to the form 

Kk^i 16-- «) -1.2./d. 

(9.62) 

(9.63) 
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i"!”™1«""*.i. 

where 

T#*V*täm(2) 

*.»*“*.,(2) 

Ok 

are tangential strepses in the wel of the kth rib section; 

is the relative web thickness of the kth rih section; 

is * he web area of the kth rib section for Z » 0. 

/ 

/ 

Fo -lhe system as a whole, the potential energy variation 

/ li;,=r MZ-hH'n- (9.64) 
/ 
/.nere U will designate the sum of potential energies of the shell proper 

/ 
ard of the reinforcing structure of spars and stringers. 

/ 
Expanding (9.64) and consideiing (3.55) and (9.60), we have 

j V ^~ (9.65) 
i Iff 

Here 

is the generalized force, determined by taking into account 

the reinforcing structure of spars and stringers; 

Ot. "Vj (9.66) 

where 

i6 d»tennined for a shell, the spars and stringers being considered; 

Qrj is represented by expression (9.63). 

Introducing (9.65) into variational Eq. (3.26), we oltain 

(+ ^-0(/-1.2,.N\ (9.67) 

-0 (/-1,2,.. V) (9.68) 

We expand Eqs. (9.67). Using (9.53), (9.55), (9.57), we have 

(9.69) 
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where the coefficients c rji are ^'*terniined by the expresslors 

+ ( I — ^(«À, 

(**y- (6 + s)**l,2.p). (9.70) 

Here 

l. /=<. 
0 . j ft, 

Is Kronecker's symbol. 

It Is now easy to see that the system of differential resolvents in 

the case under consideration has the form 

<V 

(9.71) 

where the coefficients a 
Ji’ bji, cji ^or smoother at,reinforced shells 

(the sign Z in the subscripts of the coefficients is oraitt.-d) are determined 

by the same expressions as when the rib elasticity is neglected, and the 

coefficients Crji, which allow for the rib elasticity, are determined by 

expressions (9.70). In this connection, system (9.71), represented in 

mixed form, has six first integrals expressing rhe equilibrium conditions 

of the cut-off portion of the shell as a solid; 

/V 

d-2) y 

In the system considered, the matrices of the coefficients of the 

resolvents can be represented in the form of block matrices of the type 
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W,=^0. AI, *=- const. 
(9.119) 

Integrating system (9.113), in view of (9.119), we obtain 

m(*)- V C,e‘‘x-¡- ± trl 
ftp 4 ae IÎ 

v(Z)--Lf'L y cj^v 

6.(2)^8,(0) + -^ V cja-e- 1 « in i«1 »/ 

+ iLti «LZi 

(9.120) 

(i 

Let ue now exa»'ne the model «1th dieoretely errerged rlbe In the 

section. 7-1.,,= ,.1.thu case> ln vleu of (9^5)i (9^86)j ue have 

Rt 
y Af»(z-zr), 

w ere hr is the web thickness of the rth rib. 

Reducing eyetem (9.117), (9.113) to e pertly degenerate fom by 

taking (9.121) into consideration, we obtain for caae (9.119) 

(9.121) 

a — , 
y -1_ Ik 

o+a * + , a 1. ! a 

a + # 
- " ZL. Mf 
a , 0 

a, « , „ ae %-» 
T7Y ^ viz,)/,#(Z—z,). 

(9.122) 

(9.123) 

From Eqs. (9.123), we have 

* ; y V(Z,,Ar»(^ ^ 
o-n mm ,r 

Integrating (9.124), we find 

(9.124) 

.(ZJ-C.+ C.Z + C.Z* i ^ V v(/,IA,(Z-Z,j>. 
(9.125) 

From the first two equations of system (9.122) ard (9.123), we can 

essily obtain 



(9.126) O'-_Sü- 
'* a« r 2« <¡ 

<I|7 * ^ ‘^> 
í®.+y) -j^»o 

whence, in view of (9.125) 

..(Z|=.,,0|+J- +^.-^0.)7 + ^^+0.^-+ 

f» 

+^, V v(Z,iA, [ --LfZ-Z,^]. 
.“îl 1 ‘l ‘ 

9,(Z)+YlZ)=.-6,i0) + v(0)4^- Z 4- 
2« G 

-{(ip.c.-c.jz-c.f.-c,-^ 
«• 

4./,4/, V v(Zr)A,[i.(Z-Z,)+-'-(Z-Z,)»l. 
.•4 J 

(9. 

From (9.127), we have 

,.-,.+2(4-0.-0.)7,-C,7;-4c+î;+4^ Ä7.+ ^ 

+4.^- ÿ.+,(7.-Z,))4--4(7.-7,).(.(7,-7.1 

(y* L. 2.... ,m), 

where 

(9 

X® is root (9.117) of the characteristic cquatior for the case of 

absolutely rigid ribs. 

Expressions (9.127), (9.128) represent the general solution of the 

problem in mixed form. Solving system (9.128) for the prrameters y«(<7”I 

and eliminating them from expressions (9.127), we can easily obtain the 

general solution in explicit form. 

127) 

128) 

129) 

2...., m) 
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Comparing expressions (9.120) and (9.127), we see that in contrast 

to the continuous rib distribution, where the additional displacements 

and hence the stresses associated with warping and deformrtion of the 

contour are exponential in character, in the case of discrete arrangement 

of the ribs, the additional part of the solution is piectwise-polynomial, 

i.e., the distribution of the displacements and stresse? in the portion 

between neighboring ribs is represented by polynomials i.p to third degree 

inclusive. 

\ 
t 

( 
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Chapter X. SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The present chapter presents the results of computations for certain 

specific problems involving shells of straight and swept wing type and 

low-aspect wing type. It discusses the effect of the rigidity of the 

structure of normal ribs on the stressed state of the wing, shows the 

distribution of thermal stresses in low-aspect wings of various shapes 

in the plane, and gives the distribution of normal stressas for local 

fixing of the wing. 

All the calculations were carried out on a computer using a universal 

program written for a conical shell of arbitrary configuration (Appendix 

V). Since the calculations are comparative and illustrative in character, 

we will confine ourselves mainly to caissons with a rectangular cross- 

sectional contour, which constitute a sufficiently versatile model for 

qualitative analysis of the operation of wing type shell*. 

10.1. Effect of Mb Elasticity on the Stressed State 

of a Wing 

Presented below are the results of cimparative analyses of wing 

type shells reinforced with a structure of normal ribs of different 

rigidities. In view of the fact that normal ribs are usually identical 

and mounted at fairly close intervals, we proceed fror a continuous and 

uniform distribution of the ribs over the span. 



Figures 10.2 and 10.3 show the results of malysis of i straight 

wing type caisson, illustrated in Fig. 10.1. 

Figures 10.5-10.7 show the results of analysis of a swept wing type 

caisson. Illustrated in Fig. 10.4. 

Figures 10.9-10.11 show the results of analysis of a low-aspect 

wing type caisson, illustrated in Fig. 10.8. 

The results cited show that raising the rigidity of t’ie rib struc¬ 

ture above a certain limit has little effect on the stressed state of 

the wing, but tor very weak ribs, even a slight change of their rigidity 

Is sharply reflected in the nature of the stress distribution in the 

wtrg. The computations also show that in high-aspect wings, the deforma¬ 

tion of the contour is chiefly determined by the coordinatt function (p1, 

corresponding to the operation of the rib webs in shear, whereas in 

low-aspect wings, the deformation of the contour is chiefly determined 

by the coordinate functions ff , corresponding to the operation of the 

ribs in bending. 

Fi ,. 10.1. Straight caisson of 

rectangular cross-section rein¬ 

forced with a structure of elastic 
ribs. 
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Fig. 10.2. Distribution of normal 

stresses in the cross sections of 

a straight caisson with elastic ribs. 

Fig. 10.3. Distribution of normal 
stresses in a straight caisson for 

different rib rigidities. 
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View A 

Fig. 10.4. Swept caisson of rectangular 

cross section reinforced with structure 

of elastic ribs. 

Fig. 10.5. Distribution of normal stresses 

in the built-in end of a s\ ;pt caisson with 

elastic ribs 
■ 

Fig. 10.6. 

stresses in 

caisson 

Distribution 

the built-in 

with elastic 

of t. laential 

end t* swept 

ribs. ' 
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Fig. 10.7. Distribution of normal stresses 
along the rear web (a) and front web (b). 

Fig. 10.8. Los-aspect caisson with a '»ctangular 

cross section, reinforced with a structu.r» of 

elastic web ribs. « 
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Fig. 10.9. Distribution of normal stresses 
in the built-in end of a low-aspect çaissou 
with elastic ribs for different functions 

approximating the contour deformation ard 
different rib rigidities. 

Fig. 10.10. Distribution of normal 

stressed in the sections of a low- 

aspect caisson with a deformable 

contour for different rib rigidities {»!.•}) 
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Fig. 10.11. Distribution of tangential 
stresses in the sections of a low-aspect 
caisson with a deformable contour for 

different rib rigidities^, ^ 

10.2. Thermal Stresses 

Given below (Fig. 10.14) are the results of an analysis of low-aspect 

wings of different shapes In the plane with a rhomboidal profile (Fig. 

10.12) for the action of a temperature field* (Fig. 10.13^. The tempera¬ 

ture distribution over the wing span and skin thickness was assumed to 

be uniform; the web was considered to be unheated (t ■ 20*C). 

*S. N. Kan and I. A. Sverdlov. Strength Analysis of Aircraft. 
Mowcow, Nashlnostroyeniye, 1966. 
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\ M, M„ M.» M,, M,. / 

where the blocks M,„ M ,. »•„, Mm are identical to the coi responding blocks 

of matrices written without considering the rib elasticity. Consequently, 

the mctrlces of the coefficients of system (9.71) have the jame general 

properties as when the rib elasticity is neglected, so that it is possible 

to change to the canonical form for any choice of the toordinate function 

V,<l ‘,1! Moreover» aU the canonical relations retain their form when sums 
• ♦4 • -- , 

Of the form 2¡ are replaced by sums of the for.n V A-¿ 
, “ t!î ffi iTt 

Cl 

Let us also note that the matrix of coefficients crjl is symmetric 

and has the form 

/ 

(9.73) 

where the block Crxy is diagonal. In addition, for ribs whose webs have 

ttictangular sections, the blocks Crxy crxy. which constitute p x 0l and 

X p matrices, turn out to be null. 

In the general case. Esq. (9.71) have variable coefficients. If 

/the thickness of the shell proper depends only on the contour coordinate 

(9.74) 

3b 9 
I 



and the area of the croas sections ot the stringers changed linearly along 

the length 

(9.75) 

(these conditions were sufficient for the equations without consideration 

of the elasticity of the ribs) and if, in addition, the lelative cross- 

•actional area of the rib flanges AFr also depends only on the contour 

coordinate 

(9.76) 

and the relative thickness of the rib webs changes alorg a hyperbola 

- J*. 
kr~73' 

then, introducing the new independent variable 

we arrive at equations with constant coefficients 

V —Tja R< 

V/-I.2.N) 

In Eqs. (9.71) and (9.78), the load terns are determined by the 

expressions 

J-/?,(7, s)t/%(s)+p¡f(2, 

+ ^(2. (•$){/,'¡n xrfS. 

(9.77) 

(9.78) 

(9.79) 

9.3. Discrete Rib Structure 

In the preceding section, we assumed the distribution of the ribs 

over the wing span to be continuous. Such a model, in vrtiich the ribs 

are "srieared out" over the wing span, l.s unconditionally nrrertable if the 
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rib« form a sufficiently close and regular stricture, ar.d in addition, 

the external load Is snooth In character. When the rib structure is 

sparse, and also in the presence of reinforced ribs and concentrated force 

factors, the "soearing out" concept is inadmissible. However, all the 

rcsults obtained above can be transposed to the case of discrete ribs by 

using an idealized representation of the intensity of the concentrated 

quantities, i.e., by employing the device of generalized lunctions (see 

Appendix I). 

Let in the wing section Z - Zf be mounted a rib win web thickness 

(9-80> 

constant within each section, and with a cross-sectional area of the flanges 

&F,=*bFr(S). (9.81) 

Distributions (9.62) of these quantities, determined by the conditions 

V*- í M*.). ¿-=2 
llm I *,((, x,)di= 9-9 

1-9 
\ 0 .Z/Z,. 

, V* * , C , I 7~2'' Hm \ Sidl» -y i_ 1 0 . Z ^ Z„ 

(9.82) 

will bo 

*,(2, x,)»*,(jt,)i(Z-Z,). 

A?,(Z. 5)^4^,(5)1(2-2,). 
(9.83) 

Le» the ribs be mounted at m arbitrary wing sections Z - Zr (r ■ 1, 2, 

, m) For the entire rib structure, in view of (9.83), the distributions 

A (Z. *,)-= 2 h,(xt)l(Z — £,), 

4? (Z, 5)==^) 4^,(5)8(21-2^). 
(9.84) 
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Introducing distributions (9.84) into expression (9.70) for the 

coefficients sllovlng for rib elasticity, we obtain 

'ml 
Here 

f,ii ” tt; $ +( l --2,) FjtJ,,: (9.86) 

hrk is th* web thickne*» of the kth section of the rth rib (k - j - 6 

- n). 

Introducing (9.85) into (9.71), we have 

(98;) 

# • 

(7»» l. 2.. . ni¬ 

lhue, taking the discrete arrangeaent of the ribs inte account, we 

arrive at differential equations with singular variable coefficients. A 

general method of solving such equations is described in Appendix II. 

Let us consider the schene used to derive the solution. 

We reduce the differential reiolvents to a partly degenerate form. 

Using first Integrals (9.72) and comiderlng (9.73), we ottain 

U-1.2.6). 

§ (K1 +*,y\• - w, - -l_ Rt 

U-7-*.•+*). 

"-7¿-*/+V V ^.^(2,)1(2-2,) 
r!r 

(y«a+7. .+8.U), 

(9.88) 

(9.89) 

(9.90) 
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where 

(9.91) 

Equations (9.88) - (9.90) lead to the Important conclusion that for 

a discrete rib structure, the differential resolvents reduce to equations 

with constant coefficients with conditions (9.7A) and (5.75), i.e., with 

the same conditions as the equations neglecting rib elastic .ty. 

The solution of system (9.88) - (9.90) 

(9.92) 

can be represented in the form 

AT m 
(9.93) v(/0-v0(2)+2 2»M^)v*(2). 

/-1 r-I 

where y, is the general solution of this system for a given external load: 

P, (j-1.2.6); #,()-7.8.AT); 

are partial solutions for singular load terms 

c,nHZ—2r) ii-f-8.yv). (9.94) 

In expression (9.>j), vectors V0 and may be interpreted as solutions 

in the absence of ribs for a given exter a load and reactive load (9.94). 

Expression (9.93) is more conveniently represented in the form 

v(2)«=v,(Z)+2 v,(Z)v(7,), 
¡mí (9.95) 

where 

V, “ (VvV„V„V„V.,). 
(9.96) 
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From (9.95), we have 

V (2,)- v#(2,) +2 V/ (2,) V {1,) 
rml 

(¢= 1,2,... ,»l)* 

(9.97) 

Expressions (9.95) and (9.97) represent the solution of Eqs. (9.87) 

In mixed form. Determining the vectors V(Zr) (r - 1, 2, 111, m) from 

(9.97), then eliminating them from (9.95), we can readily obtain the 

solution of Eq. (9.87) in explicit form. 

Fig. 9.4. In reference to the problem of torsion 
of a rectangular caisson, allowing for rib 

elasticity. 

9.4. Torsion of a Stralght-Witm Type Cylindrical Shell 
With Continuous and Discrete Ribs 

To illustrate the above, we will consider the problem of torsion of 

a straight caisson with a rectangular cross section, symmetric about both 

the Ox axis and the Oy axis (Fig. 9.4 a). 

Assuming that bending of the ribs in their plane If absent, we will 

retain the three generalized displacements: 
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u%(7.)~ (>,(/), i# /', u, Z)=*\{¿). (9.9Z 

Changing In resolventa (9.71) and (9.72) from the relative coordinate 

Z to the dimensional coordinate Z, we obtain In the case at hand 

aWS,+a„■»'-f fljiv”4 (¿t,—¿*t) 8*4 ¿,7) Y 
(9.99) 

a « A 4 fl m"'” 4' OmY" 4-(*m-^)^4-(^1- ^w) ~ 
- c..°. --(rM4- r^,) y- - /?,. 

Here the coefficients 

à/,= Ilm /,<jy(, ¢/, = 11111^/,, ¢/,= lim —r/( 

are determined by general expressions (6.133) for cylindrical shells; 

in view of (9.70), the coefficient will be: 
is-«* * 

7-'v i ¢/.. <9• 100> 

where 

AFr, hr is the cross-sectional area of the flangee and the rib web 

thickness, referred to a unit length of the wing; 

Fq is the area of the rib web. 

In view of (9.79), the load term fy—iim will 00 
i.-*» k 

#•=<£ (Pm It; + PU*, + />«>,)«tf (9.101) 

We will take the coordinate function corresponding to torsional 

warping <j(z) in the form 

fi(S)-*(S)y(S).' 
'9.102) 

In this case, the coefficients of system (9.99) for i, /^8 coincide with 

the corresponding coefficients calculated in Section 8.Î for a caisson with 
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nondeforaable contour 

“w"7*“ +<*»), 

«,»-0. 
■ 2 
a"”— 

(9.103) 

*0. 

The coordinate function ï, corresponding to the generalized displace¬ 

ment y(Z), Is determined by expression (9.40). Selecting the constant 

C1 in accordance with (9.34), we can easily obtain 

*1(*U-Jre* (9.104) 

whence 

fN.f (5) = 0. 

t./(5)=jr(S)f'(J| 
(9.105) 

The diagrams of coordinate functions (9.105) are shown in Fig. 9.4 b. 

Calculating quadrature (6.133) while taking (9.105) into account, we find 

‘i‘\ «»“O; a* a 2 

(9.1Cu) 

Passing to the limit in expression (9.54) when Ir*». we find for a 

straight cylindrical shell 

j 0 

♦‘•.-K- «>*+6). 
I » a, * 

(9.107) 

whence, in view of (9.105), 
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+.,.=0. 
(9.106) 

! 

Considering (9.108), we have from (9.100) 

C.U A<M«' 
(9.109) 

For the values obtained for coefficients (9.103), (9.106), (9.109), 

system (9.99) becomes 

¿„w'' -H« - i) »i- - (a+*) “ =»0. 

«♦i -(-iy’ -f-i*’— --0-¾. 

where 

ujrf, 
A,. ¢= 

dxd] 

(9.110; 

(9.111) 

From the first equation of system (9.110), we have 

— —fr v' -+*- 
i . M. 

' « + « a + Í a + a O (9.112) 

Eliminating from the other two equations of system (9.110), 

with the aid of (9.112) we obtain 

- a§ ae , a —i Ma 

««•'-4 ■^rtm~2nrY ==-777 T 

_Î£_y*+2-Ü- »’ —r„,,Y  -ó- 
a + « 4 + « ° 

(9.113) 

Let us consider the model with a continuous rib distribution. We will 

rssume that all the ribs are identical and uniformly dirtributed over the 

length of the caisson. In this case, on the basis of (9.58), (9.109) 

where 

4p=-const, 
^ <1/ 

(9.114) 

hr is the rib web thickness; 

¿1 is the distance between the ribs. 

Í 
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System (9.113) now has constant coefficients. It is f.asy to see that 

this system is associated with the following biquadratic characteristic 

equation 

whence 

•±±X»+4-S*—<>. 
(9.115) 

(9.116) 

We will analyze Eq. (9.115). Let Cj-gg""*”» which corresponds to a 

caisson with a cross-sectional contour nondeformable in its plane. In 

this case, from (9.115) it follows in the limit that 

=. 

¿U « + « (9.117 

It is easy to see that expression (9.117) coincides with expression 

(8.45), written ditsctly for a cylindrical shell with a nondeformable 

cross-sectional contour if this section has a rectangular configuration 

symétrie about the Ox, Oy axes. 

Let ^rdd “ °» which corresponds to the case where the ribs are absent. 

It then follows from (9.115) that 

». 14.4=0, (9.118) 

i.e., we obtain an undamped solution. 

Finally, it follows from (9.116) that for small values of cr88 (weak 

rib structure), the roots of the characteristic equation will be complex, 

and for large values of cr88 (strong structure), they win be real. 

Let us consider a case in which the caisson is loaded only by a 

twisting moment applied to the end Z -1 . In this case 
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10.3. Local Fixing of the Wing 

Results of analysis of wing type shells with point fixing of the 

edge section are cited below. The rib elasticity is net considered, 

this reason, the edge rib is considered to be fixed along the entire 

contour, i.e., the point character of the fixing is ass imed only with 

respect to longitudinal displacements. 

Fig. 10.12. Low-aspect wing with 
rhomboidal profile. 

Fig. 10.13. Distribution of temperature 
over the wing chord at zero incidence. 

For 
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Fig. 10.14. The mal stresses in low-aspect, wings 

of rhomboidal profile. 
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Fig« 10.15« Distribution of normal stresses during 
bending of a straight caisson fixed at points. 
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Fig. 10.16. Swept caisson of rectsngular cross 
section fixed at points. 

Fig. 10.17. Normal stresses in section so:: 

swept caisson fixed at points. 
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Fi};. 10.19. Comparison of normal stresses for 

wing fixed at the two extreme spars and along the 

entire edge. 
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Fig. 10.20. Comparison 

of normal stresses for 
wing fastened at four 
spars and along the 

entire edge. 

Fig. 10.21. Comparison 
of normal stresses for 
a wing fixed at two 
middle spars am' along 

the entire edge. 

Figures 10.15-10.17 show the results of analyses of straight and 

swept wing type shells. For comparison, they also show the results of 

analyses for the edge rib fastened along the entire contour. 

Figures 10.19-10.21 give the results of analyses tf a low-aspect 

wing type shell illustrated In Fig. 10.18, for different variants of 

point fixing and continuous fixing of the edge rib. 
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Chapter XI. VIBRATIONS OF WINGS 

11-1. Differential Resolventa 

In cmsidering the nonateady motion of a wing, we will proceed from 

the representation of the elastic displacement vector ir. the form 

U(M./)-V 1/,(2. i)\(11.1) 
ffl 

where, in contrast to the above, the desired generalized displacements Uj 

depend on both the coordinate Z and time t. For a suitable choice of 

coordinate functions *i<(i>6) and number N^this expansion corresponds to any 

of the geometrical models examined above. As in all previous cases, the 

tiret six coordinate functions correspond to displacement of the contour 

¿ * const mb a solid. 

The differential resolvents in the desired generalised displacements 

can be obtained from the corresponding equations for static problems if 

aerodynamic and inertial forces are added to the given external load. 

rh-.n, the surface load referred to the area of the middle surface 

(11.2) 
p~p*(M)+p*U rp-U. • 

W^re p° is the given external load; 

pa is the operator of nonconservative (aerodynamic; forces; 

3/: 

Is the operator of inertial forces (Q is the density of the shell material). 
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In view of (11.1) 

A* 
(11.4) 

If the loads are located within the wing, the corresponding inertial 

forces oust be added to the external load. Referring these forces to a 

unit voluae enclosed within the wing, we have 

(11.5) 

where p* is the load distribution density within the wlig. 

Extending expressions (11.1) to the region enclosed within the wing, 

we have 

X (11.6) 

where the functions constitute an extension (allowing for the 

character of fixing of the loads) of the coordinate functions 

to the region enclosed within the wing. 

Usually, owing to the character of fixing of the loads, an Inertial 

load p*% is determined only by wing displacements for which the contour 

Z " const undergoes displacement as a solid. In this case 

.6). (11,7) 
I 0 (<>«). 

where the coordinate functions «<(*•> (<~1. 2.---. 6) are determined over the 

entire plane Z - const. 

Lat us turn to variational Eq. (3.26). In the >:ase at hand, the work 

done by the external forces, represented earlier by expression (3.27), will 



(11.8) 

• I 

ft*U/,sin jtrfS-f- • 

+ i,-2),f(p-UMU/,slnz,^,rf1,tjrf2 , 

li-7, 

We conclude fro« (11.8) that in the differential resolvente, to the 

load p and p*1!! there will correspond a load tena 

Ä,(2)-Äj(Z)+*r(Z)," (11.9) 

where on the basis of (11.1) 

^-( I - Z) 1, ^ p. ,jn z rfj, 

ÆT**«( I — Z)’^ j*(p* U) f*/,sin x»äxtdyt. 

From (11.10), In view of (11.2), we have 

where 

A^—(l-Z) ^^p*f//,sin xdS, 

/?/“ ( 1 - Z) ^ ^ ( p«u). ^;sin X rfS, 

/?>* (l-Z)l^(ptJ)fy/,ilnz as. 

(11.10) 

(11.11) 

(11.12) 

(11.13) 

(11.14) 

(11.15) 

Expanding expressions (11.11) and (11.15) with the aid of (11.4), 

(11.6), we find 

*f- -/.»in fcO-Z)1*, V \ <, <fi'dxtc'y„ 
1ST >, 

Ä)- - ( I - Z) ^ X, ^ , */, tin X A dS. 

(11.16) 

(11.17) 

In view of (11.9), (11.112) - (U.14) and (11.16), (11.17), the 

differential resolvents resulting from variational Eq. (3.26) assume the fora 

N 

^)^(^1+4//1/,] — 4,/ V]—~^Ycl‘^i 

-0-/)(//,^-(1-2)^1/,. V.^1)---L-R) 

(/=1.2! . . .Tm 

(11.18) 
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H«re the coefficients a^, Cjj for any of the abc/e-discussed 

computations! shell models are detennined by the same expressions as before; 

the coefficients 

(11 19) 

where the curvilinear integral should also be extended in i:he sense of a 

Stieltjes integral to the concentrated reinforcing elementa 

Ä;-^(p*U)fy/,sinxdS (11.20) 

corresponds to the operator of nonconservative forces; a.< before, the right- 

hand side corresponding to the given external load 

(11.21) 

Expressions (11.18) represent a general system of differential 

resolvents describing the nonsteady motion of a conical shell of arbitrary 

configuration acted on by nonconservative (aerodynamic) forces and a given 

external load, which may be both steady and dependent on time according to 

a given law. 

Equations (11.18) may be taken as the basis for a study of the 

dynamic behavior of wings of any types: aeroelasticity (flutter, divergence, 

etc.), natural and forced vibrations, and vibrations of wings partly filled 

with liquid. For example, in solving natural vibration problems, by 

discarding the terms rJ and rJ in Eqs. (11.18) and taking 

Vt(2.t)~\f,(2U\npt (/=1.2.N), 

considering the vibrations to be harmonic, we obtain 

(11.22) 

0 

(13.23) 



I 
Thus, the determination of the modes and frequencies if natural 

vibrations of a wing of arbitrary outline reduces to finding the 

eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of a system of homogeneous differential Eqs 

(11.23). This problem is solved by numerical methods Jn the general case, 

but simplified analytical solutions analogous to the simplified solutions 

of static problems discussed in Ch. VIII are also possible. 

11*2, Natural Vibrations of Straight Wing Typ» 

In the present section, in selecting the retained generalized 

displacements, coordinate functions and positions of the axes, we will 

oroceed from the same premises as in the simplified analysis of straight 

•ing type shells for a given static load (Section 8.1., Subsection 3). 

Considering the cross section to be close to symmetric, we * ill retain 

flVe 8enerali2ed displacements: V 9.; .,, , corresponding to displacement 

«i che cross section as a solid, and u)1, u)2, corresponding to bending 

and torsional warpings. 

Changing in Eqs. (11.23) to the dimensional coordinate Í-WP, , 

In the limit when , we obtain for shells of constant cross section 

(7-1.2.TV), 

''here un the basis of (11.19) 

* sln i* äS + 

(11.24) 

(11.25) 

and the coefficients ai(, Fj(l are determined from formulas corresponding 

to the chosen geometric model. > 
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Equations (11.24) and coefficients (11.25) correupond to obllqm 

cylindrical shells of arbitrary configuration. On passing to straight 

cylindrical shells, we oust set «„, |i<t tlt in the expressions for the 

coefficients and in expression (11.25). In the casa at hand, 

**!■• (11.24) assuae the form 

+s;r;+f;/;' + î,,-;' 
¿r„*; -Stf - f;,«; 

+°;+++*"^' 

— ^r**, —Cif',— ^Tt“t “ 

‘ 

(11.26) 

where the coefficients f;,. s;. /; are determined by expressions (6.139)- 

(6.141); Ix Is the cross-sectional moment of inertia. Let us also note 

that 

b„-~~ctv ï«=~c» (11.27) 

System (11.26) is general in character,* and the problem of finding 

the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of this system is fairly cumbersome. In 

special cases, this problem is somewhat simplified. For example, if loads 

within the wing are absent, then in view of orthogonality conditions (8.10), 

2,,-5^-1.=0. (11.28) 
Moreover, for wing type shells, in determining the ..ower frequencies 

and »ode. of natural vibrations, it is permissible to neglect the rotatory 

Variati^ÆÎÎÏÏ8 “Tai*ht Pr*»“tic caissons, s,e I. F. Obraxtsov. 
Thin-Mailed A.ron.u.ic.1 Struct»«.. 
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inertia of the cross section about the Ox axis, and the Inertia of its 

warping, i.e., to assume that 

In this case, system (11.26) assumes the form 

(11.29) 

st’+fM' + v-;' 
/y’-F' n*’ - ST' — F' O'-- 6uu.; = 0, 

I _ v ' * s Itl '§ V * ¥V * *”* Mi. • 

sx+/;«;+s;«;' +b,x; +sH»]'+^(5^+^:)-0, 
- Ï„îi;' - b,x,' - m; - f H 

<*1« "j — —ft,,®, — 5,,9^ — fjj“1, — c*“j ~0. 

(11.30) 

The problem is simplified even more if we assume the cross section to 

be symmetric about both the Ox axis and the Oy axis. Fcr this case, we can 

readily see that 

/ 

Considering also (8.34), we have 

W'+Ftf +*>;' +p»5Mn;-o, 

Sn-r - -^n*: - o, 

+^;-o. 

aM<n” —i»M0* — rMu>;=0. 

(11.31) 

(11.32) 

(11.33) 

Thus, for a cross section symmetric about both axef, the coupled 

system of five differential equations decomposes. Equations (11.32) deter¬ 

mine bending vibrations, and Eqs. (11.33), torsional vibrations. 

As an example, let us consider a caisson with a rectangular cross 

section (see Fig. 8.2). 

.... ' -..... -- -.-. 



/ 

i 

Expressions (8.41) represent the values of ell the coefficients of 

Eqs. (11.32) and (11.33) with the exception of the coefficients Í». d«. 

which determine the inertial characteristics of the win*. For these 

coefficients, computing quadratures (11.25), we find 

(11.34) 

/* 1 —— *2*2 + 
0 1 6 d.d^ld.h. A. 6 -f rfjAj) J 

1. Bending Vibrations 

Let us turn to Eqs. (11.32). Representing the partial solution in 

the form 

ii;(Z)=<V* 9;(Z)=<V*. ^Z)=C»e“. (11.35) 

we easily arrive at the characteristic equation 

;« -f (pt -1-ps) £*- (» -!- »pi?=0, (11.36) 

wheie 

P**-.-Cr, *=.cn, 
• uu 

2 

(11.37) 

Equation (11.36) represents the dependence of the characteristic 

indices \ on the frequencies of natural vibrations p. Since the solution 

of a cubic equation in general form is fairly cumberstme, we will confine 

ourselves to an approximate symptotic solution. 

Treating (11.36) as a multivalued (three-valued) function ç(Ü, 

given in the implicit form 

1)=0, (11.38) 

we have 
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£ 
d{ 

K hl1 - - tup* 

3:s + 2(h5+>îJC-(» + *6)P* ' 

Expanding i(0 In a Taylor series near £ * ^ we have 

^ • 34 + 2(^ + ^):0-^ + ^^ 5 * ' 

where ;(5o) is the root of Eq. (11.36) for C*S0. 

(11.39) 

(11.40) 

Since the coefficient of Eq. (11.36) is small, we will assume 
«7J 

that 

«,*=0. 

In this case, from (11.36), we have 

(W.-0. (gu-y(-l±|/r 1+4^). 

(11.41) 

(11.42) 

It is easy to see that the values of Ç represented by expressions 

(11.42) are exact when warping of the cross section is not considered. 

It follows that these values are close to the exact values of the roots 

of Eq. (11.36), since the influence of warping on the lower frequencies 

is obviously slight. In this connection, it is sufficient to confine 

onself to the linear approximation in expansion (11.40). 

Introducing (11.42) into (11.40), we obtain the asymptotic values 

of the roots of Eq. (11.36) 

-1*1. (11.43) 

_ / Ä f ni U t \ 
Cm 

(11.44) 

In order to evaluate the error of approximate solation (11.43), (11.44), 

we reconstruct the corresponding cubic equation 

(:-:,)(:-:,)(:-:,)=0. (n,is) 
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Expanding (11.45), we obtain 

- »i*t? - (Wi* 4->>) ( I + {=10. 

Comparing Eqs. (11.36), (11.46) we see that Eq. (1).46) differs 

from the exact equation only in some minor additions of the order of 

Ç2 and £2 in the coefficient on Ç and the free term. 

For wing type shells, usually 

«€'• (11.47) 

Therefore, for all natural frequencies with the possible exception of 

the lowest 

(11 48) 

Taking (11.48) into consideration, we have from (11.44) 

,+2>î (11.49) 
Kr* 

1+2½ 
P2 

For practical purposes, the accuracy of approximate solution (11.45), 

(11.49) is complete sufficient. The corresponding cu'*>ic equation 

c-Mm- -V -'--ÜlL-l rfr_ 
L P2 (p'- hV? 

( -¿J 

differs from the exact equation only in minor additions of second- and 

third-order small terms in the coefficients on £, and the free term. 

To solution (11.43), (11.49) of Eq. (11.36) there corresponda six 

values of the characteristic index A, two of which are real, and the 
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remaining ones, purely Imaginary: 

r l+2T* _ 

? + •+« 

V • ,+2^ 

X5.»= ±tVvi- 

To the \ values obtained there corresponds o. general solution 

system (11.32) of the form 

vz 

(11.52) 

of 

Jl±ù_ (Ci8h i/^+CiCh ^)+ 

-rrf v^V+c,™ K=çn+ 

+ /-Ca 4 + C3 

l* + — (C4sin / —C,/-f C,cos CjZ), 

-*rr—-(C.ch l/t,Z+ClSh/^T)H- 
(11.53) 

/»»(K + u) 

., í»(m|04 +C.). _ 
+ FÕTÍÍ-(-C,cosK-c,Z-|-C4»inK^2) + 

. +Ci), _ 
+ ÏÏT*)-( - c*cos y -V f C,sin /rqz), 

A* ( 
-1(2)- —¿MC.ch /V+CaSh VÇZ-C.COS V'T^Z-f. 

+C‘sin —C, cos K^z+C.sin /3Ç?). 

It is now necessary to satisfy the boundary conditions when Z - 0 and 

Z " h 

(11.54) 

On the end Z * 0, from the fixing conditions we have 

^(0)=^(0)-=^(0)-0. 

On the end Z * \ , from the condition* 

Q,(0=0 H (11.55) 

where P« is the generalized force corresponding to warping u>i, it follows 

that 
%' (o+«;(o+¥-nó-o. 

rn 

(o—(o=o. 
(11.56) 
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Expanding conditions (11.54) and (11.56) with the aid of general 

solution (11.53), we arrive at a homogeneous system of six algebraic 

equations in constants c,, C».C, On the basis of the condition of 

nontriviality of the solution, equating the determinant of this system 

to zero, we arrive at a transcendental equation in the eigenvalues of the 

parameter p. 

To simplify the operations, let us assume, for exam]le, that for 

roots (11.49) of Eq. (11.36), because of the smallness of the parameters 

and £, we have the following rough approximation values: 

C.=-?. (11-57: 

In view of (11.43), (11.57), general solution (11.53) takes the form 

I— (C, sin +C, cos pZ), 
(!» + »* 

(11.58) #.(Z)== _eL±J (c^h/^+c.sh VT¿)+ 
x i* t* _ 

C,cos / —C,Z-f C.\sin V^ —t,Z— 

— C,cos pZ J,- C, sin pZ), 

j[(zy '•t51’ SÇz- 
C|Sin V t,Z~C,cos/ïZ-J-C, sin pZ). 

Satisfying boundary conditions (11.54), (11.56) and .11.58) into 

consideration, we find 

kxCt-~p>C'~0, ( 

— ktCl — Cj — c, = 0, 
C,-C,-C, =0, 

-ÍL- (C,— p,)(C1ch ^C^+C,sh /t,/)—p*(C,cos pl — C,sinp/)=0, 
r Cs 

(11.60) 

- *, Vc, (C, sh V V+C.ch 1/V)+ v - c,(c.sin V -t,/+ 

+0,005 / — r.,/)+p(C^in pi+C,cos pl)—0, 

/(¡(C.sh J V+Ctch k'p) + l/^(C,8in V^/ + 

+ C,cos — Ci/J + piC.sin p/ + C,cospl) = 0. 
(11.61) 
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«here 
¿I* 

_L *±±i. 
i i» + » * 

f-io. 

(11.62) 

Prom (11.59) we have 

C,=*o. 

Cf-f C,»»0, 

c.-^cr 

(11.63) 

(11.64) 

(11.65) 

From (11.61) In view of (11.59), we find 

C,-0. 

Ct»in J^/+C.cps (C»*ln 

(11.66) 

(11.67) 

From (11.65), on the basis of (11.66), 

C,a=o. (11.68) 

Now from (11.60) and (11.67), taking (11.63) - (I1.66) and (11.68 

into consideration, we find 

C,cos pit-p, (11.69) 

•ln V- Q - sin pi 

C.-C.-  (11.70) 

Thus, the nontrivial solution will take place only when is differ¬ 

ent from sero. In this connection, it follows from (71.69) that 

cospf=*0, (11.71) 

whence in view of (11.37), 

(*—0,1,2, • ■ (11.72) 

Taking into consideration the relations obtained for the arbitrary 

constants, and also (11.72), we obtain from (11.58) to within the constant 

multiplier 
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n;(Z)-»in (*+-i) 

(11.73) 

sin aZ—cos oZ |- 

+c“(‘+t)t]- 

sin oZ-f-cos Z— 

where 

^ = _i_ 

(11.74) 

Expressions (11.72), (11.73) represent the frequencies and modes of 

natural bending vibrations. In view of the adopted assumptions, the 

solution obtained is approximate In character. Frequency Eq. (11.71) 

actually coincides with the frequency quation for a cantilever beam 

starting kith the frequency of the second tone. However, the solution 

obtained is not a beam solution, since the cross section warps, and in 

addition, as follows from (11.73), transverse shear strslns take place. 

More exact results can be obtained from general solution (11.53) by 

assuming the refined values (11.43), (11.49) for the rcots of character¬ 

istic Eq. (11.36). In that case, the solution can be obtained only 

with the aid of a computer.* 

* See I. F. Obraztsov. Variational Methods of Analysis of Thln- 
Walled Aeronautical Structures. Izd-vo Mashlnostro/emye, 1966. 
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2. Torsional Vibrations 

Let us turn to Eqs. (11.33). Representing the partial solution in 

the fon 

«;(Z)=c^, «îiZHC.f*. 

we arrive at the characteristic equation 

C+(?+I*!K-m;p»=*0, 

where 

ppsss pP ( __ — f i* “=s r 
/, /, ** 

(11.75) 

(11.76) 

. 

From (11.75) 

„-üia- [-it /rr^T]. 
(11.77) 

We thus have two real and two purely imaginary values of the charac¬ 

teristic index A. To the A values obtained, there corresponds a general 

solution of system (11.33) of the form 

rçz)—^(C.th /Çz+C,ch yçz)+ 
Ci +P1 

H—^ + - j (C^in ] — t,Z-|-C4cos Ÿ—tfZ), (il.78) 

»!lZ)==~|pz—(C,ch l'CTZ+C.sh KC/) + Ll\z1 
Am l TCi 

-f- (Cgcos —C4sln \' — (,Z) 

We will satisfy the boundary conditions on the ends of the shell. 

(11.79) 

On the end Z ■ 0 

•;(0)~'-;(0)=o. 

On the end Z ^ | , from the conditions 

M,(l)=-P.(l)=*0 

(11.80) 

(11.81) 
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••'(/) «--O' 

Expanding conditions (11.80) and (11.82) with the aid cf general 

solution (11.78) and (11.79), we obtain 

(11.82) 

irbr+irb"0' 
/r ** 

*o. 
(11.83) 

»T, _ 

("c^+V—7^)(ciChyQ+C,shvT,/) + 

+7=r)(c,pos 1c*,in V'^/)=0. 

C,sh VQt+CjCh/Q-f-C.rin ^ 

Setting to zero the determinant of system (11.83), we arrive at the 

transcendental frequency equation 

(11.84) 

System (11.83) has a solution to within the arbitrary multiplier 

C.-C, 

c,- 
»h vT, / + »ln V^l 

C» +g-cot»^i/-ch VCxI 
Ci+Z* 

•C. 

(11.85) 

c,=»-—o, 

C‘~ ii±¿- efc V eil - 
t j + 

The roots of Eq. (11.84) determine the values of natural frequencies 

p. Introducing constants (11.85) into general solution (11.78), (11.79), 

one can also easily obtain the expressions for the modes of natural 

torsional vibrations, which will be determined by both trigonometric and 

hyperbolic functions. 



The solution obtained above can be simplified to some extent if by 

analogy with the previous problems, the estimate £<<1 is aaopted. In 

that case, we have from (11 77) 

Ci■= *1. 

(11.86) 

form 

In view of (11.86), general solution (11.78), (11.79) 

(c.sh V^TZ+C.cli l/ifZj+^sin pZ+Ctco5pZ, 

assumes the 

(11.87) 

Satisfying boundary conditions (11.80), (11.82), wt obtain 

* 

\ 

C,-f c,=o, 

( >* ~ 1 ) ^C*ch ^ + C*sh ^0+P (C.COS ~pl - c4 sin pi) «. o, 

C,sh V^y + C.ch )/.1/=0, 

(11.88) 

whence 

ci= 

aud the partial equation takes the form 

ros ///=0. 

(11.89) 

(11.90) 

tn Vle" of U1-89)’ (/1.90), to within th. wultlpll.r, .. flnd fro. 

(11.87) 

®’(Z) = sln pZ, 

(11.91) 

Thus, the simplified solution is in exact agreement with the elementary 

solution based on the hypothesis of plane sections. 

11,3’ üâtural Vibrations of Swept Wine Tvne Rí.pIIb 

In selecting the generated displacements retained, the coordinate 

tuner Ions, and the positions of the axes, we will proceed from the same 
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premise as in the simplified analvsis of swept wing type shells for a 

given static load (Section 8.2, Subsection 3). Assuming the cross 

section to be close to symmetric, we will retain four generalized dis¬ 

placements: n». 0,. 0,. corresponding to displacement of the contour 

Z “ const as a solid, and u>, the torsional warping. 

Equations (11.24) for shells of constant cross section take the 

following form in the case at hand: 

Ui—iit)* - i'u'*',- c,y -\- 

(11.92) 

where the coefficients are determined by expressions (6.26), and 

the coefficientsdu , by expression (11.25). Let us also note that 

(11.93) 

System (11.92) is general in character. The problem of finding the 

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of this system is rather cumbersome in the 

general case. For simplicity, let us consider the case in which the loads 

within the wing are absent, and the cross section is synmetrlc about both 

the Ox and the Oy axis. In that case, from (11.25) and considering (8.10), 

(11.94) du—5h=5„=o. 

Moreover, for wing type shells, it is permissible to neglect the 

rotatory inertia of the section Z * const with respect to the neutral 

axis, and also the inertia of its warping, assuming 



¿««“¿•»c**1**: ä„^0. (11.95) 

Taking (11.93) - (11.95) Into account with (8.91), from (11.92) 

we obtain 

«„•*’+«4«®r - ®*«9j +(^1,-«,») "*_ ait®-'+ 
(11.96) 

+p*(cVx^;+3m»;)“0, 

¿M»;'+íw»r+^+/^(3^:+^:)=0. 

5.,^ +3^ +(3¾-^)^ ~5«^’ —o. 

Thus, In contrast to the corresponding equations fct a nonoblique 

shell, the differential equations describing the natural vibrations of a 

swept shell form a coupled system. Bending is not separated from torsion, 

and this Is the characteristic feature of the problem at hand. 

All the coefficients of system (11.96) with the exception of the 

¿nertial ones are represented by expressions (8.101). For inertial 

coefficients, neglecting the moments of inertia about the neutral axis, 

we have from (11.25) 

(11.97) 

5..= -^ x/tdS. 
V V 

As an example, let us consider a swept caisson of rectangular cross 

section. In this case, The remaining rigidity coefficients are 

represented by expressions (8.104), (8.105). For inertial coefficients 

(11.97), we find 

(11.98) 

5¾ g ttgXjdjrf,#,, 
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Representing the partial solution of system (11.96) In the form 

n;(2)=c,^. í;(Z)»c,^. r(Z)-c,e*. 

we arrive at a characteristic equation of eighth degree: 

(5»C + pVI1) |(aMC-a3t+^clB'x0) +$*] _ 

(11.99) 

where 

C=*‘. {-f. ,=5,,. 
a77 ‘ (11.100) 

Equation (11.99) represents the dependence of the characteristic 

indices A on the natural vibration frequencies p. Since the solution of 

an equation of fourth degree in general form is very cunbersome, we will 

again confine ourselves to an asymptotic solution. We will treat (11.99) 

as a multivalued (four-valued) function {). given in the implicit form 

• (C.M)-0- (11.101) 

The partial derivatives of this function 

fr o: 
à*' di 
ö: 

d4> 

-il 
i* ' 

Oi 

(11.102) 

Expanding {(»». |) in a Taylor series in the vicinity of 

we have 

CO»- 0-C.+ 
o\ 

(I*-IS/- 
> c. 

(—u 

àî 
U-U+ 

c, 
»-U, 
l-i. 

where U) i8 the root of Eq. (11.99) when i»-ik Î-1». 

(11.103) 

We take 

I»,=1,=0. 

In this case, Eq. (11.99) assumes the form 

(11.104) 

c4+cÿ-»pV-o, (11.105) 



where 

í 

y 

' 044ae“BM •n 

We find from (11.105) 

(11.106) 

(11.107) 

It is easy to see that expressions (11.107) are exact for the case 

where warping of the cross section and the inertia of the rotations are 

not considered. This obviously corresponds to a model in which a swept 

caisson, constituting a three-dimensional system, is interpreted as a 

material axis fixed at an angle f-X. to the cross section, with the 

corresponding bending and torsional rigidities. Hence it may be concluded 

rl,at r00tS (11-107> are sufficiently close to tne exact values of the roots 

of Eq. (11.99). In this connection, in expansion (11.103) it is sufficient 

to confine oneself to the linear approximation. Then for the asymptotic 

values of the roots of Eq. (11.99), by using (11.102), (11.99) and (11.107) 

it is easy to obtain 

C,=C,= — 

'•here 

'•-T 7-7-- 
(11.108) 

*.« 
aH 

2rfjja« 
* 

-—-. —for * d* . . ûmÎsi — ¡L 

*.» .-JlfL- 
*• snr— 

(11.109) 

»am 
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Expressions (11.108) are considerably ilmpllfied on the basis of 

estímate (11.48): 

C,=C,= — (11.110) 

Eight values of the characteristic index X correspond to solution 

(11.110) of Eq. (11.99). Six purely imaginary values correspond to U U U 

x,=x4=. -/)/- i*V*+w,, 

1«..= ±/|/ ?+«[I+1^1+^-(^-4,)]. 

(11.111) 

The characteristic indices Ay g. corresponding to can be both 

real and purely imaginary. For large frequency values p, 

(11.112) At..= ±/ y i**^*+{(4,+*,)-*, 

and for sufficiently small ones. 

(11.113) 

Thus, an explicit relationship has been established between the 

characteristic indices A and the relative frequency varies p. Now, having 

written down the general solution of system (11.96) and satisfied the 

homogeneous boundary conditions, one can obtain the partial equation from 

the condition of nontriviaiitv of the solution. It should be noted that 

the partial equation obtained from expressions (11.110), which constitute 

rational dependences between A2 and p2, is considerably simpler in 

structure than the equation obtained from irrational relations (11.108). 

Indeed, the system of algebraic equations in constants Cv Ótx. Cif, C, 

may be represented in the form 
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(11.114 

— tt 4- (M — ^77) =■ ' ’ 

{/=.1,2.81. 

Discarding one oí tlie equations of system (.11,114), for each of the 

characteristic Indices A = one can easily find the valves of constants 

C‘ , C‘\ C< ', Cl .to within the multiplier C.. Let us note that the result 
» » 1 1 

will be somewhat different depending on which of the equations is discarded, 

since approximate expressions are used for the roots of Eq. (11.99). 

Therefore, in view of the smallness of the parameter £, it is desirable 

to -liscerd the fourth equation of system (11.114). 

Eliminating the constant from the second Eq. (11.114), with the 

aid of the first equation, one can easily reduce the first three equations 

of system (11.114) to the form 

(11.115) 

System (11.115) is easily solved for the unknowns1 >iC,y, C,M, C,t, \C„. 

Moreover, using approximate relations fll.HO), we obtain expressions which 

are rational with respect to the desired frequencies p^, and this sub¬ 

stantially simplifies the frequency equation resulting from the boundary 



conditions. In the case under ronsideration, these conditions have the 

form 

’•J (0)= •’(O)™#* (Ojas®* (0)*=0 (11.116) 

and 

i,(/)=/W,(/)=Ai,(/)=P.(/)=0, (11.117) 

whence 

n;' (/)+®;(i)=°‘ 

5m9;'(0+5h»;' (/)+5.^(/)=0- 

«•'U)=o. 

(11.118) 

Expanding conditions (11.116) and (11.118), we arrive at a homogeneous 

system of eight aquations in the constants 6'« (/-1, 2.8;, equating the 

determinant of this system to zero, we obtain a transcendental frequency 

equation that is very cumbersome in general form, but wich the coefficients 

*<«.ï«.Íií.dji obtained, its notation and numerical solution are not difficult. 

t 
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Chapter XII. VIBRATIONS OF A WING TYPE SHELL ?ARTLY FILLEH WITH LIQUID 

Wings of large airplanes usually contain tanks with liquid fuel whose 

mobility in the tanks causes additional loads on the wing and alters its 

dynamic characteristics, for example, an important characteristic such as 

the critical flutter speed. 

The present chapter is devoted to the general problem of vibrations 

of elastic caisson structures, partly filled with liquid, of swept wing 

type and low-aspect wing types of arbitrary shape in the plane. The 

three-dimensional hydrodynamic problem of vibrations of an ideal Incom¬ 

pressible liquid inside an elastic caisson reduces to a system of ordinary 

differential equations in functions characterizing the displacements of 

the liquid along the wing span. These equations in combin*.tion with the 

corresponding differential resolvents pertaining to the wing proper 

(their right-hand sides include the generalized hydrodynamic forces) form 

a closed system of ordinary differential equations. The boundary condi¬ 

tions on the ends of each section reduce to a system of algebraic equations. 

The results given in this chapter can be i ed as the basis of studies 

of a bioad range of dynamic problems. However, because the hydrodynamic 

problem is treated in a very general manner, the general relationships 

determining the interaction of an elastic structure with a liquid are 

complex, and this complicates their direct application in practical studies. 

However, these relationships can be appreciably siBqlified by taking into 

consideration the relationships of the rigidities and geometric dimensions 



characteristic of wings. For example, assuming that the interaction of 

the liquid with the wing takes place only in displacements corresponding 

to displacements of the contour Z * const as a solid, very simple 

relations suited for practical work can be obtained. 

The fundamental results pertaining to the solution of the hydrodynamic 

problem were obtained by F. N. Shklyarchuk. 

12.1. Formulation of the Hydrodynamic Proble/n 

Figure 12.1 shows a caisson type conical shell partly filled with 

liquid. In solving the hydrodynamic problem, we will introduce the system 

of Cartesian coordinates Oxyz in such a way that the Oxz plane coincides 

with the free liquid surface in the section under consideration, the Oy 

axis is directed downward parallel to the gravitational vector, and the 

Oz axis is perpendicular to the plane of the ends. 

lu the general case, we will assume that all the webs of the section 

under consideration are movable, and their displacements cinsist of 

small displacements characterizing the motion of the section as a solid, 

and small elastic displacements. 

'•Jhen the problem is solved in the 

Cartesian coordinate system, the motion 

of the liquid in a volume t must obey 

the continuity equations 

(12.1) 

Fig. 12.1. In reference to 

the problem of vibrations of 

a shell partly filled with vibrations 

and linear equations of small 

liquid. 
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4£._0f 4-ov—O, (12.2) 

where •u-ufx, if, z, 0. ci-i>(x. y, z, (). y, *>J) are the displacements of the 

liquid particles in the direction of coordinate axes Ox, Oy, Or. respectively; 

y. *■ t) is the pressure in the liquid; 

p is the density of the liquid; 

g is the free-fall acceleration. 

On the wetted web surface I, the kinematic boundary conditions of 

undetached motion of the shell webs and adjacent liquid particles must be 

fulfilled. For this purpose, it is necessary that the displacements of 

the liquid in the direction of the normal nn to the wall be equal to the 

given normal displacements of the shell: 

(12.3) ul.'+vm^+wn.'BtW hb ï. 

Here lu, mv ««„ are the direction cosines of the unit vector of the normal 

nn to the shell surface; 

W is the normal displacement of the web, positive in the direction of n^. 

On the disturbed free surface of the liquid, when y ^ v (x, 0, z, t), 

the pressure of the liquid P(x, y, z, t) should be equal to the pressure 

of the gas occupying the space above the liquid. If the pressure of the 

gas remains constant, without decreasing the generality, one can assume 

it to be equal to zero. Then the dynamic boundary conditions on the free 

surface can be written in the form 

p=mQ when y*=v(jc, u. z, /). (12.4) 

It follows from Eqs. (12.2) that the displacements u, v, w can be 

represented in the form 



where (x, y, *), ^(x, y, 2) depend on the initial conditions, and V(x, y, x, l) 

is some continuous function. Hence we conclude that it at the initial 

Instant the motion of the liquid is potential, it will also be potential 

at any other instant. Then 

(12.5) 

or’ 

«=ít. * " 
o* Or <»2 

where <D=a>(<. y, 0 is some function referred to as the displacement potential. 

Integrating system (12.2), in view of (12.5), with respect to the 

pressure p~p(x, y, z, tj, we can obtain 

(12.6) 
pm;Qgy-Q<¡>' 

In the case of potential motion of the liquid, continuity Eq. (12.1) 

reduces to the laplace equation in the potential ¢: 

g*_4 g* .i o** —Q . t (12.7) 

Kinematic boundary conditions (12.3) can then be written as 

on £. (12.8) 

and dynamic boundary conuitions (12.4), transferred to tue plane y ■ 0 from 

the disturbed suri ace y- 
tiy 1,.0 » assume the following form in the case of 

small vibrations: 

when y—0. (12.9) 

Thus, the hydrodynamic problem reduces to the determination of the 

displacement potential $ from Laplace Eq. (12.7) with boundary conditions 

(12.8) and (12.9). This problem can be solved exactly only in certain 

special cases for the simplest regions occupied by the liquid. For 

instance, the hydrodynamic problem has a simple solution in double 

trigonometric series when the region t occupied by thï liquid is in the 
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shape of a rectangular parallelepiped. In the case under considérât1cm, 

when the region t Is In the form of a conical caisson of arbitrary shape 

In the plane, the hydrodynamic problem can be solved approximately only. 

To reduce the three-dimensional hydrodynamic problem to a one- 

dimensional problem, we represent Eq. (12.7) and boundary conditions 

(12.8), (12.9) taking (12.5) into account, in the form 

ix* ¿7 

-r—o 
à* 

8in p cos?««ron £. 

C ^ when y=*o. 

in t. 

(12.10) 

(12.11) 

(12.12) 

(12.13) 

Here 

8 Is the angle between the positive direction of the normal nQ to the 

shell surface and the Oz axis; 

V Is the unit vector of the normal contour of the section of the 

shell by the plane Z - const, making an acute angle with the normal 

Let omo(i) be the section of the volume t of the liquid by the pLine 

r. * const, bounded by the contour r*(*)”l(*) +*(*)• where r Is the portion 

of the contour F* on the wetted surface of the shell, and Y» the free 

surface of the liquid (see Fig. 12.1). 

We will seek the displacement w In the form of the expansion 

(■*. y. (z. OfiC*. y). (12.14) 

where 

fit*, y) are the given coordinate functions, determining the different 

forms of possible displacement of the liquid particles in the 
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section o(z) in the direction of the Oz axis; 

Zi(*. 0 are the unknown generalized displacements to be determined. 

Expansion (12.14) represents the explicit dependence of the displacement w 

on the variables x and y. This makes it possible to establish an explicit 

relation between the potential $ on the one hand, and on the other hand 

the functions 2^^ and their derivatives, while satisfying Eq. 12.10) in 

the arbitrary section o(z) and conditions (12.2), (12.13) on the corres¬ 

ponding contour It is easy to see that 

♦ Z,.Z«). (12.15) 

where L is some linear integral operator. 

Satisfying Eq. (12.11) by using the Bubnov-Galerkin method in the 

section a(z) on the set of coordinate functions y), we arrive at a 

system of linear differential equations in the desired generalized 

displacements .M): 

d‘ .Af). (12.16) 

For the case of harmonic vibrations, resolvents (12.16) of the 

hydrodynamic problem form a linear system of ordinary differential equations 

in the generalized displacements (/»!,2.Ai). 

•u> 

The solution of Eqs. (12.16) must obviously satlsty the initial 

conditions, and also the kinematic boundary conditions when z - a and 

z * 1, expressed in the equality of the normal displacements of the end 

ribs and adjacent liquid particles: 

w(.t, y, a, /)=v/';(x, y,t), 

w(x, y, /, /)=(^(^, y- /)> 
(12.17) 
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where v£, Wr are the function* of the deflections of the end ribs, positive 

in the direction of the Oz axis. 

In accordance with expansion (12.14), conditions U2.17) are also 

satisfied by the Bubnov-Galerkin method on the set of coordinate functions 

if): 

•<«> 

(z-a. *=lt2. , Af). 

(12.18) 

In the case of harmonic vibrations, expressions (12.13) constitute a 

linear system of algebraic equations in the integration constants of the 

system of ordinary differential Eqs. (12.1o.. 

l2,2* Variational Formulation of the Hydrodynamic Problem 

We will apply Hamilton's variational principle to the motion of a 

liquid: 

} 
(in-tr-iA)d/=o, (12.19) 

whara. T, n are the kinetic and potential energy of the liquid; 

A is the work done by external forces. 

According to this principle, the varied motion of the liquid, like 

the true motion, must satisfy continuity Eq. (12.1) and kinematic boundary 

conditions (12.3). As we know, equations of motion (12.2} and dynamic 

boundary conditions (12.4) follow from (12.19( in this case. 

We will assume that the varied motion of the liquid in the plane 

’ * con8t la potential motion. Then the kinetic and potential energy 

of the liquid can be represented by the expressions 



(12.20) /7=?' 
2 

» » 

Let the potential 4> of the displacements in the plane z - const 

and the displacement w satisfy continuity Eq. (12.10) in x and kinematic 

boundary conditions (12.12) on I. 

We will assume that the displacements of the side rad end webs of 

the caisson are given. Therefore, considering also that the pressure on 

the free surface of the liquid is absent, we have 

M =0, 

'"-"ÏÏT.'T,“'"“' 
• T 

»r=o Ç dadx, 

(12.21) 

where 7 is the Hamiltonian operator: 

’“.-H+^1,. 
dX ' ¿y 

We transform the first term in the expression for 6T by first using 

Green's formula, then the kinematic boundary conditions and continuity 

equation in the form (12.12) and (12.10). We obtain 

H*v>i'»r<i>di =*( 4*« -- dC‘ - ^ 

e r* • 

Since 

• « 

the variation 6T can be finally represented in the fcrm 
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(12.22) 
• I. « 

By expanding variational Eq. (12.19) with the aid of (12.21) and 

(12.22), we transform the time integral pertaining to the variation tr 
it 

by parts. Considering that the variations at thn beginning and 

end of the time interval considered should be assumed equal to zero, 

and postulating in view of (12.17) that when z - a, 1 the variations 

we can readily obtain 

(12.23) 

Hence, as a result of the arbitrariness of the variations 6u 

in T and »i! when y - 0, it follows that 

dt 

iü! _ <f=o whoy—0- 

(12.23A) 

(12.23B) 

Expressions (12.23a), (12.23b) represent the equations of motion in 

the dicection of the Oz axis and dynamic boundary conditions (12.13) on 

the free surface of the liquid. It is easy to show that if the initial 

conditions satisfy the conditions of potentiality of motion, then Eqs. 

(.1.2.23a) and (12.11) can be considered equivalent. 

We will represent the displacement w in the form of expansion (12.14) 

If the corresponding expansion (12.15) for 4» satisfies continuity Eq. 

(12.10), kinematic boundary conditions (12.12), and dynamic boundary 

conditions (12.13), then from variational Eq. (12.23) there results 

system of Eqs. (12.16X which is equivalent to (12.11). 

If expansion (12.15) for * satisfies only continuity equation 

n/! 10¾ and kinematic boundary conditions (12.12), then from variational 
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Eq. (12.23) there results a system of partial differential equations in 

generalised displacements /,(.-, 0. equivalent simultaneously to Eq. (12.11) 

and to conditions (12.13). 

Let us note that resolvents in can also be obtained directly from 

variational Eq. (12.19) without reducing it to the form (12.23). However, 

the expressions thus obtained for the coefficients are so cumbersome 

that such a method is practically unacceptable. 

Reducing variational Eq. (12.19) to the form (12.23), ve assume that 

kinematic boundary conditions (12.12) on Z are fulfilled in advance, 

including the end ribs of the section. In the general case, this is not 

possible for arbitrary displacements Wr(x, y, t) of the enc’ ribs. However, 

conditions (12.17) on the ends can be satisfied on the basis of the 

variational principle by using the method of indeterminate lagrangien 

multipliers. In this case, in variational Eq. (2.19), ¿A should be 

take^ to mean the variation of the work of unknown reactiom M*. y. 0 

on the ends of the segment, expanded in maintaining Kinematic constraint 

(12.17): 

(12.2A) 

In view of (12.24), variational Eq. (12.19) for <SWr * 0 reduces to 

the form 

». 

(12.25) 

Since the variations ÓA and 6oi> on the ends of the segment are 

arbitrary and independent, then in addition to the equations resulting 
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from (12.23), kinematic boundary conditions (12.17) and the following 

relations result from variational Eq. (12.25): 

).(= — e*V\ z—l, 

)a=n —z—a, (12.26) 

whence we can conclude that the Lagrangian multipliers constitute the 

disturbed part of the pressure of the end ribs on the licuid. 

Variational Eq. (12.25) also gives rise to kinematic conditions 

(12.17), and, as can be demonstrated, to Eqa. (12.18) equivalent to them, 

if the displacement w is represented in the form of expansion (12.14). 

Indeed, it follows from the third of Eqs. (12.2) that in this case, 

the corresponding expansion for the disturbed pressure of ti.e liquid 

should have the form 

/M*. !/• r./)= ^/»(('• (12.27) 

In this connection, reactions should be representei in the form 

l(x, y, y), (12.27a) 
m-1 

where Pm(t) are unknown functions. 

Introducing expansions of the form (12.27a) into variational Eq. 

(12.25), we obviously arrive at system of Eqs. (12.18), and riso at a 

system of ordinary differential equations in the unknowns Pm(t). These 

equations will have a symmetric structure. If however relcrions (12.26) 

are used instead of expansions of the form 12.27a), the syTimetry jg 

disturbed. 

Thus, expression (12.27) represents an expansion of the Junction qb 

as a series in the coordinate functions !/)■ 



MWMft 

12.3. Determination of Hydrodynamic Pressure fo/ a Tank 

Caisaon of Arbitrary Outline 

The problem of construction of expansion (12.15), which in o(z) 

satisfies Eq. (12.10) and conditions (12.12), (12.13) on I’(e) and y(z), 

respectively, can be solved exactly only in certain special cases, when 

the configuration of the section o(z) admits an exact solution of 

Poisson's equation. 

In most cases, all the webs of wing tanks may be considered planar, 

since the lateral webs are usually formed by the webs of the spars and 

ribs, and the curvature of the upper and lower panels can be neglected 

in solving a hydrodynamic problem. Therefore, without limiting the out¬ 

line of the caisson in the plane, we will assume that the region o(z) 

is rectangular (Fig. 12.2a). This assumption narrows the scops of 

practical application of the solution only slightly, and at the same 

111,6 is very important, since it is well-know» that a rectangular 

region permits the solution of the second boundary-value problem for 

the Poisson equation by means of separation of variables. 

We write boundary conditions (12.12) separately for each cf the 

three webs of the rectangular section (Fig. 12.2b): 

for the front web - 
<N> 

dx cof a, 
4wtca, when x ~rt< 

(12.28) 

b) 

vtsAn* 

Fig. 12.2. Section of conical caisson of rectangular cross section 

containing liquid. 
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for the rear web 

** ru» aj T ® ai when je = f „ 

for the bottom web 

V'V ir* 

when y - fi 

(12.29) 

(12.30) 

Expansion (12.15) for the displacement potential satisfying Eq. 

(12.10) and boundary conditions (12.13) and (12.28) - (12.30), will be 

sought in the form of the sum 

*-*i+*,+*,+*, a2.31) 

four expansions, so that each can be obtained by applying the method 

of separation of variables. 

I 

i 

y ^et the component ¢1 of the potential $ correspond to the motion of 

.he liquid in the section 0(2), caused by displacements W of the bottom 

web; ¢2, to the motion caused by displacements W of the front and rear 

webs; ¢3, to the motion due to the component, normal to the section o(z), 

of the displacement gradient w; «4, to the motion due to gravitational 

waves on the free surface of the liquid. Then the components of the 

potential should satisfy the following equations and bouncary conditions: 

S' 

¿*♦3 i O3#] dw 
dxl dy3 di * 

^*1 -0. 
àx 

(^, I 
àx 1,., 

— 0. 

=0, ®tga when 
öy co.in, 1 ^ > • V — n, 

i*2 
dx r + w «i where==r„ a, • 

Wj , . 
dx ' to* when •» =•<■». 

(12.32) 

. (12.33) 

(12.34) 

, 

i| 

(12.35) 



IIP Mil ip il II 

=0, ^0. 
<>V It-» 

dvj 
¿X ’~0. 

'-Í. dx lx.r. 

*►«! 
dx 1,.,, 

i>r, 

“0, Îî-’l =0, 
! dy , 

tfifj 
. -=0, —’I =.(i, 

" I»-/, dj/ I,.* 
0, 

<ix I, 

»-0. 

(12.36} 

(12.37) 

It <3 easy to see that in set (12.31), the components ^ of the 

potential $ satisfy Eq. (12.10) and boundary conditions (12.13) and (12.28)- 

(12.30). 

Using the method of separation of variables, we find 

-C0S|i,4sli|i„if). (12.3«) 

®,=Y 

wL,ig°3)co,'‘-“'' 

«*0 ^ 

[ch x- T (1 _ Í ( cSi ~ ® L* "’í8 n 
I 0 
I 

+Ch ^,y E tg"t)»in A^rfnlsinX.»!, (12.39) 
» J 

vS ' V ^ Y ***•, cost»,! jO,;n, n,)^ (12.40) 
«-7 h o 

The following dimensionless coordinates and symbols are introduced 

into expressions (12.38)-(12.40): 

0.(1.^1,)= 

2 I 2 when « > 

i=f. ï-4-- o n o 

sh t*,Ãn,-c)i j», «( 1 - 1)/(|t,ch |i„A)V’hen 1, < 1, 

*h|4,«l ch 11,4(1-1,)/(14,01 M) whenl,> 1, 

(12.41) 

(12.42) 



and the function Gn can also be represented in the form of the expansion 

« 

0.(1.1.)= 
2* sin X^nsin X„,V 

(12.43) 

The potential $4, which corresponds to gravitational vaves, can be 

constructed in the most general case for a motion arbitrar; in time, of 

the container walls and free surface of the liquid. Moreover, as follows 

from Eq. (12.32) and boundary conditions (12.37), the initial conditions 

are formulated only on the free surface. Of greatest practical interest, 

however, are vibrations according to the harmonic law. Oi the basis of 

the solution for harmonic vibrations, one determines the amplitude- 

frequency characteristics and also the frequencies and modes of natural 

vibrations of an elastic tank containing liquid. However, to solve the 

problem of motion of a tank containing liquid, aribtrary in time with 

arbitrary initial conditions, one can always subsequently use the method 

of decomposition of the motion in normal modes. 

In this connection, we will hereinafter consider only steady harmonic 

vibrations of frequency w, assuming \ ¢= Instead of the symbol Uj. 

for the peak values of generalized displacements used in Ch. XI, we will 

use Uj. 

Applying the method of separation of variables tc Eq. (12.32) and 

satisfying the first three boundary conditions (12.37), we obtain 

where the unknown constants A for the case of harmonic vibrations («D.-w1»!).) 
n 

will be determined bv satisfying boundary conditions (12.37). 

Expanding this condition with the aid of expression (12.38)-(12.40) 

for the components of ¢,,'®j. ¢3 of the potential ¢, we successively multiply 

! i 
j 

I 
« 

I 
r I 



the right- and left-hand aides of the expression obtained by the functions 

cosas, (jt—Ci)(a~o, I, 2,...), which fora an orthogonal system on the segment ci<x<et 

Integrating each term with respect to x from x * Cj to x ■ c2, then folding 

the unary series in functions sinl^T, on the basis of the expansion 

(12.44) 

we finally obtain 

, _ V’ b*“co* ^ {r ( -t- »g) cos i»^dí+ 
* —Is-»' 

0 

(12.45) 

Thus, for a tank caisson of arbitrary outline in the plane with a 

rectangular region o(z) of potential (12.31) for arbitrary normal displace¬ 

ments Wp W2, W, of the webs and arbitrary displacement? of the liquid 

w in the direction of the Oz axis (see Fig. 12.2). 

The expansion obtained for the potential t can be introduced into 

Eq. (12.16) to calculate the vibrations of the liquid in any elastic 

structure with an arbitrary law of change of the rectangular region o(z), 

determined by functions b(/), k(t). aif*}. ni(*). 

Let us now consider a conical caisson of arbitrary outline in the 

plane with a directrix of rectangular fora. We introduce the oblique 

coordinate Z, measured along the line of intersection of the front web 

with the free surface of the liquid (see Fig. 12.2). We will assume that 

in the sections parallel to the plane of the directrix, 7. * const. In 

this case, the derivative 
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.îLCJ _l_«*_ _ <«'i|_ 0 
<1/ Ci.% o, tf7. A «#• (12.46) 

The displacements of the liquid along the Os axis will be repre¬ 

sented as the expansion 

•it. 1. ^ $1,12)1,(1 n). (12.47) 
i»l 

wh*re «(l n) are specified functions. 

We develop expansion (12.31) for the potential « by taking (12.38) - 

(12.40) and (12.45) - (12.47) into consideration. Using the expansions 

(12.48) 

ÜLi^i-Ol-Y ..¾ C01l,. 
X. «K (xjïj ^ 1Î+1VL 

and also expansion (12.43) for the funct on 0,(q, »n), we can see that in 

expressions (12.39) for ¢2 and (12.40) for ¢3, there are similar terms 

which cancel each other out in the sum. 

After some operations, we obtain 

*-§!a^3eál[^+''-§^(1,]+ 

M 

+(tg®»-lgal) + 

+ V *ft*,cos 1*^ Nj f —^ Ç njOuMdV 

j C,(n, 

ÿ cos y,{ ch |.,I [ ?Jg. _L 
ch^i(M/(-p,lh|t,l) Icmo, co*a, 

+(-i)‘~+É[S-<<,*+z,('ga*<,,-(')+ ci'» a, ^ a( ' 

+(^^-18^^(-1^1.-^^)1)- 

(12.49) 
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Here 

1 
Z)sin >ll’V/rl. 

0 

W'niZ)*! ^(n, zjsin 

Wl(Z)~ fV,c, Z)^*<'-J ¿n, 
J ch u.A 
0 
I 

°/. (’I)“! fid. »I)cos|i,W{, 

1 
f fid.’I)*in (*.W{, 
! 

i 
Vi*(«)= f f/d. »IJsin /„rirfrj, 

rft|;1 

.j'f,: ' ■ 

nM= (,,(1. n)-i^î*H^îLrfn. 
n ChK,* 

(12.50) 

12.4. Vibrations of a Swept Wing Type Shell 

We will consider the harmonic vibrations of an elastic swept caisson 

of constant rectangular cross section, partly filled witn liquid (Fig. 

12.3). The motion of the elastic webs of the caisson will be considered 

aribtrary - they can participate in the general flexural-torsional motion 

of the entire caisson and, in addition, can execute transverse vibrations 

due to bending of the plates. For a swept caisson with parallel webs, it 

is necessary to assume ft«=const. X=.const, ai=«,. .1,-0 £„ expression (12.59) for 

the displacement potential. 
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,» ■.. 

/ 
/ 

Ut us turn to equations of notion (12.16) of the liq.iid. Multiplying 

these equations by sin alt so that they pertain to the layer dZ ■ 1, and 

omitting the multiplier b2h, we obtain 
t I 

(£■“*) I.. .., At). (12.51/ 

where the derivative of the displacement potential ♦, represented by 

general expansion (12.49), is calculated in accordance with (12.46). 

Developing (12.51) by using expan • 

sions (12.47), (12.49), we arrive at a 

system of ordinary differential equations 

of the form 

M 

partly filled with liquid. 

+—CM+Q»“° 

,,_1.Ml- 02-52) 

The coefficients of these equations 

are determined by the expressions 

*.(aw 

flw, 

= tg o, . ’ 

OS 

Cu “ cos o,SM 4 2* igfoi cos a, ^ ^f»i 

(12.53) 

_-rJsHi— 

Here use was made of notation (12.50) and in addition, the following 

1»27 

symbols were introduced: 



, 11 

“"■'"jj G"(n- Hi)(>»)«».(n,)<^dV 

I I 
*>•■•-** jj G.(»l, 

I I 

0.(11. lUfWiHft.iiWdTidn,, 

S; V»«. ’»(iiU. i|) </{dH. 

(12.54) 

It Is evident from (12.53), (12.54) that the coefficients and 

of Eqs. (12.52) are symmetric, and the coefficients are skew-symmetric, 

i.e., the following conditions are fulfilled: 

Au**Au, 5|». Cw—C; it- 
02.55) 

The free terms in Eqs. (12.52) depend on the noimal displacements 

of the bottom web and lateral webs and of the swept caisson (see 

Pig. 12.3) and are determined by the expressions 

Here 

Q,(Z)-‘J 
* cut U| 

i ** V1. f*0*0^ ^ W'i_-1-Wu + 
««0 

«r 

+ W’ù+( -1 )* Wu) \ r '2 tg o,2 (Puw in - Qi,«'*':.) -r 

• r* . 1 cc* ai L ir/ __ . —— 
+A*Ka* ¿4 " I h **" *" 

a*»11' 

xpp ^M-t 

0 

I 

ó 
I 

f \ 
u 

I 

Pm**- j Vm 
ô 

i 
Ym (!) 

ó 
I 

^âa “ \ Piai1!) 
ô 

ch lÍAm/á) (1-1)1 dt 

¿•«•»U./à) 

chJU^ÃUl 
>a*h(*a/Í) 

Jí^l ¿n, 

>i»ru./*i(i-ui .t 

sllU,/Ã) 

'h(n,'i) {| 

iÏ£î*Xrfn 

(12.56) 

(12.57) 
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and in addition, notations (12.50) and (12.54) are employed. 

/ 

/ 
/ 

If the normal displacements of the webs W^, Wj, ana are given, 

then the functional Zi(Z) are determined from Eqs. (12.52) under the 

corresponding boundary conditions on the ends. Then, having determined 

w and * from (12.47), (12.49), we can also find the displacements u, 

V in the direction of the Ox, Oy axes and the hydrodynamic pressure fKu2<H 

on the shell, then the coefficients of added liquid masses corresponding 

to the given motion of the webs. Such an approach immediately achieves 

its objective if the tank is assumed to be nondeformable or if the 

displacements of the elastic tank are given in the form of expansions 

in given functions with unknown coefficients, i.e., in cases where the 

displacements of the tank webs are characterized by a finite number of 

/ 
aegro'is of freedom. 

/ 

/ 

Let us now consider a more general case, where the normal displace¬ 

ments of the tank webs are represented by an expansion of the form 

r(Z. S)~VU,(Z)1,''(S). 
ffl 

where is a given system of functions of the S coordinate, measured 

along the arc of the contour Z ■ const, and the functions Üfä) 

are the desired generalized displacements. In this cese 

wt(zt n)« V{/,(^) f> 
/.1 

w*(z' A,(i). 

(12.58) 

/.1 
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where 

4,.,. »î..«)-»,4 Vi 

Taking (12.58) into account, expression (12.56) for Qk uay be written 

in the form 

9»“|¡ (W'+£M (12.59) 

where 

'£<tJ (12.60) 

•»Vf-i»» Hi i*.S / ’ 

(12.61) 

£a< = 2 tg a, 2 ( P:V¡> - ff».?. ) + 
•«■I 

I 
vi. -j tí.,(»l)*ín X,nrfn (r-1. 2), 

1 
¿/.«j1 ff<i(U)cosii,WE, 

+5!.-f(—i)*rfî». 

«.-4,„-tíi-i.,, 

To detertrlne the generalized forces exerted on the shell by the 

liquid in the presence of harmonic vibrations, we will consider the 

variation 

’ .... *'■“ 
M— \ -.. ,- 

} s'° (12.62) 

of the work of hydrodynamic pressure on a strip of shell of width dz. 

For a rectangular swept caisson, considering that 

0,= 0,, o, = 0, di=dZcoso,, 

we have 

i _ i i 1 
\ p.W.rfT, +■ A \ pM-Ji) f cos a, j ptW¿\ dZ. 
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On the basis of (12.6), the disturbed pressure of the liquid on the webs 

p,(12.63) 

In view of (12.58) and (12.63), the linear generalised force, equal 

to the work of the pressure on the strip dZ - 1 on displacements corres¬ 

ponding to the generalized displacement 0^==1, will be 

L# |t-0 " ù liai 

(12.64) 

Developing expression (12.64) by considering expansion (12.49) for 

tho potential t when u^u,. u,=0 and expansions (12.58) for the displace¬ 

ments W of the shell, after some transformations, we obcain 

— I V FftU, + I D|y6/*|—I • 

LCi i-' j 

Here the symmetric coefficients 

+2 21*/« (71. +(-1/7’. )+1. (7). +t -1)75. ) r 
a— I 

i_ i ^/.^. ï5^,++/,t!. \1 
a, V >,Ih(Wi) i,»h(W*) ly 

(12.65) 

(12.66 

COS C»1 
1 

e„ « /5- = f ~^ 
' J ’ * j11*, ti11*»'1 " 

and the coefficients and , as in expression (12.59) for Qk, are 

determined from formulas (12.60). 

In order to reduce the coefficients Fjj to symmetric form and to 

show that the coefficients and or the function« and in 

expression (12.65) are evmmetric with respect to the coefficients Dkl 

and ^i °f the functlons u'i and ui ¿n expression (12.59) for Qk, we had 
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to establish the Identify of certain tarins represented An the form of 

unary series in various functions of £ and n> Use was nade of 

expressions (12.43), (12.44) and (12.48), and also of the expansion 

aü(-ir 
h.ch“¿í »Í. + T5VÍ sln.. (12.67) 

«•I • 

The generalized forces Rj (12.65) are included in the differential 

equations of the shell proper, so that the problem reduces to the integra¬ 

tion of a simultaneous system of N + M ordinary differential equations in 

N generalized displacements U^(Z) of the shell and M generalized displace¬ 

ments ,Zi(Z)of the liquid. 

We will finally write out the equations for the vibrations of a single- 

dosed swept wing type caisson. 

Introducing expressions (12.65) for the generalized forces into 

Eqs. (11.24) and adding Eqs. (12.55) to this system, we obtain in view 

of (12.59) 

[a^U] -f (6y, — h,¡)U\+(—i/i+“fyi 4* OV'/í) i/,1 + 
i.« 

+a'2[W~^zi]~0 

(/«--i.Ni, 
2 [-*»,*<4-rß„~ Ä*,) Wí- CWZ,]4- 

+y\Dtlbfj,+^,,1/,1=0 

where 

/•i 

(*=•1.M\ 

o.,_ 

a 

(12.68 

If in system (12.68), each of the equations of the second group is 

multiplied by ft2, the matrices of the coefficients of this system will be 

symmetric for unknown functions and their second derivatives, and antl- 

symmetric for the first derivatives. It is easy to show that such a system 
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of equations Is self-conjugate. This property fellows fron the 

conservativeness of the problem at hand. 

12.5. Vibrations of a Low-Aspect Win* Type SI elx 
of Arbitrary Shape in the Plane 

Let us consider the vibrations of an elastic conical caisson with 

a rectangular single-closed contour of the directrix, partly filled with 

liquid (Fig. 12.4.). 

To keep the expressions for the 
✓* 

/Coefficients of ordinary differential 
/ 

/ equations from being too cumbersome, 

x we will confine our discussion to the 

case in which the free surface of the 

liquid passes through the apex of the 

cone. Then |-*(Z)/i(Z)-const» so that 

the derivative d<bldz is substantially 

simplified, since dependence (12.49^ of 

the potential $ on fi is very complex. 
Pig* 12.4. Conical caisson of 

rectangular cross section, 
partly filled with liquid. 

In addition, setting g * 0, we will not consider the influence of 

T dvitar.ion, since this influence is negligibly small in vibrations at 

frequencies of the same order as the frequencies of natural elastic 

'ibrations of the structure, since the latter frequencies are usually much 

lower than the lowest natural frequencies of gravitationrl vibrations of 

the free surface. This is valid provided 
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vh«i bB Is the mean dimension of the chord b(Z) of the sección under 

consideration. 

For a conical caisson, the equations of harmonic vibrations of the 

liquid inside the caisson for arbitrary displacements of elastic webs, 

as well as for a swept caisson, can be written by introducing into Eqs. 

(12.51) expansion (12.47) of the displacements of the liquid w and 

derivative (12.46) of the displacement potential ¢, represented by 

expansion (12.49). 

These equations reduce to the form 

V [a;, (wí)^+F>,bz-t - cm+¢:=° 

(*—1.M). 

(12.69) 

i.i 

Here b is a linear function of the Z coordinate. If the free surface 

o* the liquid passes through the cone apex, it is evident that 

tgai = R (tgaj—tgai), (12.70) 

so that the derivative 

db 
dZ ~ ( tg a* - tg u,) c.vs a, = cos at. 

(12.71) 

The coefficients in Eqs. U2.69) are determined by expressions 



(12.72) 

Cl, = cos o, Su + 2Ã tg« a, cos a, V f + 

The free terms dependent on the normal displacements of the caisson webs 

COS 02 J 

The symbols in expressions (12.72), (12.73) are the same as th:’. 

corresponding symbols in expressions (12.53), (12.56) of the preceding 

section. 

In differential Eqs. (12.69) for a conical caisscn, the coefficients 

b are variable. However, it Is easy to see that these equations are Euler 

type equations. When b * const, Eqs. (12.69) change in^o Eqs. (12.52) 

for a swept caisson of constant cross section, gravity being neglected 

(-Ï - 0). 

Let the normal displacements of the webs be represented in the form 

of expressions (3.13). Then 
N 

w'iín. v! (£)*!.„ W- 
/-1 

N 

«'.(n. tz> tf». W* 
(12.74) /-1 

N 

»'.d. a). 
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where V,[Z)-U,(Z)X,(Z). 

Introducing these expansions into (12.73), we obttin 

N 

2 
tml 

QÎW-ÊiÆ.W'.+fî.V',). (12.75) 

where 

(12.76) 

"-U Htm I 

*-U 

+^1^(^- +S?<A)] - 

Proceeding from expression (12.62), we determine the generalized 

linear force as the work of hydrodynamic pressure on a rtrip of 

shell dZ “ 1 for displacements corresponding to the generalized displace¬ 

ment bU,*=). xn view of (12.74' 

Vth 9Î, är)+ 
■-o ’ ^ s I,./** 

^ T ~a' K Î) 
co,a' Ó1 U7"" J 

(12.77) 

Introducing expansion (12.49) for the potential Í into (12.77) 

without considering the gravity (g = 0), after some transformations we obtain 

Í-1 l-l _i 
(12.78) 

where 
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(12.79) 

/ 

+^2((¾ +(-ii-^7î.)î,.+(?!. + 11-^¾)¾.] + 

+ —— y [—T/< i c°»3gi î/« t? 
,>sal4^ I »„Ihf»,/1' + 

---~ » _I 

i/A) cosía, i„(U(i„/h) 'r 

j.;». 
+ —-5l MuL« I 
«moj X,«h(»VÂ) J’ 

*“ .i ' +2/2 (»i- sí «•'»)• 

i '• Í"»?(¾ '^^+7?.+ 

+,-,r,Si7î-) "'•l"]+2ÍJ["*'(í"'’--Siõ'.».)- 

/■ / In t0 the 81"bols i» the preceding eection, the 

following symbol has been introduced: 

■j’V’SîrâïH- (12.80) 

efficients Lj^, and for a caisson of constant cross 

section (.,=.,«=0) change Uto coefflclent8 Pji, ^ md „ _ r,.p.ctlv<1, 

when g » 0. 

equations (12.Í9), .here the last tern, are given hy erpr,..lon. 

02.75). and the correspond^ e,„.tlo„s of the shell proper, which Inclnd, 

generalized force. (12:78). for. a closed ayate, of N + H ordinary differ¬ 

ential equation. In B generalized displ.cewnt. Vt(z) of che .hell and M 

genemlized displacements ZjiZ) of the liquid. 

Since equations of motion of the liquid (12.69) and generalized 

V/drodynatíc force (12.78) were written for the moat general case of 
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notion of the webs of a tank caisson, hy using these coordinates, we can 

study both bending-torsional vibrations on the basis of the static- 

geometric model or a model with a nondefomable contour, and general 

type vibrations, allowing for rib elasticity and bending stiain of the 

middle surface. 

We will finally write out the equations of vibrations of a low- 

aspect wing type conical caisson of arbitrary shape in tne plane, 

whose sections are partly filled with liquid (see Fig. 1?.¿). Since 

in the equations pertaining to the shell proper, Z is a dimensionless 

coordinate representing the relative distance measured slong the 

generatrices in fractions of their total length 18, then in Eqs. (12.69) 

and in expression (12.78) for Rj, it is necessary to switch to the new 

variable 

2~T’ 
'> (12.81) 

where 1^ is the distance from the origin of the coordinates to the apex 

of the cone along the generatrix coinciding with the linr: of inter¬ 

section of the front web and the free surface oi the liquid (see Fig. 

12.4). 

In this case, in the current section Z * const, the chord length 

—2), (12.82) 

where b^ is the chord length in the edge section (see Fig. 12.4). 

Introducing expressions (12.78) for generalized forces Rj into 

equations of shell vibrations (11.23), and adding to this system the 

equations of vibrations of the liquid (12.69), (12.75), after switching 

to the dimensionless coordinate Z, we obtain 



.V 

(12.83) 

where 
l»'...t Aî , • • • • * 

In these equations, the prime denotes the derivative with respect 

to the Z coordinate. 

12.6. Boundary Conditions Allowing for Rib Elasticity 

Thus, problems Involving harmonic vibrations of a swept caisson 

ol constant cross section and a conical caisson of arbitrary outline, 

partly filled with liquid, reduce to the integration of systems of ordinary 

differential equations (12.68) and (12.83). 

We will now formulate the corresponding boundary conditions. Usually, 

the shell of a wing caisson is divided into compartments by ribs which are 

very pliable with respect to bending out of their plane. Therefore, in 

formulating the boundary conditions on the function Zi(/), it is necessary 

to consider the elasticity of the ribs in each section. 

We will consider the ribs as thin plates in bending. For the sake 

of generality, we will assume that in neighboring compartments separated 
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by an elastic rib, the level h of the liquid varies, ano aleo that the 

webs of these compartments abut in the plane of the rib at different 

angles. In that case, it will be possible to apply Eqs. (12.68), 

(12.83) to the analysis of caisson structures of different ¿weep angles 

in different portions, for example, to the analysis of a swept caisson 

with a center section, which are separated by an elastic edge rib 

(s<je Fig. 12.3). 

dj oatisfying the dynamic boundary conditions on che end rib, the 

hydrodynamic pressure on the rib may be assumed equal to , or, was 

shown in Section 2 of the present chapter, to the Lagrangian multiplier 

MS. i|), which constitutes an expansion of the function .> as a series (,,. 

of functions q;(-, = Taking ihe Lagrangian multiplier as 

the pressure, we arrive at a symmetric system of kinematic and dynamic 

boundary conditions, but in this case it is necessary to determine the 

coefficients pm of expansion (12.27a) on the basis of the system which 

follows from variational Eq. (12.25). 

As the pressure, wa will take the 

function poV directly. All the quanti¬ 

ties and functions pertaining to the 

left-hand compartment will be denoted by 

the superscript -, and those pertaining 

to the right-hand compartment, by the 

superscript + (Fig. 12.5). 

The kinematic boundary conditions of 

compatabillty the displacements of an elastic rib and liquid in the 

-1 

Fig. 12.5. In reference 
to derivation of boundary 
condlt.ona of conjugation 

of two compartments filled 
with liquid, allowing for 

rib elasticity. 
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left- and right-hand compartments may be written, on the basis of Eqs. 

(12.17), In the form 

i i 

(\r,-ia-)ñdldr\-~0 (*-1.M), 
(12.84) 0 o 

1 1 

6 o 
f(»=i.m 

At the same time, we assume that in each compartment, the displace¬ 

ments of the liquid are decomposed in the same functions ?i(l, n) <i= I.Af). 

Since the dimensionless coordinates n ■ y/h in each of two neighboring 

compartments generally do not coincide because the degrees of filling 

h- and h+ are different, then in Eqs. (12.84) the functions q-) 

To formulate the dynamic boundary conditions on an elastic rib and 

calculate the concentrated generalized forces exerted by the rib on the 

shell, we will apply the Lagrange principle to an elementary strip of the 

shell, isolated together with the rib (see Fig. 12.5). We have 

W'rW'^'Sr—Jj +ff 
•- (12.85) 

4. 

where #>£, pf- are generalized forces (3.36) in the sect!-ms of the shell 

proper, to the left and right of the rib; 

pr, 6r, Sr are the density, thickness and area of the rib. 

The first term in (12.85) represents the variation of the potential 

energy of bending of the rib as a plato, che second represents the variation 

of the work done by the inertial forces acting directly on the rib, and the 

third and fourth terms represent the variation of the work of hydiodynamic 

frostete; finally, the last term represents the variation of the work of 
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internal forces in the sections of the shell proper to the left and right 

of the rib (see Fig. 12.5.). 

We represent the normal displacements of the elastic rib in the form 

* * 

where \ rmhri/rfUAZfi are values of the function in the section 

■ Zr along the rib; cs are unknown coefficients; the functions «¡1(6. ’l). '('•it ^ 

are chosen so that expansion (12.86) for any values of V* and c8 satisfies 

the conditions of conjugation of the rib with the shell. 

We will assume that the plate (rib) is hinged on the shell along the 

entire contour. In this case, it is necessary to require that each of the 

functions ^ and on the contour i|-n(S) of tfe rib satisfy the 

conditions 

•MUS). *HS»]~0, 

¢,15(5). ,.,(5). 

where Vi,,(5> is the coordinate function of the shell, corresponding to 

displacements in the direction of the unit vector e^, perpendi¬ 

cular to the plane Z = const. 

Introducing expansion (12.86) into kq. (12.85) and equating the 

coefficients of the variations 6Uj and 6Cg to zero, we obtain 

(12.87) 

+ (y-l.TV'), 

where the expressions for the coefficients k can be easily obtained by 
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u*log the known expression for the potential energy of bending of 

plates. 

Introducing the notation 

ó1** t . ditrm à:m, 

dx* du2 àÿ‘ A.:* 

we have 

(12.88) 

From the first group of equations of system (12.87), we determined 

the concentrated generalized forces 

LP,~PJ-PÍ (7= 1.N), (12.89) 

exerted on the shell by the elastic ribs. 

The second group of equations of system (12.87) represents the 

equilibrium equations of the elastic rib. If the rib is considered to 

■>e absolutely rigid in bending, all the coefficients c8 must be equated 

ro zero, and only the first six generalized displacements corresponding 

o the displacements of the contour Z - const as a solid should be 

retained in expansion (12.86). 

Substituting rib displacements (12.86) and liquid dieplacements 

-12.87) into kinematic conditions (12.84), we obtain the system of equations 

ffl i=l 
(*=-1.AO. 

H43 

(12.90) 



where 

11 li '»-jj 8,,=.- j'J 

The superscripts - and + show that all the coefficients are calcu¬ 

lated for the compartments to the left and right of the no respectively. 

The generalized liquid displacements Zj for different degrees of 

filling of neighboring compartments have different values zj and Z+ 

to the left and right of the rib. The generalized shell displacements 

vi in the section coinciding with the rib are continuous functions. If 

the webs of the shell in the rib section abut at different angles, the 

continuity of the functions is ensured by a special choice of the 

coordinate functions <p,( (5) to the left and right of the rib. 

Dynamic boundary conditions (12.87) will be written separately for 

a swept caisson of constant cross section and for a conical caisson. 

Introducing into Eq. (12.87) the expansion for the pressure pvgoHD, f 

developed with the aid of expansion (12.49) for the potential $ and 

expression (3.42) for generalized forces , we obtain 

(12.91) 
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In these equations 
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where 

/ */« »« \ 
WAtga, 

T-u 

¿7 ¡g'- (•»••- ■ 

V-jjt,.,11. 

(12.92) 

U V 
1 1 

V»”1*"! j f/*.({' Vcos^ y G•^',•n»)Pii*»« dT>-j‘:wr,> 

«ii.=- ( ]’?/«,({. n)coM*„? IJ c.in.n.ia.tiUi/n, du/»i. 
U U L«* J 

(12.93) 

In Eqs. (12.91), the superscripts - and + denote the fact that the 

coefficients (12.92), (12.93) are calculated for the left- and right-hand 

compartnents, respectively. The difference lies in the fact that each 

compartment in these formulas will have its own values of the parameters 

A“. «7 h h\ ai*; the dimensionless coordinates n” and n+ are also distinguished. 

The coefficients 6,(,/7,/ and T,¡ are calculated from formulas (12.92) 

In the same way as the coefficients V>uMii’ TV. but in (12.93), the functions 

T/{£. t|) must be substituted for the functions n,U ’i) ^ in (12.93). 

The simultaneous system 2M + N + R of linear algebraic equations 

(12.90), (12.91) is used to "sew" together the solutions of system of 

differential Eqs. (12.68) for each of the neighboring compartmeuts 



separated by an elastic rib. If a numerical method, for example, the 

Runge-Kutta method, Is used to solve system of differential Eqs. (12.68), 

system of algebriac Eqs. (12.90), (12.91) is used to determine the values 

of %/• (/«I.M) and Uf (/-1,..., #). which constitute tlie initial 

conditions for the next coupartment, in terms of the values of Z-, 

.. and (:ï1.iV'- pertaining to the preceding compartment. 

Simultaneously, from system (12.90), (12.91) are determined the unknown 

coefficients Cr(r » 1,..., R), characterizing the bending of the rib in 

the specified coordinate functions Yv(|, n). 

For the rib bounding the last compartment, all the terms with super¬ 

script + must be equated to zero in Eqs. (12.90) and (12.^1*; these 

equations will then correspond to the boundary conditions on the free edge 

of the shell, bounded by an elastic rib. 

Equations (12.90), (12.91) are substantially simplified if neighboring 

compartments have the same sweep angle and the same degree of 

filling --=»*)• Then, all the coefficients with supers’rip t - are equal 

to the corresponding coefficients with superscript +. It follows from 

system (12.90) that 

Ttf “¿i 

so that we will have only M first équations. 

Thus, general system (12.90), (12.91) for a swept caisson with a 

constant degree of filling reduces to a system of M + N + R equations: 

l>i(6 



nu ... ... IP41 mill !||pii||||p|i|iiwpMiMii|i. mi 
WVTïï ' ”p "'■ ' " ’ 1 1 1 • ™ i V ~ 1 ’ T1; ,r ' iT'f'Pfr ^ P' 

+ ^ Ï»/»—^ S*|Z,*0 (*=■ 1,..., M), 

|j[i-ir')+ 

o (/=1. ... N). 
(12.94) 

-5- V|0(zf- 2^)4- *Sr,=0 

(^1..../?). 

Prow this system of equations, the velues of Z,* (i=l.M), Ut (¿=1. t 

W“1 rr(r=.|.R) are determined as a function of the values of l„T7 (/=:. 

and 1/,,1/7 (/==1.N)- 

We will expand the dynamic boundary conditions (12.87) for a conical 

caisson. As in the derivation of differential Eqs. (12.83), we will neglect 

the influence of gravity. 

Introducing into (12.87) the expression for the generalized forces 

and pressure pm^uW. developed with the aid of the expansion for the 

potential ♦ when g ■ 0, and changing to the dimensionless coordinate Z 

(12.81), we obtain 

*)!- GT,+0/,+17.-6/1) V',+(1-2) (aT,vf -a/,V/’)]+ 

+Jw/, z/—f//i zr+( 1 — 2) (r/i z/ — rjiZi )|+ 
(12.95) 

(/=1.N). 

Here in contrast to Eqs. (12.91), the prime denotes the derivative 

with respect to the Z coordinate, and the coefficients Gj. Hji, T„ are 

determined by the expressions 



f—V.„, " + 
^ «-a 

+Si|(vB.!.)]. 

(1-2)1 *8«, f 

+ 2tga,2„^|.(l,_A-tgo1¿.<v 1 

(12.96) 

^-/,0û*(i-2)*-i_ V . , 
7 ' coto, ^ » « I* 

1 a-U 

where the coefficients are determined from formulas (12.93). 

In eqa. (12.94), (12.95), the superscripts - md + signify that 

coefficients (12.96), like coefficients (12.93) in Eqs. (12.91), are 

calculated for the left- and right-hand compartments: fcr the left-hand 

compartment, the values /i",«7, ar, or* and for the right-hand compartment, 

h*. at. aï. at1 are taken. 

If the degree of filling and the angles made by the webs of the left- 

and right-hand compartments with the rib are the same, thei in Eqs. (12.95) 

all the coefficients with superscript - are equal to the corresponding 

coefficients with superscript +. Then, only M equations remain in (12.90), 

and the remaining ones are replaced by the conditions Z,+=*z- 

The coefficients Iln and *,i are calculated from formulas (12.96) 

in the same way as the coefficients H(i, T, ^ but in this ca8ej instead 

of the functions n) , the functions n) are substituted into (12.93). 

Equations (12.95) together with Eqs. (12.90) are used in the numerical 

Integration of a system of differential equations of vibrations of an 

elastic conical caisson separated by elastic ribs in' <■* compartments partly 

filled with liquid. From the system of linear algebrare Eqs. (12.90), (12.95) 
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on, determines the v.lue. of .Nj ,„d 

behind the eleetic rib by Mens of the velue, of ch.ee function, end their 

derivatives in front of the rib. 

From Eqs. (12.90), (12.95) there also follow the boundary conditions 

i or the free end of a conical caisson bounded by a rib elastic to bending. 

I 
I 

1 

I 



Paît Three. CIRCULAR CONICAL SHELLS 

Part Three is devoted to the analysis of conical shells of revolution 

on the basis of methods discussed in Part One. 

In contrast to the problems examined in Part Four, In the analysis 

of shells of revolution, the number of the degrees of freedom of the 

cross section Z “ const with respect to displacements from the plane is 

not limited, and therefore all the solutions obtained mithin the framework 

of the computational model are exact. 

Both smooth and reinforced shells are discussed, and the presence of 

a reinforcing structure is considered exactly, with the revelation of the 

concentrations generated by it, not on tLe basis of "smearing out" concepts. 

The device of generalized functions is widely employed. 

Principal attention is given to problems of concentrated action. 

Shells with discrete fixing conditions are examined, as well as shells 

subjected to the action of concentrated forces applied in 'he direction 

of the generatrices. 

All the results obtained for conical shells are extended to 

cylindrical shells by means of passage to the limit. 

For the conical shell of revolution shown in the figure. 

In the analysis of shells of revolution, it is desirable to change 

from the arc coordinate S to the central angle a: 
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Hence 

the directrix Hssume the form 

Then the parametric equations of 

(c) 

(b) 

A - Circulât Conical 
Shell 

dX; 
dS (d) 

The displacement vestor U(M) of point H of the middle surface will 

be represented as before in the form 

(e) 

where U° corresponds to displacement of the contour Z == 

and U , to warpings of this contour. 

const as a solid 

The vector function 

< 

(f) 

Here 

^,=^, £/,=V 
(g) 

where ijx, i,>( ^ are the components of translational displacement of the 

contour Z * const along the Ox, Oy, Oz axes; 

9». •, are the components of slight rotation of the contour Z * const 

about the Ox, Oy, Ox axes; 

M2M 1-2)-/, 
Wher* V=J° (»=1.2.3), (b) 

' Il I< — 4, 5, 6) ’ 

»««(“l are vectors represented by (2.15), whose components in axes of the 

main moving trihedron on the basis of (a)-(d) for cónica] shells of 

revolution have the form 
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1 1/. Ví/p», ’ V j»j *1-, 

1 Sr — tin » cut u 
! 

— % : c , — c(t% 3 co* a 

2 <1» — tin } tin a cot u — cut } »i.i a 

3 If cot Ü 0 — tin 3 

* A'o cot i tin a • 0 — Ka sm ^ t*.i o 

5 », — ft0 col » to* a 0 Av, tin ? cos a 

• ». 0 », 0 

Without limiting the number of degrees of freedom of the contour 

Z * const, we will represent the warping displacements in the form of the 

infinite expansion 

I'm, Vi/((2)Ws: 

(i) 

For nonreinforced shells of revolution of constant thickness, it is 

natural to represent these displacements in the form of an infinite 

trigonometric series 

Ul m,“ V (“uí^iin ¿a-f.u^ZJcosío!, (j) 
km-i 

where the free term and the terms containing sin a, cos n, have been 

omitted in view of the tact that the warpings are associated with self- 

balanced internal forces. 

The normal and tangential stresses, (a)-(d) being taken into account, 

wiil be determined by the expressions 

1-1 
(k) 

rv».=¿- *'"P (1) 

The desired generalised displacements Ui(Z) satisfy a system of 

ordinary differential equations resulting from the principle of possible 

Lagranglan displacements (Part One). In Part Three, t;e will ptoceed from 
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the equations corresponding to the fundamental static-geometric model, bur 

will neglect the stresses 0«, in comparison with <J»> and It is 

evident that for a shell of revolution, this will cause the fundamental 

static-geometric model and the model with the contour Z * const nondeform- 

ubie in its plane to be essential identical, except for the fact that in 

the latter caue, the modulus E should be replaced by E/(l—v*). Studiee 

show that the refinement of the results on the basis of more complex 

Eqs. (3.224) as well as Eqs. (9.71), which describe a model with a 

deformable contour, is unimportant for the problems considered if the 

cone angle ß is not too large. 

Considering (a)-(d), from (3.45), (3.65) aud (3.4V), (3.62), (3.64) 

we have for both smooth shells and shells reinforced with s:ringers: 

0-2) V «„(ÍW+ 2 
Ci (.1 I (m) 

(7-1. 2.fi). 

(n) 

wtiere the coefficients 

(0) 



..... 

and the load terms 

R,(7)-= lV~~ ( 1 -2) §(p.s,Km + p^„t +p^;,da, 

P/iZ)«?*/-j ^;(2)¿2 (/=1,2,3,6), 
2 

J' 

7 

(P) 

/>.,(2)“35ï,+j [/.P, (2)- P. (2))^2, 

- f (/.p^(2)+ Pv(2)Jd2. 

where P| are the generalized forces given in the end secticn of the 

shell, Z « Ze, and 

P«.. p,., p, , 
• are the components of the surface load. 

In expressions (o) and hereinafter, the following notation is used: 

l-V 
(q) 

--- -... 



Chapter XIII. CONICAL SHELL UNDER DISCRETE FIXING CONDITIONS 

The analysis of discretely fixed shells is of major practical 

interest. This problem is encountered in the design of various thin- 

walled structures and, in the case of a shell of revolution, is very 

essential in the development of butt joints of airframe compartments, 

which are cylindrical and slightly conical shells of revolution. 

The joining of both smooth and reinforced shell compartment» is 

usually accomplished by means of an end ring, whose strut tural design 

determines the model of the butt, discrete with respect fx displacements 

along the shell generatrices and continuous with respect to transverse 

displacements. The end ring also ensures the nondeformability of the 

cross section in its plane, even in the absence of an Intermediate set 

of rings, since the external load on the air frame is smooth in character. 

The problem consists in studying the deviations from the law of plane 

3'ctlons due to discrete fixing. 

The solutions for stringerless shells given in the present chapter* 

and analogous solutions for stringer shells given in Chapter XV may be 

rmsidered rigorous if the butt Joints in the direction of the generatrices 

are discrete not only in tension, but also in compression. If however 

the joining of the compartments in the compressed zone is achieved through 

*G. G. Onanov. Bending of a Cyclically Fixed Circular Cylindrical 

Shell. In: Strength and Stability ot Thin-Walled Aeronautical Structures, 

edited by I. F. Obraztsov. Trudy MAI, No. 180. Moscow, Mashinostroyeniye. 
'970. 
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•OM contact portion, these solutions are provisional and can be used only 

for tentative calculations of the zone In tension. In the rigorous 

foraulatlon, such a problem reduces to a nonlinear integral equation in 

the reactive end forces. The kernel of this equation is readily obtained 

from the closed solution presented in this chapter. 

13.1. Equilibrium Equations of a Circular Coniccl Shell. 
General Solution 

Assuming the external load to be arbitrary, in expansion (f) we will 

retain all six components of displacement of the contour Z - const as a 

solid, and in expansion (j), the generalized displacements "•>» and 

Using formulas (o), we will calculate the coefficients of the system 

of differential resolvents (m), (n). 

The coefficients a^, b^, C;J1 and i, j - 1, 2,..., are given in 

Tables 13.1-13.3. 

The coefficients aj^ and Cj^ tor or i> 6 are, by virtue of the 

orthogonality of the triponometric functions, equal to zero if j ^ i. 

For i - j - 5+k, in view of (j), we have 

B/r-ansiiiP. (13.1) 
. *1 

c„ *nh —-. 

(13.2) 

The coefficients bj^ for i? 6 or j> 6 are always equal to zero. 

After the substitution of derivatives 1-7*=-/, Eqs. (m), (n) in the 

desired generalized displacements will assume the form 
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Table 13.1 Coefficients a 
ji* 

\ 
i 2 3 4 i < 

1 ■» «in 9 (1 + T «in > P) 0 0 0 n*7 <?o «in3 P cot p 0 

2 0 
r~"' - 

«A «in p <1 + 7 «in? P) 0 —«AiÂo un 2 p coi p 0 0 

II 
0 

0 .'.iAj tin Pco«]p 0 o 0 

0 — nAifto tm? ? cos 3 U n*7/í¿ lin p coi2 p û 0 

1 » i "A T R<> »in 1J coj p 0 0 0 ntf/tl un p coi2 p 0 
L*J 0 0 0 0 0 j ?nhfí‘: un p | 

Table 13.2 Coefficients bj^. 

K J 1.2. Í 4 1 S . 1 
1 U U j — .tAÆgCn» p 

0 
2 0 nA »! cos 3 j 0 0 

3 0 0 j 0 » ■ 
4 Ü 0 0 0 

i 0 0 0 0 

6 0 0 0 2jiA»¿ «in p 

Table 13.3 Coefficients Cj^. 

\ l 

/\ 
1.2.3 r '4 

i 6 

1 o 1 0 
0 0 

2 0 1 0 u •1 
3 0 0 0 0 

4 0 
#oco«*p 

nh-- 
•in p 

0 0 

5 0 U 
»ïcui1p 

Xk - 
«in p 

0 

6 0 
0 0 j 2n*#J tin p j 
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where 

— Oi, *1, — «„ (*\) + i,»«' », ^ 'hlfi 
a * 

— ««%-««, (r *, I -f ^Âriû., 

-e^-?dîL, 

— «„% - aM (A,)' mm ~t t 

-««<-a,, (/»,)’ MäU)»-' 

-«« (4'»,)' +♦«•'•, « MU' 
(7 * 

3.,-1,-ryfm^ -, _(*«=2, 3,...), 

(^2.3,...), 

¢,-/5¾. ^,-^¾ 

(13.1) 

(13./) 

(13.5) 

(13.6) 

(13.7) 

(13.8) 

(13.9) 

V13.10) 

(13. 11) 

are the transverse forces and axial force; 

3W.,, 

are the bending moments and twisting moment; 

the linear bimoments determined according to (p) from the formulas 

(13.12) 

A?«-/} / (|) pm, (/. a) »in hada. 

(13.13) 
/?„ =/, ■ - e‘ />m¡(/, a) cos kada. 

Thus, the infinite system of differential equations in the generalised 

displacements has been decomposed almost completely. An exception are only 

coupled Eqs. (13.3), (13.7) and (13.4), (13.61. 

Having eliminated 0y, from Eqs. (13.4), (13.3) and n^, we obtain two 

Independent equations in 

(13.14) 

(13.15) 

(««'»n-«h«« '(<*«,)' 1 *^4,,^ ^(lw , M,g-' 
0 m a ’ 

(41,4,,-4,^,,)(^1,) 0 Mt*~' 

Integrating Eqs. (13.5), (13.8), (13.14). (13.15) then Eqs. (13.6), 

(^•7) f°r ^0,(/). 8,(/) * obtained, we gat the general solution of system 
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(13.3)-(13.8). Considering the values of the coefficients li«.ced in 

Table 13.1-13.3 after some transformations we obtain 

iMO-’ß-VÎ(«*- 1«' j lv «in»PtVOx(D- 

M 
(13.16) 

*>,(/)«•< + IJÜ(e* - U + Ç lY sin» P(/^' Q, (Ç) + M, (1)) + 
l i 

Mt\S)erid\ 

I 
6 J— ( [Y sin* (J (V^, (I) 4- M. 0)) - («1 

Ö44Ö 0 
I 

#f(D-»; + 7J_ (|vsin*?(D— .M» (1)) -M* (i)]e-:'d-: 

4,(/)= «î--—- ( Af.dJr-’Wi, 

(13.17) 

(13.18) 

(13.19) 

(13.20) 

(13.21) 

wiiere n®,, »ij, nï. a", oj, »J are the components of translational displacement 

and rotation of the end section of the shell (t “ 0). 

Integrating differential Eqs. (13.9), (13.10) by the method of 

variation of arbitrary constants, we obtain 

-,. (/)=Cu^‘ + CV-*i 4- \ sh*(i-/) /?„(!) elJi, (13.22) 
0 

(O « Curkl+cut -* + \ *u ^ - ï) ^w(l) ^ ( 13.23 ) 

where 

/=-:,1--, tr- *- 
1' t 9 4 1 **n 4 

arc relative coordinates; 

C.*, C,». C„, Cp, are library constants. 

(13.24) 
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Expressions (13.6) - (13.23) represent the general solution of the 

system of differential resolvents (13.3) - (13.10). The arbitrary constan-s 

are determined from the conditions on the shell ends t " 0, t ■ t^. If 

the end t a 0 Is fixed over the entire contour. It is necessary to set 

and also 

•u(0)=“u(0)»0, 

whence, using (13.22), (13.23), we obtain 

Ctt+Cw-O. (13.25) 

0. 

If a given external load Is applied to the end t * 0, the equations 

In arbitrary constants Ci*, Ci», C„, C» should be obtained from the conditions 

of equality of the expansion coefficients of the external load Tm^ to the 

corresponding expansion coefficients of internal forces ,1,,.10. a)h 

Similarly satisfying the conditions of loading of the second end 

t ■ t^, we obtain a corplete system of equations for determining the 

arbitrary constants. 

Let uí note that when i>—* - ^ which correspcnds to a nontruncated 

conical shell, the generalized displacements un*. represented by 

expressions (13.22), (13.23) for arbitrary values of the integration 

constants increase indefinitely. In this case, on the basis of con¬ 

siderations of boundedness of the displacements at the apex of the 

nontruncated shell, it is necessary to Impose certain requirements on 

the arbitrary constants. This can be conveniently done by representing 

»i». <*>» «g follows; 



(13.26) 

f. 

■toW-Ci*« +e>^ +£iiLt ^ ((_<) ff%t (|)<rirf|. (13.27) 
>■ 

Now, as can be seen from (13.13), at a sufficient rate of attentuation 

of tho component P-,V- of the external load in the direction of the t 

coordinate, conmensúrate with the degree of its variability in the circum- 

»erential direction, the improper integrals entering into (13.26), (13.27) 

will converge. We will therefore satisfy the requirement of boundedness 

of the displacements at the apex by setting in (13.26), (13.27). 

(13.28) 
CiA = Ot C:* 0. 

/ 

The arbitrary constants in expressions (13.22), (13.23) are related 

to ¿he constants in expressions (13.26), (13.27) as follows: 

0 (13.29) 

Introducing (13.28) into (13.29), we obtain the values of C» 

cG*. responding to the condition of boundedness of the displacement at the 

pex of a nontruncated conical shell. 

It should be noted that in studying the stressed state of not too short 

. cun ¿a ted conical shells near the e.*d t ■ 0, one can set ?i*-=£„~0 with a 

high degree of accuracy in (13.26), (13.27), since the mutual influence of 

Jie ends is insignificant in this case. 

Developing expansions (f) and (J) w.'th the aid of the expressions 

obtained from (13.16)- (13.23) and formulas shown in the table on p. 453, 



one con determine the displacement of an arbitrary point of the shell in 

an arbitrary direction. After some simple transformations, we obtain 

um (/, 0)= I*-— Ul.me-Wtl sin ¡icos a- 
* I. 0,i(i ó J 

- -#XctR P- jsin ?sm ° ^ 

+[t,;_-J-jAr.(,)di]co,?+ 

+ V sin *a C,,«*' -K**-"' + \ «h * (Î -/) (5) e'd\ | f 
CT L « 

+ cos*o 

( ./j — 

CMr»' + + Í *H * (Î ^/) (t) <l j j. ( 13 30) 

.)- - jn: - !Xc*î 11 (1( 

- 0-*V(+j Af,(|)r-Wtjj sin 0+ 

+(<+*Xc* IH-jJ-U 1Wll)+iMf(1J+ 
L o 

M, U)^-V|j| cosa-f- 

I I 

■..(/, a)-( - < cos 8-4-6^, , I f ' 
1 •»> ß + «,„0 I ’¡SJ J <v Mn f l'SQM- 

I- g 

- Af„(!>]- Af,(1)) r-*ií/jXcosp j Af,(|)*-WjjcosaH. . 

+1—nîcasB—e1/? f< ~~1:0,1 p _if / f 
1 * P mu- 

+ ^,(1)) + //,(())e^«j{_mjij Mx(()e-<ä(Jj sin a — 

I -. 

n*~7^õ'i ^»(t)dlj»in p. (,3 32J 

(13.31) 
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The stresses sre represented by formulas (k) md (1). Using relations 

(13.30) and (13.31), we obtain 

a ltn\-T NiW' i **,(<) *~u 
"* 2nÄo*co»i nAAÎcosf nA/?J 'o* Í C0S° 

~ e I* “^i**“**)sin *° + •*) cos *a] _ 

_ l 

—j (l) sin An+/?M ({) cos *a] / ch « (| -/) rf*|, ^13.33) 

=7ií¿7tí> il-Wt'H sin a-f 

+cos a| + ~r,- (04- i ¿a Rtf, 

+ ^ j* '* cos *“ - lc»>* +C«^-*') sin to] -f 

/— I 

+ " i^i.(t)cos*a -WM({)siu (13.34) 
0 _ I 

13.2. Boundary Conditions tor Discrete Fixing 

Leu the shell end t * 0 be fixed completely with respect to tangential 

displacements and in the direction of the generatrices, only st an 

arbitrary number n of equidistant points (Fig. 1J.1). 

In support to satisfy the point boundary conditions, we will 

11.titiously disregard the supports preventing longitudinal displacements, 

and replace their action by unknown reactions. Considering the reactions 

f° 1,6 8-ven, we will examine the corresponding static boundary conditions. 

Let Pm be the reaction at the mth point with the coordinate 

— m 1. 2,.... «)• 

Ve will assume for the time being that each of the reactions is uniformly 
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distributed over the segment AS=-2e Qf ty,e contour t ■ 0. Then the contour 

llneer loed corresponding to these reactions 

T(a)— 
o, + 

(m - I, 2,..., n). 

(13.35) 

Fig. 13.1. Cyclicelly fixed shell. 

We will represent this load in the form of the trigonometric series 

m 
fta)—+Vla»co**a + i4 sin Aa], (13.36) 

* 1-1 

where the coefficients 

i« •* 
a>s= L ^f(a)cos¿«íu. ft,*(a)sin *ada. 

Using (13.35), we have 

U . « 
- TT. 

a,»= —V f — . O* War=-i- V'P„ f i os kada* 

I VS n »In I 
'2*. X “ 

?nt 
«-T 2« 

■ *7 »7 

+ *L VP„coS^t. 

m—— 
n Mq 

kn* 
*'ét 

~ — g- 

--Y \ — »in ftada —Ÿ P« \ s 
n ) 2« 2M^b4 J 

Mss! Is • m-T • 

sin ftou/a 

. - *7 
O 

_LVp c-5*-*-u 
2n. ^ " * 

- m 4- --- 
» Ä»=.Lsin ^ YP.sir. ?5"!* 

knt Rq éátÊ^ n 2i « — m- 
n Mq 

(13.37) 

(13.38) 
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L«t us note that when k - 0, expression (13.37) contains an 

indeterminacy. Directly calculating a0 or revealing the indeterminacy, 

we find 

L Vp.. (13.39) 
" off, jrnJ ei*l 

Expansion (13.36) with coefficients (13.37) and (13 38) represents a 

system of external forces T(a) applied to the end t - 0 in the direction 

or the generatrices. The corresponding internal forces 

Setting t ■ 0 in (13.33), we obtain 

r(o. aw. M, (0) 
‘rÄoiv s,,,a-;^coso“ 

f* 
y t*õ .—J* ~^**!**n *a + tj^)' Oi *uj. (13.40) 

*■ > m the condition 

/ (U, c. •* — /'(u), 

ouparing the coefficients (13.37), (13.38), (13.39) of ecpan.ion (13.36) 

w';h th* corresponding coefficients of expression (13.40), we obtain 

»n- . 

2n 

n 
m ■iî, jt. 

Ctig 1 

» 

un i /Vq 

4 

VI, (0) 
P cos j 

(13.41) 

(13.42) 

(13.43) 

4 

fît acr 
t 1.1 

r» ti P i4'« —C»), 

¿*n , 
— TT. 
» 1 «I *. A, “ Cu 

(13.44) 

(13.45) 

(* r1. 3, . )• 



L«t f(a) be a aystM of «xteroal forces on the end t - tj, applied 

In the direction of the generatrices. Equating the genera]Iced forces 

corresponding to the external forces with the generalised forces corres¬ 

ponding to the Internal forces, or, what amounts to the sane thing, 

equating the coefficients of expansions of external and Internal forces 

on sin ka, cos ka, for each value of k we can obtain tro equations In 

the corresponding arbitrary constants. These equatio:\s will have the form 

-JAIL lu-i. (Ctf«*'1 -£,*<?“*'•)— 

*o «»*° ¡/ 

f (a)sin *ada (*=2,3,...). , (13.46) 

R% ««0 J 

1'f (a)cosiKu/a (*=2,3,...). (13.47) 

Solving system (13.44) - (13.47) for the Integration constants, we 

obtain 

/ " * 
1 J \'~ J_ n" »«/*« f-kK V i 

2sh Ui 1 Ehn * »I/Ä0 

where 

C» - ' P«,*in —— m + ¿i» ], 

SI-1 

., 1 -l-^L -L V Pr sin — m-r¿i» 
2 th *<[ \ Ekn * *t/*o —J " 

,COS ~.n + ¿i» 1 c_, ■ . - / j5- JL *" »-»4 V p. 
C* 2thM| \ £*» * *•/*« aJ 

\ m- l 

g -LLJ—ííLííís-iir.V^ p to* ^*.*14.1,1), 
c““ 2»h i5r^£»« »*•/«* " - / (13. 48) 
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/ 
f 

' 

““ ~ ^(°)sin ***<- + 
0 

Ekn i 

+ T j*ch * (t"- Õ H» (lie'*, 

(13.49) 

In relations (13.48), the problem of determination cf the Integration 

constants reduces to finding n unknown forces PB. These forces must be 

determined from the fixing conditions of the end section. 

We set t - 0 In (13.30): 

i*)=« —(nJ + OJ^ctgiä)*!» ß l'osa — 

— (’tj—*í #ectgP)sin Mn a-f n¡¡cosp-j- 
es 

+ *°+ <ce-tí»)coí*o]. 
i-1 

(13.50) 

¡substituting expressiong (13.48) Into (13.50), we obtain 

*«,(0. a)— — (nJ+iJAf#ctgp)sin pcosa— 

—{»Ç—IJÄ.ctgP) sin Psln«-f-»|Jcosp-}- 

-t- V —i— I y T I »m*«/.?. L _f * 
‘"«T I /?** * rh *4| sin *aV P.sln 

Mml 

+ C0S* j?*"™ "T-m]',‘£“5in*a + ^cos*aj. 

(13.51) 

In accordance with cyclic fixing of the shell in the direction of the 

generatrices 

(13.52) 

(13.53) 

(13.54) 

0,- / (/=.1,2.. 

1,(0)-^(0)=0. 
»,i0)-0. 
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Expanding condition« (13.52) - (13.54) with the aid of sxpresaiona 

(13.16), (13.17), (13.21) and (13.51) , and adding expreaeiona (13.41) - 

(13.43), we obtain a complete ayatan of 6+n equations in the aix arbitrary 

conatanta '•i* % 'ft K' "ï and n unknown forces P : m 

*§'•[ 

»ç-o. 

Vp p ^»<&> à ' ’ 

«”■=0, 

’lî— O"/?,cos /+ r//,sin / + 
• y n * n 

H 

'§ 

(/-='..2./.). 

2jU . 
sin — / P- sin -— m -f cos — 

n n 
P.co.^J 

(13.55) 

(13.56) 

(13.57) 

(13.58) 

(13.59) 

(13.60) 

1., 

(13.61) 

where 

Li 
‘ V (¿i,sin *«,4 cos 

cu*? ff* 

i 

•h*!¡ 

is the sum of the convergent series 

T, - 
»’"î . i-rth 

/, A *1 col ? / ' f /fu * 

(13.62) 

(13.63) 

13.3. Determination of Reactions of the Supporta 

The desired reactions P together with the displacement components '••'i 
m 

are related by a system of n+3, Eqs. (13.57) - (13.59), (13.61). 

We will give the solution of this system in general form for an 

arbitrary n. Such a solution can be constructed because the shell is fixed 

cyclically; an analogous solution can be constructed in acre complex, but 
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•Iso regular casas. Whan the shell la fixed In an arbitrary system of 

points, the reactions of the support can be found only numerically. 

Let tf«) («-I, 2,..., n) be a certain set of given nunLers. A correspon¬ 

dence can be established between these numbers and some function f(a), 

which at the points ,n assumes the values 
fl 

(m-j.2.. (13*64> 

It Is obvious tJiat this function can be represented in the form of a 

finite interpolation polynomial of nth order 

/(o)- 2^(°). 

(13.65) 

whose coefficients cm must satisfy the system of algebraic equations 

/)=/, (/-1.2. .*)• 
(13.66) 

The functions FB(a) can be chosen in various ways. For odd n, a 

representation in the form of the following trigonometric polynomial Is 

known* 
II—I 

v-here 

/(0)-,4,+ ¿(A.cosro+Ä.sin ro), 
,-i 

Mal 

^,“-7 V/.COS ~m. 

(13.67) 

Mal 
II 

(13.68) 

B,-l V f. .1- 2»/’ *in —m. 
H 

*G. M. Flkhtengol'ts. A Course in Differential and Integral Ca rulus. 
oscow, Nauka, 1966; F. Atkinson. Discrete and Contlnuout Boundary > J.ue 

Problema. Nomo», Mir, 1968. 
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Por «von n, the corroaponding polynomial nas the for* 

where r'ml (13.69) 

V/., 
" *m4 

^V/. Jnc 

m -1 

(13.70) 

n 

n 

The veUdity of formulas (13.68) and (13.70) can be readily checked 

by substituting them directly into expression« (13.67) and (13.69). 

For odd n, when <i*=a,= we have front (13.67) and (13.68) 

-r 

/(o,)=*-i- VV" 
Me 

, . 2.nf 2i r . \ 
+ sin — m - / I 

2nr 2nr . 
^ j ms — m cos — i *r 

\ n n 
,.± (13.71) 

IV/Jl •/Vco.îiii^-r 

1.2. . . 

For even n when a^u,=-*i| / f we correspondingly obtain from (13.69) 

and (13.70) 

/(«,)—î- y /. H 2 r-t-(-l)*»« 
(13.72) 

(/-1.2.n). 

To transform expressions (13.71), (13.72), we calculate 

cos kx - 

••I 
Kw\v-). 
'Âî1 ÎTÎ > 

(13.73) 

Having calculated the sums entering into the rlght-ha.id side of 

(13.73) as sums of geometric progressions, we obtain 
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i ''.u "i »»uw* iRmvqppmüwu11' 1 

■■■■■HMIHI.. ’ '•-'..I-.. •: "» T. t -:.F- ff, 

VcosAx.-L I 4- JCLil^r_ , ] 
rf 2 I i-«" ■ i_,-^ 'J 

1, 

'f -'■ 
# -/ 

whence 

V COSÄ* = 

*•1 

sin hiif_, 
•in- 

(13.74) 

On the basis of formula (13.74), with m )1 1, we have 

cm3*(m - 0 r_ > r »In a (» - I) j 

2 1 

1 
2 * 

(13.75) 

--i 

r-1 

sin 

•in * 
n (m — 

.-l^_co,n(m _ /)_ lj=--i-[(- ir-‘ +l). (13.76) 

When ■ • 1, we find directly 

a—I 

é 
* I 
T“-1 

§ 

_2« «I — . n — I cos-f 
n 2 

(13.77) 

cos2w-i——^ r~-— 1. 
n 2 

Now, using (13.75) - (13.77), from expressions (13.71) and (13.72), 

ve 5es that 

/(o(»=/i 

*r any 1, q.e.d. 

Thus, expressions (13.67), (13.68) for odd n and expressions (13.69), 

13.70) for even n establish a mutually single-valued correspondence 

between the set n of numbers fa and n coefficients of the corresponding 

interpolation polynomials. 

m 
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In their structure! the trlgononetic Interpolation polynomials are 

unique discrete analogs of trigonometric Fourier series. The Fourier 

corresponding to the series expansion on the segment (Qt 

can be obtained fr~i the coefficients of these polynomials by a formal 

pabsage to the limit when n-»«. 

We will establish a correspondence between the polynomials of the 

form (13.67) or (13.69) and the desired reactions of thî supports. 

For an odd number n of fixing points 

•—l 
2 

(i « lt 2. • • • ■ a). 

(13.78) 

for an even number n of fixing points 

(13.79) 

(t -* 1. -.»)• 

Exilassions (13.78) and (13.79) make it possible to reduce the problem 

of determination of the reactions of the supports P to finding the 
m 

coefficients 

Zi m' 

n 

Mmi 

2 V.P. 

A, -= V 
H 

Mmi 

H, 
2nr 

,sin *— m. 
n Æfgk n 

m— i 

(13.80) 

Substituting expressions (13.78) or (13.79) into (i3.57) - (13.59) 

and (13.61), we obtain a system of n+3 equations in the three components 

and n coefficients 
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Fro* (13.57) - (13.59), in view of (13.80), wa hav* 

V 
N, (0) 

ncos J ' 

/1, _< '/?0 
nRo sm i Z?, ' 

2~ ** 
ff ^ ‘^.t (0) 1/^,, 

"A co., ‘ 

(13.81) 

(13.82) 

(13.83) 

TO det.raln. th. „nkno™., «. flr.t ««.for. E,.. (13.41). 

Oecooposlng the natural series k - 1 2 4« . j 
l, Z,... in accordance with the schemes 

pr..mt«d m P!,. „.j, lQfl[llt. obt,ln. 

for odd n 
«-I 

■i'-'r^v+VV 
*-• 

(13.84) 

Odd 

1 • 

Even • * 

1 ' H)» " 

Fig. 13.2. Decomposition of natural series. 

for even n 

'-(f-'J 

t;' -[t-1 -f- . i 
*™ « ar+a* + 2 2 am-r4 ««+ 5 « 4.« I /-< t ,rt & »’ *"+é. 

*- -1 ^ ^ « _J 

“ I .-:-).+11(-.-+-....). 

(13.85) 
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Decomposition (13.84), (13.85) o; the infinite suris permits a radical 

slmpllcation of Eqs. (13.61). 

For odd n, we can obtain: 

H—1 
T / 

if)-8°«.cos -- /-1- 9««.sin —/ + 
* f • n * n 

+Yr,(.^i m+co»^l v; 
lit \ i£t 

+¿r,.yp.+y ¿ “ 

«.I m!T f-T r-l “ 1 

/ V,P#c« =-rn J+ .V 

! '!*r « 1 in — m + 

+ cos 2?L/2p-cos2-rm 
Meet 

)-4 

(/c=, 1, 2, . . . . s(. 

(13.86) 

For even n, we have 

T|°f- 8^ «,cos -/ + o0,«. sin -^- / + 

+ Vr, I sin ^ I V «.sin — m + cos — / V «.cos m + 
' —J \ n n /1 n / 

\ •*»■» i ««“i / 

+ ÿr..VV.+ÿr , ,,(-1/ y<-n-p.-r • 
f!T m-\ ' 1 1 

- y Vi(r,,_r + r„*,)[sin2~ / V «.sin /1-,- 

+ cos-— l V «„ ros -n-- m 1 - L, 
n n ) 

(13.87) 

(/-1.2.. ...a). 

Now, in view of (13.80, Eqs. (13.86), (13.87) take the form: 

for odd n 
K - 9, «, cos — / -f tt"«B sin ÍL /+ 

TmT 

1 

4-1 
a—I 
T 

+ T + 1 6fsin ~/+/»fcos— /) = 1. (13.88) 
V « t 1 ' 

U-1.2. ...«), 

M71» 
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nüiiiiii.nuaiüWBii .,.> i 

for even a 

íÇ-Í«>?,cos ?!/ + O^A'.sin -1+ 
w n ' n 

f-' 

+ y Vr, ^8,sin ?-”-!/ + 4,cns2-ii / ) V VV#.J.- 
r-l Är 

. T- 
^-'’'■V.SW+T^^+WX 

X J«, sin ?21 / + A COS ~ / ) 

(/-1.2.«). 

(13.89) 

For the obtained values of the coefficients ^ a,,b,„ determined by 

formulas (13.81) - (13.83), Eqs. (13.88), /(13.89)/ form a complete 

system of n equations In the unknown components and coefficients 

A., 8,(r—2,3.*0r n °r ^ ^.*5* l) Jnd Aç for even n. 

Using decomposition (13.84), (13.85) of the Infinite wms, we trans¬ 

form expression (13.62) and obtain 

for odd n «-i 

r-l 

+¿ ï» (♦.>+SSl( _ Z| +11 1 ,ln *"¿ " 
,.1 «-• 

4-(1,(,,.,) +I»(».+f))co*— *]’ 

(13.90) 

fci even n 

• T'1 

+21.+2«-,f Vv)-+! 2[l_I'“-,+ (13.n) 

4Z|(„+r,) + (£, (,.-0+£»<««+->)c0*y-* } 

’diere 

^ ^ cos 5 »H »F, ’ Z“ cosísh «T 
(13.92) 
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Now, using exprèssions (13.90), (13.91) and changing the order of 

summation, we will reduce similar terms in Eqs. (13.88) and (13.89), and 

obtain 

for odd n 

«Í + 2J ^ [f .4,(/,.-,-1 7,.^)- 

- - 4,.,,,j|co» 25L + (¢0 #,+ ^ 0.(^,+^.,,)+ 
¢-1 

+2,,,.-1,-4m„Jj si,,~-+]^¡ |[Tr^'+ 

+ *2 A' r,^') ~ V¡ (^(,.-., + 4,.,,,)] cos ^L. + 

+ [ f T,Hr + -Í- fl, V - r,,,,)- 4 + 
i-r 

for even n 
(/== '.a,••...*). 

i • , m 

V |f ..ffw.+r^- 
V-» 

Î++ +fr,+V [-1 äl(7,_, ¡.r,..,) 
J-T 

i o 
41,,,.- H)jj Si„ -rf-+y |[ 0.7-^,+.1 y 

x^(r”-'4-V j2i_r+ 
¢-1 * n 

(13.93) 

(13.94) 

+ [f r.,. + f ,V +,-...,-2,. ;.V (i,_,-2.,¡x 
*■' -I 

X sin r -)(-1,( V .. -1,- ..] -o 

(/ I--’./«). 

The solution of system of Eqs. (13.93) / (13.94)/ is obvious. It is 

easy to observe, comparing (13.93) and (13.67) or (13.94) and (13.69), that 
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these equations can be pieced in correspondence with an interpolation 

polynomial that takes on zero values at the points u^'-L(/ — j 2 n\» 

However, in this case it follows from relations (13.68)/(13.70)/ that all 

cue coefficients of such a polynomial should be equal to zero. In view 

rf these considerations, equating to zero in (13.93), (13.94) the 

coefficients on »in-2ülr, ros — r r-n' the fr.e term, and taking 
« n ' ’ 

(13.81) > (13.83) into account, we find 

■i— 
(13.95) 

«-i 

n- 
ï.. 

^ (13.96) 

n- 

B, 

m 

2 ^3r + ^»(iifr)) 
'f «-¡J-^- 

r, + 2(rf,_, + rf,+,) 

[r"2-3.£(-r-)) 
- ** 

(13.97) 

(13.98) 

+ ^«as-r) 
(13.99) 

d a = 
T " 

l'-2-3.£(ifij] 
2 1 / a \ 

I «-I r) 

-here 4C 
a 

«-I 

(13.100) 

ini ipr odd n 
2 

- -1 for aven, n 

is the Integral part of the number i-i 
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.100) and (13.81) - (13.83) rc-presant the 

coefficient, of the interpolation polynomial (13.78)/(13.79)/, which at 

am‘a> 2, ■., «) takes on values equal to th.-» values of the 

desired reaction, of the supporta. The problem has thus been solved. 

By determining the Integration constants In accordance with formulas 

(13.48), one can readily compute the displacements and stresses at any 

point of the shell. 

ut u. tun. t. expression. (13.4Í). O.co-poslng the .„tur.l sert., 

«cording to the sch«.. of Fig. 13.2, b, u.lng reUtlou. 03.80), « c.n 

obtain the following formulas: 

o 
n 

èt ‘ 

(*=ÍA). 

2aM 
sin-m = 

n 
±—Br(k-mqn±r\> 

0 ). 

(13.101) 

V Pmcm ~ m-= 

n\ [k — qn'. 

{lt=qn±r). (13.102) 

nA 

where q la an Integer; r*=l,2.f (—--)• 

in view of (13.101), (13.102) expressions (13.48) take the form 

■'ll««): r— COS 

(13.103) 

Cii««) — — cos filiig«). 

- Ia — COS p( ¿ a/g.jrß, ¿I(»«t'))i (13.104) 
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(13.105) 

— COS P , < A, 4” ' 2(«>tr))t (13.106) 

vhere 

(13.107) 

/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

How, introducing into expressions (13.30) - (13.32) an»’. (13.33), 

(13.34) fomulas (13.103) - (13.106) for the arbitrary constants, where 

tie coe/iUients of the interpolation polynomial ire rcprafonced tv 

re)/.ions (13.81) - (13.83) and (13.98) - (13.100), and alsc the values of 

the components of displacement of the end t "■ 0 es a solid, determined in 

.ceordance with (13.55), (13.56), (13.60) and (13.95) - (13.97), we obtain 

he general solution of the problem under consideration, corresponding to 

a magnitude of the segment Á£~2c. as small as desired, but different from 

•ero, 

dassing to the limit in (13.63), we find 

(13.108) 

By virtue of (13.108), considering the divergence of the harmonic 

:eries, we have from expressions (13.98) - (13.100) 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

(13.109) 

where 
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Now, fro« relations (13.78) and (13.79), caking (13.109) Into account, 

we arrive at the laportant conclusion that the reactions of the supports 

P ere distributed in accordance with the law of the plane outside the 
■ * 

dependence on the nunber of fixing points and on the character of the 

external load. 

Introducing (13.81) - (13.83) and (13.109) into polynomials (13.78), 

(13.79) and passing to the limit when (-.0, we obtain the rinal expression 

for the reactions of the supports 

p Ä_ML+_üii2L_sl„^Lm-ííií2!— cos~~m 
" »«>»? 11¾. CO,» " —“-CO.! 

2 2 (13.110) 

(m =1.2,.. •, «)• 

Let us note that in the sense of the conclusion, expression (13.110) 

is valid for a number of fixing points n 3. The cases n * 1, 2 are trivial. 

13.4. Stressed State of a Shell. Closed Fora of the Solution 

In view of (13.107) - (13.109), the expressions for arbitrary 

constants (13.103) - (13.106) assume the form 

fqn ± 1), 

(13.111) 

(*=•*«+ i), 

{k¿<¡n V 1), 

(13.112) 
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(* i qn\ k fqn± U, 

.V, (0) 

— COS íZj» 
2 “ 

Tí JL 
**■>COi ? * ^ _, 

ti— i-üíi0!-+ -i- eos }Lm (*-¢/. ± l), 

■+“fo'!>Zu l*—ff«'». 

£AnP.)Cot^ ♦ #?»r, __ 

•y COS (i¿„ (*/<;«;*/¢(1 + U. 

ti_-i-itiii*-f-i-c°sp¿„ 
f'kn eos ¡I * 

_ti 1 
EhnRaeot} * 

.vyu)-I-JLCos ¡»Z* (* = Vrt ± I). 
I - t uT, 

(13.113) 

(13.114) 

Formulas (13.111) - (13.114) are general in character and permit one 

to determine the Integration constants for a conical shell of arbitrary 

-cafiguration under an arbitrary external load. In particular, for a 

truncated cone, Zj^ » 1. Therefore, passing to the limit at Zi)—►—». 

m expressions (13.11) - (13.114) we obtain 

wi.ere 

¿Is 
tf J. 

r.hafítivii) k 

(kf<in± 1). 

(*--x,/a ± 1), 

íu-¿;.. 

C—— ¿U, 

z;. ±D. 

-lÄ., T'v'l0>+£;* 

sr.ii (»■ «"± "■ 

ZÎ»« -V- \ ^isí{)r*l%Í 
»So* J 3nh V-Ok 

¿;»=--\ rft. 
2rA I' i fi* 

(13.115) 

(13.116) 

(13.117) 

(13.118) 

(13.119) 
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Formulas (13.115)-(13.118) obviously can also be use«! with a 

sufficient degree of accuracy for truncated conical sheJle (21<1) In 

the study of the stressed state near the end Z - 0, since the mutual 

Influence of the conditions on the ends Is Insignificant. In this case, 

the limits of applicability of the approximate solution on the basis of 

formulas (13.115)-(13.118) can be established by comparing it with the 

exact solution corresnondlng to formulas (13.111)-(13.114) 

Formulas (13.115)-(13.118) can be easily obtainec directly by 

omitting general expressions (13.111)-(13.114). In thia case, from the 

boundedness of the displacements at the apex of a nontruncated conical 

shell, in accordance with expressions (13.26) and (13.27;, it is necessary 

to set at once 

(13.120) 

The arbitrary constants C;, and Cu are determined from the conditions 

of cyci.lc fixing of the end Z ■ 0, as was explained above. Then, using 

(13.24), ve again arrive at expressions (13.115)-(13.118). 

For truncated shells, an approximate solution with w/.der applicability 

limits can be obtained by taking, instead of Zj * 0, ths estimate 

7* 
(13.121) 

(I - 2,)v«!. 

whence 

(13.122) 

Considering estimates (13.122), we obtain from (13.111)-(13.114) 

(kfvni 1). 

(13.123) 

f £Art/?oCOJ & * 
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■ I 

¢..- 
-i-cos pi,, (*#v«± I). 

1L 
(13.124/ 

• COS pKa (kfqn, k^qn± 1), 

f Ar.iot+f~fi. 

(13.125) 

-i- cos }lu (*/«•; * / i» ± »X 

--ískrT^^^+T'“'1» 

¿nS»s 11 (13.126) 

Ut us turn to expresión. (13.33), (13.33), (13.34). Por the values 

of the arbitrary constants represented by relations (13.123)-(13.126), we 

have 

(/,01 + *« (/^)+-£j-Lv.tO)#, V (*./-_ 
s*Â;,co»ï ' — •>*#;; to» t 

X*in (^«- I)a (f||+ j^j + 
es 

+ 'M»(0) 2 [(-*♦-1 «+Kv)-n)co,(fÄ_ ,)a + 

+ (-^.11^.^,,.,,(,,-,_;))cos(^+ 1)a]ji (13.127) 

where the atreasas corresponding to displacements of the cross section of 

the shell as a solid (law of plane sections) 

^..(^)-^^.+ sil, a_ cosa. 
. 2«*/?0 co. t irtSjcaM a*«Jcq»p (13.128) 

*r.d the self-balanced stresses corresponding to the sell-balanced 

components of the external load 

•* (/.0)=- e~' V jsin *oí ^cosiíÍ,, sh >i — 
»^i ( ( 

I 
-“a*o" ^ ch*(T-7>A?u(i)cïd|]+ 

+ cos*aí*cosp¿MshW—^ ch*((—(13.129) 

(»83 
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Similarly, th* tangential atresee» 

tv*(<,a)”TW/'°H tf (/, a)-f--Cl_* 

..11-(---+,-. 

-^.(0) V >|n(9H_ 1)a + 
c-l 

+ (,■»»• 1/5.^,.,,.^,, 
'Otin tfn + |)a]|( (13.130) 

*h*r* the streeaes corresponding to the displacements o£ the cross section 

of the shell ss a solid (law of place sections) 

+.a3iffi±iwv»„,,, 
ct« p 

and the self-balanced tangential stresses corresponding to the self- 

balanced components of the external load 

|cos*a|*cospluchW + 

+ ihâÚ-ÕÂudr^j-sinta^co: íZ*chÃ+ 

+ 11Í!ÜL? [ shOÜ-Tl^MíDí'díl. 
«**° ? • J 

(13.131) 

(13.132) 

The infinite serles in expiassions (13.127), (13.130) are easy to 

up. 

Using Euler's formulas, we have 

e** sin qx 
« • 

^ ^'cosqx=-L ¢,(,+///)+^3 ^(^,..1 (13.133) 
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•••y t0 that th« infinit« «cri«« in cxpreanlons (13.133) 

r«pr«««nt for y<0 the «um of th« terna of Infinitely decreesing geometric 

progressions with denominators 'f**u and . Therefore 

Àmfl' r 2 th*-co$x 1V<0|, 

In expressions (13.127), (13.130) 

Ki »*"P 

¡¿.-/-la 

ln(ji—2)<0/ 

1-2 
<0. 

(13.134) 

Therefore, using relation (13.134), we obtain 

2 V («*«î - cos fna --^-+-— , 
** chn/ —cosna rhn(^| —/)—cot na 

•J V (í««'-1-i*sin (yna =-SÜ-22-). 
f li ni — en* na 

•in na 

ciini — col «a chn(27| — <) —eos na 

(13.135) 

Transforming the remaining sums entering into expressions (13.127), 

(13.130), and using expansions (13.134), after some simple operations we 

obtain 

m 

1 (qn_ 

-^.^.-f,)sin(^+1)o]==2cosa ï 

L «-i 

-^.(2/, -/)2 <**''.-?>sin,»«J+2,inejeh/2 ^.rcos Jna_ 

— ch (2/,-/) 2 qra\ cosa Ish/_!in',° 
J I chn/- eh n? — cot nc 

«hnF_ 

cot na (13.136) 

'»BS ' 

¿ÆJk* , ÉUi/áelMáMlÉÉlJ uMuMiiiMasHsiHnai 



^.e(»ii>i»<w’i-<))cos(í/i+11*1 =2coso 1^—cli/ ^ "cciV/io + 

+ch(¿,-?)¿ CO»V«1 + 2*‘n 0 í2 ^ 5in *"*" 
fi -1 L *-1 

2 *in?««]=-c0*°^ch¿ 
sli nj_ _ 

c ti ni — co» «a 

-ch —.'kn(2i'^-^-^1 + 
th«(2í| —<)-co» na J 

-f sin a ^shï *,n na -.-sll(¿,-í)— 
ch n/ — coi na ch n 2Í, —ï) —tosna J 

2 [(í<«"",|â+í<m",,(m,_'>)cos(í,,— +■ 

cos(<?«+ l)a] -2coso ^shï2 *7cos<lna + 

-fsh(2/, -7) 2 e"*»'-*'*™ f*aj+2 sin 0 j^chí 2 8in 
«-> 

ih ni 

ch ní — cos na 
-fçhfiõj—ï) 2 *»n qna |=»cosalshï 

4-sh(‘¿, —?)-*>’"(-!-—-+ 2 shV.ch (/,-/)]+ 
T ch»(»i-<)-cos»io J 

4-sin a [ch ï ■ *>"»-~+ch(iã.-i) -] • 
' 1 ch nf - cos M ch<i(2<i —<) —cosnol 

»-> 

4.<u«+iKn.-i))sin(í«i-l)a]=2cosajch< V ^"'»in^na-f 
L «-1 

+ch (á,-/) 2 s*-' ?*« + 2 sin n j shí 2 ^ cos <fna + 

+ 

+*(2r,-i)^ e«*(w'.-ï)cosí/taj-cosa j^chí 
sin na 

eh nt — cos na 

+ch(2?l-?) 
sln na 

ch n (2<| — ï)— cos nu 
-j—sina ^ sh¡—^í-+ 

ch nt — cas na 

+,1.(2?,-/)---(-2 sh/jCh (/,— /)] 
' chn(», —<) —cosna J 

(13.137) 

(13.138) 

(13.139) 

Now, Introducing the expressions (13.127) and (13.130) the values of 

the suns (13,136)-(13.139), we finally obtain 
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■■ ■ 

«)-H^(/.«)+^(<. a). (13.140) 

«her« 4« end «S ere determined by relations (13.128), (13.129), and mi • 

the self-balanced normal stresses due to discrete fixing cf the shell 

£ (<, o) —M_ r-< f_iHüí_-f_.. I + 
"« ShAAoCmP [ i-li ni — cos na ck fi(2(| —Î)—uw na J 

tin na 

ch nt — cot na 
-ihíãj-V) 

tin na 

ch n (2/| — — cot na 

ch nt — c( i na nhR-utot p 

— ch(2/,-1)- -2th/|*h(7t—7)1. (13.141) 
chnlSt, —<) —cotna ¡ 

Here 

Af^^Aí^cosa f Af, sin a; — Ai,sin «-(-.Vf,cosa (13.142) 

ure the bending moments In axes y>, , rotated through angle a relative to 

the Initial axes x, y. 

Considering (13.142), we have from expression (13.128) 

V- °> ~ TTB-U) . -^Le-u * 2n*ff0 cot J ■ (13.143) 

For tangential stresses, we correspondingly obtain 

t.,.,(/. U) =--^(/, a)+1; B (/,«)+ t:f-i(/. a). (13 # 144) 

where and are determined by relations (13.131), (13.132), and 

the self-balanced tangential stresses due to discrete fixing of the shell 

_tin na _ ^_tin ia_1, 

chn/— cotna ch n(2ii. — il —«m naj ' 
ty, (t,aU--c~' I . 

ZnpTÄÄocotP l chn/—cotna chn(2ii| — i) —cotnaJ 

sh t 
«hn< 

n Vf*/?¿ cot ? 

-t 2sh7,ch(/, —/) 

ch nt — cot na 

•Wi_<0) 
--i?-' ic 
Scot 9 I 

f-sh (2/,-/)-«^(2/.-/) , 
eh ,,(2/,-/)- cotna 

•i / T*/?î cos 9 
-'Id. / — 

chn/ —cotna 
- + 

+ cli«(2/,-/) sin na (13.145) 

chn(2/,- /) cotna 

Considering (13.142), from (13.131) we also have 
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(13.146) 

Here is the moment of the external forces applied to the cut¬ 

off portion of the shell about axis x passing through - he cone apex: 

(13.147) Mj,, (/) cos a -)- /lf„, (/) sin a, 

where 

• Mt,(/)-=: VU(/)-1-41,1/) (13.148) 

are the moments of the external forces applied to the cut-cff portion of 

the shell about the initial axes x, y passing through the cone apex. 

Expressions (13.140) and (13.144) completely determine the stressed 

state of a circular conical shell for cyclic fixing at an arbitrary number 

of points and for an arbitrary external load. 

These expressions are suitable for determining the stresses at any 

point of a shell of arbitrary length. Limitation (13.1?i) is generally 

nonessential, since even when it is not observed, a perceptible error is 

introduced only into the first terms of the series determining the self- 

balanced stresses 3mt- 

Let us else note that the self-balanced stresses . 

expressions (13.140), (13.144) nnish, as follows from relations (13.13), 

(13.49) and (13.129), (13.152), if the component of the external 

surface load and the external forces N(o) applied to the end Z - ^ contain 

no self-balanced components. This takes place in the majority of cases 

of practical importance. 

Por the nontruncated conical shell (Zj - 1), genera* expressions 

(13.140), (13.144) are simplified. According to (13.24), in this case 
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/ 

7 

fi—-ao. Th« corresponding formulas can be obtained frctn expressions 

(13.140), (13.144) by means of passage to the limit at F,-—<». However, 

However, the same result can be obtained much more simply by using the 

values obtained above for arbitrary constants (13.115)-(13.118). Then, 

successively assuming at all the stages of previous transformations Fi—<». 

we can easily obtain 

! ch«/ — cosita I nAPjcosB 

X«-' »h < • »In no 

th nt — coin» 

My (0) r til 
+-7-T-f-'ch?[l+-ÍÜií-1, .,0v 

nAffJeoi^ [ chnl —cotna | (13.149) 

M, (0) 
rlm (t,a)--M-e~'-^_+ 

' ' 2nA| T#ocoij> ch ni —coma 

X#“'*h<|lH--]+—^<0) --»-1.; ’•‘nno 
I ehni—coma | nAK^A 

X 

,. . e~'ch?-. . 
KtflJcojjl ch nl — cos na (13.150) 

As in- the case of a truncated conical shell, the stresses «1^ 

are determined by expressions (13.143), (13.146). 

By passing to the limit in the expressions (13.129), (13.132) when 

the stresses <*£,• t*l», can be reduced to the form 

+ j P-,U.C)ch*((-ï)»nd{J«cJ, (13.151) 

Xch*i«“d|+ f pmf(E,C)sh*(t -¢)é*'<H|</Cj. (13.152) 

It should be noted that in studying deviations fiom the law of plane 

sections caused by point fixing or the end t ■ 0, expressions (13.149)- 

(13.152) together with (13.143), (13.146) can also be used for a 

truncated conical shell. Then the discrepancy of the results in comparison 

with the solution considering the actual boundary conditions on the end 
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t - will b* practlally inpercertible everywhere with the exception of the 

edge zone near the end t - t^. 

The etressee mt and ’«v as already noted, are at sent In the majority 

of cases of practical Importance. However, even in cas^s where these 

stresses do not vanish, they can be neglected In the study of point fixing 

of the shell by assuming 

0 vT'. 
v, V* (13.153) 

Passing to linear forces T-om.'i. ft, on the basis of (13.153) 

we have for normal forces 

[îfïï-1*» «“'■•“»j+«- tS- 

~(T*X "lOUw crMa ] +*h ' »in «1 ¢, (ni ««)-(- 

+ ch/’[-(r^)0sina-)-(r^),cosa]'PII(n/, na), 
where 

(13.154) 

ir ) _ *M°> - 
iriv'* 2«Ä0co*? 

(13.155) 

ate the beam forces in the end section t » 0 due to the axial force N ; 
z 

/T 4 n, l*') ■ / \ 1¾ {' ,M.)0— .. (' :u), ~-:— 
nÄ,*, cus ß T/ifj cos J (13.156) 

are the maximum beam forces in the end section t ■ 0 due to the bending 

moments M and M 
* y 

¢,((1/. na) = 
sin na 

<¡>lt(iú, nu)--1 + 

c h n/ — cos na 

sh M 

(13.157) 

ch hi — cos ;io 

are function whose dependence on nt is shown in Figs. 13.3 and 13.4; 

for tangential forces _ 

+ sino] (ia)-f sh? [( r^)co*a + 

T(^»)#sift0] "a) + ch/ [(T’usina-(r ecoso] ¢, (ni, ra), 

(13.158) 

(13.159) 



where 

! 

are the t¡wgentlal forces in the end section t 

moment M in free torsion 
z 

(13.160) 

C due tc. the twisting 

“J—“’ ' M,Ja n.?Jcigp 
(13.161) 

,r,h nA}clg P 

are the maximum bean tangential forces in the end section t - 0, correspond 

ing in accordance with (13.148) to the moments of the external forces about 

the Oxt, by,, axes passing through the cone apex. 

Formulas (13.154) and (13.159) are very clear. Their structure 

leads to the conclusion that secondary stresses related to point firing 

of a conical shell are independent of the nature of the distribution of 

the external load urder the assumptions made above. These stresses are 

determined only by the vector and point of application of the resultant 

of the external load, knowing which one can readily calculate the peak 
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value« of the bean force« in the section t - 0 (13.155), (13.156), (13.160), 

(13.161), then, for a given number of fixing points and remaining geo¬ 

metric parameters, find the secondary stresses in accordance with 

(13.154), (13.159). 

Considering that the secondary stresses damp out rapidly, approxi¬ 

mately over a length equal to the distance between the fixing points, 

one can assume for this zone 

where 

Q,(0»Q,(0); Q,(/)«Q,(0). 

^, (/) w AT, (0). 

/M,(/)-Af,(0)+Q,(0)/.Z-Af,(0)+Q,(0V.; I -«'J. 

•'V'1 .1/,(01--0,(01/,2 -1/,101-0(,1^,(1-^1 

.1/,(/)¾.1/,(0). 

Introducing (13.162) into (13.154) and (13.159), wc obtain 

^(/,.)-(^).(1-4.,,(^ «a)] *,)_*,! sino_ 

(r**)o Ie“' <1 - *«>+*il cos a -(- sh / f(r„ cos u (- (T^ s\n o] X 

X •.(«/,««) +ch / [ - (r^)o sin o+(r^)iCosaj ¢,,(4/,/1.), 

.«.(o» - 

Por tangential forces, we correspondingly have 

(/. «)» )' Ytf- iv^.K.lo 1 (^lf)0 COS a -HS«,,), dn a] + 

+(/■»).(«.«oí+sh t \(TMi )oa,,«-( (/■,(,,), sin u] ¢,, (/¿. na)-f 

+ch/ I(r„,)0 sin a -(7'.„,)#coso] ¢,(///,..). 

(13.162) 

(13.163) 

(13.164) 

(13.165) 

Formulas (13.163) and (13.165) represent -in explicit dependence of 

the forcee T and S on the coordinates t and a near the end t 0. Theaa 

formulas are very convenient for the analysis of anomalies of the stressed 

state, generated by point fixing of the shell. Figures 33.5-13.9 show 

the distribution curves of normal and tangential forces T and S, calculated 

fron formulas >13.163) and (13.165) for different cases of loading. 
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We will determine the character of the dincributinn of the forces 

T and S near the singular points, i.e., In the vicinity of the fixing 

points of the shell. For this purpose, In exptfesslons (13.163) and (13.165), 

we will change to the coordinates ( and n, measured along the arc of the 

cross section and along the generatrix, respectively. Placing the 

origin of the coordinates Ç and n at one of the fixing points, with 

coordinates f-0, we will assume that 

cot ft 
ll-f'). 

or, changing to dimensionless coordinates. 

C”- 
*0 

.'x-Hm, 
a 

• »1 = . —- - ( I ■ 
#o »in ft 

(13.166) 

(13.167) 

Having replaced the variables in expressions (13.163) and (13.165), we 

then expand the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions as series In powers 

cl the coordinates Ç and n. 

We have: 

+ sin .... 

dwa-l+-2L*4....t 

sh/i/= 

sin a3= sin m + Üos-^m, 
vi _ e 

cosa=cos — m-C sin ~rn, 
A ft 

sin..V, 

cos na = 
2 ‘ ‘ 

(13.168) 
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Using (13.168), for functions (13.157), (13.158) we obtain 

l 

iVr + c* 
(13.169) 

®ii(Ü,C) -I 
2 

« KÎ iVt + C5 

Substituting (13.168), (13.169) Into (13.163) ana (13.165) and 

naglectlng small and finite terms, we obtain the asymptotic formulas 

r<* 0=7^,).+(7^ -^-(7-,,), , 
Stñ, te-L. 1(7-,),+(^,),.)0 ^-(7-.,),0..^4-^ • 

wlience, in view of (13.155), (13.156) and (13.110), we finally obtain 

m i)' Vi 
xRq 

(13.170) 

s(ñ, c)= 
1 Pn 

17 nRo 

(iV)-= 

13.5. Cylindrical Shell Under Discrete Fixing Conditions 

à cylindrical shell may be treated as the limiting case of a conical 

:?hell when /o—>■», snd therefore all the results obtained above for a 

conical shell can be extended to a cylindrical shell by directly passing 

to the limit. 

Let us note that the model of a cylindrical shell with a cross 

sectional contour nondeformable in ics plane is used fairly often in 



analyses of flying vehicles. This model in very fruitful for the problen 

under consideration, since it makes it possible to obtain a closed solution 

and at the asme time reflects the actual stressed and strained state of the 

shell with sufficient accuracy. Even if the solution of chis problem on 

the basis of the equations of general shell theory could be brought to 

completion, it would be extremely cumbersome. It should also be noted 

that the deformation of the contour is actually very slight, since 

geometrical considerations show that it has a multiwave character with 

the number of half-waves equal to the number of fixing points. Moreover, 

in actual structures, the possibility of deformation of the contour is 

practically completely eliminated by the presence of tie transverse 

reinforcing structure. 

We will first change to the longitudinal coordinate 

2 1 
/it «ill P 

2. (13.171) 

constituting the relative distance from the end Z - 0 to the current 

point, measured along the generatrix in fractions of the radius Rq. In 

view of (13.171), for a conical surface we have 

*=*ln(l — sinp¿), 

1 in(l — tin p2) 
i = *—r-T~r  . y J «m ft 

whence, passing to the limit when (sinp-+0), for a cylindrical shell 

we have 

where 

<~0; <= 2. (13.172) 
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Now» performing the eubetltutlon of coordinates according to (13.172) 

In the expreeelone obtelned earlier for e conlcel shell, we cen readily 

find the expreseione describing the stressed and strained states of a 

cyllndricel shell for discrete fixing. We will cite the most Important 

-■nés. 

From expressions (13.128), (13.129), we have 

* 2»ffo*o nKlk xAJa 
V 

X j+co»*« 2 “ ä f ch(^- 

(13.173) 

(13.17A) 

where 

•h ■¿J* ThF» j1 f A «)«nAodo-:-. . 

ri 1 « 

+/ch (13.175) 

“ ih 2 "*£* J ^(a)co»*od«+ 
Kt ‘ f 
n, 

^ pm¡{2, u) sin kada, 

(¿) = ^ p„' (2, o) cos hida. 
(13.176) 

Correepondingly, for tangential stresses we obtain from (13.131), 

(U.132) - 

(13.177) 

,f-‘ ^ &{ i"”.*;r 
2 

^-^í.l.(¡i-(/-0)A.«)«]). (Í3.178) 
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Expressions (13.173)-(13.178) are v.lid for cylindrical shells of 

finite length /,«£,/?« For not too short shells satisfying the reletlon 

(13.179) 

the self -balanced stresses caused by point fixing of tne shell may be 

represented In closed form. From expressions (13.141), (13.145), we obtain 

rH-'-lr-ñY 

(13.180) 

a,-^Srh(-iT- ~)+.,(-,^i. ,.))- 

“)]- 

(-^1.,.)1. (ul81) 

where ^x.. Ml, are determined In accordance with relations (13.142). 

In studying the edge effect caused by the point fixing of the shell, 

it is desirable to simplify expressions (13.180), (13.161) by switching 

to a semiinfinite cylindrical shell. As follows from (13.172), If Z^oo, 

then «-•—«>. i.e., the solution for a semiinfinite cylinder can be obtained 

from the corresponding solution tor a nontruncated cone. 

Switching to expressions (13.154), (13.159) and passing to the limit 

when g—*0, we obtain 

■Spr , na 

2 

(2) 
kt ’ sina- 

“ {Tm^ ~M7m QO% “ ~ íh [(r*x). co> «+(¾ Sin c] X 

82) 
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+^-Â8'no 

Vÿs(2,u)-Vÿ[(^.),-¾If cosa+ 

*^r, nuj-sh ~ [(^J0cosa4- 

+(rü,).s,no]®H(-»^-. ««)+ch^- ¡(r,Hi)#slna- 

where the peak values of the tangential forces 

/ç V r ^<°) • (Sa \ =-!Üi2L 
XA.* ’ ' ’»'o n«í* 

<?.(Q) 

(13.183) 

(13.184) 

and the peak values (Tw)., {T*,)' of nomal forces and the Bredt 
o 

tangential force mJ. In the section m 0 are determined by expressions 

(13.155), (13.156), (13.160). 

Expressions (13.82), (13.183) are valid over the entire length of 

the cylindrical shell with the exception of the region near the end z~Zi 

Near the end Z - 0, these expressions determine the concentration of normal 

and tangential forces which is generated by point fixing. With increasing 

uistance from the end, the concentration vanishes, and the stressed state 

i«presented by expressions (13.182), (13.183) corresponds to the beam theory. 

Taking approximate relations (13.162) for the zone of the edge effect, 

we obtain from expressions (13.163), (13.165) 

r(2. a)-(r^[l-„_L, ^)1+(7-^),(I + <r-(^,),X 

X ( I - cos a - sh A [(7^), cos a + (r*,),, sin a] ( - n JL, + 

+ch^-1 -(raAslna+(ra.).cosa)♦h - (13.185) 

|/fS(2,a) = /v [(S« )0 f (SQ')0 cos a4 (^)# sin a] 4- 

+ (^w), ¢1 ( - « -^ , .«a j - sh [(r^, r )0 cos u 4- (TM')} sit. o] X 

x*"[~nK,na)+ch n 8ina-(r*AcosaJx 

(13.186) 
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where 

z _ <?►<">_/,>. * = .PÆ 
‘ Al, (0) ‘ Al,, (U) 

/<v (13.187) 

Finally, comparing (13.166) and (13.171), we note that 

and hence, asymptotic formulas (13.170), obtained for a cone, remain valid 

for a cylinder as well. 

» 

13.6. Conical Shell Reinforced with an End Ring 

Let the shell in the section Z » 0 be reinforced with an end ring. In 

this case, separating the ring from the shell, one must exjinine Its 

equilibrium under the action of the unknown contact forces and of an 

external load applied to the ring. 

An analysis of a conical shell for an arbitrary end load Is given in 

Section 1. Therefore, by further determining the unknown contact forces 

from the strain compatibility conditions of the shell and ring, one can 

uae the general solution for a conical shell, represented by expressions 

(13.30)-(13.34). 

In the adopted computational scheine, the <ontact forces are reduced 

to normal forces Tc(a) » T(0, a) and tangential forces Sc(a) - S(0, a) 

(Fig. 13.10, a). Let us note that in examining the problem on the basis 

of moment theory, it would be necessary, in addition to the components 

noted above, to take into consideration another three components of 

contact forces: the transverse force Q, and bending and twisting moments 

M and H (Fig. 13.10 b). However, it is obvious that the rigidity of the 
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extremely cumbersome la this case, 

refinements. 

shell In relation to tne reception of 

these components Is Immeasurably smaller 

than the tangential forces T and S, and 

hence, the forces themselves should stand 

In a similar proportion. For this reason, 

consideration of transverse forces and 

moments, which would make the calculation 

still would not yield ?ny appreciable 

In accordance with general expressions (13.33), (13.3A), the contact 

forces assume the form 

r.(a)= *,(0) 
- + - 

■w,(0) sina- Mg (0, 
cosa — 

2jiä, coi ? aäJcoiP nfljcoj p 

— r-D y (13.168) 
I T"o ZX 

^ÄSi-co-M. 

S» 

+ J^2* (^w + ^i*)^*0-+ *<»], 
t-i (13.189) 

where the arbitrary constants are determined from the strain compatibility 

conditions of the shell and ring and from the end loading conditions Z m Z\. 

The strain compatibility conditions are formulated in the form of 

equality of the displacements of the shell in the section Z 0 to the 

displacements of the ring. The displacements of the riig are obviously 

determined to within Its displacement as a solid. Therefore, in the frame¬ 

work of the adopted computational scheme, the compatibility condition 

assumes the form 

[«•„(0.0)] shell = [«1,1°)] ring (13.190) 
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w^*r* uml ' *r* the displacements in the direction of the generatrices, 

corresponding to warplngs of the contour Z - 0. 

For a shell, using (13.30), we have 

(0, a ) = ^ [iCtt+Cu) sinta -f (C* + £«) cos Au]. (13.191) 

The corresponding displacements of the ring may be represented In the 

form 

(13.192) 

where “i, are the displacements of the ring due to a given external load 

to within its displacement as a solid, determined from the 

analysis of an isolated ring; 

ar* the displacements of the ring due to self-balanced components 

of the contact forces T and S. 

Without particularising the ring as an elastic system, on the basis 

of the superposition principle, we will represent the displacements u* 

as a sum of harmonics of the corresponding harmonics ox the external load. 

For rings of constant cross section with an arbitrary orientation of 

the principal central axes upon loading by the forces 

Tj^sinAa, 7^=cos Aa (13.193) 

and 
Stt=*sinAa, Stt = cosAo 

from symmetry considerations we obtain 

(13.194) 

and 
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wh.r. d£ «nd d£ «r. c«t«in g«n.r.li«.d rigidities dependent on the number 

of the harmonic of the corresponding load, on the orientation of the major 

«es of inertia of the cross section of the rin*s and its rigidity charac¬ 

teristics, and also on the position of its «is relative to the middle 

surface of the shell and on the cone angle of the shell. 

Using (13.194), in view of (13.188), (13.189) and (13.193), and on 

the basis of the superposition principle, we can write the expanded 

expressions for «¡.,(«). «^(oC Introducing the latter into (13.192), we 

obtain 

(C.-C.) +-J ici> f j w,*cl (13.195) 

Now, satisfying strain compatibility condition (13.190), we equate 

uie Fourier coefficients of displacements represented by expressions 

(ii.191), (13.195). We obtain 

(l+itJCu+O-l,)?,,»-L ÇMo rajsintoaa. 

(I(I —_L t oskada 
.1 ¿ * 

(13.196) 

rfhtre :1. '<.). 

represent certain relative rigidities. 

(13,197) 

The boundary conditions on the end Z - Z, are represented by Eqs. 

'13.46), (13.47). Adding them to Eqs. (13.196), we obtain a system of 

algebraic equation, for determining the arbitrary constants. Solving this 
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MI-mÍ 
__O 

2« 

(13.198) 

i 

, «d + i») 
C»=- 

Having computed the arbitrary constants from formulas (13.198), one 

can then determine the stresses and displacements at any point of the shell, 

using general expressions (13.30)-(13.34). Moreover, introducing the 

computed values of the arbitrary constants into expressions (13.188), 

(13.189), one can determine the contact forces, and ther, adding to them 

the external load applied to the ring, study the stressed and strained 

states of the ring by taking into account its specific structural charac¬ 

teristics. 

It should be noted that rep-resentation (13.194) of the displacements 

of the ring due to elementary loads (13.193) is very general In character 

and defines a ring of constant cross section of any structure. This may be 

a frame type ring whose cross section obeys the hypothesis of plane 

sections, a thln-valled bar type ring whose cross section has additional 

degrees of freedom In comparison with the frame, and finally, a nhell-of- 

revolutlon type ring of arbitrary profile. In each of these cases, having 

determined the generalized rigidities 'V */», one can use the solution 

given above. 



. .V v, . ■ „ , . . . . : ' 

. Vl L1( 

I 

Wh«n th* cross s.ction of the ring is vsrisble, the solution of this 

problem is v.ry cumbersome. In this case, the contact problem reduces to 

an infinite system of equations in arbitrary constants, since the harmonics 

of the contact load (13.188), (13.189) corresponding to different value, 

of k are not determined independently of one another. The solution of 

the infinite system in such problems can be sought only numerically. The 

simplest method consists in a successive computation of the solutions of 

truncated lystems of increasingly higher order. Use may alto be made of 

certain iteration processes of successive refinement of the contact load. 

In the latter case, for the same rigidity relations, a uniformly distributed 

load should be chosen as the initial approximation, and for other relations, 

‘ 8i’ en ext*ra<l1 aPPHed to the ring should be chosen. Practical 

calculations shorn that for any relationships of the geometric dimensions 

and rigidities of the ring and shell, at least one of the indicated methods 

.6 sufficiently effective. 

For a nontruncated conical shell, expressions (13.198) are simplified. 

Passing to the limit when we obtaln the followlng eXpre88lon> for 

the arbitrary constants: 

c^Mrnrr5“-.(0)sln*aiAi- 

- ±zl\_Ü- U ,. 
I2n**/i 3*1» («K -«• 

-- tm 

__ 0 / g 

e»— 
— Sg 

2« 
Cu — —--f(a)i()sAada — 

n(1-t-i,) j 
(j 

o . 
I — Xk I « i 11 ^ 
-  :J[  \ /J c, \ I T»‘nC J. 

I fXg 2nhkf: »l* 
—os 

Ilf i,+(17.:.)1 

(13.199) 

'»-•¿rhu : 
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Formulas (13.199) are obviously also applicable to the analysta of not 

too short truncated conical shells. In this case, the corresponding 

solution gives appreciable errors only near the end t * tj. Let us note aleo 

that in the presence of self-balanced components of the external load, 

i.e., when #.». #?» are different from rero, the corresponding integrals in 

formulas (13.199) are very small, and they can be neglected in studying 

the edge effect in the ring zone by assuming that 

CuSs. 7(7737] “-.(a,sin**da> 

S' I 
V-* as - 

0 

1« 

>«(l + > 

CttÄ0. 
7Í--' 

(a) cosita da, 

(13.200) 

13.7. Conical Shell Reinforced with an End Ring Under 

Discrete Fixing Conditions 

Let an end ring be fixed against displacements along the 

generatrices at n equidistant points. Imagining that the supports are 

discarded, we will replace their action on the ring by unknown reactions 

p . Uniformly distributing each of them r. the vicinity of the point of 
m 

application on the portion ASV1?", we represent the contour linear forces 

Ñ(o) in the form of a double trigonometric series 

(a, costa+ 6, »ln ta), 

where on the basis of (13.37)-(13.39) 

i 
nf 

»in »«/flp 2n* V P-cos =- m, 
*./Äo " 

1 »in ktlRt 
nÄ» *«/Ro 

Pm*\n ™ r, 

(13.201) 

(13.202) 
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He on now use the solution• obtslned In the previous section« to the 

problem of snslysis of s conlcel shell reinforced with or end ring for s 

given externei losd, Including In this load the forces Ñ(j) es well. Then, 

satisfying the fixing conditions st n points, we obtain a system of equa¬ 

tions for determining the unknown reactions P^. 

• 
Let us note that in addition to these reactions, a certain given 

system of external forces may also be applied to the ring. Another possible 

case involves a ring fixed in relation to the tangential disolacements u^ 

and normal ones u^. Then, discarding the corresponding constraints, one 

must apply to the ring the reactive forces corresponding to it. These 

¿orces are generally unknown and are to be determined together with the 

reactions P^. However, in most cases, in contrast to P^, their distribution 

is smooth in chsracter. Therefore, they can be determined with sufficient 

accuracy only on the basis of the equilibrium conditions of the shell, by 

specifying a certain distribution law of these forces on the basis of 

simplified computational schemes. The reactive forces determined in this 

manner and corresponding to the discarded tangential an», normal constraints 

can then be referred to given external loads. Therefore, we will hereinafter 

a'ibume all the external forces applied to the ring to be known, with the 

exception of Pm. 

The stressed and strained states of a conical shell reinforced with 

an end ring are described by general expressions (13.30)-(13.32) and 

(13 ^), (13.34), where the arbitrary constants should be determined from 

formulas obtained in Section 6. An external load applied to the ring is 

considered in these formulas by the terms 
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t« 

J*«f(a)s‘n toda; 
U 

J um(^)^Oi>kada (A-2, 3, 

**^°^ *r* di«pl«cement» of the line of contact of che ring with the 

•hall dua to a given external load, and calculated for m Isolated ring to 

within Its dlsplacesients as a solid. Ve represent these displacements in 

the form 

«1 («)=«; („)+«' (a), 
(13.203) 

where are the displacements due to a known external load applied to 

the ring; 

are displacements due to the unknown reactions of the supports. 

The displacement tt°m/ determined by analysing an Isolated ring, allow¬ 

ing for Its specific characteristics, will be considered unknown. However, 

the displacements will be represented on the basis of the superposition 

principle in the form of a sum of the harmonics corresponding to expansion 

(13.201). Considering relations (13.193) and (13.194), we have 

M 

0^(0)=. - V cos ka + \sin ka), (13,204) 

S-5 

where ak,bk, determined by relations (13.202), depend on the desired 

reactions of the supports. The minus sign before the summation sign in this 

formula signifies that the positive directions of the reactions P and 
fll 

displacements UmM are opposite. 

Let us note that now in the expressions for coefficients (13.202) we 

can achieve passage to the limit when p—►O, since In contrast to series 

(13.51), series (13.204), which describes the displacements of the ring, 

will obviously converse when e « 0. Therein lies a certain fundamental 

difference between the problem at hand and the analysis of a shell without 
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. ti«,. .h.r. th. P.«.««« to th. ii.it 1. possibly only in th. «prss.lons 

for atrcasM. 

Introducing (13.203) into the most general expreaalona for integration 

conatauta (13.198), corresponding to the loading of the end ring by a given 

^vernal load, and considering (13.204), (13.20/), aa well as notation 

(13.197), after passage to the limit when «-*0 , we can obtain: 

cu-c;,- V Pm iin m. 

-!-- __ ^ 

i-n»+(i +»;)«-**• ¿U 

C|»: *€»--!-—— ‘ V Pmcos — m. 
1 4. Xg -f (| — X|) tWt J¿U n 

.¾-!-V 
i-»;+d+>»)«“’*'► »V» .¿i 

(13.205) 

P.COSÍ21,«, 

Wh.™ th. eonstuts C*. indepmdent of tho d.sir.d ruction, of th. .upports, 

ton.tituts. .. 1. .vident fro. (13.205). th. inte,r.tion ton.tnntn for . 

shell not fixed at points: 

cî»* 
tJh: — I«® (a) (In (arfa 4- 4W(1 — X*)«*1' 

I + X¡ + (I — X J (1411 (13.206) 

(Tu. 

*orfo —£|, (l + 1¡)# 

l-x* + (l +X¡)«-**'> 

(a)co* *arfo + ij,(I - )¡) 

C»- 

C»-s 

Í + X,+ (|-X¡).^ 

Si 

-- Wm (a) costa ¿a —£,,(1 -t- 
H ,F * 
_0___ _ 

i-i¡ f(i +X,)i-J*'1 
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Thus, Che problem of determination of the integration constants has 

been reduced, according to expressions (13.205), (13.206), :o finding the 

unknown reactions of the supports P . These reactions should be deter- 
m 

mined from the fixing conditions of the ring. 

He will assume that the points of attachment of the ring to an 

immovable support with coordinates a=aa»^L m(m^ i. 2,..., n) are located on 
n 

the circle of contact of the ring with the shell. Then the geometric 

boundary conditions can be written in the form 

-f («*=1.2.n), 

where i£, i£ are the translational displacements of the ring, , 0° 

are its angles of rotation, and (a) are the displacements of the line 

of contact of the shell with the ring, corresponding to warpings of the 

butt section. 

The components ’I/. K depend on the normal and tangential constraints 

placed on the ring, and can usually be considered specified. 

The components 6Ï. 0j, as before, are determined jointly with 

the reactions P . The displacements «*,(<*) are then determined by 
01 

expression (13.195), but considering compatibility condition (13.190), 

simpler expression (13.191) can also be employed. 

Expanding the ring fixing conditions (13.207) with the aid of expression 

(13.191), for values of arbitrary constants represented by relations (13.205), 

we obtain 



... IWi 

(¾ sin P+O?, cos p) cos — / + sin p- 8® A’0 cos ?) sin ¿ — 
b " 

—ificosP-f 
n/?o 

Vo 2n* Pm »m —- m 

m-1 . . 
sm *+ 

1 4 
14« i —« -î*i. 

+ 

_ 2«A 
P_ cos- m 

n 

14 

2al 
- cos “ k I = 

14« a«. 1-« -a». 

^ [(Cû -C;,) sin ^ Âi (Cm+C») cos?^ *j 

(i=»lt 2.*). 

(13.208) 

t-2 

/ 

y 

Expressions (13.208) represent a system of n equatiora in n unknown 

inactions Pm and three unknown components of displacement of the ring as a 

jol:d t)., 8°r, 6®,I if the components 1,, r|¿, which as was noted above are 

dependent on the ring fixing conditions in the directions n and n . are 
r n’ 

assumed to be specified. The missing three equations are obtained, by 

considering the equilibrium of the ring, from the conditions 

2Z==0- 2 2X=o. 

We have 

Vp; 

mût 
COS 

tIAi.tOI-iJV.I. 

V P. si., Hi 
¿mi n 
«- 1 

n 

i — 

m- 
R(i cos ? 

1-^(0)-A M,], (13.209) 

m -- 
/n- 1 Ro ccs ? 

[My (0)-1,1/,] 

lere 11,.1,11,.1.11, are the additional °xial force and moments due to the 

reactive forces applied to the ring instead of the discarded transverse 
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constraint!. These additional tenns depend on the cone angle of the shell 

and are usually very Insignificant. For a cylindrical shell, these terms 

vanish when 6 ■ 0. 

To solve the system of n+3 Eqs. (13.208), (13.209), we will represent 

the reactions of the supports, as before, with the aid cf interpolation 

polynomial (13.78), (13.79): 

for odd n 

for even n 

(13.210) 

V ( /», cos2-^ r+ fl, sin ^ r) + ( - 1)"^. (13.211) 
ákm V n n t 2 
* 

where the coefficients A0, Ar, B,, A* are determined by expressions (13.80). 

Comparing (13.209) and (13.80), when r ■ 0, 1, w* have 

/, = - 

hHq 
<•:>» B 

[,M, (0)-A/M,J, 

(13.212) 

Equations (13.208) should fc? transformed by using decompositions 

(13.84) and (13.65) of infinite sums: 

for odd n 
<1—1 

T 
*i—i 

- 2 

Of * (13.213) 

for even n 

\Ja»= (13*214) 
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Then, using expressions (13.80) for the coefficients of the polynomial 

and reducing similar terms on co%~r, sin^r, as was done in Section 3, 

after some transformations, we obtain: 

for odd n 

+CMiL i Ujmí+8;«.c<«ÍT 

4-sin—1 f ni »i" ?—•Ws«» ?+^")j 
" L f-1 

+ 

+ 

«-ï 

SK'StiÂr-11) 
+ 

, . 2nr , V/ *8'_ 

+Sin”ï*"/ Il 
(;= i, 2,.,., «). 

for even n 

-)-cos 7 1 [nisin ?+«;/?,cos?+ V ij. )]+ 

-fsin~ / I ijsin •(-««».COSJ+V^^^—Z¡,|]+ 

+§K'S(^-15’)- 

nA 
1 

+ • “ 2 ■ A *R D- 
«Sr\ 

.4r° 

(( — 1, 2, • • •, <i), 
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where 

D1 ir 
JT ^-ln=L___'JIZL_) 

+- 
fT ( i + X<’‘-_k<>*' \ 

I . , _1_ 

i,r dr I , +_V-'_^-r_\ 
*"~f V )+«»<«*- Ml I _t-J(«»-»íi ^ 

f 
(13.217) 

dT í 1 4. *♦,4, C.' \ 
M+r ' I + «*(«•♦•)<, 

Zfr = —C|tf,_r) —C|(<(l_r)-}-C|(f)14.,) + 

l], = c, 4-Ci„.-,)+Cj'u, +, ,4-51,,,+,,, (13.218) 

and the quantities cm-m. ^u-o. 5j(_„, a8 we^ a8 rfr^ 9hould be 

taken equal to zero. 

Treating the left-hand sides of (13.215), (13.216) as Interpolation 

polynomials, on the basis of formulas (13.80) and in viev of (13.209) we 

have - 

y '—!— yiio, 
* 2.n«, cosí 3 ¿miD* Wcos|i ¿J 

f•! ’ 9m1 

_!«i «o ; 41« w y '—i— ’—y i},, 
«o * n/?Jco»: ? émf 

,0 «íP „o . V 1 ._!_VZl. 
' Äo ^ ! "»Päcps’S —iC'i, Äocosp ’ 

Sn. 

(13.219) 

2itft<- «-o 

V1 1 

V.r. V 
2nRn ,_o 

(13.220) 

Cl L 

Q m 0 
es 

y i’ 
i4 , =5—!• «-n 

where 

J " v —_ 

f-o * Y 

---2- 3.epr)- 
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On the bests of (13.220), from expressions (13.210), (13.211) there 

follows the Important conclusion that if a conical shell U reinforced 

with an and ring, then in contrast to a nonrelnforced shell, the distri¬ 

bution of the reactions of the supports under discrete fixing conditions 

does not follow the law of the plane. In order to establish the character 

of the distribution of the reactions, it is nece sary for each specific 

case to calculate the coefficients of interpolation polynomials from 

formulas (13.212) and (13.220), and introduce them into (13.210) when the 

number of fixing points is odd and into (13.211) when it is even. 

For the reactions of the supports obtained, the problem reduces to an 

analysis of a conical shell with an edge ring for a given load, rhis 

problem is examined in Section 6. For this reason, we will cite here only 

the values of the integration constants corresponding to the case at hand. 

These values will be found from expressions (13.205) by considering 

relations (13.80) and also (13.101), (13.102): 

Cu= 

I c;t 

c;»+ 

c;» 

r;, 

c;.+ 

r _B,_ 

2ji#o 

i + »; + <i-*,)«-»'• f (*=<?« ± r). 

(* ^<7«), 
n B, 

dTt M 
-r- (* -an ± r), 

i-i.+O+x;)«-“'* * ' 

C’tt 

(13.221) 



i^jii in ivi.iiiii 

where rae 

Cu- 

n 

< *»o 

cl 

i+k» (i-»;)»“'* 

n A, 
t\ 2nÄ0 

»+»*+(i->;)«“'• 
(k-qn±r\ 

J»._r_ 
r. rfj na. 

i - », (i->;)/•*'• 

c»- 

£»- 

Cu¬ 

ll Aq 

"rf. *«0 

H 

^ 2*/?o 

--f)' 

(* =--¢/1). 

1 — Xj + (I + i») 1' 

A. 
n T 

"** 

I->; + («+X»)»- 

f=.|, 2....; rx=.|, 2.f ( j ) 

(13.221) 

Now, using general expressions (13.30)-(13.32) and (13.33), (13.34), 

for values of arbitrary constants calculated fro« formulas (13.221), one 

can study the stressed and strained state of the shell. 

For a nontruncated conical shell, passing In (13.206) to the liait 

when ïi-*—oo, we obtain 

1 -t- n, i + *» 

c; • 
I + X* t + X, 

lu. Cu~lu. 

where 

¿2=--— ^ cz!¡,f(a)cos 
ó 
i» 

¿2 = — I ui,t (a) sin hada 

(13.222) 

(13.223) 
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•r« the Fourier coefficients of the known displacements S«,, end lu. lu 

ere determined by expressions(1:).118). 

From (13.217), when (,—t—oo , we have 

(13.224) 

P" o + »„_) * 

The integration constants, represented by expresaions (13.221), will 

assume the following form when r,-^-oo 

c;» 

Cu + 

Cm 

l* V”'. 

.TiTTiSS«, '•"»•i'). 

Cu--r , nAu 
<i,(l + A*] 

(13.225) 

A,) nBn (k — qn\. 

C,k~4õT^w, {k^n±r^ 

nA , 

cu—¢,, 

[¢-1. 2, 

(*'«"- f). 

-1 .M’-f.i- 

As was frequently mentioned above, expressions (13.225) for a nontruncated 

^c-Airal shell can also be uaed in the analysis of truncated shells at some 

uistance from the end t - tr Moreover, if the external surface load does 

rot contain any self-balanced components in the directicn of the 

generatrices, then on the basis of (13.13) and (13.19), r/,, -o. and all 

the expressions are considerably simplified. In this case, outside the 

zone of the edge effect related to point fixing of the ring, the blutions 
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obtained coincide with the solution based on the hypothesis of plane 

sections. 

If the problem Involves only a study of the stress redistribution 

caused by point fixing of the ring, the Influence of self-balanced com¬ 

ponents of the external surface load applied in the direction of the shell 

generatrices may be neglected. In addition, for most casas, one can 

assume since ring displacements (13.203) in the direction of the 

shell generatrices are chiefly determined by concentrated reactions P_ 

directed along the generatrices. 

Making the indicated assumptions, on the basis of (13.13), (13.119), 

(13.223) we should set 

Then from (13.222) we obtain 

c;,-c;,=c;,=c;»=o 

and considering (13.218), we have 

=**¿0/ =.-0. 

Now, expressions (13.220) yield 

"-8-0 H'3.'(’tt)!' 
=»o, 

T 

and hence, the distribution of the reactions of the supports PB In accordance 

with (13.210), (13.211) obeys the law of the plane, as in the case of non- 

reinforced shells. 

In addition to the adopted assumptions, we set In expressions 

(13.197), since In most cases, displacements of the ring in the direction 
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of the generatrices, due to tangential contact forces, are very email 

and can be neglected. Moreover, considering (13.212) and in accordance 

with the adopted assumption of smallness of ¿Î,,, neglecting AjV,, AM, 

in comparison with JV,(0), M,(0). Ai,(0). from expressions (13.225) for the 

integration constants we have 

0 
Cu= ___ 

n«JcQ»p<<i (I + r4) 

0,,-0. 
_A¡>Í2)_ 

JIÂOCO»ÎWÎ(I 5,) 

1) 

D. 

(*=*«). 

(13.226) 

0 

waere (13.227) 

Is the relative rigidity parameter. 

Expressions (13.226) are very clear and make it possible to analyze 

the Influence of the end ring on the character of the exge effect in discrete 

fixing. When rfi-o it is easy to see that corresponding expressions for a 

nonreinforced shell result from these expressions. Introducing (13.226) 

Into the general expressions for stresses (13.33) and (13.34),we obtain 

.litre the stresses corresponding to the hypothesis of plane section are 

determined by expression (13.128), and the self-balanced stresses due to 

the reactions of the supports 

(13.228) 
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AI. (0) ,.-, / «I«—n* »in (<B - I) « 

«äJa cm ß 
ä( 1 + 

t*»1 »in (tu I) a \ 

/ 

*«»(0) e-, V / i iiîüî!ifsüi±iis.\. 
JS! 1 + H- + i + T^- • ) 

\ *««-» *»«♦> - / (13.228) 

The tangential stresses 

where the streaaea correaponding to the hypotheeie of plane sectlona 

are determined by expreaalon (13.131), and the self-balanced tangential 

atresses due to the reactions of the supports 

*W<, «) ■ ^.(0) -i V3 •' »in çnv i 
n«oA K T M» » - Ti i 

^ 1+v 
*«x(0) 

n K t^ä* ^ > 
e~' / fl*" (f<i — l)a <****+ 1) 

i t-r ’+r— 

JkJW 
n 

■ ,+d j 
13.229) 

Formulas (13.228) and (13.229) are moat useful for practical computa’ 

tlons. The values 

> •‘V 
Ek * 

increase rapidly with increasing x, so that the Infinite series in 

(13.228), (13.229) converge «euch faster than the analogous series for a 

nonreluforced shell, for which i/£-0 

Using relations (13.171) and (13.172), by passing to che limit, It la 

not difficult to extend all the resulta obtained above to a cylindrical 

shell reinforced with an edge ring under cyclic fixing conditions. We will 

cite here only the expressions (13.228), (13.229): 
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t 

(13.231) 

As was noted above, the conputatlonal model which we adopted for a 

conical shell, after passage to the limit when , determines the model 

of a cylindrical shell with a nondeformable contour of the cross section. 

Tf the contact of the cylindrical shell with the ring taket place along the 

axis of its rigidity, and one of the major axes of inertia of the cross 

section of the ring lies in the plane of the cross section of the shell, 

rhe approximate relation »0 obviously becomes rigorous. In this case. 

In the absence of self-balanced components of the longitudinal component 

ßf the external load, expansions (13.230), (13.2^1) constitute the exact 

solution for a semiinfinite cylindrical shell with a rigid contour, and when 

_-J)_" n 
1 ~ * ~ > the boundary conditions formulated above correspond to 
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coaplete fixing of the edge ring agelnat tangential and noraal displacements 

and fixing at n equidistant points against longitudinal displacements. 

^or frame type rings, one of whose major cross-sectional axes of 

Inertia lies In the plane of the ring, the displacements from the plane of 

the ring satisfy the equation 

/(«V 
(13.232) 

Here 

where R is the radius of the ring axis; 

El Is the flexural rigidity of the cross section of the ring relative 

to the major axis of Inertia lying In Its plane; 

V is the ratio of the flexural rigidity El to the torsional rigidity 

of the ring GIt; 

p is a linear load, perpendicular to the plane of the ring; 

m^, are linear bending and twisting moments. 

If the contact of a cylindrical shell with the ring tekes place along 

the axis of its rigidity, one must assume that 

« 0. 

Applying to the ring, according to (13.192), the load 

^ as costa, 

in accordance with (13.193), we obtain from differential Eq. (13.232) 

AM*2 - I)2 

+ *2- F.l 
(13.233) 

Introducing (13.233) into (13.227), we have 
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I 

XT’ J3 
m 

«(*?-1)» 

_L + *,± 
'»I 

(13.234) 

Considering (13.234) and the structure of series CJJ.230), (13.231), 

one can conclude that they converge very rapidly, not only when Z>0, 

but also in the section of contact with the ring when Z “ 0. A similar 

conclusion can also he drawn regarding series (13.228), (13.229). 

/ 

/ 

! / 
/ 

I / 
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Chapter XIV. CONICAL SHELL WITH A REGULAR LONGITUDINAL STRUCTURE 

a 

We consider a conical shell (Fig. 14.1) reinforced by a regular set 

of stringers oriented in the direction of the generatrices 

0=0..= -m .*). The nunbgj 0f stringers n is arbitrary. The 

problem is solved by taking into consideration the discrete arrangement 

of the stringers exactly, not on the basis of smearing out concepts.* 

Accordingly, the corresponding quadratures in the coefficients of the 

system of differential resolvents (m), (n) of Part Three are understood 

in the sense of Stieltjes integrals. As in Chapter XIII, the number of 

degrees of freedom of the cross section is not limited, so that the solu¬ 

tion obtained may be considered exact within the limits of the adopted 

computational model. 

14.1. Differential Resolvents of a Stringer Shell 

Considering the problem under arbitrary loading, we should retain in 

expansion (f) of Part Three all six components of displacement of the 

cross section as a solid, and reprisent the warping displacements by the 

complete trigonometric serles (J). 

*For simplified solutions, see I. F. Obrastsov. Variational Methds of 

Analysis of Thin-Walled Aeronautical Structures. Moscow, Mashinostroyeniye, 
1966, and also Ye. V. Binkevich, L. V. Vergeychik, and V. I. Mossakovskiy, 
Rational Distribution of the Material in Elements of the Longitudinal Struc¬ 
ture of a Shell. In: Hydroaeromechanics and Elasticity Theory, edited by 
Yu, A. Shevlayakov, Khar'kov University, No. 8, 1968. 
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w« Will calculate tha coefficients (o) of the ayatem of differential 

resolvents (■), <n). It le easy to see that the coefficients b and c 
ji Ji 

in the problem at hand coincide with the corresponding coetficiants for a 

smooth shell, indicated in Tables 13.2 and 13.3. 

In accordance with (o), the coefficients aJjL may be represented in the 

form 

fl/f =fl/i + AS/i. 

(14.1) 

where a), , the coefficients for a smooth shall, are represented in Table 

13.1 and by formula (13.1), and the coefficients allowing for the longitu¬ 

dinal structure 

(14.2) 

To calculate coefficients (14.2), we will need the values of 

5,= V »in —* sin —Í, 
* n 

«-I 

a 

or any integral k and 1. 

the sinus 

(14.3) 

Fig. 14.1. Circular conical shell reinforced with 
a regular set of &tringers. 
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In Section 13.3, formula (13.74) was obtained 

$ COikx- (-11 
* 

' " T 
— l 

it is also easy to obtain 

-00.(,,-.1). i sin *jt= — 
2 
I co*i 

sin 
(14.4) 

Setting p - n and * = ln (13.74) and (14.4)i we vlU haVe 

Y cos —- m = — 
^ " 2 

nk 
•in — 

n 

i nk sin — 
n 

-1 

(14.5) 
*» 

V 
- - .■»* 

o., , »» — — roj — 
sin 12* m .=-1_2_» 

ÍT " 2 sin 
(14.6) 

whence it folio*, that sums (14.5), (14.6) may be different from eero only 

when k is a multiple of n. In this case, introducing *-«*(«-1; 2.. » 

directly under the summation signs, we obtain 

* 

.§ 
cos™.mj ° 

I n (k**qn), 

V sin ™ m=*Q. 
*1-1 

(14.7) 

(14.8) 

We transform the expressions for Sj, Sj, Sj. We have 

V][coscos ?^(*+/)], 
n—1 

5,= -1 V[cos—(*-M)+«>s -(*-/)! . 
x r!11 " K J 

^TÍ¡[8ÍnT!(*+í)-!in 

(14.9) 
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On the basis of (14.7), (14.8), we conclude that the sur- ^ >--- equal 

to zero for any k and 1, and the sums and S2 can be different from zero 

only when at least one of the numbers k+1, k-1 is a multiple of n. 

We represent k and 1 in the following form,: 

+/-,. (14.10) 

l-*q,n +r„ 

where 
¢,. 7|~0. h ^. 

r,. r, -0. I.«~h 

It is obvious that for suitable values cf q and r, any whole positive 

number can be represented in the form (14.10). 

Considering (14.10), we have 

A + f = (* + ^» + r» + rJ. ... .,. 

From relations (14.11), it is easy to establish the conditio/s tor 

which at least one of the numbers k+1, k-1 is a multiple of n. We have: 

h (-/-=7¾ npii r, =r|=0, rk-\-r,-n, 

k — l — qn npH = 

where q is an integer. 

It follows that when rR * r* « 0 and when both numbers 

k+1 and k-1 rre multiples of n. In addition, when ffc + “ n b,lt rk * rl* 

only k+1 is a multiple of n, and when rk * ri ^ 2’ °n5y 18 & 

multiple of n. Therefore, the values of the sums S1 and S2 represented by 

expressions (14.9) will be 

\ t 
*. ï 



n 

2 ('• 7) 
n 

ir» 't i- r> / M. 

r* ± / 0, n. 
2 

0 (14.12) 

1 =*, r./r,, 

0 (r» ± ri / 0, //) 

5,=.--0 

(14.13) 

(14.14) 

Using (14.12)-(14.14) as well as che formulas given In the table on 

p. 453, one can calculate the coefficients Aoij¿ (14.2). For clarity, we 

will represent them In the form of the square block matrix 

Here 

AAJ( , the matrix of coefficients 40,, (/,/=1.2,...,6) (Table 14.1), 

corresponds to displacements of the contour Z - const as a 

solid; 

AA,,. , the matrix of coefficients ao,» <1, 2,...), corresponds to 

warping of the contour Z - const; 

AA», aAm-, the matrices of coefficients Aai„ Ao*, reflect the mutual 

Influence of the displacements corresponding to displace¬ 

ments of the contour Z - const as a solid and to the 

warping of this contour. 

The AA la obviously symmetric. Therefore 

AA,,= ¿A/», 

where AA¿»sis the transposed matrix. 
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It Is easy to see that the system of differentia* resolvents (m), (n) 

decomposes into two independent subsystems, one of whi-h corresponds to 

the displacements symmetric with respect to the horitontal plane, and the 

other, to the vertical plane. This makes it possible in turn to represent 

the matrices aa„. ln the fonn of diagonal block 

^''z* --1 
■ía). 

•iA/, 
A \ 

aaJi 

AA 
rj (14.15) 

AA. 
AA }t 

AAj, 

According to (14.2), (14.12)-(14.14) and the formulas of Table 14.1, 

the elements of the blocks of matrices (14.15) will be 

AflJ, =0 (/^1,3,5,6), 

AH, to, 
— = YSin fi — X 

•in f fl0coit rÄ0 

1), 
(14.16) 

(*=(*+ 

Aa}, — 0 (/ = 2,4,6), 

0 I 

Sa 
— »in p -ÂqCOJ P *0 

*=?»*-}-1. 

/=(^+1)/:-1, 

<^(4»+l)«-l, 
(14.17) 

Sa 

^=vs,ní,^xl Oí*/,.«), 

Aa'|(=Aa}t; A«;. =Au, (14.18) 

(/-/; *=/). 
i a 

Aa('f(,v,()»=YS¡n[i^x 

o#0, f 

(* = a,n-f r,). 

(4=(^+1)//-/-,), 

0 (rÉ ± rz / 0. «) (14.19) 

Aa .)=0, 
(""♦ r) * 
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Y »in? 
Of* / 

—V »In ? X 
"O 

n ^**U t. -y)*] . 

0 (*^(<7-t- y)*)- 

Table 14.1 

Coefficients ut. 

X 
1 2 3 

4 ! 
S 

! 0 0 0 r 7 tin* p cos P nbF 0 

i 

' 2 
! 
1 

0 ^n»p — 0 —í sin* p co, p nA.* 

--— 

0 0 

3 
0 0 

• . .. o*/' 7 tin p coi» p —— 0 0 0 

4 0 -im21) cos pnif 0 
i 

— tAjtlO PCM'pftAf 0 0 

5 “T *in> Jco* ßni/ 0 0 0 7*0 tin P cot* P1145 0 

I6 
0 0 Ü 1 0 

° 1 " 1 

Por values of coefficients (14.1) determined by the formulas given 

in Tables 13.1, 14.1, and also formulas (J3.1) and f*4.16)-(14.20), and the 

coefficients shown in Tables 13.2, 13.3 and formula (13.2), the system of 



differential resolvents (■), (n) sftsr the subi-itution of variables \-Z , 

the notation 

àJ — y 
2/ío 

being used will assume the following ionu: 

(an -f- Aa fir',-) (a?6 (- Aa?,&in*(i cos p)(/- tj' -(- bt^e'9t -(- 

4- Aa sin'h 1.,,..,, + Sg <?i (0 
0 ’ 

(a? -( Aasfn'p) (a?4-Aaff, sin» p cos J*-(- 

f &a sin*p ,&tlU 
a • 

-(«i+2A« sin Pcos»p)n;-iA in peosp V^„..)TOÍÍ£ÍÍ> 

& G 

- (a« - la/?, sin* ^. os P)r, f AaAfj sin p cos' p) («'6.) - 

— Aa/?, sin pcospj+ ^ K,,..,, 

-(aj, ( Aß«, sin» p cos p) ni - (aj, + Aa/?J sin p cos» p) (f'»,)' + 

+ Aa«,sinpcosP 
m 

+ 2^<v + .—I)] 
•â-1 

M, (O.-* 
0 " 

- ai (*V+ 

(U.21) 

(14.22) 

(14.23) 

(14.24) 

(14.25) 

(14.26) 

(14.27) 

n*V sin - 

(i7,=*!. 2,... ), (14.28) 

nAv sin p«' , - _**_ (7 „ r -i)*,. . _ N*'11* Í) 
li*i**7) »¡n P ' 2/ 1(.,.+ -^ 

(¢,-0. I, 2,...) 

±\ «) «' 

(14.29) 
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— Aa*in*p\ +Aa«,sin 3oos;i f .'/»viln P-1(,,,+1- 

m 

-¿¡IW+'f"«','*" • úa sin **(" *i(,-i>4-V^Kk^+i)--«,^*»-»»]]— 

'k«,,+i) (O *• 

**• 

(¢,= 1. 2,...). 

4a sin* ¡)\-4a/?,sin peo» ?(*'»,)'-j-n A y sin 

Tth * I 0 
— (<?,n + I f -1(,,,+,-i, — úa sin ? !—»i,,..1)-,- 

.Vlf- • .i Äi(,.,+,-i)(0 «' 
+ V l*Wf,*+i) *•(,,,+,—m] 1 "* ---- 

ípt 
(¢,=0. I. 2....). 

n,*y sin ? (¢,/1 f- +,,)+ 

-f Aa sin p I«,„y,,,--—‘.’lili)( 

*,-o 

(¢, = 0. I, 2,...; r,^2, 3.n—2). 

2Aa sin f) ros ? r\t 4 „Ay sin „ -f 
sm 3 • 

^U.iníV4,.-*!£»1 

(¢,-1. 2....). 

•lAy sin >»• 
í«,**- f) + * (v+ 

(14.30) 

(14.31) 

(14.32) 

(14.33) 

424a sin pX-- 
11«. * ï ( 

^1 01 
1''"1 : 

»,-0 i.. ■ 

1,.-0. I. 

4a si n • i» »ú - A. A’, Si n j eos f) ( tf1»,r -t .A Y si n {i < 4(,,,+,, - 

sin V K.^.+i(T^,,^.+,.,,])1 

(14.34) 

^1(,,++1)(0^ 

(ft-1. 2,...). (14.35) 
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- 4« äaÄ, «In peo. p(^,r+»* .(n 

•in p »in ? (,a¡(«-li + 

+J] 1^...+^,,1)-^^ 

. (?‘“°* *• ^--0. (14.36) 

«* *ln f •>(,,,f,,, 

-f Aa sin p V K' 4-m 1 
4¿^ I "»»•♦'i) T »V+.-rJ --L-^- 

(41-0,1,2,...; /-,-2.3.h-.‘2) f,4 37) 

(14.36) 

(14.37) 

Equation« (14.22)-(14.37) rapreaant th« ganer.l .y.t« of dlffarantlal 

stringers. The load tens on the right-hand 

sides of this system are determined, as In th» 

case of a smooth shell, by expressions (13.ID- 

ill. 13). 

Fi. ia •> ^ can b# r#4dUy ocertalned, the Infinit 
14.2. Cyclic symmetry 

system of differential Eqs. (14.22)-(14.37) de¬ 

composes Into a series of Independent subsyste» 

Subsystem (14.24). (1433., d.t.r.1... th. d.(o-tlm of th. .h.11 lo tl 

ion. of . ,.rl.. I, co. cyolldly trie .bout th. «.. „f lym.try 

of th. cro.. ..ctloo of th. .h.11 (FI,. 14.2). 4 .loll.r d.for^tloo t.l.. 

P1«. if th. ««nul lo.d reduce, to » „1.1 forc. or to . ..lf.b.Unc.d 

«y.t„ of fore» Wth th. Indice ted .y—try prop.rtl». .ppll» i„ th. 

direction of the generatrices. 

Subsystem (14.28) detemlnes 

of a series In sin qna, inversely 

the defonnatien of the shell in the form 

symmetric about the axes of symmetry of 
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th« cross section of the shell. Such deformation can aylse only under 

the influence of self-balanced forces with the same symmetry, applied In 

the direction of the generatrices. 

Subsystems (14.29) and (14.34) take place only when the number n of 

stringers 1. even. Subsystem (14.29) determines the deformation of the 

shell In the form of a series In sin(*+i-)*a, inversely symmetric about 

the axes of symmetry of the cross section passing through the stringers, 

and syametrlc about the axes passing through the middle of the Intervals 

between the stringers. 

Subsystem (14.34) corresponds to deformation according to the law 

7) ^ symétrie about the axes of symmetry of the cross section 

of the shell passing through the stringers, and inversely symmetric about 

the axes that do not pass through them. Both forms of deformation can 

arise only under the Influence of self-balanced forces with the corres¬ 

ponding symmetry properties, applied along the generatrices. 

Subsystems (14.22), (14.26), (14.35), (14.36) and (14.23), (14.25), 

(14.30), (14.31) determine the deformations of the shell in the form of 

series in cos’(<7rt±l)a and correspondingly in "sin(?n±l)a. As follows from 

che expressions for the corresponding load terms, such deformation takes 

place If the external load reduces to transverse forces ard bending 

moments 0,, My and correspondingly Qy, M^, and also In the presence of a 

self-balanced load with components of the form tos(<;n±l)n. sin(*rt±l)o, 

acting In the direction of the generatrices of the shell. 

Subsystems (14.32) and (14.37) determine the deformation, of the 

•hell In the form of expansion. In sw(7n±r\n and correspondingly In 
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cosi?n±r)a' for the values r-2, 3.n~2(r^--j Such déformation car 

only in the presence of a self-balanced l^ad of th<: same type acting 

in the direction of the generatrices. 

Finally, Eq. (14.27) in represents the equilibrium condition of 

the cut-off portion of the shell in the form of equality to rero of the 

sum of the moments about the Oz axis. 

Thus, the general system of differential resolvents of a conical shell 

with a stringer structure consists of a single independent equation in 

®z “d «ight unrelated infinite subsystems of differei.tiil equations. 

Each of these infinite subsystems, with the exception of completely decom¬ 

posed (14.28) and (14.29) is coupled. This is related to the fundamental 

analytical content of the problem under consideration, consisting in the 

construction of solutions of Infinite subsystems. 

Homogeneous Problem. Transcendental Characteristic 
Equations * 

Setting all the load terms equal to zero, we will consider a homogeneous 

problem. 

Of the first six equations pertaining to displacements of the cross 

sectional contour Z - const as a solid, only Eq. (14.27) in is independent. 

The general solution of the homogeneous equation corresponding to it will be 

«,(<)=£ (14.38) 

Let us now turn to subsystem (14.24), (14.33) in nz, 

The specific feature of the structure of this infinite coupled subsystem 

lies in the fact that the coupling is determined by the derivatives 
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in th* ■«“« way for all the equations of the syjtem. A similar 
«»”i 

property la exhibited by all the coupled infinite systems of the problem 

under consideration. We will apply the following method to such systems. 

Eliminating q; from system (14.33) with the aid of Eq. (14.24) and 

expanding the expressions for the coefficients a,0, (Table 13.1) and ^ 

(14.21), we obtain 

where 

2 V * 
1 + a 

(14.39) 

(14.40) 

is the ratio of the area of the skin to the total area of the stringers 

in the section Z « 0. 

We will seek the solution of system (14.39) in the form 

(¢,-1, ••)• 

Introducing (14.41) into (14.39), we obtain 

(14.41) 

» v| -7 Ci("1 

where 

(14.42) 

(14.43) 

(¢,= 1, '2, • • •). 

,,-i 

1 ñ ' (14.44) 

We have obtained an infinite homogeneous system of algebraic equations 

in arbitrary constants containing the unknown parameter X. This 

parameter must be sought from the condition of nontri/iality of the 

solution of this system. 
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It follows from (14.42) that all the conetants C:«;,-' ere expressed i' 

terms of one arbitrary constant ^2(n)* ^ence» rhe condition of nontrl- 

viality of the solution of system (14.42) will he C* d 0 
2(n) 

Introducing (14.42) into the right-hand side of (14.*3) and reducing 

* 

by C2(n)* we have 

^ V 7rV“,+’ ¢,-) 

On the basis of the well-known summation formula 

ÿ-l—~±UiKnx-±) 
^ ÏJT \ nx I 

we finally obtain 

where 
i'ctgA*— — », 

(14.45) 

(14.46) 

(14.47) 

(14.48) 

Expression (14.47) constitutes the transcendental characteristic 

equation of infinite system of differential Eqs. (14.2i), (14.33). This 

equation has an infinite number of pairs of roots x*—±1*. Therefore, the 

general solution of honogeneous system (14.39) will be 

Jj-rfjr [C?,,,«-“»1 •(. Ciîî.tf-V], 

where Cj,,). Cj7i, are arbitrary constants. 

From Eq. (14.24) it is easy to obtain 

(14.49) 

*1,'.<)»•= I.' — -——- \ u),K/,«) 

'+'r* (14.50) 

where =^,(0). 

Introducing (14.49) into (14.50) and using aummatitn formula (14.46) 

as well as characteristic Eq. (14.47), we finally fiad 
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n,(/)-nÎH—V [£.«„(1 - e'»') -T c,,',, (1 -e*1*')) • (14.51) 

Let us turn to homogeneous subsystem (14.34) in ^ (v* ^)’ Using 

(14.21) end (14.40), we have 

.• ('I,n+ 2 ) y . 
’ (*'** ‘fl ^ 3 (*(**71"* ’ ^ (v+ 7) 

17/--1. I. 2....)- 
(14.52) 

Representing the partial solution of system (14.5.?) in the form 

(„.♦ AjW-C, (7/-0. 1.2....). 

we find 

where 

(14.53) 

(14.54) 

Introducing (14.53) into the right-hand side of (14.54) and reducing 

by we have 
\ 1 ' 

‘¿V 
(14.55) 

The infinite series in la easy to sum up by using expansion 

(14.46). We have 

S-?!1 

[y ; y i 1 
*^w t_2¿' T'wJ” 

8VÍV_* V_i_! 
fmJ *3 -(«)* oW (2*)’ - (2»Pj 

»» 

:8lJ 

L7z\ 

i_IV i 
IS? T ' 

Hkt~ 
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Now, using formula (14.46) twice, after some simple tranaformationa 

we obtain 

S À* (g k*. 
(14.56) 

Introducing (14.56) Into (14.55), we obtain the following transcen¬ 

dental characteristic equation corresponding to Infinite ayutem of 

differential Eqa. (14.34): 

Equation (14.57) has an infinite number of paira of roota 

The general solution of homogenous system (14.34) will be 

“ !•<’* f)(,)= V1, ]—Tv— 
1‘<7) (r) J’ 

where Cj Ljjij are arbitr try constants. 

(14.57) 

■±c 

(14.56) 

Expressions (14.49), (14.51) and (14.56) represent the desired 

generalised displacements corresponding to expansions in cos qnct and 

+f jo¬ cos 

Let us turn to subsystems (14.28), (14.29), corresponding to expansions 

in sin qna and sin^a-f-lja. Each of these subsystems has decomposed 

completely into independent second-order equations. This is explained 

by the fact that both sin qno and sin(?n-f y)cI' vanish r.t the points of 

location of the stringers 0—— 2.n) for any q. The general 

solution of homogenous Eqs. (14.28) and (14.29) will be 

-f Cñí,e~ 

(¢,==1. 2,...), 

»("♦ T (v+ i, , n.,. ; + c-j -TTrtTT' 

(14.59) 

(14.60) 

(¢, I. 2,. .). 
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H« now turn to infinit« «uboygtem (M.2?), (U.2ü), 14.35), (14.36). 

Setting th« load tenis equal to zero and expanding the coefficients with 

the aid of Tables 13.1 and 13.2 and (14.21), (14.40), we obtain 

where 

-«sin fi^-VsIn'Pil+tJIsin ?^ +#,,<:<»p(*'#,)']- 

— Æ,*cos Pe'8, -j-v sin»)=0, 

-(«+ I)[sin p ’ll,-j-/?,cos?^)'] -I- 51(/)=0, 

— — [sin p cos P («'S,)"] — 

/ i,n + i \* i . 

~v?fcT/ 

. (e,-I. 2,...), 
- ~ [sin pi). + /?,cos p(e'0,)"] -f _ 

«•-U f-S ;/)a»0 

v’»* ". I. 2....1. 

»,-) 

n-'t 
\ » i77rJ 

(14.61) 

(14.62) 

(14.63) 

(14.64) 

(14.65) 

Dlfferentiating(14.62) and introducing the result into Eqs. (14.63), 

(14.64), we eliminate X and 9',- from them. We obtain 

(0,= 1, 2,...), (14.66) 

/*,»+" — • \* i t-,.4 
kTFTTÍ —TT70,(n 

(y,=0. I, 2,...). 

We will seek the solution oí infinite system (14.66) in the form 

•><*,,+i,(/)-C,(¢,= I, 2....), 

•«»(»♦«-iif/)—C*,,«o (¢,=0, I, 2,...). (14.67) 

Introducing (14.67) into (14.66), we obtain 

Ca s «|,+))5 1 + » 

(¢,= 1. 2,...), 

(14.68) 
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wHficipm* 

(¢,=0. I, 2,...) 

(14.69) 

«her« 
m 

+ + (14.70) 

According to (14.68), (14.69), all the constants Ca*,»+<i-i) 

are expressed in terms of c»i). Introducing (1^.68), (14.69) Into the 

right-hand side of (14.70), and reducing by C* T* o, we have 

-—^Vr—'■_+ » i.ii, (14.71) 

The Infinite series In (14.71) can be easily sunned up by using 
/ 

expansion (14.46). We have 

?_l-— +i’Vr-!-+-î_-1. 

V r—~—+—!—i. (14.72) 

Expanding the expression under the summation sign Into simple fractions 

and rearranging the terms, we obtain 

- -i-1 + ÿjèi-v-T—7--} 
U» + -—T i, + — +TJ 

fg**1 n n 

tI^ 

*.-(7+5)1 

■—t(-L-t)’ V—-—+ 

y -J 1 ' tV r"-U+*) 
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Now, using summation formula (14.46) twice, we find 

ç » ctg "-rj-ctd-i+x*)-^-]. 
(14.73) 

Introducing sum (14.72), represented by expression (14.73), into 

(14.71), after some transformations we obtain 

I ~Z 

. n « 2.1 {.»2. — ti'j- 
— =» V. 

I 
(14.74) 

Expression (14.74) represents ne transcendental characteristic 

equation of infinite subsystem (14.22), (14.26), (14.35), (14.36). This 

equation has an infinite number of pairs of roots Therefore, in 

accordance with (14.67)-(14.69), the general solution will have the form 

V -—[cî(1)*v+c,Y„ í-V] 
Hr (*«+“) 

(<7/=1.2. . . .), 

V 
•»‘vm-u - y--i—— [cíojíV+c,-*,, 

« -iî 

(^,*0, 1.2.. . . ). 

From Eqs. (14.22), (14.26), we find 

(14.75) 

(ï' fij-e’i. I 
A, ro* ß (1 4-m) J 

51(/)-0. 

’I, - - ft,*. Ic ■ e'l,. 

(14.76) 

(14.77) 

We expand (14.65) with ¿he aid of general solution (14.75). Changing 

the order of the summation and considering (14.71), we obtain 

5,(/)-(1+1) ÿ[cî„/.'+crr.,.-vj. 
(14.78) 

We integrate Eqs. (14.76), (14.77). Using the method of variation 

of arbitrary constants, we obtain 
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(14.79) 

Ellnlnatlng 6 from (14.77) with the aid of (14.7*), we also get 

\(/)=n;-/?,ctgf» [«‘MO- • 9J] f 15,(/)-5,(0)1. 
(14.80) 

Expanding (14.79), (14.80) with the aid of (14.78), we finally obtain 

I 
•in 

(14.81) 

(14.82) 

Thua, expresalons (14.75), (14.81), (14.82) represent in final form 

the general solution of infinite subsystem (14.22), (14.26), (14.35). 

(14.36) determining the deformation of the shell in the form of series in 

«*((/«±1)0 

Let us now turn to the analogous subsystem (14.23), (14.25), (14.30), 

(14.31), corresponding to series in sin(<j«±i)a Setting the load terms 

equal to zero and expanding the coefficients with the aid of the expressions 

given in Table 13.1, 13.2 and expressions (14.21), (14.40), we obtain 

- « sin ft’- y sin ' ? (i-H ) [si n fi -/?, c, >s p («'9,)']-f. 

-(- R0* cos fc'O, -f y sin* p 5J (/)*.- 0, 

(« +1 ) [sin fl q; - /?„ cos p (¿VJ _ S\ (/)=0, 

-|ís¡nM;—vosPW4-»;(f/,.M>- 

(¢, = 1,2....1. 

|[*inpn;-/í,co,p(^r]+.¡(^i)_- 

f1in + n-\\t I ., 
. 

(¢,=0,1,2....), 

(14.83) 

(14.84) 

(14.85) 
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where 

$,(<)=> —t 2d 
,4.i (14.87) 

Differentiating (14.84) and introducing the result into Eqs. (14.85), 

(14.87), we eliminate from them. We obtain 

+1 \* _i_ 
i(f|"+n 

/ " -t-1 \* 

(¢,= 1,2,...). 

IV + l|-‘\* _ 1 Ç* 
y-—J = T7Tr. 

(¢,=0.1,2,...). 

Representing the solution in the form 

“m ,,«+1) 11**1 (¢, =*> 1.2,... ), 

•lu,= (¢,=0.1,2,...), 

we find from (14.88) 

C„f|.+i,>-¡-TT 1 T7““0*«'» 
* l~ 
(¢,- 1,2,...), 

_c; 

where 

(¢,=0.1.2....), 

c;(l)»-c„.-„+ [0,,,,.+,)-0,,,,.+.- >)• 

(14.88) 

(14.89) 

(14.90) 

(14.91) 

Introducing (14.90) irto the right-hand sUe of (14.91) and reducing 

by CÎ„,#0. we obtain 

(14.92) 

:l+*. 

Expression (14.92) coincides completely /ith expression (14.71). 

Hence, the characteristic equation of infinite subsystem (14.23), (14.25), 
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(14.30), (14.31), corresponding to expansione in sln(qn+l)i, coincides 

with the characteristic equation 

>» an 2 à»  j_i_^ 

cot a* — cot — I -—I — i 

corresponding to expansions in coi(fla±i)° 

The general solution has the form 

V 7-~r,-W.//+ca..-vt 

• (¢,-1,2....fc 

--ÿ ,- 
(¢,--0,1.2,...) 

(14.93) 

From Eqs. (14.83), (14.84), we find 

*,COf P(l+l) 
s; (/)—o, 

(14.94) 

(14.95) 

We expand (14.87) with the aid of (14.93). Changing the summation 

order and considering (14.92), we obtain 

V ICWV+ca,*-»«']. (14.96) 

integrating (14.94), (14.95), we obtain 

Q 

V^’Ç + tf.cfcP [<*,(/)-»;l -4- —^——15, /)—S,(01|. 

Introducing (14.96) into (14.97), (14.98), we finally obtain 

VI-i<-culA-»-il+ 
* Rêcoê > æ—4 •* »- » 

la r9 I* 'V1*—ill -r.—^»1 • 
• f *9 I f 

(14.97) 

(14.98) 
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\ 
) 

(14.100) 

Ut us consider subsystems (14.32), (14.37). It cu. be readily seen 

that each of them in turn decomposes into independent infinite systems in 

^ ’ and consequently «*«,.♦»). corresponding to fixed 

values of r. Obviously, for an even n, the number of su. h independent 

systems in each of subsystems (14.32), (14.37) is equal to 2=?. 

and for odd n, to 

Setting the load terms equal to zero in (14.32) and considering 

(14.21), we obtain 

(14.101) (-7,-0.1.2,...); 

when r, n—r 

"i.«,•♦•-*) 
(14.102) 

(¢,-=0.1,2,...), 

where 

(14.103) 

Taking 

(14.104) 

we find from (14.101), (14.102) 

~CUr) (¢,^0.1,2,..), 

(¢,-0.1.2.. .), 
(14.105) 

tfhere 
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I 

/ 
/ 

(14.10. i 

Introducing (14.105) into the right-hand side of (14.106) and reducing 

by we obtain 

V V [ --!-j_ i_-i 

(14.107) 

The infinite series 

s-x* V 

in (14.107) is easy to sum up by reducing it first to the form 

/ 

-V-+*• V __+__ 
(14.108) 

Transforming the sum in (14.108) as we did sum (14.72), we find 

2 I V « ) V » (14.109) 

Introducing (14.109) into (14.107), we obtain a transcendental 

characteristic equation corresponding to the independen infinite system 

of subsystem (14.32) for a fixed r. After some transformations, we have 

»• sin 7k* 

cos 21* - cos 
2nr 

(14.110) 

Like the preceding equation, characteristic Eq. (14.110) has an 

infinite number of pairs of roots of the form **- ±*;. Therefore, in 

eccordanc. with (14.104), (14.105), the general solution has the form 

•"•,•+'>(0- V --ï--(CWV+Ci&e-VJ. 

^ (•‘♦vH (14.111) 
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(14.111) 
--— ic;,,/«'fen:,«“] 
r i 

~nl 

(¢,-0.1,2....). 

Expressions (14.111) represent the genersl solution of the Independent 

Infinite system of differential equations of subsystem '14.32) for a fixed 

r, corresponding to series in sin (qn+r)a and sin (qn+n-r)a. Successively 

assuming In these expressions and in Eq. (14.110) 

'-2.3.£(-T!)• 

where the integral part of the number —-1 , we obtain a complete 

spectrum of solutions of subsystem (14.32). 

Let us turn to subsystem (14.37). Setting the loal terms equal to 

zero and considering (14.21), we obtain 

for n-r 

-(Ft)'-'--- -r Sill ÿ / ' 

(¢, = 0. 1.2,...); 

5;, 
(14.112) 

for /-(«r—s 

where 

y i »in » )’ “¿I«,«.»-») — 

(¢1 =*0,1,2,.. • ). 

5v æ ^ «,»+1)' "*:i«,»n-<ij. (14.113) 

Representing the solution in the form 

•><»,«♦*»(/)**£:(«,(¢( = 0. 1,2,...), 

= (¢,= 0,1,2,...), 
(14.114) 

we find from (14.112) 
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where 

r \» . 

(-t)--- 

I» c; 

i«,-0,1,2 ...). 

'lt 2t• * •)• 

«.-0 

(14.115) 

(14.116) 

Introducing (14.115) into the right-hand side of (14.116) and reducing 

by C(1( 4 ' • we obtain 

l’ ^[(—f)’-1’ »•]''■ (U.117) 

/ 

It is evident that expression (14.117) coincides completely with 

txoression (14.107). Consequently, the characteristic equation correspond¬ 

ing to the Independent Infinite system of subsystem (14.37) for a fixed r 

coincides with Eq. (14.110). According to (14.114), (14.115), the 

general solution of (14.37) has the form 

•»(«,«♦»>(<)-= --j-r—— 

(14.118) 

/ “71 17 + c5m e~^\ 

,1*0.1,2,...: .-2,3.ïjîÿi). 

Thus, expressions (14.38), (14.49), (14.51), (14.58), (14.59), (14.60), 

(14.75), (14.81), (14.82), (14.93), (14.99), (14.100), (14.111), (14.118) 

represent the general solution of a homogeneous system of differential * 

resolvents of a stringer conical shell, which correspond to the expansion 

of warpings in an infinite trigonometric series. Such an expansion is 

not crthogonal for a stringer shell. Therefore, the nystem of differential 

§ 
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resolvents consists of infinite coupled subsystems, and the corresponding 

characteristic equations are transcendental. As a result, the desired 

generalized displacements are represented in the form of Infinite series 

in roots of these equations. The corresponding intégrât!jn constants are 

subject to determination from the conditions at the edges of the shell. 

In view of the nonorthognolity of a trigonometric expansion, the problem 

reduces to an infinite system of algebraic equations ii constants whose 

determination pertains to the fundamental characteristics of the problem 

under consideration. 

14•3. Special Coordinate Functions 

The displacements u*,, (h o) in the direction of the shell generatrices 

in accordance with the table on p. 453 and expressions (f), (j) of Part 

Three will be 

um, (h a)—’l, cos P — (\ sin p -j- c'l,/?, cos p) cos a -f- 

m 

+( - n, sin P + cos p) sin a + V (-u (/) tjn Ao+«*(/) c os *>1. 

For the generalized displacements found in the preceding section, 

expression (14.119) may be represented in the form 

njcosp- (1^ sin p+ 0^,,co>Picov a-(n^sin pcosp)X 

X sin a-f- i. I — +Cj(*> ( I — * + 
' «-i 

-j-cosa ^ [Cjd)(I — f (l —i >,1,)1 "f 

+sino2 (Cm.,(I-«‘"')+CmÍ, (l-e-V)) + 
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+ 

-» „I 

X i^3*D e "'-f Cf,*,f“V] .j. ^cosfi/^i |-/i— |)o ^ 
j, »*-° 
—VÏ ~ [CJu/i -(. 

'(Jr) . 

XX ITT íjíg 
cos(i»«-f r)o il y_ 

*Vi)*-* 
X 

'ir-') . 
X [ci„^v -f Cüî/f“*»'] 4- V y CO* (Ç./14- /1 _ r) o ^ 

tV 

m 

y + ^ Sil.t^ flic 
íjír § (<.»i)'->:. ,c!l‘,*v+ 

» 
V1*1']- ^»in (¢^1-1-/1-1)0 X 

*»- 

ÏÎ. 
XV / ! V» [Ct(i»rV-j-C¡íí,í~V] 4. 

X 



*ln(fc«+«-r)<.X 

t \t (^{(,/ -fCi(J) f-*»') , (14.120) 

Here 0,.0, O, O a« arbitrary constants, and > and Ã are deter¬ 

mined by the relations 

x = 
11K7 »in p n ' 

where the values of the parameter A* are the roots of the transcendental 

equations: 

/A* i are the roots of the equation 
' *•* 

Vcttk'-1; 

are the roots of the equation 

A*tgX'«t; 

I'M 
•’ are the roots of the equation 

4» »in 2»* _*_ 

(A^) are the roots of the equation 

2.1 ' / I»* ,* 
co. a*-CO.-- 

>• »in 3> ’ 

cu$ 2> * — co. 
2nc 

h2-3. 

Changing the order of sunmation and reducing similar terms in 

(14.120), we obtain 

*•,(4®)"’iJcfisP-f-— 2 (Cí(ii)-|-Ci(í, )—[ni sin M iJ/cfCOsP— 
J-l 

— V (C*(i(-J-CJ¡í, )] rosa I [-^sin O';A>„cos9-|- ^ (Ct|i) + 

+ Cnf,)l siiio + 
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- V^i„u jcn>u--i;, VI (- coliî*fl-+ütt 4. “JiüL \ 14. ^ I 2,(V^«)] 
*(V) 

+ V -co^u—4-V 

f-2 l«l 

cot -»- r) a 

, cos (y*n - f ) o VI. 

+(.-t;^)]+ ' 

sin 1 'f +^1(1,# 'i*1"* J4. 

V 

«•- 

I —I *«**T ï 

(*»•! . r 
m 

V~^ Í ( sin (ft" + l)o _ sin (»>n — If % 1 

- 24   ra-^2^1(,.^)--11 ;..4)’-i.)| 
J mI ' ' 

*ï S“4i(íP;* 

i VI / slnQn« 4-r)« »In (f>n-f)n_\1 

2|i ((.-4-¾ (-4-¾)) 

where the functions ux„(t), uUt(i) are determined by the expressions 

(14.121) 

^,K=Cf(„e*^"** 4-C¡íV”rf“", 

[r-'’2.£(*-4)] ■ 
(14.122) 

I'"'-2.f(i7i)‘ f'“l' 

In expresFlon (14.121), all the series of the form J can be summed 

5i>7 
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pnamiMi 

up with the aid of the known expansions* 

where 

VI «»intoa »In ia 1(¾ + l)n-<ib|| 
*»-•» 2 tin an 

cot tan _ I 
*» —a» ~~2aî 

n cot (a |(2C 4-1) n — mi|) 
2a tin an ' 

In . ^ 
— c<°< ~(C+I), Cis an integer. 

Applying (14.124) directly, we have 

“ « *»i 2 tin ni„ ■ . ' i 1 ; * . 

After certain transformations, we also obtain 

>(«»n + y|* 

V-^C «»+ 2 ) »r 

V , \ - 
*r (-' 

cot (2»t + 1)" ' 

-’*t + D* 

[ V V Jü^t-1. 

*’-( 4) • t coi #/ia 

(ik)* 
.¾1 

!.. 

■s 
ros kn • I 
•-(Vf 

COS t IQ 

n 

Now, applying formula (14.124) to (14.127), we have 

*See I. S. Gradahteyn and I. M. Ryzhik. Tables of Integrals 
Series, and Products. Moscow, Flz. Matgiz., 1963. 

(14.123) 

(14.124) 

(14.125) 

(14.126) 

(14.127) 

, Sums, 
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V(B)“nl‘ uv •> 
I *. 

tin 2.1/ 

cot (>' , |n (2t+ 1)- no) 

+ ~ 
2 tin ni 

where according to (14.125), Si is determined by the relation 

24 
(Ci + 1). 

We consider the infinite series 

J,(o) “,(o) = F - C0I^>" , cos Igtn — r)a I 

(14.128) 

(14.129) 

(14.130) 

Using simple transformations, we reduce (14.130) to a form permitting 

the use of summation formulas (14.123), (14.124). We ./ave 

5,(0) = 
2i. I f toí(’4f 7) 

|na coi igt f na 

[ í» + | 
[n ~H 1 

cut 

1 V í C0*(**'*"n')n,‘ C0*(f»-f)na ] 

¢)1 (T"H (7 i 

f “‘1 !f* + TÍ 1 nu cot 1 

l «* + l [ ñ +l*j f* ■( n +*"] iJI 

— sin ra 
* im Una 

*’ (7-ï") 

— (-7 COS / O X 
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cm Ana S — sin r« S A tin Ana 

-ÍT-) 

cm Am 

Now, using formulas (14.123), (14.124), we can easily obtain 

5,(s). cot fO -.. . . “’¡(i-i..)1«-».).--1 ♦ 

■•'-(t)' 2"l -(t-M* (14.131) 

«.((f ) ((¾ + l)n —m| + «i| 

•In j 
i « +Í*') 1* 

Setting r - 1 in (14.131), we find 

cos a-(-ÏJ, V r-f”«»" * I eM(ftn- .)a 

= —coso-j-X*, |S,(a)Jr_| •Í" 

+ ÍÍ1L 
' 2 

(ni„)F_ I 

j(~ —*»i)((2: + I ) n — na| + aj 

M 7~\ 

+ ».i)«« + li it — nu| + a 

^ - -t ‘.1 ) n (14.132) 

Using (14.131), we also have 

CM ra_ j co, (ftn r) a 
+ 

CM(ftW —r)a 

(--7/-¾ 

Ilk 

2 

k- r fn* ¡(-^-»*)l(2C+l)*-naJ +raj 

"•t 

¡^~ [*2; + I)« —na| + raj 

h8-3’.W)] 

(14.133) 
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We now consider Che Infinite series 

.«m (ytn — /•) a 1 

. V - LŸ î» I 
^ L^ T'' " " 

As was done in summing up infinite series (14.130), we find 

(14.134) 

S,lo) »,n /¾ -f- n «ln ¡(f-i.,' 1 ((.. + l).i— na] + r«J 

«in 1 1 « 

«in i(-^ + »„)l(2: + l>»-"«l + «) 

(14.135) 

sinl n(-^ + ï„),l 

Assuming that r - 1 in (14.135), we find 

.. V'l I Sn i,o «ln (fie — 1)» 1 
•ln«+*,i y.\} i V« n i . i '• -, 

sin a -fill (5,(0)),.1 - 

+ *JL 

M-\ 

l(*£- - irt),(* + I) * - «*) + • 

•In |(-^- + i„ j 1(2C + 1) n — no] + oj 

+ 

{T + in)n 

Using (14.135), we also have 

«.„(a)-«, 
«In ,u 
r (f)-‘ 

»in (yyi -f f> a 

9k+~n) -¾ 

«In (fy.-r)o 
2“ 

«In It±i 
•in 
(t-^) 

«m )[(2: + i)n —no] + roj 

•in ^ ! * 

\rX3.£(rr-)l' 
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I P'lUNW 
l:! 

Transposing the reference point for angle a to the point «—a — 2n „ 
— - ß , «' 

where p la integral part of the number we obtain 

2n 

where 
(p+iT. (14.138) 

Carrying out a substitution of variables in accoriance with (14.138) 

in (14.126), and considering (14.48) and (14.125), we finaily obtain 

*.»(“)= - T^TT cos - t) ■ 2 »in \ * / (14.139) 

Let us turn to expression (14.128). Considering (1..125), (14.130) 

and (14.138), we have 

n n n 
(14.140) 

Comparing (14.138) and (14.140), we find 

P-“|l - (-D'l- (14.141) 

Introducing (14.141) into (14.128) and considering that Ç 

finally obtain 

¢,,(0)--=-H 
’•r a «o» * 

-(-1 '•‘"’»¿It-*) 

p, we 

(14.142) 

Let us turn to expressions (14.132), (14.133). Performing the sub¬ 

stitution of variables in accordance with (14.138), after some transformations 

we finally obtain 

*«,(«)- co,° + • 
K, 

In X 

X [cos Psin (1-5) + ço*~(/'+1 ) sin »;,{j. (14.143) 
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c '¿.ir 
coi 2à,. - cm — —■ 

X\cm1üL plin2A;f(I -0+ COS 2^(/»+1)»in^|] 

1 " [ „ , , (14.144) 
lrm2-3' - )]• 

After the eubstltutlor. of variables in expressiona (14.136), (14.137), 

we also oHaJ.t 

♦,„(«)«—+_il 
(ni,,)*—1 --.j,« ... ^ 

co* 2> ,t - cm —— (14.145) 

X [ s*n -Ç- A ^¡n 2>:,( I -1,r «in -ÎL , ) sjn ^,] t 

» • e t « • — 
* 

x[*»nr*tn ~(/*f Diin^iJ 

('-'•s.‘("t1)]- 

(14.146) 

Ue introduce the notation 

’Çcoso+f £ [cí(.,+ci¡:)i=c- 

-»i;sinP+n^.cosp+V [C^.+C^j^C,. 
#-1 

-tsinp-*;#. cos P+2 lcio*+c5i)]-c- 
#-l 

sin 1/10 = ^,,,(0), 

(14.147) 

sin ^/i + -j)a= *,»(«). 

f-'w ^’n«- 

Now, general expression (14.121) for HKt(<.c) may be represented in 

the form 

.c \ 
m 

,(/,^)=0,+0,510 0 4 C,cos0-)-2 2- 1^/(0^1^(0)+^(/)^,,,(411. (14.148) 
#•1 r»0 

It follows from the above that the functions ¢1.-(1), ¢1.-(0) form s 

complete system of special coordinate functions characteristic of a 

iiaiiOiaiiiiaüifliaeMHo J 
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circular conical shell of constant thickness with a regulai set of 

stringers. It will be shown below that this system is orthogonal on 

the circle if the corresponding quadratures are understood in the sense 

of Stieltjes integrals, extended to both the shell proper and the stringers. 

Hence it may be concluded that the special coordinate functions are normal. 

In solving the problem in these functions, the system of differential 

resolvents of a stringer shell decoroposes completely as in the case of the 

solution of a smooth shell in trigonometric functions. 

The system of coordinate functions obtained is applicable to the 

analysis of both conical and cylindrical shells with a longitudinal 

structure. In the latter case, it is necessary to percorm the corres¬ 

ponding passage to the limit, as was shown in Ch. XIII. 



Chapter XV ANALYSIS OF A SHELL WITH A LONGITUDINAL STRUCTURE 

IN SPECIAL COORDINATE FUNCTIONS 

As was noted In Part One, the resolvents tor the adopted computational 

model of a shell can be obtained both on the basis of variational treat¬ 

ment and by differential formulation of the corresponding boundary value 

problem. These approaches are fundamentally equivalent, but when using 

the variational method, it is first necessary to specify a system of 

coordinate functions, whereas in the differential app oach, the solution 

nan be sought in the form of a series in the eigenfunctions of the cories- 

oending homogeneous problem. Therefore, while in the former case the 

result depends substantially on the choice of the coordinate finctions, 

in tie latter case these functions are automatically the "best." 

In the case under consideration, the differential formulation of 

the boundary value problem is complicated by the presence of the 

reinforcing structure, which generates discontinuities of the first 

kind in the tangential forces S^. In the framework of classical 

analysis, this requires the extremely cumbersome procedure of "sewing" 

of the solution in portions. However, this car. be avoi led by using the 

device of generalized functions. This device is most convenient when 

studying systems whose model is based on the syntheses of discrete and 

continuous elements. Such systems include, first of all, bars, plates 

and shells with discrete elements concentrated at points and on lines 

and individual surfaces - lumped masses and moments oi Inertia, 

reinforcing structure, supporting lawyers of zero thickness, etc. 
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All the necessary data pertaining to the device of generalized 

functions are presented In Appendices I and II. Appendix III discusses 

examples illustrating the proposed general method of integrating 

differential equations with singularities of the type of the delta 

function and its derivatives. For convenience« further treatment 

includes references to the Appendix. It is suggested that the reader 

who is not familiar with the device of generalized functions first 

become familiar with the contents of Appendix I. 

In the present chapter, the boundary value problem urcer considera¬ 

tion is reduced to equations in partial derivatives wich variable delta- 

function type coefficients. Separating the variables by the Fourier 

method, we arrive at a homogeneous equation with varlaole delta-function 

type coefficients whose eigenfunctions coincide to within the multiplier 

with the normal coordinate functions of the stringer shell, obtained in 

the preceding chapter. Analysis of this homogeneous equation makes it 

possible to establish the orthogonality properties as well as other 

important properties of these functions. Constructing the solution 

in the form of expansions in these functions, we will consider certain 

specific problems under different boundary conditions. 

15.1. Boundary Value Problem. Integro-Differential Resolvent 

The hypothesis of nondeformability of the cross section of a shell 

in its plane is primarily due to the presence of transverse constraints 

such as rings and diaphragms. Therefore, eliminating from consideration 

the forces in the transverse constraints, we will use :he differential 
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!ÍÍI|W*ÍW¡f!WW* f IHMif iillBMWIiíl'illi --,-,-.,.1,..-,,...,,,.. , 

cqulllbriird equation of an element of the middle surface of the shell 

in the direction of the axis of revolution 

-((1-2)7.] 4 —--- —Q, -r 
d? 1 *' Sin ? thi cos » *i ^ 

J ^TToii 0- pusinP). 
(15.1) 

Neglecting in this equation the term containing Qn , in comparison 

with the others, we will hereinafter proceed from the equation 

<> 

«2 
1(1-2)7-1 + -i- -i-5. _ = _ 7?,O-2) 7- (15.2) 

Equation (15.2) will obviously be exact in the case of not only a 

cy xndrical but also a conical shell if the shfc.l proper has zero moment. 

Making the substitution of variables 

we obtain 

— tr>T »-L-!-Ë_ c _ pitu p.«.o) 
0( < •*' ^ sm p On ^ sin p cos p 

The elasticity relations will be taken in the form 

7"-, = «, i 

O^oY«,—, > 

(15.3) 

(15.4) 

(15.5) 

(15.6) 

where the equivalent thickness hj pertains to elements subjected to 

normal stresses 0 , and h0, to elements subjected to tangential stresses 

• t - r li^i 

Geometrical relations (2.2) for a circular conical shell assume 

the form 

»in p sm p«-‘ *>“». 
£-,= 

Pt) 0Ï «o 01 (15.7) 
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y, 
i Ou, __. i »l»JL /4^-W *"■ ä,(i-2) *» + «. îz ICzjT 

(15.8) 

Expanding (15.5), (15.6) with the aid of (15.7), v|15.8) and Intro¬ 

ducing the result into (15.4), we obtain 

at 

Gemf P,. 

(15.9) 

Equation (15.9) contains two unknown functions. 

The longitudinal displacement «»., “u*, (4 °) is the desired function 

of two variables. 

In view of the adopted computational model, the tangential displace¬ 

ment may be represented in the form 

+ + (15.10) 
#* 

where n*. q»- ®* are the desired functions of one variable. 

The thickness hg will be assumed independent of the coordinate a. 

Then, introducing (15.10) into (15.9), we obtain 

v *in'p (*l ~¡r )+^r"+sin y [cos 0 

-fsin a -JL 
f/'*0 CM ? 

(15.11) 

Equation (15.11) contains four unknown functions. 

Adding to (15.11) the equations of the cut-off equilibrium portion 

of the shell, written in displacements, we obtain a couplete system of 

equations ln umt{t,a)‘, »1, [1), (Ó- 



For a circular conical shell, we have from (2.48) 

f sin p cos n 'I-Z)^o+f ^*1*! sin Q (1-2)^0--0,(2), 
• 0 

•« _ 1« __ 
“jF^sinPtln o(l—2)#,</a-)-J S, rosa(l —2)/?^/o« = Q,(2), 

f TM' cot p ( I -2) R¿a = N, (2), 
V 

I« 
j ^,410^5(00(1-2) /,^0=^,(2), 

t« 
— [ T-«, sin pcosa(l —ZŸIJijJa 

k 

’f ( I - 2)*AÍí/a = .»/,(2). 

(15.12) 

(15.13) 

(15.14) 

(15.15) 

(15.16) 

(15.17) 

Expanding (15.12)-(15.17) with the aid of elasticity lelatlons 

(15.5), (15.6) and formulas (15.7), (15.8), we obtain 

— Y*io*ß f —— coso da -f sio o da-\- 
it *, oJ do 

+ Oí' sio ß (e-'n,)* - Qt (4 
** àu 

' Vslo*ß f sio o-it-do -}-1 ---1 casada— 
j * *« i1 ^ 

- nc» sin ß ) = Q, (/). 
flf 

’■ «■.. », rfg^ AMO_ 
dl *o £*« sin P cos ß 

IS 

J 
f -ÍJ- s 
.) dl *, 

sin 0(/0= 
Cfto^o sin p cos p 

—*-L cos 0(/0= „ ., 
if/ *0 £*o«o P C'JS p 

*L 
dt 

(0 

2nf?JOAo »in P 

(15.18) 

(15.18) 

(15.19) 

(15.20) 

(15.21) 

(15.22) 

(15.23) 

It is easy to show that the system of seven Eqs. (15.11), (15.18)- 

(15.23) in the four unknowns “«,• ’U. ^1,. 0, is simultaneous. We will 

Integrate Eq. (15.2) over the coordinate a from zero to 2ir, taking into 

consideration the periodicity of the tangential forces. Using the table 

on p. 453 and expression (p) of Part Three, we can ootain 
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1 
i 

|u-2) (r^cosftAWo-/V,|-0. 
(15.24) 

Multiplying Eq. (15.2) once by sin o, and again by coa a, ve integrate 

it again over a from 0 to 2tt. Taking the table on p. A53 and expreaaion 

(p) oí Part Three into account, we obtain 

¿ i T-, *in a »in p ( I - 2)»/,^a j+/, J J Tmt sin o sin p(I - 2\ RJ* - 
i« ® i H -i 
~j ( 1 —2) R^ta I -hRij »0, 

(15.25) 

¿2 r^coseslnKl—2)*/,/?^ej+/,^ 7^ 0080 810 0(1-2)/^0 + 

+ j B(‘ -?)-7?,,-0, 

whence, using Eqs. (15.1>), (15.13), we have 

” /.Q* Rit • Tesina sin p(l 

^,008 0 810 0(1-2)^,^0 

(15.26) 

(15.27) 

(15.28) 

Since on the basis of expressions (p) of Part Ihre« 

/a-A-tf- 

'A-*.,— 

it follows from Equs. (15.29), (15.30) that 

d ffV 
- II/«1 

L;! ' 

810 0810 0(1-2)/,,//,(/0 — Al,|s»0, 

coso sin p(l -2):/,//,(/u+(M, =0. 

(15.29) 

(15.30) 

(15.31) 

(15.32) 

Comparing Eqs. (15.24), (15.31), (15.32) resulting from the system 

of Eqs. (15.2), (15.12), (15.13), with Eqs. (15.14)-(14.16), respectively, 

we conclude that tht latter also result from system (15.2), (15.12), 

(15.13) if the solutions of this system are subordinated to the static 
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boundary conditions. It follows that the systeir of seven Eqs. (15.2), 

(15.12)-(15.17) is simultaneous, and hence, the system of seven Eqs. 

(15.11), (15.18)-(15.23) in the four unknown functions “«,•’l* »1». *» 

is also simultaneous. 

Prom Eqs. (15.12), (15.13), (15.15), (15.16) it is easy to obtain 

Here ai,.. Mu, are the moments of the external forces, applied to the cut 

off portion of the shell, about axes 0,*,. 0,1/,,. passing through the cone 

^pex and parallel to the Ox, Oy axes. 

Introducing the expanded expression for the force S«,«»* into 

(15.33), (15.34) we obtain 

(15.35) 

(15.36) 

We eliminate the unknowns nx and riy from (15.11) with the aid of 

expressions (15.35), (15.36). Transforming by parts the Integrals 

entering into these expressions and allowing for the periodicity of the 

3« 

(15.37) 
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From (15.35), (15.36), we also have 
# 

i 

+ J e-tj .,,(1.0.1. (15.38) 

I 

Integro-differential Eq. (15.37) in the unknown displacements .„,(*• a) 

in the direction of the shell generatrices is the main resolvent of the 

problem. In particular, this equation reduces to the system of ordinary 

differential equations (Eqs. (m), (n) of Part Three) obtained by the 

variational method, if the desired displacements are represented 

in the form of a unary series in the coordinate a. 

The components V,(0 * 0f transitional displf cement of the cross 

section of a shell as a solid for the displacement u^ obtained are 

determined by expressions (15.38). 

The angle of rotation 6z(t) of the cross section is determined 

Independently of the displacement u„ and components q*. t|,kfrom Eq. 

(15.23). Hence, In torsion, the cross section remains planar, owing 

to the regular arrangement of the stringers. 

The solution of system (15.37), (15.18)-(15.23) must satisfy the 

boundary conditions of the problem - the conditions of periodicity of 

the displacements and forces over the coordinate a and the boundary 

conditions on the ends of the shell when 2-»0 (t~0) and Z-Zi 
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The boundary conditions may be kinematic, static, or giixed- Moreover, 

in view of the adopted computational model, the static conditions in the 

longitudinal direction can be satisfied in detail, i.e., identically, 

and in the transverse direction, only integrally. 

Let us now consider a shell with constant thickness h » h^, reinforced 

along the generatrices (m-l, 2,..., n) by a set of stringers with 

the same cross-sectional area AZ-AfiZ). 

Proceeding from the obvious representation 

(15.39) 

*. 

where F,(Z, 91, <fj) is the area of elements subjected to normal stresses, 

on the portion of arc of the crows section Z * const, bounded by arbitrary 

angles will interpret the shell with the longitudinal 

structure as a shell of variable thickness 

(15.AO) 

where A(o «».) is Dirac's delta function, concentrated at the point «-•«*.,= — 

(see Section 1.1 of Appendix 1). 

Introducing (15.40) into (15.39) and integrating, one can readily 

a ¡certain that the result corresponds to the stringer shell under 

''.onsideratlon for any ^ and This confirms the adopted concept. 

Making the substitution of variables I—/-«' in (15.40) and introduc¬ 

ing the result into (15.37), we obtain the fundamental integro-differential 

equation of a stringer conical shell 



(15.41) 

Ysin(ß — 
di 

[l+f-(JíLílL V 
I ^ ^ 

t« 

+7 J «-,«.{) 

»(o-oj 
ÔU. 
+^+ 

cos(o —()d{ 

nnJ^Q cig f Wsin 0 - M». (0 co* o] - ^ f“ /»,. 

15.2. Honogenous Problem. Eigenvalues and Eigjafunctlons 

He will assume that the cross-sectional area of a (trlnger changes 

linearly along the length: 

!/•',( I -2) (15.42) 

In this case, we apply the Fourier method fo Eq. (15.41). Repre¬ 

senting the partial solution of the corresponding homogereous solution 

in the form 

we have 

Y,Én,P[|+^L'^»(o_a<t)]í/.O+^. + |í/^(|)cM(a_|)<í^07 

(15.43 

(15.44) 

Introducing (15.43) into equilibrium Eqs. (15.20)-(15.22), we find 

for the case of the homogeneous problem: 

n 
Qk,da=*0, 

u'l 
S« 

u'¡ 

O sin aA,da=:0, 

® cosaAi</o=0. 

Dividing (15.44) by the product, we obtain 

(15.45) 

(15.46) 

(15.47) 
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(15.48) 

I« 

-7 \ ®(l)C0S(B-|)rfl. 
0 

The right-hand side of (15.48) depends only on the coordinate a, 

and hence 

</* (/) 

“i/pr *- 

Denoting 

ysin'p 

ve obtain ordinary differential equations in U and ¢: 

U"---UzmO, 

whose solutions must satisfy conditions (15.45)-(15.47). 

(15.49) 

(15.50) 

The parameter A must be determined from the periodicity conditions 

of the solution. From (15.43), and also (15.5)-(15.8) it follows that if 

the displacemerts 1¾ and internal forces Njo t Sn m are periodic in o, then 
z z z 

q>(0)=~<& (Un), 

®'(0)«=*'(2«) (15.51) 

The general solution of Eq. (15.49) will be 

when i > 

l/7" Î t/T ' 
U(t)—Clev 1 ""'f-f-Cji-K 1 

when A»o 

U (/)=Ct+f-ih 

Let us turn to Eq. (15.50). 

(15.52) 

(15.53) 

For an arbitrary value of the parameter o, this equation, like any 

hom. ; encous equation, has a trivial solution Nontrivial solutions 
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of Eq. (15.50), satisfying conditions (15.51), are possible only for 

certain discrete values of the parameter A. These values of the parameter 

and the corresponding solutions of Eq. (15.50) are called eigenvalues 

and eigenfunctions of the equation. Analyzing Eq. (15.50), ore can 

easily establish that f;he eigenvalues of the parameter A are real, and 

the eigenfunctions corresponding to the different eigenvalues are 

orthogonal with weight i + Al Vi(a_a i 
«0*0 Jmf ' 

Let A ■ Ab be some eigenvalue, and the corresponding 

eigenfunction. Then 

[9« 3* 

cosa J®,(o)cosada+sin aj’*4(a) sin ada | = 0, 

where the weight function 

RqIiq 
V»(a—aj, 

(15.55) 

and in addition, 

®,(0)=«,(2n), 

(15.56) 

Multiplying (15.54) by <l>a(u), we integrate the result over o 

from 0 to 2ir: 

1« __ a ^ 

V Q>\oda 4- — Jl (\b m\ r/\c «w.» i I C a i~\-:_»_ 1 ) s* 
(15.57) 

J +A, ^ + -i- jf jl».!«) cos ada + J J ®,(o)sin adaj )=0. 

Integrating the first term in (15.57) by parts while considering 

(15.56), we obtain 

I •b/l'/ia *- — \ 4*, rlu. 

Introducing (15.58) into (15.57), we find 

(15.58) 
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(15.59) r>a 
whence it follows that all the eigenvalues are real. 

We will establish the lower limit of the eigenvalues. Integrating 

by parti while considering (15.56) in the second term of the numerator 

of (15.59), we have 

\ - *7II5 *»<•> *in + J (°) •'o “‘•j J 
i,»*---j;--- 

f C*'“ (15.60) 

we find 

Applying Bunjakowski's inequality to (15.60) 

j *** < ^j ?dx yfj fdx, 

im 

í,¡" , 
~ TT 

I + *zL 
2 •;<■.> 

>-i. 
(15.61) 

^0*0 

Estimate (15.61) does not give an exact lower boundary. Below, 

analyzing the solution of Eq. (15.54), we will show that C>0. 
% 

Integrating the right- and left-hand sides of Eq . (15.54) over a 

from 0 to 2n and allowing for periodicity ®.(a) (15.66). we /lnd 

2« 
K f ^Ada=0, 

* 

whence, for eigenvalues different from zero 

JO.Odo-O, i,/0. (15.62) 
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Successively multiplying (15.54) by sin a snd cos a and integrating 

each time over a from 0 to 2n, taking (15.56) into account, we obtain 

h 
xt f ®,(a)sino®(o)do™0. 

>• 

1 •.(ajcoseale)*«—0, 

whence for eigenvalues different from zero 

(15.63) 
Ç0,(a)co»oo(o) i/a = 0, ^,^0. 

On the basis of (15.62), (15.63), considerin'* 115.55), we conclude 

that relations (15.45)-(15.47) and hence, equilibrium Eqs. (15.20)-(15.22) 

are fulfilled identically when l.#0 . 

Let 1=1,,. 1=*^b be some eigenvalues and (0)=^,1(^ ¢(0)=^(0) be the 

eigenfunctions. Then, 

2« 

(15.64) 

(15.65) 

and in addition 

«*,.(0) =.♦„(:>*), ¢:,(0) 

*BlO) = 1'rt(2n). <,(0)=, ¢,, (2a). (15.66) 

Multiplying (15.64) by and (15.65) by a»,,, we Integrate the left- 

and right-hand sides of the equations over u from 0 to 2ir, taking (15.66) 

into account. We obtain 

(15.67) 

(15.68) 

(15.67) 
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Subtracting (15.68) fro« (15.67) termwise, we find 

2« 

(^ii ~*n) j 
whence it follows that the fcigenfunctions corresponding to the different 

eigenvalues are orthogonal on the circle with weight #(o) (15.55): 

® (15.69) 

In addition, introdu;ing (15.68) into (15.67), we have for a.,**., 

— — 0 (15.70) 

It is also easy to show that the eigenfunctions are orthogonal with 

weight o(a) with respect to their derivatives. Indeed, multiplying Eq. 

(15.54) by •;(■) and integrating the left- and right-hard sides over a 

from 0 to 2n, we have 

J •id (•,)-f X, ^ .f JLcos(u/a ^ co,„¿u 

V . ’* 1 
¢,5(004/01 •«sínodo =0, 

whence. Integrating by parts and considering periodicity conditions 

(15.56), we obtain 

2« 

j •«•iodo = 0, A,/0. 
(15.71) 

In accordance with estimate (15.61), it is also necessary to study 

the question of presence of zero eigenvalues in integro-differentlal 

Eq. (15.50). 

Setting A - 0 in (15.50), we obtain 

+ O)M=0i (15.72) 
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where 

la 
cos cuta; 

u 
ada. 

from (15.72) we find 

0(a)=*D, + öiO+J-(i4coso-|-ßsin 0)t 

where Dq, are arbitrary constants. 

(15.73) 

(15.74) 

Satisfying periodicity conditions (15.56), we firu 

D|“° (15.75) 

Introducing (15.74) into (15.73) while considering (15.75), we 

obtain the identities 

A ■ A, B ■ B, 

whence it follows that the quantities A and B can be arbitrary, i.e., 

the solution of Eq. (15.50) satisfying periodicity condition (15.51) 

when A - 0 will be 

♦ (a)**D#-f Z), sin o-|-D,cosa, (15.76) 

where D^, D^, D2 are arbitrary constants. 

Thus, A • 0 constitutes a triply degenerate eigenvilue of Eq. 

(15.50). To within the multiplier, the corresponding eigenfunctions 

*M—I; —sino; ♦„—cosa. (J5.77) 

Let us turn to relations (15.45)-(15.47). Since when A - 0 the 

quadrstures 
:• 2a j j 1*H sin uA|(ya, '1',. cosaA|da 

are known in advance to be different from zero, it is necessary to satisfy 

the conditions 
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I 

I U‘m(t)^-U'ui(t)= ( 0. l0* u. 

by setting in general solution (15.53), corresponding ro s zero eigenvalue 

C1 " °- (15.78) 

It follows that in the case of a homogeneous problem, functions 

(15.77) correspond to displacement of the shell as a solia. The remaining 

eigenfunctions correspond to different forms of warping of the cross 

section of a stringer shell acted on by a self-balancea boundary load. 

Turning to expression (14.148), which constituter the expansion of 

the displacement Hm,*1' ii special coordinate functions d>;<r(u), 

we see that the first three terms of this expansion correspond to eigen¬ 

functions (15.77) and functions (15.53) under condition '15.78). It will 

oe shown below that all the eigenfunctions of Eq. (15.50) and corresponding 

functions U(t) (15.52) completely coincide with coordinate functions 

and generalized displáceme its 1/,., of expansion (14.148). When the 

eigenfunctions corresponding to the degenerate eigenvalues are orthogo- 

nalized, this will permit ua to construct a system of normal coordinate 

functions orthogonal on the cross sectional contour of the circular 

stringer shell. 

1 

Let us first .consider a simpler problem by confining ourselves to 

the case in which the external load is such that the displacements i,, (i. a)«0. 

This takes place if the external load reduces to a resultant directed 

along the axis of the shell, and also when the shell is loaded with a 

cyclic self-balanced load. 

Setting Ujj^ * 0 in (15.9), in view of (15.55), we have for the case 

of the homogeneous problem 

Y sin* ? Q -l":“"«. 
<>0 ' ¡mi 

!>8i 
i 
! 
/ 

-0. 
(15.79) 



Representing the pertiel solution of (15.79) in the fom 

a)=-iy(l)U>(a), 

we obtein 

(15.80) 

(15.81) 

(15.82> 
where 

(15.83) 

The problem of finding the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of Eq. 

(15.81) which satisfy conditions (15.82) is analogous to the classical 

Stunn-Liouville problem. The difference is that in the classical problem, 

the weight function q(a) is assumed to be continuous, while in the case 

under consideration q(a) has singularities represented ly delta functions. 

Problem (15.81)-(15.82) for eigenvalues is analyzed in Appendix IV. 

This problem is solved on the basis of the general method of integration 

of differential equations with singular coefficients, discussed in 

Appendix II. An orthonormalized spectrum of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 

of problem (15.81)-(15.82) was obtained. The spectrum of eigenvalues 

forms a discrete sequence tending to infinity which conteins one zero 

and an infinite number of positive eigenvalues. This speettum consists 

of [2a-3f ^5^1.infinite chains of eigenvalues constituting the roots 

of different cheracteristic equations in the parameter 

ñ • With the exception of one equation, these equations completely 

coincide with the characteristic equations obtained iu Section 14.2, 

where the problem was solved in trigonometric series. 
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ïhe eigenfunctions of problem (15.81)-(15.82) corresponding to the 

coinciding roots and the coordinate functions obtained in Section 14.3 

also coincide to within the multiplier. 

The only exception are ths coordinate functions a»„i and a»*,, 

which do not coincide with che analogous eigenfunctions of problem 

(15.81) -(15.82). The characteristic equations corresponding to them do 

not coincide either. This is explained by the fact that we obtained the 

coordinate functions ¢,.,. a»,., while solving infinite subsyncems of 

differential equations corresponding to expansions in «-os(</ii*l)u and 

sin(flrt±l)a. Only the indicated subsystems contain the components nx» 

rj of the transverse displacement un , and hence, the coordinate functions 
z 

<P,K. ‘J’i.r cannot be present in the spectrum of eigenfunctions of problem 

(15.81) -(15.82), since the problem was formulated under the condition 

Let us again return to general integro-differential equation (15.50). 

It was shown above that the first three terms of the expansion of the 

displacement «„,(/, u) in special coordinate functions correspond to eigen¬ 

functions (15.77) of problem (15.50)-(15.51) when X - 0. We will now show 
f 

that the remaining sppeial coordinate functions and the corresponding root 
I 

of the characteristic equeMons are the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of 

problem (15.50)-(15..>1). 

i 

Turning to the '.nitial representation of special coordinate functions 
I 

in the form of trig;nometric series, we can observe that none of the 

coordinate functiot.i, with the exception of a»,,:.®»*'- contain the first 

terms of the expand.on sin a, cos a and hence, all are orthogonal with 
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respect to these tens on the circle. Therefore, for any of the Indicated 

coordinate functions, substitution into Eq. (15.50) yields 

(15.84) 
*■ • ¡ J 

We will specify the unknown parameter X in the fonr 

(15.85) 

wh*r* i® the root of the characteristic equation obtained by solving 

the problem in trigonometric series, and corresponding to the coordinate 

function • in (15.84). However, as wa*: shown above, the system of 

coordinate functions ♦ is identical to the spectrum of eigenfunctions 

of the special Sturm-Llouvllle problem (see Section 3, Appendix IV). 

The only exceptions are the coordinate functions ú',.,. and eigen¬ 

functions i yi«i. Yu«'- Therefore, taking into consideration the relationship 

between the parameter X* and eigenvalue X of the special Sturm-Liouville 

problem (see Section 2, Appendix IV), we come to the conclusion that 

It follows that all the coordinate functions 4 with the exception of <Di,i. * 

are the eigenfunctions of the general problem in eigenvalues (15.50)-(15.51). 

The corresponding eigenvalues X are determined from tne characteristic 

equations obtained in the special Sturm-Llouvllle problem (Section 2, 

Appendix IV), and also by solving the problem in trigonometric series 

(Section 14.2). 

The functions (p„i and <p»t, represented by expressions (14.143), 

(14.145), are also the eigenfunctions of problem (15.50)-(15.51), and the 
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A values (15.85), wheie X* are the roots of character!0M<_ Eq. (14.74), 

are its eigenvalues. This can be readily ascertained by directly sub¬ 

stituting ¢,., and *uh Into Eq. (15.50). We will show how this Is done. 

The weight function q(a) (15.55) entering into Eq. (15.50) contains 

the delta functions ft,«- «,) it la obvious, therefore, that the second 

derivative of the coordinate function Í also contains delta-function type 

singularities, and the first derivative « undergoes discontinuities of 

the first kind at points «-«»,. i.e., in the usual sense, only one-sided 

derivatives exist at these points. Hence, 

^(0)^^-0)+2(^(^,+0)-^, ,-0))»(a-a+ (15.87) 

»here ®W0). ¢-,.,-0, are one-alded first derlv.tlve. on the right end 

left at the point .-..r and ¢-,,,-01 is the second derivrtlve on the left. 

The coordinate functions ^i.i and in the form (14.143), (14.145) 

contain two variable quantities p and Ç related to a as follows: 

a = — (p+ ¢), 
n 

(¿r)1 
where 

Therefore, in calculating <j)'(o«+0) it is necessary to assume 

P-m, 1-0. 

and in calculating ©'(«„-o) 

(15.88) 

(15.89) 
p-m—I, 

The second derivative on the left ©"(a-0) should be calculated by 

assuming that 



'-'(sr) (15.90) 

Is Independent of a. 

From (1A.143), (1A.145) for values of p and Ç corresponding to 

(15.88), (15.89), we find 

and also 

•'« fa.^0) _ÏLX*.* sin 2« „ **• sin — n,' 
(®«-f 0) —(a — 0)= J 

cos 

•iilfo —0)at — Sn • 
/.i •Tí-—-L* ' 

I CM 21* _ 2« «I — CM — 

®w(a —0)« _ çot a 

(15.91) 

(15.92) 

where the p values are determined by relation (15.90). 

Turning to the Initial reprosentation of «Dki. iu the form of 

trigonometric series (14.132), (14.136), we find 

f cos arfado, l *,Msinada=«—n, 
1 ó 

3 « 

1 

® 6' 
** 3 « 

j 4>«nc°sada—— f sin ada»0. 

U5.93) 

Now, expanding (15.87) with the aid of (15.91), (15.92) and introduc¬ 

ing the result as well as (14.143), (14.145) into Eq. (IS.50), we can 

obtain, taking (15.85), (12 93) into account. 
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•I>,„ I l)SU«/U MU U ij'l*,,, sin u du 
0 

i_i *>n^‘_.!< 

. '1* 1' 0 ^ * 
— 1 cus 2X-1 — coi — 

/i 
(15.94) 

X V sin sin «„iia —u,.), 
»»-I 

9« 

^'^(f C0,aV ¢,,, l osarfa i sin a is oda i sin a V ¢,,, sir ado 

,% 0 *«l 

COI il., — cos — 
,l fl 

cos (a — o^). 

Turning to characteristic Eq. (14.74) in V.,, we see that the 

expression in square brackets of (15.94) is equal to zero. Hence, the 

right-hand sides of (15.94) are identically equal to zero. This proves 

that the coordinate functions qilllt ¢,., are the eigenfunctions of problem 

where Kr are the roots of (15.50)-(15.51), and the values 

characteristic Eq. (14.74), are its eigenvalues. 

Thus, the spectrum of eigenfunctions of general problem 

(15.50)-(15.51) is completely identical to the system of special coordi¬ 

nate functions of expansion (14.148). Therefore, hereinafter we will 

use the notation adopted in (14.148) for both. 

The special Sturm-Liouville problem has a nonne*:.alive spectrum of 

eigenvalues. Obviously, the spectrum of eigenvalues 'f general problem 

(15.50)-(15.51) will alsr be nonnegative if Eq. (14.74) has only real 

roots. 

It follows from (15.59) that the value Aai is real. Therefore, 

C = ^ can be either real or purely imaginary, ^e will show that k'tU 

satisfying Eqs. (14.74) can be only real. Let us as.iume the opposite: 



(15.95) 

where ß is e real nimber. Introducing (15.95) into Eq. (14.74), »• can 

readily reduce this equation to the form 

We have reached a contradiction, since for any real ß 

?$h2p>0, 

ch 2? — cos — > 0. 
n 

Hen-* !• real, and x.,>0. 

Thus, we have obtained a spectrum of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 

of general problem (15.50)-(15.51). 

It was shown above that eigenfunctions corresponding to different 

eigenvalues were orthogonal with weight q(a). Eigenfunctions correspond¬ 

ing to the seme eigenvalues (such eigenvalues are called degenerate) may 

also be nonorthogonal. However, by using them to construct the corres¬ 

ponding linear combination, one can arrive at orthogonal aigenfunctions 

in this case as well, as was done in Section 3, Appendix 

The spectrum of eigenfunctions of problem (15.50)-(15.51) contains 

the triply degenerate value A - 0 and f of infinite chains of 

doubly degenerate eigenvalues W., (,-1. ..EjfLri).,., 2 

The eigenfunctions corresponding to the values j_| 2 

coincide with the eigenfunctions yIïr, yn,r(r«2, 3,..., 2. 00]. 

orthogonal!zed in Section 3, Appendix IV. Hence, all that remains to be 

done is to examine the question of orthogonality of the eigenfunctions 

corresponding to A - 0 and » A , 
sl • 
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The eigenfunctions corresponding to A « 0 are represented by expres¬ 

sions (15.77). Considering (14.3), (14.7), (14.8), (1/.14) and (15.55), 

we have 

(15.96) 

i.e., the eigenfunctions d»»«, 4>.i, ¢01. represented by expression (15.77) 

are orthogonal on the contour of a circular stringer shell. 

The eigenfunctions ®í*'• corresponding to X-A.1, are represented 

ty expressions (14.143), (14.145). Let us turn to their initial repre¬ 

sentation In the form of trigonometric series (14.132), (14.136). It is 

evident that 
H 

(15.97) 

since (14.132) is a series in cos kct and (14.136), in nin ka. Therefore, 

considering (14.3), (14.14), (15.97), we have 

i.e., the eigenfunctions 'b,„, a*,.,, represented by expression (14.143), 

(14.145), are orthogonal on the contour of a circular stringer shell. 

In Section 3, Appendix IV, the eigenfunctions of che special Sturm- 

Liouville problem are normalized. Thus, all the eigenfunctions of problem 

(15.50)-(15.51) are also normalized, with the exception of the functions 

¢#1. •I**} We will calculate for these functions the and $1,1, 4>}.i ' 



normalizing factors 

/r 
*J (“) * (a) rfo 

On the basis of (15.55) 

2s 2s « 

^ <l>*(a)(|(a)rfa= j" <l>*(o)do |. n»|. 

(15.99) 

Expanding (15.99) and using (14.3), (14.10), (14.12), (14.13), 

we find for eigenfunctions (15.77) 

\ ®Ji 0 (a)rfo = n /l f -), 
o V * / 

2« 

^ ) JL). (15.100) 

On the basis of (15.59) 

“(j® cos 0,/a) -"^^»inafoj . 
(15.101) 

Turning to (14.132), (14.136), wo find for the functions 44.,. 

I ¢^0=-1,(1+^5(1,,)]. , 

where 

5 (*.,)= 

t 

¢,-4 

" ‘ +1 ^ " 

(15.102) 

(15.103) 

Sum (15.103) is easy to calculate by observing that 

3,(-.,) -s-l. . ‘ 
"i * -, (15.104) 

where S is the sum determined by expression (14.72). Fiom (14.73), after 

some simple transformations, we find 

a* . (^T _ 

(15.105) co»2A*- 
-“7 +(t)'-< ' 
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Introducing (15.105) into (15.104), in view of (14.43), we find 

(15.106) 

Now from (15.101), using (15.93), (15.102), (15.100;, we finally 

obtain 

(15.107) 

Thus, an orthononnalized spectrum of the eigenfunctions of general 

problem (15.50)-(15.51) has been obtained. These functions constitute 

normal coordinate functions, as natural for a stringer conical shell as 

the trigonometric functions sin ka, cos ka for a smooth rhell of revolu¬ 

tion. It is easy to see that the spectrum of the eigenfun :tionc of 

general problem (15.50)-(15.51) in the case of a smooth shell (?»») 

is transformed into a system of trigonometric functions sin ka, cos ka. 

In conclusion, we will give a complete summary or the orthonormallzed 

eigenfunctions of problem (15.50)-(15.51) and their most important 

properties: 

(15.109) 

(15.108) 
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-— i. 

I 

•»(«H JJ Í sis« 

N [1 ;4] Í-] P 
+ ri„ï.,J5Ï!ÎL^o}. 
T •' «in a;, J 

!.. 
t,.. 

ji * 

M 4 

•«(«)- 
«n 3**,; 

•in 2à' 

lo-» I 
«Sx:, r 

2nr _ «in (>— 
—5iâ 

♦-f 

a / * il 2nr . , ,4 ain2X*( 
•-(.)-c|co»-(,+ l)—î-^ . 

. +Co.îï:,-îl5jdLr«_], 
•• * «»a.f I „ 

.(•> “TJ (-1 f »^»»¿ ¢-»‘° (« - ÿ) «. 

«(“) 
1 

B „/5 
*T 

t-l) 

sin 2X* Ie — —• i 
u-f r r; 

\p-i,- 
■in l 

(15.110) 

(15.111) 

(15.112) 

Here *-l. 2,..oo; r-2, 3.e( 2 )'• to the functions ^oo. ®#1, ¢,, 

there corresponds a zero value of the parameter \*, and for the 

remaining eigenfunctions, the values of the parameter are the roots of 

the characteristic equations: 

ÍMku are the roots of the equation 

sin>.*=0, M*o_ JW; 

are the roots of the equation 

/.* clg >•* = — 

(15.113) 

are the roots of the equation 

À* sin 2** . i 

coj 2/ • — cos — I — I — I 
n ' .1 

(15.114) 

(15.115) 
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íitrl are Che roots of the equations 

1* (in 2/* r , „ .— i » i 

cot 2X* — cos 

{ "fl are the roots of the equation 

* cos A* =0, A* , = _ —4-«*- 
•»f 2 T ’ 

are the roots of the equation 

A*tg A* ■=*; 

The normalizing factors are determined by the expressions 

-ro,T-co'a,:)+i 

fi!.= 

where m- 

m. 

F,--. 
( + 1 ^.»(»:,+(*+y)^í2a;1 

4- *«i--- 
2n 

cos 2X.J — cos — 
* n (#T 

the variables p and Ç are related to a as follows: 

£ ( ã^") 18 the lnte8ral part of the number • 

Eigenfunctions (15.108)-(15.112) are normalized so that 

1« — __ 

[ a>«(a)c|a)do—I, ^ 
lt j ¿ 

j0'*do--~||| ®(a) cos arfa j -f|j 4»(o)sln cu/a| JA*J’, 

and satisfy the following orthogonality conditions: 

59,V 

(15.116) 

(15.117) 

(15.118) 

(15.119) 

(15.120) 

(15.121) 

(15.122) 

(15.123) 

(15.124) 



‘i’.: 
^ *¡^o —i- £ !' ¢,(0 'MDcoïH- Driwt =-0. 
0 Ó • 

where ^i. «4 Is any pair of different eigenfunctions. 

In addition, __ 

(15.125) 

(15.126) 

|’ ¢,^ sin o rfo 

I '1',.ri os a rfo- ( 'l'r, sin a Ja -0. 
S ó 

-JlfL(r_l) s; 
B, , I ¢,., cos a i/a = 

0 (r/ I) 6 

(15.127) 

Vñ 
(r~\; 

S. 
0 (r/U 

The arbitrary function can be made to correspond to the series in 

eigenfunctions (15.108)-(15.112), converging on the segment 2n]: 

(fi 
, 1 

*•1 r*0 

/(■)~S.*,.+^..(.)+^.(„)+y'|)|a^w+.A^(i^ (15.128) 

where 
>• 

(15.129) 

aM~*b„ J /ia)p(a)</a. 
Ò 

*• u 

/(Déjalo,«),/«, flo, = J*/(a)¢,.,(o)Q(ajan, 
Ó 

2. 
a,, J /(a,<^uf(®)P(a)rfa, ^,= (/(0)^.,(0)0(0)^0. 

Ó 

provided that all the quadratures have meaning. 

The Fourier series of eigenfunctions (15.109)-(15.112) in trigono¬ 

metric functions have the form 

¢:.,,(0)=- — 
^ ,.J “ 

1 I 2 h* VI coi ftna 

I7?»/*«) * * A.« -m/ n »î— 

•T-i 

,n / \ »in» , 

•in (T,n + 1)« 

tsO 

•in (¢^1- 1)0 

(15.130) 
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(15.130) 

It is desirable to calculate the roots of the transcendental 

characteristic equations by the method of successive approximations. 

We rewrite Eq. (15.114) in the form 

cts^-JL. (15.131) 

whence it follows that the roots of Eq. (15.114) coincide with the 

abscissas of the points of intersection of the hyperbola and 

family of cotangent curves v-ctu).* (Fig. 15.1). It is evident that 

the infinite sequence of roots of Eq. (15.114) can be represented by 

the symptotlc expressions 

(15.132), (15.132) 
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Expression (15.132) can be refined 

by representing the roots of Eq. (15.114) 

in the form 

Fig. 15.1 
Introducing this e:.-pression into Eq. 

(15.144) and linearizing (15.114) with 

respect to e8, we find 

5-)-, 
(15.133) 

The following iteration relation follows from (15.131): 

(15.134) 

Taking the asymptotic values (15.132) or (15.133) as the initial 

approximations of and using relation (15.134), on«; can compute the 

desired roots of Eq. (15.115) with any degree of accuracy. It should be 

noted that a symptotic formula (15.133) permits a significant reduction 

in the volume of computations. Thus, when x - 1, even for s - 36, the 

absolute error of asymptotic values (15.133) does not exceed 10-6, 

whereas the same absolute error of asymptotic values (15.132) is reached 

only when s ^1000. 

For Eq. (15.118), as in the case of Eq. (15.115), we obtain the 

asymptotic values of the roots 

(15.135) 

or more exactly 

1)4- 
(15.136) 

and the interation relation 

(15.137) 
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Let us turn to Eq. (15.155). Rewriting this equatf.on In the form 

sin - -i- /io* ‘Ik* vos —) \-1-1-»1 
(15.138) 

and revealing the Indeterminacy when we arrive it an Identity. 

However, as can be readily ascertained, for this value of A*, the 

functions 0>i.i(a) and ¢,.,(,,), represented by expressions (15.110), identically 

become zero, and hence, K*~~~ is not an eigenvalue of problem (15.50)- 

(15.51). 

We will now show that the positive roots of Eq. (15.115) x*'> 

To this end, we rewrite the equation in the form 

2n 

Let us analyze Eq. (15.139). 

Figure 15.2 shows graphs of the functions 

'.“•»“Í'-It)’].' 
2a 

y.i* 
cm 2** — cot 

•' « 
tin 
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(15.140) 
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T 
/ 

(. 

It is evident that if the equation yi(l*)j-vi(X*) has no roots on (0, n¡n)t 

then Eq. (15.139) certainly has no roots on this interval. 

For the functions MX*).MX*), we have 

..(tH-(Í)-0' 

whence it follows that the functions M**), M*») when x*=-5- 
H 

conmon tangent 

,(,.,.-2(..--1). 

(15.141) 

have the 

(15.142) 

Differentiating (15.140), we find on (0, n/n) 

y;(X*)= -6^.x*<o, (15.143) 

np. ,>1 
(15.144) 

On the basis of (15.141)-(15.144), we conclude tha; on */«) 

when n>3 

y,(x*)<y(X*)<y,(X*). 

q.e.d. 

When n>3, Eq. (15.115) is invalid. When n ■ 3, inequality (15.144) 

Jh— 
is not fulfilled anywhere on (0, n/h) and hence, inequality v(X*)<Vi(X*) 

is not fulfilled either on the entire interval (o| «/«). but in this case 

the equation 
l«f. /3X*\«1 to» 4- 0,5 

I I K j J »ln a* 

has no roots on (0, n/n), as can be readily ascertained by plotting the 

graphs shown in Fig. 15.3. 

The process of successive approximations in the computation of the 

roots of Eq. (15.115) is easy to carry out by represenring this equation 
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in the form (15.138). A graphical interpretation of (15.138) is shown 

in Fig. 15.4. From (Ie.138), we have 

X,,1 ,+ ,,=.~ J( - |)*8rcsiii ¡JX*1'1 -COS—jx ^15, 

i- •■'ii. 

As the Initial approximations of x,'!01 we can take the asymptotic 

values of the roots 

— S. 

Refining (15.146), we assume 

(15.146) 

(15.147) 

Introducing (15.147) into Eq. (15.138) and linearizing (15.138) 

with respect to e, we find 

ni { (-f-) 1-( ‘"T si) I»] 1 
«»*» 1 f. n2 V 

(15.148) 

1 — (—l)"co* 

Finally, we turn to Eq. (15.116). We rewrite i* in the form 

sin 2X* = --/cos 2X* — co1- —). 
(15.149) 

A graphical interpretation of (15.149) is shown in Fig. 15.5. From 

(15.149) we have 

>• |f*u 

* 2 
(15.150) 
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As the Initial approximations of we can take the asymptotic 

value of the roots 

or more exactly (15.151) 

(i-1) f r JL-iri_ r_2_.-i 

• (15.152) 

Iteration relation (15.150) is unsuitable for determining the first 

root since in this case the process of successive approximations 

diverges. It should be noted that for large values of the parameterX, 

the iteration process on the basis of relations (15.150) and (15.145) may 

prove to be divergent for several of the first roots. In such cases, a 

different iteration relation should be chosen for these roots, or other 

methods should be used. 

As an Illustration. Figs. 15.6-15.13 show the eigenfunctions of 

problem (15.50)-(15.51) corresponding to transcendental values \* 
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for s 1, 2, 3 for the case /1-8,)(=1.1 

15.3. Inlionogeneous Problem 

The fundamental integro-differential Eq. (15.41) for an arbitrary 

external load in view of (15.42), (15.55) assumes the form 

dlum i*»« . ' 
(4 n'-os(«-{)«.{ = 

(15.153) 

ctg ? 
(At.,(Osina -,'(,;(/)cosa|4 

ps 

Okg COI |l 
e^P,. 

As was stated above, the solution of this equation must satisfy 

the periodicity conditions of the displacements and forces along the 

coordinate a and boundary conditions on the ends t " 0 ai.d t B t^ of the 

shell. Moreover, the solution satisfying the static boundary conditions 

will also satisfy Eqs. (15.20-(15.22). 

%ts 
, A , A , , A , A, 

ñ 
, A, 

n 
: A) , A, 

rp 

A, \J 

hm 
w 

V V 
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V \J 
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w 

\J \J 

w 

V \J 

w 

V V 

w 

\J \J 
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f.—^ 

V 

r • 

tP 
V/ 
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Fig. is.li. 

•H' ^ 

Fig. is.it. 

Fia. is. 11. 
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“* "m ,e*k the solutl°n of *q- (15.153) In the torn of . series 

In eigenfunctions (15.108)-(15.112) of proble. (15.50)-()5.51): 

«•,(/. a)-,Um(t)-I-i/,,(/)*t,(a)+un{t)4,"(a)+ 
. '(f) ' 

+2 2 (/)«,„ (a)). 
(15.154) 

«•I rmO 

Introducing (15.154) into (15.153), we obtnin 

H" 

+ Vsin,^«+^f^+JrJoM(t)cos(a_|)rfJ+ 

-¾). ° , 

S |VSÍn,pí7'"^,‘'+,-/‘"[<I>'‘' + -í-J,®..,({)cos(o-f,rf|J-(. 

+Vsin*pyj,rpOfc,+UVr F¢-,, + i. J «t 

•- A 

(15.155) 

#~y lA 
'«/?0*0O ctg f '"'•Wsln a - A,i'. (0cos aj- 

OhffCQ»^ *vr.- 

Multiplying (15.155) successively by a>oo. I»«.. ard also by ®tWi ¢,., 

with arbitrary but fixed values of s and r, and integrating each time over 

a fro. 0 to 2w while taking into consideration the conditions of ortho¬ 

gonality and nornalizac >n (15.123)-(15.127), we obtain 

£*o *in Jp cot ß 

Í7»i> 

"o 2» 

.»|/ 2.(1 + -1) j 

Di 

(15.156) 

n(l + —) 

f 2s 

-c-'Afs.lO-- 

(15.157) 

7-7- ,-- (o^ 
«*.«in »eo.|l k(| + —) 

I U 
+ íp>l*' í)'o*Cscj, (15.158) 
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(15.159) 

iïft-J V A £Ao sin2 3cos fi 

(*“1. ¡¿.. .). 

'' ) /»if/, i)sin s«:^; 

fj. / a^Lo y.. *1 
110 j ^~K^T^Te,,u*«Ud: 

i 

(*« 1. 2....), 

íyul«_. 
f*o*in3co,?j j/ü^s ^.(-) + 

. / ni* \ 

\n Kicoi ß/ 

u 

:^u,(')d:j (*=i, a,...), 

' " k 7 *m ?/ 

I 

sin 

£A0 »in 9cu» J" j j ,s ^»«W' 

2r 

Odj (1^1,2,...), 

//■ _/ "*« y zí! 

l . /r-n p j ü,i “ ~ ÍMi..”jco,p- 

"2-3.^)] • 

/ Ai* . 
_ I tr 

*•» —rr.— 
\ » I ^ sin 

[ ** •. 2, 

i Q W 
, sin p j £A, .,n"pco,p ^ S ^ 

'“-v. 3./71=: 
Í^Jj- 

^.-í±ilL., 
T L Kifinp J ^ r 

"o 
/a£A, o (ln2p cos ß ev X 

X j /»,(/. C) sin (*--1) (í= j, 2 ^ 
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(15.163) 

(15.164) 

(15.165) 
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(IS. It (15.166) 

We have thus obtained an Infinite system of differential equations 

in the desired generalized displacements of a stringer conical shell 

under an arbitrary external load. In contrast to the ccupled infinite 

system (14.22)-(14.37), obtained by solving the problm in trigono¬ 

metric series, system (15.156)-(15.166), corresponding to a series 

expansion in normal coordinate functions, decomposed completely into 

independent second-order differential equations. Equations (15.156)- 

(15.158) correspond to the law of plane sections. Equations (15.159)- 

(166) determine che generalized warpings of the stringei shell. 

Introducing (15.54) into (15.20)-(15.22), and constdaring the 

orthogonality and normalization conditions (15.123)-(15.127), we find 

^«oU)= — 
v,</> 

El9 (in 9 coi ? ^/^2n |l + —j 

£A„ (in ?coi ? ^ »(l+-^-) 

M, (t)"-1 

(15.167) 

Eho un ¡1 cos ß /n(1+T) 
As already noted, Eqs. (15.20)-(15.22) must be fulfilled identically 

if the solution of the problem satisfies the static boundary conditions. 

For the time being, we will consider these conditions only in relation 

to the functions l/oo. Utl. Un, oorresponding to the law of puane sections, 

since the functions Utir, ut.r corresponding to warpings do not enter into 

relations (15.167). 
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We transform the right-hand side of Eqs. (15.156>(15.158) by 

using the table of p. 453, and expressions (p) of Part Three, and also 

(15.26), (15.27) and (15.33), (15.34). We obtain 

t/*. 

i’«i=- 

£Ao lin p rot p 

F.hifttt tin 3 cos 3 

1 

AlS-Y, 

Eh0R0 tin 3 coi 3 
V 

(15.168) 

(15.169) 

(15.170) 

Integrating Eqs. (15.168)-(15.170) and introducing the result Into 

relations (15.167), we find the desired values of the integration 

constants. As a result, the functions 

¢7,1(0-^,,,(0)- 

¢70,(/)=1/^(0)+ 

£*o »in 3 coi 3 2n | 

1 

:-4]1 

Eft,#, .in 3 coi ß ' 

1 

(-T) 

( 7V,C)^, 

F.hqP„ en 3 coi 3 

satisfy the static boundary conditions. 

/“('•"T) 

— \ /M,o 

(15.171) 

(15.172) 

(15.173) 

Equations (15.159)-(15.167), which determine the generalised 

warpings, are of the same type. Applying the method of variation of 

arbitrary constants, we find for the second-order equation of the type 

t/(0-C<«.fcc-«_i.fsh*(C_/)/l.(;)rfC (15.174) 
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Now, using the notation 

il V 1 sm ? 

we expand (15.154) with the aid of (15.171)-(15.173) and of the 

solution of the form (15.174) of Eqs. (15.159)-(15.166) 

Here 

«)— sw 

lA(-i) 1 

+[-7=!===- { M, Ln .+ 

U Tj ‘ 1 
- M4), 

-i-v¡ g ,h 

(h ^,(:-/) 7.,,(:)rf|•„,(•))+ 

+M *ui(«) Âïi.lC)-^,(e)A};.(C)| *h (C-0 

(C). «1 

fi*« tin ß cos p 

^ C) 

Af.(C)= 

n 11 -I- — j Elto^o »In P cot P 

__MjJt)_ 

n * --j £A0#0 tin ßcot p 

<(C1—T 
^"T C) 

A\J|tft£Ao/?o cot ß 

,.,(0- 
ni,,£*o tin Pent p 

ni),ftf£'A0P0cot P 

la 

r* [ Pt (:. 
« ’* 

Flv (0 — "I 7«? 
ni,,£A( tin Pent ß 

*r- 

*u, — ^i,,1 

(15.175) 

general 

(15.176) 

(15.177) 

(15.178) 

(15.179) 

(15.180 
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Expression (15.176) represents the general solution cf the fundamental 

integro-differential Eq. (15.153) for an arbitrary external load. 

In special cases, this expression is simplified. Let us consider, 

for example, the case of a surface load such that the component 

nfi entering into (15.179) can be represented in the form 

PA1, pi ft)sina + j>*(/)rosB. (15.181) 

Expression (15.181) determines the distribution of the external 

surface load acting in the direction of the axis of revolution of the 

shell, a distribution corresponding to the law of the plane in the cross 

section of the shell and arbitrary in the direction of its axis. Such a 

distribution of the surface load is of considerable practical interest. 

For the case of (15.181), considering the representations of 

coordinate functions in the form of trigonometric series (15.130), and 

also the table on p. 453 and expressions (p) of Part Three, it is easy 

to obtain 

#,. <:> KST 

(C)= 

0 (r ^ n 

(15.182) 

('-1). 

0 I'* l\ 

£*0*0 CO» ßni]1gf 

0 (r * 1). 

Introducing (15.182) into (15.176) and uaing (15.33), (15.34) and 

expression (p) of Part Three, we find 

KüMi 
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««.,(/. 0)= 

t/pi(U) 

1/20(1+-) 

¡ \ U 

I 

/«(-t) 1 

+ 

sin a + 

COSO + 

l/“(‘ + T 

e (—) 

+y y (|c,y^+0-.1^1^,0)+ 
Sml fmO 

^ Ih À„(C-/) (¢,.,(0)^(0-^:,,(0),^(0))^. 

rae 

.Mi(0= 

.0)(0 = 

I m 
11>H,F.h0Hun cot ÿ 

I «T 

co» • 

• M, (0. 

V ,0. 

(15.183) 

(15.184) 

The tangential displacement ««,(/, o) is represented by expression 

(15.10), where i|,(<), t)»(0 are determined by expressions (15.38), and 0,Ui 

satisfies differential Eq. (15.23). Introducing general solution (15.176) 

into (15.38) and considering (15.127), we find 

í«"' (-7^= 

1 1 

+ 5*»i ^.(C-l) (^,(0-^(0r^)acj|d«+ 

cos ß j M“‘ ' 

(15.185) 
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-¿T -( - 

/ V’hr) } 

I 

+ S «h ^(t-o (^,,,(^+^.(0^)^1^- 

nKg/igOt ,(l)r-*<n. (15.186) 

Expressions (15.185), (15.186) correspond to the :ase of an arbitrary 

external load. If the conponent of the external load pz can be represented 

In the form (15.181), then, considering (15.33), (15.34), (15.182) and 

expression (p) of Part Three, expressions (15.185), (15.186) can be reduced 

to the form 

-¿TÍ''" 

_ ' V’hir) • 

-57^(^^+^-+ 

+|.h 

+ «/f0hf/G to. ¡I \ A,»^‘)e~,,e^' 
0 

v(0-<++-5ÍT(.-‘I—AW - U 
’ V*('-t) 1 

-57^(^-^+^-- 

-j sh (C-U -^-(A);(0#-:)di;j|dt- 

(15.187) 

(O^dC- 

(15.188) 
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Integrating Eq. (15.23), we also obtain 

«, 10 ~ ~ \ M, (¢) t-‘i dl 
• ¿nffJOAj sin t (15.189) 

Expressions (15.176), (15.185), (15.186) and (15.189) completely 

determine the displacements of a conical shell with a longitudinal 

structure under an arbitrary external load. Using these expressions, we 

will write the general expressions for the stresses. 

Expanding (15.7) with the aid of general expression (15.176), we 

find 

o) = £».f(/, a) : AMQr 1 

■¿«Mo + j cos p 

-|- Alr(0»iHU - -<I»»)C08 0 

*o(l 4- T)co, 9 

+ 

- f ch *L,(C-0 ?wlCld:Javi«)+ 

4-LLli f-, :, ,fiil(a).ù; )C [ch^.iC-D^trfO (15.190) 

If the component p of the external load can be represented in the 
Z 

form (15.181), then, using (15.183), we obtain 

(/. n)— A^(Or, i ,(<) sin o — ,H|,(0cos q ., 
* T «n .,. , e~ ■" 

Y“* + 

e ( * ) 

+ Kr (a)j _ 

- ~¡~ V Kx f ch (C - o X 

X [(♦„, («) .«liei- («) ifl; ,0) f-'] dc. (15.191) 
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For tangential stresses, expanding (15.10) with the aid of (15.185), 

(15.186), (15.189), then Introducing the results as well as (15.176) Into 

(15.8), we find 

S-,«. .i-o,.,.,«, 
cl* f 

i . 

+|^ci.A''+^^^ + 1 Sh (C)tf.j $ut (o)|+ 

m # 

+-^- j-pryfiC,.,coso-Ctal sin o)eV+ 

+ (C„| cos a -ï,,, sin a) j -f 

i 
+j sh x„,C-o 

■<lt)K(a)—Ï1Î-V 
\ K*B,j 

+ (^ui (C) cos o- FUl (0 sin o)] 
r Ä Bg (15.192) 

Expression (15.192) corresponds to the case of an aroltrary external 

load. If the component pz of the external load is representable in the 

form (15.181), then, using (15.183) instead of (15.176) and (15.187), 

(15.188) instead of (15.185), (15.186), we find 

w. + rr«+ 
aPÎ*octgp „2**2* •? 

# (4) (15.193) 

*n ' '+ (C^' ) *Ur («)] + 

w(o)-¡- 
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(15.193) 

li +___i—j^(CUi cos o - Ct,/ »ln o) +cos o - f u, «in a) e •» j- 

We have thus obtained general expressions determining the stressed 

änd strained state of a conical shell with a longitudinal structure, 

subjected c- arbitrary external load. These expressions contain the 

arbitrary derivatives Ct„, Cltr, Cj.r; Cur [s-1, 2, /.., oo; r-0, 1, 2 ... 

...• U 
l 2 / which are to be determined from the conditions of loading 

and fixing of the shell ends. 

The first terms of the expressions obtained correspond to the law 

of plane sections, and the infinite sums determine the wrzpings of the 

cross section and corresponding self-balanced normal and t¿.ngential 

stresses. 

The external surface load in the general expression.! for displace- 

■•ot* stresses Is represented only by the longitudinal components 

pz. Therefore, the detailed character of the distribution of radial 

and tangential components in the cross section of the shell Is unimportant. 

If the longitudinal component is distributed in the shell cross 

section according to the law of the plane, general expressions 

(15.176), (15.185), (15.186), (15.190), 15.192) correspondingly assume 

the form (15.183), (15.187), (15.188), (15.191), (15.193). Let us note 

that In this case, in the expressions for displacement!) as well as those 

for stresses, the external load Is represented only by integral 
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1 
characteristics - bending moments AJt(i). AIVU) and moments Mu, (t). 

The latter are moments of the external load applied to the cut-off 

portion of the shell with respect to axes Xn,yo passing through the cone 

apex, and are determined by expressions (15.33), (15.34). 

15.4. Boundary Cor-Utions. Determination of Arbitrary Constants 

Let the shell end / = <* (<*"(Ui) be loaded by external normal forces 

T(a) directed along the generatrices, and tangential forces S(ot) acting 

along the tangent to the contour t = t*. Referring these forces to a 

unit length of the end section contour, from the equilibrium conditions 

of external and internal forces, we have for a smooth shell 

a)*!/*, a)=5(a). 

Extending these relations to the case of a shell of constant 

thickness with a longitudinal structure, whose section changes linearly 

along the length according to (15.42), we have 

. - (15.194) 
>«,(/•. olp(a)A0=r(o), 

(15.195) 

where q(a) according to (15.55) is the ratio of equivalent thicknesses 

corresponding to elements subjected to normal and tangential stresses: 

P(a) 
o) 

Relation (15.194) containing delta functions should be understood as 

formal notation denoting the equality of the definite integrals of left- 

and right-hand sides over a within any limits. Relation (15.195) has 
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the usuel meaning. Let us recall that within the framework of the adopted 

model, while moving in its plane as a solid, the cross section of the 

shell has only three degrees of freedom in this plane. Therefore, 

condtiion (15.195) can be fulfilled only integrally in the form of 

equality of transverse forces Qx, Qy and twisting moment to the 

corresponding forces and moment of the external load. It Is evident 

that in the indicated sense, relation (15.195) is certain to be ful¬ 

filled regardless of the values of the arbitrary const!nts entering into 

the general expressions for tangential stresses, since these stresses 

identically satisfy the equilibrium conditions of the cut-off portion of 

the shell (15.12)-(15.17). Therefore, all arbitrary corstants Ci.., C,„. lv. 

are determined from the static or kinematic boundary conditions 

imposed on the longitudinal forces and displacements, respectively, 

and only three integration constants, Ti#,- ’i?* *î , are determined from 

the conditions of equality of displacements of the end section in its 

plane as a solid to the specified displacements. 

Satisfying condition (15.194), we multiply its right- and left-hand 

sides successively by 't'on. dVn. •h«!. and also by «bi... d**.» f^r arbitrary 

but fixed values of s and r, and integrate each time over a from 0 to 2ir. 

At the same time, expanding 0> with the aid of general expression 

(15.190) and considering the conditions of orthogonality and normali¬ 

zation (15.123), (15.125), we obtain 

» 
cos ty'Rtfia, 

(15.196) 

f r(o)cosucos^M,/?5iat 
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cj'-" J ch y u,{<.)*.■ 

Kg 
-tf'* \ 

^*••1" t\„ J 
e1' \ T (a)* u,la) da, 

\Jrr =jch wt-n 7^)^- 

£&• »in fK 
tsr g 

[r=0'2,3.£ (t)] ' í5”1-2--»' 

(*»• "P" ,’“0.'T)’ 

Cú^-C^-jch î„(C-0 (^,,,(0+ 
0 

• • . ï« 

+ e-«.Ùi (C)'JC-(o)«/a 
£/ifj sin J 

C^’-C^é-^Jjch ktl (C-/*) (^,(0- 

Jlt 

.^7;4(C))¿C-i¡^e-jf (0)0,,(0).0 

(s-1, 2,...). 

(15.197 

(15.198) 

Relations (15.196) are identical becairu general4zed displacements 

(15.171)-(15.173) corresponding to the law of plane already satisfy 

the static boundary conditions. 

Relations (15.197), (15.198) represent an infinite decomposed 

system of algebraic equations, each of which contains only two 

arbitrary constants: C and C. 

Thus, the static boundary conditions at any of the shell ends reduce 

to Eqs. (15.197), (15.198). Let us examine the kinematic boundary 

con Htior.s. 
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L«t th« following displacements be specifiad on the end t • t* 

(t* o.tp » 

*•». (f*, a)aa(a), 

yw{r)^\t e.(/•)»**.. 

(15.199) 

(15.200) 

Satisfying relation (15.199), we multiply its right- and left-hand 

sides by od^, ¢¢01. e®«, successively and also by ®®i., p®*,, for 

arbitrary but fixed values of s and r, and Integrate eacn time over a 

from 0 to 2ir. Then expanding Umt (P, a) with the aid of general 

expression (15.176) and considering the conditions of orthogonality and 

normalization (15.123), (15.125), we obtain 

Um{Q)-74-= f "W), 

Í7..(0) 
1 1 ( » 

1/*1 Í.+-M 
- ! ̂ fi*o*o »fnpco« ? 

t/w(0)« 

+ ^(0)5100^(0)(/0 J, 

(~ »inIc^rrÍd‘ ^ 
V 0 

+j«(o)cosop(o)doj. 

sh \.f(C-/*) ^ltf(C)s;+ 

+ f«(o)«Ur(o)p(o)i/o, 
« 

(15.201) 

(15.202) 

|e 

>•'''+sh^n-o ^(ojrfVf 
Ó 

3N __ 
+ j‘«(o)'l»fa,(o)p(o)rfa, 

['•-O. 2. 3.£(-2-)]. (*-t. 2....). 

(»p« »■■»‘■o. -j)- 
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'ui* 

■f 

4- ^ «(o)®ul (a) P (a) da. 
e 
#• 

(15.203) 

C^+^-V-^-fsh [^-^,(01^4- 

4 f ã (a) ®n. (a) ?(a)da 

(j=l, 2,. .). 

Expanding (15.200) with the aid of general expressions (15.185), 

(15.186), we also obtain 

.*• 

T.i=V'* - ~ f r- 
l 

tin ß 
(0) 

-y 
■frr i -i ß. 

/W) 

e 

+ f Sh >.fl 1C- i)(F:iliC)- 

-M,, (3<-t) it| « - _JL_ Ç.M.. (15.2(W) 

’,* = - - - f e~i 
t;n 3 ’ 

L'r.t (0) 

+W ;) (^,,,(:)4--wi.io dl- 

xRqHjÜ cos ? \ '/t, (*)t-:V;. 

0,= »i -■ \ H. íñe-^ti!. 

' a 

(15.205) 

(15.206) 

Reproduced from 
best eveileble copy. © 
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Thus, we heve obtained equations corresponding to the kinsastlc 

boundary conditions specified on either of the shell ends. Expressions 

(15.201) give the Initial value of the desired generalized displacements 

t'«. t/... Un, corresponding according to (15.176) to displacement of the 

end t a solid. Using the table on p. 453 we have 

^00 (0) 

l/a(' + T) 
¿'»i (0) 

‘líjeos?, 

k’n? (Ü) 

-T(Jsin? + 8;^0cos 

• r,J sin?cos p. 

(15.207) 

Relations (15.202), (15.203) represent an infinite decomposed system 

of algebraic equations, each of which contains only two arbitrary 

constants: C and C. Finally, expressions (15.204)-(15.206) give the 

values of the integration constants '?•>■ °‘ for previously found values 

of arbitrary constants C, C and initial values of L*, u\ù Um. 

Thus, when the problem is solved in normal coordinate functions, 

the infinite algebraic system in arbitrary constants C, C décomposés 

completely into independent pairs of equations in Ct„ flt, and c** <W, . 

respectively, whereas by solving the problem in trigonometric series, 

we would arrive at a coupled infinite system of algebraic equations. 

Having formulated the corresponding boundary conditions on both 

shell ends, one can easily calculate the values of ail the arbitrary 

constants, then, introducing them into general expressions (15.76), 

(15, 185), (15.186), (15.190), 15.192), find the displacements and 

stresses at any point of the shell. 
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For not too short shells, it is desirable, on the bt.8is of St. Venant1s 

principle, to neglect the mutual influence of the ends. In this case, 

the boundary conditions on the distant end should be replaced by certain 

requirements placed on the behavior of the solution far from the zone 

under consideration. For example, in studying the stressed and strained 

state outside the zone of the end t a tp it is permissible, without 

satisfying in detail the boundary conditions on this end. to replace the 

truncated shell by a nontruncated one and to find the constants C from 

the conditions of boundedness of the displacement at the shell apex. 

Let us turn to general expression (15.176) for the displacement 

Ug . After some transformations, we obtain 

0 0 

(15.208 ) 

where 
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ÍA4,(II| 
«i (/. o). 

|/2a(, + T) 

A .iC)t<C + 

j. -^=1— VC 

|/"(-T) 

//.,:(0) 
\ .WniCli’-'rfC 

sin a J- 

COSU 

I *(l+») ' 

1. th. dl.pl,cc«„t corresponding to the Iw of pinne soc.lons. 

(15.209) 

Satisfying the condition of boundedness of the displacements at 

the shell apex </—«>,, we equate to zero the coefficieutj on the 

indefinitely increasing terms of the form r~u- 

Hence we find 

\ KM*''"'*. 

o 

C'"'m 2 *J ^1*1 -f-/Wi,(Ç)r<)e'n'tK j 

Q 

”y (F,,,(C)_/i?Jt(0,-()(*•= I, 2,...). 

(15.210) 

(15.211) 

Relations (15.210), (15.211) represent the values of arbitrary 

constants C corresponding to an external load of arbitrary form. If 

however the load satisfies condition (15.181), we similarly find from 

(15.183) 

Cu, “ ^Ur a 0 [»■-0. 2, 3... »-I. 2,...]. 
(15.212) 
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. JB 
inpiuIM 1111111(11 I II I IMIIWD,. 

irKT ... ■ _ 1; , 

Cu.- - y j ~ [i-'-fli(C,J A (*=1.2,...). 
<=«• 

r,*'“T \,i''' ir ^ (*-1. a,...). (15.213) 

Introducing the velues of arbitrary constants C into the relations 

corresponding to the kinematic boundary conditions for :: ■ 0, and also 

Into the relations corresponding to static boundary conditions when 

t - 0, we can find the values of arbitrary constante C for both cases. 

Let a system of external forces be given on the end t - 0, and the 

external load on the shell be arbitrary. Then, using (15.197), (15.198) 

and (15.210), (15.211), we find 

/ 0 sw 

^(®) •!*(«) d«. 
0 

3« 

Ehç tin 0X|jr 

C-“T f 
•>«§ o 

J'-0'2'3.£(f)! 

0 «I« 
Cfcl-Ÿ j (^,(0-<(C)*-») ¿‘''a- foa) ♦„,(€)«<« 

(*=1. 2....): 

If the external satisfies condition (15.181), then by using 

(15.212), (15.213) instead of (15.210), (15.211), we fini from 

(15.196), (15.197) 

~É¡r£nSÍr{a)*'"{a'da' 
o 
3s 

(15.214) 

(15.215) 

(15.216) 



(15.217) 

H' “•3.*(f)> ..). 

c- 

c“-t / «v ic (til SM-)»«'.)* 
0 

(*-l. 2,...). 

Let the dleplacenentd on the end t - 0 be specified. Then, in the 

case of an arbitrary external load, from (15.202), (15.202) in view of 

(15.210), (15.211) we find 

0 2« 
cu'——j 1 ¿(o)¢,,,(«)*(«)*», 

-e» Ò 

1 ° ^ Cfc,-—_ ^ FUf(C)e'br'dt,-(-J«(«)<»,„(«)>(•)am (15.218) 

.£(f); 

I r* ~ *' 
Cut“—-j- J (^ui(t)+AÍi,(t)f-<)+ ^M(a)•,,,(a)f(a)¿a, 

— 0 

, • 2. (15.219) 
^1,1-—- ^ (^2,((5)-^ »(a)^i,i(a)r(a)tf« 

oJ 

(i*l. 2,...). 

If the external load satisfies condition (15.181), then, using 

(15.212), (15.213) instead of (15.210), (15.211), we find from 

(15.202), (15.203) 

Cut—j P(a)da. « (°) f («)<<« (15.220) 

[r-0. 2. 8.E(t): ^1, -••”]• 
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• • »' 
^ -jr(Ç)laC^«(tt)'I',,,(a)p(a)Jo, 

0 \ 2k 

Cut~-Y ] -^- [i-'/Vfi (C)| 0^;«- (a) (a) P (a) tfa 

(*=l. 2,...). (15.221) 

Thus, we have obtained the values of all the arbitrary constants C and 

C corresponding to both static and kinematic boundary conditions formulated 

for t - 0. For a nontruncated shell -°0) , these values are exact. 

For a truncated shell is finite), the values obtained for the 

arbitrary constants are approximate, but they can be use! to study the 

stressed and strained state everywhere with the exception of the zone 

Adjoining the end t - t^ Moreover, for not too short shells, the error 

/ 

/ will be práctically imperceptible. 

In studying the zone adjoining the end t ■ tp wt car neglect the 

influence on this zone of the boundary conditions on the erd t - 0. The 

corresponding values of arbitrary constants for not too uhc-rt shells 

can be found as was done above. 

In analyzing short shells, for which the mutual influence of the 

ends is appreciable, the arbitrary constants <?■.., C\„ and c*„, C»T for 

fixed s and r should be determined by solving a system oJ two algebraic 

equations with two unknowns, which for specific boundary conditions 

can be obtained from (15.197), (15.198) and (15.202), (15.203). It 

is thus easy to establish the limits of applicability of approximate 

solutions corresponding to arbitrary constants found in the present 

section. 
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* Stringer Shell for a Given Boundary 
Load. 

Me examined above a conical shell with longitudinal ctructure 

loaded by an arbitrary system of external forces. Both static and 

kinematic boundary conditions were formulated. In the present section, 

on the basis of the general relations obtained in Section 3 for not too 

short shells, we will examine certain important special cases of 

loading of a shell by different forms of a boundary load. 

1. Cyclically svimaetrlc normal load 

The external load T(a) will be referred to as cyclically symmetric if 

its distribution between a pair of neighboring stringers is the same 

over the entire contour. In this case 

r(.+Ä,)_r(.) 
for any a and integral values of p, whence, considering (14.138), we have 

f (.)-7(0- (15.222) 

In calculating the arbitrary constants, we will need, according 

to (15.214), (15.215), the Fourier coefficients of the external load 

T(a) in normal coordinate functions »(a). Considering (14.138) and 

(15.222), we have _ 

» ,_i 

(a)#(a)t/a= V | 7(a)4>(aWe — 
0 iW jr 

’r ■ ,-, (15.223) 

■ YJnofra p)m V'fa. p)a. 
2» 
«i 

Me first calculate the values of the following sumo' 
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On the basis of (14.7), (14.8) 

5^ = .92,=0. 

Using (15.225), we also find 

V sin 
jmm n 
/•-o 

a—Í 

•$1,*= V cos (p 4-1) =0. 
/TTTT 

(15.225) 

(15.226) 

Now, for the normal coordinate functions represented by expressions 

(15.108)-(15.112) and using (15.225), (15.226), we obtain 

(15.227) 

(15.228) 

Y ¢,,,(0=--»In 

V ¢,,(0. #!? B»V2 cos h »10 

(15.229) 

(15.230) 

Expanding (15.223) with the aid of (15.227)-(15.230), we find the 

values of arbitrary constants (15.214), (15.215) and (15.210), (15.211). 

Since for the case under consideration, the external surface load is 

absent, and the end cyclic load is directed along the generatrices, the 



momenta entering into (15.215) are ebaent. Taking thia into 

account, we have 

^ Ur 

U« 

Cw= 

e--0 H’, s.£(f)l- 
e-° l'-1’2.£(-?)]• 

__ JnSÄjVj; 
- I 

1.0 i'| 
i 

(*-l, 2,...). 

(15.231) 

Introducing the values of arbitrary constants (15.231) into (15.176) 

and (15.190), (15.192), we write the expressions for displacements u 

*s 
and stresses ^ Tv, for the case under consideration. 

We have 

Here 

jy «•,(/, e)-«•jo. a)- 

a««*, «in peo. +-1 j 

« , 
+«W*irt («) J f (I) •** (|)rf{ I. 

“■«(0* a)--!* <°) +-#in a 

. jZ-Í'+t) /«(•♦■f) 
H-<Q---cps a 

(15.232) 

(15.233) 

is the displacement of the end t - 0, corresponding to the law of plane 

sections. On the basis of (15.207) 

(O' «)-’.îcos?.; (-.sin H'»X, o*M*in«— 

— ( Ti#r sin ? -f 0 J‘0 ros ¡1) ros n. 
(15.234) 

For normal and tangential stresses, considering tint the resultant 

of the end cyclic load is directed along the 0z axis, we obtain 
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•■,(*. •)- JLiíL 2ä V :—— < 

1 

Jr» 

+~i-iWq,; 
*í7 c>,w,,,,’)#(a) j r ¢3.0 U) j. 

(15.235) 

(15.236) 

Introducing «pr.salon. (15.109) lnto (15.232) „c (15.235), (15.236), 

we rewrite them in expanded form. 

We obtain 

««,(/, 0) = 2,^(0. O)-- N.t 
2nEh„ (in ß co, j A _J_ J 

£*on ^|»uf ’ sin 2.«is{ j 7 (l)sin Jbis{</î f 

»W ! * 

m ^C-t) 

a) = N„ 

2n#t*o coi ß|. + -Lj 

+ ~*T i ff? (t) 8in '.ln 2n.(-f 

Jr(Oco, a-0f{_ljrfi 

(15.237) 

(15.238) 

S*.^' a)" -77=—V f ^«) sin 2nj* rf| e' r.m» cos2.r,_ 
f T *0 íír Io 

I 

jr(o en 2k‘Mi(—Ljrf{ 

-Ao'sin 2**wfE-i-j . 

I + 
CO|3 », (15.239) 
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In expression* (15.237), (.^,.238), from the equilibria conditions 

of the cut-off portion of the stell as a solid, the axial force 

i (15.240) 
AT,cm p ff(|)rf|. 

The parameter is the root of th** transcendental characteristic 

equation 

X*ctgl*-= -«-= . 
F erf HàF o 

Relations (15.237)-(15.239) can be easily extended to the case of a 

cylindrical shell by passing to the limit »dien 

Introducing the relative coordinate 2-1—(l-i')ctgß. we have wl ^ 

<-< * i - 2¡», 

__2ji-Ä_Ä_... 
1 r 2 3 

(15.241) 

Considering (15.241), we find 

//.,(2, 0)-1^(0, B)f-^ 

« jf({)co.a*w| 
[-T 

)« 

i*mI 
21m 

«.,(2. a)--N‘ , 

(15.242) 
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> " I ' *• J 
+ -f- y hrfin .’.t*; d\ e '1 •■iii ¿it. r 

*u 

I r to cot ?* ,)01J - — j •/( 
*_,~A-J 

I + ■ 
c<«n*, 

■^cos .’< » —i-jl. 

% 1 I * — ---* ? 
a) = \ h 7' if) sin 2nt{d- c cos Jnjf — 

• l*o ffl* 'ó 
I 

I / (f)cos 21jl0 j{ ~Ÿj <<t 

—-f"‘•«'sin ¿i, (i 
-i)!- 

(13.243) 

(15.244) 

Here and below, for a cylindrical ahell 

\n 

for a conical shell, as before, 

.1 I i »in J 

2. Cyclic System of Concentrated Forces Directed 

Along the Generatrices 

Let Che external load In the section t ■ 0 be represented by a system 

of arbitrary concentrated forces n), appllta to the stringers 

In the direction of the generatrices. The corresponding linear load 

T(a) referred to a unit length of the cross sectional :ontour t - 0 will 

be represented in the form 

A 

T y/‘„Mu -U„), 
' ** (15.245) 

(15.245) being understood as formal notation denoting tbe equality of the 

definite Integrals of the left- and right hand sloes over a within any 

limits. 

The Fourier coefficients of external load (1¾.245) in normal coordinate 

functions ¢(0) will be 
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1 

Setting In (15.108)-(15.112) 

/' i *i. 

we find 

(15.246) 

(15.247) 

Let us represent the system of concentrated forces P in the form of 
ID 

Interpolation polynomials (13.78), (13.79): 

for an odd number n of stringers 

p-”*t+S(*,co,^r+Ä,sini^r)’ 
(15.248 

for an even number n 
r-l 

P«=A,+ JJ (Arcos ^pr+flriln 1)*A. • 
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Then, expanding (15.246) with the aid of (15.247) and considering 

(13.80), we find 

I T-—---— 
° *„ Ÿ m (i - -)-) 

a« 

¡ t (a)4»M(o)da 

2*0 

1 T (a) QQt{<i >da —-- 

2«,^/ + 

«K 

• ^ f(o) ¢,,,(0)^ = 0. 

>« 
j T(a)V,„(u)da= - 

!• 
i ^(o)®i«(o)do = 

) 2 » ••’Mi 

21 

* [r-2.3(.^(^72)]. 

0 

St 

j 
, (a'da^O, 

(15.249) 

f (a)4> , (a)da = —--/¾.. 
ut i iw. r 

*r 

Now, introducing Fourier coefficients (15.249) into expressions 

(15.214), (15.215) and using the coefficients of interpolation polynomial 

(15.248), we can find the values of arbitrary constants for any distribu¬ 

tion of concentrated forets P . Let us consider certain special cases. 
in r 



A. Constant forces 

Let the forces Pm - P - const. 

Then the coefficients of interpolation polynomial (15.248) will be 

according to (13.80): 

A, /'. 
A, — Hr~0 |r=l,2. 

I (15.250) 

Introducing (15.250) into (15.249), we then find the values of 

arbitrary constants (15.214), ,'15.215) and (15.210), (15.211). In the 

absence of an external surface load, considering that in the case at hand 

the moments A/*,,(¢).are also absent, we find 

(15.251) 

Introducing the values of arbitrary constants (15.251) into (15.176) 

•nd (15.190), (15.192), we write the expressions for displacements u^ 
™z 

and •«,. We have 

ai¬ 

ds.252) 

(15.253 

(15.254) 
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where fron the equilibrium conditions 

S, <» Pn cos p. 

Introducing into (15.252)-(15.254) expression (15.109) for the 

function (Dim, we have 

JiiL W* *)***•. (0* ®) ■” i J V 
a«c*o »tiipenspli +—1 

(15.255) 

J»,U. o)- 

n/?o*o 

2aAí0A0|| + ~j coi 3 

1 + ^ *no 
CO» * 

(15.256) 

/>« 

KtjiÄo*« 

‘'S cos À, 

(15.257) 

For a cylindrical shell, using (15.241), we find 

««, (2, a) = (0. a) +-£'JL_— 

2nA|£ 11 4» "“I 

Vjp_ 
Ehn 

- _ e~ ‘jio* cos 2^Jlt ({— -j-) , 

(15.258) 

Pn 
— + 

Pn 

nPo*0 
.VI 

cos 
-+- 

2n^*o|l + j 

(15.259) 

2f0 
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a)*> Pn ! i 

i «»C) 
—+—— 

'** «>»»;,. • (15.260) 

Xí-^s¡.,^;<0(i_±). 

In expressions (15.252)-(15.260), the infinite sums ceterelne the 

werpings of the cross section of a reinforced shell and the corresponding 

self-balanced nomal and tangential stresses. Changing to the dimension¬ 

less form, we write 

- — "*■« 
(15.261) 

where *m, are stresses corresponding to the law of plane sections: 

St 
®V ", are self-balanced stresses. 

Expanding (15.261), we obtain 

;-,-l+2(l + 

•ÿ 

‘"‘î 

(15.262) 

(15.263) 

where the relative coordinate 

sKi«lnP « Ki »In 

ñ 2~- * 2 

— In||-»g?—I “for conical shell 

for cylindrical shell 

(15.264) 

* /t * Ki *• 

and 1* the root of the equation x*ctgi'=r —«. 

Dimensionless expressions (15.262), (15.263) contain only one 

geometric parameter 

and are therefore very convenient for analysis. 
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Figures 15.14-15.17 show graphs of and T.^.fa) f0j 

different values of the dimensionless coordinate t and geometric parameter 

* The calculation was carried out with a computer. The roots of the 

transcendental characteristic equation A* cotan A* - -K were determined 

(see Fig. 15.1) on the basis of the iteration relation 

Ai' 

for 

*,'+,,--«rccig-i7+n(»-l) 

CUV«« 

Fig. . I!. 14. 

f 
*m'0 

)-- 

V 
. 

■ 

. 
I 

pr 

ÍX t 
-P 

Fig. If. M. 

(15. ¿'65) 

I Reproduced from kVb 
I betl 
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f 

B. Forces distributed according to the law of the plane 

(15.266) 

i.e., be ''.istributed according to the law of the plane. 

The first tern in (15.266) corresponds to a uniform distribution of 

the forces. Since this case has already been discussed, we will assume 

below for the sake of brevity that ■ 0, since when A^( ¿ 0, the corres¬ 

ponding solution can be obtained on the basis of the superposition principle. 

Setting in (15.249) 

we will find the values of arbitrary constants (15.214), (15.215) and 

also (15.210), (15.211). Since the forces P are directed along the 
m 

generatrices of a cone, then on the basis of the equilibrium condition 

of the cut-off portion of the shell, the moments Afc„ A?* (15. iVs), 

entering into (15.211), (15.215) will be as before be equal to zero. 

Hence, in the absence of an external surface load, we will have 

(15.267) 

For the values of arbitrary constants obtained, we will write out the 

displacements 1,. V and stresses *«,«.• 

From the equilibrium condition of the cut-off portion of the shell 
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«
P

tg
e

p
 

(15.268) 

^.^c°sP tin-~n, 

* 
Mt (/)* — ^ PmRt1 cos p cos — m. 

Expanding (15.268) with th« aid of (15.266) and considering (14.3) 

and (14.12)-(14.14), we obtain 

», y 

AMO"' -A,-;-/?,«»?«'. (15.269) 

Introducing (15.267), Into general expressions (15.176) and (15.185), 

(15.186), we find 

a-'»,oi u 
i -(.i,k«.-i + Ä,»ine)— 

" V ' ’» )' h > n f 

_ r»i* V i.. 
SiT 2d TT : «.‘»•...(«ii. 

tin f S*,i fin > [“7 -1-0+ 

+ */v V_-L^ ,. 
i) I 

+ 

Here 

— *) J 

-J-0 + 

î7„(0)=-Ml __(7,,(0)=3-yw<°) 

V’hi) /'("t) 

are arbitrary constants. According to (15.207), 

(15.270) 

(15.271) 

(15.272) 

(15.273) 

(15.274) 

For normal and tangential stressesi we obtain from (15.190), (15.192), 

/ 

¢:.9 



Tv, ('.«)» 

4 ^-1 V »v . 
»riÄo*. (•)+«,•,n(a)¡. 

»r« .-»V 

' » TÄ. 'J 

In «xpanded form, ln vi.w 0f (15.110), expressions (15. 

take the fora 

Ht 

2« (l + £*o «in p 

((¿,cosa+£ 

(-ijCOïB+fijiin«). 

,*ln«) V --¿ÏL-H 

* ^im-i 

V ri"a^ 
C4«A sn aj, 

ï # 

y'S V *v *<iia:,(i-i) 
^.AA »ï» aj, 

+^. Vi 

m 
(/1,.0.. + 8..1,.) V — 1 

+/>w.v; V -îi- - -111¾1 
M, 

«•I 

J-S 
«>na;,(l-t) 

®Ai •ma;, 

s)- e~' j(Â, cos a—.4, .in .)-1- X 

‘S 
/«* 

'• (4)-. 
ï VI s*"' 

5 

•a«« 
•i>»a;1 

(i-i) ) 

C ) s* a., 
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(15.275) 

(15.276) 

270), (15.275) 

(15.277) 

(15.278) 

(15.279 



.'SapiSiBfttf'' 

and 

**” Pp’ Vl *r* ,orc" P0 « point, corresponding 

m =p* f: 

to 

m = ■'+1-*(£•)+'• 

For . cylindrical .hell, u.lng (15.2*1) „ul (15.27*), 

(0,0)4--_, a 
* +T7 TT—M, co, o+Ägtina,. 

î*(i + t)£*. 

we find 

,sino) -«~>w/ , 

** «!(^)'->] ' 

(iii n*, + 
00 

V —;—1 ^ —!in *3j^_ I 
¿{I 0(12,;, I’ 

htïï^SOrl- 

%R“,"T^7ïyM'"*'+s-,i''*i+-5Srx 

• % k¥r+^x 
0» 

2i^.: -¿¿r+p’ F. V 
... *• -H *•* •“•K /* 

+*w 
» 

+p,va 

'»(«nî+iX^--^- 
2£*o 

ï£*0 

(15.280) 

(15.281) 

(15.282) 

(15.283) 
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fu (2, a) *3 —. (Ä|Cosa —<4, sin 

I 

X——+/>,♦. K* V 4^- —a:,t  
^ *Ai 

_-»jr 

tin 2X 

V «»*2^(1-» 
****1 •ln 2t), (15.284) 

In expressions (15.270)-(15.284), the Infinite sums determine the 

warplugs of the cross section end the corresponding self-balanced normal 

and tangential stresses. Changing to the dimensionless foin, we write 

«_ =jf lar (15.285) 

Here •S«j are stresses distributed according to the li.w of plane 

2ji 
aactions, due to the system of forces ®in m, and correspondingly 

P,— 

*u>,' 1u*h are relative stresses: 

il*—»: it *—» 0, = I -f- - — — 9,a ” I -T- " —, 

'1. 
‘U,., 

Ei- dS.286) 

where «T.,' TrVl 11 V.,' are the self-balanced stresses due to systems of 

forces and P^, respectively. 

Expanding (15.286), we have 

1+(1+.)ISÎ(/) + 
f »iii — + u s* (»M) + »in 7 p s* K. (i—ol 1 

[x®+—=-^-J • 

CO» — (/> + I) S’ (ï, l) + cot — f T* (<.(l —1)1 
2n 

,f_i+(i+»)[s;(i)+—- 

t = l4~* V 

I •In 

X ««(<)+- 

Vi 

tint *' 

6¾2 

(15.287) 



• > 

Here Sleek 

i+* 

:[- 

VI 

-r(p+ Dir (Fa)-a,, —p 5’17,(1-oi 2a 

a 
ooaa 05.287; 

' .1 -j. am- V - 

« 51(4)-.] ' . 
! .. '*? t , 

' » - ^ # » 

w)~V — «‘:,T »>•- 

, . ^ 4(4)’-] ’ ’ 
• ' • *• ^ ■ l . > 

_>L_5l^£íL 
®Ai «in a;, ’ 

5«(7,0«Kñ V -^lf 
^ ÄA* 

where t la the relative longitudinal coordinate determined by relatione 

(15.264). 

(15.288) 

Dimensionless stresses (15.287) contain only two independent geometric 

parameters: the relative area and numbers of stringers n. 

For this reason, expressions (15.287) are very convenient for the analysis 

of the stressed state of a shell reinforced with a regular set of stringers, 

for different values of geometric parameters Ro, ß» n, Af®, Äo- 

C. Alternating forces 

Let a shell with an even number of stringers be loaded by a system of 

forces of the same magnitude but alternating in sign: 

pn~(-\rp. 

Then the coefficients of the Interpolation polynomial 
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(15.289) 

/ 

=«0 .i-') 
A. 
r 

Introducing (15.289) into (15.249), we find the valuee of arbitrary 

constants (15.214), (15.215) and (15.210), (15.211). Since in the case under 

consideration the moments .wj, are equal to zero, in the absence of 

an external surface load, we obtain 

('-*'•*.f; ) ' 

(15.290) 
c,„=»cVf=o 

V - * ' V 
(r=*0.l.2. 

c . =0 (1=1,2,...), 
"r 

— (*=-1.2....). 
YÏEk+‘ . b , 

T ur .j- 

Introducing the values of arbitrary constants (15.790./ and (15.176) 

and (15.190), (15.192), we write the expanded expressions; 

■.,«.•)=< (0.«)+ij£.(-O' 
* e*. Î 

à f 

.*4 
▼ / Ä,n A a \ 

\ mt / 

nP 

'V— 

•i» i . * 

X 

x” (i-t) 

, ""‘L* 
—-r- + — 
un à . * 

X 

xcos2ALv11-t)- 

(15.291) 

(15.292) 

(15.^93) 
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► 

For • cylindrical shell, using (15.241), w* find 

(15.294) 

- . 1 

-—-(-I)' V —:—/< 
»in I » 

»m i 

X (*-7) • 

a) 

I TH/?0^o 

(15.295) 

(15.296) 

3. Regular End Load 

Let the fluxes of normal and tangential forces 

Til (U), S~ S\u) 

«„tain „0 delta function type ainnularltle,, l„ contrast to (15.245). I„ 

'Me case. It 1, evident that the external end load la applied to the .kin 

imly, and the stringers at t - 0 are unloaded. 

Indeed, for any regular function f(a) 

l*i" I- f [\)d\ »»0 

• -I 

dnd hence, the longitudinal and t.ngentl.l force, appllac to the atrlnger 

a a* ~~ ~ m *t t m 0 are equal to zero: 



Thu*, the problem consists in studying the includuion of a stringer 

in a combined operation with the ahell proper, whereas ii> subsection 2 

of the present aection, the problem of inclusion of the skin was considered. 

Various types of regular end load are examined below. 

A. Uniform normal load 

Let fioj-r-const, .<?(«)-0, and there be no external surface load. The 

solution for this simplest case can be obtained directly from the solution 

for the general case of a cyclically symmetric load, examined in Sub¬ 

section 1 of the present section. 

Let us turn to expression (15.232), (15.235), (15.236). 

T(0 - const, we calculate the quadratures: 

l j f »in =-0. 

Setting 

(15.297) 

Using characteristic Eq. (15.114), we obtain 

(15.298) 

Introducing the values of the quadratures ¿n accordance with (15.297), 

(15.298) into general expressions (15.232), (15.235), (15.236), we obtain 



(0.a)-—¡t- 4- -—¿p- X 
* eh*" 

m 

X S ~í—!ÎÎ:^ * 

.-v ^_ 

-¾1 _L_+_^k 
cu* * 

M-t) 

2r 
I \ »*0 

X cos -i-j , 

?L_ , V «w 
^ 1 CO.X- 

f¡ -7~ -f-2 COA 1. ^ * 

<.ln2X^(l—L), 

For a cylindrical shell, ising (15.241), we find 

am / |0, ul — —- — . 

c*„(. + -i) ' £**‘ 

^ V X X.-V- 
/11 tu» « 
í coi », 

(15.299) 

(15.300) 

(15.301) 

~j)< (15.302) 

«) ■ * 

■hr) 
•IT 

I \ i*,. 
«-‘mo7 

•w —1—, -co,>™ 
— X 

Xcos^(E-l), 

, (2 /=_iL.y 
I + t«»» *i,D 

— •initti.il-Ÿ) 
1 .ft ' * f 

(15.303) 

(15.304) 

Changing t^e. dimensionless form, we find 

/ 

X 

X co. K, (15.305) 
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2 I 4 i- V -X 
Vi *5 

+ 
% 

(15.306) 

It la of Interest to conpare the results of the problem under con¬ 

sideration with the general expressions obtained in Subsection 3.A of 

the present section in the case of loading of stringers with identical 

forces Pm ■ P. It is evident that the infinite sums in the expressions 

for displacements and stresses are the same in both cases, but of 

.opposite signs. Therefore, on the basis of the superposition principle, 

a relation can be found between the forces P and the linear load T for 

which the total warplngs and self-balanced stresses disappear when one 

state is superposed on the other. It is easy to see that this will occur 

when 

J_ _e_ 

which corresponds to a uniform distribution of the external load over the 

«ntire section t “ 0. In the study of the stressed and strained state, 

this fact makes it possible in the case at hand to use the graphs of 

dl“n*loni«»8 stresses shown in Pig. 15.14-15.17 by means of a simple 

conversion. 

B. Normal load distributed according to the law of the plane 

Let the longitudinal forces be distributed in the end section 

according to the law of the plane, and the tangential forces be absent: 
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(15.307) 



The first term in (15.307), corresponding to a uniform distribution 

of the forces, will for brevity be assumed equal to aero, since this 

case has already been discussed above. 

Turning to expressions (15.214), (15.215), we first iind the values 

of the Fourier coefficients of load (15.307) in normal coordinate 

functions. On the basis of (15.127), only 

3« 

Í 

3« 

Í 

f(o)«w(o)da- 
fli 

f(0, ,.,(.,,0. 
B, 

(15.308) 

are different from zero. 

In the absence of an external surface load, in view of (15.308), we 

find from (15.210), (15.211) and (15.214), (15.215) 

C,.r-ew, = 0 [r.0.1.2.£(-1); *«|,2,...j, 

CM,-CMf-.0 [r.0,2,3.£(-=-); #-1,2,.. ]. 

cm---^9.¿l- >, (*=t.2,...). 
E/iAqA,,., 

(15.309) 

., (#—1,2, 

For the values of arbitrary constants obtained, we i'ill write out 

the expressions for displacements '1,, and stresses 

From the equilibrium condition of the cut-off portion of the shell 

3» 

K(1) = ) f(.)cos^smati&t'da =«./,11cosM.e' 
11 ‘ * (15.310) 

Aí,(/¡== _ j 7'(.)cos ¡i t osa HÎf'iUi** — t/^cosßa,#' 
Il * • 

Introducing (15.309), (15.310) anc1 into general expressions (15.176), 

(15.185), vl5.186), in view of (15.207), we find 



F» 

f 

«-,(<.«)=-«i (O, a)-Mm-a. 
* _ / I \ ' 

E*a ! i + — J »in I 

I Kñ/?n V _LÜ 
SAq tin 9 »„fi, («) + *»•«(«H. (15.311) 

VD-^+n^MI 
1 -f* '—~ 

« 

-ï«. V _^i 
^n®î (^»i — o J 

* -». V1 _J!ílríL 

(15.312) 

Y »v-v ï 
*»|S¡(*»|— I) J 

Using (15.190), (15.192), ve obtain 

(15.313) 

-Tr V] ^'Mv.faJ-.'-í^.nía)). 

(15.314) 

».^(/.aj=-L5cL V a._jüu\+ 
T*o»in, ^ ljA ( *( 3.. + 

(15.315) 

Expanding ,¢,,,(0, and ¢,.,(,,, with the aid of (15.113), we reduce 

expresalons (15.311), (15.314), (15.315) to the form 

(/. o)= (0. ui-^ÍÜÜÍ-4- 

(• + ~ )£*« > 

+ -^1 £*o un f f(.)V 
•-r i. 

+ 

+f[v('+ ‘»l ^ V ""»:■« j 
^■|l &#AiS» am 2Ä*. j* i 

(* 
+r 

tin 21*, 
(15.316) 
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Twr 

+f(^LpU'jrV _lüL-Jî^fillziL 
" ; 4* fl'|Ã* •"•»I. 

T.f*J (/, a) ■=—;— e~' 
‘ Ki*. 

nl. 

it (g) 
4(1 

VI #A<I<_w 

* ^ (4/,- 

+rlf,,+l,lrí§-â: 
coifc,,* 

(in U*, 

¢0(21,,(1-1) 

(in ?k), 

For a cylindrical shell, using (15.241), we find 

its. lim.U.*)-=•• «1,(0,(.! j -—■ -T (a) + 

(-Tl' 

+jÄJi|r(., V__+ 
n£*o 

+ f| “ lM 1)1,- V _L 
1 " 1 (in 2l!, h 

+^(—/»)VÄ V -îü^iilriLÎ 
(in 2». 

4 <¡X¿. 
2E*o 

»•.Î 

V -î^-1 

4 *7 ^ i:‘Ã* J 

-A. 
aCMf) 

l* / 
a, 

i f 
° — /* 

ï 
2n-[/?Q 

n 

m —S ,r “I 

V-:.. I 
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(15.317) 

(15.318) 

(15.319) 

(15.320) 

(15.321) 
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V4(2,a):=-J>' _ 

**(, + v) 
/ (a) - + 

1 " ' M., ^K~+ 

+ F(-— p) l- i « *‘* **n K (1-0 ]; 

kii sin .'i! 

v.a,«)« j_ Uw \i , 
• T*. I ^ ^ 0 

-»!.? 
ni ‘<l 

' (^- 

y .¿51 "•^<'-1’ l:' 
\ * ) lA, iln j 

Changing to the dinensionless fora as in (15.285), (15.286; 

write 

I - (l + ^)[5S(ï) + 

(P + !JS*(/.|)+ «in —/7 S* (),(1-0) I +-!---J. 
sin n 

-.-1-(1+-i-)[s;(?)+ 

+ l)5*(f,t)+cm —* S*(Ml-o) 1 
n _ It * 

cosa . J 

i,v., = yr-(l+-i)[c4ïaSy/) + 

- sin —-/r S’(/,(1-4)) 

•in a 

+- 

+^-)(-»go5î(ï)-f 

cos --*(/»+ nr().4)- cos ~p i’(),(i_ 0) 
n n 

•] 

(15.322) 

(15.323) 

we 

(15.324) 
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H«r« «i«, " atm.’ xtm, «re the relative normal and tangential stresses 

corresponding to the load» f,(o)=»,»ino an<| f|(a) ¿c,coso; 

Si(0. 5i(/), S»(U), S«(U) are infinite series determined by expressions (15.288). 

Comparing (15.324) and (15.287), we can easily ascertain that for a 

certain relation between the coefficients Aj, dete.-mining the forces 

pn (15.266) and coefficients alt determining the linear load T(a) 

(15.307), the total warpings and self-balanced stresses cancel each other 

out when one state is 

place when 

superposed on the other. We see that this will take 

which corresponds to the distribution of stresses a,,, over the entire 
z 

section t » 0 according to the unified law of the plane. Thus, an 

interrelation is established between the problem of inclusion of the 

stringers in the combined operation with a shell and the opposite problem 

of inclusion of the shell proper in the combined operation with stringers, 

provided that in both cases the external load is distributed in the 

section t • 0 according to the law of the plane. 

C. Tangential load 

Let the end section t « •' be loaded with a flux of tangential forces, 

and longitudinal forces be absent. By virtue of the adopted computational 

model, the detailed character of the flux S(a) is not important, and there¬ 

fore it is sufficient to specify it in the form 

$(d)=a,-f úiCo<<»4- b, sui a. (15.325) 

The first term in (15.325), corresponding to a uniform distribution 

of tangential forces, determines the twisting moment M¿—2xRl<h- 
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,ro* ttJ-lM), 1» Ch. of an , or an external surface load 

,r°* <15'8)' ln VlM ot (13-10> «1 (15.32«. M alao find 

«)-C 

(15.236) 

(15.327) 

Since Eq. (15.23) In the angle of twlar « 
angle ot twist separatee from the general 

•yate« of resolvents, for simplicity *hii w , * 
simplicity we will hereinafter assume that 

-o - 0. «Weh doa. not radon, th. .«.ram, of th. probl„. 

L« ». turn tn «Pr...lon. (15.232). (13.23,, „d H5.a6)i (15.217) 

in arbitrary conatants C and C. 

From the equilibrium condition of the 

we find 

I« 

where 

and 

cut-off portion of the shell, 

M‘ (t)~j S (“)CO5oAy0(l 

h (15.328) 
W-J 5 (a) sin «/^(l-PJ^l -*), 

H 
P, - j5(a) cos 0 n/?^, 

tn 

(15.329) 

•re the components of the resultant of 

the Ox, Oy axes. 
external tangential forces along 

Con.ld.rln, (15.328) and (15.184). v. obtain 

— ^i*r * =*0 

- F «7_py J 

r - * aT _ _ p' 
2ÍV «Jn (1,,-1) 

(15.330) 
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For the values of arbitrary constants obtained, we will write out 

the displacements •' «»,• V ^ and stresses . 

Introducing (15.328), (15.330) into general expressions (15.183) 

and (15.187), (15.188), In the absence of an external surface load we 

obtain 

(/, a)=ii" (0, a) f ílíüí i 

£*«««1^1 +-i-J ^ 

+»«‘P‘»/(îîi- i)ft. (0)~' (15.331) 

n.(/)-nU.^,ciíNi^)+¿^[(v»in.P-^/4.r±-/]+ 

>. í -J ,, . A 
1"^-' (15.332) 

*.«,»(1 [(, .. 

■ ;ïwJ-§L,,ff, (-S^rf-+^^• (15.333) 

/ 

On the basis of (15.191), (15.193), the stresses 

..,(/, □)=, —_‘Jm. 

*, »In p (l + — ) 

*,tin p (a)-<a)i’ (15.334) 

(15.333) 

Expanding ¢,,, and d>„i with the aid of (15.110), from expressions 

(15.331), (15.334), (15.335) we obtain: 
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*•»(*> a)s=*!if (0, a)-)—t!__~ /l^o M (») 

Ä*o »in’I ^ I + —j 

_jíijo) \î 

1 \ d\l 

^, HLtti V - 
Ja ¿U -i + 

irf' <«i 
' ./a 

.LÍH**» 
” Ja 

. J V ' ‘ <i2>*,e , • - —II • •* ▼ . 7 "" -- -   
‘ * aíjí-i) jin&;, 

». /S V 
~''V 

•“> 2X|,(I ~ I) 
•Ml 2i 

a„,(/. o)——llr/,1* ü_ ilii), 
*„»iiip^| + —j rf,‘ 

+ 

■ ^. 

+Ü.vuV^Ko-i) ) 
° ^ * flf *'!**(*ii- >) »In »*, 1' 

\m, (/. «)=ç S («)+—ÇL _ x 
■'i I l*#»m f 

X P (.) V ¡V .—V- -'^±i .£!_+ 
1 *' (~‘-j -, 

v-Ä-f 
^ >,1-1 m 2*;, 

.. i" » l ã V — - il"’ + '.i<L ' a,*i(l-1) I 
• —<*a. >;,-i 2*;, |- 

Ju I 

For a cylindrical shell, using (15.241), we find 

«. (2. a)-«L (O.n) f— 
2£*, 

'* ('.+M 

. *?- 
¿•*o 

./.V ia) VI_1 __, 

rfa jL ii + 

+^-“. 

•In 2t: 

¿ 

(15.336) 

(15.337) 

(15.338) 

(15.339) 
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(15.340) 

(15.341) 

(15.342) 

(15.343) 

Thus, for the case under considéraHon, the normal stresses om 

in a cylindrical shell obey the lav of plane sections, and the corresponding 

tangential stresses '*.«« are independent of the longitudinal coordinate. 

This does not occur in a conical shell; in addition to the beam terms, 

expressions (15.334), (15.335) also contain self-balancec terms. 

15.6. Stringer Conical Shell under Cyclic Fixing 
Conditions 

1. Cantilever Shell 

Let the end t ■ 0 of a shell be completely fixed. Than, setting 

1)2 1|J = T|° 6^;-:= 8° =< 0 

and 
u ia)=0, 

we can write expanded expressions for displacements »)„ e, and 

stresses for an arbitrary external load. To keep the treatment 

relatively simple, we will confine it to the case in which the longitudinal 

component of the external surface load can be represented in the form 

(15.131). In this case, from (15.212), (15.213), (15.220), (15.221), we 

have 

*•, (£. o)= —- áS ja) 

rfi» ■ 
-(-r) 

5(.)+ 

i <5 (q)| il y'i VI . 1 eo.2kJ,t 

+ -« I“t‘^ a — 

_ '3(q)| n Vn _1 cot2k’t0 -tt | 

-ï' » )• 
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[r «.2,3. 

0 
» f * 

It)]' 

c, rV-^ l,-:*^,1*. 

c,,,^ -1-..,= -± J rV ± [,-'.û;tcM 

(*•*1. 2,...). 

Introducing (15.344), we obtain 

* i « 
m (/, «)= - |j JV,(C)dC-*1« a j -MjrlWc*W hf0SB|4'/#lCji-*dt+ 

+|}h,fl(0)lsh W 

- 'n,«(a)| *b V j ~{t ^i(Cl)Ä- 

— 5 shXnH-/)^(e-:.MÍ(C))rfcJJ. 

-5 ShX4l(C-() ^(<r<Ài;(l)Â)|jdt. 

V"-- .( 
It t 

j V —'■ I 'h *.,: \ «• *'c -rf -.il i;))tft - 
¿má I il M, I ¿i 

« ■ I l. - • 

-J ^(e-<Xïl(t)40]|<«. 

•• »«i 

(15.344) 

(15.345) 

(15.346) 

(15.347) 



•) — HíilO'- ^ **"«—*<» (0 co« « 

p^l + -i-) nÂÎ*oeo»f il + -|-) 

[ ch ^ Î ^(r-tf»S<C))Ä+ 

< n 

+ \ Ch X„(C-0 (0)rfCJ - 

[0 

ch^,< j ^ 
—• 

- f chXn(C-/) 1 (#-«Ai;(C))«J|, 

+i?' ^ §((#:,,(a)+ Äi) [ *h x*^ Í *k''' 
t 1 

-j ihXn(t-/)^-(#-»Ali(ü)ÄJ- 

- (*»«l(°)-~jr|;} |*h XM/ J e*-«' ~ 

-j »»»^(C -O ¿(*-‘Aí;(C))rfc|. 

(15.348) 

(15.349) 

Thua, all expressions (15.345)-(15.349) contain infinite series in 

the normal coordinate functions ¢,.,. a»,.,' This means that even for a 

completely fixed end, the stressed and strained state of a cantilever 

conical shell with a longitudinal structure, in contrast to a smooth 

shell under the indicated load, does not tollow the lav of plane sections. 

As can be shown by passing to the limit, this is also true of a 

cylindrical shell. 

Let us consider the case in which there is no external surface lead 

on the shell. Let P,. P» be the components of the resultant external 

load applied to the end t - t^, and 'W*,. M,.. M,. be its moments about the 

axes passing through the cone apex. Then, from the equilibrium conditions 



of the cut-off portion of the shell 

y»1'1 P,\ , ,, 
(15.350) 

Introduclnt (15.350) into general expression (15.345), we esn sasily obtain 

fcji, (*i e)» 

y (P, S« e + ««■ a> c«t >] <»< + ( “*■)(>—«-1) 

+ en Ico» |l 

y Z»1'—«-* 
8,1(1,,)(-17 K »£»»>?, en I co» I 

Expending (15.351) with the aid of (15.110), we get 

¡ J.(a—v)^S»< + *Ml —«-')*« («—°e,) 
i n\—-L2-- ' V ";-- 

+ a« Mo» P 

■cCM, an |co» I I. 0 

12* I t**1*-.«"1 an2Att| t 
+ »in [-7^+|)-0«.jV1‘21iã^s; HÎ.-1 an ajr + 

,- X - V-i i »V-#-1 »•«»id-«) 1 . 

+,ln (t '-b-‘) fli m: ^ I ' 

where 
P'^V tf,+ï>l o, -arctg jj- , 

Mt~Vn\,, e*,—arctg 

Expanding (15.346), (15.347), we also obtain 

\W— 
f(Y 

*P^»£«o» P »In» I 

I-«1! ^ 

x£*o + an» p 

^_V_-L—(-*—''-+*A 
,»o»Pen-|^*;(*;i-‘)\ *o-l *£»(/r,co»|en- 

y 
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(15.351) 

(15.352) 

(15.353) 

(15.354) 



(15.355) 

%(/)-- 

P,(t+\-^) i 

+ »ln>J 

•i«*»^ Wi-')( ».i-> +,h<) 

For nonul and tangential stresses, from (15.348), (15.349) we get 

•«,('. »)- 

[-jPt-(P,a„« + PjCo. •) d| »] + (*<,, an o- M,t «• •) #-11 

naJ*ieo»»(» + 

#•1 • 

Af_ an a 4- A4, cm a , M. 

w'. ^ 

_*-• vi,|l.-r‘ X 
«ï fi*««» •"> > co» P ^ B, (»î, — I ) 

(15.356) 

(15.357) 

Expanding (15.356), (15.357) with the aid of (15.110) and using 

(15.353), we have 

• (/ -y [~f P*~f,tlg>co,(a-a’] 1 +• At»*~“ aw(«-«„j 

npJ*ocoi Í + j 

-«•»»"It- (F-H)-«a.l^ -^L-r 
1 Í »max;, T 

4.ln(í. a-.*.) y ñ V i 
' " íüí fl*À(‘ït "O •í" a«l / * (15.358) 
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---^%'- ’»*■# 

it 

n#J*0 

.in f cot » CM(* a 
, n >*5 f’*' 

CM it 
I) tln'ï»].' 

— sin I 
(T^^g^^rx0 )• (i5-3H> 

The expreseloDs obtained can, aa before, be extended to the case of 

a cylindrical shell by passing to the Unit when P-0. 

Fron (13.350), we have 

-f f'./.A*,, M,4 *Mt, - * 360) 

k 

where M,.. A«., are specified nonents of external forces on the end t - t . 

Introducing (15.360) into (15.35.))-(15.355) and (15.358), (15.359) 

and using (15.241), we obtain for a cylindrical shell 

e^(¿, «),, *■)<"•‘■■-V -*■ «*■■(«- 

*R,£hn +- -Î-j 

_£n_ r *,?-i 

1 '• •* -ÎS- B,è^ »I. + 

+-(^.-.,)K* g-¾^}. (15.361) 

,,í2)“hT; SÄT 

+2STréW- «)]. 

n, (2)^-.. 
(15.362) 

(15.363) 
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’-.U «) 
P, —/*»Äo(2| —2)coi(a —af) 4- Al, «In (• —«j, ', 

St II.II—IIII- Il . .. —.Mil .1..1 . IW 

iiÂÎA(i|l + —j 

% JMÎT^TV'- 

ro« ï *in2X*,| 
+ca.[T(^l)-«,]^ ¿ft “STãT 

m 

■+ 

r***1 «in2*;,<i-» 

î»*»i «In 
(15.364) 

. /> Poün (•-«,) , M,t , 
--f 2^7 + "«o*o 

where 

.in(-VT^Fií¡rrí)- 

m 
tQm Ta- â"“ — 1 CO*2fcj,t 

^-ü^- -srsr-t 

rt. VV , r- 1 ! 
+“*(7 '-*<)1 --- 2d 137.,- tin 2x7 

iM,= l ^,4 A/i,; a/H, = arct|{-^|- . 

Thus, the stressed and strained state of a shell with a longitudinal 

structure, even in the absence of a surface load, does not follow the law 

of plane sections; as we have ascertained, this applies not only to a 

conical «.hell but also to a cylindrical one. It should also be noted 

that for & cylindrical shell, deviations from the law of plane sections 

have the character of the edge effect, which damps out rapidly as the 

distance from the fixed end increases. Therefore, for a cylindrical 

shell, calculation based on beam theory outside the edge zone is justified 

but this theory is generally inapplicable to a conical shell. Infinite 

series describing the deviations from the law of plane sections for a 

conical shell contain the vxponent e_t in addition to the rapidly damping 

(• 
(15.365) 

(15.366) 

,/ 
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•xponential terms of thi form V*«' *. This term corresponds to the 

effect of internal constraint, characteristic of conical shells, and 

must usually be taken into consideration. 

2. Shell with Discretely Fixed End 

Let the shell end t ■ 0 be completely fixed against tangential 
I 

displacements, and in ’'.he direction of the generatrices, only at the 

points where the stringers a=“m (m-1, 2,..., «) are located. Fictitiously 

discarding the supports which prevent the displacements u^, we will 

replace their actions by unknown support reactions. Then the problem 

reduces to the analysis of the shell for an end load of intensity 

where are unknown reactions applied to the stringers in the longitudinal 

direction, with 

UMtU 

VO) n„iOi=*=í, iO)=o. (15.368) 

Satisfying conditions (15.368), we find from (15.185), (15.186), 

(15.189) 

1)° ’ll '*• 
(15.369) 

As was shown during the formulation of the boundary conditions in 

Section 13.1, the arbitrary constants C, C are subject to determination 

from the kinematic or static conditions imposed, respectively, on the 

displacements or longitudinal forces in the end sections of the 

shell. In the case at hand, the conditions with respect to the longitu¬ 

dinal components on the end t ■■ 0 are mixed. Therefore, first satisfying 
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the static boundary conditions with the aid of (15.367) to within the 

unknown forces PB, one aust then find these forces from the kinematic 

conditions 

m) -0 <m~ I1. ‘J. hK (15.370) 

We will confine ourselves here to the case in which the external 

loc.d is such that its longitudinal component pz can be represented in 

the form (15.181), and the mutual influence of the ends can be neglected. 

These limitacions, which significantly simplify the operations and final 

formulas, are not fundamental in character. We will intredu-.e into 

consideration the interpolational polynomial (13.78), (13.79) corresponding 

’u ffw desire reactions of the supports: 

for an odd number n of stringers 

n . , V!/, ¿UM i », 2nm\ (15.371) 
P„=s-- A, -f cob — -f H, sin , 

for an even number n 

I- -• 

-- A, • V y A, cos /<, *in 1 j +(“' 1)" ^ • 
rT? 

Introducing into equilibrium conditions (15.196) the linear load 

T(o) represented by expression (15.367), for t* « 0 we obtain 

«■«i1 Vp-=''v*,0)i 
«•I 

Af, cos » 2 7*« sin m = M, (P), 

A7#cos? 2 /»„cos —M, ((Jj, 

(15.372) 

wl:ence, using (13.80), we find 

1 
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(15.373) 

A, », 1 
n« ) 

A^-.ysL-, 

“ ^CO» 9 

8,^-M 
n-fcoti 

The Fourier coeffielen:« ox an arbitrary system of forces P 
IB 

specifierl by interpolation pt .ynomlal (15.371) in normal coordinate 

functions »(a) are representeo by expressions (15.249). 

Introducing (15.249) Into '15.216), (15.217), we find 
» f 

¢,.,=0, 

-- 

e-'—55&*. ['->■*. 

c. .=0 

c*»f“ rismH* . 
UT *t 

Ftom (15.212), (15.213), we also have 

ÏW-S.-0 [£=0.2.3. 4i)j; 

*• . - • s • • . } . 'jr 

- 

r - .. , 

From (15.183), we obtain 
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i*1 viwv. . 

*•,(0. «) 

a) ÿ *(' + —) ^K's £/',l0,+t/”(^5'l’a+i,«(t,)“»«]+ 

^ *(f) 
•» • * V . : 

» 
■: -ar. 

' •' *'.\3 t-t' ; tlV :. 

+j§ ,? [,C"'+C,’')*“ W+to. I-Í«,)«„(a)). (15.376) 

Introducing arbitrary constants (15.37A), (15.375) into (15.376), 

in view of (15.207) and (15.369), when t - 0, we find 

^,(0. aJ==:tiJcos sin a —6JcosQj/?,cos{i-f 

*• t . 

V’iEk, 

Whl 2 >.*,6, + 

H 
. ‘f-T-) 

2^*0 JmJ ÜL + 
• 0 

i l‘^I*...«‘l'«i(W -®M(a)Ai;K)|| <r„ 

(15.377) 

Satisfying fixing conditions (15.370), in view of (15.185), (15.247) 

and (15.373), we obtain from (15.377) 

+| ;’+ £»»*,r.co.» 

JT!] 

* m¥ (0) 4- 

4 \ <• ": ('-W, (C)) d;jj COS m + |»Xcos p - " 

'M, (0)4 J a'a'^r^Af^ÔdtjjsInÇ m~ Í5_v > L 

'~‘t) 
.)1^- (15.378) 

.B)- Til u-j- i y 

JBkt 

-ill/» 
2C»e S'. 

, .. , _ ti ; » ^ J 
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\ 

Expressions (15.378) represent a system of n equations in the three 

integration constants l*. ^ h (n—3) . and (n-3) coefficiants of the 

interpolation polynomial Ar,Br 3,..., and 

Let us note that system (15.378) was written, strictly speaking, only for 

r/ii — i \ «-1 
an even number n of stringers. For odd n, 2 , and the term 

containing ¿,(-1)” is absent. This should also be kept in mind below, but, ’ 
r 

as can be ascertained, the final results apply to any n. 

The solution of system (15.378) is obvious. It is easy to see that 

this system can be made to correspond to an interpolation polynomial 

assuming zero values at the points a** —2,..., n) ^ However, in this 

case, on the basis of (13.70), all the coefficients of this polynomial 

must be equal to zero. In view of these considerations, by equating to 

zero in (15.378) the free term and the coefficients on sincos, 

|r=*|, 2,.... j, and also on (—*)". we find 

«• j 

A.-o. 
T 

(15.379) 

(15.380) 

Thus, if the longitudinal component of the external surface load 

contains no self-balanced components, then for discrete cyclic fixing of 

a not too short stringer conical shell, the reactions of the supports are 

distributed according to the law of the plane: 
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'fl 

'’--^b-A,-l0)-si^r4’"''"K“'V'" '"•"’’•"'■T'”]- (15.381) 

Introducing the values of arbitrary constants (15.374), (15.375) 

for the obtained coefficients of the interpolation polynomial AQ, A^, 

(15.373) into the general expressions for displacements (15.183), (15.187), 

(15,188) and stresses (15.191), (15.193), we obtain 

I t 

um¡{í, 0)=//^(0, o)- o I Ãf,(Ç)*-'<<C+ 
' 0 Ô ! 

I m , 
-f coso (C)Ñ'.lO)ex-x>'<t>. (,(o)-i- ^ 

0 
+ ch^ ]' i1*1' -J-(*-<(®ul(a)/Mi(0-(a)-MÍ(U)jÄ+ 

+ «k*'' K,(a) Æi (0)- ««»,„(a)Aî; (0)) t- 
I 

+ ^ shXJ(lC-/) — [e-« (¢,,,(o)Aîi(C)-(a)A?J(C))|dC, 

i , i 

n*(/)=«ÏA-0ctg^11-^)+-^ ‘JU,(Oi-^- 

m r 0 
-V —!—I ch ).,(1- J e^-^ie-'A' (C))^ f + 
ÍT r * ®I L -0. 

+| >1. »,((-» j 

^ (/) - - #;/e0 ctg ji ( i - _ -1- i Ãf t ,o _ 

, r • ^ 0*' 6 
“§i^7[ChX'‘5 Í (0)rfC4 .^(0)^+ 

/ 

'' l 
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iMiHüHiiUlJllMiflJHI1 

*«, U. »») — 

I r^«o»«ltH?|ff|/ ‘ Ol, »in « - .M>t cu» i)(I —«-*) 

«W ^ ^ »in > tu» > 

J' ne/I»/?, tin I coi p VÏ*u*Bm 

lnl w #l 
(♦u, (*)(-« r. - /,»,) - O*,., («)( Af,. + /,#>, )| + 

(15.389) 

vW-itocfcKl-«')*. Ai. 

nRnhnE cot p »in» P 

-CiV + i-*)-^_ 
,+4 J «£A,(l + -J-j«n»p «eM.eo»Min>p §f K.+ 

t‘înrrr‘)}' as.39« 

n£A, i -*■ — j »m'p 
+ 

+ «CM.co.p.m.p^l- - aj 

~ -»)*.’ (*',ShM *«-i )j* (15.391) 

y f-» +Pito» «)clgp|v'+(AI, (in u-AI. co» ■)*-»> 
»,(/. «)-^- r_ *• i 

“^î*» CO» j 

+— 
Hr I y 2 /*10 r;#>,co»j “îtiM vin, 

•.i* 
+ ~j¡-- 1^1.1 (•)!»?,.- Itl\ I - pt)| _ 

(íf-í)a; 
(15.392) 

y r 
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mmmmm 

M. „ , AL tin a + AI. cot« 

■si Km^ttaPcMp /&mA» 

+Tr[(*”,-'+7n:)(,,--,-p',-^w-^ix 

(15.393) 

Introducing into (15.389), (15.392), (15.393) expanded expressions 

(15.109), (15.11)) for the noraal coordinate functions 9m. <Pm. 

and considering (15.353), (15.366), we finally obtain: 

■«.(A ■)- 

■ (* + ~) P««> 

l|»<, Cot aet««n lew I 

«CM«* lew# 
•ln(s- 

ana;,i 

■CM«aa|M| tin (s- 

*4 

«toartd-o 

s.a;( 

*1*'+1«*-' 

«in a;, 

un 2):,,(1-1) 

(15.394) 

•in 2#!» 

/ 
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. (/, -)- + »m (. 

«».’»«Co. ¢^1 ^.-11 ^ 

-I- PjT 
2»o*«co»p 

^ «W I0* a»»a((- ÿ) 

§ «i. cot A 
+ 

Z.0 

+ -^ Igin la —i \ .— *V , ' 
«*,*»«,> 1 • 

+ sin [^- (,+1,_a ] fr V -Lili -Ü?,2*«?. + 

-f*in^— i 
v " irf 0*«Ä. ,in Ä** J “ 

-—- (sin (a— ) V-—1-l 

1 • ^ «„..„((ii)’.,] + 

+ sin ) V"« ) 
’’ IWWi-OSAi *'• 2»«i j' 

*<0 '£ í coi (a - a „#) + -i- ,<1^ 
»•,«,(<. o) — i-» + 

II W 

+—fid— ÿ1 '>2,<i< *in 21*>« (* ~ 
2 I T *0## to* p f«**;*) 

-icos (a—) -Î. V 
"l T , to* p 

,.)-L Vi;,-Lili_i 

V «'J|< ''»i/’,« 
•in 2».V 

1 . . . çV. ent 2»*, ((-|| 

.in 

>..« 

+ 

+,-K*?"-(cos(u- a H ) — V i*i-_+ 

+ slnf—(,+ 1)-0^] \/ñ V -Lilltiuíll iol2K''1 
l" 1 

-Sin/—h/; V-Lülliii»'' 11 ‘»;.<•-{) I 

(15.395) 

(15.396) 

Reproduced from 
best available copy, my 

- .. 
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Here the bending aonent in section t » 0 

(,^+w- 

”c«g -^- • 

(15.397) 

For a cylindrical shell, passing to the limit when P-*0. • in view of 

(15.241) and (15.360, we obtain 

KmjZ. a)Ki£((0, a)+ 

I + »In (■ — 3^ ) 

_P¡_ VI 

l*»BU cmi; 

—*£_ 
»«V. 

sin (■- a > > ^ 

»-J 
j-rtn f^L(#+ i,_MU ; y XT. . 

. IW^***« •‘«»rt 

A-,, 
«+,. I“"—»S ■+ 

+ COS 

. Of sm»4| 

I »in M — I) 

,.i 'îi‘Mil »in Ja il (15.398) 

V(¿) + jm. 

« V J^üLzl -L -g£_ V —L- 
(15.399) 
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«V 4, 

I 
«Kai 
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/ 

-^-2’h-ÍLIv/4 '¡¡s?* i ,,.i 
,+* htó*,lv¿+rr.(7¿'2-7¿,)J+ 

1 *M%+ Pttíx** VI i a -T. 
T*-—T-« > ~-1 

*£*,#„ ¿|l i‘ i? + ¿I A» JÍ ’ 
# ^ ^ **'** (15.400) 

.„t ¢, a) „ ^ f -- - 2k°. (« - a,) + *, -V) 

**§*o^l + ~) "*" 

%*■« .“‘uo? co* a3,D (* *■ ■J') P, t~w 

+~—|»‘n («-vi V _ 
.J 

+•'" Iv (»")-«,,.| V ; >’ -C?i -í líü., 
»mÏA*, 

+*m (-Ç- p_ « \ y -í-'^L -J^íizV,,.l 
’ fl..«. »in»;, 1' fT 

•m (a — i 

»«o*« 1 2*/?¿A,/ nD-k.. • _ i 

+ P, \i 2*^° (1 ~ f) 
^ «í. ¿ 

co«aJ,i 
dn 2a), 

«o«a,‘i(i-() 
(la 2A*, 

-«ln (c-a,)y7 
m 

«^TÄ(*( I 

+^4-(^+ u-«J vtí V —i— 
da 2aJ, 

i X,|S,0t| «In 2A*, * 
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(15.401) 

——[co*(b—n^, ) — y -,~‘*'7 ■ 
Vr*. t '• ■* í[(4)’_,]+ • 

(15.402) 
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H«r« Is the bending monent in the section Z ■ ). Pro« (15.397) 

wh«n 9~»0 in view of (15.360), we heve 

M.-V - Pt2tf, 

»„ ~ PxZ./. 
ut, + p£\k 

(15.403) 

Thns, the stressed and strained state of a stringer shell for discrete 

cyclic fixing has b¿en deterained for the case where there is no surface 

load on the shell, and the end t * tx is loaded by an arbitrary systen of 

external forces. One can similarly write the solution in the presence of 

a surface load. Moreover, if its longitudinal conponent p has the for« 
z 

(15.181), the solution is represented by expressions (15.382)-(15.386). 

However, it should be noted that in studying the concentration of stresses 

caused by discrete fixing, it is pemlsslble to replace the distributed 

load by its resultant, and, noraalizing the latter to the end t - tj, 

to use expressions (15.390), (15.391), (15.394)-(15.396) for a conical 

shell and (15.398)-(15.402) for a cylindrical shell. Outside the zone 

of concentration of stresses caused by discrete fixing, it is desirable 

to use the solution corresponding to continuous fixing of the end t - 0. 

For the case where the component p2 of the surface load has the for« 

(15.181), this solution is represented by expressions (15.345)-(15.349). 

15-7 Stringer Conical Shell with an End RlnB 

Let a stringer shell be reinforced in the section 2 - 0 by an end 

ring of constant cross section. The problea of reinforcement of a smooth 

shell with an end ring is discussed in Section 13.6. The problem discussed 
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b€lo» does not differ fron the other problem fundamentally, i.e., the 

arbitrary constants must also be determined from the strain compatibility 

condition of the shell end ring. However, while in the former case the 

stressed and strained state of both the ring and the shell was repre¬ 

sented by trigonometric series, so that the arbitrary constants for each 

of the harmonics were determined independently of one another, in the 

caae at hand this will not occur. The strained state of the ring must 

as before be represented in the form of a trigonometric series, whereas 

the displacements and stresses of a stringer shell were obtained above 

in the form of series in normal coordinate functions. Since these func¬ 

tions, generally speaking, are not orthogonal to trigonometric functions, 

will arrive at infinite systems of algebraic equations in arbitrary 

"onstants, which will complicate the problem and generally will not 

permit us to obtain a solution in closed form. 

In addition, if a smooth shell is joined to the ring along its entire 

contour, the character of the connection between the stringer shell and 

the ring may be different. Two cases will be considered in the present 

section: a) connection along the entire contour, b) connection between 

the ring and the stringers only, without contact with the shell. 

As above, we will confine the treatment to the case in which the 

longitudinal component p^ of the external surface load on the shell 

woutains no self-balanced components, and the mutual influence of the 

ends is negligible. As already noted, these limitations are not funda- 

raental in character, but substantially simplify the operations and 

final results. 



1. Connection Along the Entire Contour 

Let r-r*(a). S-S*(a) he the unknown forcee of the interectlon of the 

ring with the shell, referred to e unit length of the contour Z ■ 0. 

These forces ere subject to deterwlnetlon from the equilibrium conditions 

end strsin compatibility conditions of the shell and ring: 

. . X, (15.40;) 
\ltml (0. ^ |tt»f (a'Lie«i»»»yft i 

where u* are the displacements in the direction of the generatrir.es, 
■i 

corresponding to warpings of the contour Z ■ 0. 

For a stringer shell, we have from (15.176) 

- "(t) 

4(0,.)-¾ S 

where according to (15.212), (15.213), (15.216), (15.217) 

(15.405) 

C^+f,.-■ £Ao tin ^|ji 
- f rioJ'l'MfWd«. 
ir •' 

l'-0, ’■3.r(f )]■... —(15.406) 

(a) da 

The corresponding displacements of the ring will be represented In 

the form 

4t (a)-«ï, (-)+“". t*1. 
(15.407) 
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whore «5^ are the displacements of the ring due to the given external 

load to within its displacamencs as i solid; 

*-,• are the dispxacements of the ring due to the self-belanced 

components of the contact forces. 

Expanding the contact forces ^(n). s.ia) in trigonometric series, 

on the basis of the superposition principle, in view of (13.193), (13.194), 

we obtain 

where /.. are some generalized rigidities of the ring. 

Introducing expressions (15.405), (15.408), constituting the displace¬ 

ments of the shell and ring along the line of contact, into strain 

u.'trpatAbility conditions (15.404), we can establish a relation between 

the Courier coefficients of the unknown contact load T*(a), S*(a) in 

trigonometric functions sin4a, cos4a and the quadratures 

1« 3. 
[7" (a) *,„«,) da, [7^(0) ¢,,,(0) da. (15.409) 

It should be considered at the same time that within the framework 

o* the computation model adopted, the constraint between the shell and 

ling with respect to tangential displacements is realized without consider¬ 

ing the deformations of the line of contact in its plane. Hence, the 

tangential contact forces S*(a) are not independent and can be determined 

from elasticity relations. 
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When t ■ 0, fron (15.193) we have 

Al, (U) tina 4- II, |0|cnt(i , , 
—:-:-—-f~—r-!’ 

*(4) 

+ £*aÿ V lie,,,+C,wi (o)+ic,„ + C:,„) oi*(a)]+ 

Ä* rf ti 
-\-;-[(C„i4-Cui)coso'_(^':ii + ^i'*'n U)1 • 

V " B, I 

(Î5.410) 

Now, introducing (15.410) into (15.408) and considering expansions 

(15.130) of nomal coordinate functions in trigonometric series, after 

some transformations we obtain 

V |-ÿ I sin *a ! T (a)sin kada+ 
*_t I L 6 

j. -i • * (4) r 
4 cos *a j T (o) cos kada j 4 V ^(C^+O X 

** li 
X sin *a j ¢,,,((0 »In*<*¿(1 —(£}» + £?,,)cos *° j ''’ur(a) cos *oi/a jj. (15.411) 

We expand strain compatibility conditions (15.404). Using (15.405), 

(15.411), we obtain 

2 2- 7^12 "Tsin *u \ *ir* *orf°l+ 
»•i »-• " *-j * 4 J 

[» tr. -.. 

V cos ha \ ‘i';w(o) cos Wo j - 
* 2 * Ò j/ 

•• i 2« 

- -jj- ^ -pr j^sin *a ^ r*(o)sin kuda-{- 

*• 1 
-(-cos ka j r*(«)cos kada j-- 

» J 

(15.412) 
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» 

Introducing into (15.412) th. voice, of th. ortitr.ry con.t«t. 

according to (15.406), we finally obtain 

_ • f (7) t s* r 
1* .iA V V -- i'r(a)•!»(“)- 
I»* *mi fmd] , , I 

where 

H+1Ír' ■< 
X . g i COJ + 

+T Tj" [,ln *“j ''(•)*• tuti+aaIt J r'iaicwsAodoj4 

t 

"C![*“(,)+^Í¡4»»*nK uÄ, ^ ~jr cos ka j ^u, (°) c°s r-orfa jj - 0. 

CJ- 

C»* S • 

(15.413) 

(15.414) 

Expression (15.413) represents the fundaaental integral resolvent 

tn contact load T*(a). This equation reduces to an afinite system of 

algebraic equations in Fourier coefficients of the desired contact load 

l in sin *0, cos fcu and quadratures (15.409). Such a system can be 

obtained by orthogonalising (15.413) to any system of functions that is 

complete on the circle. In the case at hand, it is natural to select 

lor tois either the trigonometric functions sinAa, cosAa, or the normal 

coordinate functions 0),.., 0),... Moreover, in selecting the unknown 

Fourier aeries coefficients of the contact load t* in trigonometric 

functions as the fundamental unknowns, it is necessary to express 

quadratures (15.409) in terms of them. This can be done by using 
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«P«ui<». of nonti coordinóte function, m trigononotrlc t.ri„. Con- 

versely, nft.r chooting qMdr.tur.s (15.409) .. th. fundnent.1 unknouno. 

It le neceeeery to uee then to expre.s the Fourier eerie, coefficient, 

of the contect loed In trlgonoeetrlc function», hevlng first erpeuded 

them as scries In normal coordinate functions. 

Below, we will need the following orthogonality conditions, which can 

be obtained by using expansions of normal coordinate functions in trigo¬ 

nometric series (15.130): 

*2 »• 

\ •„cos*04/0- [«„sin kada-o (*, », r- any 

t* 

9' 

J •„(<»)»¡n ganada. 

0 (r + 0), 

V^ñ (r=*0; 

J •„ (o) cos qjuxda -- 

1« 
J ^ur (o)sin (gdidr 1) arfar 

0 

s V^2 

xB» 

-JLtl 
»»10 

0 

0 '» «¡Í, X-M’ 1*» 

(r ¥■ 0). 

(r=0; ^ ^.0), 

(rn»0; ¢,-0). 

(r+t), 

('•“i; gt+ 0), 
X*’ All 

Sc 

j •„(a)cos (Çtn ± 1)ada— 

9" 

f*itf(«)*in (gtn±r)atit 

V n 
A. 

Vx 

V-\ 

r«=2, 3... 

i*’ 

%R- 
sr 

(r=l; ft + 0), 

(r+lT. 

(r=l: ¢,^0). 

(/■ = 1; ¢,-0). 

(r + r), 

(c-r), 
(15.41! 
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í ± r)a</a* 

l'-2'3.£(-r)] 

2« 

f ¢,,, (o) sin (<7, - -i-j na,¡a = 

0 

0 (>-=y: Í’fcí»): 

I " S“Q J 
0 

U 
\ ¢,,,(a i cos [q,~ -i.j rtm/u 

I 

n I J 

(»■ V- /■). 

(r=rr), 

(^t) 

e-T)- 

Reproduced (rom 
best available copy. 

(15.415) 

To within the multiplier 1/tt, quadratures (15.415) constitute 

'"ourler series coefficients of normal coordinate functions in trigono¬ 

metric functions. However, in this case we will be interested in Fourier 

series coefficients of trigonometric functions in lormal coordinate 

functions : 

/ 
sin *a<l>(a) p(a)(/n, 

2« 
j co- éa'l’fajpiají/u. 
o 

To calculate these coefficients, we will use the following method. 

We multiply fundamental integro-differential Eq. (15.54) successively 

by sin*a, cos*u aruj integrate both time* over a from 0 to 2tt. Considering 

periodicity conditions (15.56), we can obtain 

** 2* 
j sin (a) p (a)i/o = 1 ¢(0) sin Aarfa (* * 1), 

0 • (15.416) 
^ 2* 
j cos »a«!« (o) p (a)t/a =-^ | 0) (a) cos frarfo (A * | ), 

wh( re ííu) and A* are some eigenfunction and its corresponding eigenvalues. 

When k = 1, we obtain the obvious result 

(15.417) 
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since sin a, cos a are the eigenfunctions of problea (15.54), (15.56) 

corresponding to zero eigenvalue. 

Formulas (15.416) have established a relationship between Fourier series 

coefficients of trigonometric functions in normal coordinate functions and 

Fourier series coefficients of normal coordinate functions and trigono- 

aetrlc functions, represented by formulas (15.415). It follows from 

(15.415) and (15.416) that the expansions of trigonometric functions 

sin (w±r)a, cos(qkn±r)n ln normal coordinate functions <u,„ contain no 

terms corresponding to r#r. Therefore, expansions IV.70 of trigonometric 

functions sin (*«±r)a. cos(«»«±r)a in eigenfunctions of the special Sturm- 

Liouvllle problem, obtained in Section 5, Appendix IV, coincide completely 

for r i* 1 with the corresponding expansions in normal coordinate functions. 

According to the notation adopted in the present chapter, we have 

cos 

» »>•<*•* 10-— V-;-fc-Lii-• 

[,-2. S..... 

' 2 / » B . ï TT:- ♦■.•(•I- 

.m (w. ±± i y j—iüiä— , ,., 

h“'3.^)1- 

(15.418) 
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' 

Using (15.415), (15.416), wc alto find 

CO*± l)a —n: 
•^íT-r'.y irf *• ». f,, -L _c> 

sin (qkn t Da— ± «» /ñ V — 1 » ) 
(15.419) 

* *• - ir->¿ 
*u,W 

L.t u. turn to E,. (15.«»,. «„.ly.t. 0f thi. .,u.tlo„ .ho(,8 th.t 

It 1. »o.t de.lrabie to sol.« ,u.dr.tur.. a5.409), .. ch. fund.Mnt.] 

unknovns, thon otthogoa.llt. (15.413) to . .„to. of norul coordlo.« 

functions. This »«hod „f «lutlon 1. »o« .ffectlvo. Al.o taportant 

1. th. fact that tha arbitrât, const«« c, C r.pr..«t»i b, «prss.lon, 

(15.406) explicitly depend on quadratures (15.409). 

«4 »111 flrat .ll.in.ta tha Fouriar co.ffici.nt. of th. daairad ont.ct 

lo«i t* fro. (15.413). Introducing tha notation 

ï la 
\ r («) *1" *orfa - A’,.,: f T (a) cos kadu—Xt,*, 

fr (a) ¢,,,(0)(/0-- yf r (0)^(0)(/0-^, 
• Ó 

(15.420) 

Md expanding th. trigonoKtric taction a. .aria, in noel coordina« 

functions, we have 

Is 
*'•*-2 2 K>*f fSin*°,ni.a(0)l»(«)rf0, 

4-1 S-l ( 

•f..-(r(.)d.r«.n.î(.u. I.V 
* .-1 .-0 i 

whence, considering relations (15.416) as well as (15.196), 

(15.421) 

we obtain 
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cwtap(«)4«+ 

-*-•*** \ •tort») “•***•• 
>C • 

(15.422) 

Now, Introducing (15.422) lato Eq. (15.413), in view of (15.418), 

we finally obtain 

(15.423) 

We will orthogonallse (15.423) with reapect to a system of normal 

coordinate functions. For this purpose, successively multiplying (15.423) 

by p<lVñ. where I, f are some fixed values of a and 

r, we integrate the result each time over a from 0 to 2*. Then, 

considering expansions (15.418), (15.419) aa wmll as orthogonality 

conditions (15.415) and denoting 

(15.424) 

/ 
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obtain 

-i- Y*- +-^ V -Lk,w y Ati. + 
£*• «1*^ ^ 'w* -f fl'° -H, 'V-» SiO »*-• 

Í .. - .2/2»w.(0) VI 1_!»_n 

(ï-l, 2....). 

y;*, » y,. , jîi V J_K Y [ ^»*~l "--t- V4-1’.—l-f. 
fi*« «x! + a. ^ fl, L ov_,,m Dvt/1,‘l J 

+ j ««, I«) ‘«»û, (a) P (a) rfa f C* - 
U 

«»ovV^r* ^L- y [^ (7-1, 2,...). 

’ >• ¿d -5,- J 

vï*, » y. X jîl vj-y, y 1 
nX ,1,+ Bf 2 B, 11 »» J 

+ C (a) 'l'ii, (a) P (a) </a - Cj - 

-^-yc;|-¿f^+^]-» (.'-i.». -). 
iT 01 ^ ‘'ï,-1 v1' J »»-' 

ïl*LJL-y-+JH 
£An .1* 11 »•/! t*0 nXl l ( Mw 

.V I A'¥.V''£ I 4-Û-,(a)'l\,r(a)P(a)da-0 
I °**»-'* '*7 /J,,. tf .i<; J ï 

“* [r-1.2-1 '-2.3.£(JLTi)|' 
. 

£ï*i -JL- y-+_n— V — K,- fo*r 
D7.», 

+ 
•r - 

* “ 2a 
+ V I AJjJjbjL -f ^ ¥mt (a) ♦¿j (a) t (a) tío =■ 0 

1---,.2..- '-2.3.....f(^L)]. 

M — Ma 
" t, I 2»4 VI I L- V“T*-Ï 

*f '7 ^ '7 «â"1 »»"“T’^T 

Jf£& » + 

ta 

I- j Umt (a ) , (a) p (a) rfa = 0 

(15.425) 

(15.426) 

(15.427) 

(15.428) 

(15.429) 
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Expressions (15.425)-(15.430) represent n subsystems of algébrele 

equations In unknown quadratures 1, 2. £(^)). y,.r!r-0, I. 2,..., £^)|. 

determined by expressions (15.420). Each of these subsystems, corresponding 

to a fixed r ■ r, constitutes an Infinite system of algebraic equations 

whose coefficients are expressed by Infinite series, and therefore the 

solution of these equations in closed form is Impossible. However, a 

numerical solution with any degree of accuracy Is not difficult. It is 

■°*t desirable to use the method of Iterations, writing each of subsystems 

(15*425)-(15.430) in the form 

T-2V+C‘ 
V (15.431) 

wh**1« V, C are infinite column matrices of the unknowns and right-hand 

parts of any of the subsystems; 
m 

is an Infinite coefficient matrix, represented as a sum of 

Infinite matrices whose elements contain the generalised 

rigidities of the ring /,. 4>- 

Taklng as the Initial approximation 

Y,0I=C. (15.432) 

«fe should carry out the process of successive approximations on the basis 

of an iteration relation determining an Infinite but completely decomposed 

system 

Y'/+"= V* Y"l + c. 
«»-l 

(15.433) 

The interation process described permits a clear interpretation. As 

we can see, initial approximation (15.432) corresponds to an absolutely 

rigid ring, since when ¿¡„dl-oo • all infinite matrices become zero. 



•a 
Th« contact load vw found in thla manner Is applied to an elastic ring 

and is successively refined. A satisfactory convergence is thus obtained 

rather quickly. 

/ 
/ 
./ 

It should also be noted that the rigidities j]¡, d\ increase rapidly 

with increasing k. Thus, according to (13.233), for a frame type ring 

.L *»(*»— o» 
/?« i i ' 

rr- + *» ~ 
O/.p £/ 

Therefore, infinite series of the type E, entering into the coefficients 
qfc 

of the equations of subsystems (15.425)-(15.430), converge very quickly, 

ior practical purposes, when n>8-10, it is permissible to neglect terms 

vontaining the generalized rigidities d», corresponding to the numbers 
b • n~~ 

? ' and i*» cases, even to assume for any k. Serifs of the 

type ^ disappear, and the infinite systems of equations corresponding 

to subsystems (15.428), (15.429) are substantially simplified, and subsystems 

(15.425)-(15.427) and (15.430) decompose completely. 

All that remains to be done is to obtain equations in Kt* and K,,.». 

For this purpose, multiplying (15,413) by and successively, we 

integrate the result both times over a Trom 0 to 2n. Considering 

(15.109), (15.112), we find 

~Vn ) “m* (°) ,in ín<uía 

J.. > 
£**« * 41? 

i;f 'a 
~yî (»—ÿ)«*« 

C-rl 

(s— I. 2.001. 

(15.435) 

(15.435) 
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I»«., th. calculation of a atrlng.r .hall tainforcad ulth an and 

rin», during th. action of an arbitrary load, raduca. to th. aolution of 

(nf2) Independent aubayatan. of alg.br.lc a,catIona, „ of uhich. (15.425) 

-(13.430), conatitute coup!«! infinit, ay.t«., .„d t» (15.434), (15.435) 

dacoapoac completely. 

ut u. not. that subayatata (15.430), (15.435) p.rt.ln only to the 

C« -har, th. nunbar of ..rxngar. i. ,or OM Jhould ^ 

these systems, and in (15.428), (15.429) take r .2. 3,. n— l 

Having datamlnad th. co.ffici«t. of th. daalrad'contact load, th« 

calculated th. ,.1„., of arbitrary conatant. C, C fro. for«l.. (15.212). 

(15.213), (15.406), by ualng g«.r.l arpr.a.lon. (15.183), (15.187), 

(15.188), (15.1*1, (15.193), one can find the di.pl.CMMt. «d atraa... 

et any point of the shell. 

Subayatena (15.425)-(15.43) - (15.434). (15.435) corraapond toan 

externai load of arbitrar, typa, aatiafylng only condition. (15.181). 

In apacial caca, th. probl« i. con.ld.rabl, ai^lifud. Thua, for 

if the external 1.« applied to the ring aatiafu. tb. condition, 

of cyclic .y~try. I,.., c« be repreaented a. . f^tcUon of only on. 

coordinate . all the coefficient. v„. 1,. uith the exertion 

of 7» turn out to be equal to taro, and hence, in thla caae it la 

necaaaary to find th. aolution of only on. infinite aubayatan (15.425). 

Ut not. in conduelen that in a definite rang, of rigidity rela¬ 

tion. of the ring «d .hall, for ex.«!., in th. caae of a r.l.tiv.1, «.k 

ring, the mM.ric.1 procédât, of dat.rnination of the contact load i. „re 
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Th« contact load vw found in this manner is applied to an elastic ring 

and ia succeaalvely refined. A satisfactory convergence la thus obtained 

rather quickly. 

It should also be noted that the rigidities jJ,increase rapidly 

with increasing k. Thus, according to (13.233), for a frame type ring 

»*(»*-o» 

* + J-‘ 
07,,, + El 

Therefore, infinite series of the type Z, entering into the coefficients 
qfc 

of the equations of subsystems (15.425)-(15.430), converge very quickly. 

/or practical purposes, when n>8-10, it is permissible to neglect terms 

containing the generalized rigidities rf*. d*. corresponding to the numbers 

? and in most cases, even to assume d»=oo for any k. Series of the 

typ« “ disappear, and the infinite systems of equations corresponding 

to subsystems (15.428), (15.429) are substantially simplified, and subsystems 

(15.425)-(15.427) and (15.430) decompose completely. 

All that remains to be done is to obtain equations in í'i» and 

For this purpose, multiplying (15.413) by ‘l'i.o and successively, we 

integrate the result both times over a from 0 to 2n. Considering 

(15.109), (15.112), we find 

"FïK(a),i «in ¡nada 

y ■ = - ■ 1 
1,0 £& J. 

y. « 

i i 
Ehtfi s ^ 'y^dT~ 

tu i* 

-px [<<«)••" (i-y) nada 

'*7 üâo 
i K 

P-T)- '>f). 

(i= I, 2,..., ooi. 

(15.435) 

+ (15.435) 



effective if in strain compatibility Eq. (15.404) the unknown taken is 

not the contact load itself, but the resultant self-balanced load on 

the ring (the algebraic sum of the unknown contact load applied to the 

ring and specified external load). Then the solution for the shell 

constitutes a superposition of two solutions: that due to the specified 

external load and that due to the unknown self-balanced load, both applied 

directly to the shell. The first of these solutions corresponds to a 

shell without the ring, and the second determines the correction intro¬ 

duced by the ring. 

A system of equations in self-balanced load can be obtained directly 

from Eqs. (15.425)-(15.430), (15.434), (15.435). However, it is simpler 

to reconstruct the system by using strain compatibility Zq. (15.404). 

2. Connection with Stringers without Contact with the Shell 

In this case, the longitudinal contact load reduces to a system of 

concentrated forces 2.a), set up as a result of the interaction 

of the ring with the stringers. The linear load corresponding to these 

forces, referred to a unit length of the contour Z - 0 

T* (0)==^-(15.436) 

* 

As above, the tangential contact forces are determined by expressions 

(15.410). 

The unknown forces P* are subject to determination from the equili- 
m 

brium conditions and strain compatibility conditions of the shell and ring. 
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Am In continuous fastening of ths sad ring to the shall, the 

conpatlbllity conditions art fonaulatad In tha fon of equality of the 

warping dlsplaceaents of tha ring and shall. Howsver. in tha casa at 

hand, such equality should be fulfilled only at the points .- ÏL*. 
ñ 

It should be noted that it would be Incorrect In this case to require 

the fulfillment of condition (15.404) at these points, since the values 

of the warping displacements *;,«).«), 0f the shell and.'";,«» of the ring 

at the points «-- * can, generally speaking, be distributed according 

to the law of the plane. 

In order to formulate the strain compatibility conditions for the case 

at hand, we will represent the dispUcamants »¿/(o! «) and et the 

points « by interpolation polynomials of the form (13.78), (13.79): 

for even n 
II 
T- I 

,cos —/-f/?, sin 

- A 

« 

for odd n *—I 
(15.437) 

The first three terms in (15.437) with coefficients Aq, 

represent the distribution of the corresponding displacements according 

to the law of ths plane. Therefore, formulating the strain compatibility 

conditions for the case at hand to within the displacements of the line of 

contact Z - 0 as a solid, it is necessary to assume 

(*•,(0. o)-si,o(0. “(*•■»(.)—*•,,•(«)), 

(m«= I, ÿ.s), 

where «•,» are the components of the displacements u* of the form 

(15.438) 



w* will represent the unknown concentrated forces P* also in the f. 
D 

of interpolation polynomial (13.78), (13.79); 

for an odd n of stringers 

>na 

n—I 
jn 

¡-V (/4,805-/+Ä, bin--/] ; 
i!PV " " / 

for an even number n 
(15.439) 

» 

P- = *.+(A, cos / + fl,sin + ( —1)"/4^. 

Introducing (15.436) into (15.420) and considering (15.439), for 

even n we have 

+*, \j sin f m »(^ „)] I. V (-,r*(ä „)j. 

(15.440) 

Hereinafter, for odd n, terms containing A, , must be omitted. 

Expanding (15.440) with the aid of expressions (15.247), then using 

formulas (14.3), (14.12)-(14.14), we find 

- - 

'Ml1 
2 

Y u/”—— B. 

Bt, y 

Wo«., r tsrz 

V$K<ßa 
% 

m 
2 VhR¿Bt ^1» 

. K,.«=0* 

mkr*' ['-2.3.-.e(îfJ)]. 
(15.441) 

A .. . »'-f VtooB , " 
•r 1 

Expressions (15.441) permit one to reduce the problem of determination 

of arbitrary constants C and C, related to coefficients Y by relations 

(15.406), to the determination of n coefficients A and B of the inter¬ 

polation polynomial. The coefficients Aq, Ap Bi corresponding to the 

uistribution of the contact forces P* according to the law of the plane 
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arc determined from the equilibrium condition«. Expending (15.436) with 

the aid of (15.439) and introducing the result into (15.196), in view 

of (14.3), (14.12)-(14.14), we find 

A - 
' ft CO* p ' 

-a- "*(0) 
* m a ' « ^ 
— Y*iOo«i 

(15.442) 

The remaining coefficients of the interpolation polynomial, corres¬ 

ponding to the self-balanced distribution of the contact forces P*, are 

subject to determination from strain compatibility conditions (15.438). 

2n 
From (15.405) when ““Tm. we have for the shell 

M2"H+(?m)]- 

On the basis of (15.247), omitting the terms corresponding to the distri¬ 

bution of displacements V m) according to the law of the plane, 

we find - f|^| 

I*«,(0* s)-*«,# (0. sin ~~ m (C,K4-fw)4- 

+~T-§¿(«:-+í->]+1TÍ:§^(eJf+c.t}- <15-M3) 

Introducing into (15.443) the values of arbitrary constants 

according to (15.406), in view of (15.420) and (15.441) we finally obtain 

u; (0, a)-«1,(0. «)], s. = _ JLli , >•-—* 2£A() 

'1^1 

n 

rjH I « T (15.444) 

ft' * 1 “ nf #f 

y 
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From (15.411) in view of (15.422) when „ 2n . 
U3.4.Í/; when m , We have tor the ring 

u 

X \ ®uf (o) »¡n Aa rfa f íü£ 4. (c vl , • 
• [“.* V «/ 1 *iRt 'c‘'' + ci»'JJ -f- 

I« 

(c,„+i,„)jj 

m 

V 
H' 

(15.445) 

_V,(0) V 1 r , y , 
X^Jc°s*««(a)rfa. 
•-a 0 

We establish a correspondence between the displacements ^m) 

and the interpolation polynomial 

(t ”H: I- V (^co,^M.s;si„^;) H_ir^ 
(15.446) 

introducing (15.446) into expression (15.445) and in addition, con¬ 

sidering (15.130) and (15.418), we get 

ul /?5. m\-A' I /MU) vS I V 
*1 « l 4° cos^"a°ia)rfa+ 

“ Mi 

2 V^' +sin 2nn- m + V V«»;-' +<r')] + 

co* 7 mp:+ÍÍ (a?r‘ +<nj+ 

'It') 
ä;+V úí"+Í(aúr'+<r') 

i » / / 
+ V] (sin — m 
& \ " 

+cos?7m 1^*+p-+îj K*rr +<r')Jj)+ (15.447) 
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where symbols of abbreviation are assumed: 

A-i f ft)' fr+fö(C„+C„)], 

•‘■-■rí •-“’“"•‘•(sr (t)' • 
(15.448) 

How, omitting in (15.447) the terms corresponding to the distribution 

of displacement, of the ring m) according to the law of the plane, 

in view of (15.448), (15.406), (15.420) and (15.441), we finally obtain 

where 

(a)],, a. ^ = 

r'+ß' |*"+ ij(^'+6.v/+')|+ 

Hv""* 11Ç 

e(i=!j 

m § (sinT-«l^ 

C-* 

^ i^rS^(a)co* [i t+t%] • 

(15.449) 

(15.450) 

Introducing (15.444), (15.449) into strain compatibility conditions 

(15.438), we obtain _ 

’T*) 

+|¡(*!r+*!ir>])+'"^m w,+ 

+4.V4- Í¡Kír+^+,)]¡)+ 

-.rU + ^ o 

(15.451) 

(m= 1, 2.a). 

/ 



/ 

Expressions (15.451) represent a system of n equations in (n-3) unknowns 

A* B„ .atuj /4, . This system is simultaneous. 

Obviously, as before, a correspondence can be established between 

system (15.451) and the interpolation polynomial, assuming zero values at 

the points . Thercíore, equating the multipliers on sin —m, cos —m 
II /1 

and (-1)® to zero, we find 

The problem has thus been solved. Introducing the obtained 

coefficients of the interpolation polynomial of the contact load, repre¬ 

sented by expressions (15.442), and (15.452), into relations (15.441), 

then determining the arbitrary constants C and Ü from formulas (15.212), 

(15.213), (15.406), by using general expressions (15.183), (15.187), 

(15.188), (15.191), (15.193) we can then calculate the stresses and 

displacements at any point of the shell. 

» 

In conclusion, we will write out the expanded expressions for the 

coefficients of the contact load interpolation polynomial. 

Using formulas (13.78), expansions (15.130), and writing 

(14.453) 
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PRpnpvpiim» «riu o ■ ...mu 

we can obtain 

(15.454) 

whtr. the generalizad rigidities .r. d.t.™i„.d by «pr..,loM 

(15.424). 

Aa in tha previous probla«, when n 8-10, to simplify the conputa- 

tional foraulas it is permissible in this problem to assume 

rf-oo. *>y 

dl any 

We can than obtain from (15.454) 

s* Or.ur J 

B,- 

—— V «2 I —« ) »m 
2nr 

n 

(15.455) 

y* +jsdi. 
^•»fL Bk^tr D'.ltt 

V-L-l »KiÄ. lT>*T 

L““‘4 “{.„fj 
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3. Joint Along the Entire Contour. Approximate Solution 

The results obtained in Subsection 2 for a sufficiently large number 

n of stringers may be treated as an approximate solution for the case of 

continuous fastening of the end ring to the shell. For small values of 

the parameter K, corresponding to heavy stringers and relatively weak 

skin, the accuracy of this solution Is completely satisfactory. Below, 

lor the case of continuous fixing of the end ring to the shell, another 

approximate solution with wider applicability limits is discussed. 

We will seek the contact load in the form 

where P* are the unknown contact forces in the stringers; 

,.,(0) are some regular functions satisfying the conditions 

i2n \ , 

Mt'T“1’ 
?,(a)=0 npu «<—(m-l) h a>*L(«+|). 

(15.456) 

(15.457) 

The linear contact load T*, represented by expression (15.456), 

corresponds to the continuous distribution of normal stresses on the 

contour Z - 0. The functions should be preselected on the basis of 

intuitive representations or experimental data. For a sufficiently 

xaiga number of stringers, the stress distribution on the portions between 

the stringers can be considered linear. In this case, on the segment 

— ("i—!)■<«<— (* + l) , the function 

,,(«)=(/>+1-m)(l-!)-(/> —m)l, (15.458) 

where, as before, 
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For functions ^a specified in some manner, contact forces (15.456) 

contain only n unknown forces P* in the stringers, which must be deter¬ 

mined from equilibrium conditions (15.196) and strain compatibility 

conditions (15.404) of the shell and ring. For continuous fastening of 

the end ring to the shell, relation (15.404) can be fulfilled identically, 

but in view of the fact that contact load (15.456) contains only n 

unknowns, the strain compatibility conditions can be satisfied only 

approximately. This can be done in different ways. In determining the 

forces P*, the simplest way is to equate the displacements of the ring 

and shell at the points a=^-m. In this case, the strain compatibility 

conditions are disturbed and the spans between the stringers, but if 

the system of functions has been successfully chosen, the divergence 

of the displacements is insignificant, and hence, the error of the 

approximate solution will be slight. 

As above, the unknown concentrated forces P* will be represented in 

the form of Interpolation polynomials (15.439). 

We expand (15.420) with the aid of (15.456), and obtain 

(15.459) 

Introducing into (15.459) the expression for P* in the form of 

interpolation tiolynomlal (15.439), we will have for even n 



K=r 

‘(T)r 

At £ * Cí + 

. / V 
gcoS^mU(ï-«)+-gi-j T*(a)®(a)da \ + 

( T«-+,> ^ 
4-/Í, V¡ sin m I ® ^ «)+f T. («) «• W* 

V <"«+ii 

+ T-(a)1»(a)rfaJ 

(15.460) 

Using expanded expressions (15.109)-(15.112) for normal coordinate 

functions, for the chosen functions ÿm we can calculate all the quadra¬ 

tures of the form 

j ?•(«)•(«) rf«- 
(15.461) 

Let be some completely arbitrary function corresponding to a fixed 

value m * i, a function satisfying conditions (15.457) only. Our treatment 

will bo limited to the case in which all the remaining functions can be 

obtained by shifting^- by an angle m): 

T«(a)*'T5[«--^L(m-m)] (m = l.2.a). (15.462) 

The arbitrary function on the portion l)4o<—(« + •) 

can be represented in the form 

(15.463) 

where x-(t).X+(E) are functions satisfying only the conditions 

X-(0)-X+(0)=0, 

x-(i)—x+(U“l. 
(15.464) 
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Obviously, the function fsie) on the portion -2~(m-l)<o<-25-m 

Is represented by the function z-(lj. and on the portion —■'"<«<— («+!)• 

by the function *♦(!). Therefore, by selecting the functions x_(|) and 

In soms Mnner. in accordance with (15.463), we completely determine the 

functions *(•). and along with It, according to (15.462), all the renaining 

function.. «.On. «11. W. tÄ. i . 0. Th.n, introducid (15.163) into 

(15.462), we finally obtain 

frn - A>) X- (I)+(« - P-1 ) lx+ «) - u* (15.465) 

For the functions represented by expression (15.465), we have 

r1**'» . i 
\ t.(e)0(a)da--?- [ +f II-X+(«)1X 
LW„ « ^ (15.466) 

Hr J lx- (I) • (* -1.1)+11 - Xd- (01 * ( Dl dt. 

Using (15.466), with the aid of general expressions (15.109)-(15.112), 

we obtain 

Is 
¡-«•-»I 

¡ »•(■»♦^(ajda^s.d. 
/«•-i* 

£i«4ij 

5 (*)ds“!«w,»in — m-f «urcot —« 
(15.467) 

P 

P 
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(15.467) 

where 

íx-M-JMDJfu.íUrft, 

2it I ¡ 1 
(T5¡r(I)-Z+ (1)1 (Drft J, 

I (l1 -JU(I)|«•,„(0,0-x_(I)4,iw(0t, _{jJrft 

Í*1 ''X+í^*,,'í0’|)+X-(Ü*»ir(0.l-|)|^, 

¡ÿ^7 “J l*-(l)+x+(l)l®4(0.|)^|f 

a,*r T- i l*-(«+x+(t)l V((U)<«. 
• "r 

(15.468) 

Thus, having calculated coefficients (15.468) for functions 

X-,X* chosen in some manner, by using (15.467), we can find the values 

of all the quadratures entering into (15.460). 

Expressions (15.468) correspond to the arbitrary functions x*- 

These expressions are simplified in special cases. Let x-”X+"'X- 

Then from (15.468) we obtain in expanded form 
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A. »irtidy not.dt for a sufficiently Ur,. nullb.r „ of ,trlnger.j th. 

function . “T 1* asaumed to b. pl.c«rt^Un..r (15.458). I„ this cm. 

XÍD-* , and fron (15.459) we obtain 

70 H 
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/5« 

<*tn 
JS. füL 

»*. I >3 

n. /_]_L\ 

-r * a*r "vf ( X- * ) 

(15.470) 

Let us now return to expression (15.460). Introducing into (15.460) 

the values of the normal coordinate functions at the points a= —m 
ft 

and the values of quadratures of the form (15.461) according to 

(15.247), (15.248), by using (14.3), (14.12)-(14.14), we can find 

where 

^ in ^ y%it—Atbt,, 

h,s.■ 

^-Y4' 

(-Tár+^r4-)* (r-01' 

(15.471) 

Y.»=A* b’m. 
ur T *t 

(75¿¡7+^a-rj* (---7) • 

['-'•a.''(t1))- 

(15.472) 

Jih. 
AF, 

jäh. 
2*F, 

«Ur 

«ur 

By means of expressions (15.471), the problem of determination of the 

arbitrary constants C, C, related to the coefficients Y by relations 

(15.406), reduces to the determination of n coefficients A and B of the 

Intrpolatlon polynomial of contact forces P*. 
i m 
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The coefficients A* Ah ß,, corresponding to the distribution of 

forces P* according to the law of the plane are determined from equili¬ 

brium conditions (15.196). Introducing contact forces (15.456) into 

(15.196), we have 

Af,(0)= cos p ^ 
?«»+*) 

I ^ t«(o)do 

^ir (Q) *■>—/?, COS ß ^ 

Vi"-') 
2« 

2* sin ?„(a)sino</a 

(15.473) 

^(•+11 

+ j fm (o) COSO ¿a 

Por specified in the form (15.465), we can obtain 

where 

V'-+,> 
f T.ísjdo-o*, 
r«-" 

?<"♦»> 

{ V«(s)*insdaa>ansin —m-J-OMCos —m, 
r. * * 
.-«• •«> 

t,(s)cosada* ~a*sin — ros~m, 
^ H 

ji + 

I — c<,'“ - j [/-«»sin -ÎL(| -ÏL {]dî. 

*^-,¡„^. + ^1^ Jz-(l)cos~.(| —D—x+(i)coi~- |jdt. 

(15.474) 

(15.475) 

Expressions (15.475) correspond to the arbitrary functions x-i‘- 

Let then 
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,, = 2 sin -î J sin-— j *,|)cc,,-^(e-|)* 

% 

[cos-" —- { y.(tlfin — (j — -M(/( 
n n n \ 2 } 

L u 
ol»s2sin 1 

n I n 

(15.476) 

For the piecewise-linear function setting x(W“fc we find 

(15.477) 

Now, expanding (15.473) with the aid of (15.474), we have 

Af 

7V,(0)=cosft(l -f-^aM) Vp;. 
m-\ 

«,(0)-«.cos, f( I + /-. .in « + 

m-l 

(0)= - /?. cos P |(l + Ä aw) Y| p; cos -5Î. m - 

(15.478) 

m 

«01 V PL Sin 
A^O 

2nm 

«•1 

whence on the basis of formula (13.68), we obtain a system of equations 

in the coefficients A0, Au Bt of the interpolation polynomial: 

N, (0) =/»COS p -(- flnoj A», 

AÍ,(0H - Ÿ»P.cosp[(l +-¾ ««)*«- a«ß‘] * 

(15.479) 

From (15.479) we obtain 

A,= <o> 

""•’(‘♦TFr0") (15.480) 
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(15.480) 

V 
aifn 

Bx- 

w *- L '01 j 

iM’. _ -‘''""(¿A *‘‘,),>*','a)*" 

For plecewlse-linear functions ipm, in view of (15.477), we obtain 

.4. = - 

Ai- 

n cos ß (1 + *) 

2 iH»<0) 

(15.481) 

fl/?0CO* i> 

_ 
n«o co* I* 

/ n a y 
I + » — sm - I 

( a n I 
AI, Ml 

I +* 

The remaining coefficients of the contact load interpolation 

polynomial, which correspond to the self-balanced distribution of forces 

P*. must be determined from the strain compatibility conditions. As 
m 

noted above, these conditions are satisfied approximately and are formu¬ 

lated in the form of equality of the warping displacements of the shell 

and ring at the points For a contact load of arbitrary type, 

the warping displacementa of the shell are represented by relation 

(15.443). 

Introducing into (15.443) the values of the arbitrary constants 

according to (15.406), and considering (15.420) and (15.471), we obtain 

[«* (0,o)-«‘ . i.O, a)]..-; 
• * n 

.,-212¾. sin 

A, 

V -¾ 
» \ o 

V -B, V + 

tl+ 

Y r y .n, >^r :,- 

(15.482) 
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The displacements of the ring at the points a--- for an arbitrary 

contact load aie represented by expression (15.447). Omitting in (15.447) 

the terms corresponding to the distribution of ring displacements 

according to the law of the plane and taking (15.448), (15.406), (15.420) 

and (15.471) into account, we obtain 

‘{'D 
2 (sin js* f g 

+ 2 Jj [^-+2, (?sr,+fö,+,)]} 
+c09^Lm[>i;+^ J; i*t,+ 2t 

t-i i »»-• 
) + 

where the following notation is used: 

H 

ífí.r“-^52- [ ®u,(a)cos*arfa|-L -5i 
nlZr .) l “> n rrf \ 

2n 

iî«’*f (°)sin*a"° [-7 --•—]. -i?» .) L rfï '' +T-Î J 
0 
2» 

l' **,(«)cos*«da f-i- -^+ -%1. 
»X,** .1 [ «í " 

(15.483) 

(15.484) 

/ 

ilféy Now, introducing (15.482) and (15.483) into strain compatibil 
Í J 

conditions (15.438), we obtain a simultaneous system of n equations in 

(n-3) unknown coefficients An fl,|^ r=2,3.E Ml and ■ of the 
r 

interpolation polynomial of the contact load Pjn: r 



, +tar')i+^ Ñ] ¿+?;„+ ^ Gir+W) 

+-^-(^+^ § [-¾1 »Tfc+^+J <«-+ 
+íís:+r) r)]~Ä,§ ["¿^ ~+^4-^(?v-+^) 

+(-!)■ -<: +* V i aä _1_ + V« /•;-}' 
T i^-;4». ^ % - 

(m->>l,2,...,»). 

2nr 
Equating to zero in (15.485) the multipliera on s,n—-w, cos 

we obtain _ 

^7+ÍA»+«;=o. 

[f-8.3..:..*(i^)]. 

r s. 

where 

s"-^¡ [-^^:+^+V wr'+«ar> • 

s‘" 5 +t" *]' 

s;"$ Í^TTs+^+i (*r-+ïa-)| 
^a * J 

i"2-3'.f("-T-')) 
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~m, (-1)- 

(15.486) 

(15.487) 

(15.488) 
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vS(sâ4-(S'ï1- 
Solving system (15.486) for Aj., Br, we finally find 

A,**-+ . 0_ SjX-S^ 
+SuSy ' ^,>;f+St'S» 

(15.489) 

(15.490) 

The problem has thus been solved. Introducing the obtained 

coefficients of the contact load interpolation polynomial (15.481), (15.487), 

(15.490) into relations (15.471), then determining the arbitrary constants 

C, C from formulas (15.212), (15.213), (15.406), by using general 

expressions (15.183), (15.187), (15.188), (15.191), one can calculate 

He stresses and displacements at any point of the shell. 

The solutions obtained pertains to the case in which the approximating 

functions are determined by the arbitrary functions X- and X+. For a 

e fficiently large number n of stringers, when can be assumed to be 

niecewise-linear (15.453), all the expressions are considerably simplified. 

The coefficients of the contact load interpolation polynomial Ag, Alt 

for this case are represented by expression (15.481). For the coefficients 

Afl flf|r»2,3.and \ . in view of (15.470), (15.472), (15.484), 

(15.488) and notations (15.424) and (15.453), we can obtain from (15.487), 

(15.490) 

y 
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m ^ * Main* 

V fLû*t+I^t+ V 1-^-^ + V^-^l . & [ b»:, ^ ¿i [ o^u,+ jj 

ll" 
Ur 

Ml •(■* 

«,■ 

-A V(-„-.”(^.) 

D'p-t.Ur /1 

^.- 
r 

1 r »KT*« + V jiziixi 
^ Vf -*rJ 

(15.491) 

In thin problem, as in the previous one, to simplify the computational 

formules it is deslrsble to assume for n 8-10: 

dj-oo (*>f). 

¿1=00 (»-juoQue). 

Then, from (15.491), we obtain 

S.J (A.)miü. 
im »In» — iff *' " ' " 

n 

4,. 

V —-f 1 
” & »X I ev; + J 

V' 0» / 2* ), 2*^ 
“-.(t--)“"— 

4*0 

m tin5 - 

(1>.492) 

Ä,~ 

T 

V —i—■ -^£-1 -¾¾ I /?v; + n'w J 

g 

V~l- f *m 
S^J l*1.«. 2«V. O. ,. 



appendices 

Appendix 1. THE DELTA FUNCTION * 

I» th. construction of IdssUccd «del. „f -eal proc..... ^ 

Objects, abstract interpretation, of th. continuou, and discrete are 

reflected in such concept, a. distributed and concentrated quantities. 

Tbe nathenatlcal interpretation of these concept, in the frane work of 

classical representations varies. 

Quantitative relationship, between distributed quantities are 

fonau]ated nostl, bp „sin, the language of classical thaory of functions. 

The basis for this is the representation of th. intensity of distributed 

quantities as a point function, a representation that pernlts an effec¬ 

tive us. of the powerful device of clsssical snalysi,. Por concMtrated 

quantities, th. concept of intensity i. deprived of neaning in th. frane- 

“°rk °f Cl“8lCal quantitative rel.tion.hip. 

between then occur only in the form of finite relations. 

The indicated discontinuity in the mathe^tical interpretation of 

distributed end concentrated quantities in case, where the idealised 

-del i. based on a synthesis of these concept, substantially complicate. 

the te“arch- thl« discontinuity can be .li„„.t.d, and th. 

difficulties produced by it circumvented by int.rpreting a concentrated 

quantity .» th. limiting form of the corresponding distributed quantity, 

"'is Vl“ U '“••i»1* ‘0 ssli«*« the necessary logical unity 

f 
% 
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between the continuous and the u.serete, formulated mathematically in the 

language of generalized function.. 
I 
I 

The foundations of modern theory of generalized functions were laid 

by S. L. Sobolev* and L. Schwartz.** The simplest generalized function 

is the delta function, or, as it is also known, the symbolic impulse 

function. 

The delta function is usually associated with the name of P. Dirac, 

who used it systematically in his quantum mechanical studies.*** The 

delta function also occurred earlier in theoretical work in mathematics. 

A set of generalized functions is an extension oi a set of ordinary 

functions, just as a set of radial numbers extends to a set of real 

numbers. While the Introduction of the concept of real numbers is 

aimed at making certain operations feasible, for example, the computation 

of roots or logarithms, the Introduction of generalized functions always 

permits one to make the differentiation operation feasible, which, as we 

know, is not always possible, even for continuous functions. 

Generalized functions are certain limiting forms, l.e., "ideal 

elements." They are not functions in thr> usual sense of the word, but 

* S. L. Sobolev. Methode nouvelle a résoudre le problème de Cauchy 
pour les aquations linéaires hyperboliques normales. Matematlcheskly 
Sbornlk, 1936, Mo. 1 (43). 

** L. Schwartz. Theorie des distributions, t. I, 195C, t, II, 
1951, Paris. 

***P. A.-M. Dirac. The Physical Interpretation of the Quantum 

Dynamics. Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Series A, 1927, 
vol. CXIII. No. 765. p. 621-641. 



ln n certain Intuitiva Sanaa can be appronlnatad by ordinary functions. 

For euapla, th. dalt. function fa a nathas-tlcsl for. of auch an Idaallsad 

concept a. the Intensity of a quantity concentrated at a point. In one- 

and tvo-dlnanslonal proble.,, this be a llnaar load and the pressure 

on s.M surface, corresponding to a concentrated force. In th, space of 

three measurenents, one can .peek of th. density g.ner.t.d by a n.t.rl.1 
point, of th. Intensity of a point heat sour«, etc. It Is obvious that 

by using nathMatlcally peml.albl. function, and the operation of passage 

to th. ll.lt, on. can -l.pen.a ulth th. Introduction of the delta func¬ 

tion. Houevar, by defining In.read a set of foraal operation, on the 

.delta function a. a special kl„d of object, one can circunven! consider¬ 

able difficulties Involved in classical an.ly.is, and i„ cases, 

obtain new results.* 

I*1, fundamental Concents and Definírtnnn 

Mathematical Interpretation 

The delta function 1 on. „f . nu^.r .lnJuUr (mctlon, thit 

cannot be correctly defined l„ the framework of cla.slc.1 theory of 

function.. According to the aeanln, given to It. delta function Àfr-r.) 

should always be equal to tero, with the exception of the point x - x„ 

The öS« Ä-ÄtÄ^-S^ob^^T 0f thî ^ 0f MTT. 1971 No s- r r ivacives in Problems of Structural Mechanic 

Rev¿lut£ Sih5; ?ordln-te Actions of a Shïn ol 

1972, Vol. 3, No. 1- V I NarlnaVt1"21^8^^^6, Uchenyye Z«Pl»ki TsAG: 

Function, of a Sheli of Revoîutî^ ii^. M^rîXrm N00“1, Coordi“te 

Structure. Uchenyye Zapiski TsAGI, í972, ÎÎÎ 3? ío. J8"*'6 L°ngitudina] 
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at which it la "equal to infinity," and this in auch a way that 

Jô(*—*#)</*-1* (1.1) 

I.C., the delta function ia the Intensity of a unit action "applied" at 

the point x ■ xQ. 

It ia obvious that this definition is incompatible with classical 

definitions of a function and Integral, but it can b¿ analyzed so as to 

discover the real mathematical content of the delta function. 

To this end, let us consider for example a material point of unit mass 

placed at the origin. It is "physically" evident that the distribution of 

masses, l.e., the density produced by this material point, will be a delta 

function. 

Let us "smear out" the preliminary mass of the point under considera¬ 

tion uniformly inside a sphere s». We will thus obtain an average density 

3 
4m> 

0. 

, UK*. (1.2) 

Initially, we will take as the density 6(x) the pointwise limit of the 

average densities I,(a) when *—0. Then 

**• I 0, 
a-0, 
x/0. (1.3) 

*Herelnaf ter *” (*'• **.denotes a point of n-dime islonal space R . 

for simplicity, one can visualize a point on a straight line. IntegratinS 
over a limited region of the space Rn, we will write V ...dx. When the 

^4» 
integration is carried out over the entire space, the symbol R_ under the 
integration sign is omitted. 
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It is natural to require that the integral of the density fix) over 

any volume G give the mass of this volume. Therefore, in our case it is 

necessary that 

'• 0€G> (1.4) 
ft 10. 0€0. 

However, it is easy to see by considering (1.3) that the integral 

on the left side of (1.4) is always equal to zero if it is taken to mean 

an improper integral: 

f [ J #(x)dJtJ—0. 
Q • *0 

We have thus arrived at a contradiction, which shows that the point- 

wise limit of the sequence '«.(*), «—Ò cannot be adopted as the density 6(x). 

However, in addition to the pointwise limit, other forms of passage 

to the limit are possible. Depending on the mathematical content of a 

given problem, the treatment of the convergence of a sequence of functions 

may be different. 

A sequence of functions 

“*,x).«*(■*)•••• (1.5) 

is said to converge uniformly in some region of space if for any 

t*Q one can indicate an N such that when k, 1>N for any x from V the 

following condition will be fulfilled: 

l“*(x)-«i(-*)|<* ups *, />JV. 

Sequence (1.5) is said to converge in the mean in R,, if for any 

e-K) one can indicate an N such that for k, 1>N 

J |Bâ(x)-«,(x)pí/X<«. 
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FlMlly» ■•«luence (1.5) Is said to converge weakly in with respect 

to functions <|(x) from a certain class (*), if for any if(x) there exists 

Jim j f(x)ut(x)dx. 

In discussing a convergent sequence, the set of its elements is 

usually supplemented with a limiting element. The limiting element of a 

weakly convergent sequence u^x) must obviously be taken to mean a certain 

element u introduced by the axiomatic relation 

f Uf(x)i/x- llm ( Ut(xlf{x)dx. (i.g) 

The limiting element of a uniformly convergent sequence of continuous 

functions always belongs to the class of continuous functions, but generally 

speaking this may fail to occur for sequences converging in the mean, 

and all the more for sequences converging weakly. If the limiting element 

does not belong to the class of functions under consideration, this class 

is expanded so as to include the limiting elements as well. \s was noted 

above, the concept of expansion is encountered in real number theory, when 

4rr*tion*l numbers are Introduced as the limiting elements, defined by a 

class of equivalent numerical sequences. Let us recall that the numerical 

sequences {a.) and {b.l are considered to be equivalent if the sequence (a,—fc») 

converges to zero. Similarly, two weakly convergent sequences {«,} and {«M 

are said to have the same limiting elements, i.e., are equivalent, if, 

whatever the continuous function 4p(x). * 

Ilm f I«,(X)—V,(x)j f (x)dx = 0. 
n+m _ 

The principle of weak convergence ("weak definition") underlies the 

representation of generalized functions as an expansion of a class of 

ordinary functions. 

y 
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Instead of requiring from some functions f(x) a definite value at 

every point, one can describe it just as successfully nith the aid of a 

set of "scalar products" (/. <p) with all functions ; 

(/,9)=- [ /lX)HX)dX. ,. 
J (1.7) 

For continuous functions, this definition is equivalent to the usual 

t'le, but in addition, it contains the possibility of generalizations, since 

by specifying the scalar products (/, <p). in some way, we give an exhaustive 

characterization to the symbol of function f. For example, if in defining 

generalized functions one proceeds from the representation of limiting 

elements of a class of equivalent sequences, one must assume 

(/. ?» - Hm Ç /.(*)?(*)«/*. (1.8) 

V/e will compute the weak limit of the sequence of functions 6,(x), 

i.e., find for any continuous function the limit of the numerical sequence 

( l.lX)^\X)d.X lipil 1 --.0. 

Because of the continuity of the functions <p(x) for any nyO as small 

as desired, there exists such , >0. that when |x <t« , we have M*)— *•!<*» 

Hence, for all , we obtain 

J ^ |=-~-11 !?(•<)—?(0)J</jc |< 

. < -¿T $ ltW-?(0)|dx<ii1¡L. ( 
ui<« J Ul« 

Hence, 

Hm f í,(x)y(jc)rfjc=f(0), 
• -*0 J 

i.e., sequence (1.2) is weakly convergent. 

(1.9) 

We set ÿ(x) - 1. Then from (1.9) it follows that the limiting element 

of sequence (1.2) satisfies conditions (1.3^, which determine the density 

o(x). Therefore, it is natural to define tfU delta function as the limiting 
/ i 
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element of . cl... of .,ul™i.„t w..kl;, coov.r,.„t 

J (iio) 
Such . definition 1. co.pl.tcly rlgotou. Md Mkc. It po..lble, by 

en.ly.lng . cicas „f .q„iv.1(Mt s^ccc. of th. lndlcatÄi typej to e8trt 

U“h th* e..entl.l ptopertle. of the delt. function. 

It ehould b. noted that gen.rall.ed function, can also be Introduced 

In a different .ay. It has no. become comon practice In speclallted 

literature, to define generall.ed functions, not on the basis of the repre- 

sent.tlon of cl...e. of e,uiv.l.nt sequence., but on the ba.ls of an 

Mloaatlc introduction of the .c.l.r product If. el a. a Un..r continuou, 

functional At<f] defined on a certain apace K of "good function." 

l/.tl- A|,l. (I.U) 

Ho., to each given functional A|,| there .111 correspond a definite 

generalized f.n,ctlon f. Thu., for the delta function 

(1.12) 

Definition (1.11) „in be exhaustive provided that a clase of "fairly 

good" function. 1. indicated on vhlch the functional 1. defined. Ordinary 

integrable function, also fit this scheme, for ,„ch function, on. can 

«»put. the Integral fro. their product by a "good function." 

I«» generalized function, are considered to be identical If the value, 

of th. corresponding functional, coincide on any of the "good function." 

. and differ.« If for at leaat on. function ,,(.) th.M value. 

*See for example I. M. Gel'fend and G. Ye. 
Functions. Moscow, Flzmatgiz, 1959. 

Shilov. Generalized 
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are different. 

It Is also evident that a generalized function must be considered equal 

to zero If on any of the "good functions" the corresponding functional is 

equal to zero. 

Local Properties 

The representation of limiting elements of weakly convergent sequence 

does not, strictly speaking, provide the basis for speaking of the values 

of generalized functions at individual points. However, having tried to 

identify a generalized function with an ordinary continuous function, one 

cm partly remove this indeterminacy. 

Let f be some generalized function 

f fv(x)dx^\\m f f,(x)i(x)ilx, 
J n-* «r » 

and in seme limited region of space G 

f /'(x)nx)dx~o. 
•—8 

Then for any ^(x) which becomes zero outside the region G, one can write 

I ftf{x)dx^0. 
Herze, identifying the generalized function with the ordinary continuous 

function f * f(x), on the basis of the known lemma of variational calculus, 

we have 

f(x) smO for *eG- 

If the generalized function f is equal to zero in region G, the addi¬ 

tional set Rjj-G is said to be the carrier of f. The generalized function f 

is a iso said to be concentrated on the set R^-G. A generalized function 
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With a carrier is said to be finite. It is easy to show, for 

example, that the delta function is concentrated at tfe point x ■ 0. 

Indeed, by definition of the delta function, for any (x) 

Setting (0) ■ 0, we can write 

f kf(x)dx— f 

where ihe integration extends to any region Rn not containing the point 

x - 0. In such a region, (x) is completely arbitrary. Therefore, identify¬ 

ing the delta function with an ordinary continuous fune.ion, we have 

I »(.<)*-<> for *^0. 

Hereinafter, the delta function will always be denoted by 6(x), 

keeping in mind that when x - 0, it is not identifiable with an ordinary 

function. 

Delta-Shaped Sequences 

Sequences whose limiting element is the delta function are said to 

be delta-shaped. Let us consider the sequence of nonnegative functions 

(*•„ W!('« P when »J. satisfying the conditions 0,.(x)mo, ±f jjr|i ei| 

and J 

Fig. 1.1. Normalized local 

sequences. 
Fig. 1.2. Elements of delta- 

shaped sequence. 
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Such . i. «id to bo a nornallMd local MguMC« of tho 

^1°1 * * °- '“»Pi«" of ouch sequences for the case of one variable 

ate shown In Pig. i.i. 

We will compute the weak limit: 

I'" J Í..(jr)t(jc)f/Jr = lim f 
—uio. 

=>llmf (Jt*) f », (jc)rfjc=n|lmt(4f*)-<p(0), 
Uu., -m 

since !■* I<e» and f(x} ig continuous. 

Hence, any normalised sequence will be delta-shaped. 

Let us consider a sequence of continuous functions 

4>w(jc)=---5-!- 
n I + (nur)» (1.13) 

of one independent variable. 

Sequence (1.13) ig not local. The elements of thi^sequence for 

different values of m are shown in Fig. 1.2. It is obv/^us that 

Hm ¢.== 
0 npw jc/0, 

oo npti jc=0, 

and in addition, the integral 

aa — 

f = ± f —? dt 

— " 1 + imjriä n J V + /* ** ’ 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

\ 

The question arises as to whether sequence (1.13) delta-sh. ; *d, 

i-.e., whether the condition is fulfilled for this sequence wha^t-r the 

continuous functions <p(x). This question is informal, despite the 'act 

that when x * 0, sequence (1.13) converges uniformly to rero with re ject 

to x, and in addition, for any m. 

! 
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Indead, setting for example, we arrive at the following 

improper integral divergent for any values of the parameter m: 

no that .«queue. (1.13) will ,X.0 diverge. However, on the other hand, 

having imposed certain requirements on the behavior of the continuous 

functions ,(x) wh. I'l—». one can obviously see to it that the improper 

integral J®.(,),(,)d, converge, and that, in addition, there exists 

m 

ÜT. Í (O'. 

We have formally 

"I llm f -IS*'. .d(mjeh 

f »«.-'fflad.- J, « J .., I 
— m 

= — lim 
n 

(1.16) 

Of course, the result obtained applies only when the conditions 

ensuring che validity of passage to the limit under the sign of the 

improper integral are fulfilled. 

For example, let (P(x) h. a lltüted continuous function. Then 

for any t, and hence, the improper integral j-IÄ- converges uniformly 

with respect to any m. 

«n will also show that when m-» ; the function ^ is 

uniform with respect to t in the interval 

I“A, A] for any A. 
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In fact, beer, <f»e of the continuity of«f(x) with respect to its argument 

for any e>0 as small as desired, there exists such »,>0 that l?(//«i-T(oi|.-, 

as soon as However, for any A one can then choose ■ " «0 from the 

condition when |?(//m)-T<0}|<- for all t from the interval [-A, A], 

as soon as m« m • o 

From the uniform convergence of the improper Integral with respect to 

the parameter m, and uniform convergence, with respect to t, of the integrand 

In the limiting function when in any interval [-A, A], and also from 

the integrability in the strict sense of the function on this interval, 

it follows that the passage to the limit is permissible under the sign of 

t.lif* »mproper integral in (1.16). Therefore, with respect to any continuous 

function (f(x), sequence (1.14) is delta-shaped. 

The above discussed example shows the necessity of first qualifying the 

net of "sufficiently good" functions with respect to which we will discuss 

tne weak convergence of given sequences (or, in other words, on which the 

corresponding functionals will be determined). 

We take as such a set a collection of all real functions f(x) infinitely 

differentiable and finite, i.e., identically equal to zero outside a certain 

bounded region [arbitrary for each of the functions f(x)]. These functions 

are known as base functions, and their entire collection, as the base space K. 

The base functions can be added up, multiplied by real numbers, or 

differentiated any number of times, producing new base functions. 

A set of base functions form the region of determination of generalized 

fcor rions. For finite generalized functions, because of their local 
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properties, the region of deter®instion is expanded on the !>sslu of the 

following learns, which is cited without proof. 

Lobs. For any bounded closed set G and region F containing it, there 

exists a base function h(x) equal to unity on G, to sere outside F, and 

always Included between 0 and 1. 

It is evidence that arbitrary changes of the base function outside 

the carrier of a finite generalised function do not affect the magnitude 

of the corresponding functional. Hence, the region of determination of a 

fini*-* generalised function can, in addition to the base functions, be 

made to include any infinitely differentiable function f*(x) in the vicinity 

of the carrier by constructing the base function f(x) coinciding with 

f*(x) in the vicinity of the carrier. This can be done, bj setting, for 

example . f(x)~f*(x)h(x) 

It is clear from the above that the region of determination of the 

delta function generally includes all functions infinitely differentials 

in the vicinity of sero. Let us also note that in specific problems, this 

region may be even wider. 

Derivatives of Delta Functions 

The interpretation of a generalised function as the limiting element 

• weakly convergent sequence of certain continuous functions suggests a 

“tural repiesentatlon of the derivative of a generalised function as the 

limiting element of a sequence of derivatives of theie functions. 
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Let f be a generalized function, defined in a one-dimensional region. 

We have 

where the functions f.(Jt) are assumed to be infinitely differentiable. 

Then, for the derivative f of this generalized function, we have 

(1.17) 

U since in view of the finiteness of the base 

function M*)<r<*)|“_ »0 and ln addition, <p(x) Fig. 1.3. Derivatives 

of elements of a delta- 
/ 

shaped sequence. belongs to the base space K. 

Hence, according to (1.17), the following relation should be set down 

as the basis for the definition of the derivative of a generalized function: 

J/>(*)</*»-J/VíjUAc. (I lg) 

Thus, every generalized function has a derivative which in turn will 

iso be a generalized function. It is easy to check that the ordinary 

ules of differentiation are fulfilled: the derivative of the sum is 

equdl to the sum of the derivatives, the constant multiplier is factored 

out of the sign of the derivative, etc. 

For example, we will show that the derivative of the product of an 

••r'nituly differentiable function a(x) by a generalized function f obeys 
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the cíesele differentiation formula. On the basis of the idea of the 

limiting element of a sequence, we write 

[ |a(jt)/|ip(jc)rfjr=r Ilm f \a(x)fñ(x)\?{x)dx— 

- I*,n f fn\x\\u(x\^[x'\dx --■[ f\a(x)ff[x)\dx, 
s *•» *' J 

!•••» the product of the generalized function by the "good function" is 

determined by the relation 

j l<ii.x)f\?ix)dx f/l'i(.Y\~rix)\dx. 
(1.19) 

Now, using (1.18) and (1.19), we can obtain 

j |fl/l'<?rfjc= - f (a/lfV.r - - \ /{aÿldx -- - j /[(arf-a‘-r\dx-~ 

as was stated above. 

(1.20) 

In space R , the derivatives of the generalized functions are Introduced 
n 

as in (1.18) by the relation 

r i/.,(1.21) 
J ix¡ O*! 

It can also be shown that mixed derivatives of generalized functions 

are independent of the order of differentiation. 

For higher-order derivatives we have the obvious relation 

f f^><fix)dx={-\V (f /^•»(x)dx (1.22) 

From (1.22) it is also evident that the carriers of derivatives of a 

generalized function coincide with the carrier of the function Itself. 

For the delta function, on the basis of (I.10), (I.18), we have 
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^ I'(jt)T(*)*/*= - j.l(jr)t'(x)rfx-= -v'(O), (1.23) 

(1.24) 

As was shown above, the functions 

>.,(*)* = — 

when *-«*> form a delta-shaped sequ»nce. The derivatives of these functions 

111¾ 

n |l + («k)*)* 

forr. a sequence which by definition converges to the derivative of the delta 

runction when . Figure 1.3 shows graphs of the functions ^(x) for 

different values of m. 

The derivatives of the delta function are concentrated at the point 

X * 0. When x ^ 0, the derivatives Æ^n^(x) = 0. 

Unit Function 

The function of one variable 

(1.25) 

16 known 38 the He*viside unit function (Fig. 1.4). The unit function is 

not a singular function, but at the point x - 0 it is not differentiable 

.: the ordinary sense, and can be shown to be related to the delta function 

’s follows: 

-»<*>• (1.26) 

wnere the derivative is understood in the "generalized sense," i.e., as the 

derivative of a generalized function. 
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Indeed, 

J V{x)f(x)áx— -J t{x)if(x)áx— - j f'(x)dx-t(0) 

and hence, according to basic definition (1.10), relation (1.26) is 

(Hx)“ j 

The Function x* 

The following function is related to the unit function 0(x) 

.tnpHx:>o, 
I 0 lipH x<0. 

It is obvious that 
I 

r *4 - J 
Integrating by parts, we have 

M 
xf —x«(x)— xlix)dx~*x1Hx). 

— • 

Tha followit« function is si^arly introduced (Pig. 1.5) 

Obviously, 

r;-={ *Vhen X > 0, 

0 wl»en x<o. 

valid. 

(1.27) 

(1.28) 

(1.29) 

(1.30) 

(1.31) 
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(1.32) 

(1.33) 

1*2 Special Properties of the Delta Function 

In the previous section, we analyzed the mathematicel content of the 

delta function as some function which "is equal to zero everywhere with the 

exception of the point x - 0; at this point, it is equal to -, and ln 8uch 

a way that J4(xirfx«i». 
—m 

We can now define a collection of formal operations on the delta func¬ 

tion as a special kind of object, so that hereinafter we crn deal with it 

with an "almost ordinary" function without having to reflect on its 

mathematical nature. 

We will proceed from the fact that when x ¿ 0, the delta function can 

be identified with the ordinary function ¿(x).O; the point x - 0 is the 

carrier of the generalized function 

. I l(x)f(x)dx-=f(0), 

if region G contains the point x - 0. 

On the basis of this representation, we will sumnarize the basic 

operations involving the delta function. 

1. /lx)»(x)»/(0)*(x). (1.34) 

Identity (1.34) should be understood literally (in the general sense) 

when x * 0, and also in the sense of equality of the generalized functions 

with the carrier concentrated at the point x - 0. 

j |/(x)S(x)lT(x)ifx-| 1/ (0)i(x)|f (xjdjt. 
(1.35) 
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«■flipvp* 

Here 

G la any region; 

Ç(x) le eny function continuous In the vicinity of the point x - 0. 

If 7(0)-0, 

On the heels of (1.34) 

/ (jc) »(■*)“ °- 
(1.36) 

(1.37) 

wh«1* 6(x—t) Is a "nixed" delta function with a carrier concentrated at 

the point x - t. 

If /(0 -0,' then 

/(jt)»(je-o-0. 

The delta function Is even: 

»(-*).»(*). 

(1.38) 

(1.39) 

therefore 

whence 

J t(x)dx - J » (|a|x)d(|a| x)=|a| J t(ax)äx. 

»(ax)-—*(x). (1.40) 

2. The delta function in space Rn nay be represented in the fom ci 

the product 

»(x)-»(xl)l(x1)...l(x<)...l(x,). 

where is a one-dimensional delta function. 

(1.41) 

3. Por a one-dInensIona1 delta function, we have 

when 

-- 1 I 

X '/, 

when x>/t 

(1.42) 
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1* r 
j /(I)*(! — /)//; ; '/{iiHx-t). 

(1.^3) 

4. The n-t!h order derivative of a one-dimensional delta function 

when X + 0 ^' be identified with an ordinary function f'W-O; 

the pcxít X - 0 is the carrier of the generalized function: 

(1.44) 

where o ^ 0. 

/ 

/ 
The derivative d'(.») is odd: 

*'(-•<)=» -V(x), (1.45) 

5. If X ia a point on a straight line, then differentiating (1.34), 

we obtain 

whence 

/'(*)»(*)+/(.t)i'(x)-/(0)»'u). 

/ (*) »' (*) k / ( 0 ) V ( jr) - /' (01 ï i * ). (1.46) 

Identity (1.46) expresses the local properties of the derivatives 6'(x). 

Wlieu X »* 0, the Identity should be understood in the usual sense, and also 

in the sense of equality of the generalized functions to the carrier con¬ 

centrated at the point x » 0. 

Me set l(x)~x in (1.46). Then, differentiating, we obtain 

*'U) *(*). (1.47) 

wner 

The following formula applies to higher-order derivatives: 

(1.48) 

e '•n 18 the number o{ combinations of n elements with ' espect to i. 
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Hence, setting t<*)-&(*> and considering (1.34), we have 

/(*)»<*>(*)-V( .|)<C¿/''»lf) »«-'»(Jt). (1.49) 

Formula (1.48) Is easily proven by using the method of msthematical 

induction. He assume that it is valid for a certain n. Then 

[/(X) 

Using (1.48), we have 

(1.50) 

to 

The second sum on the right-hand side of (1.50) can be transformed 

«.s» 

Using (1.51), we combine the two sums in (1.50). Then, considering 

that 

we obtain 

T___(X + 1)1 r, 
<10,-/)! (<— l,!(»i —< f 1)! «Oi+I-O! 

(1.52, 

i.e., formula (1.48) is also valid for n+1. Since for n - 1 formula 

(1.48) is obvious, it holds for any n. 

We assume that /(*)-*.. Then, considering (1.36), we obtain from 

formula (1.49) 

-'»(*> , n, «I ., , 
(1.53) 
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V 6. Let X be a point of n-dlmenslonal space Rn, and ..a.) 

be an integral vector with nonnegative components aj. We will denote the 

derivative of the function F(x) of order |u|-Oi + aj+by 

lrF(x)— 
d*v . 

Then, generalizing formula (I.48), we can obtain 

( - |)KI n CliD'-'bWD'/Wl (1.54) 

atiere i * (t^, ijj) is an integral vector whose components i. assume 

the values 0. 1,..., oj; n is the multiple sum 

« .U-*« »i *■ 

2= 2 =2 • ••2; 
i,»« i^-o 

From expression (1.54), setting Vix) -«(*), we obtain 

/(x)DHU)=y(-l)"l f| C'Mü'/(x)|r.^)-'»(x). (I*55> 
Jml ' 

7. Let (v^fjc)) be a system of functions, complete orthogonal and 

normalized in region G. We will show that the delta function can be expanded 

as a Fourier series in these functions: 

»(*)-2 *«*■(*)• 
«i-i 

where w 

0 

in the aense that the sequence S.U)=^ „m be delta-shaped. 

Indeed, computing the weak limit of such a sequence, for any continuous 

g(x) we will have 

llm ( 
.-- ¿ 

= Hm V ,.(0) f %(xU(xMjc-V fm(0) f 'tm\x)g{x)dx~g(0), 
*■*" 0^1 O m~\ U 

(x)(fx — llm f ^ 
0 mil (1.56) 
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since ls the coefficient of expansion of the function g(x) 

•s a Fourier series in functions tf(x), 
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Appendix II. EQUATIONS WITH IMPULSE TYPE CHARACTERISTICS 

11-1' lauacions with Singlar Coefficients of .-Hp Type 
of the Delta Function and ils Derivatives* 

Partly Degenerate Equations 

/ 

/ 

Let T^ T2 be operators with regions of definition 3, and 3, . The 

e>'jation 

y 

Tu " F (II.1) 

where T * T^, will be referred to as partly degenerate if the operator 

1 reciprocal to Tj exists, and operator T2 is degenerate: 

r**“^fjr'{f (/»«>.(/^)), (II. 2) 

wnere * is some function of point x of n-dimensional space and k parameters 

AU| .kh con8tituting the values of certain functionals ^ on u(x). 

We will denote by n" the region of values of the operator T, i.e., a set 

of elements of the type (M. where <p ranges over 3-3,00,. Obviously, if >ea 

the solution u - u* of Eq. (II.2) exists, and ue3. 

Since f»« V • then, considering (II. 

we have 

«*=V t*;. i*î. 

and 

.i*;)] (l- 1.2.k). 

2) and setting (/„«*) 

(II.3) 

(II.4) 

* G. G. Onanov. Equations with Singular Coefficients of the Type of 
tie De.ta Function and Its Derivatives. DAN SSSR. 1970, vol. 191, No. 5 
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Expression (II.3) contair‘i.ng k parameters p* and a system of k equations 

(II.4) In these parameters represents the fo.'nal solution of partly 

degenerate Eq. (II.1) In "mixed form." In order to obtain the solution of 

this equation in explicit form, it is necessary to find the solution of 

system (II.4) satisfying the equations 

rr' (F - 4> ix. i»;, t»; lij)] € a,. ( il. 5) 

F-*(x,r;,*l. 

where K, is the region of values of the operator T^. If such a solution 

of system (II.4) exists, then for the obtained values of the parameters 

p¡, expression (li-.J) gives the solution of Eq. (II. 1). 

Examples of partly degenerate equations are integral and integro- 

differential equations with a degenerate kernel. 

Equations with Singular Coefficients 

Let 

r* 2 2 (II.6) 

where is a partial derivative of order l<*|-0,+0,+... + an of 

the delta function concentrated c point x^; Tu»- are some operators. On 

the basis of (1.55) 

OHx-x,)./-,*« ~y (-1)"« n C'jun\j\ £>•-'»(*-*,). (II. 7) 
fa i-i ‘ i'-«» 

whence it follows that operator (II.6) is degenerate, since the quantities 

iyTuku\,.n\ can be treated as values of certain singular functionals 

on u(x). Thus, the equation with singular coefficients (7) + 1,)«-f 

is partly degenerate: 

T0+ y y di.a) 
,-í ia 

where 
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According to (II.3), (II.4), the formal solution of Eq. (II.8) will be 

(II.9) 

(II.10) 

If the solution h«i«' of system (II. 10), which also satisfies the 

conditions TC'and / 

exists, then for expression (II.9) gives the solution of Eq. (II.8). 

Let X be a point on a straight line. We will consider the sloplest 

examples. 

Example 1. „" + 6(*)y=/» f(0) exists. 

Passing to the partially degenerate fora, we obtain 

i/*+v(0) »(*>-/•(*). 

In nixed fora, the solution will be 

y(x)=C,x-fC,— y(UJx, r/(x), 

y(0)=-Ct-f/(0), 

x,= J * when x>0. 
I 0 when X <0. 

Eliminating y(0), we finally obtain 

Example 2. ✓+«(*)*-/'(*) f(0) exists. 

Solution in mixed fora: 

y(.*)=C,-j,(0)e(jri i 

V(0J—c,-y(0)«(0) + /(0). 



Ut us not« that, gsnsrslly spssking, the functions •(*)-/ 0 »h«" '<0 
I I when Jt>0. 

•t the point * - 0 is not defined. However, 0(*) i« not s singular func¬ 

tion, and therefore at the point * - 0, its definition can be supplemented 

by any finite value. 

Elialnatlng y(0) we have 

*(*)~C|»(x)-»(0)- 11+/(^)-/(0), 

where the new arbitrary constant 

r-.gi + / (<» 
1+ »(0) ‘ 

3- f+rMt-PiM) f'(0) exists). 

The product ha« meaning if y'(0) exists. In this case 

V»“-V (0) »'(*)+y' (0) * (a)+/' (a), 

y(a) = C — y(0)*(a) + v'(0)l(a)+/(a). 

Setting X - 0 in these expressions, we will obviously arrive at an 

absurdity if at least one of the quantities y(0) and y'(0) is different 

from zero. 

Therefore flo that tbe 801ution in Blx#d forB hãB th# {on 

y(a)=C + /(a), 

0=C+/(0), 

0-/‘(0). 

It follows that when /'(0),to. the equation under consideration has no 

solution, and when , the following degenerate solution exists: 

j,(a)~/(a)-/<0| 
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II.2. lapuise Tvie Characteristic» on the Rlgh-Hand Side of 
Ordinary linear Differential Equations 

Let ua consider the ordinary differential equation 

(II. 11) 

where the linear differential operator 

i* =+ -f . + 

In the general case, any of the coefficients X*(x) of 2q. (II.11), 

as veil as the right-hand side V*(x), may contain singularities of the 

type of the delta function and its derivatives, and in addition, finite 

discontinuities: 

Af(x)»A'(x) i jAra.rlíu-jrjH-V . 

i V V a4)l • 
‘ 1 A J 

ti;re X, X^, V, are specified continuous functions 

aim* bla are specified coefficients. 

Taking relation (1.49) into consideration, we arrive at the ordinary 

cM*fe ential equation 

¿ |„| ,= 1/- 
(11.12) 

with regular coefficients of the type 

*(*)+ 2 *'(*■*'■* an<^ C^e rl8ht-hand side 

Vm{x) = V (a) -f- 2 [ <x)* <x - -*■1 + 2 t* -jt() j 

(11.13) 

where the coefficients C£m constitute linear combinations of the values of 

certain singular functionals on the solution y y*(x) of Ëq. (II.11) 

T.* t y (x), y^ix).yj (x) ,... ,yn(ii) be the fundamental system of 

ons of the ho^ogeneous equation T,[y] * 0. Representing the partial 

rl'i I y * y** of Eq. (11.12) in the torin 



I 

/-1 (11.14) 

wh«re Cjix) «« th« dtsired functions, uaing the ■•thoi of variation of 

arbitrary constants, ve find 

whence 
OTKyna 

ft Cj(x) *'”(''-0 («*0. I, ‘j.,_2)( 
a 

(X), 

C/W^f-ir'jr-iLUv... 
W(x) ' W- (11.15) 

where WnJ (x) is the minor of the element „}"-'»(*) of the Wvonskian W(x). 

Integrating (11.15) while considering (11.13) and relations (1.49), and 

introducing the result into (11.14), we obtain 

^-VMr^îb,,+V¡ v.wi*-*,) ]^f- “*+ 

^ Ii?l )1-., 

Partial solution (11.16) contains both step and generalised functions 

concentrated at the points *-*, (1-1.2....,1)- We will study the behavior 

of thia aolutlon in the vicinity of the indicated points. 

Using relations (1.48), (1.49), we can obtain 
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vhere 
(11.17) 

/ 

is a functional deternlnant obtained from the Wronsklan by replacing Its 

last row by the row of derivatives of order t+q. Obvlouily, the 

determinant If I, since in this case its last row 

coincides with the (t+q)th row. However, as is evident f’-om (11.17), 

t and q are Independent suonation Indices. Consequently, 

11 ' =*(ai — A—l)-f-4i=ai — I; 

/here m Is also a summation Index. As Is evident from (II.IÓ), the maximum 

value m ■ r, whence (i+q)m,, m„»r—1 The latter fact leads to the conclu¬ 

sion that when 

f " (11.18) 

the determinant »..,(*) for all values of t and k, and hence, expressions 

(11.17) for all k and m are identically equal to zero. 

With the aid of formula (1.48), we can also obtain 

/ 

(11.19) 

I 



where the functional deteralnant 

The deteralnent V,(x)mO, if /<«-1. However, ae la evident fro« (11.19) 

and (11.16), t^ - «, and - r, whence tmaXj max - r. Thle leada to 

the conclusion that when 

f</i- i 
(11.20) 

the deteralnant Wt(x) la Identically equal to tero for ail values of t, 

end hence, expressions (11.19) are also equal to zero tor all values of a. 

Expressions of the for« (11.17) constitute the coefficients of the terms 

of partial solution (11.16) of Eq. ( 1,..12), which contain singularities of 

the type of the delta function and its derivatives; expressions (11.19) 

are the coefficients of terms with finite discontinuity type singularities. 

Comparing estimates (11.18) and (11.20) one can easily conclude that when 

r<n-i (11.21) 

the general solution of Eq. (11.12) will be continuous. When 

(11.22) 

the solution in the general case will contain finite discontinuity type 

singularities. Finally, when 

r>n—I (11.23) 

the solution in the general case also contains singularities of the type 

of the delta function and its derivatives up to order (r-n) Inclusive. 

Let f<»—I. Then the general solution of Eq. (11.12) may be repre¬ 

sented in the form 

+ 

i \t( (11.24) 

Y(-ifc„ 
jjt" r (jt) I.J 



where Cj are arbitrary conatants. At the points *-*(/-1,2,...). expression 

(11.24) assuaes the form 

"§|c'+,"ir1í 
(11.25) 

Generalizing estimate (11.21), we can readily see that the derivative 

of order p will be continuous if 

r<n-l-p. (11.26) 

It follows that all the derivatives up to order n-r-2 inclusive will 

be continuous. For the pth derivative \p<n—r—l) , we have 

-£• F W- [j V'«) JMl rfH- 

OpHWM 
«i ,r(<> l-sJU“* V)(x), 

(11.27) 

(11.28) 

<lxm W (jt) F.W 
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II,3* Differential Equations with Step Function Type 
Coefficients - 

We will indicate one method that permits one to derive the solution 

of differential equations with variable step-function type coefficients 

by reducing these equations to partly degenerate ones. As an example 

Illustrating this method, let us consider the equation 

where a1 are constant coefficients, and e(*-x,) are asymnttric Heaviside 

functions [« (0)-0;'i]. 

We multiply the equation by the function «(*-*))• Considering that 

for asymmetric functions the product ,,j) for any i, 

j, we obtain 

where 

Y) - W y' (X,) » (jt - X,)+y (X,) »’ (X - X,) (y-i. a.«). 

• .n* 

K/ix) »y(x)»{x-X,). 

** (1 ^ i1' )wlien ÍT' i' 

Pa, wh*& />,. 

We thus arrive at a system of n equations with constant coefficients in 

n unknown functions Yj. As we know, a system of ordinary linear differential 

equations can always be reduced to a single equation in any of the unknown 

functions, and also in any linear combination of these functions. In the 

case at hand, we are interested in ¿<*)~**V«/,. The general solution of 

the system in this linear combination will contain 2n arbitrary constants. 

Considering the boundedness of the solution y(x) of the initial equation, 

these constants must be determined from the condition Z<r<x, ,„.„)*■(> Introduc¬ 

ing the partial solution Z - Z* thus obtained into the initial equation. 





Appendix III. EQUATIONS WITH IMPULSE TYPE SINGULARITIES 
IN PROBLEMS OP STRUCTURAL MECHANICS 

A* an illustration, va will examine certain problema of structural 

machanics, reducing to ordinary differential equations and partial 

differential equations with Impulse type singularities. These singulari¬ 

ties may be present on the right-hand aide of the equations, and also in 

the form of variable coefficients. 

IÏI.1. Some Equations with Singularities on the Right-Hand 
Side Beam on a Regular-Type Elastic Base 

The equation of bending of a beam on an elastic baae (Pig. III.l) 

in the presence of a longitudinal compressive force has the form 

(III.l) WT-MW+Ar-f 

Here E(x)Ij(x) la the rigidity coefficient of the beam; N(x) la the 

longitudinal compressive force; k(x) la the rigidity coefficient of the 

elastic base; q(x) is the transvasas load; y(x) la the deflection of the 

beam. 

The elastic base will be aald to be regular if the rigidity coefficient 

K(x) contains no slgnularities of the type of the delta function and its 

derivatives. The remaining coefficients of Eq. 

(III.l) are also ordinary functions, l.e., are 

plecavlse-contlnuoua in the general case. 

As ve know, axlsyamatrlc problema for 

Pig. III.l Beam on 
regular type elastic 

sheila of revolution also reduce to Eq. (III.l) 

vase. 
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Th. CruavcrM lo.<i .in b. r.pr.wnt.d in th. for. 

(III.2) 

where lB a n 
linear load of intensity q^x), distri- 

bocrt 0,.r th. is > dlstrlbnte(i iMd 

corresponding to rh. force ^ end concenCr.ted in rh. „ction 

» - Expression (HI. 2) constitute, the K.t g«,.r.l for. of notetion 

of the tr.nsv.rse load. The suction i. cerried out over eil the point, 

of discontinuity of th. loed. In the ehsenc. of sny for« ,.ctor « t„. 

point X - x^ it should be set equal to zero. 

The general solution of Eq. (m i) wieh «-hen .«.ke. u 
H V i) with the right-hand side of (III.2) 

my be written by using expression (11.24). 

On the basis of the Ostrogadskiy-Liouwille formula, 

r,',-'",'[-fS7Sr]’- (in. 3) 
Ú» view of (III.3), we obtain 

¥(*) = 
T(0)/(0) V] 

wbf re (III.4) 

-%(x-x,-l,) j riqjFfiX+tW 
•i* i, 

'“'-TÏÏ' 

Expression (III.«) represent, the unlverssl e,ustión of , b.„ on sn 

•Ustic base in longitudiosl-trensverse bending. By d.terndning th. 

iptegretioa constant, in sccordence with the boundery conditions, fro« 

(III.4) one can obtain the solution for sny specie! ceses. 



Universal Equation of the Elastic Line of a Beam 

Ut us consider «1 an eia.pl. a baa. of con.tant croas Motion In 

th. abaenc. of an al.8tic baa. and of a longitudinal co.pro.alv. force. 

We assume that 

Then 

Vi~l. yt=x, Vt-Jc1, -Jf*. 

“* • 6 

Expression (III.4) thus readily reduces to the form 

yix) 

•+-LV 
* (III.5) 

Expression (II1.5) rapreaont. th. wll-knoun unlvoraal equation of an 

elastic axis of a beam in bending. 

,n‘2‘ See Differential Fqn.Mn.,. ulch sinaular Coefftc«,.. 
Bea. on a Singular Type EV^HTBaM-- 

Lot u. again con.ider a be™ on a regular elastic base with rigidity 

coefficient k(x). Let th. .ability of the Individual sections of th. be«. 

Fig. III.2. Beam 
on singular type 

elastic base. 

and the angle of rotation y'ix^ in these sections 

(Fig. HI.2). The action of such constraints on 

the beam is equivalent to the forces 

and moments «,-*„/(*<> concentrated in the section 

X * of the beam. 

The distributed load correspond inf; to these 

force factors may be represented in the form 
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2 (■*—*() + 
I 

or, on the basis of the properties of the delta function, In the form 

(III. 6) 

Introducing additional transverse load (III.6) Into Eq. (III.l), we 

have 

where 

A-W_A-W-2*.,»(.-.,)• *•«)-»«!+V, 

(111.7) 

(111.8) 

are variable coefficients containing delta function type singularities, and 

^ 38 before, i« transverse load (III.2) of the most general type. 

Equation (III.7) has a very general character. This equation can be 

as the basis of studies of a wide range of questions pertaining to 

tne analysis of beams with concentrated constraints and also to the study 

of axisymmetric eformations of shells of revolution reinforced with a 

transverse structure. 

Let us write the general solution of Eq. (III.7) in "mixed form." 

Reducing (III.7) to a partly degenerate form, ve obtain 

(III. 9) 

i .,ing general expression (11.24), we can obtain 

fM*) jc, - V»(x|a„y + (Jt()|| + yf(x). (HI.10 

where »,(*) (/-1. I. 3. 4) ls the fundamental system of solutions of tha 

homogeneous equation corresponding to (III.l); 

yq(x) is the partial solution of Eq. (III.l) due to 

and arbitrary external lood; 
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=(-1)' ?(jc,)7(.*,)íi7,tV. 

(-I)' 

£(0)/(0) 

[¿(x)7(j*)^(x)],|4-1). 
£(0)/(0)1 

Expression (III.10) msy be seid to be a universal equation of an 

elastic axis of a beam on a singular elastic base. To this expression one 

should add a system of algebraic equations in yix^) and y'(x^)* Using 

general expressions (11.25), (11.28), one can obtain 

<-ir * 4 1 1 
y(-»«1+2 Vy'-V<.>,(*,)+*(*,) 

"i /.i n i r> 
(/ -1. V....). 

1-1 4 4 1 ¿i • 
. »'(Jfil+V yix,)Y +tj‘(x,) £¢,,yi{x,)\ =2 + 

flL J-i I /-i 

(/- i. 

(III.ll) 

(III.12) 

Expression (III.10) and system of algebraic equations (III.11), 

(III.12) represent the general solution of Eq. (III.7) in mixed form. In 

order to obtain the explicit form of the general solution, it is necessary 

to solve system (III.11), (III.12) for the unknowns y'{x,) (/-1,2.n) 

and eliminate them from expression (III.7.)). 

System (III.11), (111.12) in the matrix formulation may be represented 

in the iorm 

where 

AZ»B, fVc,»;. (III.13) 
i?i 

is a nondegenerate triangular matrix, where E is a 2 x 2 unit matrix 

« * 
M((- 1s a second-order square matrix, where 

(x,) ¡‘/.(//(•«ih 

1^/.(// (-*1^ P/lV» '•*! ' 
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the matrix column 

where 

the matrix columns 

where 

»„-('in 
\>,wl \», X,)l 

From (111.13) we have 

Z = Z*+ 

where 

Ie'*' (111.14) 

Z;- A-‘B, (y=0. I. 2. 3. 4). 

The solution in the form (111.14) contains Integration constants in 

explicit form. Eliminating the unknowns v(*i). v'(*t) from expression (III. 10) 

with the aid of (III.14), we arrive at the explicit form of a general solu¬ 

tion with four arbitrary constants. It should be emphasised that because of 

the triangularity of the matrix A, the process of finding the vectors *' 

is trivial independently of the number of elastic supports. 

Torsion of an Elastically Clamped Rod 

For clarity, we will consider a simpler example. Let the rod be 

■'onnected with some elastic medium resisting torsion. In this case 

G 

»diere y(x) is the twist angle of the cross section of the rod; k(x) is 

the rigidity coefficient of the medium. If the rod is elastically clamped 

only in Individual sections, then we should set 

i 

in this case the solution in mixed form will bt 
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•re che linear mese end noaent of inertie, ■ end u being ordinery functions, 

end end Jj being the ness end noaent of inertie of the loed lumped in 

the section x ■ 

Applying the Fourier nethod to Eq. (III.16), we srrive et the equetion 

[Firr+YN-WY (III.17) 

in norael node Y(x). 

On the besls of generel expressions (11.24)-(11.28), the solution 

of Eq. (III.17) hes the form 

(III.18) 

(III.19) 

(III.20) 

l\. y I- y* is the fundenentel systea of solutions of t'ue equetion 

(f/yy+iNry rty-^lmy .«o. 

Solving system (III.19) for the unknowns y(X(). )"(x, (/-1,2....) end 

ellmineting these unknowns from expression (III.18), we errive et e generel 

solution of Eq. (III.17) contsinlng four erbltrsry constants. Then, 

setisfying the boundsry conditions on the ends of the been end adding the 

condition of nontrivielity of the solution to them, we csn obtein the 

spectrum of neturel frequencies end the corresponding norael modes of 
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wt represent systen (III.19) in matrix form 

A(W>~B(i)C. (III.21) 

Here A «nd / «re a nondegenerate triangular matrix «nd a column matrix, 

respectively, similar in structure to the corresponding matrices in Eq. 

(III.13) ; C-tCj] i. « column matrix of arbitrary constants; T" is a matrix 

consisting of four columns which -re analogous in atruecur. to the column 

■•trices Bj in Eq. (III.13). 

The solution of Eq. (III.21) 

«m-a-íubímc. (iii.22) 

Thus, as above, the problem reduces to finding the vectors a-B/( 

but in contrast to (III.H), the element, of the mstri* A and vector. I, 

"T* not but some function, of the parameter A, whicíl co^,lic.tes 

the problem if the number of concentrated masses and moments of inertU is 

larga, nevertheless, even in this case the application of numerical 

■ethods is possible, although the corresponding algorithms are fairly cumber- 

soae. However, an analytical solution of Eq. (III.21), which is of 

considerable interest, involves major mathematical difficulties and is 

possible, generally speaking, only in individual cases. 

Let u. consider one method which in certain important case, makes it 

possible to construct an analytical solution. 

Lot t(X)-it,,(1)1- be a nondegenerate fourth-order square matrix whose 

elements are some functions of the parameter X. Let us consider the 

matrix equation 

(III.23) 

^bare g(i) ia the desired four—column matrix. 
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(III.24) 

The solution of Eq. (III.23) 

whence 

A-*a)B(À)Â*(X)rt(M. 

Introducing (III.25) into (III.22), we obtain 

3(^ = S(À)V-«(»)C. 

(III.25) 

(III.26) 

/ 
/ 

yIn c*rt,1° c“e*' th« “«a Trt) cm be choe«, .o thet the correr 

/ ponding matrix «(A) can be found by artificiel procedures. Then expres¬ 

sion (III.26) gives an analytical solution of Eq. (III.21) for arbitrary 

C and A. 

The above-described approach is used in constructing the solution of 

the special Stum-Liouville problem (Appendix IV). It can of course also 

be applied to any other eigenvalue problem. 

Let us consider separately the important case in which the beam 

proper is weightless, i.e., when the number of degrees of freedom of the 

system is determined by i;he total number of concentrated masses and moments 

inertia of the loads. In this case, T,. T,.Vy4 in (III.18), (III.19) 

is the fundamental system of solutions of the equation 

30 that the P*ratt c«r A -ill be contained explicitly only in the coefficient 

Vli’ ßji of (in*20). As can be readily ascertained, the solution of systas 

(III.19) can therefore be represented in the form of polynomials in powers 

of the parameter A: 

(III.27) 

(/ = 1. . •). 
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where a„f, *u< ere sone coefficients. Since 

**K (4;:î,,: r1, 2,3.4). 

then fro« (III.19), (III.20) we have 

where 

ffl,rtr= £(0)7^[“ + 
I—I ■» 

.f~bà -h^ihiài .r-i.tM ^ 2,*..), 
l*i J 

. I 
"I* 

£(0)/(0) 
l (-1+1 

(-1 M -, 
+(/. i=i. 2,...), 

i-t i 

=K, (X,). 

al, = 3?(Jt() 7 (X,) 2 ( -1 / K, (jr,) ^ (X,). 
•t “ 

a“ = £ u,) 7(.T,) V( -1 )/ K) (jc,) f /x,). 

P», = 2(-1^^.^^) (x)ry(x)]’j 
y-1 I 

4 „ ^ 

p;* 2(“1 ‘''W‘r/(jc] 

(III.28) 

Expressions (III.28) constitute recurtlon relations that permit one 

successively to find all the coefficients of polynomials (III.27). This 

procedure is carried out numerically and is therefore elementary. 

Eliminating the unknowns H*). >"Ui> froa (ui.18) with the aid of 

(III.27), we have 

KW-VJc/'wf' + V »(*-*,) v± ^(e^+p^ij. (III.29) 

Expression (III.29) constitutes an explicit form of the general solu¬ 

tion of Eq. (III.17) under the condition m(jr)-n(jr)«i0, containing four 

arbitrary constants. Now, satisfying the boundary conditions on the beam 
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Fig. III.4. Weight¬ 
less beam with 

concentrated load. 

end', and adding the condition of nontriviality 

of the solution to them, we can readily obtain 

tht spectrum of frequencies and normal modes. A 

very important fact is that the frequency equa¬ 

tion for any number of concentrated masses 

moments of inertia is the condition of equality 

to zero of the second-order determinant, whose elements are polynomials in 

powers of A. 

As the simplest example, we will consider a weightless beam of constant 

/ 
yfross section hinged at the ends, with a load of mass M and moment of 

i inertia J, concentrated in the section x - x, (Fig. III.4). In this case, 
/ 1 

/ Eq. (III.17) assumes the form 
f 

/ EIY" - M Af»(x —*,) K(x) - y (»(,* -*,) r (x)|'| -0. 

Y(x)~b -JY'ixJ — */+ ]+ 

+C,x*+C,x+Ct. 

whence 
f>. /y.ia 

Excluding Y(x1) and Y'ÍXj), we find 

+0.(^.^-^^+-1+ 
+c.lfr^+l\ 

(III.30) 

Satisfying the boundary conditions 7(0)-7^(0)-7(/)-7^(/)-0, 
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(III.31) 

C|=*0, 

c4«0. 

+c.(¿-[*«,)_0, 

C'li7 W«-*.) - x*î| +6<)+c,(i. 

Equating the determinant of this system to 

zero, we arrive tt the quadratic equation 

«íí+W+r^O. (III.32) 

where 

¢=-25// 

-mi/*—a*. (/-*,)). 

c=6 (£//)*. 

The roots X12 of Eq. (III.32) determine 

two frequencies “i.,= | of natural vibrations. 

The corresponding modes are determined by expression (111.30) for values 

of the constants satisfying Eqs. (III.31). For example, let X Z± 
1 i ' 

Then from (III.32) and (III.33) we find 

, El \i i * 
/ I ’ ^ A1 /* 

Ut u. tun. to «yate» (III.31). when t-x„ , ue corrMpondlngl, h.ve 

(C./- + -ÍC,) (^-4/,=°. 

»dienee, if ve correspondingly find 

r--T' ^ = -4-^ (III.33) C#| 4 C| 4 

Introducing (111.33) Into (111.30), we obtain to within th. nultlpller: 

Yi 

X-0 Xmt 

Fig. III.5. Normal 
modes of beam with 

concentrated load. 
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(III.34) '•'''-'(''-tÏ-H'-tI- 

mergb. In this case. At“*«’ then l.e., the frequencies 

we obtain from (III.30) 

^.W-^W+ÃK.l.r). 

where A, B are arbitrary konstante, and K.**), /,(^) are determined by 

expressions (III.34) (F4g. III.5). 

/ 
Cross-Btr^lng of Reinforced Plates 

/ 

equation of bending of plates of constant thickness ov*«.* * is 

extended to the case of a plate with a reinforcing structure if 

/one resorts to generalized functions. For instance, let the plate be 

/ reinforced by ribs oriented along the lines ¿-„ (, .1.2....) symmetrically 

with respect to the middle plane. In this case, the elasticity relations 

establishing the relationship between linear bending and twisting moments 

in the cross sections of the plate and the deflection function should 

obviously be taken in the form 

where 

\<4ri a»«/ Jjjt ’ . 

-*)d£!¡- H,= -(1 o’ J?!!L, 

£*> 
à»*x ** »t ix 

12(1-^») * 

The plate deflection equation, constituting the condition of equili¬ 

brium of an element of the plate with respect to normal displacements, 

then becomes 

<»■> 

m‘w+aT (^4¾) + (III.35) 
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w* Will ¿säume for simplicity thst each of the ribs has flexural and 

torsional rigidities constant along the length. The plate edges y - 0 and 

y * b will be assumed freely supported: 

»I =?*| =o. 
In.o í»1 li, o I«-» dy* I*., 

The solution of Eq. (III.35) may be sought in this case in the form 

of the unary trigonometric series 

•(<*. V)“ V- 

Introducing (III.36) into Eq. (111.35), we have 

+(*)•(' 
» 7 

*ífW(jc* y) sini?-^- 

(III.36) 

(III.37) 

Expression (III.37) constitutes and ordinary differential equation 

whose coefficients contain similarities of the type of the delta function 

and its derivative. The general solution of this equation can be easily 

written by using general expression (11.24). As in the case of Eq. (III.7), 

it is easy to change from the mixed form of the general solution to the 

explicit form, containing four arbitrary constants. These constants are 

determined from the conditions at the plate edges x » 0 and x - a. Such 

a solution obviously constitutes an extension of M. Levi's well-known 

solution to the case of s plate reinforced with a unidirectional structure. 

The problems discussed in the preaent appendix illustrate the method, 

presented in Appendix II, of constructing the solution of equations whose 

coefficients contain singularities of the type of the delta function and 

its derivatives, and form the basis of certain very important conclusions 

of general character. 
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Let us note first of all that in studying any linear problems reducible 

to ordinary differential equations of the type under consideration, 

systems of equations in indefinite values of the corresponding singular 

functionals in mixed form of the solution always have a triangular nonde¬ 

generate matrix, so that the procedure of elimination of these values is 

trivial Independently of their number (i.e., of the number of singularities: 

ribs, concentrated constraints, etc.) and can be carried out numerically. 

The only exceptions are problems in eigenvalues, to which the study of 

questions of stability and vibrations is reduced. In this case, the 

procedure of elimination of the values of singular functionals from the 

soJ .tion in mixed form is complicated by the fact that the triangular 

system contains the parameter of the Initial equation. However, if only 

this parameter enters into the degenerate operator, the solution of the 

triangular system may be represented in the form of finite series in powers 

of the parameter, and this permits one to construct the general solution 

of the equation with the parameter in explicit form. The coefficients 

of these series are determined by recursion relations, and the corres¬ 

ponding numerical procedure is therefore trivial. In the presence of the 

general solution, the eigenvalues are determined from the conditions of 

rcr.triviality of the solution satisfying the boundary conditions. The 

orresponding equation then constitutes the condition of equality to aero 

of a determinant of the same order as for the "smooth" problem, the 

elements of this determinant being polynomials in powers of the parameter. 

This fact considerably simplifies the algorithmic aspect of the prcblem 

(for example, in studying the vibrations of a system with a finite number 

of degrees of freedom). 



Let ue note another inportant point. 

The above solution to the problem of cross-bending of a reinforced 

plate constitutes sn extension of M. Levi's classical solution for a smooth 

plate. In completely analogous fashion, any solutions in unary trigonometric 

series for smooth plates and shells extend to the case of a unidirectional 

structure (or weakening) of any type. Moreover, in the direction perpendi¬ 

cular to the structure, we arrive at ordinary differential equations with 

variable coefficients of the type of the delta function and its derivative 

(if the torsional rigidity of the rib is considered). However, as in the 

case of absence of the structure, the boundary conditions at the edges 

parallel to this direction are assumed to be hinged, and for rings of 

closed shells of revolution reinforced with this structure, these condi¬ 

tions are replaced by the conditions of periodicity of the solution along 

the circumferential coordinate. 

It may be concluded from the above that the problem of cross-bending 

of plates illustrates the general method which can be used as the basis for 

the most diverse studies of the operations of shells of revolution 

reinforced with stringers or rings, and of the operation of stringer plates. 

Ue have confined our discussion to a fairly narrow range of 

comparatively simple problems. It is obvious, however, that equations 

with impulse type singularities can serve as a general mathematical basis 

for the study of the most diverse objects combining the elements of 

discreteness and continuity. In structural mechanics, such objects include 

primarily bars, plates and shells with masses and moments of inertia 

concentrated at points, on lines and individual surfaces, with a 
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reinforcing structure, supporting Isyers of zero thickness, etc., and 

also with a gradual change in geometric and physical characteristics. 

Such objects are described by differential equations with singular coeffi¬ 

cients of the type of the delta function and it^ derivatives, and also of 

the type of step functions. In theoretical studies dealing with 

generalized functions, such equations are not considered, but they do occur 

in certain applied studies published comparatively recently. Representing 

the desired solution in the form of binary or unary infinite series, the 

authors of these studies arrived with the aid of the Bubnov-Galerkin 

procedure at coupled infinite systems of algebraic or ordinary differential 

equations which, however, could be easily obtained from the steady-state 

condition of the energy functional even without resorting to the device 

of generalized functions. Therefore, the use of this device is purely 

formal in character, since the absence of the procedure of sewing of 

solutions in individual portions is essentially determined, not by 

generalized functions, but by the representation of the desired solution 

in the form of a series. We should also mention certain other applied 

studies whose authors, using the operation method, constructed the solutions 

of individual equations of the type under consideration in mixed form, but 

then, Instead of eliminating from this solution the undetermined values 

of the corresponding singular functionals on the desired solution of the 

'quation and obtaining the general solution in explicit form, considered an 

expanded triangular system in place of the triangular one by adding to the 

triangular system additional equations resulting from the boundary 

conditions. 
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Such an approach yields only a partial solution of the problesi, 

corresponding to a specific load and specific boundary conditions. It 

should be considered numerical, since every time the load or the boundary 

caaUtlons change, it is necessary to resort to a cumbersome numerical 

procedure of construction of the solution of the expanded system. 

In contrast to such an approach, the methods presented above yield 

the general solution of the problem. The numerical procedure must be 

carried out only once in constructing the general integral of the homo¬ 

geneous equation, and, very importantly, as applied to the triangular 

system. Let us also note that by using the general formula obtained in 

Appendix II, one can, in contrast to the operation method, write the 

solution of the equation with both constant and any, including, 

singular, variable coefficients. 

Èhrvlug the fundamental system of solutions of a homogeneous equation 

with singular coefficients, one can then, by using the method of 

variation of arbitrary constants, construct the general solution of the 

Inhomogeneous equation corresponding to an arbitrary ex:ernal lead, and 

hence, satisfying the boundary conditions as is done in "smooth” problems 

obtain the solution corresponding to an arbitrary external load and any 

fixing conditions. 

The above discussion makes it possible to speak, not formally, but 

essentially about a single methodological base of the study of both 

"discrete-continuous" and "smooth" objects with the aid of the device of 

generalised functions. 



Appendix IV. THE STURM-LIOUVILLE SPECIAL PROBLEM 

IV.1. General Solution 

We will consider the ordinary differential equation 

where the weight function 

*(•*)“ 1+1» 2 »(jr-jrJ; 
a-l 

li is a constant 

jc_=* — m (m = l. 2,..., .t). 
* ñ 

(IV.l) 

(IV.2) 

We will seek nontrivial solutions of Eq. (IV.1) satisfying the 

periodicity conditions 

y(0)-ÿ(2A). y'(0)-/(2s). 
(IV.3) 

We reduce Eq. (IV.1) to the partly degenerate fore 

/+»*»---I» 2 jr(aJ»(x-x«). (IV.4) 

The general solution of Eq. (IV.4) in mixed form will be, on the 

basis of (11.24), (11.25) 

IfW-C.sinlr-l C.coíir-iU ¿y (*.) iin * (X - *J • (* - *«), (IV.5) 
m -I 

l-l 
y(x,)=C1 sin ^/+C,cos —|»X ^y(xa)sin >.(jr(—x,,) 

••I 

(/=1. 2...., a). 

(IV.6) 

In order to obtain the solution of Eq. (IV.1) in closed form, it is 

necessary, having solved system (IV.6) with arbitrary ^ and C2 for the 

parameters yix^, to eliminate the latter from expression (IV.5). 
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w* will tr«*t (IV.6) not as an algebraic system, but aa a single 

finite difference equation with variable coefficients of a special type 

with respect to the function of the discrete arguant y^), writing 

this equation in the form 

l-l 
Vi + K ^ 'i" i (/ - m) =-. Cli> *«+dr-1*', 

• •I 

)t m -£L «g 

a f c, /c,i. c; ~(c,+ic,i 

where 

(IV.7) 

(IV.8) 

The solution of Eq. (IV.7) will be sought in the form 

Vi”' 
in 

(IV.9) 

Introducing (IV.9) Into (IV.7) and «trying out the .ur—tion, ». 

obtain 

-(«- ^ :- ¿ .-.ó.«,. (IV. 10) 

Let us note that exprassion (IV.10), written for arbitrary and 

C2*. becomes an idwtity in 1 for particular values of the constants 

CÍ-Ci-í. J-', cîsCi-¿ (IV>11) 

if the parameter s is related to X by the relation 

! + ¿. —ÜîlL^ 0. 
2 col s — co* 1 (IV.12) 

In this case, as a result of the parity of cos s, Eq. (IV.7) will 

be satisfied by 

V,»V.W". v,=yr 
(IV.13) 
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y 
/ 

Thus, expressions (IV.13), where s is relsted to Ã by relstion 

(IV.12), represent two perticuler solutions of Eq. (IV.7), corresponding 

to values of the constants deterained by expressions (IV.11). These 

solutions will be linearly independent 4f 

Vî VT 

vKt vr+, 
-2/ sin f /0, iae*fo%/it*. 

The solution of Eq. (IV.7), corresponding to arbitrary cj and C* 

(and hence, to arbitrary and C2), can now be constructed for 

by a linear combination of particular solutions (IV.13): 
y • 

yW-etf+for. (IV. 14) 

/aere the multipliers a and E, as a result of the linearity of difference 
/ 

/ (^V.?), are determined from the system 

eCj+pCJi-C.. 

«C^íCi-C.. (IV.15) 

Here C+ and C- are constants (IV.11) of s and -s, respectively. 

We transform (IV.15) with the aid of (IV.ll). Making use of 

(IV.8), (IV.12), we obtain 

«'«a+r-'f-C, sin X+C.cosX, 

e+f^Cf 
(IV.16) 

The condition of solvability of system (IV.16) is readily seen to 

coincide with the condition of linear independence of particular 

solutions (IV.13). Solving (IV.16) for a and 8 and introducing the 

solutions in (IV.14), we obtain 

»(•»'Í-Cjijjjy sin/1-(-C, (il ijli-Mn/y+cos/«), (IV. 17) 

ore, replacing C,-fC, by the new constant C^, 

ÿ (x,)—C, sin /s -j. c, cos It. (IV.18) 
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L*t u« not« that relation (IV.12) between the paraaretera s and Ã 

loaea waning when x-n*. We rewrite (IV. 12) in the for* 

cos i - co* X-A,¡„i. (IV.19) 

For valuea x-X*f. to which the valuea *-*»-.->*, win correspond 

according to (IV.19), solution (IV.17) of Eq. (IV.7) also loses waning. 

However, the values x-x*« for* a discrete sequence of points in whose 

vicinity, as snail as desired, solution (IV.17), where s and X are now 

related by relation (IV.19), obviously satisfies Eq. (IV.7) identically 

for any Cj and Cj. It follows, as can be readily ascertained, that when 

, the solution of Eq. (IV.7) is the liait of solution (IV.17), 

(IV.19) when V—►W Indeed, introducing (IV.17) into (IV.7), we have 

Hm [y( fi»* T i/«sinM/-m)-C,sin& — C,cosX/l-=0, r.^,1 -St J 
whence orityja 

/-i 

Hmy,-)-!»** V Um V. 
í-i r.xM 

Thus, we conclude that expressions (IV.18), (IV.19) are the solution 

of Eq. (IV.7) for arbitrary Cj, C2 and any values of X, and the passage 

to the liait when s - wk is hereinafter legitimate. 

Introducing the solution obtained (IV.18) of Eq. (IV.7) and therefore 

of syste* (IV.6) into expression (IV.5), we obtain the closed for* of 

the general solution of Eq. (IV.1). 

The sib in expression (IV.5) can be transforoed if the coordinate is 

represented in the for* 

-»-“-(P+l), (IV.20) 

where 
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pxsE {' 1* th« integral part of the number’"SÍT 5 (iv.21) 

(IV.22) 

It Is obvious that . 

In view of (IV.20)-(IV.22) 

* , 

2 X{jc-xJ. (IV.23) 
î-i 

Expanding /(«.) ln (IV.5) »1th th. aid oí (IV.W). tr.nafor.lng th. 

‘"“cording to (IV.23), carrying out th. au-arlon ..d .. .bov. r.placlll, 

C'+ j by the nev constant C , »a obtain 

VW=C, [tin pi tin í(| -o-f-sin (,+ |)f sin W _j_ , 
•In # 

I 

+C, (cos /« sin Í ( I -1) f cos (p +1 ) * sin i|] 
(IV.24) 

•in { 

Expreaslon (IV.24) conatltute. th. general solution of E,. (IV.1). 

It la apparent that this solution Is continuou., but It. derlyatly. 

generally undergo«, finite diacontlnultle. at th. point. a_S., 

Ut us not. that In coyoting the derivative of th. function y(x>, »ritt«. 

In the variables y(x), one of »hlch Is discrete, the differentiation 

should be carried out only with respect to the coordinate Ç in the usual 

S6HS6 * ~ -- ^ ® y « 

4* 7n H In so doing, at the points *(p-4 {-0) we will obtain 

rhe expressions for the derivatives on the right. The derivatives on 

left are C0,nputed 38 the when pi/-,, . The generalised 

derivative can be written by differentiating expression (IV.5) in the 

generalised sense. Then the expression for the. first derivative will 

contain efr-x,,), and for the second, also the delta function. 
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IV.2. Eigmyaluas and Eigenfunctions 

Having ganeral solution (IV.24) of Eq. (IV.1) at one's disposal, 

one can construct particular solutions of this equation which satisfy 

periodicity conditions (IV.3). 

We will subordinate (IV.24) to conditions (IV.3), setting according 

to (IV.20)-(IV.22) p - 0, Ç « 0 when x - 0 and p - n, Ç - 0 when x - 2ir. 

Then, considering (IV.19), we obtain 

Since we are interested only in the nontrivial solutions of Eq. 

(IV.1), and hence, of system (IV.25), we equate its determinant to zero. 

We then find for X ^ 0 

cos ns - 1. (IV.26) 

In the caso X • 0, Eq. (IV.1) has the following obvious solution 

satisfying (IV.3): 

y(x) - C. (IV.27) 

To determine the eigenvalues, we eliminate the parameter s from 

(IV.19) with the aid of (IV.26), and obtain 

co*I—ro< ire* 0,1,2,...). (IV. 28) 
2 it 

Obviously, as a result of the periodicity and parity of co* ^ , it Is 

sufficient to consider only the values r»o, j, where E^y Is the 

integral part of S. For these values of r, expression (IV.28) determines 

the following change of eigenvalues: 
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pp 
i' .'»i' im.. ... 

ï 

when r •’ 0, i.e., ■ - o. 

^2jfç (ç=*l,2,...) 

and 

îct£ —  L. 
2 K 

when r • *i2.f T- Ci ,== 2'v 

ci 
eos * — 2~ sin i = C(m 

n 
2nr 
n 

and 

when r - 0 (for even n), i.e., J=fl 

(¢-1,2...,) 

itK-—2-. 
* 2 u 

/ 

(IV.29) 

(IV.30) 

(IV.31) 

(IV.32) 

(IV.33) 

/ 

To «ch of the chain, of eigenvalue. (IV.29)-(IV.33) there corre.- 

oond chain, of .ig.nv.iu« of th. probl.„. 

ut « consider (IV. 25) for velu« „f ï ,nd . d.temMd by 

expressions «V. 29,-(IV. 33). In th. «.. .. of tht ^ 

•In nt »¡n * *m * 

.,¡ lose «suing, .mi, ., ... indicated .bov., the, .hould b. r.pl.c.d 

b, the corresponding Uniting v.lue. uh.„ ^ ,. Accordlng „ 

rule 

•in ns 

llm •in ns 

•in f 
cp» ns 

so» I 

llm »in ns «in i 

•In i 
= llm 

(n co* ni »in t + «In m cm t) 

cu»l 

ds 

di 

(IV.34) 

(IV.35) 

The value of 
dt 
4Â Is found by using relation (IV.19), whence 

j, -jj" ( *¡n i -c îcm i) 'f tin ï (IV. 36) 

Introducing (IV.36) into (IV.35), we have 

llm 
rtn_«j|!LL = _-Ä^ 

•In i 
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Fro« ayate« (IV.25) it follows that 

when a ■ 0 and 

C|-0, Ci - any; 

when a-0 and X satisfying (IV.30) 

_ Ci-0, C»— any. 

when .^(5^1)] and ^ satisfying (IV.31), 

C,. C,- any; 

whsn *•» and (for even n) 

C2 " C1 “ any; 

when and X satisfying (IV.33) (for even n) 

^1 " C2 “ sHy• 

(IV.37) 

(IV.38) 

(IV.39) 

(IV.40) 

(IV.41) 

Turning to general solution (IV.24), for values of X and s determined 

by (IV.29)-(IV.33), and the corresponding constants (IV.37)-(IV.41), we 

obtain the expressions for the eigenfunctions of the problem: 

Vif*(*)-»in2n^t—singnx 2,...), 

V,ff (a)-.in £Lp i,,,,- |J+sin ^p+, ]||n ^ 

Vn#r (X) - coi~.p »in ( I _ I) 4. co, +1 ) »in 

V14W-(-l)'.ina(2v-l)l-,i„J.(af.,)x 

where .re the roots of Eq. (IV.30); Xqr are the roots of Eqs. (IV.31); 

rn*î- are the roots of Eq. (IV.33). 

(IV.42) 

(IV.43) 

(IV.44) 

(IV.45) 

(IV.46) 

(IV.47) 

In addition, there is another eigenfunction 

y(x) - 1, 

corresponding to the eigenvalue 1-0. 

(IV.48) 



IV#3, OLthonoraallzed System of Ela^nfuncMo». 

y 

Let us turn to Eq. (IV.X). For any pair of eigenfunctions 

y I (*) » Yj (*) > we have 

y;+Mw.-o. 

■ (IV. 49) 

Multiplying the first of Eqs. (IV.49) by yj(x) and the second by 

yii*)* lnte8*ating over x from 0 to 2ir while considering periodicity 

conditions (IV.3), then subtracting one from the other, we have 

(M - */) J y I w !t)(x)Q(x)dx^0, ( IV. 50) 
Ü 

/ 

whence all the eigenfunctions corresponding to different À are 

orthogonal on Í0, if.-,|with weight q(x). 

In addition, multiplying the first Eq. (IV.49) by yj(x) and integrat¬ 

ing over x from 0 to 2*. considering (IV.3) and (IV.50), we obtain 

*" j 

*'j yMy,l*)*(*)dx= 7//,, (ÍV.Sl) 

i.e., the derivatives of any eigenfunctions corresponding to different A 

are orthogonal on [0,2ir]. 

Let us consider the question of orthogonality of eigenfunctions corres¬ 

ponding to the twice degenerate values A « A^. To this end, we set up 

the linear combination 

requiring the orthogonellt, of the function. „„ end .ith „lght 

q(x) on [0.2ff]. We obtain 

7« 

I Vlgrl'llgr»'-» '> 

(IV.53) 
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or, considering (IV.51), 

i I I 
”* 7* iT~- 

11'"** 
(IV.54) 

w* tu,* th. derivative. .1,..1.. dlff.r^tletle, (IV.«). (Iv.45): 

" J (IV.55) 

H.« lne.gr. 1 l„ the numeretor of (IV.54) «U b. c^uted lB th, fo„ 

of a sum of Integrals over sections: 

P+ 

j VW w -¿-Vf v¡„>. l)V¡,frÍA Ddl 
r-u t 

~''-S7 f ' -1 « V Mn 
l: fr4 * * 

* «—i 
cosi(|-|)co8J¡id|^ «in ^1(2^4.,,1. 

Oeing eu—tlon for«!., (U.J), (U.l2).(i4.u)i OM ^ 

..certain th.t «1 th. .o» ent.rlng Into (IV. 56) nr. «,«! to ,.ro. 

(IV.56) 

Hence 

(IV.57) 

•nd fro. (IV.56, „ rtt.ln A - C. 1..., .11 th. .1,«forlón, norr.apond- 

to Wlc. degmerat. v.lu.. cf A .ll0 orttogon>1 rfth ^ 

1M on (0,2.), «d on th. bMl. of (IV.51), th.lr d.rlv.tlv.. .r. .1,, 

orthogonal. 

w. in nonallr. .11 th. .lg«functloo. of th. prohl« th.t 
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9(*)4x~i, 

Ihm for Ch. noraallzlng foctor. on tho bool, of (IV.5Í), 

(IV.51), we obtain 

(IV.58) 

/V«—L 
-fr j [»: <*))•"• 

(IV.59) 

Computing the nonnallEing factor for functions (IV.42)-(IV.47) In 

accordance with (IV.59) we obtain 

yv?0-yv;.-«, 
'*r 

/ 

^Vii»o=>a 

K'-M"-»(l-cos cosï^-f- i. 
(IV.60) 

/ 

/ 
In addition, for the function y0(x) - 1, we have 

IV*4, -^fn8ion of the Eigenfunctions of the Problem in 
Infinite Trigonometric Series "" “ 

Äny of the orthonormallted eigenfunctions can be made 

to correspond to the Fourier series 

where 

V l<»i,icos#jt+,»¡r,Ajc), 
*-■ 

3a 
j ^(x) cos kxdx. 

(IV.61) 

2« 

4|,»—— j Y,(x)%\nkxdx. 
(IV.62) 
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The expansions for the function Klf,, afe obviou8 and contaln 

only one tern each. 

Let us turn to the eigenfunctions corresponding to the transcendental 

values of X. To compute the coefficients , we will use an artificial 

method. We multiply Eq. (IV.1) success!/ely by cox kx, sin kx and Integrate 

over X from 0 to 2*. taking (IV.2), (IV.3) Into account. We obtain 

*■ « 

(*“*?) f ^(xJcosAxrfx-lfr tejeos A*., 
” î-i 

" mm\ 

Hence, since 

1* 
Ki(xJcos-^-/n, 

It 

*<■>"—j“ 'S] Y i (xm) »in — m. 
" **—x; Jtmi n 

' m-i 

The expressions for M*»,) 6-0) have the fonn. 

^n«o — cos . 
"llfO * 

l 

• sm "4 
llffy' JV ^ 2 ’ 

"4 

(IV.63) 

(IV.64) 

Y4f ,(«**)=—— sin).,rsin-=2.«, 
/i 

sínicos—/n. 
*’«f n 

Introducing (IV.64) into (IV.63), and carrying out the summation by 

means of formulas (14.3), (14.12)-(14.14), we obtain 
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I 

•»4»“ 

P- 

* N 
»«r x»4 

"4 
— Sin—J-_-r nl 

0, k£tn ± t, 
(IV.65) 

where 

bitftj, ** 0, 

±n. 

Introducing the expressions for the Fourier coefficients (IV.65) 

Into (IV.61), we finally obtain 

•'»-W-f - [ -T+11« § ^ 
cot tnx 

it 
*ll»l 

V #-%_ i« ,,n^' it i,ln rx— 
»'WrW— 

sin (tn — r)x sin (<»i + .*)* Il 
7j[(M-r)t-X*, (tn + /•)«-Xj, J( ’ 

4. V r i «o» (*»+<•)« i) 
Zu [(<«-/•)»-ij, (ta + r)t-Xj, JJ 

(IV.66) 
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IV*5* -Fourler Serles in Eigenfunctions of the ProM^m 

An arbitrary function f(x) specifiad on [0,27r] can be nade to 

correspond to the series ~ 

/(*)-*• F[x) 4. J 
*(y) 
2 (X)+¡fr (x)J. (IV.67) 

The coefficients of this series are determined by the Euler-Fourier 

method. Let us assume that f(x) - F(x). Then, multiplying (IV.67) 

successively by all and integrating over x from 0 to 2,, taking 

the orthonormalisation of the system of eigenfunctions Yi(x), we obtain 

J /(x)o(x)äx, 
_ ts 

¡rJj (IV.68) 

[♦-U...;.-«,,.£(|)]. 

Ke conetruct che expansion, in the eigenfunctions of the probl.n f„r 

the trigonometric function, sin kx, cos kx. Instead of directly counting 

the coefficients fro. for«.!.. (Iy.68), « estsbllsh e relationship 

between coefficients (IV.68) end the expre.slon. obt.in«i ebov. for 

coefficients (IV.62). Multiplying Eg. (IV.1) successively by sin kx, 

cos kx end integrating over x fro. 0 to 2», in view of expression. 

(IV.62), (IV.68) when A 1» 0 we obtain 

IfrJl =* All ir^trX 

(IV.69) 

-ai.£(t)]- 

Relations (IV.69) make it possible to write the expansions of the 

trigonometric functions in the eigenfunctions of the problem by using 

expansions (IV.66). We have: 
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COS/«JC» 
fcl+|MI 

I 

cmÍüJ» 2 ^ h« 

</*)* —i|,w 

i - "4 
(IV.70) 

'4 ~ »4 (‘—t)- 
CO*(/* ± ± /)^ V -**" **'_»'Ilf/ 

fsf ^ (to ±1)«- 

(in (/n ± /)am ¿ JKL(m . /vi VI yk> 
* ^ Arff (to¿/)t_ 

Th. for .In 5 a contti. only on. t.r. „oh. 

f)-— 

Fln.ll,. on tb. b..l. of «p.n.lon (IV.67). « c.„ „1.. th. ,«..tlon 

of th. ..rl.. «pm,io„ of th. function of th. dl.cr.t. --,._ 

/(^,)-/(^./) (/-1,2.A). 

Such . fornulatlon of th. ,u..tlm 1. to the of ^ 

function f (a) m . ..rl.. conv.rg«,t on th. point ..t . m thl. 

« »111 he Int.r.st.d m th. v.lu.. of th. .u. (IV.67) OTly 

the points x - 

. '(f) 
+ 2 (®*r^HfF(*|)+lif^l*f(X|)]. (IV. 71) 

Con.ld.rln, «pr...ion. «V.6«. « r^uc. ..rl.. („.71, to th, 

/(.,)-7-(,,)-.,+ 17 (IT.72) 

where 
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,W.;1 ,t 

I 

r 

S r 
a N" 

■cos II«« 

'll«« 

(IV.73 

B, 
"§ ■ÃV,iní*,’ 

''-i ^ 
sin 

The coefficients of expansion (IV.72) will also be determined by 

the Euler-Fourier method, assuming that f(x^ - F(x1). In this case, 

successively multiplying (IV.72) by y,. y(i-„ r-0.1., 

and integrating each time in »-he sense of Lebesgue-Stleltjes over the 

region of convergence (i.e., over the point set M), we will obtain an 

infinite system of algebraic equations in n unknown coefficients (IV.72). 

However, it is apparent that for fixed values of r, equations corresponding 

to different q will be proportional. Therefore, tie infinite system 

actually constitutes a system of n equations: 

sin is: «1+ 
’)■ 

cos-—-m+ 

sln-Sí-mcos — 
n n -)• 

g ^^Jcos-^-mcos-^m-f-Ä,^ 

+ ^r 

/ (— m)sin m*=At V sin-^-m-f 
V » / » JmJ n T IR» I 

^ cossin ^ sin ^-msin-^mj + 

R 

§ 

'&) 
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On the basis of sumnatlon formulas (14.3), (14.12)-(14.14), and 

considering that for odd n It Is necessary to set ''i“0* and for even n 

II 

2( —U1"“0« w« ca“ easily observe that the system of n equations (IV.74) 

decomposes completely. We have 

(IV.75) 

A, 
T (-1)-. 

Formulas (IV.75) together with expression (IV.72) determine the 

series expansion in the eigenfunctions of problem (IV.1)-(IV.3) of an 

arbitrary function of a discrete argument /(*,)=/(—and coincide 

with the polynomial given previously (13.67)/(13.69)/ and formulas 

(13.68)/(13.70)/, confirming the convergence of series (IV.72) to the 

function f^). 



Appendix V. GENERAL ALGORITHM OF THE ANALYSIS OF OBLIQUE 

THIN-WALLED SYSTEMS AND ITS REALIZATION ON A 
COMPUTER 

V.l. Differential Resolventa of a Conical Shell of 
Arbitrary Outline 

It is most convenient to proceed fron the nixed fora of differential 

resolvents, which in the general case, neglecting the bending strain of 

the nlddle surface, can be represented In the fora 

AT 
(V.l) 

(y-1,2....,iV). 
where 

are reduced generalized forces. 

The coefficients of Eqs. (V.l) are determined by the expressions 

“ ((|| [W<-4+y (W'*, + -H*¡n xWS+ 

-t-d-V) 2 W5*) j+ÿ -J- iinx*d5. 

»¡nxws)+ 

-f-ÿ sin ihetS' 

7Î7 (ÿ [Wí-.+v(W<-.+íj-,in î~ ($ [Wí-.+v(W<-.+W<*J íj-,in 

+^) *!" y.hdS, 

^■//”2(1 +V) +yMl+(,tA^ ^1«*»*^/» 

l*-y-(6+«)»i.2./,], 

+1-,-=^-^/-,: ♦/«,*—jj-ctgxf/v 

♦1 Vi,=- Ctg x+/-,+T/.> 

(V.3) 

where 
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♦«.-0: ** “ -¿7 f- ” f" ~k f‘v 

.in x W«, + ,t *i*i' 

_ # # tin>x 
ra tinl Tl** a( T'"»' 

(V.5) 

(V.6) 

On Cn* right-hand side of the equations 

Âi-2|±f a ÿ «Z,S)i„± sin xhdS, (V.7) 

o--2-i±i-« (l sinx*dS+ 

+2(l+v)o J /(Z. 

are the known functions of the Z coordinate, which allow for the surface 

load on the shell f"\d for the action of a temperature field. 

The external surface load and the temperature field are conveniently 

represented in the form of the expansions 

p(Z,5)~ J A(Z)p;(S), (V.8) 

/(Z,5)-.J/,(Z)<j(5). (V.9) 

In this case, the right-hand sides of the resolvents may also be repre¬ 

sented in the form of the expansions 

*<<*>-?('-!) 3/*<*>*„. 

w-’-ríH' 

where 

#/»“()) PÍMPi-jJ-sin xrfS, 

#5»-$ *in X*d5, 

»In x*d5+ 

+" y 2¡ 

(V.IO) 

cv.li) 
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In practical calculations, it is usually sufficient to represent the 

dependence of the surface load and temperature field on the Z coordinate 

in the form of a certain parabola. In this case, it is convenient to 

assume that 

(V.12) 

The shall thickness may also be represented in the form of the 

expansion 

A 
(V.13) 

*nd in many cases, it is sufficient to confine onself to only one of its 

terms, assuming that 

h(Z. S)-h(ZMS). 
(V.14) 

«diere h)Z) is some piecewise-linear or even step function (h(0) - ±). 

Representation (V.14) determines, for the entire wing, the same character 

of distribution of the skin thickness in the sections Z - const as in the 

root section Z * 0. 

Equations (V.l) and expressions (V.2)-(V.7) are most general in 

c*v*r*c*er* Specifying the number of degrees of freedom N of the contour 

Z - const and choosing the coordinate functions ^ corresponding to them, 

by integrating system (V.l), one can determine the generalized displace¬ 

ments , then find the displacements, strains, and stresses at 

any point of a conical shell of arbitrary outline. 

In the general case, the number of degrees of freedom 

^=6+«+/»+«,. (V.15) 

where 

n is the number of degrees of freedom corresponding to warpings 



of the contour out of its plane; 

P+nj, Is the number of degrees of freedom corresponding to strains of 

the contour in its plane (p corresponds to shear straine, and 

nlt to bending strains of the ribs in their plane). 

Assuming in a special case that N - 6+n, we will have a model without 

considering the rib elasticity. An appropriate selection of the coordinate 

functions wlll make it possible to obtain both a model with the 

contour Z - const nondefenable in its plane, and a fundamental static- 

geometric model. 

The elastic displacement vector is detenined by the expansion 

where 

U(7.S)=Vi/,(Z)A,(Z)»((S), 

I (<= 1,2.3). . 
l-p (¿=4.5.6). 

I ' (¿-7.8.s). 
1—i (¿=«+l,n+2.*+/>). 

1 * (i=n-\-p-\-\,n-\-p+2.AO. 

(V.16) 

(V.17) 

The Internal forces are determined in the general case by elasticity 

relations (5.6). The linear and angular strains of the middle surface are 

detenined by expansions of the type 

(V.18) 

Representing system (V.l) in matrix fon, we will solve it for the 

derivatives 

(l -y-) -¿-V- -A-'BV+A-' P*+A-' P*', 

(,”^'è_p,“”(B'A‘,B'"C)V+B'A",p*+ <V*19> 

+ B'A“1 P*' —R-R1. 
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H«r« V,pJ «re the column matrices of the unknowns Vi and P* 

consisting of N elements each; », *, P*« «re the column matrices of the 

tena Krk.i»,. which determine the external action on the shell, 

consisting of N elements each; A, B. c. are square matrices of the 

coefficient. , calculated in the section Z - 0, of Nth order 

•ach, the matrices A and C being symmetric; A"1 is the matrix 

eciprocal to A, B is a matrix obtained by transposing the matrix B. 

The solution of system (V.19) must satisfy the boundary conditions 

when Z - 0 and Z - Zr In the general case, these conditions may be 

represented in the form 

M,„V(0)+M,p P’ÍOJ-N,, (V.20) 

M,KV(Z1)+M,pP‘(Zi)«NIi 

where 

ir, Nitp, Mip are gOBe specifled squsre matrices of Nth order; N0. N, 

are specified matrix columns consisting of N elements each. 

Expression. (V.20), (V.21) repr...„t bound«, condition, of 8ener.l 

for». Encan trie* «.tic, nl„od, .nd nl.„ bound«, condition, corr.spcmdlug 

to .lastlc fixing of tbs »hnll. Fo. «*»pl,. If on th. «.d 2 - 0 th. 

dl.pUc«Mt. .r. .pnclfied, «d on th. «.d 2 . 2j th. fore „. .pnclfl.d, 

th. ..trie «C, «U b. unit natrlcns, «d M„. M,. , null «trim. 

IhM H0 mil conatltutn a column of ap.clfl.d v.luos » (0), «d » , . 

column of specified values Pi*(Z1). 

Th. algorithm of tho c.lcul.tlon «d It. mlimtlon on . computnr 

Includn two main stops, 1,.,, formation of matrices of coefficient. (V.3) 

«d right-land .Ide. (V.7) of «.te. (v.19), «d „„n«ic.l lnt.gr.tlon of 
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th. .ye« under bound«, condition. (V.20), (V.21). Th. chi.i probl.. 

her. i. to nlnlni.. the total volun. of initial infornation on the 

g.o«tric para«ter. and ah.ll «t.ri.l, end on th. .nt.rnal action, 

fixing condiciona and collection of the retain«! coordlnat. function.. 

v-2. Algorithm of Calculation of the Coefficient-« .«a 
Right-Hand sÆTnf n!»f, 

The geometry of th. middl. aurf.c. of a conical .hell of arbitrary 

outline i. completely determined by the poaition of the ape, and outline 

of the contour of the generatrix. The poaition of the ape, .ill be 

apeclfied by the parameter .- and magnitude of the „gl. ,, th. 

outline of the generatrix, by th. coordinate. («.». U. t of the nodal 

point., choaen on it. contour, ^formation on the outline of th. contour 

of the generatrix ie introduced into the writing atorag. of the computer 

in block, correepondlng to the d.ct»po.ition of thi. contour into .««.1 

characteristic arcs (Fig. V.l). 

We «11 approximate each of th. characteriatic arc. of the contour 

of the generatrix by the Lagrange interpolation polynomial 

x.|S(Haí„(t|, (V.22) 

where « 1, aome coordinate «...„red along thi. arc, end , 1. the number of 

interpolation nod... Taking for the coordinate of the rth nodal point 

(V.23) we have 

A,,«)’ 

1,=/-. 

— I 
JCn, 

éé «-on;(o • 

JtSL 
ri «-on;« (V.24) 
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where 

n, (0-1(5-1)(1-2)... K-f-i-i), 

n;(r)~r(f-|)(r-2)...2-1-(-i)f-2)...(r-,+ |). (V.25) 

At the nodal points of the contour of the generatrix, the derivatives 

ß*' fa 

(v,26) 
-^-1 -n;(r)§-?íí— + S? jö£_. 

ll-r ir — piïl'ip) r — p 

ß+t 

The derivative of the arc length of the contour of the generatrix 

ii-i/—!— /-ífg-y.i-fiií.)1. 
«i V •»"«i, \ äi ) y 

(V.27) 

Introducing into (V.27) the values of the derivatives at 
<1 H 

the nodal points, determined by expressions (V.26), we obtain the values 

of at these points. Now, using the interpolation polynomial, we 

have 

a 
«» 

«-L dS 

4.,(5)= 

=n,(0 ] 

dS I 

_ÍLk¿_ 

(V.28) 

whence, integrating (V.28) with the aid 

of Simpson's formula, we find 

(V.29) 

Using (V.26), (V.27), we also obtain the values at the nodal points 

of the derivatives 

ifSLl ÜüJ 

dt II. 
dS 

dt 

1=1. 
(V.30) 

i-f 
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then, epproxlaetlng the derivatives ■ -iil iä v,„ T 
« ’ « fey the Lagrange interpolation 

polynomial, we find 

'¿(I)-n#(l) V—iî^-, 
(i-on;(r) 

—, 
Tt (I — ') (r) 

(V.31) 

The values of the second derivatives ■»¡('O. M'; , then ¿¡(I). yjU). 

are now determined in completely analogous fashion. 

Knowing the values of v.. y't, x‘n, y’n at the nodal polnt8> a8 weH 

as the values of the coordinate functions fit of the external load and 

temperature field at the nodal points, by interpolation we can find the 

values of the integrands in the expressions for the elements of matrices 

A'''C *"“ Co1““* *'* P" of (»-l») .t .n, point of th. contour of 

the generatrix. Then, calculating the quadraturea uith the aid of 

Sinpaon'a fomuU, ». find th. ele«„t. of th. Indicated «.trica, and 

columns with any degree of accuracy. 

V*3, ~^rical Integration of the Boundary Value Prohld^n 

The algorithm of the numerical integration is based on the reduction 

of the linear boundary value problem to a series of Cauchy problems. 

We represent the boundary conditions for Z - 0 (V.20) in the form 

M#rY-Ni-M„X. (V.32) 

where x, v «re column matrices of N elements each, satisfying the 

conditions 

\x,\ U 1^1 = 1^(0)1 u 1^(0)1: (V.33) 
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Mm, M«r are the corresponding square matrices of Nth order. 

It is evident that if boundary conditions (V.20) are correct, the 

column matrix i V • can always be chosen so that the matrix M«> 

turns out to be nondegenerate. In this case, we have from (V.32) 

Y =*M¡¡! N,— Mjÿ Mm X. (V.34) 

Let 

<»i 
(V.35) 

where 

0 \ 
0 

*«=l 
0 

0 

(V.36) 

is a column matrix nf n elements. 

Introducing (V.35) into (V.34), we have 

Y-Y.+Íx.Y«. 
where 

(V.37) 

Y0=M¡r N,, 

Y, = — Mjr X,(. (V.38) 

Now, the solution of the system of differential resolvents (V.19), 

satisfying conditions (V.20) when Z ■ 0, may be represented in the form 

/V(Z) WV*(Z)W Vx,fv"(Z)V 
(V.39) 

where 

7v#(Z)\ 
\PÎ(Z)j 18 the solution of system (V.19) for the initial conditions 

(yHt,): (V.40) 
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is the solution of a homogeneous system of differential resolvents 

for initial conditions 

I 

1 

(V.41) 

Solution (V.39JI contains n arbitrary elements X± which are determined 

from boundarv .onditions (V.21) when Z - Zr For the X± values obtained, 

express^ (V.39) determines the solution of the system of differential 

res/’/«»ta (V.19), satisfying boundary conditions (V.20), (V.21). This 

■olution was obtained by a linear combination of solutions of N+l Cauchy 

problems for initial conditions (V.40), (V.41). 

In practice, so as not to overburden the working storage of the 

computer, the matrix column X have been determined, it is desirable to 

find the matrix Y by using expression (V.37); then, without resorting 

to expression (V.39), to find the solution of the conclusive Cauchy 

problem by integrating Eqs. (V.19) for the initial conditions obtained. 

The algorithm described, which makes it possible to reduce the 

solution of the boundary value problem to the solution of N+l Cauchy 

problems, can be transposed with minor changes to the case of special 

boundary conditions, when either of the shell ends is fixed discretely 

against displacements, i.e., only at a certain number k of points. 

For example, let special boundary conditions be given on the end 

Z - 0, and the conditions for Z - Z2 be of ordinary form. In this case 

the desired generalized displacements should satisfy 3k relations 

^.(0)^,)-0(/=1.2.*). (v4 

if the indicated points of the end Z - 0 are completely fixed against 

displacements, and k relations 
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CV.43) g ^(0)^(5,)=0 (/=1.2.ft). 

if the Indicated point, are fined against diaplaceaents only in certain 

direction, t - t^ Also possible is the case in which only some of the 

indicated point, are completely fixed, the refining ones being fixed 

only partially. In this case, we will have m relations of th» type 

(V.42), (V.43), The above-described three casec in the sense 

of construction of an algorithm for reducing a boundary value problem to 

Cauchy problems do not differ from one another, and for thie reason we 

will not differentiate between them hereinafter, keeping in mind that 

in all cases ml N. 

Fictitiously discarding k discrete supports, we will replace them by 

the unknown support reactions. In the general case, we will have a 

support reactions with respect to the number of discarded constraints. 

At the same time, we will have m relations of type (V.42), (V.43). We 

will present these relations in the form 

M^Y+M^X«©. (v#44) 

where 

Y are column matrices of N-m and m elements, respectively, and 

l*)l U IK,!(V.45) 

AW are rectangular matrices of order (N-mfem and ag* corresponding 

to them. 

Obviously, if the conditions of point fixing are specified correctly, 

then the column matrix1 Y can always be chosen so that the matrix ©Ur 

turns out to be nondegenerate. In this case, from (V.44) we have 

Yx-M^MuX. (v.46) 
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We assuae that 

x-2’^v 
/-i 

(V.47) 

where 

(V.48) 

is a column matrix of N-m elements. 

Introducing (V.47) into (V.46), we have 

(V.49) 

where 

(V.50) 

We now represent the column matrix of generalised forces P* in the 

section Z - 0 in the form 

p-(o,=2 w- 
»-i 

(V.51) 

where 

*re the unknown support reactions; 

?*01 are the column matrices of the generalised forces, corresponding 

to the load 

(/#/). (V.52) 

Each of the matrices ^!i consists of n elements 

P., 1 wr 
Á/Í/ «/’ (V.53) 

»h.r. th. generalized force. PolJ conetltut. the «.rk of the «ul lo.d 

i 

■ .. ....— 
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(V.54) 

(V.52) on displacements Therefor« 

where t1 is a unit vector oriented in the direction of the reaction 

The eolation of the system of differential resolvents (V.19), 

satisfying the conditions of discrete fixing, may now be represented in 

the form 

w-5S> 

where is the solution of system (V.19) for initial conditions 

( ï W°4 \p;(ov W 
+* 

18 th* 80^utiim of the honogeneous system of differential 

resolvents for initial conditions 

(V.57) 

(p**^)) iB the solutlon of the homogeneous system of differential 

resolvents for initial conditions 

(i)-(L) (V.58) 

Solution (V.55) contains N-m arbitrary quantities and m unknown 

support reactions R^, which are determined from boundary conditions 

(V.21) when Z - Z^. For the Xi and values obtained, expression (V.55) 

determines the solution of the differential resolvents which satisfies 

the conditions of discrete fixing when Z - 0, and boundary conditions of 

FTD-HC-23-1297-74 
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ordinary type when Z ■ Zj. Practically, in order to avoid encumbering 

the working storage of the computer, it is desirable, as above, to 

determine the matrices , X, P*(0), find the matrix V, using expressions 

(V.49); then, without resorting to expression (V.55), to integrate 

Eqs. (V.19) for the initial conditions obtained. 

Boundary conditions (V.42), (V.43) are homogeneous and correspond 

to absolutely rigid point fixing of the end. Also possible are more 

complex cases, for example, when the end is fixed polntwlse only against 

longitudinal displacements, and completely in its plane. In the latter 

case, the conditions of point fixing, in contrast to (V.42), (V.43), 

contain the desired support reactions. Nevertheless, the boundary value 

problem can always be reduced to a series of Cauchy problems as discussed 

above. 

The algorithm described was used as the basis for a unified general 

program of analysis of a conical shell of arbitrary outline, to be used 

with the M-20 computer. In the presence of appropriate data, this 

program makes it possible to study the most diverse shells of aeronautical 

type acted on by a static load as well as a temperature field. All the 

results presented in Part Two of calculations involving straight and 

swept wings as well as low-aspect wings, both with and without considera¬ 

tion of rib elasticity, were obtained by using this program. Despite 

its generality, the program is very compact. By using only the working 

storage of the computer and one magnetic drum (MD), one can retain in 

the expansion of the elastic displacement vector up to 20 coordinate 

functions (N 20), integrating a system of order forty. The numerical 
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~jtegratlon of the Cauchy problema was performed by using the Runge-Kutta 

method. It should be noted that in some cases, the process of numerical 

Integration is associated with instability phenomena: the solution of 

the total Cauchy problem does not satisfy with sufficient accuracy the 

boundary conditions on the end z m ^ with respect to the self-balanced 

components of the stressed state. This is explained by an insignificant 

mutual Influence of the shell ends with respect to the self-balanced 

components, especially those with a high degree of variability. This 

phenomenon can be avoided by using special integration methods.* However, 

the weak mutual Influence of the ends usually makes it possible to take 

a simpler approach, i.e., to study the zone of each of the ends, ignoring 

the incomplete fulfillment of the boundary conditions on the remote end. 

Moreover, having first evaluated the size of the zone of the edge effect, 

one can consider short shells instead of long ones. In this case, with 

a rational selection of the coordinate functions, the process of numerical 

integration is usually stable. Let us note that for local coordinate 

functions, the phenomenon of instability of the numerical solution takes 

place with a greater number of retained functions than in the case of power 

coordinate functions. 

*See, for example, S. N. Godunov. Numerical Solution of Boundary 
Value Problems for Systems of Linear Ordinary Differential Equations 
UMN, 1961, issue 3, Vol. XVI. 
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